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INTRODUCTION
"The greatest danger to theism at the pre
sent moment does not oome from people who
deny the validity of the arguments for the
existence of God...# The main danger to
theism today oomes from people who want to
say that 'God exists' and 'God does not
exist* are equally absurd."
-- J.J.C. Cmarti

The first major discovery made in the course of research
for this thesis was that the present relevance of the thistle
propfs has to do no longer primarily with the oop;enoy of the
arguments themselves but with their meanin^fulness and thus
with the linguistic validity of theology itself.

The "re

volution in philosophy"^ which has swept over Britain has
forced issues of language into the forefront of all areas of
philosophical concern, not excepting the philosophy of reli
gion in which field this thesis is an essay.

A study of a

topic such as ours today will bear little resemblance, there
fore, to similar studies of a generation ago, since theistic
proofs will demand attention now insofar as they are examples ■
Smart, "The Existence of God," New Essays in
Philosophical Theology^, edited by A.G.N. Flew and A. MacIntyre,
London: SOM Press, Ltd., 1955, pp. 28-29.
J. Ayer et al,, The Revolution in Philosophy. Londons
Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1956.
i
-.
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among others —

of theological discourse generally.

Because

the proofs :i themselves are no longer at the centre of philo

sophical Interest except as one manifestation of theological
speech^ the attacks and defencee concerning their admissibility

are.ipabroader terms than were employed in earlier contro-^
Vera!03.

The traditional questions In the philosophy of religion

are far from dead, as we shall see, but they appear in contemporary discussion in a different hue, coloured by the now
widespread pre-occupation with linguistic Issues.

Exceptions'

to this rule can, of course,, be found, and will be examined
in due course,^ but it is safe to state at the outset that
the relevance of theistic proofs to recent philosophical and
theological discussions is the question of the nature and
validity of theological language as a whole.

To some this development may be considered grounds for

rejoicing; to others it is the cause of deep distress.

But

because It la the case, our study has no alternative to cen
tring 'in a treatment of topics which in former times might
safely have been left to one side.

¥e shall find crucial,

for example, the question of the criterion of meaningfulness

in theological language, the question of how religious know
ledge (if such there is} can be at all communicated, and the
question of whet sort of "reference" should be credited to
words purporting to apply to God.
^Gf. Appendices â and.B, below; also In Ohapter IV,
below, pp. 235-269.
.

It la evident that in a thesis of this sort it is
necessary to establish certain boundaries, both aa to the scope
of the subjects to be considered and as to the temporal limits
to be included within an otherwise unmanageable field.
latter boundaries are easier to drew than the former;

The
For

purposes’of comprehensiveneBs and convenience the post-war
period has been chosen, beginning in 1945 and closing eleven
years later in 1955.

Within these years ana adequate amount

of important material was published both'from the philo'sophi- .
cal and the theological viewpoints with bearing on the/subjectmat ter before us.

We shall find that in a very few'cas'as it

may be néoeasary to reach outside these semi-arbitrary limits
to find required resources;.but, that these occasions can be
kept to a negligible minimum without loss of interest shows
that the temporal bounds within which we must in this thesis
regain are not ill-chosen.

It is true that è small flood of

literature .has appeared since 1955 on the topic before us
l.Such noteworthy.publications as Faith and LoAic:. Oxford
E ssays in Dhilosophicbj:Theology. editedlbyfBasj1 Mitchell,
London i George Aiien
Unwin , Ltd . ,• 1957: '/Métàphy slcai ■
Beliefs.'ThreP'-Essays. by 'Stephen Toulmin,,/ R o h a %
Hepburn,

London ; Longma/ps, :Green and Co
1957 ; -I&n
Ramsey’BV-Reli*
gioua .Language:;'.An.Empirical Placing Of Theological '-FhraBes .
London: aCM: Press, :Ltd. , 1957; Mo. 122 of Philosophy .:Volume
XXXII (for, July, 1957) inçilùdins artiOlbs
Ewing ,>'Thomas McPherson,/,¥*D; ^ Gla sgpw ,and ^Jona than %-Harrison ;
GampbeilFS'’On ;'Beifhobd^a h # 'Godhbbd..i/%I^ndbn :ÿ.Wprge''^ 41^h'. and
Unwin, Ltd.,%i957-l-:andvMi'ch,ael;B:.{;;F0stèr'*s\Mfs'teryfand<'Phi 1osQphy. London:/BCM’- ' P r e s s 1957'. - \
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but not only Is a definite terminal'date at some point a
practical necessity for a thesis of this kind but also the
more recent publications mark what is in large measure a new
phase of the continuing discussion and thus deserve indepen
dent treatment*

This thesis cannot undertake to comment on

this new phase, therefore, or to plunge beyond the limits which
were initially set for it by considering this most recant
literature*

But, as %7ill become apparent, there is no danger

of poverty of resource on this account*
The more difficult boundaries-to set are those of rele
vant literature when

as we have noted

the subject of

our study inevitably leads into the very centre of contem
porary intellectual

conOern*

b e e n -employ edt

total freedomof aelection has been per

(a)

Here the following policy has

mitted the author in the one introductory chapter--setting

forth the philosophical background and context for the period
with which this thesis deals (though remaining, heedless to
say, within the British philosophical publications of the

twentieth century); (b) in the remaining chapters of Part O ne,.
only those writings published within the relevant period on
the subject of theistic arguments or on the more inclusive
question of theological language have been admitted; and (c)
in Part Two only discussions relevant to questions raised in
Part One, to bold new approaches to the justification of
theological discourse, or to the treatment of intra-theological
differences related to these, are allowed*

Thus a large

measure of unity in theme has, it la hoped, been made

5
compatible with freedom adequate to the centrality of the
Issues Involved.
Oertain consequences of these principles of delimitation
will inevitably follow,

à readily noticeable consequence is

the absence from the thesis of certain philosophical and
theological figures otherwise of considerable importance on
the British scene.

That this Is so indicates only that such

figures have not, to the period examined, published anything
of note on the specific questions with which we may deal.
Should', significant and tnmporailTp’'admissible publications
on the topics before us have been overlooked, however, such
omissions would be so far forth a shortcoming of the completed
study, since comprehensiveness within the stated limits has
been a consistent a i m, -and the development of the bibliography
has been considered one of the primary purposes of this re
search.

It might be added, at the same time, that no effort

has been made to "pad" the bibliography by the inclusion of
essentially irrelevant works whose only justification for

mention might be a referbnoe in passing to our topics
topics which few thinkers in the contemporary world can en

tirely ignore!

It has'been assumed that any such indiscrim

inate "padding" would reduce the value of the bibliography to
scholars who might seriously wish to make use of it.

A further consequence following from the plan of this■

thesis is the somewhat different character of the chapters of
Part One from those of Part Two*

In the former (philosophical)

s
portion of the thesis, the "loglo" of the general position
In question is shown more through Individual essays and

arguments followed In some detail; %fhlle In the latter {theo)

logical) chapters, more stress has been laid on the Internal
unity of the system which Is being presented as a whole —
with correspondingly less detailed emphasis on the thought
of individuals except in so far as expressing or illustrating
the relevant link in the larger argument.

This is the case

because of the Inherent difference between theology and phil
osophy, the latter being more self-consciously Individualistic
than the former; also because Of different motives and pur

poses in connection with the two Parts, where the attempt is
to present the "logic" of each of the theological positions
as an organic whole in contrast both to one another and to the

philosophical.challenge; and, finally, because of the greater
number of spokesmen, normally, clamouring for inclusion in
the theological discussions as compared to the corresponding
number of philosophers.

A word should be said, at this point, conoernibg the

task just mentioned of isolating the "logic" of living
positions.

The primary Intent of Parts One and Two of this

work is expository; evaluation being left to the concluding
Part Three.

But this expository aim is directed not so much

at expounding the opinions and arguments of individuals qua
individuals as in presenting clearly and accurately the

?

systewtlo essentials of contra ating patterns of thought on
our single vital theqe.

These ayatematlo easentlale have

been called (in aooordanoe with an extended usage enjoying
muoh contemporary popularity) the "logic" of the position of
which they are a part.

In thus presenting the "logic" of (for

example) a much-ramified theological position with ancient
traditions and many-sided emphases, abstraction is required —
and, indeed, the simplification and resulting clarification

which follows from this abstraction has been sought as an
important benefit which might be supplied by this study.

No single individual;needs to share at every point pre
cisely. the views which t h e ’logic" of the position in general
affirms.

The systematically.abstract position in which we

are interested must necessarily be the product of many -minds
and a multitude of emphases.

In order to balance,and enrich

the inevitable abstraction, however, great -pains have been

taken to allow individual.thinkers and the actual documents
both to determine the outlines of the thesis itself end to
maintain contact with the specific by copious quotation.

'Thus

the aim has been to provide abstract but well-dooumented

accounts of the major viewpoints maintained during the period
of study on our subject.

Approaches not naturally falling tor

to any of these are treated Independently in appendices.
In the course of research it became increasingly obvious
that most, of the primary materials fell, after the first
division between philosophical and theological literature,
into further relatively clear categories, each with a "logic"

of Its own.

In aaolgnlng particular books or ossays to one

of these categories (or chapters) the only principle of divi
sion employed has been careful attention to the "logic" exem
plified by,the particular work at hand —

which policy has

resulted in a few superficial paradoxes (Such aa different

works by a single author appearing in different chapters as
illuatratipnb of the "logic" of contrasting positions) and,

oooasionally, in the bringing together of unusual bedfellows
(such as Roman Catholic defenders of mystioism and Presbyterian
oommentators on the "Encounter" relationship vflth God)., But

any alternative.or additional principles of categorization
{irrelevant to the systematic fundamentals of the various
positions themselves) could have no helpful function in a
thesis devoted, as this one, to an explication of the essen
tials of living theoreticalapproaches to the debate on theo
logical language,

Thus the policy has been retained for the

sake of systematic clarity despite its oooasionblly odd con
sequences,

To avoid unnecessary confusion stemming from such con

sequences , new names have been Invented to refer to those here
grouped together in the various chapters.

These ad hoc titles,

"Verificational Analysis," "Functional Analysis," "theology

of Analogy," "theology of Obedience," "theology of Encounter,"
in large part will be readily translatcble in terms of more
familiar labels, but not perfectly so.

The attempt has been

made to manufacture names ..which avoid the emotional force

' '9'

embedded in the popular labels and which, at the same time,
IndloetédBom'etbing concerning the nature of the "logic" of
the posit16p so named.

Comprehensiveness of relevant bibliography and clear
accuracy of exposition have already been mentioned as goals
after which this thesis strives.

Two other purposes are

equally present.
first, this study is intended to provide a synoptic
view of a controversy of great importance but surrounded by
considerable complexity and confusion.

If the essentials of

the major living alternatives can be made clear within this
single study, together with key statements from the partici
pants in the controversy culled from a widely-scattered field
of literature both philosophical and theological, then an
aid better than any at present available will be at hand for
those who are Interested in surveying the issue;: before them
and forming an independent and informed judgment concerning
it.

This purpose of the thesis la to %)rovide' "high ground"

then, from which the campaign as a whole may be seen, sides
chosen —

or, perhaps, entirely new strategies developed.

And, finally, it may be hoped that the last Part of the
work may contribute to the progress of the continuing
discussion through its critical evaluation of certain

arguments and through its suggested theory on the nature of

:L()
theological dlsoourse. In the light of which theory, perhaps,
the roles of the various participants In the debate may be
the better understood.

Certain general conclusions.are

there propounded which may. It Is hoped, begin to resolve
the disputes presented In the body of the thesis (in so far
as this Is either possible or desirable) and -- if resolution
is too much to be hoped for —

at least to provide a coherent

interpretation of the controversy over theological language

as it was carried on from the end of the Second World War
until 1955.

FAger p œ
PHILOSOPHICAL DISCUSSION
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CHAPTER O m
LimUISTIO PHILOSOPHY
"It la perhaps. Increasingly difficult.- and
certainly ultimately misleading to try to
leolate a ’linguistic ,philosophy *. This is
partly à matter of a successful deliberate
policy.of those whom others want to label
.’grammaticists,*', verbospph'ara’, and the like;
for unlike the true Logical Positivists, the
original Vienna Oirdle and its later adherents,
they sign no manifestos, tend to eschew metaphilosophy, and consider that party oonflict
and school loyalty are here out of place.*"
— Antony G.N. Flsw^
Professor Flaw’s warning is well grounded; w© shall find
considerable diversity among philosophers of language.

Our

only excuse for rushing in where Professor Flew wisely re
fuses to tread is the hope that an attempt at an over-all
treatment of this philosophical movement before launching
into a more detailed and specific examination of the litera
ture concerning theistic proofs and theological language may
prove more useful to our later studies than no treatment at

all.

We may be encouraged in our hope by the existence of

enough areas of agreement among these philosophers to Justify
considering them as a loose group rather than as a sheer
hodge-podge about which nothing in general could be said*
Flew, "Philosophy and Language," The Philosophical
Quarterly, Volume 5, 1955, p* 21. '

One might sey, with Ludwig Wittgenstein In another context,

that the Impression of unity given by linguistic philosopherB

Is that of "family resemblanoes" (or of a "thread"),
...for the various resemblances between members of a
family; build, features, colour of eyes, gelt, temperament, etc. etc. overlap and cries-cross in the same
way..... And, the strength of the thread'does, ■hot-reslde In the fact that some one fibre runs through its
whole length, but in the overlapping of many fibresr
The plan of this and the following chapters in this
Part, accordingly, will be based on steps of increasing
specification;

beginning with the widest "family resemblances

r t.

within the philosophy of language, moving to a somewhat closer
consideration of two major groupings within the larger whole,

and concluding in Chapters TworandnThreex with a close study
of the various alternative reactions of the llngulBtlo phil
osophy "family" specifically to the language of theism.
. •

I.
Unifying Principles

First we turn to the most general level of agreement or
"resemblances.."

This fundamental stratum presents a perva

sive background against which the more detailed diversity of
approach since World War II stands In sharp relief*

Bines

this stratum of common ground is an inheritance received by
the present from earlier days of controversy, perhaps a
-Ludvig Wittgenstein, Fhllosopbical Investigations. trans.
by G.E.M. Ànscombé, Oxford: Basil maokwell, 1953,
The use of the "family" expression in this context was. i
gested in conversation by Dr., John J. Compton.

]L:5

-

'

'
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momentary exeurelon Into some problems of pre-war British

philosophy.might afford no the best glimpse of what In post
war years oame to form a matrix of thought for British llnguistio philosophy•

One of the most striking occurrences of modern intel
lectual hi6tory, the break-away of the apeoial sciences from
the maternel leading-strings of philosophy, dealt philosophy
one of the most profound jolts of her long history*

One by

one her intellectual offspring established their separate
households, thriving in their clearly-defined indspendenoe
and leaving philosophy to wonder moodily vrhether any further
function remained to her or whether her creativity had been
spent in nurturing the sciences into autonomy.
A* The Object of Philosophical Interest
1.

The loss ^

empirloal fact* —

It was quickly notice

that all the special sciences boasted a distinctive subjectmatter withi.n relatively well-defined working limits.

Gould

philosophy, too, find any special realm of fact which it
might claim as its province?

If so, then its justification

for existence would be established.

But whichever way the

philosopher tm^ned in the empirical world, some special
science ifas found already to be occupying the premises.

Even

the philosopher’s apparent stronghold in "mental fact," on
which British philosophy had relied since Locke, had been
lost to the new science of psychology.

"Fsyohology is no

'

'

^

nearer related to pbllùsôphy* than la any other natural
:9ojLen()S}.

The shook of finding himself without any sphere of
empirical;eubjeot-matter to call his own left a deep mark on
the philosopher of the early tifontleth century; and contem
porary philoaophÿçof language o%fee a flrst-prlnolple of its

thought to the alow and painful réalisation of earlier phiIf
osophera that, as Wlttengeneteln etatee it:

;

^*philoeophy le

not one of the natural aclencea.*^^
The first principle so learned we may state as follows;

philosophy qua. philosophy la ■empirioallT uninformative,

V^atever philosophy*s essential task might be (If It has

one) it Is not to compete with the trained and specialized
scientists In their job of describing the structure and
functioning of the world*

Should a philosopher devote

self to empirical Investigation^ he would be acting no

himlonger

as a -philosopher but (depending on the subject-matter studied)
as a botanist, astrophysicist,.or pdyoholegist.
The empirical ûnlnformatlveness of philosophy was an

exciting disocvery to pre^^wer British philosophy^ but by

1945 the sense of novelty had waned & N.o longer a glowing
controversial issue, It had cooled into a platitude with much
of the authority of seIf-evidence by the opening of our post

war period,

^Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tracta tu a Lofxico-Phl loeophl eus.
London; Routl#ge end K e g e n / W l Ltd., 1922, Tbilisi.
^Ibld.. 4.111.
^

;

If

wea not a aclenoe alongside the natural

eolencee,^^^ then .i^ae it ho longer a uaeful occupation of the
m o d e m age?

What possible justification for its continued

cxiatence could ba offered?

And if.philosophy's study was

not about the empirical world, what could It be about?
2. The resort to

gg«

Eant *8 critique of reason

was too well-remembered to admit serious claims that philo80phy*s sphere of knowledge should be "transcendent" reality
somehow %ehind^ the world 6f science.

The status of ethics,

furthermore, and other "realms of value" vfas altogether too

controversial -- and suspiciously closely associated with
psychology —

to appear promising as a Secure foundation for

philosophical endeavour.

And to attempt to set up philosophy

as oo-ordinator of the sciences, "synthesizing" Into one
grand symphony of knowledge all the leaser themes of the

spécial sciences was tempting as an ideal; but not only did

it smack too much of Hegelian metaphysics but also it looked
like a hopeless task, demanding enoyolopaedlo mental capacity
far beyond the range of human powers while offering no grain
of hope that such a synthesis could be aocomplished for the
sometimes eontradiotpry claims of the sciences in their

present state of development.

With these alternatlvoB ruled out in their estimation,
the opening of a "new" sphere came as a revelation to British
1
J.O. Brmson, Philosophical -Analysis & Oxford;
aiarandon Press, 1956, p.- lié;.' "' :

The
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philosophers searohlng for the proper area of philosophlcal

activity.

This sphere was that of meaning.

^

Philosophy

would not. have to do with meaning as the payohologlet 'è

:':

"mental fact" (as In "I mean to ewlm the Channel" or, pointing,
"1 mean Harry.") but with meaning In another sense, logical

meanlnf^rulness.

Such meanlngfulneaa la that poaeeaaed some-

x'

how by language In Its oapaolty to oommunloate; Indeed, It la
only In the realm of llngnlstlo algnlfloanoe that auoh
meanlngfulneee can be found and studied in Its pure form,
freed from psychology.

Thus the factual statements of the

is to show in what way

the language of the soiOntist commun!-

\

scientist are of relevance to the philosopher, whose job It
oatès; but the goal

of the philosopher's work is not to add

one more item to the total of empirical knowledge.

He is not

%
/

concerned with the factual business of tracing the development
of languages with the etymologist or of reporting linguistic

usage %'flth the lexloogrsphars.

His responsibility Instead,

is the loRlct^l task

of clarifying and illuminating the way in

which language used

by non-philosophers is able to echieve

its non-phi 16'sophioal ends.

The modern philosopher will also

scrutinize critically the statements made by other philOso-

phers, past and present, and bring his new techniques to bear
on them as well.

We may thus distinguish another, first-principle of

post-war linguistic'philosophy.

It 1st

IlnKulstio slRnifl-

cance is the primary Bubjeet^matter of plillqaophy.

This,

:/

:

. Ï*■■

-
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like the principle asserting the empirical unlnformetlvaneas
of philosophy, has become in practice so widely accepted that
it is possible for Professor Gilbert Ryle to assert that;"The
story of tv/entieth-century philosophy is very largely the
story of the notion of sense or meaning.

Once stated, it soon became obvious to many British, phll- .

osophers that this understanding of the proper subject-matter

;

of philosophy was "new" in ita self-conscloas explicitness
only,

The history of philosophy onwards from Socrates, whose

passionate interest was in the meaning of "justice," "know
ledge," and "good," could be interpreted as a quest for

meaning —

mixed with much that was "unphilosopMcal," of

course, but clearly not entirely alien to the new formulation
of philosophy's sphere of interest,
5 • The importance of the statement,^—

We shall have to

postpone closer study of "meaning" as it is used here until
the next section of this chapter where differences within
linguistic philosophy over the meaning of "meaning" will be

encountered; but, despite Important differences which will

appear, today's linguistic philosophy has learned to find the
unit of meaning not in the individual word so much as in the
proposition or statement.
It was early evident that to abolish the psychological

"idea" or "image" as an object of philosophical study was to
^Gilbert Ryle, Introduction, The Revolution in Fhilosoohv,
London; Macmillan an# Oo*, Ltd., 195^>”pW7!
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go beyond the discrete word as the basic unit of meaning.
Borne words may evoke imagos and so have "psychological
meaning," but the study of logical significance must go far
beyond this consideration,
an abstraction —

The word alone remains incomplete

apart from the context of the proposition

in which it plays a part.

The older theory, accepting.words

as somehow "atoms of meaning" which are strung together to
compose sentences, may at first sight seem adequate when ex

amples ere limited to concrete nouns and some verbs, but
beyond this it runs into fatal difficulties,

Oonfronted

with abstract nouns, it must admit that their meaning is
ultimately dependent on sentences defining them; even more
strikingly, "logical helper" wordq, like "if,""or," and "not"
are totally dependent for their significance on the functions
they play in the wider context of the complete proposition.
It would not normally be denied that words possess meaning
{although J.L, Evans goes so far as to claim that "it is
only in the context of a sentence that a word is meaningful,
and Wittgenstein much earlier asserted: "Only the proposi
tion has sense; only in the context of a proposition has a

name meaning,"^), but such meaning is of a fragmentary kind
apart from its employment in the statement.

The word serves

as a sign and most words are fully capable of signifying
only in combination with other signs.

Furthermore, the feet

Evans, "On Meaning and Verification," Mind, Volume .
,1953, p. 6,
%ractatus .3,3,
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that ,the proposition la alone capable of truth oÉ' falsity —
words cannot be true or false outside a propositions! con
text -- is another evidence that the sort of me&ningfulness
vested in words is abstract and partial.

Thus the primary

significance is shown to be not in the word Itself but in >
the propositional context of its use.
Sense and senselessness belong where truth and falsity
belong, namely to complete sentences- or statements.
The meanings of subordinate parts of speech are ab
stracted features of what Is or might be:conveyed by
see out of which the meanings of
O'
Although occasional voices are raised in protest,con
temporary British liguistic philosophy accepts as funda
mental 'the principle; the prbpar locus of meaning is the
proposition of sentence.

This principle# too, had become

a platitude by 1945 despite its startllngly radical appearance
a generation earlier^
W© have now noted three basic principles of linguistlo
philosophy all dealing with philosophical subject-matter*
Modern philosophy, today shorn of its historic^;dcnneotions
with the empirical sciences, must not imagine itself capable
of making factually informative statements; it is, however,
still the legitimate (and needed) task of philosophy to in
vestigate meaning; this study of meaning must not be under
stood as an incursion into the territories of psychological
"

—

n-n™.rn^

n

,

-r-yrn-,-rrr-.

'

a. Ryle. The Revolution in PhilosoohVi p. 10.

_

%.g. W.T. Staoe, "Positivism." M I M . Vol. UII, 1944
pp. 215-237.
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science, but as a study of propositions whiob, when stated,

are sentences In some lamua^e, Thus we arrive at a conclualon which we must have guessed from the name given
movement :

to the

that linguistic philosophy urges us to understand

the primary function, of philosophy as somehow a study of
^language.,

■

‘

■

•• ’ ,

"Bpmehow" a study of language?

Let ua now turn from

these "family agreements" on the subjact-matter of philosophy

to discover what is generally held to be the proper method
of Its operation.

^

.

B* fh© Method of Philosophical Inquiry
’ 1* Ahalyais as nhilosophicâl!method* -- All the special
;sciences were not only exploiters of e special subject-matter
but also possessors of a special method or methods developed
to deal with its particular field of study* A clearly-de
fined methodology, indeed, seemed even more than a distinct
' '' - ' .
■
■
^
subject-matter to be the major criterion of all the genuine
intellectual disciplines*
Oonsequently the moment could not be long.delayed when
philosophers would challenge one ahother# and be chall
enged by their new academic colleagues, especially the
natural scientists, to state unequivocally what sort
of ah enquiry philosophy was and what were the canons
of its special methods, if it possessed any such methods.^
The reply to these challenges was soon forthcoming*
philosophy's method, appropriate to its own goals, must be
Ryle. The Revolution in Philosophy. p* 4.
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analysis*

If© shall find various Interpretations of the

proper analytical procedure when we distinguish differences
within the larger "family" of linguistic philosophy; at the
moment we are solely concerned with their agreements.

And

hero# without doubt, was a firm platform of unanimity;
function of ohilosophv.la to

enmm In analysis.

2. Analysis as concerned with language. —

the

After the forè^

going discussion of philosophical subject-matter, it will be
obvious that the analyses in question will not be empirical
studies,such as chemical analyses or biological dissections.
At the same time it is clear that certain alternative methods
often supposed to be appropriate must be ruled out;

that is,

a Priori deductions conoernlng the ultimate nature of things,
intrpspectiv© inductions to the essentials of mind or soul,
synoptic const ructions of "cohérences" out of second-hand
data -- all these must prove out of place in a philosopby
which, it claims, has come finally to a critical awareness
of itself, its field of inquiry, end its limitations.
If we now combine the "fibres" which we have thus far
uncovered, wa shall possess the central thread sustaining
linguistic philosophy;

philosophy-'s essential task ie

linp;uiBtlo analysis.
The early analyses of Russell and Moore showed clearly

that great scope existed for philosophy under this new under
standing of its function.

Ordinary language is a subtle and

sometimes misleading instrument; meanings are elusive, often

hidden or confused by the lenguege which eeems to express
logically acceptable propositions*
mioleading expressions

3mny systematically

haunt the avenues of daily speech.

Grammatically perfect eeotènoea might conceal logical un
meaning.

However much the iinguietic philosophera might

otherwiee disagree, they are one in the conviction that
théréi ie likely to be eomething problem-cauaipg about unan
alyzed language which proper analysis can remove.
Again let it be noticed that the conception of philo
sophy as Analysis mpyl be presented not with the motive of
sweeping away all that goes under the title of "the history
of philosophy," but as a clear formulation of what the

greatest philosophers of history had, in fact, bean angaged
in, though often %;ith a dim awareness of the real nature of
their activities.

As A.J. Ayér asserts: "I think it can bo

shown that the majority of those %fho ere commonly supposed
to have been greet philosophers were primarily not meta
physicians but analysts."^ He then cites Locke, Berkeley,
RUma, Hobbes, Ben them, J.$, Mill, Plato, Ariatbtle, and Kant
as example of misunderstood (at'times self-misunderstanding)

linguiSt ic analysts.

If analyzing philosophers should be challenged as to
Gilbert By le, "Systematically Misleading Igxpresslons,"
Brocècdings of the Aristotelian Sooiety. 1931--2; reprinted in
hOfxic and .Lamuake.-First "Series.. éd. A.G.2T. Flew, Oxford;
Basil Blackwell, 1951.
2
Alfred' Jules â,yer, Language. Truth:and ■Login. London t
Vlotor Cîollanoz, Ltd;, 193o} second édition'1946, p. 52.

why they considered such work to be worthwhile some might
reply that thé clarification of understanding needs no fur
ther justification, that it shows itself worthy by its own
intrinsic interest.

Others would appeal to the fact that

clarification of language must be of immense aid to the
working scientist who is impatient of being imprisoned in
avoidable linguistic pit-falls and is eager for help in

distinguishing real problems, open to his empirical tech
niques, from empty linguistic confusions to which there osn
be no conclusive solution.

Still others might answer that

their work at last was cleansing philosophical wheat from
the chaff of ages and finally was establishing philosophy as
an important branch of learning with a determinate job to do
and a clear method of judging its success or failure.
We have now rapidly reviewed the legacy of agreement

which was carried by the philosophera of language into the
years to be covered by our study.

The principles which had

once been radical and hotly mooted —

such as the uoinform-

ativeness of philosophy, its prime concern with meaning and
language, its approach to the complete sentenceas proper unit
of meaning, its analytical method -- entered the post-war
world as general presuppositions of most British philosophy
from which to proceed In more specific directions.
The rarefied air of general agreements is. unnatural !

Let

ua now descend to less abstract studies where important dif

ferences appear within the varied "family" of linguiatio
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II
Divergent Emphases
We may now turn to a aomewbat more oonorete treatment of

the arguments and oonoluslona of linguistic philosophy an they
are defended by two diverging groups within the larger "fam
ily, "

Both of these groups have their ancestry in pre-war

philosophy# but both thrive within the years of our special
Interest.

A noteworthy fact which well illustrates the close relatednesa of the two major developments as well as their
differences is the contrast within the thought of Ludwig
Wittgenstein.

His Traotatue Loxioo-Bhilosoohlcus. published

in 1922# continues to Inspire the vigorous movement within
linguistic philosophy which owes much to the famous Verifi
cation Prinoiple.of meaning (associated with the Logical
Positivist school) or to some modification of this criterion.

Wittgenstein's Tractatus. indeed, played a part —
certainly not the only one —

although

in the foimiulation of this

criterion during the formative years of Logical Positivism
in Vienna*

He was never part of the "Vienna Oirole," but

bis Tractatus

discussed at the group's meetings# and his

personal influence in Austria at the time with the founders

of Logical Positivism was considerable.

I

, Of. A.J. Ayer, "The Vienna 01role,"
in Philosophy. p. 70* ff#

The^Revolution

If the first group of llnguistio philosophers, who in
this thesis will be celled the "Verifioetional Analysts,"^
claim Ludwig Wittgenstein as one of the prime sources of
their thought, so the second, whpmwe shall name the "Func
tional Analysts," find his later thought of equally great
importance to them,

Wittgenstein's oral teaching at 0am-

bridge after his return to philosophy following a few years

break, and. especially the posthumously published Bhllosoohical Investigations.his "precipitate of philosophical investigatlqns"^ from about 1929 until his death in 1951#
suggested a different conception both of the nature of lan
guage and of the proper method of philosophical analysis.

The Wittgenstein whom we .shall meet most often in the fol
lowing pages will be thé "later Wittgenstein," since by the
years 1945-1955 his most notable influence could be seen in
the Functional Analysts.

Nevertheless, it must be remcAibered

that the latest thought of any man need not be his best
thought and that philqsophioal evaluation cannot be made in

t e ™ 8 of what is most "modern," only in terms of what is most
cogent.

In Wittgenstein's philosophical career, therefore,

we find an important Illustration of the intimate historical
and personal relationship betifeen Verificatipnal and Functional
Analysis.

.

.

. ^It should, be noted that all \Logical Foaltivi.ats would
be Verlficational'iâhfâlysta but that not ail Verlfioptional
Analysts heed be Logical Positivists ^ a genuine Logical
Positivist being increàsingly.dlfficult to find today.

Wittgenstein. ’Philosophical Investigationso. ix®.

'

.
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A. Verifloational Analysis
Let us examine this, phlloaophloel alternative and the
following one under these three heeds;

1, Its theory of

language; 2, Its theory of meaning; and 3# Ita resulting
theory of analysis.
1* The theory of lanmap^a, -- We must begin by recognlzlng the elementary fact that eome human utterances fall
short of what on the basis of Vorlfloatlonal Analysis may
properly be called "language,"

Not only In obvious cases

where we merely groan in pain, croon ^zlth delight, or moan
in fear, but also upon many occasions %fhen we use words
legitimately belon^lnpc to a language we are not, properly
speaking, "using language."

To hit one's thumb with a

hammer and shout "stars!" or to be startled by a dark figure
and cry, "what!" may be lan^uap;e-llke. but a little reflec
tion will show that those Incidents are better understood as
the animal reactions of habitually language-using creatures

than as "language" properly defined.

In such cases we are in

•fact borrowing.vocal expressions from language and tempor
arily using them non*linguistically•
We are, on the other hand, using such expressions in

language-proper if we say, "I can see thirty-two stars from
this window," or,

Mary tell you about me?"

And

at this point philosophical interest is aroused ŸZhere it
was not appropriate earlier, for language is not just any
use of words, it is an instrument for the communication of

fact or for the establishment of verbal conventions.
”

............. '

' I

'

'

(a) "Analytic" Statements as Language
In a moment we shall examine what "oommunioating facts"
involves, since this will be of exceeding importance to our
understanding of meaning and analysis, but first it behooves
us to clarify the role of language In establishing "verbal
conventions."

If language is to useful in the former activity

(however defined)# its many terms or signs must bear some

definite and dependable relationship to one another.

If

the elements of language were constantly shifting in their
manner of working together# we should find ourselves in a

queer Alice in Wonderland world where commun!cat1on would, be
impossible, just as if in a game all the rules were permitted

to shift and vary, the point of the game —
it —

could not go on.

the playing of

It is obvious both from experience

and a priori. therefore, that language must be able to set
rules for its employment; that is, a preliminary but vital
function of language is to mark clearly the "ground rules"
of the "game" by fixing the conventions which must hold if
factual communication is going to be possible.
Some of these conventions may take the form of estab
lishing equivalences between signs; some may take the form
of establishing the logical powers or functions of certain

terms (like "if," "than," "and," "or," and so on) thereby

marking out the rules to be followed in logical inference.
Some conventions may show themselves quite obviously
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"convent1on &1," as In the "explicit definitions"^ of our
dictionaries {especially where new technical terms are intro
duced) , while some complicated inferences may surprise us and
actually appear to us as discoveries*

But we must not be

misled by our feelings of amazement at the implications of
our rules into believing that we are discovering new fact;
the appearance of factual discovery is illusory since what
ever we "get out" of our rules for using language had been
Implicitly "put into" our rules when we initially decided
to use them and no other rules. #ian this is the case;
when# that is# a proposition may be said to be true solely
thanlcB to the meaning of, the terms which obnstitute it (on
which, we have earlier "decided#" socially or individually);
then our proposition is said to be a "tautology" and
language is used "analytically."

Not only may there be

analytical statements which are thus "logically true," or
tautologies, but conversely there are "logically false"
combinations of signs or contradictions, which can under no
circuïïistànca be true.

That which is not a contradiction

may be a "logical possibility#" whether or not it la a
practical possibility.

It la a logical possibility, for

example# to observe the far aide of the moon (not now a
practical possibility) or
logical possibility —

to choose a different sort of

to have sensations of an entirely

(inconceivably) different kind from those made practical
Ayer# Language, Truth §nd .Logic, second edition# pp. 5960. ...

poaàlbllltles by the possession of human sense-organs.

That

these logical possibilities are not practloal possibilities

is contingent, respectively, on technological end physiological fact.

And upon the introduction of questions of fact,

a wholly new set of procédures and criteria become relevant -towards which logical possibility and impossibility, tautol

ogy and contradiction are equally indifferent.

A crucial

property of all language used analytically,

then, is that no fact or experience whatever can have the
slightest chance of upsetting our verdict of truth or
falsity since this verdict depends on language being used
properly and on nothing else#

To say thia, however, is not

to banish analytic statements to some limbo of monotony| the
fact is that we are far from being fully aware of the conse

quences of our linguistic conventions and logical rules, and

the entire job of logical studies is to bring the interesting
(and useful) information about such matters to our attention.
Tautologies are compatible with any state of affairs and

thereby empirically uninformative ("The propositions of logic
therefore say nothing," says Wittgenstein provocatively), but

this Is not to say that all logical and mathematical studies
of tautologies are unilluminatlng1

When we say that analytic propositions are devoid of
factual content, and, consequently that they say nothing,
we are not suggesting that they are senseless....
For, although, they give no information about any
^fraotatus. 6.11.

empirical situation# they do enlighten as by illus
trating the way in which we use certain symbols,^
Discoveries in the complexities of formal relationships provide the joints and muscles on which language may efficiently
and confidently move.

And in providing such joints and

muselas there is real scope for creativity.

It is easy to see that the danger of error in logical
reasonih% o&n be minimized by the Introduction of
symbplio devices # which enable us to express highly
Complex tautologies in a conveniently simple form.
And this gives us an opportunity for the exercise
of invention in the pursuit of logical enquiries,.
For a well-chosen definition will call pur attention
to analytic truths# which would otheMise have
escaped, us.’ And the framing of definitions which
'are. useful-.and fruitful: may well be regarded as a
creative aot.^
(b)

"Synthetic" Statements as language

If analytical propositions provide the firm skeleton of
language# propositions asserting some state of affairs clothe
language with its flesh.

This second activity of language#

making use of "synthetic" propositions# is its primary end#
for which analytic statements serve as means.

"fha essen

tial business of language is to assert or deny f a c t s . The
synthetic statement does not depend for its truth or falsity
on the meaning of its constituent symbols but rather on the
extra-linguia11c data which it alleges to be the case, _ If I
say # "Rain is a form of •precipitation#" I am in no danger df
r.r"''Y

..............

■

■
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' Ayer# .Language. Truth and. Logic. p. 79.
% b i d . # p. 86.

1

......

^Bertrand Russell in the "Introduction" td> Wittgenstein's
#• p. S •
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being proved wrong by a look out of the window; you can

■• ,

prove me wrong only by finding that I am breaking thèerules

which govern the use of the terms involved.

But if I say,

"It is raining outside," it would be futile to try to dis

cover whether or not I am making a true statement by lobking

into your dictionary ; to check that statement you have to
look out of the window or go out and stand in the garden.

You must first understand my terms, of course, but once the
meaning of these is clear it Is still not apparent whether
the statement is true bB:false.

Now we are in possession of a criterion Whereby we may

distinguish between analytical and synthetic statements; the
truth or falsity of the former have no relevance to experi

ence of any kind, but are clearly determinable from examin

ation of the symbols involved in the statement; the latter
may be shown true or false only by reference to some ex
perience which they promise to be obtainable.

Thus wa are

in a position to see why sighs and groans, or language-like
expressions of pain, surprise, and so on, are not properly

speaking language.

There are involved in these verbal ut

terances neither of the two exhaustive alternative marks of
genuine language;

neither the analytic conveying of illum

ination nor the synthetic communication of information.^
. Although some philoapphical discussion has Questioned
both the exhaustiveness and the exclusiveness of the analyticsynthetic dichotomy as hare presented, few Yerificational
Analysts have been convinced that an abandonment of this
vital distinction has been proved neceasary by such critics
as, for example, W.V.O. Quine in "Two bbgmas of Empiricism,"
The Bhilosoohical Heview. Volume IX. 1951# on. 20-43.

.
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But are there not other funotlons of language b@8ld.ee
these?

Surely poets era using language when they rhapsodize#

,

though without either of the marks thus dlatlnguistied as
central to language-proper!

What is the status of normative

or speculative utterances?

Such.questions are obviously In

escapable; the theory of language proposed by Verlfloatlonal

Analysis must

and. does

somehow account for these "peri

pheral" uses of language, but it holds that uses such as
these are of a radically different kind from the fact-communloatlng (and far- more significant) dally functions of
speech.

The chasm b<^Ween. language-proper and the extra

ordinary.uses of language which involve neither analytic nor
synthetic propoBitlons can best be found in our next topic
for study# the nature of meaning,
2.

The theory of meaning;. —

Under-this head we must

examine more carefully the structure of sentences used to ex- ■
press f8cts#in connection with our study of the Verlfloational
Analyst'*a account of linguistic (or logical) meaning.

We

shall find the two subjects intimately related; indeed# we

'

the seme thing as a meaningrul sentence which does not do-

:

shall find that a sentence which expresses fact is largely
rive its meaning from analytical necosslty.
(a) "Literally Meaningful" language

As to analytical meaning# little more need be said here.
Tautologies are meaningful on the basis of arbitrary or
historioally conventional decisions which they reflect.

They

are meaningful as notations of relationship between signe,
however oomplex and Interesting the form of these notatlone
may heoome.

Our prime Interest here is in the meaning of statements

other than tautologies.

What is the essential meaning which

synthetic propositions convey?

The blunt reply of the

Verif 1càtional Analyst is-i .the meaning of a sentence is the

1

method of its verification. .Thus baldly::stated this explana'

tion of the naturig of meaning may seem startling and implaus
ible, but let us examine it more closely.

In the first placé we should note that any philosophical

account of meaning ie bound to éeem queer to us so long as we
are unwilling to involve ourselves in strictly philosophical
categories of thought.
loRioal eoulyslenoe.

Here "meaning" is understood as
Despite the fact that philosophy has

given up to psychology the task of discovering and describing
the "mental(facts" associated with meaning, we still seem to
crave from philosophy a theory of meaning which deals with
"mental reference" or "inward intent,"

philosophy's job is

to philosophize, however, not to reduplicate the researoh of
^This formulation is one of s number of semi-traditional
slogans which might be offered at this point, a formulation
interestingly discussed by Professor dohn Wisdom in "Metaphysics and Verification:," -Mind, Volume XLVII, 1938, and re
printed in:his Philosophy and Paychoanalyala. Oxford; Basil
Blackwell,. 1953, pp. 51-101. It should ndt be mistaken for
8" full statement of the Principle of Verification which has
passed through innumerable varient forms and is therefore not
discussed in all. its complexity in this introductory chapter*
But Of, below bp. 45-46, and, for a dlscusslon^ of the Verlflcation Principle in its version as a Principle of Falaifla
bility, see p* 46, 50, and Ohapter II pp. 102-106.
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the psyobologlst; the pblloeophloal theory of moaning will
involve different ooneideretione from either thoee of modem,
mental soienoe or those of pre-enalytio philosophy of former
days.

"Meaning," here, we should note, ia as A.J. Ayer points

a highly ambiguous symbol,;.. And, indeed, I.doubt
whether all the sentences wliloh are equivalent, aocording to bur definition, would ordinarily be said
to have the same meaning. For'-'I think that although
a complex sign of the' form "the sentences:^ And Î
have the same meaning," is sometimes used, or takbn,
to express what wb express by saying."the sentences
s and t are e q u i v a l e n t t h i s is not the way in
whibh such a sign is most obmmonly used or inter
preted, I think that if we are to use the sign
"meaning", in the vfay in which it is most commonly
used, we must hot say that two sentences have the
same meaning for anyone, unless the occurence bf one
always has the same.effect on his thoughts and actions
as the occurence of:the other. And, clearly, it is
possible for. two sentences to be equivalent, by our
criterion, without having the same effect on anyone
. who employs the language. For Instance, %
# law
of nature" is equivalent to "p is a general hypothesis
which can always be relied on^; but the associations
of the symbol law" are such that the former sentence
tends to produce a very different psychological effect
from its equivalent.
This consideration at once helps us to look at the sug
gested theory of meaning with new appreciation.

The phil

osopher' is not trying to tell us that in making a .statement

we ere "secretly" or "deep down" intending to refer to the
methods of that statement's verification.

On the contrary,

it makes not a particle of difference whether we have any

knowledge {subconscious or otherwise) of the manner of veri
fying that statement; its meaning in the philosophical sense
^Ayer, W n g m g e , Truth and Logic, pp. 68-6$.

la quite un&ffooted.*

We may not know the philosophically

Interesting meaning of onr sentence otherwise, but perhaps

'

it is the case that at -times we aBe in fact largely Ignorant

of the meaning (that Is# logical equivalents) of our statements.
What, then, we may properly ask# is the philosopher trying to tell us when he makes the startling announcement that
the meaning of non*^analytioal propositions is the "method of
their verification?

Be Is trying simply'to say that his

formula shows us the way in which we should translate the
sentence in question into other sentences referring to a bed
rock experiehoe or set of experiences.

These experiences

need no further explanation or justification.

When taken

together with certain "rules, of inference" they equal '"in'
u'se"^ What the -original sentence stated in symbolic shorthand, /.
These rules of Inference must state that "whenever %

«(*•

experience occurs then it may be said

is the case,"

\

Thus

'

the "logical connection" between Immediate expérience end

the assertions of language is provided.

The meaning of a sentence, for the philosopher, is there- :

fore hot to be equated with any mental facts about the speaker
but is# rather, the matter expressed by the sentence. and
ultimetely Is this content as It Is trans],atabla into
"logically connected" statements referring directly to con
crete experience obtainable through the senses,
^ibia.. pf'c'6o, ff.

;
!

Perhaps bur earlier illustration of a aynthetlo eeh-

tenoe# "It Is relnlng/^utBldê#" oduld be used here tb olerlfy
the last two paragraphs.

If vre were Interested In this state-

mart from the vle%'fpolnt of psychology we .might analyze "what
I meant" by having said suoh a thing at the time I said It.
For psychology It would be relevant to Inquire as to whether
or not I had learned the English language well enough to be
aware of what I was saying (and how I ha.d learn.ed It), to
Inquire into iny motives in uttering It (did I "mean" that
our picnic would have to be cancelled?), and into many other
data ooncernlng my mental condition.

But the meaning of

this Sentence for the philosophai^ would be none of these
bits of factual information; Instead, his job would be to
dravj up a list of empirical tests by which, together with
stated rules of inference, the content of my sentence could

^

be translated Into other equivalent statements dealing iflth
bedrock experience,

We mentioned two of these possible

"methods of verification" earlier:
to stand In the garden*

to look out of the window,

Many more might be suggested# such

as listening for the sound of raindrops on the roof, exam
ining competent witnesses, and so on,

Then when we ask him

what "It Is raining outside" means. he can give ua the mean
ing of the statement by offering us these new sentences as
instructions for seeing for ourselves In straightforward,
experiential terms what Is meant.
Such àn example as the one here used offers both help
ful and confusing features.

It Is helpful In that it is

drawn from a fami lie r ac en% where the#ethod$ of verification
and rules of Inference are straight- forward :and employed by
us all; but it may tend to be too easy and familiar Sesan-

i

tence, one whose methods' of verification we have all utilized

;

•countless times and one which, therefore, It seems silly to
labour over philosophically In this manner.

The words here

are so familiar that they Instantly suggest to us the posslbill ties for obtaining experience from them and the nature of
the Gxperlenoes to be expected..

This need not always be the

case# however; turn to the more abstruse reaches of any

-

science and every layman will find statements whose meaning
Is far from self-evident#

Here the .philosopher*a help may

be seen for its full usefulness; he offers us a-programme'’cfor

•

relieving our confusion by asking for translations in terms
of possible experience of those statements which, In their
highly symbolized form, are opaque to us, Into equivalent
statements referring to possible experience.

Moreover, when someone approaches a new set of symbols,

we

may for

a time attempt to give him definitions In terms of

other symbols which we hope are familiar to him, and these

(in turn)

by still others.

But if all fails we show him

what Is meant by the symbol by pointing.
unfamiliar with the words "red" or "dog. "

Suppose someone la
¥e may begin by

offering him alternative algna such as "rouge" and "ohlen."
then progress to more complex symbolization such as "of a
colour varying from crimson to orange" or "a quadruped

,

canin© mammal," but at. last, we

maf have

to point .out the

colour of a ripe cherry (assuming that he previously under
stood what "colour" Is) and whistle for Rover,

The fact

that such ostensive definitions underlie the meaning of our
symbols.adds further strength to our conception of the meaning
of non-analytic sentences as- essentially related to obser
vation, as, in fact, essentially related to those methods
which we should undertake- to verify or falsify whatever the
When first stated this understanding of meaning scorned

odd, perhaps, but now it is difficult to imagine any alter
native to it which avoids confusion with psychology but
still takes into consideration the bedrock basis of syn
thetic propositions in experience.

Its seeming oddness lay

in the fact that we do not often inquire into the funda
mental nature of what makes our sentences meaningful.

We

learn the methods of verifying the vast majority of our
common sentenoes and the relevant rules of infereno© at the
same time that we l e a m the language, and —

the meaning of

these sentences thus implicitly clear to us —

we seldom

reflect further about them. "Plainly we all understand, in
many cases believe, propositions which we have not In fact

taken steps to v e r i f y , I t is the function of the phil
osopher, however, to look beneath the surface of our lan
guage; and, according to Verif1o@t1ona1 Analysis, ws find

that the results of hla Investigations square both with our

actual unoonsiderea practice ana with our self-conscious .
techniques when confronted with new symbolism.

(b) ^^literally Meaningless*^ Language

We era now equipped to understand the great difference
between the sentences:6f language-proper and the other lass
straightforward uses of language which we noticed earlier,
the language of the poet or of the speoulative metaphyslolàn,
There is obviously a sense In which the lyric, for example.
Is language of a sort, but occasionally Its sentences fall ■
to fulfill either of the two functions by which languageproper Is distinguished; sometimes the poet*s language
offers neither notâtlone1 identities nor possible empirical
equivalences•

Then its literal meaning cannot be grasped

by processes relevant either to analytical or to synthetic
propositions*

^1^11 the world* a my lover *a dream," for ex-

ample, neither describes the manner in which the terms are
to be employed (no redefinition is intended) nor offers us a
foothold. for verification-*

The sentence is language deliber

ately being used without literal meaning; it -cannot con

ceivably besaid to be **true"or -false" since it is language

used where such valuations are irrelevant,

"if the author

writes nonsense, it is because he considers it most suitable
for bringing about the effects for which his writing is
designed.
^Ibia.. p. 45.
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The poet himself will find little threat to his con
tinued career as a poet

and so,

on Ayer’s ground, might

agree to this analysis of his language.

His motive, after

ell,is not to inform us as to fact Or to state analytical
truths, but to express emotion through his words in much the
same way that the musioian uses his instrumental tones and
the painter his colors and textures.

But there are others

who, according to Verlflcational Analysis, are quite as much
involv^di in the literally meaningless use of language as is
the poet end are una%mre —
this fact.

/

or unwilling to bé aware —

of

A great many speculative thinkers have been in

the practice of making assertions which neither were définitibns of terms nor offered possibility of translation into
equivalent statements referring to sènse-experiencè.

The

typically "metaphysical" sentence chosen by Ayer from the
writings of F.H. Bradley, as "the Absolute enters into, but
is itself Incapable of, evolution and progress,"^ sounds as
though it is attempting to inform us of some striking fact;
when, however, we try to discover the meaning of this an-

nouncement by tranalating the symbolism into formulae for
Obtaining possibly confirming experience, we are brought to
a halt.

Mo conceivable experience could make a metaphysical

statement like this more or less probably true.

Bbr one cannot conceive of an observation which would
enable one to determine whether the Absolute did, or
did not, enter Into evolution and progress. Of course
1

Cited in Language. Truth and Lo^lc. p. 36*.
'

•

'

It Is possible that the author of auob a remark Is
using English words in a way in..which .they are not
oommohly used by English"*speaking people, and that
he does, in fact,. Intend to ,ass'brt;^|pmethlng which
could be empirically verified. But%ntil he makes
us understand how the proposition^that he wishes to
express would be verified, he fails to communloete
anything to us. And if he admits, as I think the
author of the remark in question would have admitted, that his words were not Intended to express
either a tautology or a proposition which was bapable, at least In principle, of being verified, then
it follows that he has made an utterance which has
no literal significance even for himself.^
To our surprise we find that on some occa-siona words all of
which Individually we understand may be arranged in a gram

matically correct way but none the less form a sentence which
is literally meaningless; for if it is true -- as we have

seen -- that the meaning of a sentence is identical with the

methods of its verification, and if it is discovered that
some sentence admits no possible method of verification, then
we are forced to draw the conclusion that this sentence Is
literally nonsense, however well disguised it may be to the

unsuspecting. '

Thus briefly stated the conclusion may not be convincing,
but we shall soon work out the steps of this reasoning more
carefully, as we take note of the nature of philosophical
analysis.

The important points to note before we move from

this description of the Verificatlonal Analyst’s theory of
philosophical meaning are;

first, that meaning Is to be

found within language at two points, both where definitions
^Ibia». 9. 36.
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are stated and where Items of fact are aaserted; second,
that the factual "meaning of a sentence may be oonaldered
roughly Identical with the means whereby the sentence (or

derived equivalent sentences referring to possible senseexperiences) can be empirically tested; and, third, that

some forms of language may appear to be perfectly eignifleant

on first view but prove to be devoid of either of the two
sorts of meaning v;e have distinguished*

In order to have

begun even to suspect this third point we were obliged to
engage in some elementary analysis.

Let us- now examine more

oarefully.what philosophical analysis actually Involves.'
3.

The theory of analysis.—

That process requires

more attention by which we came to suspect that certain sen
tences may appear to be perfectly ordinary uses of language,
about whloh It would seem appropriate to say that they are

true or false, and yet actually be meaningless combinations
of words.

(a) The Analysis of Tautologies and Gontradictions
Bhfore we turn to the anèlysis of synthetic or pseudo-

synthetic propositions, however, we should take noteodf the
sort of techniques appropriate to analytical statements.
8ome analytical sentences (such as analytic sentences which
grammatically are both negative and existential) pose prob
lems to the philosopher due to their grammatical form.

The

statement, "Four-sided triangles do not exist," for example,
might seem to call for theories about how "something that

‘

doesn’t exist" oan W
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the eubjeot of a sentence, elnoe even

to'deny existence to "something" seems to admit that this
"something" somehow "is" (subsists!?) In a peculiar "non

existent" way.

There Is no question of searching In basements and

attics for "four-sided triangles," because the very possi
bility of such a queer object being found is ruled out —
logically —

by the definition of "triangle" as

sided plane figure."

a "three-

This immunity from empirioei relevance

is,, of course, the basis for the exclusion of such sentences
from the class of synthetic statements; but it la noteworthy
that the simple fact of our taking "them" seriously enough
to deny existence to "them"-seems to Imply a strange realm
of non-existent subsiatenoe for "them"
Philosophical analysis, however^ shoxfs this.to be a
muddle by translating the original sentence in' such a way as
to show its analytical character and thus to omit any refer
ence to any existing or "subsisting" state, of affairs.

Such

8 translation of our sentence might take the form, "Mo one
thing can be both a triangle.and four-sided."

And with the

disappearance of the misleading pseudo-existential form

(which reminded us so much of, "Black crows do exist.") the
apparent philosophical requirement for strange senses of "is"
or for '"subsistent realms of non-being" vanishes too.

Philo

sophical analysis has in this case clarified our understanding
of what we were saying by translating a less adequate into a
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mere Adequate grammatical form In order to display the
underlying logioal form.

(b) The Analysis of Bynthètlo 8tatamants
The seme primary motive la at work where philosophical
analysis la dealing with aynthetlo or peeudo-synthetic
1
propoaltlons.
We have eêen that synthetic propooltione
are meaningful In quite a different way, however; from ana
lytic etatemente, and we are therefore prepared to discover
that'the analysis of such propositions differs from the

analysis of tautologies.

I^hilosophioal analysis still digs

for clarlf1cat 1on of meaning through "translations," but
since synthetic propositions are now involved, these trans
lations will be into logically equivalent statements refer
ring to the source In sense-experlenoe from which such state

ments draw their meaning,

To this end the philosopher must

attempt to make explicit what tests of experience would
verify the sentence under analysis,

From a genuinely meaning

ful sentence (a "proposition" In the full sense of being

capable of characterization as true or false) a number of
possible sense-experienoes will be derivable, ifhloh, taken
together with an appropriate rule of inference, will be
relevant to the verification of the proposition in question.
^Indeed Russell’s famous Theory of Descriptions -(which
we need not expound here) offers a quite analogous technique
of "translation" for those philosophically confusing.statements dealing with states of affairs not self-contradictory
and hence not analytically impossible (às are "four-sided
triangles").

The word "relevant" In the formulation of the last elauae
1S’significant.

It ia true that early In the history of the

Verification Frlnolpie, which la now Implicitly under dieoussion, extreme claims were made to the effect that fully mean- ,
Ingful aentencea must be reducible to possibliltlea of exper
ience which, with, a rule of Inference, could obnclusivelv ver
ify the propoaitlon under; discusalon.-

But British philoso

phers , In particular,' soon moved away from this "strong" sense

of "verifiable" to what A*J. Ayer terms the "weak" sense of

the word.^ 0U0h philosophers as Ayer saw that conclusive veri-*
floatIon would be out of the question for auch vitally impor
tant: statements as scientific expressions of a general law,
since no finite set of observations (limited to -past experienceS) could in principle succeed in verifying conclusively
a universal statement (dealing with future as well as past

observations). fhe-Verification 'Principle waa admitted in its
"weak" form, therefore, so that statements admitting the derivatlon of experience relevant to their verification could

be held to be meaningful.

A corollary of this modification

of the Verification .Principle

the need for the broadening

of which was intensified by discovery of the "open texture"
of all empirical language^ —

is that synthetic statements

llbid.. pp. 36-39, See also the Interesting discussion
in J.O. IJrmson *a .Philosophical Analysis. pp. 111-114.

^Cf. Friedrich Waismann, " V e rifiabilityProceedings of
they Aristotelian ..Bociety-^ Supplemetitary. Volume XIX, reprinted
with alt orations in: Logic and.languepie.'Series,Two, ed^ An
tony} Flew, Oxford; 'Basil-Blackwell, 1955-,. pp. '117-144.
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may be more or less probable-(more or less.fully Verified) but
never neoeeeary .(oonolusivelv verified)..

To.analytic state-

meats alone, therefore,- can the oategpry of aeoesslty be
applied.—

.a vaouous necessity of linguistic decision --

while to synthetic propositions (hence all discussion of the
empirical world or the realm of existence) there attaches
only greater and leeser-d^ees of probability*

Still further modification was required by statements
dealing with historical facts, or with such things (unobservable In practical possibility if not In logical poesibllity^) as the far side of the moon.

The "theoretically

conceivable" relevance*" of senae-experl-ence to the verlf1cation of such statements was considered a sufficient
criterion of their meaningfulness.

In his postTwar preface

to the second edition of Lanma^e. Truth and Lo^lo. Professor
Ayer disqusses some of the difficulties which such an extenslve liberalization Involves, but concludes that the weak
form of the Verification Principle is adequate for its
purposes if carefully enough defined.

3

A variation of the Verification Principle which we shall
meet again In these pages is the restatement of it as "the
Principle of Falsification."

A positive assertion will be

logically equivalent to the denial of the negation of itself;
^Of. above pp. 28-29*

^Qf, Ay or, LanAuaRe. Truth and Logic, p* 36.
3 $ M d . , p. 13
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thus If It 10 discovered what an assertion denies we are well
on the way to discovering what it asserts.

The emphasis is

shifted from searching for those possible experiences whioh ’
will verify the statement to the inquiry into the sorts of
experience.which will falsify (or count, in some way, against)
what has been asserted.
And anything which would.count against the assertion,
or which would induce the speaker to Withdraw it and
to admit that it had been mistaken, must be part of
(or the whole of) the meaning of the negation of that
assertion. And to know the meaning of the negation
of an assertion, is as near as makes no matter, to
know the meaning of that assertion.
In our examination of the logioal nature of meaning we

noticed how straightforward synthetic statements such as "It
is raining outside" might be analyzed into a series of'propo
sitions making reference to possible experiences.
problem seams to confront us. bare.

No major

Such analysis, we noted

then, tfould be exceedingly useful expeoially in the higher

reaches of the sciences where meanings might be more obvi
ously in need of explloatlon.

But what is to be done with

synthetic propositions of a more complex sort* such as sen-

tenoee referring to the "average clergyman" or to "the
Medieval worldsview"?

The sentence, "The average British

oler^man is paid at the equivalent of an hourly wage of
three shillings and fivepenoa," is obviously not a tautology ;
A.a.M. Flew, "Theology and Falsification." Bniversitv.
1950, .reprinted In New Essays in Pbiloaoohical TheoldgKV.
(edited by Antony Flaw and Ale ads ir"Sc^RTtyreT~ix>ndoh t BOM
Press, Ltd., 1955, P* 98.

It purports tô Inform us of a state of affairs which may
correspoM or fall to correspond with the statement, Yet we
shall never find a single person or object corresponding to
the phrase "the average clergyman" however hard we search
since "he" is not a flesh-and-blood being who preaches and
baptizes as do the Reverend Mr. drones or Father D ’Oasey;
Does this mean that some "realm of subsistent beings" must
be revived once again to contain the "average clergyman" in
somewhat the same way some have thought it might be needed
to "contain" "non-existing things" like "four-sided tri
angles"? Here Yeriflcational Analysis urges us to translate
the confusing sentences into alternative sentences having
direct relevance to possible experience.

If we follow this

procedure, we shall find that our sentence informing us of
the pathetic financial condition of the average British
clergyman is in fact a condensed expression of the quotient
derived from summing the hourly incomes of all individual
British clergymen and dividing this total by the number of
'Clergy* Analysis results in a" translation back sgain into the
"truth-functions" out of which the final statement was com
posed; such a translation renders susceptible to tast the em
pirical oomppnenta of the original proposition* Thus the true
logical.status of "the average clergymanwould be revealed
as a logical construction* a convenient fiction which need
not cause us to/postulate "realms of subsistence" once we
have noticed the logical structure underlying our language*
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(c) ÿba Analysis of îlonseftse
We have avoided until now more than mentioning the most
exciting -- and controversial —
Analyala;

function of Verlfioatlonal

the exposure of lingulBtlc noheenee maequëràdlng

as eynthetlc propoaltlons.

It ia in the role of ioonodlaat

and critic, however, that philosophical analycla of this
sort baa become beat known to the intellectual world.

And,

although dur .procedure in presenting it baa deliberately
been the" opposite of paasidnate; it baa been thé task of
sweeping away the "rubbish" of philosophy which ha8 captured
the imagination and sounded the battle-cry of the movement
and given it its almost missionary zeal.
Although we shall be encountering this sort of analysia
in several forms In the following chapter, its essential
procedure is quite simple:

confronted with'a sentence which

seems to assert something not a tautology we search for pos
sible methods of its verification in order to grasp its
meaning, but in some cases we can nowhere find

or even

conceive of -r a sense-experience which might have the slight
est relevance to the sentence’s truth or falsehood*
Sentence is asserting nothing at all.
false.

Such a

It cannot be true or

It is not a genuine proposition, therefore, but

literal nonsense with which we need not concern ourselves.
This Is not even idle speculation, it is not speculation at
all slnoe the sentences employed fail to convey a real meaning.
Speculation which ia idle, because uhtëstable in practice. ,■ as would be the speculation whst Socrates ate on

5G
.his fifth birthday, la now sharply dlatlngulahed from
paéudÔTapeoulatloh; In the latter oase we are not
merely unable to determine the truth or falelty of a
thesis, for there is no genuine thesis to be true or
falae.^t
Ah alternative method of distinguishing between real and
pseudo-propositions may be found In the earlier mentioned
"Prlholple of Falsification,"
Suppose then that wa are in do.ubt as to what ,someone
• who gives vent to an'utterance is asserting, or suppose
that, more radically, we are soeptioal as .to whether
he Is really asserting anything at all, one way of
trying to understand l[qr perhaps it will be to expose)
his utterance is to attempt to find what he would regard us counting against, or as being incompatible
with, its truth..# * And if there is nothing which a
putative assertion denies then there is nothing whi;
it asserts either: ahd so it is not really an
assertion.^
We mày recognize that certain metaphysical sentences
contain (like the nonsense occasionally written by the poet)
some value for areas of life where issues of truth and
falsity ere out of place.

Indeed, some philosophers who ac^

cept the classification of.unverlflable discourse as literal
nonsenee are nevertheless prepared to grant it considerable
imp.brtanc6 in some c o n t e x t s . B u t cognitively and as claiming
to Inform us about facts which may be true or false,

the distinction between the kind.of metaphysics that
is produced by a philosopher who has been duped by
glimmer, and the kind that is produ.ced by a mystic
if.'» •

ii# #,
# # ,(à#

.

i w ## w

llJrmson, Philosophical Analysis, pp. 102-103.
3

Flew,

w

W#

.j.'« # n'l<w n m W|m m p *

FAsay S .in Philo'soohleal Theology. p. 98

■
Of. Margaret Macdopeld, "The k
of Political
Theory," Prooeedlnj<s. of t h a A r 1stotelian Bocletv. 19,40-41,
reprinted i n .Lb^lo and lanmag^e. First Series, pp. 167-*186.

who Is, trying to express the Inexpressible, Is of no
great importance; what Is Important to us la to
realize that even the utteranoes of the metaphyslolan
who la attempting to expound a vision.are literally
senseless; so.that .hendeforth'we may pursue our philo.Bophlcal researohea with as little regard-for them
as for. the more Inglorious kind of metaphysios v/hloh
domes from a failure to understand the workings of
our language,^
Phlloapphloal analysis thus affords us the benefit. TerIf1oatlonal Analysis oonoludes, of vfeedlng out those pseudo4

questions and nonsense theories from our attention so that
we need not waste our time In taking seriously whatever,
presents Itself In a plausible gr^mmatloel form*
In the following chapters we shall study the relevano#

of the techniques of Terlfloatlonal Analysis to the language
of :theological assertions as they have been applied within
the years of our study, but we must now Introduce the some
what differing views of those linguistic philosophers whom
we have Palled the Functional Analysts.
B. Functional Analysis
The difference which should be brought out between this
approach t o .linguistic philosophy and that of the Terifioa#
tlonsl Analysis will appear in sharpest relief if we retain
a parallel order of exposition to that followed in the lest
section;

language, meaning, and analysis,

1, The thaorv of lanpcua^e.
»■» I""* "I # m * iiüylfci'n

-

A root difference between

Functional and Verif1cat Iona 1- Analysis with far-branching
Ayer, :language, Truth and. Logic, p,.45*

•/•

oonsequenoes may be found In the differing models under which
each views language*
empbaaie:

This divergence begins as a matter of

vibere Verifioational AimlyelB tends to conceive

of language largely on the model of a useful invention.
Functional Analysis tends to picture language more under the
form of a natural growth or an organism,

In saying this it

is not claimed that the latter have no place in their thought
for language as a deliberately shaped tool of man or that the
former never recognize the natural origins of language; but
at the point of indicating the essential outline of language
the two streams of thought within linguistic philosophy part
company,
(a) The Variety of language

iihile Verificational Analysis finds in the language of
the sciences the most adequate examples of what language
really is at its best, and would draw from this language ex
amples of the functioning of language-proper, Wittgenatein in
his later period graphically pictures language-proper as

something quite different from its "surrounding" areas of
scientific precision.
Our language can be seen as an ancient Oity; a maze
of little streets and ,squares, of old and new houses,
and of houses with additions from various periods;
and this surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs
with straight regular streets and uniform houses.^
Such a shifting of the models under which language is
to be conceived forces quite a different attitude on the
^Wittsenatein,■Fbilosophioal'Investirations * p, 8^,

philosopher intent to discover the "real functions" of
language*

If language is Initially pictured as an instru

ment whose function is to make possible factual communica
tion hetwaen men. If as Russell put It, "the essential

business of language Is to assert or deny f a c t s , t h e n
conceptual shears are supplied to snip off those utterances
which fall to further this function.

But let language be

approached -as a. natural phenomenon, and no a oriorl grounds

are given for excluding or including any of the uses of
language*

Thus Functional Analysis cannot permit the ap-

proaohi:to1language with the attitude of a technician ready
to select the apparatus which seems most useful fera specific
purpose, but suggests, rather, the attitude of a biologist
prepared simply to observe and classify,

Wittgenstein wryly

reflects on his own earlier and, he thinks, over-orderly
conception of "language-games" in the following words;

Review the multiplicity of language-games in the fol
lowing examples, and in others;
Giving orders, and obeying them —
Beacriblng the appearance of an object, or giving
O
its measurements —
Constructing an object from a description (a drawing)
Reporting an:event --'
Speculating about an event —
Forming end testing a hypothesis —
Presenting the results of an experiment in tables
and diagrams —
Making up a story; and reading it —
Play-acting —
Binging catches —
Guessing riddles —
Making a joke; telling it —
1

Of. above, p. 30,

1

y'i

:

'
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Solving a problem In practical arithmetic —
Translating from one language into another -Asking, thanking, ouraing, greeting, praying*
— It is interesting to compare the multiplicity of the
•tools in language and of the ways they'.are used, the
multiplioity of kinds of word and sentence, with what
logicians have said about the structure of language.
{Including the author of the fraotatus LoRlooFhiloaQDhicuB.)^
Such an empirical view of language would not deny the
importance of analytical and synthetic propositions in the
daily functioning of longusge, but it would less grudgingly

admit to full linguistic citizenship sentences which Verlfloational Analysis would consider alien, or at best naturalized
citizens of the linguistic community*

Indeed, it might even

question the evaluation of importance made by Verifiestiona1
Analysis on the basis of frequency of use; perhaps the uses
of language which Verifloatlonal Analysis put to one side as
"queer" or "unimportant exceptions" are actually as much to
be reckoned with as the comparatively stralghtforifard factual
uses which occupy so much of their attention.
(b) The /^Sociality of language
The stress of the Functional Analys^tis on language as a
"natural growth" leads to a corresponding stress on the essential sociality of language, since it is only in and

through society that language may be said to have "grown
naturally."

A private definition of a word does not form

part of language because it has none of the results which are
the mark of genuine linguistic uses; such a private word
^Wittgenstein,-. PhllosQohical Investigations. pp.>iîf-12®.
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would literally make no difference.

It would be of as little

opnsequGTiGG aa would be the right band’s "making a gift" to
the left hand!

oan’t my right hand give my left band money? — my
right band can put It into my left band. My right hand
can write a deed of gift and my left hand a reoeipt. —
But the further practical consequences would not be
those of a gift.. When the left band has taken the money
from the right, etc., we shall ask; "Wall, and what of
it?" And the same could be asked if a person bad given
himself a priva tecidefinition of a word....
What are the "practical consequences" of essentially

social language?

Where the ready reply of Verificational

Analysis to this question might have been "to make possible
the growth of factual knowledge, as in the sciences," Func
tional- Analysis allows itself no single answer at all;

what

characterlstio results have such uses of language' aa making

up a story and reading it, or guessing riddles^ or reporting
an event, or making a Joke and tailing it, or greeting, or
praying?

The one general obaracteristic of linguistic ut

terance ^is that it has a social context and some practical
effects.

Sometimes, it is true, we try to employ language

where it has no social context or results, but in each case
we find that we are violently tearing language out of its
ordinary and proper role in the affairs of life; when we

examine the task of philosophical analysis we shall see what

problème may be caused by such gratuitous tearing of language
out of its matrix in social existence.
htiid.. p,

Before turning to a

prerequisite considération of the eharaoterlatlo.view of
"meaning" of Functional Analysis, however, we may qffer a
summary statement of its approach to the nature of language;
language is a natural social product with many legitimate

uses which are not reducible to a favoured few.
2. The theory of 'meaning. —

Such words as "uses" and.

"functions" have been employed relatively frequently In the
foregoing section; and it is to the cluster of thoughts essooieted ifith these words that we must tm*n when we attempt
to discover the theory of meaning advanced by Functional
Analysis*
(a)

The Dogmatism of Stress' on Verification

Without the relatively simple and clear-cut understanding
of language possessed by Verificational Analysisj Functional
Analysis finds that Its understanding of meaning must be cor
respondingly more inclusive thaP that represented by the
Principle of Verification.

In reaction against what is con

sidered the excessive concentration of' Verificational Analysis
on "méaning" so .understood, some■philosophers -employing the
techniques of Functional Analysis took up the cry, "Don’t
*î
ask for the meaning, ask for the use."
But such a slogan
was raised not, as it would appear, to discard altogether
'discussion of meaning, but to urge (with, perhaps, the em
phasis of overstatement and,paradox) the consideration of a
1

''

ürmsqn, Fhiloaoohical Analysis, p. 179.
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new conoeptlon of meaning Itself. .%^bere Verifloatlonél
Analyaïe wlelde a rigid yardatlok against whlbh to determine the meaning of sentences, Functional Analysis offers a
flexible tape-meaeure which will. It la claimed, fit the Ir

regular contours of language as well as the plane surfaces.
Functional Analysis would approach each sentence as an

Individual case and with no preooncelved definitions of
slgnlfioanoe.

The willingness of Verificational Analysis

to import such a definition, indeed, seems to some supporters
of I^notiohs^l Analysis to betray the commbn ground supposedly
shared by all modern linguistic philosophy, the agreed con
ception of philosophy’s function.

^

It is surely no part of philosophy to offer definitions
which delimit beforehand the range of meaningfulness.
The bolief that such is part of the function of phllosophylis a relic of the belief which the positivists
themselves have done so much to dispel, namely, the
belief that philosophy, to use the modern idiom, can
be more than analysis.*

}

(b) The Empiricism of Attention to Function

If we were to take quite literally the warning of these
Functional Analysts against all general definitions of meaning,/,
we should be unable to disouss their "theory of meaning" at
all!

Fortunately, however, a distinction may be made between

those more dogmatic "definitions of meaning" whloh in the
Veriflcetiohsl Analyst’s manner make explicit the standard
which each meaningful sentence must attain and those more
^Ev&ns, "0n Meaning and Verification," p. 18.

empirlcal general atatemente of procedure which Instruct us
where we should look In each instance to discover what, in
this case, constitutes the meaning of the sentence#

Although

the first kind of "definition" is rejected by advocates of
Functional Analysis, the second sort of definition -- as
stotement of procedure -- is aolmowledged to be legitimate
by the very readiness of these philosophers to offer such
statements ;

the meaning of language, they tell us, is found

in its use.

"Look at the sentence as an instrument, and at
*}

its sense as its employment#"

dead#

"Every sign by itself seems

l%at gives it life? -- In use it is alive# Is life

breathed into it there?

Or is the use its life?"^

"The

arrow points only in the application that a living being
makes of it#"^
At this point we must tread carefully, since several
alternative interpretations of this theory of meaning are
possible#

We may on the one hand conclude, with J#L# Evans,

that the fact that "the meaning of a word is simply the rules
Ifhioh govern its use"^
linguistic reference#

offers us freedom from all extraOr, on the other hand, wermay leave

the question of the importance of extra-linguistic reference
in abeyance and concentrate on marking:out the proper
m

,;###'
WM.
'
.K'W I'M #

# W *'#* ui■!|i

‘^Wittgenstein, Ph11osoohica1 Invest1totiona# p# 126®#
% b i a , . p. 128^.
p. 132®.

4 '
ISvans, "On Meaning anfl Verifloatlon," p. 9.

,
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understandlng of "use." A possible interprétation of "use"
would emphasize its close similarity to "usage," where popu
lar usage may be tabulated roughly, it would seem, on the

basis of majority rule.

An influential example of conceptual

analysis based on such considerations of current correct

usage of language is Professor J.L. Austin’s article, "Other

M i n d s , i n which the concept of knowledge is approached

through an examination of the proper usage of the verb "to

know." But protesting againat a possible overemphasis on*bs-

age," Brofessor Gilbert Ryle reminds us of the fact that it is
philosophically risky merely to point to the fact that "no

body says '—

in making some point# "Use," according to

Ryle, should be interpreted as more closely akin to "standard
correct employment" than to "popular usage*"

There cannot be a misusage any more than there can be
a mlscustom or a misvogue. The methods of discovering
linguistic usages are the methods of philologists.2
Professor Antony Flew points out, however, that these two
Interpretations need not be mutually exclusive,

We must

...either that philosophy is only a conceptual invest
igation Or that philpsophers should investigate only
the ordinary concepts of common sense or that they
should never try to improve any of the concepts they
have imyestigated (which would necessarily Involve
changing the present use of the words c o n c e r n e d ) *3
^J#L. Austin, "Other Minds." Proceedings of the Aristo
telian Society. Supplementary Volume 1^7 194S, reprinted in
LokIc and LanmlaRe. Second Series,
Gilbert Ryle, "Ordinary Language," The Philosophical
Review. 1953. pp. 174-175.
■

3

Flew, Logic and LanRua^e. Second Series, p. 9*
'
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"Yet", he adds, "It is.sdpely only prudent to elucidate the
current nature of the concept (the current correct usage of
the word and Its synonyms —

and any equivalents in any other

language) before rushing forward with suggestions on how to
reform it#

Whatever their Internal differences, however, the mem

bers of the Functional Analysis "family" close ranks in re
jection of what they consider a doctrinaire standard of
meaning embodied in the Verification Principle -r if this
principle is inflated, as it often is, into the measure of
all non-analy11cal meaning*

The attempt at verification may

under many circumstances be useful as an aid to classification
' To say of a given sentence that it can be verified la
not to say anything about the; meaningfulness of the
sentence but to characterize it ae being a sentence
of a certain type, namely, an empirical sentence *^
But if the Verification Principle cannot deal with a sentence,
this is no immediate justification for concluding that the

sentence is either analytical or lacking in all significance ;
The conclusion which they [the employers of the principle]jShould have drawn is that such a sentence cannot
be an empirical one* Thé question whether it is mean
ingful is a further question, quite independent of the
question whether it is empirical or not &^
.In sum, then:
in its use*

the meaning' of a statement will be found

Such an understanding of meaning must have

^ X M d *, p * 9^ •
P
"Evans, "On Meaning and Verification," p. 16
^Ibld.. p, IT.

-

^ -
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important repercuBsions for any theory of philosophical
analysis.#

Let us now examine some of these repercussions*

/

Perhaps the Functional Analysts* view of meaning will be
further clarified in a discussion of their analytical practice.
3* The theory of analysis. —

The "practice" of many

Functional Analysts, indeed, is conceived by them to be
closely akin to médical practice* . "The philosopher’s treat1
ment of a question is like the treatment of an illness."
(a) The Nature of Analysis

Where the physician of the body cures his patient by
removing, if he can, the physical causes of the disorder and
the physician of the mind works-his cures by exposing and thus ;v
removing the causes of mental lllç.éSsV' the philosopher '
"cures" philospphioal disorders by removing their linguistic

-'='

causes". ;.The method' is closely akin to that of the psychotherapist but not identical, for although the philosopher’s
job is to "cure" mental disorders, he is not interested in

'%

all kinds of these disorders but in peculiarly philosophical
disorders —

that is, the mental "cramps" and "puzzles" which

are associated with the "doing" of philosophy.
sophical problem has the form:

"A philo

*I don’t know my way about*.

Someone caught in the snarls of philosophical argumentation
la in the position of helpless confusion ; getting into
%ittgenat©in. Philosophical Inveatlrotions. ,p. 91^.
P
V b l d ., p. 49®.
'

}

phlloapphlGàX questions- In the first piece Is analogous to
the unsuspeotlhg fly’s walking into a trap;
Whet is your aim In philosophy? —
way out of the fly-bôttlë*

To shew the fly the
’

Just as the psychiatrist works on the assumption that
the causes of mental disturbances will lose their power
once they are exposed to the cleansing light of intelligent

self-:consoiousnQBS, so the philosopher may aim at demonstra-r
ting to his phllosopbiqally disturbed "patient" that the
causal ■origins of his puzzles are in a misuse of language
on the hypothesis that "the clear consciousness of this

origin is the only way to cure them#
(b) The Aim of Analysis

What in language might be. expected to produce the pbllo-f
sophical disorders which the practitioners of Functional
Analysis feel bound to "cure"?

We have a clue already, for

if the seat of meaning is to be found In the appropriate use
of language, then distortion or loss of meaning must come,

in B word, from misuse (that is, inappropriate use) of or-

dinéry language.

It is in hopes of restoring language to its

proper (unpuzzllng) functioning that the therapeutic analysis
Is required*

Functional Analysis is concerned, therefore,

# # the gradual, destruction of Its own raison d ’être « at
^ Iblâ. . p. 103®.
®J.M. Findlay, /Tinips . .A Treatment of Some J^zzlea,"
Australasian Journal of Psychology and ghiloebohy. 1941, re
printed in LoRic and LauRiia^e. First Series, p. 37*

least In principle (though In practice the confusionB due to
misueee of language may never be "finally" conquered).

Thus

Wittgenstein can say that "the clarity that we are aiming at
is indeed complete clarity. But this simply means that the
philosophical problems should completely disappear.
(c) 'The Practice of. Analysis

Any number of linguistic misuses are possible, of course,
but perhaps we may distinguish four forms of puzzlement which
are particularly interesting to philosophers.

The first two,

caused by what may be called here "the idler’s fallacy" and
"the specialist’s fallacy," are hindrances to thought which
deserve to be exposed and rooted out of language; the second
pair, are caused by "paradox1oaf and "proto-legislative" uses
which, properly hamessad, may serve to benefit rather than
cloud understanding.
(1) Ludwig Wittgenstein has stressed with telling effect
the mlsuae of language which we have named "the idler’s fal
lacy."

"-Fhiioaophlcal problems arise when, language Roes on

bo1Iday .

"The confusions which occupy us arise when lan

guage is like an engine .idling, not when it is doing work."3
Imagine a child asking what was above his room, then what

was above the attic, then what was above the roof, then what
was above the sky, then what was above the solar system, then

what was above the universe.

'Language here shades from use

ful work into idle habitual répétitions which have no use.
Wittgenstein, Fhilosophical Investigations. p. 51®.

■' ^Ibld.. 19®.

A

^ Ibla. . o. 51® . .
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Thé cliitch. is clipping and the words are merely going around
and around!

How many philosophical questions and answers

are based on like verbal wheel-spinning where the language

Involved is divorced from the context in which It had a reel

function (as ^*abovei- had a real function in questions within

a terrestrial frame of reference), and made to have no use at
ail!

'$t, Augustinefamous, musings over the incomprehensi

bility of time>^ or Aristotle-s pondering over the impossi
bility of a **time when time was not" strike functional Ana

lysts as examples of ldler*s fallacies since the philosophical
pu&zlement in which they were mired was due to their attemp
ted use of temporal language far afield from the coBtexts

where it has some use;
; I

*.-■'*i' V'

-

for example * of being early to din,

.

■

ner or late for a dental appointment or on time for a dress
parade#

fhe rdle of philosophical analysis is upon each oc

currence of this fallacy to point out the distance between

the confused employment of language which is causing the

^'mental cramp** and the concrete setting-in-funct 1on from

which the pu &sling language was torn*

To. do this a number

of techniques may be employed, but perhaps the most useful

is the "Argument of the Paradigm Oase"^ where the disturbing

word, phrase, or sentence may be shown in the clear context
of its workaday life #

%indlay, g^# Mi.,., p. 42 ff, for a modern treatment of
thèse'ponderings' along.Functional Analyst linès.
2
-■
■' ' \
'
Flew, "Philosophy and language," and
Prmson, "Borne
Questions'Oonoerning Validity," Revue Internationale de Phil- osbnhie. Tomb VII, 1953, PP. 217-229; FeterWnoh-"'"^
porary British Philosophy and Its C r i t i c s , Universities.
Volume % %o. 1» 1955.
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on the other hand, may

be unwittingly committed by those'who are quickest to condemn

the funotlonleBs employment of language, the eoientlst or the

empirically well-grounded philosopher.

Here pug^zles may be

due to differing uses of same-seeming language in various established intellectual disciplines.
There often arise quarrels between theories, oi^more
generally, between lines of thought, which are not
rival solutions of the same problem, but rather so
lutions or would-be solutions of different problems,
and which, none the less, seem to be Irreconollable
with one another# A thinker who adopts one of them
seems to be logically committed to rejacting the
other, despite the fact that the inquiries from which
the theories issued ;had^ from the beginning, widely
divergent goals. In disputes of this kind, we often
find one and the same thinker—
very likely oneself —
strongly inclined to champion both sides and yet, at
the very seme time, strongly inclined éntihelyito
pudlate one of them just .because he is.strongly in
clined to support the other. He Is both well satisfled with the logical credentials of each of the two
points of view, and sure that one of them must be tot
ally wrong if the other is even largely right. The
internal administration of each seems to be Impeccable
but their diplomatic relations with one another seem
to be internecine#^

,

Philpsbphical analysis is bound not to try to "reconcile" or
"synthesi&e" these divergent concrete theories, but simply to

"let the fly out of the fly-bottle" by pointing out the origins
of suoh philosophical dilemmas in the illegitimate- mixing of
actually quite different language-aystems.

Zeno*s Paradox

has produced as many philosophical "cramps" as any of the
philosophical puzzles left to us from ancient days, but
'^Gilbert Ryle, Pi lemmas . Cambridge : Cambridge University
Press, 1954, p. 1# -

/

pbilosopbical analysis

1

'

may disarm it of its power to bother

us in the future if it oan show us that two oomplstoly dif
ferent sorts of things are being said at one time In the
atatement of the Paradox.

First, the ordinary mathematiôal

language of the motion-problem is involved; that is, the ques
tion here is how long it will take one moving body (Aohillesj
to overtake another slower moving body (the tortoise) in the
faster body's'path#

But second, and in addition, is involved

the rather different mathematical language of infinitely di

minishing progressions.

If we set out (in the second problem)

to measure by the latter principle of infinite divisibility
the distanoG between the starting point of the race and the
further point at which, (in the first problem) according to
our motion-problem oaloulstlons, the tortoise will, in fact,

be overtaken by Achilles, we shall never find that-all our

steadily diminishing segments addèd together equal the whole
distance.

But this Is a logical or mathematical "never," not,

"never, in the sense that years, centuries, millennia after
the start of the race Achilles will still be in hopeless pur
suit; that the race is an eternal race, like the pursuit by
■p
a donkey of the carrot suspended in front of his nose,"" Our
confusion of the one system of discourse (mathematical diminishing progression problems) with another (mathematical oal-

culatloh of tIme-motlon-dlstance problems) caused us to sup

pose that a genuine conflict existed where, there is none.
% b l d .. Chapter III.

^Ibia..

p. 50.

similar "treatments" of pblloaopbloal analysis, reminding us
of the speoiflo functions of, any statements which confuse us

by contradicting other statements dratvn from different sys
tems of dlscoursG, may also be.required (Ryle says) where,
for example, the physicist'e and biologist's conclusions
seem to clash or where the sociologist and the moralist
appear to contradict one another.

1

(ill) From Zeno^a Paradox let ua turn to other para
doxical uses of language which, although often confusing, may
not be so sterile.

Professor John IVisdom agrees that lin

guistic confusion such as

have been notizig lies behind

much bed philosophy, but. in some oases he %muld have us notice
the philosophical usefulness of peradoxioal misuses of lan
guage.

Philosophers seem detéi^ined to make false statements

or to change the functional context of words so as to render
them meaningless,

Strangely enough,

these untruths persist. This is. not merely because
they are symptoms of an intractable disorder but bebause they are/philbsopbioally useful. The curious
thing is that their philosophical usefulness depends
upon their paradbxicàlness and thus upon their falsehood. They are false because they are needed where
ordinary language falls
?7hereas Wittgenstein stressed the insight that paradoxes are
the result of linguistic confusion, Wisdom,comments, "I wish
^Ibid., Chapter V.
2
John ttlsdom.,,.. "Philosophical Perplexity ," .Proceedings of
the Aristotelian Society. Volume XVI, 1936, reprinted in his
Philosophy and Payohbanalysis. p. 50.

to represent them as also symptôme of llngulatlo pénétration."

The point of philoaophioal analysis-in such cir

cumstances Is to show In what ways the technical mlsuae of
language (as In "Tyger, tyger! burning bright," despite the
fact that tigers do not burn at night in forests) "comes
from extraordinary experience of the ordinary calling for
■ P
extraordinary use of ordinary language,"" The method of
analysis is that of sustained reflection on the experience
which prompted such, paradoxical misuse of language.

The

dialectic of our minds in regarding such a paradoxical
statement as.

The meaning of a statement is the method of

its verification," first favourably and then unfavourably,
then favourably...and so on, eventually brings us to a
clearer understanding of the state of affairs which originally called forth this statement.

The function of the

paradox la to be.taken seriously and to stimulate thought.
Often we don't properly understand e paradox until,
beginning by regarding It literally, we have, noted
objections to it and held to it because of the reasons
for it, and again noted objections and again held to
it, and have come by this roüte to a state where we
are no longer driven to assert it or to deny it
Linguistic analysis is here again curing puzzles caused by

the improprieties of language by relating them to their funo\
tion. But here the very function of these improprieties 1
b^
to be inappropriate, unusual, startling.

In a word,

these impropMoties are not without a purpose: they
reveal what is known but hidden. . They wouldn't
. p. 41.

® Î M â . . p. 177.

, p. 178.

reveal if they weren't novel; In other words, they
wouldn't reveal if they weren't wrong
(iv) The fourth use of language which often.causas con
fusion if not properly interpreted is what is here called
"proto-legislative."
form*

Me,ny philOQOphioal puzzles take the

"is a being which Is like a man in every respect but

lacking a moral consciousness really a- human WingT" or "If
the head of an axe is lost and replaced with a new one after
which the handle is split and replaced with another, is the
axe (which has been in constant use) the same axe or a different onef"
information—

These interrogatives look like requests for
if only a clue could be discovered somewhere

which would conclusively settle the matter one way or the
But the arguments go on and on, the disputantes never

other!

seemingly able to find that elusive, clinching fact.

The

reason for this, aceofcling to Functional Ana lysis, is that no
additional matter of fact would be relevant; the grammar of
the question has misled us as to the real nature of the question.

Such arguments really function in much the same way

as the debate before voting in a legislature, where the
various speeches bring out the factors on both sides of the
issue in preparation for making a decision about the matter
at hand.

In philosophy the decision is

a linguistic one.

We

shall refuse to declare someone lacking; a moral ooneolousneas

to be a "full human being" if "possessing a moral conscious

ness" isaccepted as an
♦,> P • 112.

essential part of the definition of

.'
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"full human being."

QpceptanoG?

'
Shall we decide for or against such an
.

.

.

The oonelderatlons whloh would tend to make us

choose either way will be brought out by those who aigpe over

the earlier, unanalyzed form of the question as though it

were a'question of fact rather than of a linguistic decision
in a border-line case where we find no firm rules for our

guldahoe.

An axe, again, may be called "the same" axe if It

has been used for a single function or put to a single purpose;
or we may décide to restrict our use of "the same" to cases

in which there is both continuity of function and of material;
or perhaps we will choose to ignore functions altogether.

The considerations on either side which would affect our de
cision to use our language in one of these ways will be

brought out in the pseudo-factual argument over the gradually

replaced axe (which, the author confesses, was the first phil
osophical puzzle to put his mind in a "cramp" during the days
of his ohildhood).

Linguistic analysis would cure us of such

cramps by revealing both the misleading

character of the ar

gument as it first appears (as if over some matter of elusive
fact) but nevertheless recommending the philosophical use-

fulness of such arguments (helping one notice various real

aspects of the situation) if properly understood.

Here, then, are four Important sorts of linguistic analy

sis, all "curing" confusions by returning our speech to the

functions in which It tempts us no longer to crawl into the

fly-bottle of philosophical tangles. At any point in these

and other casas. Functional Analysis may make use of what

might be ca11ed the method of Significant Gomparisen —

in

which the pfoblematic language is shown to be similar (or not) ;

_.

-

\
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in Important ways to other kinds of language with clearer or

inore familiar funotlons#

o f •SignificantOompariaon

Thus, as we have seen, the method

way clarify

the functions of the

language in Zeno'8 Paradox by pointing out similarities be-

••

tween it and certain types of mathematical discourse, and

the B&me method Illuminates pseudo-factual statements by in
dicating parallels within deo1sion-making or "proto-leg!slative" uses of language.

If, then we were to attempt to summarize the general

approach to analysis taken by Functional Analysis —
attempt, perhaps, in view of the self-consciously ^

a rash
hoc

character of the methods to be used In each individual case —

we •might say.t' many nhilosophlcel problems may, be dissolved

by referring the lehatuaRe.in which they a re stated back to its .
ordinary or logically appropriate functions.

The fundamental unity in the "family" of linguistic phll- •

osophy dësplte its division into the two lesser "families"
here distinguished is, in passing^ illustrated bnoe again.

/!
’i
!

We cannot fail to notide the close klnshio of this Functional
view of analysis with the Veriflcatlonal Analyst techniques,

already noted,1 for revealing the true logical form {could we

not equally well say "fhhotions"?) of certain grammatlc&lly
misleading sentences.

We end as we began, with the reçoit-

nltion of unity in diversity.

Here we must reluctantly bring this chapter to a close.

;J
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Fascinating Issues have necessarily been put to one side lest
r;v.
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^Of. above pp. 42-44..
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the background, however Important, be allowed to absorb too
much of our attention from the more spécifié studies to which
thlG theale Is devoted.

But we leave the subjects outlined

here only to meet them in more concrete expression In the
chapters ahead.

The limited purpose of this chapter has been

to sketch the major outlines of linguistic philosophy In
order to lay down the broad background of philosophical
thought against which will be more intelligible the contro
versy over the validity of theological language.

If the

study of this controversy is our main conoern, then it is
time that we assume the background to be sufficiently visible
for OUI" needs and come at last to grips with the meat of

issue before us.
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CHAPTm TWO
THE LOGIC OF THEISM (l)î
VERIFIdATIONAL AMLfSIS
"What to the Jews was à stumhllns-block and
to the Greeks foolishness is to logicai
positivists nonsense. There is more to be
learnt from this than has yet, I think,
been realized by most theologiatis."
— Thomas HoPherson^
Although we are to be engrossed in theologioal issues
in this chapter, we mast note the fact that the philosophy
of religion has occupied far less of the foreground of the
m o d e m philosopher's attention than was the ease only a
generation or two earlier.

Professor Gilbert Ryle reminds

us of three developments within British philosophy which

may account for this comparative dampening of the fires of
theological controversy.

First, he points out, the academic

population of Britain is no longer primarily clerical.
Between the time when Bradley was an undergraduate
and tha time when I was an undergraduate the popu
lation of intellectuals, and particularly of aca
demic Intellectuals in the British Isles had changed
from being a predominantly clerical to an almost
entirely lay population. In B r a d l e y y o u t h most
^Thomas McPherson^ "Positivism and Religion," Philosophy
and FhanomeholoKleal Research. Volume XIV. 1954, pp. 319-330|
reprinted as "Religion as the Inexpressible" in New/Essays in
Philosophical TheolPRy. p. 134.

'

'
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Fellows of colleges were in orders, and a big pro
portion of the undergraduates came from, and were
destined to go to, the vicarage or the jnanse# The
burning theoretlcai issues were between theologians
and theologians, or else between theologians and
anti-theoiogians*... By the 192p*s all of this had
Second,, partly as a result of the first great change, Increase
in philosophical concern over issues related to science and

secular life leaves little time for preoccupation with the
older problems relating to religion.

"The theoretical im

broglios that stimulate philosophy came out of the work not
of Renan, Newman, or Oolénso, but of such people as Cantor,
Clark [sic.] Maxwell, Mendel, Karl Marx, Frazer, and Freud*
And, third, the establishment of specialized phllosopbioal
journals has produced the "professional philosopher," who is
immensely absorbed in the rigours of technique, writing as a
specialist craftsman for other craftsmen and therefore of
necessity dealing with narrower questions arid more limited
issues:than the massive complications of philosophical
theology would permit.

Eloquence will not silence rival experts and edification
is hot palatable to colleasues. Her is the span of an
article or a discussion-pepep broad enough to admit of
e crusade against, qr, â crusade on behalf of, any mas
sive "Ism". Philosophers bad now to be philosophers*
philosophers.*.*^
Despite reduced emphasis, however, the philosophy of
'

religion has not only remained a live topic for linguistic
iRyle, The Revolution in Phllosoohy. p. 2*

% b i a ..

p

1 3.
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philosophera but has, in fact, grown in importance in the
years following World War II to jbhe extent that pdltors of a
recent compilation of post-war essays in this field included
nearly a score of such erticles in their useful book#^

In

addition to these essays themselves and the noteworthy fact
• of sufficient interest in the subject to prompt their re
publication In book form, ..more, than a dazeh additional con'
tributions of importance dealing with theological issues
appeared between 1945 and 1955.
I*
Anti-Theological Analysis
The variety of linguistic philosophy' which we disting
uished as "Verifloational Analysis" has suggested to its.
exponents a case for the most part severely critical of
theological language.

The post-war esaaya of philpeophars

1
‘\ '
"
. Wherever an article has been reprinted in this collection.,
New Essays in Philosophical Theology.' page references will
for-convenienee be given'to this volume. ■
'g'
- .'
' . .
'"Theological language" is to be understood in this
thesis' in■its broadest sense, It would be in many■respects
preferable tq distinguish between "theological lahguage," on
the one hand, as it appears in books and articles and Is used
in academic discussions, and, on'the other hand^ "rèligloua
language" as it is used in the pulpit and at prayer. But
since/this dietine tion Is'nqt .’carefully observed by either
critics 'dr :d#f ënWrs /of words-about-God (theo-lqgy ), its in/v
troduotion here could only seriously confuse our' exposition..
Bueh-.phraaea,,'-- then,' as "thoblogioal language," ."religious
language, " "theological diBcourse.,•*,and ‘
"religloUs'' discourse"
will be used interchangeably. The context should show whether
it is acadsmic„or.nph-.academlc.■
'words-âbout-God which are
being discussed.

. ^
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employing the techniques and arguments of Ver1fioat1ona1
Analysis to demonstrate the invalidity of religious language
naturally into three divisions;

orltical analyses of

theism^s opistemologioal and evidential beais, of its doc
trinal Glàimé, and of its general lingulstlo status.
Discussion of an article by a certain philosopher in
this chapter should not necessarily be taken as implying
that such an author is "a Verificational Analyst" -r- and

nothing else.

The sort of arguments which méy appeal to a

philosopher from time to time in his career - - o r for diffërent purposes in different circumstances --may be of
many kinds#

We have already noted the manner in which

■"'todwls‘Wittgenstein may with justice be claimed both by '
Verifioatlpnal and Functional Analysis.

In like manner, a

few of those whom we shall meet in the pages•of this chapter
will also appear (in the following chapter) as employers of
the techniques of "Functional Aneljysls."

We are here con

cerning ourselves with philosophical positions concrètely

argued, not with personal biography.
A. Theism*8 Epistemological and Evidential Oleims.
Fundamental to theism's claim that there exists a God
is the correlated claim that this God is somehow to be known
by men.

If he —

his nature —

his existence end, to some extent at least,

cannot be known directly (as/through intimate

revelatory experiences) or through some evidences (as miracles)'

men would be reduced to a state of such Impenetrable ignorance
that the claims of theism would be Impossible.

M

invisible

God who never reveals himself and about Whom no one knows

anything Is hardly distinguishable from no God at all, and
is not ; indeed, the God of Ohristian theism»

When the tech-*

niques of Vorifioational Analysis are applied,, to expose the
interior logic of language describing the manner in which
God's existence is supposedly known, however^ mndydiffioulties are discovered which may not only require a radical

self-examination.of religious language but which may, unless
answered,

1

prove fatal to traditional theism Itself.

1.■.Revelation through intuition or visions. —

First let

us examine the logic, of "revelation," since religious traditlons have found one of their mainstays for assertions con
cerning the existence and nature of God in supposedly revelstional experiences sent from On High.

Both Roman Oathollc

and Protestant Obristians of all ages have made religious

statements on the-basis of such experiences; Roman Oathollos

accepting the authenticity of visions and voices as in .certain
oases revelatory, and Protestants for the most part stressing
the inward feeling of Presence or more Intellectual variety
of revealing experience.

To such theologically important ex-

perlences Alasdair MacIntyre turns his analytical attention
: For criticisms of the arguments in this chapter and
the next ■se e below, Part.fhree, Gha.pter -Eight ».

-rrr-
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in the essay, "Visions*
(a) Intuitions
He first eliminates as insùffiaient’for revelatory
purposes all Inward "intuitions of God" or."feelings -of
Prasenoe" for,three reasons,

First, "intellectual intuitions"

must be non-revealing since

the point of the'oxperienoe-is-allegedly.that'it con
veys, .information about something other than the exper' ienqe, namely about the ways of God. Now qn ezperlenoe
of 8/ distinctively "'mental" kind, a.,fae 1ing-atate or
an image cannot of itself yield us any information
about anything other than the experience»^
Second, how are the very meanings of the const1tuent

terms "revêêled" in such experiences? Is "Ood" adequately

defined by the theist in terms of the "revealing experience"
alone?

"Than we can. inquire what there Is in common between

the word 'God* as he uses it and the word 'God* as it is
used, for example, in the creeds.

Or if he objects to

defining "God" in terms solely of his psychological states^
is "God" alternatively to be defined by the well-known
pbraSes of the creeds? .Then "we are entitled to ask how he
knowè that it was the maker of heaven and earth who was
manifested in his feeling-atate*
A third logical difficulty

underlying the others —

for one who would defend his language, asserting t h e .existence

•of,God on the basis of inner experience la the incohRruity

^âlasdair MacIntyre, "Visions," Naw Essaya in mjlosoph^

PP' 2544260*

% i d ; . pp. '255-256. . , % b i d .. p. 256.

^Loc. cit..

of Infinlty-langüage with the language of flnltüdé'^
If God le infinite, how/oàn he, be manifest In any
partioular;finite object- or experience ? The déf
ini tion 6f Gqd a s ;..inf ini t é i e -Int ended .pr sp1baly
to •distinguish between God and everyt.hins-. finite,
butito take the divine but of :the finite is to rb"*
move it from the entire world/of human experience*
■T h e ■Inexorable demanda of 'religiously/adequate lan
guage seem to make cf experience of God a notion
that in a contradiction in terms.^
(b) Visions. /
The alternative attempt to defend the epistemolbgical
base/of theological language by appealing to visions, how
ever, whidh are somehow sent ffrom the Almikhtv escapes these
objections.

In the latter case finite speaks to finite and

clearly refers beyond itself to other alleged reality remain^
ing behind the expérience of vision itself.

Here, it would

appear, the invisible is meaningfully "inferred" from the

visible just as language referring to the other side of the

moon is admitted significant since In principle relevant, to
experiences (this side of the moon, other astronomical

bodies which rotate in such a way as to reveal their entire
surfaces, spheres of all descriptions) from which the unobseryable cpuld be i n f e r r e d . B u t though the surface form
of such statements would lead us to assume similarity. In
fact, MacIntyre tells us, the logical status of the supposed
inference from visions to God is quite different from ordin
ary inferenqes to the invisible from the visible.
, p,- 256.
^ Of. above p, 46.
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If.we infer-fires from smoke, approaching trains.from
signals, why not gods from apparitions? The answer is
that we can only infer thé unseen from the seen when
^
we have a rule of inference which entitles us to do so*
Here we recall that experience alone was never supposed
s.
'eufflcient to verify a proposition; only sensc-experlenoe
taken with.a. rule of Inference is capable- of verifying slg-O
nifleant propositions*'^;. Such rules of inference, MacIntyre
Insists, must themselves be based oh our èxperiohoe of some
conneptiphs, however, between the sign and the thing signi
fied; otherwise they might be arbitrary (as would be the

rule,"Whehever I hear a train whistle, then It is ràlnlhg")#
Where we legitimately Infer the invisible from the visible

it is because we have prior rpqspn ;W believe ih a oonneotipn
between the two;

we have seen smoke rising from a.fire, we

have noticed trains soon after watching'a signal fall, we
have observed the shape of heavenly bodies, and so on*
in the case of visions,

But

/in order to infer the divine from an apparition via
.should havs to have e^perienoa of a connection
between'them in the way in which we do have experience
6f the ponneotion between smoke end fires; But what
we experience and all that we experience is the vision,
and if indeed we had the additional experience of the
divine which /we should need in order to assert that
it was Indeed thp author ,of the vision, we should pre^*' ?
Bumabiy not require the vision to tell us of thé divine*^

No sort of correlation/of'the vision with other observable
'
’
.
■
phenomena would add an ounce of weight to the vision's assertions concerning the Invisible# Not even amozing predictive
^MacIntyre, "Visions," p;-.;85?V/~ "",
-gf . above, p. 3.5.
'^MacIntyre, "Visions," pp.'257-258»

power made possible by a vision claiming to reveal God could
show that such predictions were actually from Ood and not
some other source,

à radical

division is set between lan

guage oonoemins observables and that concerning the (in
principle) unobservable.

"Visions are but one set of pheno

mena which may or may not be correlated with other phenomena,
but they no more than ahy other occurrence lead us beyond
the world of experience."^

The logical status even of "genuine" visions is further .

jeopardized by the usual manner in which theologians disting
uish them from "false" visions.

Visions are declared "false"

if they contradict received doctrine already believed,

Simi

larly, the mark of a "genuine" vision is that it upholds
true faith.

But if this is the case, genuine visions cannot

in any informative sense be said to "confirm" faith!
Since we should only accept as genuine those experiences
Which did in fact afford confirmation to belief, the
statement that genuine religious experience affords
confirmation of belief would be an empty tautology.^

Asfwe have noted earlier,^ tautologies canopt offer informa
tion or act as evidence for a state of affairs, they are
simply notations of linguistic convention#

When we once be

come aware that "genuine visions" support traditional theistic

assertions only by verbal convention, their would-be eviden
tial power is destroyed.

Even if visions could be shown genuine or false on other

grounds than linguistically analytic ones, such as by
^Ibld;.

p. 258.

% b l d .. p. 259.

^Gf. above, pp. 27-30;
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cross-examining our vision of the Virgin Mary concerning
data about which "she" should be presumed to have special
Information (which questioning is not done, and if it were
we could have no means of verifying "her" answer Sf'), a final,
traditional, difficulty is placed by MacIntyre before the

theist who would rely on visions to support his claims for
God^s existence*

"If from premisses reporting a vision we

could infer ontological conclusions, the occurrence of rival

visions would validate mutually exclusive ontologies*"^

How

can Ohristian theism base its eplstemological hopes on an
argument, the logic of which would "prove" the truth of
Buddhism, Hinduism, and apy other faith claiming visions?
What is logically valid for one must be logically valid for
all!

Thus, through MacIntyre's analysis of the logic implicit .

in theological language of "revelation" thelsts have been
alerted to some of the logical difficulties involved in
trusting such a source of epietemological support for lan
guage about God*
2.

Where else may support be found?

Evidence from miracle * —

Much traditional theism ha

long recognized the legitimacy of attempted knowledge of God
through evidences*

An important sort of such evidence for

the existence of God and the supernatural is miracle *
Miracles, in contrast to "intuitions" and "visions," are not
%aelntyre , -^ V i s i o n s p * 260.

■ ,.

"
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InTolved in the diggers of subjectivity nor are they (as we
saw visions to.be) liable to proclaim false doctrine.
3:

They

are Instead, we may be told, overt events In the world of
aense-experlenoe which, since they ere contrary to nature
and oonsequently explicable only by the postulation of an
act of God çbhtravening the natural order from the super-

natural^ serye Well as evidence eupporting theism*

Miracles, indeed, on the view of. Patrick Nowell-Smith,^

would seem to be the only logically possible basis for à
knowledge of God through evidence in the world, since nonmiraculous events would in principle fail to point beyond

the realm of natural law and scientific regularity which,he
considers, needs no theological "explanation."

In his ar

ticle, therefore, Nowell-3mith examines the hidden logic
behind the language of this important kind of theological
argument#

He concludes that unusual events do, in fact,

take place, and that in this sense "miracles" do occur; but
many confusions remain in the theist*s language which inval
idate all claims that in these unusual events "evidence" is
found for the existence of God.

In the flrstpplace, Nowell-Bialth warns, to define an

event in such a way that the "explanation" for it is included
in its definition is Illegitimate in the extreme!

In that

•1'
Of. Arnold Lunn, "Miracles — The Scientific Approach,"
The Hlbbert Journal. 1950.
P
Patrick Nowell-Smith, "Miracles." The Hlbbert Journal.
1952. reprinted in Hew Essays in Fhilosoohlcal Theology.
pp. 243-253.
;; —
■
—
: :: ■ /V:■
■: ■■ ' ' ■
7^ -‘

case to admit the bare occurrence of the event would be to
accept the explanation .

To■define "miracle,"

-#n'-event

explicable only by divine intervention 1b to beg the question,

Perhaps unusual events must ultimately be explained as due
to supernatural.causes alone (though Nowell-Smith suspects
otherwise) , but the sxplanatlon must not ..be' smuggled Into
the very report of their happening*

Indeed,

no. matter, how strange an event someone reports, the
statement that it must have been due to a supernatural
agent'.cannot be; a part of., that report* ^
Hot only does theistic language confuse explanation
with description but it falls into a muddle over the defin
ition of the "natural" order which miracles allegedly "contradlot#". It may be quite true that many events cannot be
explained,in terms of the particular concepts and theories of
contempprary science, but this fact should not cause the
theist tq suppose that the natural order is being "violated."
On the contrary,

scientific theories are continually being pverthrown;
the scientific vocabulary is continually being revised
and enriched.... In addition to explaining more and
more with Its existing battery of concepts and theories,
science may advance by developing radically new concepts.'

Thé "natural, " therefore, is not to be equated with the pre
sent assertions of science but with whatever is open to the
scientific method of explanation.

We have no a priori ground

for claiming that whatever is inexplicable today by concepts

derived through scientific methods may not be explained
•f y

246.

%bia.. 3. 247

tomorrow by quite new oonoepts forged by the same fundamental
.methodology& •'

Thuf the breakdown of all explanations in terms of preseniidpy -science does not#.#4immediately force us out^
side the realm of the "hatural"* and we can only think
that it does so if we make thé mistake 6f equating
"science" with a certain set of theories.' An explanatioh;would still be "natural" if it made use of quite
different -téras, provided that Its method Was <^oient'ific*
What^ according to Howell-Smith, is this aclentifie

method 6f explanation which, in effect, defines the breadth
of the ."natural"? -It is simply the offering of hypotheses

"from which predictions can be made, wMch/can afterwards be

verified.

Essential scientific method Involves, first, the pos

sibility of prédictive expansion, that ia, of .application
to new phenomena.

Any other sort of "explanation" is simply

the giving of a new name to those phenomena which require
explanation, es would be the "explanation" of ifhy things
fall b y the solemn assertion that there is "a tendency" for
things to move towards the centre of the earth.

The Law of

Gravitation, on the other hand, is a true explanation because
it not only accounts for particular falling events on the
earth but also is capable of expansion to cover the activity
of the other members of our solar system and the far-off
galaxies of space.

Beoond, the solentlfio method (and therefore all true

expienetlon) must involve nradlotion, in the vérification of

.

^Ibia.. 13 248.

%bla.. p. 249.

which Its ultimate mea nlngfuIn ess resides*

Without capacity

for expansion or prediction, an alleged ."explanation" is no
explanation at all but an indirect confession that the events
are at present Inexpllcaple*

"An explanation must explain

how an event cornea about; otherwise It Is simply a learned
(or a tendentious) name for the phenomenon to be explained*"^
Are "mlraelea" events ifhich, on the bahls of past exper
ience, may admit of the faimiation of a theory predicting when

other miracles —
will oGOur?

or, Indeed, any sort of connected events —

If 80, they are lawful (and part of the "natural"

order);. If not. then they have not been explained but only

named by the appeal to "God."

If miracles are "lawful" it should be possible to state
the laws; if not, the alleged explanation amounts to a
confession that they are inexplicable.^

Then what of the theist's hope to find in miracles the

undergirdlng of hla language about God?

The "naturaf has been

defined by Nowêll-Smlth as whatever is open to eclentlflo- ex
planation; and scientific explanation, it has been argued, is
the only sort of explanation which is true explanation and

not simple re-naming of the phenomena in an- attempt to conceal
their present inexplicable character.

The theist hoped to

offer "God" as an explanation of unusual events and thereby

to support his .contention that language about-a supernatural

Being was legitimate and useful.

Howell-Smith's argument,

however, has attempted to undercut this hope by an analysis
llbld*. p* 251.:

% o c . cit. .

-----------------

of **tb,6 natural^* M d of

almsd at. sbowiog t|te

miexplâtiatory ebaraoter of any- appeal to-;t&e supernatural.

Unusual events do occur and we may quite legitimately make
postulations in our efforts to explain thorn.

But:, to make use of, an, old-fas hipned way of putting
this, we have no right to postulate in the cause any
power greater than.what is .necessary to produce the - •
effect. The difficulty with'the'argument from miraclea, as with other arguments for the existence of
0od, is that it is first claimed that certain evidence
requires us to postulate an unknown X; wo then call
this X
and we then claim to hâve proved the
existence of a being endowed with o^raoteristies by
no means W8,rrantad by. the original evidence. .Now solenca too does this. 'The gravitational theory says
,imch-,Bora'than, is necessary to describe the fall of
.an apple., But we can test.the truth of ;this ‘”more**
by predicting how other bodies will behave. It is
the absenoe of such a test for superna.tAJirai ëxplanations that makes them at once unscientific and also
nbn-exoiahatory.l
). S u m m a r y Ulaims for the possibility of the know

ledge of God's nature or existence by means •of intuition*
visions, or miracles have been attacked by the techniques of

Yerificational Analysis as Invalid* unable to support all that
is required of them* and suffering from logical inadequacies

hidden behind plausible^souhding language.

The lack of rules

of inference capable of spanning the gap between experienced
phenqmena and God; the.lack of noselblilty for emolridal

-expansion.on the basis of the theiatlc postulate : the lack
of rules or possibility of rules for vèrlfyinR the claims

made about the Infinite invisible world of deity; and the

frequent confusion.of tautology^with■genuine evidence, have*
for VerifloatIona1 Analysis, discredited the language of

.* p. 252.

'

$0

'

^revelation" anâ "evldcBces'of the-supernaturalv"

At this

point the rational khowledge of God W ouW appear to be hopeleae In principle; but* aomehow.paeslngby the problème of

the .possibility of ,ralisions knowledge.* let us now turn, to

varioua ;analyses-of some: of theology's doctrinal assertlone.
B. Theism's Doctrinal Assertions.
Theism's claim to epiatemologloal grounding in revelaTtory .experiences cr in evidences "requiring" 'the postulation ■
of the supernatural have ?)een found wanting* but the theo
logian; may .choose to regard this as of little importance.
He cap admit that no rational, proof,.of God\s existence
is possible. And he cçn still retain all that is aeaèntiàl to his poaitiody by holding that 'God's exis
tence is known in some other* nCn-rational way.
At. this point the-philosopher hostile to theism Is bound to
show the theologian that his language asserting God's exis
tence. 1$ not only logically Insupportable but actually
logically qpntrâdlotdry.

If this can ba dcaie* as j*L. Maokle

Is prspared to show through a logical analysis of the tradi
tional Problem of Evil* then the tbelst "must hoif be pre
pared to believe, not merely what cannot be proved* but
what can be dieproved.from other beliefs that he also holds.
1. The logical difficulties in the Problem of Evil.. —

The Problem of Evil, Mackle tells us, Is a logical problem.
MaOkie, "Evil and Omnipotence *" Mind. Volume
^
.:'2
■' ' ■'
. .
Loo. dit.

IXIV, 1955, p. 200.

consisting in reoonolllng three equally essential thelstlc
statements.

It erlsee only when all three are aeeorted, yet

all. three seam practically Inescapable for the thelats
(1) God is omnipotent * (2) Clod is wholly good* and ()} evil
exists.

Mackie's analysis requires three .further "quasi-

logical-rules" connecting the premisses: (a) good is opposed
to GVil, (b) e good thing always éliminâtes evil as far as
it can, and (c) there are no limits (short of the logically
impossible, perhaps) to what an omnipotent thing can do. To
deny any of the premisses^ of course* is to espape the Prob
lem of Evil; that is, to deny the omnipotence of God'(impossible for traditional.theism), to deny that Ood ia wholly
good (still more outrageous to the theologian), or to deny
the existence of evil would free the believer from his
logical snare.

iThe first two are out of the question for

the traditional theist (although many philosophers have

chosen one or the other of these' alternatives) sines to seek
escape in these directions would be to repudiate traditional

Christian doctrine.

The third alternative has been tried*

but at a price which raises many more problems. .The o.on-

sistent affirmation that there ie no such thing as evil* that

it ia really "good misunderstood" or somehow illusory, re-

leasea one from the Problem of Evil, Mackle insists, only at

a cost of cutting the nerve of reality and .deadening for the
believer the moral seriousness of existence.
As opposed to these possible —

self-defeatIng —

but, for the theist,

escapes from the logical toils of the

Problem of EVil, there ère the ordinary attempts of the

theologian to avoid admitting the logioaX.impossibility of

his position.
to be;

In eaoh oase, according to Mackle,-these prove

unsatisfactory inconsistent eolations* in which there
is only a half-hearted or temporary rejection of one
of the propositions which together constitute the problem. In thèse one of the constituent prppositiona Is
re-asserted or
Maokle distinguishes four primary failâçlous pseudo-

solutions often employed by thelstio apologiste,
(à) The Relativity of %ood" and "Evil."

First there le the claim that "good cannot exist without
evil" or that "evil Is necessary as a counterpart to g

8uoh an answer Is ruled out if God is supposed also to be

the author of logical neoesslty, for if he is Graator of
logic then he could have prevented by fiat the-presumed logi
cal necessity that "good" could not exist without Its logical
counterpart (if such It really is).

Even If we admit, further

more* that God's omnipotence may be limited by logical nec

essity (as MaOkie does), this attempted answer in affect In-

voXves a redefinition of "good" so that it ia no;longer an
absolute qua11ty charsotor1zlnm. God and opposed by "evil,"

but only a relative adjective gaining its meaning through

contrast, just as "great" and "small" cannot exist without

one another.

But In this sense greatness is not a quality, not an
intrinsic feature of anything; and it, would be absurdto think of a movement In favour of greatness and agdibst smallness in this seiise, Such & movement would
be self-defeating, since relative greatness can'be
"Ibid.. p

promoted only by.a elmultaneoue promotion of relative
smallness* X feel aura that no the!ats would be cobtent to regard God ?s goodness as analogous to this
as if what he supports were not the good hut the
better * and as If he had the paradoxloal aim that all
things
(g* should he better than other things.^

But If we reject this relativlslng of "good, " then It

is not logically impossible for all things to be good with
out the presence of evil to establish the contrasts
quality need not have a real opposite.

Every

I Buggqst that It isnot really Impossible that everything should be * say ; red; tbat the truth is merely
that if évezÿthing were red we should,not notice red
ness* and so we should.have no word "red"; we observe
and give names to qualities only if they have real op
posites* If so*, the principle that a term must have
an opposite would belong only to our language or to our
thought, and would not be an ontblbgioal principle, and
correspondingly, the rule that good cannot exiét with-out.evil would not state a logical necessity of a sort
■that God would just have to put up w i t h ^
''
(b) The Necessity of Evil for Good

A second attempt at solving the ^oblem of Evil Is by

treating evil so that "evil is necessary as a means to good."
Such an answer still more,severaly restricts God's power;

God ia not only to be subservient to logical necessity in
this base but now tP te restrioted by causal laws.

If God

is able tp restrict himself, of oourse* in favour of "humsn

freedom," then this may not imply suoh serious consequences,

but otherwise "the suggestion that, evil Is necessary as a

means to good- solves the problem of evil only by denying one
■■■ '■ ■.

"of its.constituent propositions, either that God ia omnipo

tent or. that ■'omnipotent-' means what it s a y s . .We shall ex
amine the "freedom" requirement in a moment*

llbid., p. 204.

^ Ibia., p. 205.

^Ibld., pp. 205-206.
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(c) The NecGBBity of Evil for Higher Goods.
Third, Tiackle finds that some tlieiste hope to defend
their logical rospactability by the assertion : "the universe
is better with some evil in it than it could be If there were
no evil, "

Evil, on this view makes possible, the virtues of

sympathy, banevolance, heroism, and so on, which would never
be called into existence if the universe ware an evil-less
paradise from tba start,

It makes a heightened spiritual

sensitivity possible* as in aasthetlo contrast, because of
the dissonances written into.the symphony of the universe,
God'a goodness and omnipotence are devoted to maximizing the
higher goods (heroism, sympathy, etc,) which emerge thanks to
the fact of the lower evils (pain, disease, etc,) Which In
his goodness he provides to this end.
lackia holds that this proposed solution cannot euooead,
however, first since it can be argued that the "higher" vir
tues arc actually only means,to the destruction of the "lower"
evils, so that the "lower" goods (health, pleasure, ate,) may
be able to be enjoyed,

Should this be the case, then to

name such end results of the moral struggle "lower" is both

to beg the question in evaluating the various goods of human
existence’and to leave unanswered the question why God allows

these "basic" goods (what a different connotationÎ) to be
threatened in the first place.
Second, and more serious still, is the objection that
there are not only "higher" virtues but also "higher" vices.
Yet if God were wholly omnipotent and good these "higher"

'

:

"
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evils {cruelty, callousness, cowardice, etc.) would be elim
inated by him.

If It were answered that "blgber evils" were

simply challenges to "still higher" goods, then we are on

our way Into a logically untenable infinite regress, since
for every order of good there must a l^ogically possible evil
(its lack or opposite), and the problem would forever evade
solution.

(d) The Necessity of Evil for Human Freedom'.

Finally, we must turn to the answer often made by the
théologiap to the problem of evils

God supposedly limits

Mvmelf through his desire to grant man a free will.

It is

better, theists bay, that men should be free f- and this
logically involves that they be able sometimes to err and
commit evil —

than that men be merely innocent automata,

acting rightly in a wholly determined way*

God's omnipotence

is self-limiting in the expression of his goodness when he

grants the practical possibility of evil in order that the

good which man does may

he morally

deteMinistically produced.

worthful and, not simply

But, Mackia asks, is the theist's

assumption correct that the possibility of evil is a logj^icallt

necessary accompaniment of freedom?

If God has made men such that in their free choices
they sometimes prefer what is good and sometimes what
is evil, why could he not have made men such that they
always freely choose the good?^,

God mlRht have chosen, that is, to make men who would act
freely but always rightly *

, p. 209.

"Clearly, his failure to avail

himself of this posaïMllty is Inconsistent with his being
both omnipptèpt and wholly g o o d T o

éày

that such was not

b possibility for God * is * according to I#ckie, to identify
"freedom" with complete rahdomness* which true freedom ob
viously Is hot.

it is absurd to say that "men's choices and

oonsèquent actions odn be 'free' only if they: are not deter

mined by their characters;"?

If not determined by their

oharaoters, hbw oah the "will" have any part in man's choices?

If not determined by their charaetere, how can man's actions
be thought to b e .of any moral importance -- of enough impor
tance to "justify" the evil in the world?

Even more, if God has given free will to men, does this

mean that he can not or will not prevent evil actions?

On

the first alternative, he is not omnipotent or "self-limited"

but is externally limited in his power; on the second, he is
hot combàttimg evil to thé limit of his ability*

The first

alternative is Impossible to the theist because of its in

compatibility with the omnipotence of God, but the second is
ruled out for him because of what,, in other contexts, he says
about sin; that is, if God is actually doing better to allow
an evil act to occur (for the sake of freedom) than he would

be if he thwarted freedom to prevent sin, then sin and evil
are not really the prime opponents of the goodness of God

but something else, perhaps unfreedom*

Such is the dilemma on which the theist finds himself

poised by bis attempts to retain his language about God at

& b l d ,. p. 209.

^Loc. elt.
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all points without ’Violating lila lahguags about the aeribusineas of sin and the reality of evil*

Quite aside from its

epistemologloal'difficulties/ Maokie eonoludaa, the thelatio
position,faced by the Problem of of Evil has been unable' to

maintain its logical consistency under analysis of the
log!calyBtruotura.underlying its claims*

Of the'proposed solutions Of the problem of evil which
we have examined, none has stood up to criticiam,;, There
may,be other ablutions which require examination, but
this study strongly suggests that there ils no valid soiutidn of the problem which doe's not modify at least
" one of the constituent propositions in a way which
would serioualy affect the'essential core of the
thelatic position;^
2;.- The logical imnossibilitv of the existence of God,—

As we have noted earlier, theologians who admit the-impos

sibility of basing their language about God on firm eoiBtemr- ological foundations may nevertheless insist that the content
of their theistlc position ia Undamaged,

Others, uncommitted

people, may take the logical weakness of religious epistemolqgy as jUBtifying no more than an attitude of uncertainty

and agnosticism about the existence or non-existence of God*

But these,' according to
tivesi

Findlay $ are not true alterna-

Just 'as M'ackie's treatment of the Problem of Evil

was designed to show the. Ipgioal. problems involved in clinging
to traditional theological language, so Findlay hCpes to show

that there is no longer even room for popular agnostic at
titudes of s

,,.tentative surmise and doubt. For we shall try to
show that the Divine, EKietence can only be cppceived

—

: . % W . , : p. 212. -

\

,

.

:' '
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in a religiously 'satlefactdry-: menner, 'If we also comcelve it as something .Inesqapabl# and' mGoessary, wWther
for thougi* or reality * From which., it ■
‘■fallows, that our
modern denial of necessity or rational evldenee for such
an.exletenoe amounts to a demonstration that there
cannot be a God*^
•
(a) fhe Definition of "God*"

The logical argument to the non-exi st en ce of God con
sists in three major steps;. Birst, God must hé explicitly
defined so that the existence of the God of theism and not
that, of the-various gods of Idolatry is clearly at Issue*

The God of theism is definable as the being who is the
Inadequate object of religious attitudes*"?

attitudes?

that are these

They are attitudes of total commitment, of

abasement, deference; and whole-hearted devotion*

Such

attitudes in the theist require that God, to be correspond
ingly appropriate to such unconditional attitudes must be
superior to the worshipper; but not only superior, he must

exceed us and all other things in a qualitatively different

way not in any relative sense of superiority*

Any limited

being would be out of the question, and theism rejects the

notion of the finite God as inappropriate or inadequate to
religious attitude *
And hence
religious
along all
above all

we are led on irresistibly to demand that our
object should have an unsurpassable supremacy
avenues, that it should tower infinitely
other objects*^

Such infinite Being must not be one among many but alli'
\ . :#0N*,'Findlay, "Cap God*8 Existence be Disproved?"-Mind,
1948, reprinted in New Essays in.Philosophical Theology *
p* 48*
:.
,.
: : ^Loo, alt.

%. ,

^Ibld. . u. 51.',
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comprehensive; It cannot merely happen to- exist but muet be
n e cessary- ex 1 st en.ee.

God muatn't merely cover, the territory of the actual,
but also, with equal comprehenalvanesa, the territory
qf; the ■possible. And. not only must the existence of
other things be unthinkable .without hisu but hla own
non-existence must be 'wholly, unthinkable in any circumstances. •There must, in short, be- no ■-cbnceivable
alternative to an existence 'properly■termed _"divine"t
God must be wholly Inescapable, as we .remarked pre.vlously, whether for thought or reality

The logical.'Impossibility of "Necessary Existence."

The second step of the argumaht. is simply to remind burselves of Vèrlflostionel Analysis doctrine concerning "neeeaslty" and ■existence'*

Wherever lan^usRe Is appropriate to

deal with the world of fact. we remember,^ It does so by
'
^
V '
■ '
/
means of synthetic propositions-; gut synthetic propositions
never allow, for necessity. only for ’
.greater or less degrees
of orobability. .Ho matter how probable a statement about
any fact, it la'never beyond our, conceiving that it should
be proved wrong by a futur# experience; that is, it can
never be a necessary- statement* - Necessity, safety from all
possibility o£ disoroof by exoerienoe. we 'saw to reside only
in.■anaIvt 1ca 1 statemen-.ts.

But such statements have no dealings

with the world of existence; they are only reports of deci
sions concerning:our use of language.

Necessity and exis-

tence are logically incompatible notions!

A "necessary

existence" is a meaningless absurdity in the light of this
Ipgioàl analyela.

^Ibia., p. 52.

. above pp. #-32, 45-46.
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The religious frame of mind seems, in fact, to be in a
quandary; it seems invincibly determinod both to eat
its cake and bave it* It desires the Divine Existence
both to have that inescapable character ifhich can, on
modern vievra, only be found where truth reflects an ■
arbitrary convention, and also-the character of "making
a real difference" which is only possible where truth
doesn't have this merely linguistic basis* Wo may
accordingly deny that modern approaches allow us to
remain-agnostically poised in regard to God; they
force us to come down on the atheistic side.^
(c) The Psychological Possibility of Disbelief.
TViis blow to the la tic hopes
an open alt amative —
the argument.

that even agnosticism is

is reinforced by the third link in

Thie ia again by way of a reminder:

that

God's existence is in no way a necessary conclusion of logi
cal thought.

On the contrary, logic has shown the baseless

ness of language purporting to demonstrate some way of
knowing that he even exists, and further analysis has exposed
difficulties in key tenets of theism.

In this very fact of

the "escapablenesa" of God Is the final proof of his non
existence : for our definition of "God" requires that divinity
must essentially be characterized by necessity, that God's
non-existence must be wholly unthinkable under any circum
stances.

Any lesser claim would undermine the demands of the

religious attitudes of absolute adoration.

But the actual

existence of any such compelling necessity for thought may
empirically be shown to be lacking, and in this fact we
find the doom of theological claims.
%indlay ; "Oah-God's Existence be Disproved?" pp. 54-55•

I t ,was Indeed an ill day for Aneelm when he hit upon
his ’famous' proof. :For op that; day he not only .laid
bare 8omethlh%
of the emaence of an adequate
'feiisloua:' object, but also ■something -that :.entallB Its
nébessary\nohTe%l8tèno:e..l :Qr "non-8lgnifioanoe%' if
this aitornàtlve is preferred#^

God's pecaSslty for thougîit and reality is logically —

analytically -f- required if God, for the-'bellGVer, is to be
truly 86&;.but this necècsity is demonstrably lac&ihg in
thought and loglpally impphsible for beings#

Therefore,

Findlay confidently côncludês, that such, a "necessary Being"

does pot exist

or, indeed, even make sense!

' 3'* Bummàrÿ.—

.

lot- only the epistemologioa 1 foundations

of basic theological claims but also the very content of
vital theistic doctrine has fallen prey to the hostile employment of the tGCbniquea of Verifioational Analysis#

The

approach to the traditional Problem of Evil with modern tools
of logical analysis which admit to "logical possibility"

whatever is not analytically self^centradictory has questioned
the cdgenoy of theological "solutions" of the logical issues

Invoiced.

At the same time, the logical%obaraotGristlc8 of

the analytic;and eyAthetic dychotomy insietedûupop by Verl-

floatlonal .Analysis have been shown to inyalldatè 'the bon-

oeptlon of "necessary existence" which is held essential to
belief ip God*

This Invalidation, indeed, is intended not

merely to show a lack in the. coRamcy of the theistlo position
but, in fact.-, to' demonstrate, the linguistic meeniwl6s.sness

idè
of theological olalms.

It Is now to thta ffinal orltlolam of

tliGologioel language, Its senseleesneGS, ttmt we must give
more attention.

It Is here, Indeed, that wë may find the

root of the logloal dlffioultles In which the foregoing eWlysee have found thelatic language to be oonetantly embroiled#
Û* Theiam'a Llnguletie Baola*
Theological language has been shown by various analyses

to be so shot through with dlflicuities that we should not be
surprised to find that Verificational Analysis holds the lah-.
Kuapge of theism as a whole to be diseased#

Ifbat seems to be

required Is e general analysis which uncovers more clearly the
nature of the Infeotlqns from which theistic language suffers.
1. UnfaIsif i a b l e One such-analysis is offered by
Antony B^lew in introduolng. the syimposlum "Theology and
Falsification" in which he identifies unfalsiflability as the .
root ailment of religious language * Flew opens with a parable

based On one told by Professor John Wisdom (and one which we
shall meet agaln^);

Once upon a time two explorers came upon a clearing
in the jungle* In the clearing ivere growing many
flowers and many we'eds. One explorer says, "Bope
gardener must tend this plot". The other disagi'ses,
'there is no gardener". So they pitch.their tents
and set a watch. No ^gardener ,1s ever :seen * "But
perhaps he/is an invisible gardener," So they set
up a ba,rbed-wire fbnhe^ / They elebtrify it. They
patrol it with bloodhounds, (For they remember how
■,Ê ,a. Welle %a The Invisible Man could be both smelt
/^Of, below, pp. 154-155. ■ -
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and todobed though he oould not be seen#) But no
shrieks ever eugReat that some Intruder has' received
a çhook, No movements of the wire ever betray an In
visible ollmber. The bloodhounds never give cry. .
Yet still,the Balleveÿ Is not dohvlnoed; "But there
is à gardener. Invisible., intangible, insensible to
eleotrlo shocks ; a gaz^ener who has no scent and
makes no sound, a gardener who comes secretly to
look after the garden which he loves," At last the
Scqpt1c despairs, "But wha t 'remains of your :origins1
assertion? Just how does what you call àn invisible,
in#ngible, atérnâliy .elusive gardener differ from
an Imaginary gardener or evén from no gàrdèner at ell?"^

Guoh a story lllustratea the manner in which our language

may initially assert.something quite definite but end, after
a slow series of retreats
at ell.

falsification, saying nothing

"Someone may dlàsipqte his assertion completely

without noticing that he has done so,

!

A fine brash hypothesis

may thus be killed by inches, the death by a thousand quailO
f i c a t i b n a I f the meaning of a statement is identical with
^

the means to be employed in its verification (oi^ as we noted
earlier,^ its falsification), then the gradual removal of
an assertion from the possibility of verification or falslfication Is in effect the gradual stripping from this lan
guage of its meaning.

Its friends, in their anxiety to pre

vent it from being proved false, have turned its worst

enemy by transforming It from threatened meaningfulness to
secure vacuity!

.

"And in this, it seams to me, lies the peculiar danger,
^Flew, "Theology and Falsification," New Fssays In
Philosophical,'ThaolopCv. p„* 96,
'
:

, p. 97., .

% f . sbGve, pp. 46-47.
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the enclemic evil, of theological uttei-’a n c s . T<i earlier
days Prophets might castigate their sinning compatriots by
announoing that a flood or a crop failure
a God's aot of
i',putiishrnent.for wiokodnesa* Ae bettor natural explanations
>
for such iiatirral events have become available, however, re-,
.

ligious,language has retreated from the possibility Of
falsification, no longer promising natural disasters to follow
In the ;wake of moral disorders*

At any point where fact

might tell against the language' of theology, theistio speech
Is hastily qualified to keep It from falsification*

This

process of retreat from verification lias continued to auoh
a point that
now It often seerps to people who aré not .rellglousaas
if there was no conceivabie event or series of events
the occurrenee of which would be'admitted by sophis
ticated religious people to be a sufficient, reason for
conceding "There wasn't a God after all" or "God does
not re ally love us then"?
When any state of events could be compatible with an asserr

tlon, then It may be said (ae we have discovered), either to
be analytic or —

if not tautologous —

then meanlnglêBs.

Bomeone tells us that God loves iis.es a father loves
his children* We are reassured* But then we see a
child dying of inoperable cancer of the throat. His
earthly father la driven frantic in his efforts to
help, but his Heavenly Father .reveals no oWioua sign
of concern * Borne qualification ia made — God's, love
is'hot a merely human love" or it is "an Inscrutable
lové", .perhaps
and we realize that.such sufferings
are quite compatible with the truth of the assertion
that "God loves US' ae a father (but of course
1

P levr, "T h e o lo g y end F s l s l f i c e t l o n , " p .
'

%bi.a ., p. 96.
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We are reasaured again* But then perhaps we ask:
what is this assurance of God's {appropriately qual
ified) love worth* what la this apparent gaarantee
really a guarantee against? Just what would have to
happen not merely (Wrally and wrongly) to tempt hut
also; {logically and rightly) to entitle us to say/
"God does not love us" or even "God does not exlst"?^

Until this question is answered, the theist*s language is

doomed by its slippery compatibility with every state of
affairs to be empty of empirical meaning; but once the

theist ventures to answer, his language has been opened to
falsification and thus to disproof*

This is the dilemma of

the theist and a basic cause of theological unmeaning and
logical confusion.

It is because of the attempt of theological language to

hold together such logical Incompatibles, to insist that it

is making assertions about existence and at the same time to
insure for its statements both reference to the Infinite and

unshakable certainty defended from possibility of disproof,
that the entire theological enterprise is suspect to the

philosopher in sympathy with the criticisms of Verlflcational
Analysis.

MacIntyre and Nowell-Bmith, each in his own way,

pressed their view that the facts of "intuition" or of vision
or of miracle actually Imply much less far-reaching onto
logical conclusions than the theist supposes.

At each point

where the existence of God becomes dangerously at issue the
theistic conclusion is reached by retreat into the covert
introduction of an unfalsifiable tautology:
, pp. 98-99.

for.example, a
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"genuinely revealing" Intuition or vision or miracle is ex

clusively attributable ^

definltiori to the divine hand.

"0bd*8 exiatance" thus is not demonstrated by the evidence

presented but smuggled analytically into the premisses (which
are partly empirical in most cases to give the language used

an apparent right to draw ontological conclusions) whence it

is proudly drawn out again to justify the theist Vs now empir
ically unshakable faith,

Ih like manner we have followed-Mackie'wS.and: Findlay *s

arguments, aimed at pointing out. the logical difficulties in

the theist'e refusal to consider modifying his language about
God .(as he cannot and remain a traditional theist) even in
the face of empirical and logical difficulties#

In the first

case, statements about God's goodness and omnipotence are so

necessary to the theist that desperate attempts must be made
to interpret away the evil of the world —

and we have noted

in Hackie's arguments how the empirical, if it can never

actually "disprove" the tautological, can at any rate succeed
in exhibiting the treasured analytical statements of theology

in a highly peculiar light.

Findlay's work was to show how

the very necessities of language about God actually under
mine the possibility of asserting ontological status for
such an object of talk —

we cannot say even "object of

thought" aince even to think such a logical contradiction

as I'necessary Being" must be on the principles of Verificational Analysis impossible.

,,2,. Incomprehensible. — .Bernard Williams adds to the

negative diagnosis of theological language in his. essay

" f e r t u l l l a n ' s ' w h e r e he discovers within religious
language "a sort of inherent and necessary Incomprehemslbii- ...
Ity..*#"^

Religious language Is not to be distinguished by

its uses as Functional Analysis might claim (then we should
be already In possession of a criterion by which to disting
uish "religious" uses from "non-religious," and this would
presuppose knowledge of what religious language is!) but,

rather, by. its subjact-matter: that is, its being "about Clod"
when "about".is taken in "an extremely wide s e p @ e \ B u t such
a subject-matter is destined inevitably to entangle language
dealing with it in impossible confusionsè

At some point

there must be a relation between God and the world., whether

by Incarnation, as in Christian doctrine, or, More generally,
merely by human words attempting to speak,about him*
The statement of these relations will be itself unsatisfactory, and will involye others that are so:
\because the eoBC'epts 'required
:of^ fatherhood, for
instance, .and ’of iovè, abd of power -- are acquired
in a human context; the,language of these things is
a'.language that grows and is used for the relations
of humane to humans; Toe -say. that while this is so,
relisious language requires merely an extrapolation
from the human context, ia not to solve the problem
but to pose it again. For the extrapolation required
is an extrapolation to infinity, and in even trying to
.
give a sense to this we encounter the incomprohensibility,'^
j.

This Incomprehensibility is often excused—

even welcomed —

by thelats on the ground that it "leaves room for faith,"
Such an -attempted answer oannot satisfy, however , since faith.
^Bernard Williams, "Tertulllan*s Paradox" lew Essaya in
% b l d .> o. 187. :

. P» 197.

^Ibia.. p. 2o4.

must be to something. ’ To be salted to bave f a i t h despite
loglosl dlfflbultlea may be a auffioientiy strange request;
It is a stranger request to aak someone by faith
to believe something that be does not properly understand; for ybat is it that,he Ip being asked to believe?
Faithimigbt be a way of belieying abmethtog, as opposed
to .believing ‘it on ■.evidences ; but bow could it be a way
of stepping from what is understood to what is not
underStpod?1

religious person must, on this analysis, seriously con,-A
aider the question, "if you do not know what it la you are
'

believing on faith, how can you be sure that you are believing
anything?:^

Thus, for Vèrifio&tlonal Analysis,'the theist is impaled

on a dilemma on the one hand by Flew'ë^emphasls bn the uh-

faislfieblllty of theoldgical languàgo (and consequent mean
inglessness) if no connection beti^een God and the world is

offered, and bn the other hand by Williams's argument that

any attempt to provide such a connection' between. God and the

world must involve an essential inc'omprehahsibility*
either case there is meaninglesBness,

In

If, then, the'Christian faith is true, it must be
V partly incomprebeneible; but If it is partly tooomprehenslb.le‘| *it Is difficult to see what It is for
'it to be true
\

3* Inexpressible *

—

For such reasons (and more which we

shell note in our study of the Functional Analysis, of relto.

gious- language) Antony Flew is prompted to say in a published

broadcaat'discussion with D . H a o K i n n o n on "Creation"^ that,
pp. P08-m9.

9. 209.

.

, p. 211.

‘^Rntopy Plew and B;M,. MaoKlnpon, "Ôreatloh." Ohurdh Quar
terly .Review..1955..reprinted In Hew: Seaàya in PhllosbPhioal
Theology , p p . 170-

ühllke the various qiearly legitimate uses of language, "re-

liglouB language as^ a whole is eontroverslal in a way in which
scientific language is n o t . "1 As he puts it, talk about

everyday objects, about more obscure scientific objects, even

ethical language
Analysis —

here he invokes a criterion of Functional

has a relatively secure place (though "ethical

language, perhaps,' is rather more contybVhrsia1 "?);, each qual

ifying as various "chapters" Of language. \ "bqt 'religious talk,
the religious chapter, is In. a less secure/p#!tiqn:

it;'ô a

aort' of appeMlx, an appcxypha in the book of language,

What conclusions are we to draw from this assertion of a

fundamental logical malady withih,theological language? Thomas
Mçîberson: offers the almost Inevitable suggestion which, he
says, will clear away the "worry" which philosophical dis

coveries of basic logioal confusion within theistic language
have caused.

The things that theologians try to say (or some,of them)
belong to the class of things that just cannot be'said.
The way out of the worry is retreat into silence,4

Since this is the recommanda tion which springs from analysis

employing conceptual tools fashioned by the Logical Pcsitiy1st 8, McPherson explains, "the way out of the worry that I

am commenting on here may be called the positivistic

w a y .

"5

Theistic language has proved under Verifiertional Analy
sis to be inadequate and at its own key points a purveyor of
^Ibid^. p. 185.

% b i d ,. P. 184,

%cBberson. on, cit,. p, 132.

?Loc, clt.

5jbid.. p, 134.

nonsense,

Theology has therefore only one clear mandate;

to refrain.' from further speech atid thereby to disband-Itself

as an enterprise.

This Is a startling suggestion, perhaps;

It.Involves the suicide.of theology and the end of all reli

gious talk.

But such an outcome should not be of too great

discouragement, McPherson says, to the theist who cares more
for worahlp.than for words.

In support of this point.he re

minds us of Rudolf Otto's insight that the really,important
elements in religion are.the aspects of faith which cannot
be oonoeptuallzed.. in destroying theological language the
philosopher ha$ aided the truly religious person by preven
ting the temptation to seek God in the vzrong places#

Now positivistic philosophy Is commonly held to be an
.enemy of religion. But a branding of- religious asaertlons as "hbnsenae" need not be anti-relisious. It can be interpreted as an attack on those who In the name
. of religion are p erverting religion,- - Otto' conceived
himself in The Idea of the Holy to bé recovering the
essential element in religion
whicb- liad been in
danger of being lost under a cloud of ratiônaîizing#
Wbàt is essential about religion is its npn-ratiphdl
side, the part that cannot'be :"conceptuaiiz e d t h a t
is,/the bsrt that cannot be put into words. Otto travela t h e .same'road,as. 'Wittgenstein [in the fractatus
■:LoRlco-PhllbsbDhldaal/Are we to cdil Ottb an enemy
of .'religion? Why hot ’call, [the early)- "Wittgenstein '
its friend?^
:%

Thus the Positivist has provided tools for Yeriflcational

Analysis'which' ( u n w i t t i n g l y perhaps) has befriended -religion

in destroying theology. We have now travelled the full road;
theological language seems to have been laid waste by
Verifiçational Analysis.
h b l a .'i p. 139.

II

ProrTheologioal Analysis
Thus far in this obapter the philosopher^ who 'have
chosen to employ techniques based on the principles of Verlfioatlonal Analysis on theologioal'questions have not been
greatly oonoei*necl:(axoepting the last essay) with the posi
tive support which their phllosophio&l principles might offer
to theism.

This fact, /In&ëecL, refleots aocurStqiy the dom-

inmit emphasis on negative criticism- from those employing
these techniques during the years of our study.

Still, unan

imity on such an iséue would hardly be expected, and moder

ating voices were heard in those years.

A. The Usefulness of Verlflcational Analysis to Theology.
J.J.O. Smart points out imys in which logical analysis
may be of considerable use to the theologian#^

Bmarif rejects

as somewhat extreme the view of some philosophers (like

McPherson) that:

Philosophy is of.the greatest, importance for prospec
tive theologians simpïy because a logical analysis of
theological cohcepts would show theology to be a mass
of confusion, a.system of statements which either are
obviously false or else are nonaenhicGl. 8o on their
view the study pf philosophy would be of importance
because it would lead you to change your way of life
and close down your institution.5
J#J.O. %arty, Metaphysics, i^gic and Theology," New
Essay a .in'^Fhi losophi oai':-Theo loay. pp. 12-67.
%taid.., q V 13.

.

,
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Instead, t h r o e ‘sorts of constructive assistance from phil
osophy are dlatinpaiished*

Dob troy in.R lllOz^ltlmata questions * -- First, logical

1.

analysis may be able to help theology by dissolving some of

Its most frustrating questions, showing those which ere amen-

sble to this, treatment simply to be conceptual muddles caused

by linguistic difficulties In much the same way that Verifioational Analysis showed puzzles caused by "four-sided trl-

angles" or"average clergyman" to be only peeudo-problems.^
Since it .is impossible to tell beforehand which theological

puzzles will so disappear undei* treatment, analysis Is to be
welcomed -- although the fact that most theological questions

are far more "ideologically s3.gnifleant" than four*-sided trlanglGB Plight m a k e the emotional acceptance of their disln-

tegratWh through analysis difficult to bear#
S. Transforming confused questions*

A second sort of

Sid which Biiiart suggest a that Verlflcational Analysis may

give to theologians is the,clarification of muddled questions
which will not disappear but which can be transformed under
analysis.

The essence of a metaphysical question, he asserts,
o
is lack of conceptual clarity, but the logical confusion
causing this unclarity need not be based entirely on lan

guage.

Verificational-Analysis, asking for methods of

^Cf. abo-ve, pp. 43, 47-48.

^Snjart, "Metapiijsies, Loe;lo atid Theology," p. 19.

settling the truth or falsehood of various aseortlono, may
find that issues of straightforward faot (payqholbgloal or
otherwise) are involved#

The doctrine of the Trinity, for example, le metàphyeloal

and thus Inadmissible In its unanalyzed form slnoe It le the
sort of assertion which, without transformation we cannot
"get anywhera.with*"'
or falsification.

In itself it admite of no verlfloatlon

But by asking the Yerifloatlonel Analyst'e

key Guestioni "What experlenoe would tend to settle this
Issue one %fay or the other?" we tranafoi'm it Into a manageâblé fbfm; that

wb change it Into a meaningful argument

ovér the payoholDgioal requirements Ihyolved ih a proper
object of worship*

W was this question [of ^Trinitarian doctrine] settled?
Bqmethins like this; Arlùb regarded Ohrlet as created
by God* But if Ghrlst was created by God then he ie
only Ë very big things divine but not himself God*
worthy P^rhape of our profouhdest admiration but not
of/worship.# . The dootrine of the trinity Is
too
bis a question* of course* for/us to do justloeto now.
But; by asking this question* "How do we think the con
troversy between ArlûO ând Athanasius èhôùld be settled?"
we provide ourselyeW with a tool for deciding what sort
of.question It Is that.lurke beyond thé metaphysics*
t W -logical unelarity * âthanàs'iüs expressed himself
In the terminology of Greek philosophy* but however he
expressed it* lie was tfylng to do justice to the. ques
tion of what ie a. proper object of worship* and to the
fact that* on 6ur reading of the Gospels* we ere oonstralne.d. to^acknp.wledge that Ohrlst is a proper object
q:f. worship/%
'
/ ' "
3. Outlining,the .tbbere. of ...faith#— . The primary help

Offered to theology by philosophical analysis, therefore Is
^Ibia.. p .

SB.

^Iblâ.. pp. 19-20.

summarized by a third considerations Veriftcational Analysis

may act as ^-handmaid” to t^e theologian by sorting out the
logical complexities of his study and thus sharpening the

issues with which he deals, Ifot only are,.some problems to be

eliminated and some to be transformed so that,empirical tests

for settling them may be devised but» at last, the issues con
fronting faith may be presented unequivocally to the believer.

The doctrines of Virgin Birth and of Resurrection, for ex

ample, will on Smart’s view be classified as non-metaphysical
historical assertions»,^ because they are easily conceivable
(if, to him, not so easily believable).

And other doctrines,

formerly so badly distorted by the mists of mêtàphyslos as
to offer nothing significant either for belief or doubt, will
be clarified and presented in meaningful terms.
We have already seen how unanalyzed theological claims
have run afoul of logical criticism; perhaps, Smart suggests,
we should take this as a clear indication that Vorificational
Analysis would be an important preliminary tool for theologlans- to employ ■
—

if only they would!

in examining their

own language before offering their observations to the gen
eral public.

False or misdirected questions would be elimin

ated at the root and faith's claims would be sheared of the
layers of logical muddle which so often muffle them from the

ears of the philosophically Bophleticated.
hbld. , p. 22.
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B. The iAcployment of the Verification Principle im Theology
Doing just this, recommending the techniques of Verifi
es tions 1 Analysis to theologians and beginning work on the

building of a theology based on this foundation, is the task
of an article by David •C.ox, ’’The Bignifiesnoa of'-’Ohristian-i; T
i t y . B u t Mr# Oox sees that before he can properly make

such a recommendation, the essentials of the Varificational

Analyst’s; position have to be distinguished clearly from the

anti-theological non-essentials •

1# The Verif1cation Frinciole restated.—

The former,

we are reminded, consist in the discovery of two major classes
of significant sentences: formal rules((analytical statements)

and empirical hypotheses (synthetic propositions).

In order

to determine the slgnlficanoe of synthetic statement# the
Verification Principle is brought into play, which, at heart,
la the assertion that:

an ostensible statement of fact is significant if,
and only if, it can, in principle, be verified by
human experience»^

An additional interpretation of the Ver1fiomtion:Prin

ciple insisted on by most philosophers would hold that ’’human

experience” is equivalent to ”sense-experience» ”5

But Box

rejects this expansion as both non-essential and illegitimate
^David Cox, ”fhe Significance of Christianity,” Mind»

Volume m x ,

1950, pp. 909-218»

%bta., p. 210.

3lMd., p. 211.

on the grounds that to assume, ’’sense-experienoe” to be the
sole avenue to verification, as many uncritically have done,
is not only to violate the common awareness that important
human experiences may be other than sense-exporiènoe but

also covertly to Inject the metaohvsio of sensationalism into

what is overtly a methodological principle opposed tuïsuch

injections. And the s.ensatlonalistic claim, indeed, (asser

ting as it does ”that all human experience can be analysed
in terms of sense experience*.

a particularly high probability.”^.

”ls net ah hypothesis with

2. The benefits of the Verification frihciole..'— Once
■ »
■ ■
Verificat1onal Analysis has been purged of its non-essentials,
Gox continues, the stumbling-blocks preventing theological
acceptance are removed», Theologians need only accept the
conclusion that all significant theistic language is composed
either of formal rules, ”that is, statements which indicate

in what ways the terms of theological jargon are to be used,”^
or of empirical hypotheses, ”that is,.significant statements
which can be verified by human experience;
Buch acceptance would involve certain sacrifices on the

part of the theologian, of course, (such as the readiness to

’’accept the possibility that some doctrines may be non-signi

ficant”^^ ,and the.willingness'to hold their doctrines as

^always, in principle, liable to modification, or contradic*:

tlon by subsequent experience”®) but these drawbacks would
^Ibid.. p. 212.

À

loc.

clt.

^Lbo. cit.

?lbid.* o. 211.

: % b i a .. DP. 214-215. ^ Ibid. . 6.211.

:

. / '\

- W
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be more than balanced by the advantages which would aperue *
These advantages would be threefold) first, the apologetic
position of theology would be immeasurably strengthened,

Theological language, securely rooted in possible human ex-

perienoe, would no longer be vulnerable to the hostility of
Verificational Analysis,

The most radical voices of oriti-

oism would be silenced.

Beoond, theological doctrine would

be brought once again: into relevance to human life and daily
experimice, theistio language would no longer be open to the

accusation of being ”out of touch with everyday life..,,”^

And » third » the language of contemporary Ohristians would be
brought back into the service of the same fimotion for which

the earliest formulatore of theological doctrine used theirsî
to safeguard.Christian experience, •

Originally Christian doctrine was not intended to pro
vide a description of what might be called ”transcendeht reality”, , In textbooks and in Xectures it is
asserted that the Church was compelled to formulate her
doctrines in order to ’’safeguard Ohriatian experience”
Bo:long as doctrines are no more than is sufficient
for the purpose of safeguarding experience they will bg
significant by the test of the verification principle.^

Thus Verifioational Analysis, employing an anti-metaphysical
weapon forged by the early Logical Positivists, forces the
theologian willynilly to return, Cox insists, to. the praoticcs 'of the early Ohuroli,

This reformation of theology may

come from without, but it is a reformation to be welcomed.

^Ibld.> p. 214.

% M d . ■ O. 212.

3.’
-The employment of the Verification Frinciole.-- Am
examples of the amenability -of theiatlc language to analysis
in terms of possible verifying experlenoe Cox offers us two
restatements of traditional doctrine in what he considers
readily significant form.
in the following manner*

First, ”God exists,'” may be treated

the rules governing the use of

”Bod” will first be given, stressing that the word is not
"rightly to be used except in such phrases as- ’meeting 0od*,
or 'enoquntering B o d \ or ’knowing Ood’”;^ then thé empirioal
hypothesis, reflecting the fact that many human beings have
had experiencea which aro lilte "personal enoouhter” but
lacking the sense-experienoes usually associated with suoh
enoountei', may be stated:
Borné men and women have had, and all may have, experi en ces called "meeting God”./"
In this restatement lies the empiriosl significance of the

theiatic claim that "God exists”; more is superfluous.

The second possible example of ■doctrinal restatement,
"God created the world from nothing," connects human experlenoe of "masting God" with daily experiences of the world
around us.

Its original purpose was "to assert that the

world is God’s world, and that nothing in it is opposed to
Him if properly used.

if we assert that the experience called "meeting
” can be regarded as the encounter with a person
who has a oonoerh for the well-being of men, then we
^Ibld.. p. 215.

% b l d . . p. 216.

%oo.

eli.

can state-the doctrine "God created the world from
,nothing”,""everything, which we. call’*materialV canbe .’used"In such a way that it contributes to the
well-bolng 6f mené"),
Such restatements .of theological language as these are
only preliminary examples of what a theology might be able

to achieve which, had leahned a painful lesson from Verifi-r
cation#1 Ahalysie.

It is true that all the empirical hypo

theses of the theologians would be verifiable only "in prinoiple” since the methods of verification must involve & high
degree of risk, aubjactivity » patience, and uncertainty
("If they don’t come off, the experimenter, can never be quite
sure that it was not hia f a u l t . , but-the job of restatement
is of urgent importance in today’s intellectual climate.

To

refuse Is to place oneself in an almost impossible position.
"Those who wish to retain doctrines which cannot be stated In
verifiable form have to explain in what sense they ’.understand’ such doctrines.

là., p. 216..

% b i d . . p. 218.

^Ibid.. p. 217.
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OHAPTER THRFB'
THE LOGIC OF I'HETHM (2):
FimCTIOmL
"ItIs now a real possibility in our minds
that religious utteranceo as a class may
have; only the kind of meaning which a
dream has , or a poetic fan t a s y , satisfying
deep needs of the soul but In no way
cribtng real facts of the w o r l d . ”

T

—

H •A . Hodge B

Ant1-Theologlca X /malys1b
In the second part of this chapter we shall examine
various attempts to base theological language on firm philosophieal grounds by means of techniques employed in Funo- ,
tional Analysis, but first lot us return to the philosophical
attack —

an attack which, as we shall see, has shifted

ground somewhat from that contested by Verificational Analysis.
A. Transition
A striking example of the change In philosophical
weapons is presented by the quick rebuttal by Thomea
H.â. Hodges, "What is to Become of Philoaophlcal
Theology?" Pontamporary British Philosophy, edited by H.i)
Lewis, London; George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1956, p. 219

McPheraon^ to Devld Oox’s
of Verifiability to tbeologlans.

recommending the Prlnclplo
McPherBon’s argument opens

on relatively conventional lines; hie firat remarks seem to
fit wlthlnlthe framework of Verificational Analysis.

Cox' has

fallecl, be begins, since his "restatement of the first pro
position Q ’aod exlsts^Q neither represents it adequately nor
is verifiable.”?

What is more* the attempt to base theistic

language asaèrtlng G o d ’s existence on techniques of Verifi-

cational Analyls is logically bound to fell.
A
do better — ,along these lines*

"lorone could

McPherson’s rebuttal may be summarized in t%fo major
points*

First, when we claim existence for something we do

not thereby inevitably .claim experience of it#

Being able

to meet X is not part of what we mean by ”X exists.”

We may

meaningfully assert that many things existed before any
human beings wez%.about to.,experience them; shall' we say of
God that his existence Is somehow more dependent on human
"nieetlngs” than geclogloal strata? "But then did God not
exist at all before men existed?”^

Thus the restatement of

"God exists” into Mr* O ox’s formula/ ("Borne men and women have
had, and all may have, experiences called

’meeting God’V/)/

^Thomas McPherson, "The nxistenôe of God," Mind^ Volume
LIX, 1950, pp* 545-550.
2
Of*-above, pp. 115-119.
^McPherson, "The Existence of God,” p# 545.
^Loc. Pit.

"^Loc. cit.

is inadequate as a restatement.

And, second, even if It

were adequate it is not verifiable, acoording to McPherson.
The verb "meet" essentially involves certain sense-experlenoe oohrelatlves which are in prinbiplo lacking In the
case o f ’keetlng” God.

Nor is the problem peculiar to the

verb "to meet"; "The trouble is that statements using words
like 'meet’ are all verifiable, but only in the way Mr. Cox
does not want, i.e. they are verifiable by sense exnerlenoe.
How would.a third person, for one example, ever check up on
thé truth;offaldity. (the very meaningfulnéàs) of the claim
that someone had or would have the experlenoe of "meeting
God”? "%'fhat would it be to verify this?

By asking someone

who was present and saw them meeting God?"^
cation --.by sensa-^'experience- —

Genuine verifl-

is ruled out not a priori

or metaphysically but by the very nature of the case put
by Cox’s reformulation Of theological language.
But at this point Mr. McPherson breaks away from the
Verlfloationally Analytical style of criticism and enters
the wedge of Functional Analysis.
Mr. C ox’s difficulties arise because he is trying to
do what cannot be done. And I confess I do not see
why he wants to do it. Theological propositions have
their own meaning.
1 think it is more valuable to ex
amine thèin and find out what their meaping is, than
to work on them to make them fit a philosophical view
that divides all propositions up according to a rigid
principle.^
McPherson’s Interest in the proposition "God exists” is
. . p^,

547.

^Loe. Pit.

p. 548.
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representative of the more flexible attitude of Functional
Analysis.

This interest Is not, as he says, "in pulling it

about to make it verifiable, but in the preliminary business
of leaving it alone for a while and looking at what sort of
proposition it i s . I f ,

consequently, an analysis is made

with the method of Significant Comparisoi^of the functions
which statements about existence normally have, we find that
"in ordinary life we usually make existential statements only
about (and ask existential questions only about) things that
we know or think don’t e x i s t . I t

"makes sense" to say,

"Fairies exist (don’t exist)," or "Ghosts exist (don’t exist)”;
but talk about the existence of things that obviously do exist
(like chairs or tables) "worries us, because it seems to be
putting them Into the class of things that we know or think
don’t e x i s t T h u s

Functional Analysis, McPherson claims,

helps to show the sort of class into which language asserting
the existence of God should be placed.

Verification Is in

the background; use and the suggestions of logical kinship
between the functions of statements are now the primary
guides.

For McPherson, the uses of "God exists” are demaging-

ly close to other uses of language which assert or deny
existence.
The statement "God exists”, because sometimes made
and significant-sounding -- as "ghosts exist” is
^Ibid.. p. 548.

^Cf. above, pp. 70-71.

^McPherson, "The Existence of God,” p. 548.
^Ibid., p.
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significant-sounding — seems somehow to carry the
suggestion that God does not exist, or may not exist,
or is anyway the sort of thing or being talk about
whose existence "makes sense" as talk about the ex
istence of chairs and tables does not. Does God then
belong to the fairy-world or ghost-world and not to
the chair world? It seems so.... Of course, there
are differences between God and fairies — notably
that the existence of the first is maintained much
more vehemently than the existence of the second; but
all I want to do here is to make the general point as
strongly as I can — ignoring qualifications — that
the significance of "God exists" suggests that God is
the same sort of thing as fairies and unicorns, and
not the same sort of thing as chairs and tables.^
The same areas within the philosophy of religion come
under fire from Functional Analysis which attracted the
critical attention of Verificational Analysis.

Let us ex

amine these three topics again in turn.
B. Theism’s Epistemological and Evidential Claims.
As we noted earlier, theistic language seeks epistemological justification in experiences of "intellectual intuition"
or "religious experience."
C.B. Martin

p

In his article in Mind. 1952,

launches an analysis of this position which

seeks to expose the faulty logic of the appeal to "experience"
at each of its three key points.
First, we must be quite clear about what the theologians
are interested in asserting.

^Ibld.. p.

549

.

The claim that oné has a

®C.B. Martin, "A Religious Way of Knowing," Mind. 1952,
reprinted in New Essays in Philosophical Theology. pp. 76-95.
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direct apprehenalpiî of God is an attempted claim that God
exists.

They would insist that it is a contradiction to say

that one has hod direct experience of.God but that God does
not exist. ' "The asêértion 'llhatve direct experience of
God* includes the.assertion ’God exists’ thus, the conclusion
*therefore, God exist s ’ follows tautolo,gi ca lly ♦
1.

The "irrelevance”of deduction and induction.—

Altho

a claim purporting to, be about existence is made, Martin
points out that neither deductive nor Inductive arguments are
here involved,
sity.

à deductlva

proof must follow with neces

But;

...no matter what the existential statement might be
that is added to the psychological statement, it is
always logically possible for future psychological
statements to call this existential claim in doubt.
The only thing that I can establish beyond correc
tion on the basis of having certain feelings and
o
sensations is that I have these feelings and sensations.

Deductive argument is, then, powerless to support the ex
istential claim made by theologians asserting a special ex
perience of God, but inductive reasoning is equally impotent.
To establish a claim of existential reference based on any
experience by procedures of induction a set of tests must be
brought into play.

There are, however, "no tests agreed upon

to establish genuine experience.of God and distinguish it
decisively from the ungenuine."^

If inductive methods are to

be applied, furthermore, we should expect to find some

^Ibia.. p. 78.

^Ibld.. pp. 78-79.

^Ibld.. p. 79.
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increaeed predictive power made peealble by the sxperienoe,
but we fail to find "any Increased capacity for prediction
produced in the Christian believer which we cannot explain
on a secular b a s i s . I f ,

in fact, the thoologian dares to

specify in detail the nature of the experience supposedly
"God-revealing,,” he opens not only the way to inductive pro
cedure but also tha possibility that certain people will
have had precisely such experiences as he defines and yet
have refused to draw the conclusion, "God exists.”

It is in

the intei^est of the theist to defend himself against this
eventually by making the assertion that to have these ex
periences is to be indubitably confronted with God, and that
in consequence, "You couldn't have those experiences and at
the same time sincerely deny God’s existence*”^" But in
making his statement safe from empirical disproof by people
who might claim to have had the experience and yet might
refuse to draw the conclusion that God exists, the theologian
has made his statement an analytic one, proving nothing about
the existing reality but referring only to the specialized
sense in which he is determined to use his terms!

He has

equated "having true religious experience” with "believing in

God ’s existence” so that they hold ^

definition *

Martin’s discussion (thus far reflecting the influence
of Verificational Analysis) has pointed out weaknesses in
the claim that "experience" can imply the existence of a

^Ibld.. p. 79.

®lMd,, p. 80.
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God who allegedly causes this experience; but Functional

Analysis is not content with such an. analysis as this alone
since it is founded on the principle that the.language of

theology»—

like other kinds of language -- should.not be

pressed too hard Into the pre-formed moulds, of deductive

categories.

The logic of a religious statement must, for

Functional Analysis, be analyzed on the basis of its own

unique nature.
2.

The "unique logic" of reli^%:ious .experience. —

then, do the theologians themselves express the logic of
their experience-language?

How,

B'irst, says Martin, the thelst

describes religious experience as "aui Reneris.” as basic and
indescribable as the experiencing of a colour (the experience
of God —

like the experience of red —

cannot be communicated

in words but must be "lived through" to be understood), and,

second, the theist often claims that such experience "carries
its own guarantee*"

Again Martin brings the Functional

Analyst method of Significant Oomparison into play, and he
finds —

to anticipate —

that just "in so far as the exper

ience of God.is unique and incommunicable in this way, then

just so far is it not to the point in supporting the existen

tial claim ’God exists’."^

(a) "Sui Generis and In commun icable"

When we compare the way In which the "incommunicability”

of a colour functions logically with the logic of the "incom-

munlcability" of rellgioua experience, we find that we use

^Ibid** p* 82.

"Inoommunioablllty" of both simply to express the Inability
of either to be desorlbed In terms of any other sort of
8ensatIona.

All that this E/'lnoommunloablllty"] proves is that a
description of.one group of sensations A in term# of
another set of- sensations B. Is never sufficient for
knowing gboup A* According to this definition of
"knô)f", in order to know one must have those sensations# Thus, all that is proved is that in order to
know what religious experience is one -must have religioue experience. This helps in no way ét %11 to
prove that such experience la direct appi^ehenslon of
God and helps in hp way to support the existential
claim ’God exists’.^

Such an analysis of the function of "incommunlcability-

language" shows that any comparison of religious experience

with the "Incommunicable" or "sui generis" experiences of
colour threatens the claim of theologioal language to deal
with more than subjective experiOnee.

But, someone objects, my experiences of colour certainly

have existential Implicational

True, %rt l n replies, but

whenever we begin■to discuss colour as a fact i n •the world
of existence beyond private perceptions, we bring in a
number of methods of verification which make discussion on
this level oulte different in kind from the sort of discourse

which theologjans can allow.

If. % n o w l % oqlojur" is to be shWten loose from its
.purelyi.psychblbgical implications and made to have
an existential;: reference conderping certain features
of the world then,a whble society of tests and check up procedures which would be who
irrelevant to
. the support of the psychological claim about one’s
own colour sensations beoome relevant. E.g. i^het
other people see and the existence of light waves
^Ibid. , p.
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and the desorlptlon of tholr oharaoterlstlcs needing
the testimony of research workers and scientific
instruments.^

The theologian is j.n the uncomfortable position of being

able to cling to what at first seemed to be a hopeful ana
logy of the Incommunlcabllity (and linportanoa) of the hxper-

lenco of Cod with the Inoommunlcability of experiences of
colour and beauty only by endagerlng the very, existential
claim wlth which he begins.
■i

Because "having direct experience of God" does not admit
the relevance of a society of tests and checking pro-.
• eedurea it placed Itself"in the compdhÿ of the other
ways of knowing which-preserve the%r '*élf^'sufficiency »
”un Iquenoe B " aml "incommuni cab 11 itÿ " 'by,,making a psy e hologlcal and not an .existential claim.^ '-

-.The. very-"uniqueness" (freedom from need for verification)

%fhioh Yfas' to be the key to the understanding of theologloal
language thus proves, in Martin’s view, to be the theist *s

logical, downfall*

To speak of the experience of God as "eui

géneris" and consequently .irrelevant to the sort of empirical
language so heavily (too heavily —

to the neglect of the

légitimato logical status of other aorte of language) stressed
by Verificational Analysis, may appear to be a stronghold but
is in reality a. trap ; for other sorts of language may be

logically interesting and quite legitimate, but they cannot
claim both the freedoms of non-emplrical sentences (freedom

from deductive-inductive logical diooiplines) and the privi
leges of empirical sentences (reference to fact).

The theo-

loglan, Maz'tln insists, should not expect his language to
1
Ibid.. p. 85.

p
.
Loo, cit.

share in the benefits of empirical language but not to
shoulder any of. the concomitant responsibility ! His "refuge”
in claims that his language is ”sui Ronoris" is
,,.a perfect refuge, because no one can prove him wrong,
but its unassallability has been bought at the price' of
making no claim about, the world beyond the claim about
his own state of mind,1
. (b) "Carries, its Own Guarantee"
What of the thelst’s second assertion;

that the con

frontation of the mind with Cod "carries its own guarantee”?
Functional Analysis must probe the rea1 use which this state
ment has In order to discover its logical force.

Is the

"inner guarantee” some form o f test whose possibility had
escaped our notice?

Ho, none is offered.

Perhaps, Martin

suggests, the real logic behind this language .may be revealed
by an example;

If all men but one refused to draw the oon-

olusion that religious experienoe Implies the existence of
God, the last man, finding in his experience the "guarantee”
of his beliefs, would still (according to the claim) be
psychologically able ‘to cling firm to his asaertion.

But if

thin is the real "logic” of "an experience which carries its
own sud'rante¥, ” then this does not show r.anything beyond
mental and subjective fact-..

,#ro left to-conclude that

in this matter his experience may be,all that ultlmately counts for him in establishing his confidence
In the truth of his claim about the existence of God.^
Thus once more, when the theologian’s olalm is analyzed In
k b i a .. p. 86.

,

p. 87.

terms of Its logical functions we find that it has relevance
to "confidence," and "ability to keep on believing," and
like uses rather than to matters of fact about the world*
3* Summary*-- It three points, then, the attempt by the

thelst to have hia language defending the possibility of

knowing the existence of God based on plausible epistemolgical analogies has been foiled by the Functional approach to
linguistic analysis*

Martin’s first remarks showed the im

possibility of treating the theologian’s claim to a sound
epistemological foundation in "experience” as if it were
expressed in normal inductive or deductive statements; then
he indicated in two cases "how statements concerning a cer*^
tain alleged religious way of knowing betray a logic extra
ordinarily like that of statements concerning introspective
and subjective ways of k n o w i n g * W e wonder what alternatives
Martin may have in mind to concluding (as he surprisingly

refrains from doing) that the logic of religious language
is just like such statements of purely subjective interest*
, 0; Theism’s Doctrinal Assertions
Not only do theologians mistakenly try to found religious
epiatemology on linguistic parallels with other kinds of

knowing, but also much doctrinal talk about God is baaed on

borrowed uses of language; and when this fact.is made explicit
‘•Ibid. p .

95.
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by the method of Significant Comparison, the claims of
theology are held to be seriously, weakened*
1* The perfection of God*—

Let us examine the uses of

language affirming the goodness, more the perfection* of God*
When theologians say that God is the perfect good, it may
seem at first that their language is very much like language
which might*be used of a very wise and good man —

like, in

other words, its use in those contexts which originally give
meaning to such language.

Martin offers us examples of sim

ilar- sounvding cases where an earthly father, much respected
for his deep moral insights, Is remembered after his death as
a completely trustworthy guide. After bis death, indeed,
the reputation of Father’s goodness grows to the stature of
infallibility —

and there is no longer any possibility that

moral lapses on his part will endanger his reputation.

Ho

matter how much language asserting the perfect goodness of

God seems to be used in a manner similar to that used about
Father, however, it possesses in fact a completely different
logic of use,

Why?

Because the use of language praising

/

Father’s goodness was based on the moral success or failure
of his judgments in the past (and could conceivably be dis
proved by the finding of a secret diary or other evidences
showing hypocrisy on his pert) while the use of similar
language about God is not so based*

The nature of the justification in terras of "Father
says so" or "Father wants us to do this" depends upon
the success and failure of Father’s judgment in the
past. The nature of the justification in terms of

"It la the will of God" <360#. not depend upon the suc
cess and failure of God’s judgment in the past, because
God is. defined'as .perfect* God can:!t./lbe wrong, so In
vestigations as to whether he is right or wrong are ir
relevant. If God is perfect then nothing could count
a s ,evidence against his rjLghtncss. If anything could
count .:as "evidence against his rightnesB then the justi
fication of ethical statements in terms of God’s.will
is not absolute*!
The use of language asserting the goodness of God cannot
be like that used to call Father good, because the former
language is merely reporting a .
definition of terms-*
The good is defined In terms of God’s will.
' God’s will (as perfect) is defined in terms
of the good.
■ ' •
Nothing in the world of fact or the world of
imagination can disturb this equivalence — it
rests secure in the cold and barren world of
logic* Ho wonder we found such a difference
between Father and God*2
To break out of tbs circle of logical vacuity .some

theologians say that their language, asserting God’s goodness
is ultimately functioning to point to the life and teachings
of Christ.

In doing so the objectionable emptiness of .ana-i

lytical statements is overcome, because Ohriat might —
however improbably

^ conceivably be proved to have been a

charlatan; our attribution of goodness to him rests not on
definition alone but on other, independent considerations *
But this avenue of escape la, for the theologian, a yet
more frightful trap, since thus to get away from God Vs
!o*B. Martin, "The Perfect Goodj" Australasian Journal
of Philosophy. 1955, reprinted,in New Essays in PhiloaoDhical
"'--"îgylfpp. 212^,220.) p. 215*

^Ibld.. p. 219.
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goodness-by-tautoXogy has inadvertantly mode the Incarnation
logically impossible!

Why is this? .Because, Martin says,

the doctrine of the Incarnation is the doctrine that God and
man were "one” in Jesus Christ; but members of entirely dif
ferent logical classes cannot (logically cannot) be "one";
and by placing God in the logical class of necessarily
{tautologically) good things end Jesus in the logical class
of contingently (factually) good things, the theologian has
erected an insurmountable barrier against, their union.

Thus

the appeal to the goodness of Christ to escape the vacuity
of the goodness of God raises more problems for the Christian
than it solves.
Let us examine this argument somewhat further with
Martin *
as;

He shows us the similarities between such language

"It seems Inconceivable that John should ever do any-

thing unkind" and:
other than good."

"It is inconceivable that God should be,

'

To defend such statements one of two

tactics must be employed in both examples.

One must either

say; "I don’t say that John might not do something or be im
agined to do something that had the appearance of brutality,
but whatever he does or can be imagined to do would really
be kind no matter how it appeared,"! or one must say ; "If he
did something brutal he wouldn’t really be John."

In both

these defences, the inconceivability of John’s unrighteousness
is defended by insisting that the concept "John" and the

^Ibia., p. 222.
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concept "brutal" are Incompatible.

The real, flesh-and-

blood John te no longer under serious dlscuaefioh.
place is now a concept, "John."

In his

Precisely the same substi

tution of merely conceptual for factual reference is worked
in language, asserting God’s perfection; this, once more,
is why the Incarnation must be impossible if the historical
Christ is supposed to break the circle of concepts and logical
vacuity.

How can the concent "perfect, God" and historical

Jesus "good man" be united?,

"The contradiction is that

Christ can be conceived to have been other than he was, that
is, not good, yet as God It is inconceivable that he should
have been not good."!
Theistic language under Martin’s analysis seems actuallyto have changed its character in undergoing this logical
treatment Illustrating the likeness and unlikeness of its
uses to the functions of other, non-theological kinds of
language*

Where"it might have gained strength from similarity

with familiar language about very good human, beings, Martin
has tried to %show It to be very different; where it would
lose strength in damaging associations with logically vacuous
arguments of daily conversation, he has pointed up the simi
larities.

We hardly seem to be left with the same language

which was ours at the start!

Martin Is aware of this.

This is an example of how 'sensitive statements are to
philosophical treatment. As we get more and more
clear about a statement it seems to change.2
^Ibia. . p. 825.

%bl(i.. p. 224
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2. The Problem of Evil.—

The factual deseriptivonass

of language'asserting God’s goodness-'and'the .logical possi
bility of the Incarnation have been attacked by techniques
of Functional Analysis; Antony Flew! employs a further tech
nique of such analysis to re-examine the logic of theistic

language attempting to escape the familiar Problem of Evil,

This technique» the "Argument from the Paradigm Gase,"^ is
used to illustrate the meaning of confusing —
causing —

puzzle

language by referring it back to its origins In

daily function,

-

In the case of theologians’ attempts to free themselves

from the haunting Problem of Evil» Flew notes,' one of the

most frequently misused concepts is that of "human freedom.”
The theologians hope to escape the tolls of 'their dilemma by
showing, somehow, a lo^^ical impossibility in the notion that
God might prevent evil while allowing his creatures genuine
freedom.

If a logical contradiction can be shown between

human freedom and human nature so constructed that it must
always choose the good » then theologians will have scored a
point by showing that the evil caused by men will in no way
be incompatible with theistic language asserting the "omnipo
tence of God" (since Gael .must not, nonsensically, be expected
to be "omnipotent” to the degree that he would be capable of

!Antony Flaw, "Divine Omnipotence and'Human Freedom »" The
Hibbert Journal , 1930, reprinted in Hew Essaya in Phlloaonhical TheoXpgy, pp. 144-169*
^Cf* above, p. 64.
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doing.the logically impossible!)» But Functional Analysis,
according to Flew, can show that there is no contradiction
.,. involved in saying that C^od might .have made people'
that they always in fact freely chose the right *
If there is no contradiction here then Omnipotence
might.have made e world inhabited by wholly virtuous
people; the Freer:will Defence is broken-backed; and
we are back again with the original intractable antinomy.!
00

The key concept in need of clarification is obviously
that,of "freedom,"

How shall we discover the true signifi

cance of "freedom” language? Functional Analysis suggests the
I
study of a paradigm where "freedom” is involved — a case.
Indeed, to which, we would point in an attempt to define the
proper use of "freedom" in daily life* . In finding such'a
case, Flew says, we shall discover that "acting freely" or
"being free to choose" in no way necessarily involves "un
predictable or uncaused action.
à paradigm case of acting freely, of being free to
choose, would be the marriage of two normal young
people, when there was no question of the parties
"having to get married", and no social or parental
pressure on either of them: a case which happily
is Bcsrcely rara.^
fhê only evidence which would be relevant to prove the absence
of genuine freedom in a case like this would be evidence
showing "obstruction or pressure or an absence of alternai
tlves*...

The fact that there are causes for an action in

the personalities and characters of the free agents of this
paradigm in no way destroys the freedom of the act, only
^Flew, "Divins Omnipotence and-Human Freedpm," p. 149.
*lLoc. cit.*

3Loo* cit* ,

^Ibid.* p.

1)9

barring external constraint.

Good friends often can predict

the (frea) actions of one another.
And if it is tba case that one day a team of psycho-»
.Ipgists and physiologists will be abletopredict a
person *8 be havlour far more completely and successfolly than.even his beat friends now can, even up to
one-hundred per cent completely and successfully;
still this will not show that be never acts freely....
If such an under atandir^ of '^freedom" based on this
marriage paradigm, la wrong, then not only will human free
dom be able to be fitted into 'they world'only ^In the gaps
of Goientiflo ignorance,” but also every theological state
ment asserting foreknowledge of God concerning human actions
must be incompatible (and. Flew reminds us, they are claimed
not to be) with the fact of human freedom.

Buch an under

standing fia this of ^’
freedom,” however, cannot be wrong,
because paradigms such as the one employed -- including
facts about "glands” and "conditioning” with which we must
reckon •—

are the very .orlglmls of the meaning of the, lan

guage employed. so that it is by reference to them that the
significance of the expression "usually is, end ultimately
ha s «OLways to be, expia ined ."^
If complete predictability duo to full causal déterminati-on is not incompatible with freedom properly understood
from the %radigm Case, then:

"Omnipotence might‘have,

o o u M without contradiction be said to have, created people

who would always ao a matter of fact freely have chosen to
i, P- 130.

'2
Loo. olt.

do th§ .right

Tho: theologian may no longer hope to

excusé an omnlp 6 té]ot God from responpihlllty for evil on the
ground that "freedom" would otherwise be violated, since
...If it really is logically poealble for an action
to lie both freely chosen and.yet fully determined by
caused causée, then the keystone argument of the
Preé-^ill Defence, that there Is a contradiction in
speaking of àqd so arranging- the laws of ;natüre that
ell men alw^^y^ as à matter-of fact freely choose to
. do the right, cannot hold.
The surfeee plausibility of the theologians* argument, Flew
concludes, %-faa due to the Illicit removal of his language
fi»om the concrete functions which give them a point and
alone/justify, their use.

Functional Analysis has simply re-

stored the language of the argument to its proper context,
thereby destroying, Flew hopes, the po^fer of the language
of the thpologlan to convince.

' 3.. B x m m m r f - Technique 8 associated with Functional
Analysis have now seriously questioned the logical status
of language asserting the goodness of God, stating the doc
trine of the Incaz*natlon, and defending against the Problem
of Evil by appeal to human freedom.

All the arguments here

employed have In common an interest in returnlngquestlonable language to Its "source" in everyday use —

thus sub-

mltting all problematic discourse to the illumination of
concrete function.

'
■
‘■Ibid.. p. 152.

■ %,bid..- o. 153.
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D, TheismLinguistic Basis
WhereaB the orltlolsms of Verlflctïtlonâl Analysis found
a radical fault at the root of theological discourse and
condemned theology to silence, Functional Analysis makes no
such sweeping claims against, theistlc language nor imposes
such radical solutions.

Theology’s failure, on the latter

grounds, is due merely to a confusion of it© mode of speech,
with others which arc rightly rooted In other functions.
The language of theiatie epistemology Is suspect because it
is "so very, very like" the language of purely subjective,
exletentiaXly uninformative, areas of interest ; theological
doctrines rely for their expression and defence on speech
torn out of the meaningful context In which it originated
and where it Is properly operative, and Functional Analysis
has only to return this speech to Its everyday setting to
puncture the protensionB of doctrine and dogma through sXhlbltlng their real logica]. form.

The linguistic basis of

theology, therefore. Is not suffering from some deadly disorder, as Vor 1f1oatlone 1 Analysis bolds-,, but is' merely ordin
ary,' "healthy," language misused.
Verlficatlonal Analysis, on this view, greatly exaggerates the troubles of tboologleal language.

Such, an exag/v;era-

tion Is made possible only by the supposition that It is
legitimate and possible to develop "a criterion" for judging
the meanlngfuIness of sentences (such as "falslfisblllty" for
synthetic statements) which, it could then be shown,
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theological assertions lack.

J.L. Evans devotes bis article,

"On Meaning and Ver i fi ca ti o n, to the demonstration of the
inadequacy of such a supposition.
Functional Analysis, he says, is truer to the modern
awareness that the proper method for philosophy is analysis -and a good deal more empirical than Verlf 1catlonal Analysis —
precisely because it will not rule out whole "chapters" of
language.

The attack on the language of the theologian must

not be given up, Evans declares, but on the altered principles
of Functional Analysis it must no longer concentrate on elim
inating theiatie language from the class of significant speech
but henceforth stress (as the above examples have stressed)
the failure of each Individual Instance of theological lan
guage to vindicate the truth of its claim.

The battle should

be shifted from the arena of meaninRfulness (since on the
basis of Functional Analysis theological language obviously
has some type of meaningfulness) to the battlefield of truth.
Evans hastens to say that no atheist, however, need
...be .alarmed that ethical and theological statements
can be allowed to be meaningful since to say that they
can be meaningful is merely to say that rules can be
given which determine the use of their constituent
words. And it needs to be emphasized that it does
not follow from the fact that such statements can be
meaningful that they can thereby be known to be true.
It is one thing to claim that a sentence is meaning
2
ful and another to claim that it la true.^

^Evans, g^. cit.
^Ibld.. pp. 18, 19.
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II
Fro-Théological Analysis
Most of the essays published by linguistic philosophers
Interested in defending theology’s language are written from
the Functional rather than the Verificational point of view.
Analysis, if suocessful in finding a legitimate function for
the language of theism, will be equivalent to philosophical
justification, although such a "justification” may be on
lines astonishing to the traditional theist.
The Functional Analyst discussion defending religious
language has centred around four possible uses which theo
logical language may possess.

Different analysts, as we

shall see, stress different functions as "primary," but let
us not assume too hastily that the various views put forward
are wholly incompatible with one another,^
offered us are;

The four functions

a use ideally akin to scientific discourse,

psychologically relevant uses, an ethical use, and two sorts
of "extended"uses/
Aw Theological Language and Scientific Uses
1. Literalness and adequacy.— In a series of articles
o
published in Theology;,*" Margaret Mssterman Çirst expresses a
■

-'r

--------

^Cf. below, Fart Three, Ohapter Eight#
g
Margaret Masterman, "ifhat is Philosophy Nowadays?","The
Fhilosophy of language, or the Study of Framework," add ?Lin
guistic Philosophy and Dogmatic Theol&gy,” ,Tbeglog^^ Volume
LIV, 1951, pp. 15-21, 51-58, end 82-69.
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liberal view on tbs nature of philosophy and its éubjsotmatter (stressing the importance of the study of language —
of the symbolization which all thought must use —

but also

admitting psychological research and .reflection on the ré
sulta of other sciences to be of philosophical relevance),
and then moves to a defence of the meaningfulness of the
language of theism

a whole on the Functional ground that;

"’sense’ and ’nonsense’ themselves cannot be uaod with un
limited generality —

In the vague, as it were*"^

Coherence

within a system of discourse Is the criterion of meaningfulness; if theological statements conform to the rules of its
particular system then they are meaningful.
haunts us, is it true?

But, the question

This la difficult to answer affirma

tively In the teeth of stiff oritiplam from the physical'
and social aclences.

It is impossible, Indeed, to answer

the question of "truth" affirmatively (she tells us elsewher^f)
until it is recognized and clearly admitted that the "liberal
scientific humanist" tradition baa won decisively In the long
struggle for the minds of modern men.

Religious belief on

any other basis than this premiss must be strained and un
natural, uncreatlve and repulsive*

Thus the "crudities"- of

frantic Belief in the supernatural must resolutely be put to
one side at the outset.
%aBterman, "Linguistic Philosophy and Dogmatic Theology,"
p. 84,
%fargaret Masterman, "Belief Without Strain.,;" The
Twentieth Century. Volume CLVII, 1955, pp. 201-209.

And once it is explicitly realized that humanism has
irrevocably won, it becomes plausible to suggest that
•♦.the whole religious question shall be reinvestiga
ted — investigated, that is, on the new humanist
basis, which is now the only basis, but investigated
much more seriously and in more detail than it has been.^
How, then, shall the philosophy of language contribute to this
re inve stiga tlon ?
(a) Demonstrating Similarities
The work of Functional Analysis, we are told, must, first,
make possible a. defence of the truth of theological assertions
j

on the only grounds on which empirical truth may be defended
on empirlco-sclentif1c grounds*

Functional Analysis will

make such a defence possible by re-examining theological lan
guage, cspeaielly ao to its resemblances to and differences
from scientific language, and by pointing out both that scientifiC'thinking is less "literal" (more like metaphysical

thought) and that irreligious thought is less "primitive and
personal" (also more Ilka metaphysical thought) than either •
the theologians or their critics had imagined#

If this can

be shown, then the foundational work of theology will be the
same as the foupdetlonal work of the natural sciences*
In this case;
•♦•the starting-point of Ohrlstlan dogmatic theology
(if, that is, there is so small a gap to bridge as"' •
is now beginning to be thought between metaphysics
and deductive science) should not be "God exists",
any more than the Starting-point of theoretical k b l A .. p. 205.

physics.Bbould be "SohrddiBser’s tjr-fmiction exists",
but "God is to be concsived of as Trinity In Unity",
and therefore, by implication, not as e.g. Duality
in Unity. This Is a. key proposition which may or
may not be justifiable, but which Is quite dearly
not nonsensical. It Is not to be judged in isola
tion, but with reference to the empirical cobsequences
which can or cannot be drawn from it, to the cor
relations which, can or cannot be mode between the
presuppositions of various religions with its help,
and so on. Or again, the Ohriatian Trinity may be
conceived of as a scientific "model", "dressing up”
some intuitively perceived but, rather fundamental
theory, whose nature we do not know.^
This hope for the defence of the truth of theistic lan
guage .depends, for Mastorman, on the possibility of its trans*
lation from the primitive and mythological terms in which it
has been traditionally couched.

The theologian must bo

willing to co-operate in this task;
-There is quite good reason, I tlilnk, that — to use
•ÜOînte’s terminology.,.— philosophers of science could,
in the long run, help religious thought to pass from
the "metaphy8lee 1 ” stage to the "scientific"., if theo
logians could help it to pass more sacoral^ from the
"theological" stage to the "metaphysical.
(b) Constructing Grammars

The Second type of defence, according to Masterman,,is
the prime responsibility of the linguistic philosopher alone,
since this is in o.ssenoe the construction of &■ new grammar

for theology, dispensing with the subject-object mode of

speech which is characteristic of Indo-European languages

and which is so alien to the fundamental logic of theology.
%asterman,- "Linguistio Philosophy and .Dogmatic
Theology," pp. 86-87.
,

p.

8'
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The uses of tlieistle language may be lass different from
scientific fimotiona than many at présent auepaot, but as
long as theology must be crammed into tho forms of a languagesystem not really appropriate to its primary fimotlons, its
non-metaphoricel usee will always be distorted and elusive.
Without a. more suitable'language (as the sciences have a
suJ table -language), "we shall inevitably become tempted to
think that religious Bietaphyslcal systems are merely in
adequate mid impoverished scientific,ones,.

#

But provided

with. B language in which theiats would be able to make their
assertions with the straightforward confidence now enjoyed
only by the scientists, theology would once more take its
rightfully respected place among the intellectual disciplines.
Theology, therefore, should no longer content itself with
speaking in metg^phor and strained, groping misuses of scientific language.

"It should launch out, and create for it

self a symbolism which contains, instead, of being deprived of,
the gramma;tico-loglc€il possibilities which it needs,
2.

Effectiveness and yerifi oat i o n Writing on "Pbil-

osophy and Religion,"^

Sutton also applauds the liber

alizing effect of Functional Analysis, which has convinced

many philosophers that "where a system of concepts has been

developed over a long time to cover a certain sector of life.

1

Jlxui, , p. 88,

o

Ibid., p* 89,

Sutton, "Philosophy and Religion," Philosoohv,

A XXVI,
XV V T . 10*^1
Volume
1951, pp, TC'n«OA*7
195-207.

" '

"

it ab.oulù. he treated by the philosopher with certain respect.
This oriBclpl© aboil a a p r i m facie %g theo lopty also,"1

The

function of thsistic language, as,’Sutton analyzes it, is not
primarily to assert Empirical fact for verification or dieproof.

On the contrary, the use of theo.logical epeeoh is

to suggest,Imagea, which, In turn, arc "paycho-^physlologleally
effective.”

Toe images suggest but do not make assertions;

therefore they have their own sort of truth and falsity,
"truth” in the context of religious language standing for
consistencv within the theological system and effectiveness
in producing confidence for life.
But at this point. Button continues, the point of "psychophysiological effectiveness,” the language of theology func
tions very much like aoientiflc discourse*

The verification

of theism’s language is not possible through direct physical
predictions as Verifioat1oha1 Analysts demand, but is quite
in order indirectly. through phenojnana associated with the
believing user of an oh language.
On this view, the only verification possible in the
case of religious statements Is verification- in the
lives of persons, not In purely physical events such
as rain. Still, the,lives of persons are publicly .
observable *'
The function of theological doctrines is to make a difference
in the lives of human beings*

Therefore the scientific ap

proach through verification of whether or not such differences
are in fact made is not too alien.
Ibid.* p. 1 9 6 .

In our attempts to verify
% b i d . * p. 2 0 6 .

theistlc discourse we shall look, thanks to this analysis,
not into the world of non-living nature but at ourselves;

,

and we shall expect to find (as we do, upon frequent oc
casions) evidence of -supernormal intuitive understanding , or
significant powers of precognition, or even unusual powers
of healing.

»

It,may be objected that placing such,an emphasis on
theological claims is in effect.equating them with merely
aesthetic speech which can also have "paycho-phyalological
effectiveness."

F.H, Heinemonn, who, with Button, would

place considerable emphasis on the effectiveness (In his
case the "redemptive” power) of religious belief, is unwil
ling to admit the identity of the aesthetic and the religious
even at the level of its predictable and empirically veri
fiable effects.
The artistic world of make-believe differs from the
religipue world of faith in that religion claims to
reveal ultimate reality whereas the artist is more
modest* His worlds are realms of fancy. He is sat
isfied, if he succeeds in creating a possible world
which will he believed in.... Moreover, religious
faith, has a redeeming power which is usually lacking
in artistic beliefs though they may assume a. quasi.redemptive function.^
Verification for religious statements is ideally possible,
therefore, although indicating the means of auch verification
is not the primary function —
language.

or meaning —

of theological

Thus Functional Analysis is used in an attempt

to show, once more, that the uses of theological language
Hexnemaiin, "Kan, the Believing Animal," The
Hlbbert Journal. Volume LÏIÏ, 1954, p. 57.
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cannot be too sharolTf aans rated, from tboso of the languages
of the sciencea,
B. Theological language and Psychological Uses

It Is 8 short step from the anelysis given by Sutton
to further analyses stressing the. function of theological
discourse

b.
b related solely to the mind of the believer.

The oiTipirical .and thereby verifiable consequences of the.
thelsf’h language here do nbt receive- the stress which
Button gives them, however, and,in consequence, any- sugges
tion of ,t,he ideal gearing-In of theological language with
scientific is attenuated if present at all.
1.

Reassurance about the natural world.—

J.B. Coats,

commenting on the increasingly hospitable attitude of British
linguistic philosophy of theological languagedescribes
the new method as "based on a realization that logic, if It

is to have a useful bearing on life, must provide a justifi
cation for many of the ways In which men actually reason,
seeing that that %^eason cannot be entirely fallacious as it
serves them not too badly In numberless situations."^

One of

the older defences of theistlc speech is -- let us frankly
admit it

gone forever:

the "experimental" view which

expected justification for its assertions In the world of
0-oate, "God and the Positivists," The Hlbbert
Journal. Volume L, pp. 225-231.
■ ^îMâ* / p . 226.

nature.
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But "there ers other positive uses of a belief in

God which satisfy deeply felt needs to-day and do not seem
to those who find benefit from them to express anything su
perstitious or unreasonable,"^

Such benefits may be, for

example, feeling "more reassured about the world" by speaking
of its relations to another world, or feeling more "at home"
In the world because it Is spoken of as created by a loving

hand.

Since one of those praised with particular warmth (and

apparently a major influence in Coats’ thinking) is Frofesv/

so John Wisdom whose article, "Gods,"^ has been one of the
A
most influential contributions of linguistic philosophy to
the philosophy of religion in post-war years, it is appro
priate that we turn immediately to a study of Its argument.
2.

Readiness to speak the theiatie word.—

Wisdom con

siders it important that we recognize, first, that the
the!St of today is no longer attempting to assert that he
can produce or predict certain facts, as in the story of
Elijah’s confident calling down of fire from heaven to con
found the 5idolatersRelther is the essential function of
religious language to make predictions about a future life
or a day of judgment, although such predictions have
^Ibia.. p. 227.

®John Wisdom, "Gods,” ProosedlORS of the Aristotelian
Society. 1944-4g, reprinted in Philosonhy and Psychoanalvsia.
and in Lomio and Lansuaae.. First Series. (For convenience,
page references will be to Logic and Language.)
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historically been closely associated with religious beliefs,
Many theists In the past —

and more today —

would qualify

as genuine believers and yet doubt the probability of a
future life. Moy Wisdom asserts, the easential difference
between theist and atheist is;
...belief in another world, only this belief is not a
matter of expecting one thing rather than another here
or hereafter, it is not a matter of a world to come
but of a world that now is, though beyond our senses.^
This alleged existence of a supernatural dimension, a divine

mind or minds, is the key to the conflict, as Wisdom sees it,
between those who would call language about this mind (or
minds) "reasonable" or "unreasonable.”
(a) Analysis

Normally those arguing over the validity of theological

language assume a single meaning for "reasonable” in dis

cussing the "reasonableness" of language asserting the exis
tence of (or otherwise "about”) such a supernatural mind; but,
Wisdom asks, what actually is the functioning of "reasonable"
in this context?

In practice how should we judge whether

language asserting the existence of God Is "reasonable" or

not?

Are we using "reasonable" in such a way that some

evidence might sometime "reasonably" support the;inference

of the existence of an unseen mind?

If we decide to use our

language 30 that evidence can sometimes be said to support
a "reasonable" conclusion that mind exists, then we must
1

Ibid., p. jLuo
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discover whether there is enough evidence avallsble In the
world to justify a similarly "reasonable" inference to the
existence of a divine mind*

the matter;

But now we discover the crux of

what different people cpnsider "sufficient evi-

dence" or even "evidence” at all is by no means uniform.
There Is a personal value-judgment at the root of our willing
ness, on the one hand, to admit one bit of evidence as
"fairly" to be taken as "mind-proving" or our Insistence,

on the Other hand, on the exclusion of some other evidence*
The factors which tend to make some of us call certain
facte by one name ("adequate evidence for a divine mind or
minds") and others of us call these same facts by another
name ("no evidence at all for transcendent ontological in

ference") are worth analysis, Wisdom says,for the functioning
of such factors Illuminates the logic of theistic discourse.
Since all of us have equal access to the facts, it

seems that there can be no factual element in the dispute
over the "reasonableness" of language asserting Clod’s exis
tence.

Buperfidally it seems that the dispute over evidence

"sufficient" to prove the existence of a divine mind and thus
the entire issue of the "reasonableness" of theological lan
guage must be over words alone.

But this nged not be entirely

true. Perhaps one or the other of the contending parties has

noticed with a particularly sharp awareness some of the facts
which are admitted by both sides.

Perhaps this person has

taken the position he:hab<nob merely because he is in possession

of more facta than hie opponent but'because be tes:notloecl ■
something about the eommon body of fact which the other has

missed*' To this extant the dispute over the reasonableness
of .theological langtege Is a difference qfer: the facta*
But even after both aides have noticed everything
•.

. -V

'

.

equally about the facts they may 'still be unwilling'to give
the...sam'e name ("sufficient proof" or "mere coincidence")- to
the facts before them, and this is due to different ways of
feeling about these facts, which feelings are comprehensible
only in terms of background and temperament*

È great

deal,

%'71sdom reminds us, may be involved^ in the-'"mere"' applica
tion of a name!

Both these causes, the factual and the emotional, should

be recognized as playing a part in determining evidential
valué’-Judgments *

Anû though

we shall need to emphasize how much "There
is a God evinces àn attitude to;the familiar we shall
* find in the end that it also evinces Some recognition
of patterns in time:easily missed and that,' therefore^
difference as to there being., any gods-. Is in part ■a differênpe as to what is s6 and therefore as to the facts,
though not in the simple ways, which first occurred to
Ù8 [l.p./of predicting fire from heaven or life beyond
1

I
.

But these two elements are not rigidly dietingulshable/

"The

line between using: a name bëcause of how we 'feel and because
of what we have noticed isn’t sharp.”"" The;;case of the two

friends who differed over the alleged exlbtanoe of the "in-

visible gardener"^ is a good example of how we may oome:.Cto-Ibla;.., Dl, 192,.

.

®Loo; ol-t..
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dis cover'''that

wg

sometimes really say what we say about a

certain state of &f,f#lr s partly because 6f what we not lea
(the flowers, on the one hand, or the weeds, on the other)
and partly because of what we feel (a high aesthetic evalua
tion, perhaps, or a desire to exploit).
If such an account as this accurately suggests the use
to which language is often put in oases where'the need for
evaluative response is high, what la the real logic of theiatic argumontation?

inB. presenting

It is, according to -% adorn’s analysis;

and re-presontlng of those features
of the case which severally co-opera te in favour of
the conclusion, in favour of saying what the reaaoner
wishes said. In favour of calling the situation by
the name by which he wishes to call It*^The function of such, argumentation is, therefore, to force
attention to real elements of the world and to our attitudes
toward it «

It has its own logic and its ovm sort of solution

which ends in a decision as to how the total of "what is so"
{and "what is so isn’t merely

a matter

of ’the

f a c t s ’ ,"-

must remember) shall be spoken of*
This does not mean, however, that the end of the tiielat’s
argument is In an arbitrary decision, ’’though the rational
connections are neither quite like those in vertical deduc
tions nor like those in inductions in which from many signs
we guess at what is to c o m e O h

the contrary, issues in

theological language may be settled by the some rational .
%lsd o m , "Gods,” p. 195*
I b i d . . p.

192.

^ I b i d . . p.

196.

techniques as may be appropriate to. the settling of aesthetic
disputes.

It must not be forgotten that many arguments over

the beauty Of a thing have been settled by a fresh look at
the facts (the painting or sculpture) after certain features

seen before but hot noticed properly have been pointed out.
And even if the atheist (or theist) has noticed everything

that his opponent has pointed out to him without being con
verted, still there are procedures which can bring out the
rights and wrongs of the various sides in the dispute.

One

of the techniques which should be employed, Nisdom suggests,
is the "oonoectihs technique" by. means of which you will draw
attention to other cases similar to the one under discussion
but possessing even more clearly the features which you wish
to be emphasized (to your opponent) as belonging to the
mooted issue.

The connecting technique will tend to alter

the feelings of the other (away from bis mode of speaking by
the negative associations thus introduced and in favour of
your mode of speaking because of the favourable associations
which you also display) and, by thus altering his feelings,
this technique will help to change his attitudes towards the
sorts of symbolization which he has hitherto used.

Another

useful technique in theistic arguments is to "dissolve" those
considerations affecting the opponent’s feelings by showing

their root (if such they have) in mismanagement of language.
Finally —

and perhaps most important in such discussions —

the unspoken, even unrecognized, pressures which are bearing

on your opponent, psychologically forcing him to use certain
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sorts of language, muet be brought Into the open.

Psrhans

only their revelation will free the other to use the,same

language In describing the world that you have found to be an
adequate expression of your response to life♦

The function of religious language, then, is quite dif

ferent from that of scientific, though this difference is not
to be irresponsibly exaggerated.

It is o complex of emotional

expression, with factual relevance which demands the consider

ation both of empirical data and of the discoveriea of

payohoanalysIs.

(b) Application

If we now examine the claims of religious language from
this perspective with Wisdom, we find (according to the
psychological sciences) that many of the feelings which re
sult in the!Stic language are to be causally explained in
terms of infantile "projections” of psrsonality-forms into
the,inanimate order., Talk of the "God of the universe who
loves us" is an adult extension of our childish talk about
the "nasty atone who tripped us" or the "bough that tried to

slap ua'-"

But Wisdom hastens to add that this discovery is not the

only one which psychology has. made.
which make thelstlc language

It has revealed facts

eeem less

inappropriate than some

soeptlos would suppose; in our interest in "infantilisme" we
must not overlook the newly discovered depths of personality

within ourselves whioh. were not previously suspected by any
but the religious.

Buoh discoveries remind us forcefully of
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the* stress which tboologlcal'language has always placed on
G-od’s existence as within the soul of man as well as beyond.
The "beyond" may now have been explained■in; terms of -projec
tion, but the "within" is still tocbe^reckoned with,

7
V

. . Wisdom’B analysis makes us auapeot, therefore that a- .
4
function of religious language has always been more than
merely expressing attitudes towards fact, it has also been
attempting to state whet is only now being rèatated in the
psychological sciences.

This receht restatement, he reflects,

may be more adequate to our purposes than the old religious,
ways of talking —

or it may not.

Hewer knowledge does not

inevitably require the abandoning of tried and familiar
formulae.

New knowledge made it necessary either to give up saying
"The sun is sinking” or to give the words a new meaning.
In many contexts we preferred to stick to the old words
and give them a new meaning which was not entirely new
but, on the contrary, oractlcally the same as the old.
The.Greeks did not speak of the dangers of repressing
in8tineto but they did apeak of the dangers of thwarting
Dionysos, of neglecting Gypris for Diana, of forgetting
Poseidon for Athena.^

3* Willingness

to worship,—

One of the reasons for the

theologian’s frequent frustration upon discovering the logi
cal inadequacy of his various arguments in "proof” of the ex
istence of God is directly traoc a b l e ,t J . J ,0. Smart^ tells us,
toa radical misunderstanding of the real function of these ■
1

'Ibid., p. 205.

% m a r t , "The Existence of God,"

arguments.

He supposes tha.tr use to be one very similar to

scientific deductions, perhaps, but as John Wisdom has shown
us their function is actually more closely associated with
attitudes and emotions.

The three most faraous traditional

"proofs" .(thg Ontological, Ooamologlcal, and TeleoXogicaX
arguments) are re-examined with this psychological function
clearly in mind by Smart, who rejects' their apparent claim

to disclose facts about the universe but accepts their

psychological usefulness, especially the psychological power
of the Cosmological and Teleologlcal arguments.
(a) Ontological Argument
God

The Ontological Argument, arguing that from the idea of

one may

validly, infer hj.a existence^ need not detain

m o d e m s , Smart says, who have been sharply aware (since Kant)
gf'thé radical difference .between thought and existence,
that ia, of how the terb "to be" takes us straight out of
tho purely conceptuel x^orld so that existence and non-exis
tence con never be determined by mere logical neceasity or
contradiction.

It is likely that Smart vroiild agree with ■

E.L. Mlon,^ that the Ontological Argument "has been refuted
over and oyer again, yet it continually finds fresh
champions ; the secret of its vitality must therefore lie
% e e below, pp. 202-203, 135-240 for a fuller treatment .
of the Ontological Argument. ’
2
■.îrj'i. iMlen,. "ïbe Great Argument," E^caosttory Times
LV1IÎ (1947), pp. 116-118.
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elsewhere than In its logical cogency.

And, although he

floes not himself suggest this point, he might further agree
with Allen that this non-logical secret of vitality may well

be found in the pre-critical, phe-ratlocinative religious

dedication of the mind and all the powers of thought to the
Object of faithful adoration.

The Ontological Argument

would then properly be considered less an "argument" than
a,8 an act of devotion, an expression of the experience in

worship of the total flooding of the mind with God so that
to doubt his presence is akin to logical absurdity.
(b) Cosmological Argument
The Oosmologioal Argument^ would have us conclude that

because all visible existences are "contingent" (that Is, we
can conceive of them not existing) some)môn«contingent ("neeessary") Being ’exists to support the universe of contingent
things which (by itself a mere aggregate of contingent beings)
could never adequately account for the existence of anything.
But "the concept of a logically necessary being is a selfcontradictory concept

contexts.^

as we have heard before in other

What the Cosmological Argument actually does is

not to prove the "logically necessary existence" of a 0od but
to heighten our sense of the theoloRioal necessity of God.
^Ibid.. p. 116.
2
For further treatment of this argument cf. below,
pp. 193, 203, 247-253.
^Bmart, "The Ekistenoe of God," p. 38,

^Cf. above, pp. 46, 99-101.
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It Is not a lop;loal necessity that the velocity of
light in a vacuum should be constant. It would, how
ever, upset physical theory considerably if we denied
it. Similarly it is not a logical necessity that God
exists. But it would clearly upset the structure of our
religious attitudes in the most violent way if we de
nied it or even entertained the possibility of its
falsehood.... That la, we believe in the necessity of
God’s existence because, we are Christians; we are not
Christians because we believe in the necessity of God’s
existence.*
(h):Teleologloal Argument

The Teleological Argument, finally, is merely one way
of attempting to "explain" a constellation of facts which

alternative theories such as the well-founded hypothesis of
natural selection can explain equally well (if not much bet
ter, oh its own ground).

We, may question the premisses of

the Teleologlcal Argument (that, there really is much simil
arity between the universe and an intelligently designed arti
fact) or the scope of its conclusions (that a God possessing
the claimed characteristics is the minimum hypothesis re
quired to account for the evidences of purpose which are,

perhaps, found).

But its invalidity in accomplishing as an

argument what seemed its function has curiously little ef
fect on its power and attractiveness.

It is somewhat of a paradox that an invalid argument
should command so much respect eVen from those ([Hume
and Kent2 who have demonstrated its invalidity. The
solution of the paradox la perhaps somewhat as follows;
The argument from design la no good as an argument.
But in those who have the seeds of a genuinely reli
gious attitude already within them the facts to which
the argument from design draws attention, facta sSowtng
the grandeur and majesty of the universe, facts that
^Smart, "The Existence of God," p. 40.
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are evident to anyone who looks upwards on a starry
night, and which are enormously multiplied for us by
the advance of theoretical science, these facts have
a powerful effect. But they only have this effect
on the already religious mind, on the mind which has
the capability of feeling the religious type of awe*
That is, the argument from design is in reality no
argument, or if it is regarded as an argument it is
feeble., but it is a; potent instrument in heightening
religious emotions.^
L.À. Held is equally ready to look below the surface of
theological discourse used otherwise than in the theistic
proofs to find its real function, which, he suggests, may \
not be at all similar to the functions of scientific language*
The religious person is not trying (and failing) to compete
with the scientist, but, instead,
...is speaking of his experience and his faith rather
than of matter of cold independent fact; and hè is
worshipping; hia language is expressing his feeling,
and particularly hia sense of reverence and of the
transcendent.... I am not saying dogmatically and with
out exsmination that there are no aspects of religious
statements or claims which are not subject to scientific
investigation. But we have to be careful to examine
what is actually being claimed. Until we arc pretty
sure what exactly religious claims are, the attempt _
scientifically to assess their validity is premature.
Buoh an interprétation is often taken as tending to les
sen the importance of theological discourse and as somehow
implying that religion is based on no facts at all.
Reid assorts, :1a a mistaken inference.

This,

It is vital that we

recognize that "the language of religion is not only affirming;:

it is expressing —

, ^Ibid..,p. 45.

expressing reverence, wonder, aspiration.

^Arnaud Reid, "Religion, Bcience and Other Modes of
Knowledge." The Hlbbert Journal. Volume U V , 1955. p. 5.
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...It le faith, prayer, w o r s h i p , T h i s is indubitable;

religious knowledge is not scientific but " existential."
But it is extremely important to realize, not only
that many of the quàsi-àolentlfic statements of re
ligion are symbolic and not literal, but that what
they symbolise is something which is important, and
which, moreover, may have its basis in some literal
fact, although such fact may not come within the
realm of science.^

If this analysis is correct, Held concludes, the theis

tic proofs are, as Smart and Alien have already held, not
primarily to be understood as rational arguments.

*..! believe that the purpose of reasoning in religion
is secondary and not primary. It is not so much build
ing up syllogistic proofs, but elucidating, making more
' explicit, analysing, relating, developing, supporting^
criticising, sometimes positively and sometimes negative*
ly, the more immediate intimations of the religious
knowledge which I have called "existential" knowing.^
4.

Insistence on human significance. —

Hot only the

traditional arguments for God’s existence but also religious
talk about such subjects as death

and immortality

seen to find its real function —

and Justification -- in

the area of the emotions.

may be

As D.M. MacKinnon readily admits,

the traditional arguments for human after-life are logically
"monstrous."

But something compels the language to be used

,despite the (perfectly correct) cavils of the offended logi
cian.

"One cannot, if one ia honest," says MacKinnon, "ig

nore the extent to which metaphysical arguments, like those
concerning immortality, have gained plausibility from a

^Ibia.. p. 5.

% b i a .. p* 11.

^Ibld.. p. 14.
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refusal to attend’to the logic of our language.
such arguments are Important to the analyst.

Still,

^For In them,

surely, so much;..18 set out, albeit indirectly, of the in"wardness of the pei'son whose arguments they
about Immortality stems from a deep discontent

liâhgùQge
e deep

affirmation which cornea from the whole man.
To put it very crudely, just what is it that is at
stake for a person in this matter of immortality?
What is It that is bothering him? Of course, you
can show the queemesB, the confusedness of the way
in which the bother is expressing itself, when it
does so by means of the traditional language of
survival, and so onl You can discredit this means
of expression by showing the logical confusions
into which it plungesi but does that settle the
perplexity, the issue in the mind of the bevrll*
•doreel person?*^
What Is the "bother'* which MacKinnon discovora to be
■psychologically behind language of this sort? 'It is the
fact that death, a clinical phenomenon, seems to have the
last word

the last laugh —

on human life.

Our language

about the after-life has thè real function, then, not of;
...stretching or straining after inconceivable states
of being. It has rather become a question of the way
we regard the term of human life. Is it or is it not .
true that those'who still mouth the logical vulgarities
of traditional arguments concerning Immortality do so.
because in the end they just cannot allow that the
clinician has said or can say all that la to be sig
nificantly said about death?^
If such language could not be used we would have no
means at all for emotionally affirming the importance and
1
D.M. MacKinnon, "Death," University. 1951, reprinted in
New Essaya in Philosophical Theology^, p. 262.

% b i d .. p. 263.

^Ibld.. p, 263.

, pp. 263-264.

genuine .me.aningfulness of our 1:1vea -- and the lives of our
loved ones -- in the face of the fact of death for us and for
them.

Ihë theological language of immortality and.resurrec

tion is not, in its important function, "expressive of an
attempt to g&ln knoi;ledge of fact without the discipline of
experiment and reflective analysis."^

Functional Analysis

has begun to-track "the language to its human source, to
plot the experience of which it is the expression."^

In so

doing MacKinnon believes it has revealed to the users of such
language not only its true nature but also its ultimate
justification.
5 . ■Heauirement for life and thouplit.—

Theological lan

guage is not only the product of psychological expc^rience and
attitude but also should be reoogni%ed as s. shaper of such
attitudes.

In the last resort all our attitudes are deter

mined by some commitment or psychological mind-set which
sets the "grooves" on which we both think and act.

E.M.

Hare^ chooses to call these ultimate mind-seta "bilks." à
lunatic who firmly believed that all Oxford dons were secret
ly planning to murder him could be dissuaded from such e

belief by no finite number of demonstrations that the dons
were really harmless and inoffenolve; the bilk prevents him
from accepting any proofs as capable of falsifying bis
^Ib i d . ,

p. 265.

Git.

%.T4. Hare, Heply to Flew in "Theology and Falsification,"
University. 1950-51, reprinted In New Essaya in Philoaophlcal
Theology. pp. 9 9 -1 0 5 .
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governing idea*

Since it is unfalsifiable„ Hare admits that

such a bilk is not an: assertibn of anything (as Antony Flew
claimed^), but its logic is misunderstood if it is supposed
that a bilk should function as an assertion does.
meant neither to be proved nor disproved.

It is

Hume demonstrated

the impossibility of proving our quite normal bilks to the
effect that :

"things will continue to happen in the future

as they have in the past."

Rather, these blik-statements

are psychological ore su opo sitions for all our actions
theories.

and

Thus it is false to suppose’that because our bilks

are not assertions it is unimportant which bilks we have.
"Flew has shown that a blik does not consist in an assertion
or system of them; but nevertheless it is very important
to hâve the right blik.
The ultimate statements of religion are blil^a which may
not conform to the logician’s standard of an assertion but
which are none the less of great significance for our lives.
Language proclaiming God’s existence is not in its function
itself an explanation of anything, "but it is nevertheless ^
true to say that, as Hume saw, without a blik there can be
no explanation; for It is by our bilks that we decide what is
and what is not an explanation,"^

Thus theological language

has an as,sured status; its function, Hare concludes, is to
undergird our thoughts and actions at a level which our
^Of, above, pp. 102 ff.
2

cit. p. 100.

^Ibld.. p. 101.
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involvement in life (not mere discussion.about it) forces
on US beyond proof or argument,
0, Theological language and Ethical Use
To mention "actions," as Hare does, is to involve our
selves Immediately in the sphere of ethics.

Many of the

earlier Verlficational Analysts^ cast out ethical statements
as suffering from the same fatal logical disorder which they
claimed to have discovered in religious statements.

They re-

legs.ted them, consequently, to the limbo of meaninglessness.
But in so doing, R.B. Bralthwaite insists, they presided
over their oim reductto ad absurdum. since "moral statements
have a use in guiding conduct; and if they have a use they
surely have a meaning ~

in some sense of m e a n i n g . T h u s

Bralthwaite turns from the Verifioatlonal Principle to the
"use principle" of meaning which has the advantage of in
cluding empirical statements (and the techniques of verifi
cation) but at the same time of extending its range of in
terest well beyond, into the Functional Analysis of theolo
gical and ethical and other types of statement.
1. The function of commitment.—

What is the meaning of

theological statements if we resolve, with Bralthwaite, that
Ayer, LanRusRe. Truth and Lo r Ic . Ohapter VI
"Critique of Ethics and Theology.^
a,R.B. Bralthwaite, to Empiricist’s View of the Nature
of HeliRlous Belief. Cambridge; Cambridge University Press,

, P• 10...
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"the meaning of any statement.. .v?ill be taken as being given
by the way it is usod"^?

Our answer to this.question will

require a preliminary bit of factual research since :
...thé only way of discovering how a'ntatemont is
used is by an empirical enquiry; a statement need
not itself be empirically verifiable, but that It
is used in a particular way is always a straightforwardly empirical proposition.^
And through;such, research carried on with the aid of the
techniques of Functional Analysis we discover concerning
theological statements, according to Bralthwaite, that "the
primary element in thisr use is that the religious assertion
is used as a moral assertion#
Before trying to show why Bralthwaite thinks that this
formulation does full Justice to religious language, it is
essential that we first indicate the use which, in his view,
an ethical statement itself has; otherwise nothing is ex
plained#

A popular

view held by some linguistic philosophera

has been that moral statements are used "emotively," not aaserting anything about a state of affairs but themselvee
expressing or revealing the speaker’s emotion of approval or
disapproval, horror or liking.

But on such a theory of ethi

cal language only the empirical unverifiability (and thus non*
propositional structure) of the ethical assertion was accoun
ted for; no place was left for one of the (empirically) most

note-worthy elements in the use of ethical statements 5 the
expression of an intention to act
^Ibid.5 p. 1 1 .

in certain

^Loc# cit#

ways under

^Loc# cit.

certain circumstances*
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For this reason, Bralthwaite con

cluded, the emotive theory must be discarded in favour of a
conativé view of moral discourse, where it is recognized that
when one uses language to make an ethical assertion one is in
fact "subscribing to a policy of a c t i o n * l o t all declara
tions of our intentions are "moral," of course; only our as
sertions Of general policies —

or statementa which are cap

able of being translated into auch assertions. The expression
of an Intention to follow a general policy of action is the
key to the conative view of e thical language ; since it is the
self-commitment to a pattern of behaviour that counts, the
status of our language as genuinely ethical is not threatened
even if one suspects "that he will not have tbs strength of
character to carry out his resolutions,"

As human actions

are observable, this theory of ethics should appeal to the
most empirically-minded person as well as to the moral phil
osopher who is aware of the inadequacies of the emotive view
previously associated with empiricism,
Braithwaite clearly understands how theologians might ob
ject to the classifying of their statements as ethical in func
tion if ethical language.is, in turn, held to be merely emo
tive, "This objectionj however, does not seep to me to apply
to treating religious assertions in the conative way In which
recent moral philosophers have treated moral statements —
as being primarily declarations of adherence to a policy

^Ibia... -p. 13.

% b i a .. p. 14.
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of action, declarations of commitment to a-way of life.
Quite the contrary, this analysis of theological assertions
directly supports the theist’s constant Insiatenca that
Christian doctrine must support and encourage the life of
the Christ lain community.

The Functional Analyst reinforces

the theologian’s pleas by showing that hypocrisy is not only
morally but even logically fallacious since "the intention
of a Christian to follow a Christian way of.life is not only
the criterion for the sincerity of his belief in.the asser
tions of Christianity; it is the criterion for the meaningfulness of his a s s e r t i o n s , T h h very significance of
Christian doctrine on this account'would be shown to be in
commitment, to a way of life; and commitment without.the sin'

cere intent to action is a contradiction and nonsense*
What is the essential meaning of Ohristian theism, then.
If its meaning Is to be found best revealed by othldal Ianguage dedicating the user to a certain course of action?
This is 8 complex question, but Brathwâite offers as his
suggestion that the typical meaning of Christianity is in
"claiming intentions to follow an agapeistlc way of life....
An "agapeistlc" ethic is one which demands not only overt
actions of "agape" (other-centered charity) modeled after
the life of Christ but also -- more difficult yet —

the

commitment of the very feelings and emotional attitudes of

the Christian.
^Xbid.,

p, 15.

^Loc. oit.

^Ibld., p. 19.
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S* The function of support *—

Because of this dual

demand on one who has committed himself to an agapeistic
' ethic by making religious assertions of the ChristIan type,
the language, of tbaiStic .doctrine must involve a ascend,
ethically supporting# function.

This support takes the

form of particular stories whose function it :1s to give
psychological strength in times of weakness.and temptation
and to provide the proper attitudes for the believer’s mind
to dwell upon.

The various stories associated with the dif

ferent religions distinguish thorn from one another even
where thei'O is no dlferencê in ethical commitment; but the
story-language alone ia not fully religious language (this
would be indistinguishable from the mythical or fictional
or historical uses of language) since reading about (and
appreciating) Buddha does not inevitably make one a Buddhist
and reading about Ohrlst is a different thing from being a
Ohrlstlsn.

Only the oombination of psycholpgically effec

tive stories (whether or not they are believed as "literally
true" makes no différence as long as their causal power is
unimps1rod) with a commitment of the self to a policy of
life associated with these stories constitutes genuinely
the ologi ca1 la ngua ge.
In making this analysis of the use of theological lan
guage, Bralthwaite has offered another justification for it,

because ethical systems

of our social existence —

vitally Important to the quality
are notoriously difficult to

follow in practice.

If religious language.hes been found to

have an important role to play in the support of ethical
progranroes both by involving men in making common commitments
to a way; of life and in strengthening them in, the living of
these commitments, then it is a most important and most
legitimate sort of speech.

Bralthwaite’s analysis, he hopes,

has also revealed the importance of our‘employing the rlAht
religious language, if groat practical consequences underlie
this choice.

Ultimately, of course, personal decision must

determine the sort of oommitment and tliùs the kind of language
which we employ,'" but in preparing to make that decision the
relevance of rational and empirical discussion is shown to
be far greater than we might expect*

our,religion will ref

fleet our practical aims and our social aspirations; reli
gious language Is intimately connected to our commitment to
conduct, and therefore;
...in considering what conduct to intend to practise,
it is highly relevant whether or not the consequences
of practising that conduct are such as one would in
tend to 'secure.^
D. Theological Language and Extended Use
Thus far the search has been for justification of theo
logical language through analysés of Its use, which have iden
tified it or showed its similarity with other "languages" in
1

We may well recall here our recent discussion of
theological statements sa bilks.
P

Bralthwaite, og. oit. p. p4.
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good repute or of obvious importance.

There is an alter

native, however, which Rejects the quest for support, by,
analytical translation'of theological language Into other
less controversial forms of speech.

A study of this alter

native will serve, also, to break ground for the next
chapter of this thesis;
1.

Extended use through hnaloRV.—

If a theist is"un

willing either to accept a ,
v 1gw of his language which would
minimize the differences between It and scientific discourse
or thoso analyses which, find its function to be of psycholo
gical o:r .ethical Interestj what justification is left for
him?

D.M.

MacKinnon^ suggests that the only appeal left is

to: the principle of extended senses.p.eol'fieally the appeal
that ho is using language in an analogical way.

Toe logical

difficulties are great, and such analogical language:
...is an awfully difficult language to talk. Your
jaws ache and your^hoarers accuse you of trying to
have it both ways..
But where are the boundaries of language fixed which those
who object to analogy seem to assume?

Perhaps the theist,

like the biblical writers of old, speaks out of a context of
•particular events and experiences which command an -enlargement
of ordinary spe.ech.

If this, is the>case,, then appeals to

to science or psychology or ethics is beside the point, since
then "it. may be that analogical language is the language.the

"Oreetion."

MacKinnon, in the dialogue with Antony Flew,
.

% M d .. p. 181.
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theist must speak,,and its sole Justification is that it is
the only language he can use*
'

Extended use through parable*—

wrestles with this problem;

Ï.M. Orombie^ also

how language extended beyond

its normal uses and its familiar anchors in experience can
be said to communicate at all.

"in every case such language

lays the user open to devastating criticism, to which he can
only retort by pleading that such language, while it is not
to be taken strictly, seems to him to be the natural language
to u s e * I t

cannot claim to inform in a literal sense about

the very being and nature of God since God is beyond the com
pass of our experience; how can it then be of any use?
The key to the answer of this question Is found, for
Orombie, in the function not of analogy but of "parable."
One of the difficulties of the alternative of analogy (which
is only one way in which words may be extended in their
meanings) is that the analogical words involved must be used
in transferred senses —

but we have no guide to show Us the

success or failure of these transferred words to apply pro
perly to their transcendent subject.

We can whittle away,

to some extent at least, the more obviously inappropriate
h b l d . : p. 181.
*^I.M* Orombie, reply to Flow’s "Theology end Falsifi
cation, " published in Socràtio Digest. Volume V., reprinted
in New Essaya in Philosophical Theology, pp. 109-150.

^Ibia.. p. 113.

elements in the common meanings of words which we wish to
apply to God ; "it is, however, an exaggeration, at the least,
to suppose thet this process of whittling away leaves us in
the end with a kernel about which we can say that we know
that it does a p p l y . O u r initial criteria for distinguish
ing what is "unsuitable" may be suspect, and even
these —

granting

"such ghostly and evacuated concepts ere clearly too

tenuous and elusive to be called the meanings of the words we
use.

To think of God thus is to think of.him not In our own

image, but in the rarefied ghost of our own image...,
Instead of analogy, therefore, Orombie offers the exten
sion of language by means of parable.

We cannot be content

with a doctrine of analogy because it is "undisciplinable
but a reliance on parable escapes this difficulty since it is
"charectoristic of a parable that the words which are used in
it are used in their ordinary s e n s e s . I n s t e a d of speaking
of God in the "rarefied ghost" of our own image, "we think of
him in our own image, but do not' suppose that in so thinking
of him we begin to do him j u s t i c e . O n some authority that
we trust we receive certain stories within the context of
which our words have perfectly clear meaning.'
of the

Ivhen we speak

Father of the Frodlgal Bon running to meet his repen

tant son we :ere not straining any words out of tlièir normal
use.

And within the parabolic way of speaking we have no

difficulty in distinguishing between the anger of,God and his
h b i a ..

p.

122L

^Ibld. . p. 120.

^Loo.

Pit,,

'^Ibia.. p. 122.
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merciful forgiveness.

By this ability given us by the para

bles we are able to govern our lives.

We may not know

and

we do not pretend to know -- precisely what "meeting" and
"anger" and "mercy" and, "forgiveness" mean outside the
parablee in which we meet them; but in the Parable of the
Prodigal, Son, for example;
...we know that we are here promised that whenever
we come to ourselves and return to God, he will come
to meet us. This is enèugh to encourage us to return,
and to make us alert to catch the signs of the divine
response; but it does not lead us to presume to an un
derstanding of the mind and heart of God. In talking
we remain within the parable, and so our statements
communicate; we do not know how the parable applies,
but we believe that it,does apply, and that we shall
.one day see how.^
Such a conclusion may appear to traditionalists to be a
short, remove from agnosticism, but the differences, Orombie
insists, are actually wide.

First, we are able to know in

what direction to refer out of our experience the parables
which coastitute our language about God,because there exists
within each Of us "the contrast between the contingent and
the necessary, the derivative and the underivative, the
finite and the infinite, the perfect and the imperfect.*..
Given that contrast, we are given also that to which the
parables or stories are r e f e r r e d , S e c o n d , the agnosticism
of the Christian is never complete, for the "Christian, under
attack, falls back not In any direction, but in one direc
tion; he falls back upon the person of Christ, and the conCrete realities ,of the Christian life,

^Tbia.. p. 127.

% b l d .. p. 123.

Theological

^Ibld.. p. 128.
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language may be extended and the study of theology may be,
therefore, less a science than a "sort of art of enllghtoned
Ignorance,

but this being the case does not mean that reli

gion is 8anseleos or that theological speech is unjustifiable.
Religion has indeed its problems ; but it is useless to
consider them outside their religious context* Seen as
a whole religion makes rough sense, though it does not
make ISnpidity.S
This analysis of theological language in terms of ;"ex

tended" functions within a religious context raisos acutely
the problem well-put by Ronald VI. Hepburn; "Is any direct,

talk of God posaible, or can one talk only obliquely of him?"^

To Hepburn it seems that the relative adequacy of various

analogies, parables, or myths ia not the most pressing prob
lem for the theologian but is, rather, whether or not such
"extended" language is able to be securely related to nontheologlcal speech drawn from ordinary, literal contexts.

The question which should be of greatest concern to
the theologian is not whether this or that myth may
be re-expressed in language leas flagrantly pictorial,
more abstract in appearance, but whether
orhotthe
circle of myth, metaphor and symbol ia a
closedone:
and if closed than In what way propositions about God
manage to refer.4
He summarizes, finally,

tional /malyat will bring to
k b l d ., p. 128.

the attitude which the Func
his examination

-Ibid., p. 150.

ofanytheory

^Ronald W. Hepburn, "Deniythologlzing and the Problem
of Validity," Theology. 1955, reprinted in Mew Essays in
Philosophical Theology. b. 257•
4.
Loc. cit.
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of theological language.attempting to deal with this question;
The quest for a language that is adequate to deseribe
our experience in ail its multifariousness is the com
mon' task of philosophers and theologians. They must
resist equally the artificial truncation of language
on■dogmatic positivist lines, dnd any language...which
is given to the multiplication of metaphysical or theo
logical entities beyond necessityana from crying
mystery where there is not always mystery but sometimes
only muddle.- ■
-- ^
On this note we may leave the philosophers of language
for a time, looking now to the theologians to discover their
views on the'issues which have been raised in this manyvoiced discussion of theological language.

The argument has

not been wholly one-sided, but It has been sharply chal
lenging to those who would continue talkirgin traditional
terminology without reinterpreting the function of their
language.
k b l d . , p, 242.
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APPENDIX A

miwBommhh

discussion

Although it is often said that contemporary British
philosophy 5J, linguistic analysis (and the overwhelming in

fluence of the kinds of analysis which we have thus far ex

amined makes this generalization not unreasonable)., signifi
cant voices are raised in protest against the dominant forms
of philosophical activity.

And among such dissentjng voices

there are those who, in the years treated by this study,
contributed to the discussion of the theological arguments —
or of the wider issues of theological language wherein we
have seen the bulk of the present philosophical relevance of
these >arguments to lie.

These contributions are offered

from a variety of philosophical standpoints and so cannot be
said to form any "logic" of their own; they are at one, how
ever, in their rejection of the sufficiency of the linguistic
movement that has now triumphantly swept over most of
British philosophy.

The five important philosophical contributions which fall

into this class appeared at different times over the entire
span of the period under considération in this thesis and

take no explicit notice of one another.

We shall approach
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them conveniently, therefore, merely following the chrono
logical order of their appearance.

I.
A,E. Taylor gives careful attention to certain tbeistic
arguments in his book. Does God E x i s t written under the

agonizing spiritual pressures of war-torn Europe.- The prob
lems of suffering and moral evil are therefore intensely in
the background, making the little volume more than an academ
ic exercise.

Still, the book is not an emotional pamphlet

but a phi losopheifs attempt to find backing for fàitb in
careful reason.

It ia Taylor’s purpose to show that, despite

the disasters of war, "it Is unbelief (not belief) which is
the unrea somiblé a11 itude.

"Heaeonableness" is not to be defined exclusively in

terms of sense perceptions and logical manipulation, however,
for;

"le coeur a ses raisons. and if they are merely il

lusory there is an end of all religion whatever, and we may
as well say so without more ado.

The presupposition that

the demands of conscience are not illusory consequently
underlies the entire argument of the book.

This argument Itself need not be followed in detail,

but significant points merit our attention.

First, Ta,ylor

^A.E. Taylor, Does God Exist?. Londoni
Company, Ltd., 1945.

Macmillan and

^Ibid.. p.

V.

^Ibid.. p. 4n;
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shows the difficulties involved in any simple-minded mechan
istic interpretation of the evolutionary process of natural
history.

The Argument from Design is thus far from obsolete.

The improbabilities involved in the development.of a world

containing purpose, intelligence, co-operation are staggering
unless we postulate the "presence of mind às somehow deterr
mining the course of e v e n t s . B u t Taylor is unwilling to
press the Argument from Design beyond thosq functions which
it can usefully Serve.

While it is capable of indicating the

probability that purpose guides natural process, it cannot
prove that ,this is a Blimle purpose; while _it shows that
man *s mind is not alien to his natural setting, it eloea not
point to man as the only object of purposive concern.

These

illegitimate extensions of the Argument have attracted der

served criticism, but unfortunately, the condetnnation of such

unsound elements have tended to discredit the entire Argument.
The Argument from Design, therefore., in its limited and
legitimate form can never prove the existence of God.

If

belief is to.be based on reasoned argument, another approach
is required.

This Taylor finds in his Moral Argument.

The steps in Taylor’s Moral Argument are designed to
show the re a sonablene ss of belief:in divine existence, not
to coerce belief or to provide a demonstration.

At the root

of this Argument is the assumption that morality is not

^Xbia., p. 52.

illusory, that la, that there are more1 facts. One such moral
fact, obvious on the empirical level, is‘the universal sense
of moral obligation even among men revering many different
specific "oughts."

I

This sensé of obligation Implies, Taylor

tells us (since, on his first principles, it is not mere il
lusion} , "that there is something —

the existence of persons

living the life they ought to lead -- which is of absolute
worth, a good In itself and on its own account, and not
merely as conducive to some further result whereto it is a.
mere m e a n s . S i n c e , indeed, this intrinsic good is the

only one known to us in the entire universe, what could be
more reasonable than to suppose that the univeraè-purpose
(of the Argument from Design) is directing "the whole system
of nature as the means to a single end, the development and
maintenance of intelligent and moral personalities..,"?^
This end, it should be noted, need not. in principle be con
cerned with mankind only,
What conclusions may reasonably be drawn from such a
supposition concerning the nature of the purpose whose mere
existence was shown by the limited version of the Argument
from Design?

Taylor tells us that many Important conclusions

may be seen to follow.

The Argument from Design alone ia

incapable of assuring us of the unity or moral quality of
of the mind (or minds.) directing the universe ; bût if the

world-process is directed to the single end of developing

W b i a ■. p. 87.

%bld.. p. 88.
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and maintaining intelligent and moral personalities, two
vastly important points follow;

the singleness of this end

towards which all the processes of nature tend will be:
"proof of the singleness of the directing intelligence they
presuppose, and the coincidence of that end with the end of
all moral action will be our warrant for ascribing goodness
to that intelligence,

Thus Taylor’s Moral Argument Justifies belief in the
,

goodness and unity of the Intelligence behind the universe.
But still more consequences favourable to religious belief
can be derived*

Eight and wrong, if not illusions, must be

valid apart from our fluctuating wishes and desires.
moral law, then, is immutable and eternal*

The

But if so, the

good intelligence whom we have discovered to exist must have
existed eternally * for a moral law cannot be valid except by
reference to an intelligehce which can uphold and sustain
it, and we know that a temporally conditioned intelligence
j

would be incapable of fulfilling this function for the
eternally valid laws of morality.
If, furthermore, all nature is in fact directed to the
single end in question, then it follows that the eternal,

good, and unitary Purposer guiding the processes of nature
must know perfectly the material in which He works His
poses and must have such control over nature that "every
h b l d . . p. 88.

pur
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detail contributes to the realization of the supreme purpose *"
He must, in theological terms, be omniscient and omnipotent.

Not only this. He must logically be creator, as well, because
nature (as vra have seen) exieta for the purpose of intelligent
and moral personality.

If the Purposer were not creator,

nature would not exist for this purpose’but would only have
been put to that purpose though existing for no purpose or
for some other purpose.
Taylor’s Morel Argument claims to have shown the reasonableness, therefore, of belief in a unitary, eternal, good,
all-knowing, all-powerful, creative purpose.

Such a Being

ia in no way different from the God of worship.

Belief in

his existence, Taylor asserts, is now vindloatedi but the
ancient objection from the Problem of EVil may yet be raised
against such a conclusion.

How, it may be asked, can this

religious belief be compatible with the sufferings of the
righteous?

Are not the empirical facts against the "tbeistic

hypothesis"?

Does not scientific reasoning disprove these

theological claims?
this objection.

Taylor offers a three-pronged reply to

First, It may be that God does not want to

help the "righteous to prosper" in obvious ways.

To assume

that rewards are the immediate due of the pure in heart is
to argue from crude, "get rich quick" ethical grounds, not
from "scientific reasoning."
, p. 94.

Second, the after-life is

Ignored in this objection, which assumes that all the facts
are visible to us in this life.
unwise, for

If all

Dut such an assumption is

nature is bending towards the production

of intelligent and moral personality it Is most unlikely
that the long-sought goal will be allowed to perish at the
moment of bodily death-

Third, and most basic to the entire

argument, the empirical method on which the counter-argument
from Evil rests mistakes the fundamental thrust of belief,
which is the denial that all the facts are empirical facts.
It is wrong in principle to argus that the Ghrlstian
conception of (Üod should be set on one side because
it "does not square with the hard facts". The whole
point of any great religion lies in the conviction
that the surface appearances which are meant by that
name cannot be the real "facts" in their completeness,
because they do not "square" with the. demands of the
heart and the conscience.

That the "heart and conscience" must not be ignored as

pointers to real fact is Taylor’s oentral insistence.

To

violate this first principle is possible, of course, but only
at the cost of denying that morality ia "as much part and
parcel of the structure of the universe as the law of gravi
tation or the law of conservation of energy.

One cannot

demonstrate that this violation Is wrong, but if the factuality of the moral law is thus doubted ami denied with, con
sistency, one "cannot treat the right direction of his own
will with proper seriousness, and is therefore at heart a
bad man."^

^Ibia.. p. 4’^.

p. 97.
_________

3Loo, oit.
'
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Thus wG may legitimately olalm moral certainty that
God exists,

we laek the certainty of deductive demonetratlon,:

•of'ooui^e, but this l a not a serious la c k .

If i t w ere —

if all that oould not be demonstrated were to be olasaed as
"uncertain," belief In whloh would constitute "irrationality"
we should be required to forfeit muoh that we wish legi
timately to call "oertaln knowledge."

Memory, for example,

oannot .in .-principle be demonstrated reliable since any proof

chosen would rest on th e general accuracy of memory In
hoidlng together the various steps of the proof!
will be the case for all demonstrations whatever.

But this
Thus even

deductive reasoning must rely on undemonstrable belief i n the
general accûraoy of memory. Shall we deny the t i t l e
tain knowledge" to deduction?

o f "cer-

If not, then at least one

undemonetrated belief, that In the reliability of memory,
must also be considered certain#

Many additional contexts,

however, demand recognition of "certain knowledge" —

as in

the certainty one has concerning the faithfulness of one’s
w ife . -

à life

be sheer hell.

lived full of uncertainty on such m a tte r s would
Other facts may be legitimate certainties to

the layman though he cannot demonstrate their truth,

And,

finally, any certainty which la the end-prôduct of a proof
can be no more certain than the ultimately unproved premisses
from which the argument begen#

Deductive certainty la a

"derived" certainty; ultimate certainty must therefore reside

in the premisses from w h ic h t h i s certainty i s derived,

%)reml88es whloh are beyond proof,

existence* beyond

proof, l8 not an Irrational belief bût a certainty wblbb
abould.cause no offense to reason merely because it cannot
be treated as one treats a problem In geometry or cbemlstry.
A'good-example of reason^a Valid exercise outside such re-

strloted fields Is presented, Taylor hopes#by his Moral
..Argument*

If this is true then the relevance of theistlc

proofs for phllosbphy lies In the ability of some of them'
to show —

as Ta'ylbr hoped he could, show

that ^It Is 'un-

belief (not belief) which is the unreasonable attitude,
II.
In The Philosophical P r e d i c a m e n t Winston..Bornée, offers
a biting critique of linguistic philosophy and suggests a
defence for belief In Ood'as a kind of hypothesis.

The

primary objection to allowing '^hypothesis **-status to theolo
gical assertions has, of course, been their ''empirical

vacuity," that Is, their demonstrated Inability to offer

specific predictions whereby their truth or falsity could be
and possibly falsified?

tested

But Barnes is Interested

In showing that the essential mark of a hypothesis is not
Its capacity to predict so much as Its ability to synthesize.
;^Ibld., p. V,

Winston H.F. Barnes,^. The Philosophical Predicament
London; -Adam and Charles‘Black, 1950'
2

'

Of, above, pp, 102 ff.
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"Synthesis, not prediction, la the essantla1 virtue of a
good thedry.

The emphasis'oh' "fàlsiflability" hee reaulted In exag-

garated-attention being paid to the predictive element of
most .scientific hypotheaea.

But mere prediction is not ex

planation of anything; an explanation tmat gàtbpr hitherto
unrelated facts together Into a new,unity#

And It le In

thus èxolainlh% that the hypothesis In question Is confirmed.
Its suGoessful explanation of fields of fact-not; previously
linked illuminatinsly together ^

Its, .confirmation*

It Is no merit Ip a theory merely that it can predict
future observât1one. Otherwise X might, invent a theory
to explain why.buttercup# are yellow and point trlumphantiy as confirmàiîon to the yellowness of every
' newly observed 'buttercup#.. #'The theory is ■otiose ■unlees It does more then this# Prediction Is not in
fact the eesentlal elemônt In a theory # ifhat justl^
fies thé' theory when devised are, the facts It then
explains ; what confirme it are the facts It‘succeeds
in explaining though it was not devised to explain them#^
Bcl0o.tific theories must offer some prediction or they would
not.b e .
-soientlflo theories # but.by no means ail meaningful
theories (and by no means all the meaning even In scientific
ones) must be directly related to ampirioal predictions#

If

this were not true, all ■■scientific laws could be reducible
without residue to Imperative sentences asserting conditionals
But this reduction, attempted by a'ome, does .not uniformly'
succeed.

It is plausible to regard Inductive ge'tierali^atloiis
such as All crows are black or Boyle's Law as rules
es, o£# cit# p# 142#

^IMd#, pp. 141-142,

meaning iSxpeot that. If y o ù /see a crow It will,b e ,-b lack,
or Exoect that # If the volume of space occupied by a gag,
is red deed V ■its -pressure.will ■Increese -.to; inverse ^ratio.
Bût there is no plausibiiity in regarding a scientific
hypothesis, such as the hypothesis that a gas consists
of molecules moving In all directions.,.as merely a
rule.,,. % @ t sense-data, actual or poeslhle, did the
Molecular Theory of Gases assert or predict? Hot the
data on which it is based. The Gas laws assert or prediet these data; the hypothesis explains but does not
assert hr predict them,
.
Verlf 1cat 1opal Analysts may bo prepared to hrgue that
the only genuine meaning of a theory will b e /found to reside
In Its predictions, but Barnes questions the Principle of
Verifihbllity oh which this argument rests,.

The prlciple

Itself cannot be reduced to predictions; It is not analytic;
is i t , then, a proposal that we treat unvériflabié statements
as meaningless?

%f so,

,, ,'théb we- shall want a reason for so 'doing.■. If the
reason.is that they are•meanlnKlesa. then that is to
bring in the prineipîe^again as a n .assertion,^not -a
proposa1ë^.# If, oh the other hand^ unverifiable statempnts era not meaningless, we require a reason for
treating them as if they were.^

In providing this reason, the unfirm basis

of Verlfloatlonal

Analysis is exposed,'Barnes tells’us.
Béhind the highly sophisticated conventionalism of Pro
fessor .Oarnap and the positivists lurks a naive and
vague utilitarianism which, if it were formulated,
would, taka some.such crude form as "Don't let us talk

about God and the Absolute; it gets "us'nowhere ".and
"Don't let us tell lies; it has such diatressin^ results"J
With hypothesis shown to be primarily conceded with

explaining through synthesis of concepts not hitherto
1

Ibid... p. 143.

^Ibld., pp. 163-164.

^Ibld.. p. 164.

lllumlnatlngly linked, and with the detnahd for prediction
voiced by yerlfloetlpnal Ahalysls ehown to be resting on a

recommendation .eosily rejected * the way Is clear for Bamas
to suggest the manner In whlqh theological dlscouree la meaningful*- The aesertion of God'a existence, Barnes .tells us,
Is a hypothesis#

0n the usual view, advanced by Verlflca-

tipnal, Analysis, a hypothesis must.be open to future c.onfirmation.

It normally Seems a problem, therefore, that the

theietic hypothesis cannot admit this,

.But if , a s ,I .have ■.suggested, justification^ and confir-^
matlop.may coalesce, when a hypothesis explains more
than one field of fact, the suggestion .that God is a ■hypothesis need not fall into this difficulty. If it
can be made out that only by positing .God can all the
différent spheres of experience be synthe si zed, then
confirmation is, as It were, Instantaneous. ■ God
would then be a rationally compelling hypothesis#
Barnes is not concerned with attempting to show that this

is in fact the case, that God is a rationally compelling bypothesis, but the "logic" of théistlo assertion is, in bis

view, clear:

it is that of over-arohing or supreme hypothesis

unifying all phenomena of all areas in a way analogous to the

aim of'-Einstein*.s Unified Field Theory in the area of physics.
The job of showing that this function can be fulfilled by the
language of theism has yet tp be finished by theologians and
sympathetic philosophers, but there is nO .question but that
this job is a meaningful one#

In many respects, indeed, it

can be thought of as the most meaningful -- and the moat

rational —

task confronting the human mind.

h b l d .. p. 177.

. A. eon eluding chapter In hie book. The Fondamental
questions of Bhllosonhy> is devoted by A#0. Ewing to con
sideration of theistlc proofs =and counter-arguments.

These

are treated in a relatively, tradi11one1 menner, none of the
arguments being,found oonoluslvely adequate to the task of
demonstrating the existence of God#

The Ontological Argu

ment Is weakest of all, based# as Ewing shows, on the mistaken notion that existence is a perfection or attribute.
The Gosmological Argument has s greater strength, but suffers
from the difficulties surrounding the conception of "cause,"
from the peculiarities discovered in any discourse about the
"world" as'.a whole, and from the obscurity involved in any
thought of a."necessary being" (whether "logically"'laecessary or "necessary" in some other way)#

Its strength lies in

the fact that "after all it does remain incredible that the
physical universe should just have happened, even if it be

reduced to the juxtaposition of some trillions of electrons•
It calls out for some further explanation of some kind#
Ewing is yet more impressed by the Teleological Argu
ment, but, like Taylor, refuses to accept it as oonclusive.
At one point a common interpretation of the Argument is
1

Â.♦0#

London:

2

Ewing, The Fundamental Questions'of Philosophy,
Routledge end Kegan Paul, Ltd. , 1951#

Ibid,,

p*
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the Argument from Design lo not an argument "by'"

analogy""from thé struoture of (say).animals' bodies to maoblnes , concluding that as machines require a maker so do
organic:s%ruoturss.

Oh the oontrary^ the Argument is directly

from '^the ■extraordinary intriqacy •with which the details of
V

a 11v l % body are adapted to serve its own ihtereets, an

in

tricacy far too great to be regarded as merely coincidence."^
The principle of %tural Belectlon can aooount for some but
not all of the intricate mechanisms empirically- discoverable
around— - and within —

us.

As an argument from the empirical

world, howavez*) the Teleologlcal Argument is vulnerable, to
counter-exampies of evil and dysteléology drawn from the

world of experience.

It is inadequate by Itself to prove the

existence of a good, almighty God, therefore, though it is
far from worthless,.'

Further arguments.are given equally sympathetic but
critical appraissLl;

The argument from faith In rationality

to belief in a rational ground for the universe has conslder-

able merit;

How, It asks, dare we trust reason (as we do)

while at the seme time doubting any ultimate ground of reason
in the world as It is?

Belief in God is thus a bulwark for

rationality, supporting, for example, the pursuit of science
against the scoffing of the sceptic#

Again, the argument

from Idealism is not wholly without -merit. ■The arguments

for idealism show that any thought of matter involves mind;

hbia.. p. 326.

that matter, so far as we know, naoasaarlXy requires mind for
Its ground#

But nature is not dependent on human minds, its

matter. provides a "public" end "objective" world.

Therefore

some greeter-than-human mind must be presupposed to ground
the material universe.

Finally, the Moral Argument, given its presupposltion

of ethical realism, has some power.

The presupposition is

required since a naturalist or subjectivist account of moral
ity would explain away the datum from which the Argument
would advance.

Given belief, then, in an objective struc

ture of right and wrong. It is absurd and contradictory to
hold that morality is a "wiM-gpose-chasa" bound to end in

frustration and defeat.

But this absurdity would have to

be swallowed if there is no God providing an after-life and
cosmic Justice in accordance with the objective moral law.

Â second

part of the Moral Argument consists of demanding

a reply to the question: "If the moral law is objective, •
where does it reside?"

The answer cannot be that its home

is man's mind alone, since man is only coming gradually to
know the ethical structure of the universe.

Yet it must be

in a mind . for it is only in minds that morality can reside.
Therefore the mind of God is once again required, this time

to provide a permanent locus for the moral order.
The the!Stic proofs are not without merit, Bwlng con
cludes , though each separately contains weaknesses which
prevent its carrying the entire weight of theistic belief.

But —

and at this point Ewing offers an unusual mathematical

analogy to rebut those who consider the entire theistic posi
tion vitiated by thèse individual weaknesses—

the arguments

carry a cumulative weight which far surpasses the power of
any of the individual arguments.

.In order to appreciate the strength of the thelstic
case it is not sufficient to look at each argument
Separately. We need also to consider their cumula
tive force* It would often be admitted even in reli
gious circles that each argument, considered by itself,
stopped far short of odgent proof, and yet held that
the arguments taken ail together constituted a very
strong case indeed. While it would of course be im
possible to estimate the probability given by such
arguments mathematically, we may illustrate by this
means how probability can be increased by different
converging lines of argument. Supposé an argument
which by itself only made its conclus ion twice as
probable as not, i.e. gave it a probability of 2/3.
Suppose four more, independent arguments which had
the same effect. Then the probability of thé con
clusion being false relatively to the arguments taken
together would be only (i/3)^, i.e., 1/243.
The most serious argument against the religious view

is, of course, the evil in the Universe.

But even this

cannot be considered a real disproof if freedom, personality,
and "higher order" goods are thereby made possible.

And on

the side of belief remains "religious experience" which,
though not a proof of any kind, cannot be dismissed as a
priori invalid.

Thus, on the whole, the rational balance re

mains favourable for belief, and it is the cumulative func
tion of the thelstic arguments to keep it so.
^Ibid. , p.
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IV.
The Hec-Qvery of ■Beilef^ by -G.E.M* doad is an Interesting
combination of philosophical treatise and personal testament.

The book is characterized by movement between these two mo-

tlves and Is, perhaps more than anything else, an Illustra
tion of the Intertwining of emotion and intellect.
Joad both considers his motive for belief to be intel
lectual and admits the deep emotional roots which sustain and
impel such belief.

He says of himself (and, he thinks. Of

educated people generally) the "the main impulsion [to reli
gion] is from the intellect.

It is because...the religious

view of the universe seems to me to cover more of the facts
of experience than any other that I. have been gradually led
to embraoG i t . B u t

later, giving an account of his own

history of belief, ha lays most stress on the deep recogni

tion of human sinfulness which, without a source of assis
tance and forgiveness "outside," is "intolerable;"

Our '

"human sinfulness is intolerable unless there is some source
A‘

of guidance and assistanoe outside ourselves to which we can

turn for comfort

and

assurance.

"5

Without religious belief,

therefore, "one would give way to despair."^
• Religious belief is deeply subjective, of course, but
%
CëE.M.■Joad. The Recovery of Belief. London;
and Faber, Ltd., 1952#

ibid.. p. 16.

^Ibld.. p. 82.

Faber

‘^loe. clt.
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by_ this very token Joad argues to its non-illusory status.
Me demand God's existence through our feeling of need for

forgiveness, through our insistence on an explanètion for the

universe and our own existence, and througiour requirement
of some source for moral guidance In living. . If, at the

heart of reality, the object of religious faith sufficient to
satisfy these demands does not,exist, says Joad (re-wording

with approval an argument of Fechner's), "it is hard to sec

how the existence of the need itself is to be explained."^ Ho
less than the real nature of things (objective) can satisfy

our longings (subjective), but if features of the external

world "generate the needs and provoke[our]wishes...must they

not also fulfil and satisfy, or at least be capable of satis
fying?"^

Joad argues further that a dismissal of religion as

"subjective" must sweep away with it belief in the reality of
induction and causation —

must, that Is, involve a scepticism

in which even empirical science suffers the "subjective" sneer.
Thus religious assertions are as "objective" as those of sci
ence#

They differ from scientific statements by including a

greater element of emotion mixed with the cognitive elements
which, he insists, are proved to be present by the very fact
that religious dogmas are communicated.

"Pure feeling" with

no admixture of cognitive significance would be incommunic
able.

Once more the inter-twining of emotion with reason

appears as a theme in the progression of Joad's thought*

^Ibia. , p. 91.

, p.

92

.

This tkeme reappears once more in his discussion of
theological myths*

Such myths may, Joad admits, be demon-

strahXy false as,literal descriptions of the world, desoriptlons In competition %fith careful scientific conclusions#

But

this falsehood does not threaten the essential truths of rellgion which merely use the now-outmoded myths as "scaffolding*"’Some might advocate the elimination of ouch "scaffoldIng" so that the cognitive essentials of belief might the
more clearly bo appreciated by reasonable people, but Joad
caution8 against the too-hasty demolition even, pf the demonstrably false#

Religious myths may be no more than "scaf

folding;" but, he warns, they may not be easily replaceable

"scaffolding#"

Religion from this point of view is like ivy;iit requires a support and clings to whatever extraneous
aUpporta are of fered to it * 'Even If the. supports grow old and are seen to be Insecure in their foundationa, this does not mean that they can be excised
without damage to the plant that has climbed by their ,
means and Is ppw Inextricably entangled with them.^
What, basically, is the cause of this entanglement?

Again we find Joad's answer to be in terms of reason and
emotion together.

A theological proposition or creed may

have compelling rational justification, but this is not by
Itself sufficient#

"A creed, that is, a spt of propositions

which are believed, Is the backbone of a religious faith,
though the backbone needs to be clothed with the flesh and
^ A l d . , p..,111.

blood of emotion, of spiritaal fervour and f a i t h . S h o r t

of comitlvo' elements •religion cannot appeal to the educated

and prove Its ol&l.m to be taken seriously by the Inte'lleotuali
robbed of.
.emotive content religion is powerless to accomplish
its vastly important task of moving the masses -and effecting
changes.in human lives.

Joad points opt that:

...a belief which has been established and persisted
over many generations becomes charged with emotion;
. it'comes, in f a c t t o aqulre à',sacramental•value.
Ohange •it (if you can) and substitute another in
closer accordance with oontèmpdrary Egôiencè and the
emotion disappears, the sense of holiness evaporates.
It,must hot be forgotten that one of the purposes of
religion la to affect our lives and actloha.2
.Thus Joad hopes to' leave us with a heightened appreci

ation of the subtle Imt ar- connect ions between .fa.1th and
*

■

reason and a recognition of the place —

■

■

•

•

•

.

;

but the not unlim

ited place -- of theological argument and its cognitive
conclusions In the establishment of-theological claims.#

The most recent and most comprehensive of these nonlinguistic philosophical discussions of thelstic proofs or
of their matrix, theological discourse, is H.J# Baton's The
M o d e m Predicament.) In these Gifford Lectures, Baton criti
cises what be calls the "linguistio veto" of such discussion
b b i a .. p. 259.

% b i d .. p.

aAp.

. 'H.J. Paton, Ibe Modern Predicament. Londons
Allen and Unwin, Ltd, 1955.

George

and then offers hie own view of thalr nature and present
relevance#

Interest In language le commendable up to a point,

Baton àfflrêe, but If It tends to absorb attention even
from what -is talked about. or if it is set up os some abeolute authority to which all thought must defer, then It may
do eerlpuG Imrm#

Llngulatlc philosophy can teach us mahy

things, but "a too exclusive concern with language may have
Its o%m pitfalls if It leads us to lose sight of what Is

being talked about —

rather like a dog that glues its nose

to the end of the walking-stick with which we are trying to
p o i n t . Linguistic analysis has deflated unworthy shibboleths ûhd absolutes, perhaps, but this would be small gain
if ip their place such analysis were Itself to claim absolute

deference#

Philosophy must.not grant this deference on any

account, for philosophy must"reject all would-be final
authorities -- including the -authority of language#

Indeed,

language would make a poor candidate for such a "final"
authority even If philosophy were in search of one;\
language is a flexible and changing tool, not an Immutable
idol before which men may worship#
While the philosophy of language in general deserves
our discriminating respect, the polemics again,at.theology
issuing from Verifica11one1 Analysis should neb be unduly

diaconcerting*

As Baton points out, the Verification

^Ibia.. p. 34.

/

Principle le no more than a new dressing for an old attitude:
- -'
:.
the attitude' Of diebWliof In anything whleh oennot be seen or .

V
\
\
I
I
I

touehed nr proved by empirical aolentifio methods, "it is
- '
,
'
not. easy to see why It becomee a more serious argument simply
beoause It appears in a linguistlo dress —

i

simply because

we lay down such principles for our ideal language that In
It only oommonréenSG statements and scientific hypotheses
can be meaningfully formulated.

For such reasons the "linguistic veto" raised against

rational discussion, of the theological arguments may safely
be over-ruled.

Baton suggests that the "veto" should not

be entirely Ignored, but that It should be construed as a
road sign saying "Slow" not "Balt."
Duly passing this road sign, Baton examines the primary
thelstic arguments with the tools of a critical method deeply
Indebted to Bant.
\

The Ontological Argument Is rejected as

based OB' a mistake.
■

'

It la sheer error to conceive existence

as a quality, aa this Argument seems to do.

not

a quality atall.

exists or it does not #
by existing,"^

.

"Existence Is

A thing with all its qualities either
It receives no additional quality

Taking a page from the linguistic philoso

pher's book, Baton shows that the Argument may be critlclised
equally effectively by an analysis of language;
If we decide to say that a being Is perfect only when ■
we are able to say that It exists, we are entitled to
-ibid.. p. 42.

& b i a . . p. 187.

..
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Say that a parfect being must exist. But tbls^elleged
■necesalty, la' a- logical-bpc’
essity based- on the use of
language, and It aboiild not be mleteken for up Inelgbt
into the real neoesaity of thingsll
Equally Invalid Is the aosmologlcel Argument, which has
the advantage.of starting from existing premleees but which
is Incapable of showing that the existence it shows to be
necessary Is also morally perfect.

if.the cosmological argument holds at all, 11 must hold
foiT any world in which objects are the offsots of causes
other than themselves# Hence .it would be valid even if '
the only world we experienced were %eil -- provided We
were able to trace a relation of cause and effect between one torment and the next. As we should hardly
be justified in conceiving as God a first cause whose
sole known product was an Inferno, It séems that the
: cosmological argument, even if it can prove the existenoe of something; cannot prove, without the aid of
forther premises that this "something" la God. The
difficulty■is thus,-so to speak, the reverse of that
found In the ontological argument; for this, even If
It may have a more adequate conception of God, Is unable to prove the existence of anything.^

And what, furthermore, can be meant by a "necessary--being"?
Is it that which Is capable of "grounding its own existence,"
having an "essence which Is identical with Its existence"?

If so, then the obequrlties of t h e -Ontological Argument seem

•;to. infect, the Oosmplogical Argument at the root.

If not, we

seem to be left with a totally meaningless expression In
"necessary being."

,Even, the Teleologlcal Argument falls short.

Alterna

tive scientific explanations for the evidences of "design"
which it indicates, modern difficulties with the concepts of
'

—
^Ibld.. p. 187.

""Ibid.. p. I9I.

-

"cause" and "universe," and —
weaken its power#

above all

facts of evil

And it would be wrong to suppose that

most religious people are as oblivious of {or indifferent to)
the

evils in the world which serve as negative evidence for

God's existence as the ardent defenders of this Argument

would cause us to suppose.

Plain and honest men cannot but have § improper feeling
of repugnance when a theologian or philosopher ignores
the horrors of the world —
still more, when he tries
to have it both ways and tells ua that the good in the
world is a proof; of 0pd*s goodness, while the evil
shows that we cannot expect to understand the mystery
of the divine will# It would be more reasonable to
say that the religious man seems to himself to see
some things as a manifestation of divine goodness and
hopes one day to have à similar vision even of the
things, that baffle him now,#,• The religious man,
even a part from his darker thoughtsapf sin, is gen
uinely troubled by the evil in the world, and this
trouble seems almost to be a part of his religious
faith, Religious faith is hot to be identified with
a shallow optimism: it seems to contain in itself
an element more akin to tragedy.^
What, then, is the relevance of these invalid arguments
to living philosophy?

Baton points out that each argument

reflects more than an exercise in formal logic| each is it
self an expression of an experience with non-logical levels.
The Ontological Argument, Baton says, expresses the numinous
feeling stemming from the adored mystery of a "perfect and
most real," a being whose "existence Is identical with its
essence#"

The religious sense of dependence, on the other

hand, is expressed in the Cosmological Argument which also
Ibid., p

offers a sense of aasarance by speaking as it does of a
supreme reality beyond the endless chain of causes and

effects,

And the Teleplogical Argument

*..undoubtedly mirrors a process of thought and feeling
present in religious experience itself. The religious
man flpds God, or feels God, to be revealed in nature,
perhaps without arguing at all; and he is ready to conaider the argument from design with great respect.I

\
)

In addition to this expressive function, the tholatio
-

■■■

arguments act as "the product of a demand of reason for com
pleteness

a demand which is the basis of all our thinking."

The limits of what may properly be called knowledge prevent
us from knowing, as we sometimes desperately wish to know.
the ultimate nature of reality.
remain —

Faith in God must be and

faith.

à critical philosophy can only leave beyond experience
a blank in which by metaphysical thinking we can ob
scurely conceive the exïèbence of the unconditioned. On
the basis of moral conviction we may believe that this
blank may be filled by the existence of a holy God. 3

^

The thelstic proofs are a way of suggesting what can never
be said clearly and distinctly; they are a way of stammeringly
filling the blank which must remain, as far as knowledge is
concerned^ a blank.
these arguments?

But why then, should we bother with

Why should men dally with that which is

not and can never be true knowledge?

Why fill the blank with

thelstic belief?

If men were purely Intellectual beings, any such
belief would be a matter only of idle speculation.

^Iblâ.. o/ 210.

^Ibid.. p. 332.

^Ibid.. p.

ê06

But thèÿ are^ftot purely intellectual bBlags
they
have to lea dîtheir lives on certain assumptions. I
We cannot be practical agnostics. Baton Implies; we can sus
pend our judgment about ultimate questions only in theory.
When we make bhoicea in our daily lives wë find that these
choices embody an implicit decision ooncèrnlng what fills the
"blank" in our knowledge.

It is true that we would much pre

fer' to know.rather■than .to believe.
Host men hanker for knowledge in these matters, but if
they grasp the problem aright, they will understand
that such knowledge must be impossible for; finite minds.
They have to live by faith, and to be content if this
faith can be shown not to be unreasonable, but rather
to accord with the demands of reason for wholeness and
completeness alike in action and thought.'^ '
-;Theological arguments cannot be expected to provide
knowledge where it.is not appropriate to expect knowledge ;

but their function is an important one despite their strict
invalidity.

They can express the religious consciousness

in rational form and can show by their existence the co
herence of the religious view with the central drives of the
distinctly human Impulsas to rationality.
Enough has been said êvèn in this short Appendix to
show that the predominance of linguistic philosophy in the

years which we are studying was not the predominance of
monopoly.

The main thread of this thesis must follow lines

laid down by the facts of philosophical emphasis, and we

^Ibia.. p. 333.

% b l d .. p. 335.

are therefore correct In finding the primary relevance of

the.theletio proofs In more general questions directed to
the nature and validity of theological language as a whole

But it ia of impoftance to remind ourselves, as we have

done in these pages, that all philosophy need not be the
dominant philosophy and that opinions on the relevance of
the thelstic proofs need not be held Unanimously.
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THE "LOGIO" OF AmiOGY

"...til© critique of metaphyalcel an,d
theological prppoaitiohs from a lin
guistic point of view has meant the
re int roduot ion into modem phi losophy
of a consideration of the analogical
language of metaphysics and theology.
And the very fact that the criticism
has sometimes taken a radical form
should stimulate metaphysicians to
make a more thorough investigation of
analogical language and its various
types than has yet been made."
" Frederick 0. dopleston^
I.

The Problem Bet
The radical linguistic criticism which has been ex
amined in the preceding chapters has set the essential prob
lem with which "theologians of Analogy" wrestled during the

post-war decede in Britain.
form may be stated*
human language?"

The problem in its most general

"How is talk about God possible with

But this prime question may be quickly

subdivided by the employment of varied stress*

"How is talk

about God possible with human language?" and, "How is talk

^F.O. Oopleston, "Contemporary British Philosophy,"
Gre^orianum. 1953* reprinted in his Obntemoorary Fhilosoohv.
London: ; Burns and O&tes* 195Q* p. 12.,/ - -

about God possible ‘wit h human language ? "

The first form of

the queation asks'how vulgar anthropomorphism may.be avoided;
the second form demands some avenue of escape from sheer

agnosticism'.

A, Oan Human language Talk About God?

Few would be prepared to deny that human language is
most'."at home"'-ill dealing with familiar objects and qualities
The very meanings of the terms in our speech have grown up
through everyday experience

and the needs of ordinary Ufa.

When human language talks of "intelligence," for example, it
is capable of doing so because human intelligence is a'f&m?;
iliar ingredient in the world around (and within) us.

If we

apply the term to other animals It is in virtue of a detect
able similarity which their activity showa to intelligent
human activity.

Since- our language is thus firmly rooted in

human experience, wherever i f la applied it must carry with
it the mark of its ancestry.

Human language would seem-to

reflect its anthropooentric origins by inevitably applying
its categories anthropomorpbieally.

If one were to claim

"intelligence" for one's favorite gun-dog, but, in order to
"avoid anthropomorphism *" were to insist that the dog 's "in
telligence" was of a "completely différent sort from human
intelligence, with no shared Gharactariatlcs," we should

have no idea at all what was being expressed.

But if human language brings with its use Unavoidable
anthropomorphism, how is such anthropooentrlc distortion to

he avoided

In thodlogical discourse?

God, is traditionally

supposed to be "infinite," of course, and lip-service Is paid
to bis "transcendent.and unimaginable glory," but despite
these protestations, language fitted for finite objects is

used to describe him -- and, at times, to do so in consider-

able detail!

The inexorable pressures of language would seem

to prevent the theologian f:qom speaking at all about the Infini te , the transcandent, or the unimaginable, but ra ther to
speak —

despite‘himself'and his-creeds — -less ,of infinite

God than of superlative I^San#

W t him speak of God as "the

All-Mi se One," and his language compels him to understand
the "wisdpif of God in the same sense that human wisdom is

understood, though greatly magnified; let him give God the

name "Anqlent of Days," and how hard it is for one to resist
imagining (for a moment at least) that often-deplored figure
with the long white beard! ■ The problem thus confronts .us

how human language can be employed in talk about God and not

about someone or something else better fitted to our ways of
learning and speaking,

Me want to know not only whether we

C M feel sure that we will be talking about G W in the fu
ture but also whether hé has ever in fact been talked about
in the past.

Has all traditional discussion of God not been

about God but about anthropomorphic substitutes amenable to
human linguistic grasp?

B . .Oan■Human L a n g u a T a l k -about God?
If this rather startling supposition Is a poaaibility,
then a aeôond sharp problem confronts us ;

If God is Im

properly spoken of anthropoKnorphtcailj, how is ha to be
spoken of or thought- about at all with human lân^usKe? If
human,language is disqualified, what remains?

The pressure

of tradition and religious conseiousness opposes ahtbropomorphlo c'oBoepts being applied to God.
has been to cry, "Hot like that I"

The. urge of the mystics
Yet most religious people

including most mystics'— ,are unwlllihg to take -Thomas
McPherson *s advice to .stop....using, language^ to refer to the
object of their negations. -'Instead, in one attempt at a
solution, ordinary language is stripped of its experiencederived meanings and applied to God in a "wholly different
sense," as would seem to be the clearest alternative if lan
/

ûj

guage used in "the same sense" must lead to unacceptable anthropomorphism.

But "wholy different" gives, us no clue

whatsoever to explain why (apart from emotional reasons^)
such language as we decide to use is chosen at all!
left with completely equivocal language.

What are the implications of this conclusion?

We are
Words,

we remember, are employed univocally.when precisely the same
.above, pp.

.^.Of* David Hume's Bialoj^hea Concerning Hatur&l Religion
for a treatment of thia^^point. Bee espeoially, in Horman
Kemp Smith's edition, London i. Thomas He Ison and Sons, 193*5»
especially pp. 142, 219.

sense is intended in two contexts, equiyocalXy when the same
word-happens, to have more then one completely independent
usé.

The frankly equivocal word "well," for example, is

used both as the adverbial form,of "good" and as a\noun
standing for a common variety of hole in the ground; the
fact that the English language uses the seme sounds and lst4
tors for such different purposes is (logioally speaking) complate ly -fortuitous -,^

If .talk about 'Gpd- is speech/ in •which

the words ere employed in a "completely different"
is, equivocal —

that

sense from,their uses in ordinary anthropo-

centric language, the theist must admit that he ia merely

punning on the English language (or any language he chooses
to employ) when he cells God "good" or "loving" or "wise#"
Logically speaking (on the hypothesis■of utter equivocation)

he should have no Objection to our speaking of God as "pink"
(in a "completely different sense") of "multloellular" or
"washable" (In senses "wholly uncontamlnated with their or
dinary meanings");
The absurdity of such a suggestion clearly rules out
simple equivocation ae the answer to the dangers of crude
anthropomorphism.

F;0. Oopleston deals neatly with this

^Bome modern criticism, operating with a narrower
definition of "equivocal," would actually deny that a single
wbrd is here involved. Instead, it would be said, one
"token" may serve for two different "signs." Although this
is in many connections a useful distinction, we shall here
employ the older and,wider undératandlng of "equivocal"
wherein a -single, "token" in a given language may be taken
as a single word.

point

after notlPg that the terme preO^loated of 0oâ
\

,must not ‘
toe applied to; him in- 'exaq.tlK the; ,same sense in •
which they sire predicated of finite things, he saye;

On the other hand * if they are used In a oompletely dlf^
ferént sense when they are predicated, ofrOodV they lose
•Sall.-.peanlns for. us in this field of appllpetion ###. For
.the term "intelligent, therefore* in"'the proposition
:?Môd is len
we miaht :ju
as well sutoT
é titute ■a 'symbol ^'llke. X or
; 'And these-,.symbols 'would "

-

•.express no idea. at.all,. Bheer.;agnosticlam would result.!
theiet would âppeer to toe oh the horns of a cruel

dilemma r either human language Is allowed to have the
. . .

meanings which It has drawn from our expérience of the finite*
■

In Which case it cannot toe àtooüt 06d Who is not finite and
not pfpperly descrltoable in finite terms, or';Tt is rigidly

purified of its anthroppcèBtrio character* in which case it

loses all meaning for its users and ceases -to .toàt^humânn Ian-

' sysge,

Similarly, when stated in logical terms, the theolo

gian' is. confronted with the seemingly inescapable demand

either to insist on unlwocai language in discourse about
God (and thus to make him prj^cisely comparable with the rest
of the objects of one *s experience), or to admit wholly equi-

; vocal terms (and thus to. be.to%ilylign%an^^

meant)#

■; One of the classic;,means of escaping from, dilemmas:: of
this sort is, of course, to show that the unpleasant alter

natives which are offered as exhaustive choices are not in

F,Ç^ 'Çoplestqn, ^-The I^eaning of the Terms Predicated
of God," read to the Moral Science 61uto at Cambridge in 1954,
published in Oontemnorary Philosophy,
93>
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fact the only open posBibilities,

It la the task of those

who would find in êSâîgÈC & third and mediating way between
univocality and equivocality to make good their claim that
it offers a live alternative to both anthropomorphism and
agnostioiam#
II.

The "Middle-Way "î

Analogy

A. The Olassioal Doctrine of Analogy
If theological talk about God is merely termed "ana
logical" rather than univocal or equivocal, we have not yet
progressed far towards a real solution.

Simply to produce

a name for an alleged "third alternative" solves no philo
sophical questions;

If I call my dog "intelligent" and someone asks me
what I mean by this statement* It is no adequate
answer to reply that 1 am using the term analogi
cally* For this reply, though It says something
about the use of the word, does not give the mean
ing of the word*!
What is needed is analysis to show how theological analogies
are able to convey meaning about God without falling foul of
the criticisms we have seen leveled at simply equivocal or
univocal speech.
"The basic function of an analogy la to provide an ex
tension in the same proportion." F. W. Dill!stone tells us.
"There must always, in fact," he continues, "be an identity

p. 94,

'
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of general pattern if two realities are to be analogous
the one to the other.

Or, as Austin Parrer puts it, "Ana

logy is a relation between objects, capable Of being classed
as a species of *l i k e n e s s \ T h e sort of "likeness" on
which analogy depends la that which is "reducible to the

presence in the similars of an identical abstractible charac

teristic."^

If this is the case, then to hold a "doctrine of

Analogy" concerning atat emant s made about God would be to
defend the claim that soma abstraotibie charecteriatic may
be distinguished which God, in some legitimate sense, can
be said to share with finite beings.

This assumed, the func

tion of,a doctrine of Analogy must be to explain in what
"legitimate sense" or senses these oharacteristios are
predicated of Clod.
E.L* Maa.csll, in his distinguished treatment of the
classical doctrine of Analogy,^ points out that two major
%.W. Dlllistone, Christianity and Symbolism. London*

Collins, 1955, p. 151.

2
Austin Farrer, Finite and Infinite. Westminster* Deere
Fress, 1943, p; 88. It is unfortunate that Dr. Farrer*a phil*
osophioally penetrating book falls outside the bounds of the
decade to which this study has been directed. It should be
noted, however, that the influence of Finite and Infinite has
been noticeable not only in my own thought but also within
the intellectual currents of the years with which we are
particularly concerned.
^Loc. cit.
4
iS.L. Mascall, Existence and•Analogy, London; Longmans,
Green and Obmpany, 1949., Chapter V......

kinds ot analogy are possible of which only one is applicable
■to our language about God*

.The two kinds are, first* the

analogy which two analogates may bear to one another "in

consequence of the relation that each of them-bears to a

third. . . w h i c h —

in this case

is the prime analogste.

This variety of analogy (analogy duorum .ad tertium) may be

dismissed.at once, as irrelevant to theology-, since ex hypothesj there cannot be a third being "behind" God to which-

both God and his creatures bear the relation of some common
abstractible charactarlstiq.

If (per impossibile) some

being could act to God as prime Pnalogate* than this being,
for the theist, would be entitled to be-palled "God" and

the question of the appropriateness of our language to talk
of it (or him) would be raised afresh.

If analogies-duorurn ad tertium are inappropriate to

answer theistlo requirements, the other major type of anaIpgy seems better fitted to do so,

This second species of

analogy dispenses with'the "third thing" and holds, rather,
■

...

..

in virtue of some direct relation, between the two beings
themselves.

And, depending on the sort of relation holding

between,the■analogatOS, Such analogies {analogies mi lus ad
alteruiü) may 'be- again' -divided Into two sorts*

"analogies

of attribution" and "analogies of proportionality#"
■ 1* Analogies-of attribution. —

In thé analogies

of

attribution of everyday speech as well as of theological
% b l d . . p.

101.
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dlsooürse Important dlffereboeo muet be distinguished bétween the snslogates related.

One of the; amlogatesr,,posses-

eee the cheraoterlstle predicated of It In a "fonnal" manner*
that la* in a.wholly proper and fully aotual sense; while the

other analogate has predloeted of It the "like" chéracterla^k
tic In a relative or derivative sense,

Gome example like

the follo%iFlng is often chosen to Illustrate this variety of
analogy!*

we may dall both men and mountain' resorts "healthy"

in an analogous sense.

Here no "third thing" acts as prime

analogate In virtue of which things so different as a. place
and its inhabitants may have the same term predicated of
them; Instead, the place may be oalled "boELltby"^ In a der
ivative sense thanks to its tendency to cause the men ifho
live there (the prime analogates* in this ease) to be called
"heslthy" in a formal sense,

This is a good example since

it shows not only what is meant by "formal" and "derivative"
predication in the terminology of the olassioal doctrine of
analogy, but also' the importance for the very possibility of
the analogy of the relation in which the two an&logates
stand,

Bo- analogy of attribution can be manufactured out of

thin air; there must be some prior relationship between the

Ibid.. p# 97 f. Also D, J,B, -Hawkins,- The Essentials
of Theism, London; -Bheéd and Ward* 1949, p. 94,
p
It should.be noted that American usage does not normally
permit this analogous application of "healthy" to things promotlag health though not themselves "formally" healthy; the
word hëalthfül" is more properly employed, But British usage
does allow the word "healthy" in both cases. Of. The Shorter
Oxford -EriF.ilsh -Blotionary under "healthy *" second meaning. ^ ■

'
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terms thanks to which common attribution la possible*

Nor

does the theological use of this kind of analogy admit ex
ception to this rule,

"in its theological application, where

the analogatss concerned are God and a creature, the relation

upon Which the analogy is based will be that of creative
causality; creatures are related to God as his effects,
Thanks to the possibility of analogies of attribution, there
fore, once it is clear that the theist bases his language

about God on the understanding that God is creative cause of
finite things, there should be no obstacle, it is claimed,
to admitting theological language founded on this relation
to be analogically meaningful in a straightforward sense,
2, Analogies of orooortionallty, —

In addition to anal

ogies of attribution there is another, yet more familiar,
analogy unlus ad aIterurn which is traditionally called the
"analogy of proportionality."

While the analogates composing

an analogy of attribution are "unequal," only one of the two
deserving to have predicated of it the common abstractible
charscteristic (the "analogue") In a formal sense, both terms

in an analogy of proportionality possess the analogue in; a
literal and unmetaphoricel sense.

This, it may rightly be

objected, cannot be the whole description of analogies of

proportionality , since literal sharing of a common character

istic would be a case of merely univocal speech (with all its
1

Mascall, Existence and Analogy, p, 102
!'

dangers to theology of anthropomorphiam) and not "analogy"
at alii

The element of analogy, odnsequently, is introduced

when.it 'is explained-'that although the analogue is shared

formally by both analogatss,.each possesses it only prooor- ■
tlonately to the nature of the analogste concerned.
If, on the one hand, one were to speak of himself as
"feeling blue" or of the air as "blue" with. Invective, he

would be, referring "blueness" to his emotions or to the at
mosphere in a merely mataphorical sense. ' The analogy of

pro port ipnality would stand, closer to uni vocal speech tiian
to such flagrant equivocation.

If, on the other hand, one

were to call identically coloured wallpaper in different

rooms, "blue," such a strictly uni vocal statement would not
qualify as analogy at all.

.Analogy must insert itself be

tween the t w o * . By meahs of 'an..-analogy of proportionality,,

to continue the example,^ I might call the sky "blue" and my
wife *s eyes "blue"; here both terms possess the common charact eristic formally, but in thé,way appropriate to their dis
tinctive natures} My wife *s .eyes are blue with a blueness
appropriate to eyes and not to the sky; the sky is blue with
a blueness appropriate to an August day and pot to a human
aye

5

except, of course, in poetic metaphor.
■,

'Thus analogy is able to strike a middle way between
^Thi# treatment is based on d.V. Làngmead Oaescrley isL..
similar example, using the colbur "red." Of. The Christian in
Philosophy . London; Faber and Fàber, Ltd,, 194% p. 57,
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univocal .and..equivocal language.

-

'

"In the strict sense, an

analogy .of proportionality implies that the analogue under
disoussloB'is found formally in each of the 'analogsites but in
a mode that Is determined by the nature of the analogate
The application of analogy of proportionality to theo
logical discourse is straightforward;

a term predicated of

God belongs properly to his nature, in a wey proportionate
to his nature, in thé same way that a term predicated of one
of-his creatures belongs properly' to its nature. in a way

proportionate to its nature*

Man. is "good" in a way appro

priate, to many's finite nature; God is "good" in a way appro
priate to his infinite nature*

Thus, the classical doctrine

concludes, "God’s goodness" is neither something unrelated to
"man’s goodness" hor merely identical to human virtue*

A

similar analogy of proportionality would be found to hold
between each of the qualities and attributeS"which could be
predicated of Divinity.
.*.while there cannot be a proportion of the finite
to the infinite, there can be within both the finite
and the infinité proportions which are similar. Thus
the divine goodness is to God as human 'goodness la -to
man, and. the divine wisdom is to God as human wisdom
la to men, and, in general* the divine attributes are
to God as" the analogous finite qualities are to
finite things.2
""
Buoh.a doctrine* it would seem, bids fair to offer a
^Mascall, Existence and Analogy. p* 104.
%awkins, The-,Essentials of 'Theism, p-. 95.

satisfying anaiyals of the manner In which terms drawn from
ordinary dlSGouroG may be brouggit into ayetems of tbeologioal
language.

Arthur F. Bmethurst rejoloes In the hope not only

that theology Itself will benefit from this understanding of
the oonneotion of its terme with one another and with oommpn
speech but also that objections to theological disoourse
from hostile philosophers will be silenced.
■•It; is wrong-tooijaetofGod without any, qualification words
expressing human emptionc, such as anger or pleasure '
or sorrow} The most we can possibly bè justified in
saying, is that on the divine level there'' is something
analogous to what on the human level is anger 6r pleasure or sorrow. What that is in itself it is imposaibie for man to know,... If.once this fapt is recognized
and the way in which language, or symbols: are, used in
theology is understood, a ^ e a t deal of bad theoiOjgy
as .well a-8 .a great deal of the objection, of ;Logical
Positivists to theology"should disappear.4
B. Some Objections to the 'Olaaslc'al Doctrine ■
At this point a number of objections (of which "theolo
gians of Analogy" are by no means unaware) must be raised.
1, AnaloKies of oronortionality. —

First, the analogy

of proportionality seems to lead us into a number of serious
difficulties,
(a) Infinitely Disproportionate
Analogies of proportionality offer, it may be said, an
endless round of negations. •Bup.erficially it seems that
true proportionality is affirmed * but actually at no point
. ^Arthur JK. Bmethurst . ..Modern- Bcienoe and O.hriatisn- ,
Beliefs, London; James Ni abet and Opmpany, Ltd., 1955, P} 257
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may an unambiguous "equals" sign be placed between the- terms
of the apparent, .proportion*

B.L# Mascall elaborates this

difficulty in terms of the analogy, of proportionality between
the "life" of cabbages and the "life" of men (assuming "life"
not to be a straight univocal term), At first, be says,
straight univocal relation between the life of cabbages and
that of men is denied in favour of what appears to be a.
straight proportion;

the life of.a cabbage is to the nature

of the cabbage as the life of a man is to his human nature.
But, again, this proportion must be denied.in Its simple
form because the nature of the cabbage will determine not
only what "life" will be for a cabbage but■a Iso.how it,will
determine how it determines what "life" means in a cabbage,
And once this process of determinations is begun there is no
'Stopping it!

The nature of the cabbage (or the man): must

for ever be allowed to determine how it %fill determine how
it will determine...whatever it is determining, each stage
further removed from any approach to univocal relation, each

stage finding the aBalpgates separated by greater and grea
distances from one another#

At this point the bewildered

thinker despairs! •
Our proportionality has completely collapsed, and all
we are left with is the fact that cabbages have nothing
in common with men except the fact that, for no valid
reason, men have described them both as being alive.
In fact, thé introduction of analogy ap;-.a; via. media between Univocity and equlvoçity has turned out to be ^
nothing more than an imposing piece o f ’mystification.
■ MasôaH#. Existence.,and Analogy. p. 1Q6#

A partlai reply to this objection might be that all
this talk of ragrese is merely the raising of 'dialectical
dust about the fact that in order that the nature of some-■
thing may determine its qualities It must be able to deter
mine also the manner in which it does so.
still has a point:

But the objpotion

that the "proportions ' of the analbgy

of proportionality.ara not to be confused with mathematical
proportions.

"Fbr the fact remains that we have denied that

our-equal signs really stand for equality and we have not
indicated anything definite that they do stand for.
(b) Totally Unworkable

â still more serious objection to the theological appli
cation of the analogy of proportionality is that the peculiar
ities of the theistic problem make this method of analogy
'

able to "deliver" far'less than its form-would ;seem"Ho promise,
We are offered what seems to be a simple
.thôugh/iweuhaya'Béemitha^^^^

to be W%»ked (alv

'bachot be expected to be worked

out as,.mathematical 'sum .might be), but if we try to employ
the steps which --it seems to 'recommend to •
-discover -the "un

known" we discover that the proportion is irreducible since
there are two * not one * "unknowns."

The quality

Is to

man’s nature in man in the same respect that this quality Xg
is to God’s nature in God* we are Informed.

But though we

have à fair idea as to what is meant by "man’s nature" and
%bia.. p. 108.
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what might be "appropriate" or "proportional" to it*,we
stumble in the dark when we try to eonoeive "God -s nature"
in the same way in order to have an idea of what could be
to it in a relationship of "proportionality•"
God’s nature —

In place of

infinitély different * we are tpld, from all

his finite effects —

we might equally well substitute

another letter symbolizing a second "unknown";
nature in much the same way as

%2 i^

to y ."

is to man’s

What would "good

ness" be* proportionate to a Being incomparable with any
being ever experienced by man in the world about him —

a

Being whose nature, moreover, according to fhomlstic tradi

tion, is to exist! and whose attributes and perfections must

all be identical?^

What sort of "mercy" would be identical

with what sort of "wrath"?

% a t kind of "justice" can be

the same as what kind, of "forgiving grace"?

The bafflement

which we feel is not to be wondered at if "the nature of God"
is so vastly —

inconceivably -- different from human nature

that it can admit of no distinctions within its infinite
richness.

But have we not accounted for one difficulty (our

bafflement) by raising a worse one —
and pure equivocation?

a return to agnosticism

What has happened to our "middle Way"

Cf., for example, S.L. Mascall’a He Who la, London;
Longmans, Green and Co,, 1943, passim, another book of impor
tance whose date of publication unfortunately exclude^ it
from attention in this thesis appropriate to its Influence on
this study and to philosophical and theological discussion
generally.
% f ., for example, F.C. Oopleston, Aquinas. Penguin
6} p. 135.:

of Analogy?

The "proportion" which was to throw light on. the

meaning of pur term has been exposed as imwprkable; worse, if
takep Geripusly it would appear to license the wildest equivocation on the basis of the infinite gap which yawns between

,the :anà'ÿpgàt#:};;. iMyénithlSf^éituatioaeof..qualitative dlstinçtion betwéen the nature of God and the nature of man we may

Speak of ■"likeness" between their-qualitiea,'-if we so decide,

'but (as ppm Illtyd Trethcwah admits) "here .all words are

‘ misleading. "!
The objection is a powerful one.
to rëiÈuPh to it.

We shall be compelled

The only défenpë as^l^iot it would seem to

be either to, accept some form of agnosticism $s theologically

desirable-or. to claim that the "nature of God" is not in fact
an "unknown,-" but known
proportion in some way.

at least sufficiently to work the

The first alternative we have met

before and found to be unpalatable; in order to make the

second claim some prior npn-analogicalmethqdymust be found

to give ua some knowledge about God’s nature#

The classical

replies to this request for natural, nori4.analosicai knowledge

about God/have been expressed through some form bf the Onto
logical Argument or through the "Five (fays" of Ot* Thomas

Aquinas*

shall need to examine these replies# therefore,

as foundational for the way of Analogy*
2* Analogies of attribution* —

Before turning to them,

■
'however, we must complete our catalogué of objections to the
Illtyd Trathowan, Oertainty. Fhilosobhical and
TbeoloRical. Westminster; '-pa-cre Press ,'"'1948,. p* w#

traditional doctrine of Analogy by attending to critioisms
of the analogy of attribution...

This type of analogy claims,

as we have seen, to give ua an understanding of how a word
may be used of two very diverse things; it would perhaps

.

seem better fitted to explain the logical role of theological
terms, therefore, than the analogy of■proportlonaiity which
is rendered helpless by the extreme diversity between God

and everything else.,

• (a)-Formally Uninformative
But analogy of attribution, unlike proportionality, is
uncbncerned with the formal or proper character of more than
one of its analogatss*

It Is content merely\to. state that

the analogue is predicated to the other analbgate In a "de
rived" sense*

If thé relation-between the anàlogates is that

of cause and effect, then the analogy of attribution allows
us to apply the name of the charseteristic possessed formally
in the prime analogate to the other analogste solely because
of its power to cause the characteristic in question.

A

mountain resort is called "healthy" not because it possesses
that particular charaoteristle formally but simply because
of its ability to produce health in men.

Thus, In Thomist

terminology, the mountain resort la "virtually" rather then
formally healthy. But .this means that the analogy of attri
bution allows us to remain in ignorance of the formal nature
of one of the analegatee; our aim, on the contrary, was to
discover precisely these formal cha-racteristics of God and

somehow Justify our language about them.

The analogy of

attribution tells us nothing of which we were ignorant before ;
it merely tails us that what is capable of producing an
effect may have applied to it the term properly signifying

that effect' in virtue of the fact that —
duce that effect.

it is able to pro

In other words, whatever can produce an

effect can produce an effect!

Such an analogy can tell us

nothing about God which we had not accepted beforehand if
we are thelsts, that is, that he is the cause of finite
phenomena.

Thus when we say that God and Mr. Jones are both good
or that they ere both beingp. remembering that the
content which the' word "good or "being" has for us
is derived from our expérience of the goodness and
the being of creatures, we are, oo far as analogy of
attribution is concerned* saying no more that that
God has goodness or being in whatever way is neces
sary if he is to be able to produce goodness and being
in his creatures. This would not seem necessarily to
indicate'^ anything more than that, the perfections
which are found formally in various finite modes in
creatures exist virtually in God* that is to say,
that he is able to produce them in the oreatures; it
does not seem to necesaitate that God possesses them
formally himself.!
We shall not discuss the metaphysical question of whether

or not whatever ia able to produce a given characteristic
in another must necessarily itself possess this characteristic

in a nan-metaphorical (more than "virtual*) manner^ —
Mascall* Existence and Analogy, p. 102.

but

Dorothy M. Emmet dismisses the insistence that there
must be a literal resemblance between causes and effects as
"mere superstition" in The Mature of Metaphysical Thinkin*^.
London; Macmillan and Company _ 1945* p. 18).

such a principle is at least not aeif-evidently trqe*

"it

is at least oohoeivable that a Orsator might oreater'a'^ universe
which contained no vestige of resemblance to his own Being. "!
Whether 6r not this is trué, the analogy of attribution is
uninformative:

if the prlnoiple "only like causes like" Is

true,,then a cause Is formally qualified by the oharaoteristica which it can effect in virtue of this metaphysical
truth, not in virtue of the analogy of attribution; If it ia
not true, then we grant a oauae the names of the character
istics which it can effect (if we do so) in virtue of our
deoisiqn.to allow this usage despite the cause’s merely vir
tual and not necessarily formal possession of the charaoterIstlo.

The analogy of attribution seems, on this objection,

to. be entirely redundant*

à partial

defence may. be found in the oohtention that

the non-analogical empirical effects which a cause is capable
of.producing are highly slgnlfleant clues suggesting the

nature of the cause,

"if, for example, Gpd has created In-

tellectual beings, we cannot suppose that He is Himself less
than Intalligëntl"^

It Is worthwhile for us to remind our-

selves- of this by applying the. term "intelligent" to":God
whether dr not "intelligence" in anything like the formal
sense.is actually to be found in God’s nature.
^Oasserl^, oo. cit., p. 52.
2

Oopleston, Aquinas. o. 132.

A SGodnd point In defenoe mlgtit be that the analogy of
attribution (or tb@ way of Analogy generally) was not Introduoed In order to be "informative" in the aènae whloh the ob^
jection aeaumea, but, rather* to analyze the:logloal justifi
cation for uelnR lânKua^e in a tbeologioal oonneotlon.

To

Score itc "redundancy" la to reproach It for failing to carry

out .a' function which never was claimed for it.!

this a n - .

ewer to the objection reminds ue yet more àtrohgly of the Im

portance for Analogy of some supplementary means; for discoverihg Bon-analogloal' truth ■about God. An Independent basis

for Analogy must somehow be provided, perhaps through disco-

vering metaphysical neoessltles or perhaps by establishing

relations between God and the world on which Analogy may be
founded::

relations such as "creator of ihtelledtual beings."

As Professor jBinmet points out:

'

.L.the appropriateness of the a n a l o g depends on the
reality of the relation which it exemplifies. The exIstenqe of the relation cannot be established by snalogical argument ; but if there are indepehdent grounds
for sssertlng it. It can bè described analogically.^
(b) Virtually Excessive

The second objection which analogy bf attribution must
face Is that It allows far too many predicates to be applied

■to God, 'If to be the cause of something Is virtually to be
cha-racteriisable by the same name* then if God is the cause

of all, things ha is virtually all things and thelets should

be willing to apply all conceivable predicates td him in

Ipor E-further'discussion, of this understanding of Anal
ogy and related points see Part Three* below* Ohapters Seven

and Nine,'

%m m e t * og. clt.. p. 180.

this virtual sense.

As the cause of the physical universe

he must he (virtually) hot* heavy, multi-ooldured* and ao on.
The analogy of attribution admits of no control.

If some*

but not all* of the predloates claimed by this method of

analogy are held to be formally as well as virtually appli
cable to God* then what is to distinguish them?

Oan the

thelet be content to admit a method of talking which would
seem to make God sweet-tasting as well as good, finelypowdered as wall as wise?
To answer this objection s. theist might insist that
some of God’s "perfections" are formally appropriate to his

nature while others are only virtually appropriate.

He might

deduce from God’s nature which, perfections vrouId fall into
which' class.!

But to make such deductions, a prior non-

analogical knowledge of God’s nature is demanded.

Once again

we find ourselves writhin a circle from which- there appears to

be no ready exit.
3, Summary, —

We must soon deal with the classical

attempts to break out of this circle, therefore, by means of
"an argument which claims to prove the existence of an infinite and necessary Being* the creator of the world * neither
from revelation nor from any abnormal experience* but from

pure reasoning, starting from such experience as is common
!0f, Hawkins * The :Essentials of theism, especially
Chapter VI}'

to all men and which no one can deny,"!

But first let. ys

summarize what seem to be the two fundamental difficulties
for onelogical discourse about God if unsupported by such
prior non-analogloal knowledge concerning him.
(a) Logically Independent?

First* the question may be eeked of Analogy whether it
Is -- as it claims —

a genuine "middle way."

It was called

In to mediate between the anthropomorphism of unlvocel predi
cation on the one hand and the a^ostlolsm of equivocal pre
dication on the other.

Yet Analogy as we have seen It seems

more to be a combination of —
and forth between —

or* better, e running back

the two unacceptable extremes.

The

"way of affirmation" is stressed until it seams.that the
brink of anthropomorphism has been reached ; then* with a
flurry of denials * the retreat is made into the "way of
negation" until the the!at seems bound to fall into a cliasm
of agnosticism* from which he recovers himself only to head
back towards anthropomorphism!

Father Oopleston spms up well

It would appear...that the theistic philosopher is
faced with a dilemma* If he pursues exclusivsly the
negative way, he ends in sheer agnosticism* for he
whittles away the positive meaning which a term or
iginally had for him until nothing is left. If* how
ever, he pursues exclusively the affirmative way, he
lands in anthropomorphism. But if he attempts to
combine the two ways. as indeed he must if to is to
!Mark Pont ife x , The Existence of .C l o d . London :
Longmans, Green and Oompany* 1947* p. v.

,, ■.
both extremes. ;
■■b.l.a mind appears to 'oscillate
between anttorobomorohlsm and agnostiolam .^

If such oscillation is the inescapable fate of theological,language *'suspicion is thrown on the logical status

of Analogy as an independent alternative to the horns of the

dilemma which the theist wishes to escape.

Given some In

dependent knowledge of God’s existence and nature* perhaps
this logical difficulty might be overlooked

or even found

to be,a negative sort of confirmation of the theistlo claims*
Then we might be able to admit thht in all our knowledge of
God "we know him ’in terms’ of creatures# but with them we
know him as transcending them* as perfect and infinite."^
But until we are given some non-analogloal grounds for.sup
posing that "God transcends all His effects

we may suspect

that the theist is merely confused and undecided as to which
horn of the dilemma he would prefer to be impaled upon!
(b) Factually Relevant?
Second* even if the way of Analogy were seen to be a
perfectly unexeeptlonable logical alternative to uriivooal or
equivocal speech we should want to know to what extent this

ahslogical language could claim a reference to any state of
affairs*

Oopleston makes the useful distinction between an

analogy’s "subjective meaning" and its "objective meaning."

p.

^Obpleston,

"The Meaning of the Terms Fredleated of God*"

9 6 . (The italics

are mine).

%retliowa-B, og. cit.. p. 43.

^Oopleston.. .Aquinas. p. 133
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**By *objeotiTfs meaning-

I unûenatanct that which Is actually
!

referred to by the term In question (that le* the objective
reality referred to), and by ’subjective meaning’ I under
stand the meanlng-oontext which the term has or can have
for the human mind *

No matter how expertly the -theologian

treads the tlght-rope of analogical predication* his refer-

.ence must be to the human mind so long as he Is dealing with
linguistic niceties rather then objective xfaot.

To give the

least inadequate accounts of God the theolo^an may be,bound

to the use of Analogy $

It may wall be that "this is simply

one Of the characteristics of.our.understanding of descrip
tive' statements about God.

In our language about God we

always .move within thé)sphere of analogy."^

But If we are

ever to determine whether any "objective mbènlng! of our

analogies exists it seems that we must move -- for the time
at least—

out of that sphere.

Perhaps Father Oopleston

makes a more sweeping statement than ha ,intendsÿ . therefore #
when, he .says:

-

What I have called the "qbjeotlVe meaning" of the
terms pi^adicted of God transcends qur experience.
Renca It canndt be positively and adequately desy
oribCd, All we can do is to attempt.to purify the
’subjective meaning.'^ And in doing so we are
caught inextricably In the interplay of affirma
tion and negation of which I have spoken.3
It would seem * however, that the theologian at some
^Oopleston, "The Meaning of the Terms Predicated
of God," p. 96,
%.bid,, p, 97.

3^00 . Clt., (the italics are mine)'

point must at least try to do more than purify the "subjec
tive meaning" of bis language . One of his traditional tasks
has been to give evidence: for the existence of the Object of
his linguistic efforts

and to seek to discover at least some

grain of non-analog!ca1 knowledge about him wherewith to
check —

however inadequately —

his further talk about God.

As Oopleston himself writes in another frame of mind:
There must, of course, be some control of analogical
predication in the context. That Is to say, if ana
log! cal prédication about God is not to be wild talk,
there must be some assignable reason for using one
term rather than another.1
Without this "control" we must conclude with Dorn Illtyd

Trethowan that "analogy...is only a name for [the] mysterious

relationship in which creatures stand to God.

It is not an

answer to problems , but the statement of a philosophical

mystery."^

It is therefore needful to turn to an examination of the

traditional means by which such non-analosical natural know
ledge of God has been sought.

Austin Ferrer is convinced

that "God cannot be described in literal, terms, but only in
analogies from the created world,"3

But even so we must go

^Gopleston, Aquinas. p. 133.

^Dpm Illtyd Trethowan, to Essay in Ohrlstian Fhilosoohy.
London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1954'J'''p4':éç.
^Austin F a r r e r " A n English Appreciation," in Kerrma
and Myth. A Theological Debate, edited by Hans Werner
Barts oh and translated by Reginald H, Fuller, London:
1953# p. 217v
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on to ask, as he does , "fo what sort of reality beyond the
analogies do the analogies refer?"!

The Demonstration of God’s Existence
A. The Ontological Argument

1.
earlier,2

The argument*

As we have had occasion to.note

one attempt at demonstrating non-analogio&lly the

existence of God has taken the form of a study in conceptual
analysis. . This argument proceeds from a definition of God
to the assertion of his infinite existence on the sole grounds

of the concepts there involved* - "God *" according to the
Anselmian version of this famous argument, is properly under

stood as that being "quo malus nihil cogitari poteat"3 (than
which no greater can be thought).

To reflect bh this defin-

iton, according to the Ontological Argument, is to discover

the aelf-evldenèè of the existence of the One so defined;

since no matter how great the object of one’s thought might •
be, it would be/ greater If existing as well as merely con
ceived.

The idga of God (alone) would be less great than the

actual, existing God, because the idea alone (if conceived
ibid. . p. 217*

2Of.

above, pp. 159^160*

Of also p. 193.

% t * Anselm, ProsloRion. ii., cited, by Mascall in gcistenoe and AnaloKv. p. 22; cf. also Oonlestbn. Aquinas.
p T l o W Masca 11, He m o . .la,, p. 31.

a.0 non-actual) lacks something —

existence. ■ But God Is

defined as lacking (being less great than) nothing; lienee
hé cannot lack existence; hence the idee, of God'as a being
than which no greater can'be thought tout something: non-exis

tent is a logical o6ntradition; hence G6d existé, and exists
necessarily. .Anselm in other, words, argued that t
...if the being than which no greater can be thought
existed only mentally or in our Idea, it would not
be that than which âo greater can be, thought. ' For
.#/.'greater :.(that is-* _more perfect) being could be
„ thought, namely one which existed apart from our
idea of it. And he concluded that ho one can hâve
the idea of God and understand it and yet at the
same:.time: deny that God exists,.!
If we deny actual existence to God, then we are saying that
we can think of something greater than our non-existent God
— ■-.that- la,

and existent

God.

But this means that we claim ^

to be 'able .to think of a beinR greater than the being "than
which no greater can-be thpught."

And this is clearly absurd.

It would appear that on this foundation analogical predication :
of perfections to God might be justifiable; not only are we
assured that there is an object to which our language may be
said properly to refer* but also we are given an important
Insight into the nature of this being;

God is the unusual

sort of being who (or which) exists necessarily.

With this

foothold on natural non-analosical knowledge of God it would
seem that we might return to our analogies with more success
at "working" them profitably.
I
'
^Oopleston. âcuinas. p. 108.

2. The ohjectioris. — .The Ontological Argument In Its
clasaloal expression, however, leaves most theist a—
even
■
those who are most anxious to,find a basis for analogical
language'about God —

dissatisfied on several grounds.-

(a) The Gap Between Thought and Existence

First, these theists would agree with a point made
earlier in connection with J.J,Q. Smart’s treatment of the
argument;!

Necessities of thought must not he supposed

capable, of deciding qu-s.atibte of existence but only issues
of hypothetical relationship.

E.L, Mascall notes, "the argu-

ment in any case only proves that God, defined as St. Anselm
defines him, cannot he thought of e x c e p t 'as a c t u a l l y existing, and this is a very different thing from proving that he
actually exists."^

P.O. Oopleston rejects the notion that

logical necessity ever is capable of proving existence.

"To

think that it does is to be guilty of an illicit transition
from the conceptua 1 to the existentiaX order."3

D .J.B-.

Hawkins, acceptlog .the truth of the argument (properly understood) but not its importance as a proof. explains that its

real logical form is that of a hypothetical ontaliment ;

The genuine purport of the principle of the ontological
argument becbmes...clearer if we see that it is inten
ded to be an entaiIment. Whan we express it in
^Of. also pp. 202-203, above.
p

E.L. Mascall.■ Existence and.Analo^xv. pp. 22-23

^F.G. Oopleston, Aquinas, p.

hÿpo.th,eiical; foi*m it beobmeB the statement* ,Xf in
finite being exists, it exists necessarily• îhls is
perfectly true and eifident, but It Is equally evident
tbat "such a premiss,, is qf no help In showing that ■
■infinite •being aqtually exlat.sv \it ^Is .important,•
however, to notice that the objection to the prlnolple of the ontqlogioai argument is not that It is
false but that^ Mien properly understood^ it Is uselass for the purpose for which it is put forward*!
(b) The Difficulty of the Thought
A second objection, however, cuts even deeper.

The

very.definition of God in ^nselmian.terms may be questioned,^
Other '^definitions" verbally similar may be shown to be mean
ingless or contradictory; what is to prove that Anselm's
%eflnition" of God may not fall into such difficulties?

If

"infinity" is defined, for example, as "a number than which
no greater can be conceived," we fall into unmeaning since
whatever fantastically great number is imagined a greater may
be thought by simply adding the number "one" to it.

A.E.

Tâylôr offers a further exjample of meaninglessness In the

phrase "a line so crooked that none'cropleder can be cohèt ;\
cèivad,"^

Is the definition of God as a being "than which

no greater can be thought" in an equally unsavoury logical
position?

If thelsts could produce independent grounds for

showing that this is not the case, then no amount of verbal
%awkln8\ The Essentials of Theism, pp. 68-69#
"2

Of. E,L. Masoall's treatment of this possible objection In He Who Is, pp. 32-34,
'

.E, Taylor, "Thelam," MPcveldmeila of Religion and

Ethics. Volume XII, p.

^

similarity need discredit Anselm's definition of God, but
"unless- this objection can be refuted the whole argument is
circular."^

It is not even clear a priori.that all positive

oharaoteriatioa of "being" are compatible with one another*

If they' are not, than the definition as it stands is actually
as self-contradictory as would be a definition of some hypotheticàl plane figure as "perfectly embodying all possible

charaet'eriatiCB of squares, triangles^ circles, and ellipses,"
(o) The Mature of "Existence"

à third

objection, recognized by many theists, is Sant's

famous dictum that existence is not a predicate*

Even if the

logically suspect definition on which the Ontological Argument is based can be proved to be valid, "the argument depends
upon the assumption that actual existence is a quality that,
like other qualities, can be included in the concept of the

essence of a being, so that @ being which possesses it.and a
being which does not can be compared in respect of their
'greatness.'"'^

To predicate qualities of something is to

describe it; but to claim existence for something is not to
continue describing it in the same sense, it is rather to
•assert something about its place in the world of actualities,.
The point of this objection would not be blunted by showing
that ordinary language does in fact often treat existence as

a predicate •—

Or even if it should be insisted'that to say

^Maso&ll, IXisteBoe .'and AnâlORV. p. 22,

% b l d ,, p. 23*

that a thing exists la to "say something about It" -- since
the Ka'ntiah objection' merely points out that "existence" le
not a predicate on a par with predicates of qualities, but
something quite different from qualities, somOthlhg underlying (if such figurative language ■may iie usedzwlthddt Docklam
assumptions) all qualities and therefore not legitimately
said tq increase a thing's "gerfeotion" if preaeht or to
décréasë Its' "perfection" if ^sènt#

Without the right to

employ "being" as a prédicats like the quailty-predlçates
by which we determine the'comparative "greatness" and "lacks"
of things, the Ontological Argument in its biasslcal formu
lation is powerieas as a rational argument to the existence
of a.supreme being*

The argument cannot satisfy the thelst's need for a

nonT-analoglcal foundation to support his analogical speech
about God.

Thomist thinking, indeed, from the earliest days

has been sceptical of the usefulness of this attempt to pro

vide such a foundation apart/from any reference to the exis
tential order.

In place of the conceptual analysis of St.

Anselm, ^t. Thomas offered a metaphysical analysis based on
empirical data such as change and order.

It is to this meta

physical argument^ expressed in his Five li^ys, that we shall

now turn in .hopes of f inding what the traditional Ontological

Argument could not supply.

B. The Five Ways
.1. The Five Ways butlined. —

The five arguments which

tradl11onal Thomism has found of part1cular importance for
-4"::

grounding the -language qf Ahalogy on the firm surface of nonanalogical natural knowiedge about God may bè quickly sum
marized*^
existence*

Five aspects of the world around us Imply God's
change, efficient oatas&tlon^ perishability,

degrees of perfection in certain values, and natural co-ordinatioh On the inanimate level of existence*

(1) Mothlng

changes except when induced to do-ao by something else slhoe
"change means the reduction of a thing frpb a state of potentiality to one of act, and*..a thing cannot be reduced from
potentiality to act except under the influence of â n :agent

already in act." ^ But to avoid infinité regress-a source
-

o -

of change not itself changed (an "unmoved mover," if "motion"
is broadly understood as "change") must be postulated, and
this is understood by men to be God. (11) If’things are ef-ficient pauses of one another, a first efficient cause not
Itself caused muat be postulated to avoid the intolerable
consequences of an infinite chain of efficient causes*

Such

a postulated cause, which men understand tq be God, is demanded not, to avoid infinite regress- into the past but to afford
sufficient reason for the contemporary "hierarchy of causes,

in whlclï a subordinate member is here and now dependent on
the causal activity of a higher member*"^ : (ill) Blnce
1

Thèse sutearies-reflect modem British expositions of
Thomiat thought, in particular Bopleston'e Aquinas and
Mascall*a He Who Is*

;%opl6,ston, Aquinas* p. 117* ' •^Ibid.* p* 118*
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visible things.qome to be and perish, their exlatanoe is not
necessary.

If, supposing infinite time, all things were thus

"contingent" (capable of not existing), a time would have to
come when all things had perished; but, since nothing can
come from nothing, once this state had been reached nothing
would ever again have .existed,

"But it is clear as a matter

of fact that there are things,

Therefore it can never have

been true to say that there was literally no things

Therefore

it, is impossible that all things should be capable of exis
ting or not existing.
■1

being,"

There must, then, be some necessary

This necessary being is called 0od, ' (Iv) Various
'

things possess perfections, like goodness, in different de

grees,

But If this is the ease, then there must exist a

supreme good to which these various degrees of perfection

approximate and which itself is the cause of finite attempts
to approximate it*

This supreme embodiment and cause of

every finite perfection is known by men as "God," (v) Monintelligent beings-are seen to 'co-operate blindly to the
production of a marvellous end-result , the.cosmic order.
Thus final causes are as much a part of nature as efficient
I

i

I

causes.

But final causes in unconscious matter imply an In-

talllgence outside the visible process manipulating material
things for a given purpose.

and order is recognized as
^Ibid. ,

This author of cosmic purpose

In ea-eh of these arguments , God's existence ie, alleged
to be entailed by some common feet of our world of experience ;

but what sort of "entaiIméht" can be claimed for the
elusions of the Five Ways?

cob-

Does St. Thomas suppose that the

conclusions of his arguments are logically entailed by his
premisses, so that to deny them while recognizing the factual
premisses would be self-contradlctory?

Copleston repliesi

He did not of course, regard the proposition "there
are things which come into being and. pass ■away"' as

logically entailing the proposition "there is an ab
solutely neceseary or independent being" in the sense
that affirmation of the one proposition and denial of
the other involves one in a verbal or formal llnguistio contradiction. But he thought thàt metephysioal
analysis of what it pbjectIvely means to be;a thing
which comes into being and passes ;away shows that
- such a thing host depend existsntialiy on-an abso-'
lutely néceasary beingè And he thought that metaphysical ahalysis of what it objectively means to
be a changing thing shows that such & thing depends
oh a supreme ünmpyed mover.!
There is a kind of contradiction, but not a merely formal
one, in accepting the empirical premi-aaas of the Five Ways
without admitting their theological concluaiona.

"But the

contradiction can be made apparent only by means of meta
physical analysis.

And the entaliment in question is funda

mentally an ontological or causal entaiImeht."^

2'. The Five Ways as the OosinoloRicàl Ari^ument. —

In this

last statement we are given a hint of what gives the Five
Ways their unity.

The entailment on which they depend for

their acceptance is a causal entaiIment —

^Ibld., p. 3.14.

that is,

%bta.. pp. 114-115

entaiIment based on the notion of the dependence of one
b e i n g 'on another. t This admittedly is; not the, same meaning

of "oause" or "cansal" with which eplentists have found that
they oen operate quite adequately, but "the sufficiency of a
phenomahalistlc interpretation of causality for purposes of
physical science proves nothing against the validity of a
metaphysioal notion of causality."

The importance for the

Five Ways of real causai relations (which, D.J.B# Hawkins
insists despite Hume and Kent , are immediately perceived

relations, "as much a: part of the brute facts as .'the terms
which they relate"^} cannot be exaggerated.

As Father

Copleston ■a.ss.ertst
All the arguments, indeed, treat of dependence in some
form or other. And i think that this idea will be
found to be involved in.ali arguments for the èxis^
tence of God which are in any"real sense ;a. posteriori.^

Thus- each of the arguments which compose the Five Ways may be
considered to be variations on one primary theme, depeiidenoet
the dependence of change on the unchanged, the dependence of
efficient causality on the uncaused, the dependence of the
,

perishing on thp unperishable , the dependence of the approxi
mately perfect on the absolutely perfect, the dependence of

the unintelligent but ordered on the intelligent orderer.

If

this is recognized, then serious admissions may be made about
^Ibid.* p. 119;.
.%awk.in3, The Essentials of Theism, p. 2):.
^OQOloston. Aquinas. p. 123 .
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lD8 deqùacl0 8 In the formulation of the Five Ways without
necessarily abandoning the central point which Bt. Thomas
wee attempting to press.

The fourth argument, for example,

from degrees of perfection, is virtually abandoned b y F.O*
Ooplèaton as "difficult to grasp" and In need of quite dif
ferent presentation to modern minds from the form "in which
it is Gxprossed by Aquinas who was able to assume in his
readers ideas and points bf view which can no longer be
presupposad;"!

Bir Edmund %ittaker is equally ready to

foregb the first argument, from "motion" or change, as dis
credited by modern theories of dynamics which have rejected
the Aristotelian notions of "act" and "potency" which —
the best science of his time —

as

were accepted by St* Thomas'.^

We have used the word "dependence" for the key notion
of the Five■Ways rather than overt "causal" language, although
either would serve, to avoid.giving the impreasion that the
traditional arguments to the existence of God are in any
sense merely causal hypotheses.

Aquinas, says Copleston:

ë.*did not regard the 'proposition affirming God's ex
istence as -a causal''hypothesis in the 'sense of being
in principle révisable, as a hypothesis, that is to
say , which might conceivably have to be revised in the
light of fresh empirical data or which might be sup
planted by a more economical hypothesis* This point
can perhaps be a#en most clearly in'the \oa sa of'.his
■ third argument, which is based on the fact that there
are things which come into being and pass away* In

2
Sir Edmund Whittaker, Space and Spirit.,.London: 'Thomas
Nelson and'"Sons, Ltd*, 1947, pp*. 46-^47..'
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Aquinas'-,opinion no fresh sciantiflo knowledge about
. the., physical-e'ons.titutipn of such things could affect
the validity of the argument#!
_
It is, then, the thli*d argument/ the Goemologloal Argument
from "oontlngenoy," which most clearly expresses the essen
tial philosophical contribution of the Five Ways (despite
the failure of Thomas himself to put particular, stress on it)
since this is the•argument wbloh explicitly deals with the
dependence of the finite on the infinite.^
level this az^gument is

At Its deepest

coercive for anyone who is willing to

admit the problem which Is set by the existance of finite
and'nori-s.elf-explanatory-beings*

Many other evidences may

be admitted aa. "problems" for which non-theiatic explanations
are possible#

Bbt one can hardly admit that the existence of finite
being at;@11 constitutes a serious problem and at the
same time maintain that the solution can be found any
where else than In affirming the existence of the
transfinite* If one does not wish to embark; on the
path whioh leads to the afflrmatl-on-df,'transcendent
being* one had to deny the reality of the problem,
assert that things "just are" and. that, the existen
tial problem in question is a pseudo-problem *3 '
There is, then, no need to discuss the individual merits

or demerits of the segmràte arguments which make up the
Thomlst Five Ways, it i'a enough to put the underlying Gosmo logical Argument in Its most general form:

if finite things

exist which fail to provide a basis for their own existence
^Oopleston, Aquinas. pp. 115-114*
p

Ibid..

p,

125.

5

-Ibid#.

P#

124

then we must either ewaIlow a radical irrationality or admit
the existence of a being which ôoülé account for the exiatenèe of fihlteè; but finite things do exiet;,therefore —

.

if we are to eeoepe unreason at the very root of our thinking

about thé world —

an adequate oâUBe of these finite things

exlGtS'è

The arguments, :ae we hay© seen, depend simply, upon the
brute fact of the existence of being,as being; .The '
particular-properties of the beings under considération
are entirely irrelevant. .A b it has somewhere been said.,
reduc.ed. ■to their 'bare essentials^ they .are equivalent to
the unadorned assertion; "If anything exists, God must
: exist; if God does not exist, hbthlng can exist."!
3, The Oosmolofdoal Armiment. —

If what we desire is a

demonstration in nonfsnalogical terms of the existence of
God, then, we should examine the Oosmologioal Argument more
closely.

The only presupposition required by this argument

is. the apparently unexceptionable platitude that -nothing can
exist, without à sufficient cause.

This igrà^^nted, then unself-

existing, things .require .a self&pxistipg-.ioansç%ùUhself-craated
things ï:»equire a creator*

It seems jthat we have at lest dis-

oovsred the foundation on whlbb theological language may
confidently be srected,

God is not described as to qualities

and perfections by means of this e%ument; that would be the
fune11on of;analog!oa1 language work ing in 6ther ways, But'
God is shown to be required as the creative cause,of all
finite existence#

And this means that he must, in order to

.^Maacall,' He Who is, p* 65

be creative oause, be both Infinite plenitude of being end
neoeesery existent*

With this much Information, the anelo^

gle@. b)r which we .attempt to apeak further of God have pr%l8e
of proving more adequate.for our purposes, elnoe a. real

ceueal relation is, provided for the analogies of attribution

and alnoe some rudimentary non-analogWàï Information about
"God's nature" la provided Whereby to "work" the analogies
b f proportionality.

Where they still fell, we could then at

least be confident that they were "felling gloriously,"
matched unequally against the supreme being, non-^analoglcal
knowledge of whose exlàten'cè* at least, was In our poaaeaaion#
4. The objections#

Welcome' as this- conclusion would
'■
be for thelata, however, a serious difficulty seems to destroy
,

the usefulness of the GosmolOgloal Argument to attain It:

either G o d ■Is.not -involved. 'In the argument from dependence
(in which case It would be of no value In underglrdlng re
ligious discourse) , or the ïènmmge of this argument Is Itself analogical (In which case Its claim for. est^llshlng
"non-analoglcal" knowledge about God Is false)*
(a) The Failure to Refer to God
Let us assume, first, that the language of the Oosmo^
logical Argument, on which we found the Five Ways ultimately
to hang, Is strictly univocal*

Then such words as "cause"

and "creator" and "being" will be kept carefully to the
meanings which are familiar and imderstood by ue.

The Oosmo-

logical Argument will thon call for a sufficient cause within

the aeries of aauaee to aceotmt for the exist en ee of finite
things.

Bometlmea defOndera of the argument epee^k as though

this ip in fact what they mean.

F#0# Oopleaton, for example,

at one-point atatee that Aqulnap requires a first mpmber of
the qausal order In

famous argument:

.

unless there is a "first" mejnber a mover which la
not Itself moved or a cause whleh does not itself depend oii thè. causal aotÎTity of a higher.pause ^ it is
not possible to'explain'the "motion" or the oausal
açtïVi ty of the low est memh er.!

But If the "dausq" w M o h tho Oosmologioal Argument requires
SL member.of the causal order whloh is enqopntered in or
dinary #perienoe^ then Rant's orltlolsm oomop to play in
its full force on the further olalms that this"cause is
somehow privileged

a termlnusr.to the qhain of causal

(or ontological) dependency*
T

.

>. ■

argue that the world must have had some sovereign
first oause and that Gpd is that cause, at the same time
insisting that I am employing the term "cause" uniypcally*.., then, as Kant showed, the argument is failsclouq, or at all events does not prove anything, like what
I intend it to prove; If such an argument in such a
form suggests anything* "it Implies that God is -a part of
the woridrsystem, for clearly causes and affects are
terms in a single series and belong to the same order
of reality*. Bimilarl^ÿ i can be shovm that ho form of
the cosmologio&l argument, ia valid if the term which it
employs to specify-thè relationship between God and the
world is univocal*^
Nor is this criticism of the Cosmological Argument es

sentially based on a nominslist or phenomenal!at view of the
^Oonleston. Aquinas./pp. 118-119., (the italics are mine)

jCaaserlpy,,^ ijgt,. cit.# pp. 8)^84

-■ '■ '

.

nature of oausallty, àe some théiste eeem to aseume,

An?r

vlGW of oauaallty baèed qn possible humah experience (that
lé, any univocal use of terme) le equally vulnerable to

Kant's orltiolsm onee a given Instance of auoh "causality"
is c1.alme(l as a possible stooblnf^'^oolnt in the causal order.
The Gdsmologlcel Argument, if it employs completely univocal
terms, therefore, is unable to accomplish its primary aim, to
and the- Irratibhallty 'of an Infini

regress of dependence by

offering a halting^polnt in sufficient raason..
Hpplng to escape this dlffieulty, qome^Wlght attempt to
define "cause" initially with the-"first cause" In mind; but
this would, as Austin Ferrer points out, be"oheatin^^
...for (a) It/involves assuming the validity of a
notion we are setting out to demonstrate
viz.
divine oauaality; and (b) it assumes that the differ
ence Of divine causality from nat^iral' causality is
not précisély euch.as to unfit'it.for the part of
first term to the series of natural oauses. But'
this assumption-can only be justified if we have
independenk knowledge- of what divine causality is.!
(b) The Failure to Escape Analogy
But defendez*8 of this keystone argument of the ]&ive
Ways seldom suggest that the "cause" which is required by
the existential dependence of finite being on something other
than itself is "merely another member" in the causal order.
On the contrary, great pains are taken to point out that
"causality" of this sort must be unique, and thfit the rela?'

tionshlp between infinite "cause" and finite "effect" can be

1

Farrar, Finite and Infinité, p. T.
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desoribéd In thlQ language only thanks to an imperfect ana
logy*

No

oboeen to desorlbe this absolutely singular

relatidnsblp can hope to beunlvooal elnqe their very appror

prlatenaea to ordinary states of affairs (the ground of their

:

common.ueefulneee) disqualifies them frein.describing the
completely unique*

F*0*,. Copleston, who seemed at one point

to allp Into an easy oompaMaon of the' "first cause" with

ordinary causes, is elsewhere- fully aware of the nrob'lem:

The "reflective power of mind," he tells us. Is required If

we are to speak of God as In any way a "cause," since "if the
causal .
relation means precisely a re].ation betifcen phenomena"^
then to apply the word outside phenomena "cannot be theo
retically justified*,.#"^

Hé insista, therefore, that the

term when applied to God should be used analogically *

*...Aquinas la not bound to produce other Instances of
the ontological entallment which he asserts between the
existence of finite things and God* .Though the relation
of c;?eBtures to God is analogous in some way to the re
lation of Oausai dependence of one finite thing on an
other! the former relation is^ if we consider it as
such, unique.3
Rot only the word "cause" but also the qompenion-term
"create" or "creatlve" is to be taken in an analogical sense.
Î

Indeed it must be if God's "creation" is to dispense with
the need for pre-existent material, tiring labour, the ina
bility to foretell precisely the nature of the object to be

1

Oopleston, "Gome Reflections on Logical Positivism,"
Dublin Review. 1950, reprinted in Oontemborary'Philosophy. p.56
O"'
% '
""tog* cit.
‘Oopleston, Aguteas':.-p. 115*

created, and other such unavoidable aspects of human creativ
ity.

J.V. langmead Gasserley criticizes fhomist reliance on

the concept of the "creature-creator" r©latiohshlp on the
grounds that it Is too weak an analogy to bear the weight of
the philosophical conclusions it is supposed to bear:

.. ;in 'any .case ^ human .c.reatcrsi. ;do not create 'like
God;,;- out of nothing ; and ;•t he analogy therefore be- .
tween Creator God and /creative mm is perhaps too
fragile to bear the weight of the imposing philo.
sophical structure which St, Thomas proposes to erect.^
E.L. Msscall would not deny that the word is used ana
logically, but insists that the proper us© is the theological
and that human "creativity" is in fact the derived and improper sense*

But as a eonsequence of this inversion it must

be admitted that: "creation cannot be Imagined by us; if it

could it would not be Creation, for our mental images are
invariably made up out of elements in our past experience,
and to nothing In our experience does creation, in the strict
sensé, a p p l y I n

ordinary speech "the word is there used

in a sense which bears a distant and very- imperfect analogy
to its primary and proper 'sense*"3

F-.O. Copleston sides

with MaaCall:

We can, indeed, speak of a "creative" artist; but
creation in this context implies a pre-existing material
and has not got the same meaning as it bears in the nro-^
position affirming the creation of the world by God,4

Iw

"

^

Git* p* 52*

%ascall. He .Ifho Is. p* 98*

"Oopleston, Aquinas. p. 137*

^Ldo > pit*

On'either alternative., of course,'whether one makea "creation"
anaiogloal In respect to God or In respect to man, our pre
cious hope of finding In It a univpcal term deeorlblng In a
clearly -understandable way the relation between finite end infinite (and thus grounding the aosmo^bgioa! Argument) is lost.
; Even .the concept of the "being" of God la held to be an

analogical one#

% p r Aquinas tharo are different levels of

being or different kinds of/beings, which db not belong to

' one genus and cannot be added together#
-

- ' ''

are incommensurable.

''

In reality they
■-,■

*

Illtyd frathowan, rejects-the notion

that to.talk about thé "being" of God or of the "analogy of
being" should in aziy way refer to. some "jbt^insic community

among hcinga." 'Instead theiStlo language of this sort simply

signifies "the relationship in which the finiteds discovered

to. stand to the Infinite, a relationship which i.s sui generis,"^

' bn this basis, it .would be o^ no help to/ust^^^^^

if we

ooüld, that God is a "belhg" Sincé wbat this might meap would

be undiscOverable to us whose variety of being shares no

"obmmunity" with God's but is "in reality incommensurable."
■

5. 'Bummarv. —

,
Thus we have .been disappointed In the

potenpy.' of the Five Ways: as-summarized in the Oosmological
Argument to do for us what was 'expected of it#
....

It was to

■provide us with natural non-analogical knowledge of God in
response to the need which earlier analysis had uncovered.
^Ibid.. p. 141.

^Trethowan.■dertaintv# p# 46#

»

Upon examination, the Five Ways were seen to depend on the
Oosïïiological Argument to the effect that there must be a nec
essary relation of dependence between the world of finite
things and its sufficient creative cause*

Thé "cosmological

relation," however, was discovered either to rbe univocally
causal ‘and/thereby to fail" to 'Impllbete ''a-;transcendent'' God' '
in :thë{/disoussibh or to b a ,so vaguely analogical

■■point,s-

that'--our 'h6pe;:)o,f:nbneànaloglcal/: grounding/for,-Analogy ■was. ;
dashed.

The theolPgical rdllémmà with whibh wa began has not

been escaped; on the contrary, it has been re-emphasized.
E.L. Mascall puts the problem well when he says to his fellowthelstsi ■'

tou are in fact in an insoluble dilemma w If you assert
existence and causality of God in the same senaa in
which you assart theà of finite beings, you are render
ing God incapable of fulfilling the fuhotion for whose
perfbrm&nca you alleged him to be neoesaary. But if
you assert existence and causality; of God in ah alto
gether different sense from that in which you assert
them of finite beings, you are making statements about
God to which you can# ex hvoothesi. assign no Intel
ligible contèht. God therefore is either useless or
unthinkable; thi# would seem to be the conclusion of
the matter.!
The shifting sands of Analogy seem to turn under our

spade no matter where we dig, as long as we insist on some
trans-linsuistic ground for our theological discourse.
Neither the traditional statement of the Ontological Argument

nor thé, Thomist Five Ways have been able to support us-; .the
Ontological Argument could offer no existential anchor and
■ ^MascÀ-ll, Existence and Analogy, p. ,87. '

the OosïïiQlogldal ârguïïient itself proved to be fabricated
from analogies#

The first argument reduces to tautology, the

second to equivocation*

On neither, s,s they have been pre«
r
sented, can theological discourse rest comfortably. But

other alternatives are open to the the!at *

Perhaps the dem

onstrations which have failed us did so because of a mis
taken approach -- being modeled after inappropriate geometrical or scientific proofs.

Perhaps reinterpretatione of these

arguments, no# imagined less to be "demonstrations" than to
be avenues of approach to the apprehension of God, may supply
us with a, sufficient basia for the theology of Analogy.
IV.

The Apprehension of God's Existence
Â. The Ontological "Argument"

A fresh

interpretation of the Anselmian approach to

the solution of bur problem, is offered by J.¥. langmead
Ceeserley.
1* The Augustiniah context of the "argument." —

In this

interpretation Oasserley urges that the Ontological Argument
be recognized as a significant development of the PlatonicAugUStinian tradition of though*^, in which "demonstrations"
played a less important part than In the rival âristotelianThomist tradition.

Whereas the Five Ways of St. Thomas begin

with external data of ordinary experience, attempting to
y

prove thé exletenoe of eoine bidden reality Implied, by the
facts around us, the earlier Augustlnlan approaob to the dieoovery of God's exletenoe was through oontemplatlon of the

depths'Of self-expérlèneo.

The mind, for Augustine, appre

hends Itself by direct and immediate'awareness

But, and here we oome to the essence of Augustine's
theism, this immediate self-consciousness is not a
"ConseiousnéBS qf the self alone', I
that 1 am,
but at the same time I know that onqà/l, was n o t /
The being which I know in' my seIf-cqhsôl ou sness is
^ clearly, not an independent,.,.self?6xplenat,ory-.being*
'% self-consciousness is the' âè.lf-copsoi.ouflness of
a creature, and carries with it an immediate appre’hensiqn of the Creator #! ,'

The cohtrést between this stress on the inner personal

experience (which reminds us of:

"Bocrates*s belief that the

beginning of knowledge Is self-knowledge , and of hie theory
that all knowledge is a kind of reminisoenoe, à delving into
the depths of the; soul which, by laying bare the essential
structure of mind, unveils at the same, time the eternal
structure of the universe"^) and the rejection

ot such

ex

perience by Sti Thomas in favour of knowledge of God based
on public, data is the fundamental contrast which divides

Anselm from Aquinas#
This insistence that Christian theism Is primarily a
metaphyaio of aelf-consciouaness, rather than a metaphysio of nature, is one of the two ways of understan' ding and expressing Christian philosophy whloh run
side by side, and in strong contrast.with each other,
throughput the/later.history,.of Christian thought./

» as* M i * , p. 44,

.257 ,

.'-

'

Hot only creature-obnsclousBess but truth-conaoiousness, aa
well, reveals to the perceptive the illuminating presence
of God.

Unfortunately,

#,.relatively superficial and extroverted minds, which
are only consciously aware of their concern for and in
tercourse with external things, remain ignorant of these
more profound factors* It is only the inwardness of the
Auguatinians which brings them up into the light of day^
and, by making us aware of ail that is involved in being
human, makes ua at the same time aware of the totality
of our dependence upon God, In whom^ most literally,
"we live and move and have our being"*! :
2# The aim Of the "argument*"

As a member of this

tradition, Casserley continués, Anselm was not (as many have
mistakenly supposed) concerned with the "demonstrat1oh" of
God’s existence in the formulation of his Ontological Argu
ment.

He waa, indeed, aware that "the question of the exis

tence of God is,..prior, philosophically speaking, to that
of the analogical description of God,"

but since he was

convinced that "the existence of God is immediately given In

and to our self-consciousness,"3 his aim was to clarify this

God-awareness in the minds of others whose self-consciousness

might be so shallow or confused as to render them unaware of
their own deepest

e x p e r i e n c e . ^

What is required, then, is not a proof that God exists,
but a demonstration of the fact that we know God already.
.

lîblâ.. p. 47.

% b i d ,. p. 57.

^Loo. olt.

% o r a critlpsl âlBcusftlon of tbia:anâ other Interpretations of Anselm's purpose, see John McIntyre, St. Anselm
and His Critics. Edinburgh:■-Oliver end Boyd, 1954; es
pecially Ghapter I, "Methodology," pp. 15-55*

and thqt this prior knowledge la the eaaantlal precon
dition of the slg-nlfioanoe and validity of all other
kinds of knowledge *!
Thus a demonstration from facta of nature would be beside
the point for Anselm;
ledge of nature#

Knowledge of Ck>d is prior to.knmr-

Christ Ian philosophy should not begin with

"everyday, external end oommon-sense things" in hopes of
:

'

'

- '

"

'v

demonstrating lèse evident theological oonolusions.
Rather it discovers one experianoe, our inward ex^
perienee of God /given in and through our sèlf-oon-.
soioueness, to be* supremely revealing and 8ignifii>
oànt among ail other experiences, and then goes on
to; interpret ell other experiences in terms of it#
God is not known through: nature but nature is known
' ;ih,God#S

To searoh for truth is to présuppose its existence| If God
is Truth, then any search for truths presupposes his existence.
In this sense, "the apprehension of God is an affair of the

ordinary human intellect,"3

It would follow that that which is presupposed in all
reflective thought» and in all significant discourse»
cannot» properly speaking» be either demonstrated or
called in question by any course of rational argument,
since all such arguments presuppose it# This one
truth, therefore, is unique in admitting neither proof
nor denial# The most that can he done is to demon- .
strate that all men in fact believe it# This is the
' purpose of Anselm’s famous "Ontological A r g u m e n t " #4
If this is Anselm’s aim, then to criticise him for

failing to leave the "oonoeptual" world is to miss the

point of Anselm(s argument.

For .God is emphatically not

. lOasserley » o£. alt #, n. 58,

% b i d #i p. 59*

3frethowaB»' to Essay In Christian Philosophy, p. 65,
Casserley, on. clt#. p..60.

...
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the sort of being who could be limited to the conceptual
world alone*

That la;

"If what I have In my mind Is simply

an idea which may or may not correspond to some external
reality, then olearly what I have In my mind is not God at
a l l . ■Anselm never supposed that -every idea, required something real to which to correspond.

Be made it quite clear In

response to Gaunilo's oriticisms that the necessary progres
sion from mental presence to extra-mental ontological conelusions ifss unique in the case of God.

Behind his argument

was the Augustinlan conviction that the "Idea" of God was not
an 'idea merely-. but the presence of God himself.

"Anselm

wap,in fact contradicting beforehand philosophical doctrines »
not yet propounded in his time, -which, we now .know as the
representative theory of perception and the correspondence
theory of truth. "3

idea of God was not "between" God and

men but was God’s indwelling presence.

Nor was it merely a

concept manufactured out of abstraotions derived from sensory
experiences of the world around us, aa St. Thomas held.

"For

him the idea of God Is. not an idea at all, in St. Thomas’s
conceptual sense, but a vivid apprehension.

Nor,Illtyd

Trethowan adds, can this "idea of God be reduced to an
emotional state, though emotion plays a part.
[Thi)§ sort of metaphysical apprehension,..is not
purely unemotional {because no mehtai condition is
that), but it has no necessary connexion with ela
tion, or with warm feelings of any kind. It is

^Ibid.. pp. 60-61,

^Ibld.. p. 62.

^Ibia., p. 63

. '

' 26o.

V

'

' '

IntellQotual awareness of/the source of being*!
The Ontologloai Argument la only a part of an effort to
persuade men to examine t W l r deepest selyês » to find the
unspeakable rtohee of Absolute Being within' the limitations
of the fliilte.

It le an attempt at expressing the sense of

the undeniable nature- of the preaenoe of God In our deepest
self-knowledge. Anselm 's error was In the.oholoe of a form

misleadingly like demonstration for his "argument" (although
w e .must remember that the Proelggion.in which the "argument"
‘ ^ ■I-■■
is.presented is itself a prayerful and devotional work) » when
a more candidly undemonstrative style would have served him
better*

..

..Indeed, perhaps the most pertinent criticism of Anselm
is that be erred fundamentally in trying to express in,
the uncongenial form Of a dialect leal demonstration a
profbund inward experience, which la. perhaps more lucldly and,,cogently Gommûnioatéd to us in the autpbiographical and dramatic, literary philosophical style
of 5t# Augustine. If we retire çufflolontly into the
depths of ourselves, if we explore reality as we know
it in the very aot of living it, such is the final
tastlmbhy of Anselm, we find ourselves face to face
with the fact of Absolute Being and We find that
Absolute Being is God *^

Trethowan agrees:
whereas St* Anselm's critics usually object that he
has taken his stand.in the order of Ideas and then tried
to move f— iilicitiy
into the order of things, I
would say that he made a mistake in allowing that there
is any question of.having to make such a move g The idea
of God, if there is one, must be an awareness of G o d . 3
---TTrethowan, 4St

^"OesserW*

Q&*

:
---------------- — — r —
----In OhriStian Philosophy. p. Ill*

olt* p. 63. ■

,

’Trethpwan, to Essay in Ohrlstian Philosophy, p. 106*
.j:----------------- .....

i .

%

Wa need not accept all of the views of the tradition to
which ânsèlm belonged in order to appreciate the value, of his
fundamental contribution to the problem confronting theology »
Absolute Being is not to be defined and dealt with in con
cepts, as Thomas recommended; we have seen the impossibility
of this approach to the unique One through would-be univocal
language* . God, rather, is to be anorehended in the depths
of personal experience.

Then, based on this indescribable

apprehension (apprehension, we note , not by some "special

organ of religious perception through which we are able to ,

enjoy supra-râtional and direct acquaintance with a spiritual
world"! but by the whole personality aware Of itself as
creature), analogical language, by which alone;the One whom
we have met can be described, is given its ground.

Thus, for the philosophers of this Augustinlan tradi-^
tion, it is not necessary for metaphysics, before it
begins to employ the way of analogy, to demonstrate,
in formal argument that the proper subject of our an
alogical assertions exists. The existenoe of God is
already given in our s elf-cons clpus experience, and
the task of the Christian philosopher is to lay bare
the latent meaning and implicatibhs of this basic apprehensiqn by employing the analogies most appropriate
to such a thème.^
B. The Oosmological "Argument"
1. The reinteroretation of the "argument." —

Hew

thought has gone, as well, into the approach to God through
the Cosmological Argument which we have seen to summarize
!çàsserley, op, olt*. P . 59^.

% b l d , * o. 68.
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the contention of the fhomlst Five Ways#

This argument, as

we noticed. Is above all an appeal from the existence of
finite or "contingent" being to the requirement of a "cause"
or "creator" for this being*

But, as we saw, not only is

the usefulness of the argument

taken as a demonstration —

severely curtailed by the inevitably analogical nature of
Divine "causality" or "creativity" but also by the fact that
the entire "proof" may be evaded by the refusal of one’s
opponent to admit the problem of "finitude," that is^ to
recognize the beings around him as being "finite" in the
'’ 1
sense which the thelat finds so significant*
If "finitude n
on the theist’s interprétâtion Is admitted as problematicsl,
then —

analytically —

thé "finite" must depend on thp in

finite" for its existence*

But an argument which must pack

so much interpretation into its premisses smacks of circu
larity Î Perhaps the aosmological Argument is not primarily
a "proof" at all, however, but an "argument" of quite a dif
ferent nature*

Were this to be shown to be the case, then

the objections which have been raised against it as a coer
cive demonstration would fall to the ground,
l.L* Mascall is prepared to choose this alternative
interpretation*

The function of the Five Ways of it, Thomas »

he tells us, is not to demonstrate the need of visible and
changing things for an invisible and changeless cause, but

!of * above # p* 246*

to point out important oonslderations about the things
around us.

Their function is to exhibit to us five different
characteristics of fiBtte beinsfi, all of which show
that it does ndt account for its owni existence. In
the last resort Bt# Thomas has only one datum for
an argument for the existence of God, ham
the ex
istence of beings whose existence is not necessitated
by their essence ; th#t is, beings in which essence
■and'exiatetioe are 'really' distinct^ The Five Ways are
not so much syllogistic proofs that finite being is
of this type as discussions of finite being which may
help us to apprehend that it is. bohsMered as proofs
they may wall'.seem.'.'to be circular.^

The goal of the Five Ways

• or, more basically, of the

Oosmological Argument

is to help our oroner aoorehenslon

of the world around us*

Once this apprehension is had, we

are on our way to a knowledge of God's exlstenoe, but still
this knowledge will not be by way of coercive demonstration.
It must be added that even when we have recognized
that finito being is of this type, the process by
which we go on to affirm the existence of God--:is
hardly to be described: âa a ^proof' in the usual
sense of that term. The existence of being in which
éèsence and existence are really distinct doe# not
' lexically•imolv the existence of a being in which
essence and existence are really identical.

The implication Is a ''metaphysical" one, as we noted earlier,5
but one which must rely on a previous apprehension of things
as dependent for their existence on à being which is not
dependent.

The Five Ways prepare us to sea this metaphysical

implication by making sure that we notice this dépendent

nature of familiar things*

%asca.ll,: Existence and AnalOf^y. p., 78*

?Loc*

Pit

*

^Of. above, p.

2

The Five Ways are therefore not so much five different
demonstrations of the existence of Sod as five differ
ent methods''of.manif estIng the radical',d'epaMetice of
finite beings upon Sod; of declaring* *.that the very
essence of finite being is to be sffect-implying-caus©*.^
Once the Çosmological "Argument'* has' given-us the

needed Insight into the nature of finite things, then we
have been brought very Closetd.thi8 apprehension of God*

The

"cosmological rela.tion" of dependency is the fundamental datum
—

and, as we have, seen, the' "Five Ways are. *.five different

aids to the apprehension of God and the ereatura in the
cosmological relation; they exhibit the cosmological relation
under five different aspects"^ —

but one© seen, the''exis

tence-of God is therby also manifested* God is not the endresult of a syllogism*

"The whole bearing ..of our discussion

has been to assert that the existonoe of God is not inferred
by a logical prooass but apprehended in a cognitive act *

We must note,, however, that.on this view God himself is not
apprehended, but, rather, we- see "God as manifested in his
creative activity in finite being; more accurately, the
object is finite being as manifesting God in his creative
act *
2.

The si.%ificanoe of the "argument." ---Given this

understanding of the Five Ways, how important arp they in

thelstic discussion?

What they show —

if they can still do

so — ‘is of the,greatest, Importance, but how effective are
%8soail, Existence and ânaloCT. p. 71.

%bia.. p, 79.

% b l d .. p. .80,

%oo. clt.

théy today in giving us the wanted appréhension of finite

being manifesting God's act?

Ma,aoall ventures' the opinion

that:
'
'
There are still people in whom this gpasp of finite
being in its dependshoe can be induced by the study'

. bf Bt* Thomas is- .Five -Ways ,%but. for most of us, I
" ' ' think it comas most easily by quietly contemple ting
any finite being, however humble, in the attitude
of wonder .V.* We shall never .^become theists if we
take the world for granted; but so long #s. we do not
take it for granted-wa are within measurable' distance
nf taking it as granted to us by

P,0# dopiest on goes even further then Eyî. Mascall by

affirming;'the'mind’s natural 'implicit" knowledge of, God# ■

"In fap.t,, the. mind-: is--by its nature orientated * as it were,

towards infinite being;

.

'

/ .

'

'

'

'

there is a dynamio impulse towards
^

.

y

.

.

..

..

.

the infinite,\ which is the ground of the will's orientation

towarW'/the, infinite good and which ultimately? makes metaphyplbs possible#"^

The ■.function-of the Five Ways'is to make our

"implicit " knowledge of -God (which "does not become what is

ordinarily called- 'knowledge' until it is made explicit
"knpwledg#i n .
■.the true sense# .

Fpr .they focus attention on those aspects of ..empirical
’ reality .which act , as it were, like pointers, and give
free ■play -to the natural orient ation of the mind i Behind all explioit argumentation in favour of /Gpd's existenoe there lies the na tural drive of the mind towards
trànsqendençe, which must be seen in close connexion
' with the will’s'driVe towards the infinité good
The key to theistlo argumentation is the noticing or

adverting to the fact of existence#

The .Cosmological-Argu-

ment is not the only means to such noticing;
1

iSMt-»

/loo, Pit #

85.

’

As Father

^ C o p le s to n , Aquinas# p .

Loo* bit#

.

;

Ooplaston points but In his artiole, "On Seeing and I^otiojng,

an:

"intuition of being" is fundamental to any metaphysioa
■ I■
wbiob would have its roots in real, existence.» If we are in
love with. Mary, for example, sometimesyw'e

have the vivid

realization, "that in certain oirdumatanoea things might not
have included the person called Mary,,.but that in a,otual

fact t%iey d o , I f

this, in general, is the sort of thing

which E,L. Mascall meant by "contemplating" finite beings,
then Oopieston-gives' us a'-logical formulation of what, in
such contemplation, the theist or proto-thelst is doing:

...what is called the "intuition of being" is à not
icing or adverting'
■to the- fact that this particular
thing I s 'a member or that these particular things are
members b f the class of t,hings or physical 'Objects,
though in certain ciroumatenoe» it might be or have
been false to say that.the class oontalns or contained
a thing or things possessing the characteristios WhlOb
could be mentioned in a description of this thing or
\of .these things,^^ .
r'' r''

The reflective awareness of existence which, is thus gained
Cannot be forced by démonstration.
like the language of the 3'ive % y e —
thought to be of thlA'f coercive type.

Theological language —
cannot, therefore, be

On the oontrer^'^, its

function is, as E,L. Mascall claimed, to draw the attention
of the hearer to a fundamental apprehension^

Lan'guage can have various functions: it can be used to
"draw attention to" And when, one has drawn attention,
one can then endeavour to express in clear language, so

'^Oopleston, "On Seeing', and. lotielng, " Bbilosooh^,- 1954,
reprinted in Contemporary Philosophy. pp. 7?«
p. 84.

-"Ibid.. p. 85.

'
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'

far as this is possible, what one has drawn attention
to# This, I think, Is what speculative metaphyalcs
tries to do in regard to the primary awareness of Being#^
C, The Gonfluence of the "ArRuments"
The reinterpretation^ of the Oosmologioal Argument along
lines such as have hèen suggested is, surprisingly, conver
ging with the reinterpretation of the Ontological Argument
which we recently examined*

Just as J.V.L* Casserley re-

jeoted as mistaken the view that thé Ontological Argument
is properly approsohe'd as a demonstration, so the. suggestion
is that the Oosmological Argument is no less wrongly treated
when taken as a logical or scientific "proof#"

And as

Oasseriey held that the real function of Anselm's argument
is to induce an apprehension of Being, so the■Ooamolagical

Argument is 'also described here*

Differencesr;still remain,

but far'fewer end smaller differences than might have been
anticipâted;

For Gasserley the primary ground Of the appre-

hens!on Of GOd ,is in self-understandinR# whilOt defenders of

the Five Ways continue to •say that being outside the self la

of more basic significance,

leverthalesa,■ JI.-L.'-'Mascall Is

ready to consider the possibility that, as Father D'Arcy
^Oopie8ton, "The Function of Metaphysics," Philosophy *
1953* .reprinted in Oontemporarv Philosophy* n. 737

''fBy,using.the word "relntarpretatlon" we-ddppot neces
sarily imply that this is not the correct under'sfending' of
St * Thomas's own mind ; we only Intend to distinguish recent
discussion from "classical" interpretation Which; historically,
has been accepted.

'

y.

Bald, "the argument from experience may well turn but to be
'nothing but the bid argument from contingency looked at from
inside instead •o.f from out side:?\ " ' And Dorn Ilityd frethowan

would appear to side-with Gasaerley in inBlstlng that the
knowledge -of-God at Its deepest must trânsoend concepts
gained from experience of■the world*

Thé prossnt contention is that just as the mind must
not stop at "concepts" if it is to know reality, or
. at created realities i f i t ,is. tô. have, knowledge of
God, so it ‘must pass.beyond all sehse^grounded■data
if the problem of faith's certainty is tb be settled
— T it.must have a àupèrnatùral ïcnbwlédge.of God.#.#
We know the ti^th as presented by him, And this
^
means that we must know him in sq far as presenting it#*^
Exoeedlngly close to Oasserley's position is Trethowan'a
statement that "it is because God is present to us

in the

unique relation of our passivity to his action -r=that we
can know him,")

It is precisely the change from knowledge

of God as mbrely manifest by his creatures and knowledge of
him in and for himself that the distinotion lies between
"natural" and "supernatural" knoi'fledge of God, for 'Trethowan#
In the "superixatural" knowledge of God the two ways are
united 88 in preparation and fulfillment*
In the natural form of knowledge God ia knovm "behind"
our concepts of created perfections; we aokpowledge him,
%pt we are, not interGsted in him save as the' explanation
of phenomena * When,ha offers to lead =us forward, if we
do hot accept, w!e draw back and do our best to run .away
from him* But if we do accept, we are diverting our
,‘
%a^eall-,'He WW-Ia, ,p. 21,

^îrstho^aii, Qer>tainty . p. 118.

^Ibld.. p. 50.

2
Interest from phenomena to him. He offers us the power
to know him not in terms of other things but In himself.*^
'At.this point we have come to a position of virtual
agreement between those"'who are willing to,, reinterpret the
classical arguments for the existence of God*

By no means

all theologians of Analogy are willing to do so#

But. those

who find the objections to the classical formulations of the
Ontological and Oosmological arguments overpowering and are
therefore willing to see in these arguments ways to the "apr
prehension" of God instead of demonstrations capable of co
ercing all rational beings to admit his existence have ac

cepted, by implication^ a view of theological argumentation

which* since it follows from the way of Analogy, will be
worth our examination.
D. The Nature of Theological Argumentation
1.

The aims of theological,argument. — ■-One of the by-

products which we may hope to obtain from a study of the
view of the contemporary "revisionist" theologian of Analogy
towards his own aims in argumentation is a clearer ■awareness

both of how this theologian regards his subject matter and
how hé wishes his language to be understood..

Berheps we

have in. the pa,st been guilty of i^equiring from him the sort of
treatments which were inappropriate to his particular sort

of endeavour and contrary to his purposes.

pi. 57.

(a) Directing Attention
A first, now obvious, aim which the theologian of.Ana
logy will claim for his arguments la, as we have juat seen,
that of direotlnR the attention of hià hearers to nrevioualy
.iiiiiiM
.i».im
Dii.»«ii. II- m
i'i,*»',III.,&=#'

.ini' Iimim
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um m m .
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unnoticed aspects of experience or reality.

*

We have, observed

the manner in which both the Ontological Argument and the
Five Ways of St# Thomae Aquinaa can be interpreted aa prim
arily conceded wit%i the eharpening of one's awareness of
certain data which the theist considers to be of eignifioance
for his oasG.

Other metaphysical argumenta may have a simi

lar purpose, as Austin Ferrer points out*

The soientist in

a special area has a certain method of description which
"fits" his field and can be trusted, like a yardstick, to
"read off" univocal answers to his questions.

But the meta

physician (whether or not also a theologian) deals with a
subject-matter which admits of not such neat methodology,
His technique is to supply the context within which the
unique item of experience is a part and then gradually to re
move the context by pointing out what the object of his in
terest is not. hoping that his method will make possible the
direct appreheneion of the metaphysical subjectrmatter alone.
He tries to describe ;the ■indeBcribabie in Imperfect terms to
give "a hint to his hearers where in their own. expérience to
look, and then himself destroys each.imperfect analogical
description to prevent the analogy from being taken as the
object itself.

It.is as though the metaphysician were to
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manufacture for himself many "yardsticks," some better than
others, all giving some information about the object measured
bût none adequate, and then were to "keep breaking hi a yard
sticks against the requirements of real truth.
By continually breaking and bettering and breaking
his descriptions the metaphysician refines hie un
derstanding of that which he tries to d e s c r i b e *2
His task of refining his analogies is endless, but he must
not refine them into complete vacuity*

The purpose of the

imperfect tools at his disposal has been realized if they
are able to point the attention of the listener in the right
direction in order to make possible a direct apprehension of
the object or experience which they strain to indicate,
Thus, if we want to proceed further thah the last
stage of refinement our analogy will bear, we can
only do it by standing on the extreme tip of our .
tapering spit of analogical description, and point
ing put to seaé We say "We are getting towards the
nature of the robject of our analogiesj *#*, but
Still this isn-t itr it is just itself, and lies

beyond.)

(b) Awakening Attitudes
A second aim of theological arguments is closely related
to the firsts

to instill in the hearer a way of seeing, to

awaken in him a conscious desire for a certain type of ra
tional satisfaction, and even to provoke in him, if it is

possible to do so, certain sorts of relevant experience of
If
which he lacks conscious awareness. The "way of seeing
o
^Austin Farrar, The Glass of Vision, Westminster;
Dacre Press, 1948, p*

cit.

^Ibld.. p. TO.

which must sometimes he evoked in the hearer may be an atti
tude —

humility, for example, which makes possible the ad

mission of one's self as finite and dependent for one's being
on something other than one's self.

Or it may be a sense of

wonder or of awe before the general'fact of the world's ex
istence in addition to the aclentifically more useful sense
of Curiosity about particular facts in the world around us.

Without'each "ways'of seeing" there may be no'L common ground
for the'
•theologian and his hearers on which to discuss further
points of common' interest.

As B.L.- Mae call puts it: theolo

gical argumentation can, "if it=Is rightly conducted, do
something to put us in the frame of mind in which the-appré
hension of finite beings in their dependence upon God is
possible.*.."^

But;even granted :çertain,:%s'iô

seeing," the

theist may need to instill in his hearers a sense of need
for a certain type of "rational adequacy."

The theistlo

viewpoint cannot be content with an understanding of "reason"
and "rational necessity" which simply stands for lack of
formal contradiction or for regular observable variation.
Theological argument must awaken desire in its hearers "to
understand the data of experience, man and the world in

which he finds himself, in the

mm*

The theist will no doubt base his case for his view of
%asoall, Existence and. Analogy,, p, 90*
O'

Oopleston, Aouinasv pp. 21^22, ( italics added).

"reason" on:

...an ineradicable tendehoy In the human mind to reduce •
multiplicity to unity, to seek for explanations and hy
potheses which Mill cover an ever wider range of facts
arid évents. We can see this tendency at work in the
soienoes, and it can also be seen in metaphysics.*
The evoking of attitudes and awakening of criteria of

rational adequacy may be impossible through what Kierkegaard
called "direct communication," but the technique of "indirect
communication" may serve where the former fall*

The theo

logian need not hesitate to employ frankly dramatic language
if there is no consciously held common ground of sympathetic
experience already prepared for him.

There is a difference

between being told "i can't understand you" and "I don't
know what you are- talking about," as J.V.L* Oaeeerley shows
us.*

In response to the first statement of puzzlement one

chooses clearer alternatiye language to express one's meaning,
assuming a common basis-In human experience for one-*a lanBut in response to the second,
speaker is compelled to revise his whole strat
egy of communication * Mow he has no longer merely to
interpret and describe an experience which he shares
with his,audience, but■also to provoke the listener to
recognize and identify the experience for himself. In
this, situation.*.the speaker must resort deliberately
to evocative language, riph in imagery and allusiveness,
borrowing the tactics o f -the poet, by -which,means he
seeks to show his hearers that, in however rudimentary
and unmarked a form, they can find within the limits
of their own conscious life, some experiences suffioiently analogous to those of which he speaks to enable them to understand him.^
^Xbld*,* p. 22*

^Casserley, gg. cit* p. 14?.

(o) Removing Obstacles

A third goal of theological argumenta la the important
one of clearing away any logical blocks which may prevent the
hearer from accepting the theiat

oonoluaiona.

The non-

loglcal factors in dlebeliêf which we have touched bn must
bsŸreoqgnized^ but the theologian

however clearly aware

of the act of will required in theistlo discussion

"would

not allow that the act of faith depends simply on choice,
without any adequate intellectual motives."^

The "intellec

tual motives" for belief must be presented clearly And the
apparent "motives" for disbelief disarihedv ,,Bb "demonstrations"
need be attempted In hopes of cêercihg agreement —

theolo-

gibal "démonstrations" are not of this ayllogiétlc and Inescàpablè variety, as Illty'd. Trethowan explains.

When It is

insisted 'that.’Clod's existence can bO "demohstrated," what la
.meant Is that "God's existence can be not only known for
certain but even shown.

But this "showing" (that is "demon

strating") never coerces the person "shown*"

"To say that no

one can fail to accept it would he pure nonsense.")

The task

of argument at this level must foe to olear away obstacles to

vision which may be raised in the form of philosophical qualms;
and the hope is that the seeker, once he has "seen" God, will
'^Oopleston, "Existentialism and Religion#" Dublin
Review. No. 440, 1947$ p.
^Trethowan, "How Do We Demonstrate God's Existence?"
.The.Downside Review. Volume LKIV, 1946, p. 73#

^Ibld., p. 71.

not reject the "vision" for any reason but, iriaté&d, that

what begins as "detnonatration" will remain as faith*

Whether the "demonstrating" which takes place at this
level of argument is or lë'not "inferential" la hotly dis
puted^ among theologians of Analogy, but the eaaentlal point
la agreed,' that the logical baala of the the! atic position
should be preàehtéd as dbgehtly as possible though not with
any expectation that this logic alone should -be irresistible
by all rational creatures,
(d) Clarifying Belief
The :-fdurth'a i m ,of theological=argumentât1on’la one of
anaiyais:

ûnéoverihg and clarifying the believer'a own

reasons for lii-a belief#

It should not be supposed that

prior belief about a given subject does away with the need
for "proofs" that good reasons exist for these beliefs,
Feople believe quite naturally in the existence of ah
Hawkins points out, but do not consider it

nal world,

illegitimate to attempt to "demonstrate" the correctness of
that belief,

B u o h a "demonstration" is analysis by believers

1
*■Of, /R, J*B,

Hawkins ' review of ^ElL,r. Masoall'a Existence
and •Analogy * Ohuroh •Ouartérlv Review . Volume OXLIX, 1950 , pp.
224--227#’■end hla '• Inferenca ‘in 'Natural ’Theology," Ohurch '@uartérlv Revlo%f. Volume Ot, |99), pp. 254-2^7$ and :Bart W e of
“Démonstration of God’s Existence." The Dublin Êevlew.'
Volume ■’
IXÏV',- '1946, for defences; of ■Inférehoë;. Of. Illtyd ■
Trethoi^en’s ?$rt Two of "On the Démonstration of God’s lixisten.cê," ;1%'' the same 'Volume, his "Do. We Infer God’s Existence?"
Ohurch Auarterlv Eeview.,Volume 01, 1950, pp.,100-110, and
"The'^froblem of Supernatural knowledge/" Dublin Be view.' Ho,
436, Volume 218, 1946, pp. 6-21 for rejection of Inference,
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of■the ratlon:a.l grounds for their belief*

"The only reason

why we should not want to call it a proof Is that

know

already thqt material objects exist, but this la a oorislderatlon which bears against the neoesslty rather,than against
the.y&lldlty of the p r o o f * A similar belief in ordinary
moral deqenoles does not make us hesitate to try to give our
reasons t6 show why our belief In them is not mistaken#

The

"proofs" of moral philosophy, taken by themsGlves, oan hardly
be expected to make a bad man good, but:
However plainly we may àc^moifledge that an abstract ethio
is not by itself sufficient to create a concrete moral
conylotlon, yet,.lf moral philosophy proposes true and
evident 'principles and draws ■'correct: deduotiohs from
them/ we cannot deny to it gbnuinely demonstrative
character#^
Such exaBîplee illuminate- the analytical aim of theological
arguments, which, In like manner, admit pro-logical roots
but insist on rational respectability as well.

The thelst

may wish to claim, with Hawkins, that "a récognition of God
is natural to man on the prelogical level.")

If so, he may

agree that:
#..when this recognition Is for some reason absent,
it will be n o 'easy matter to convince a man, by ab
stract argument alone, for such existential beliefs
need to take root in the concrete workings of mind #4
But the dlffloultles of persuasion are irrelevant if the
i-■V'
argumente themselves are valid# The theologian, therefore,

"stlil maintains#..with equal firmness that his metaphysical

p.

% . J.B. Hawkins, "What Do the Proofs of the Existenoe of
Purport to Do?" T W Oiergv Review , Vol. XXXVII, 1952,

,.'i'p. 3S4.

)lbia.. p..:3S5..-, 4ioc. Git,

.,

argument is a correct analyele of the grounds of conviction
and that it amounts to a genuine demonstration Im its own
r i g h t . T h e analysis of the theist's belief should therefore
be rigourous.

It n^ay be useful in accomplishing the ellmln'f \

.

ation of logical difficulties in the path, of non-be11avers
as well as

provldlng''an ena3ysls which will satisfy the de

mands of exact thinking on the part of believers....
Thus the alms and funetions of theological à%^gument are

seen at this point- to overlap and complement:one another.

The theplogical enterprise is one, and.the purpose of the
theologian in his arguments can be distinguished only in our
thought, not in his praotioe.

In analyglng his own reasons

for belief he may be direotlng attention to Important aspects
o:g experience or of the world; in directing the notice of
others to significant data he may be I'omoving a philosophical
obstacle from an unbeliever's mind; in clearing away phildsophioal qualms he may open the door t-o a now "way of seeing"
or a new sense of rational adequacy; in awakening a possible
alternative orlterion of rational adequacy he may be removing
a logical.hindrance to belief —

and so the chain of possi

ble interrelations might be continued.

If these are taken as the alms which the theologians of

our present study find most significant in their thacloglcal

argumentation, what self-limitations are implied in such a

view of theiatic argument's functions?

llbia.. p. 525.

^LQO. oit.

2# The limita of theological argument# ■~

If the general

argument thus .far in., this chapter, is .correct, then certain

oonsequeAoes follow limiting our expectations of the,résulta
which will be required from the language of the theolpgia-na
of Analogy#

(a)Apependence oh Prepbndltione

,

•First, theiatic proofs will be effective (if they ever
are) only if a- prior "way of seeing" or suitable criterion.
of rationality is granted*

Theological argument may hope to

supply such foundations by various techniques, including "Indirect communlGation," but there can be no guarantee that
thèse techniques will prove sucoessful*

In a study of the

"preliminaries to. theism, "'Father Vincent Turner argues that
certain preconditions may be honed for, striven after, but
never forced into existence by thàlatsv wishing to offer
their: phllo.aophioal case*

■ '

Suppose a man to say -4 as m®ny people do with assuran ce, people, too, who are by no means philosophers
suppose a man to ?smy tha t facts are simply contingent,
that is, things.just happen to be as they are; suppose,
him to be intellectually.Satisfied by thls attitude of
his,.‘or to think that questions Why?- a b a .
0 5.liy;except
in .an ■empirical sense./(are "raallÿ ‘ questions How?)*
Then so long as this attitude of his lasts, theiatic
' argument will never get started, 1

Mention vfas made of
quotation;

intellectual satlafaotlon" In the last

the theist is not "ihtelleqtus^lly sqtlefled!’by

the same things which may satisfy the non-theist and vice
■■.^Vincent Turn er, "PrelImlnar1e@.to Thelsmÿ"
Review. No. 452. Volume, 225, 1951* P# 18*

The Dublin

-

versa*

Oan any etendard of "intelligibility" wblob "satis-

flee" a given person be Itself forced on others who find It
alien?

Turner strongly/suggests the'negative*

We say that the world which surrounds us, and'partlbularly persons, ourselves as we know ourselves, are,unIn te 111 gib le .-- dbn^ "mhk a sense" — bn any o.ther tban
a theistlo interpretation, And à sceptic says, "l don't
see the need for this Intelligibility of yours.*#."
Now how do we proceed? Is the concept of reasonablenass
or intelllglbliity itself a relative one? la Intelliglbillty In large part K matter of rëlàtlng wh&t we see
to what./ib fàmilia
therefore: Itself mean
different thing's, to people according to what sorts of
'
*
plecea .meke up their ovm most familiar mental furniture?'^
The custom of finding satisfaction apart from the sorts of
explanation which the theist- finds particularly significant

\ls à fact which the theologian may deplore but ahbbt ;whlchqbe
can do dirpqtly very litt%;

"In our time this sort of meta

physical myopia has become a habit and almost a dlseabC*
the last resort It can be oast out only by, prayer and
fasting.

-

' '''

(b) Dependence on Decision

A second limitation bn theistlo language Is the degree,
to which agreement or lack of It Is dependent on an act of
will in the listener.

However compelling the arguments may

be, granted even the "preliminaries to theism/" they cannot
coeroG consent if the evidence on which they must rely is

preoisely of the sort which may, by an act of will, deliber
ately be overlooked -- or. If once seen and noticed, be
p.

20.

,

%fesosll, laelstence -a-ttd Amlorty. p. 90

forgotten *

Argument la useful; it clears the ground. But a man
. must be willing to keep his eyes open when the .light
threatens to become too strong for his liking,^

The fundamental evidence for the theiatic proofs is, as we
have seen, the vivid sense of "contingency" in one’s own
being or in the bèîng of other finite things.

Clearly seen,

it is compelling evidence, but in order to be seen there is
required an effort of will.

This effort may be lacking, or

and here the theological conception of sin enters the
picture

.,we can see the evidence,,.and then deliberately

close our eyes to it from a base motive,"^

Bin is a deliberate failure to keep the evidence.
It is possible only when evidence is of a certain
kind, when It requires a certain attention,?
The theologian’s arguments can be made futile, therefore, by
the factor of decision in matters of his concern,
long run we either 'see* or not

"In the

that is the whole point;

we either look at the evidence or keep our eyes shut,
(c) Dependence on Analogy

But beyond both these serious limitations to the theolo
gian’s arguments lies the fact that despite his attempts to

break free from exclusive reliance on analogical language

the theist has not found any way to discuss the question of

G o d ’s existence and nature which is untainted with analogy

^Trethovran, An Essay in Ohristian Philosophy. p, 62-65,

%rethowan, "The Problem of Supernatural Knowledge," p, 10.

) l o c , oit,

%retbpwan, Oertalntv, p. 12.

and, to that extent, with the ambiguities of a form of equi
vocation# ■However auocessful he may.be at evoking an appre
hension ,of God or of "Gb'd-*implying" data, still he finds that
all. dl3oua.slon Of this apprehension and all .argument-on the

basis of it must suffer under the disadvantages of analogical
speech#

At no point may theistlo diBcaasion claim strict

univOoallty#

Faith discerns not the images, but what the images
signify; and yet we cannot discern it except through
the images. We cannot by-pass the images to seize
an image less truth. 3*

This seems to be the Inevitable conclusions to the matter;
no mano eve ring has succeeded in providing us with language
about God which Is not deeply analogical, though we have
seen that these analogies may prove useful as aids to an
apprehension, at a level of human experience deeper than
that-of 'language, concerning which apprehension, it is in
sisted, ;the'tlieolosical'analogies struggle to speak.
Need the theologian of Analogy apologize for such a

conclusion?

Perhaps the thoroughgoing analogical nature of

theological language is a strength, not a waaknes». ■ Let. us
therefore conclude this study with a short examination of

the theologian^ defence of his position and the essentials
of his reply to those critics of bis language whom we have
met in Part One.
^Fàrrer, The Glass of Vision, p. 110.

V;

The Defence Against Linguistic Philosophy
A. The Bystematlo Goberenoe of Analogy
Assuming, for the moment, that the thelst’s claimB about
God’s existence are true, the theologians of Analogy are In
a. position to make a strong case for the Inevitability of the
conclusions we have reached concerning the nature of theolo
gical discourse.
I'. The "othertiasa" of God.

First, it is only reason-

able that God, If he is, as we have assumed him to ba, in-

finite ; maker of the world and all things, transcendent far

above and beyond his effects, should not be univocally describable--- or even conceivable ---by us,- hie incomparably
minute..effects. A healthy agnostielsm Is indeed required of
the'thelatiq position.

"If our Idea of God is not to be

viciously anthropomorohic,.this confession of Ignorance is
essential to our affirmations about Him."

Even in the

thought:: of-Bt. Thomas Aquinas himself there is a degree of
agnosticism which is too frequently overlooked.
in Aquinas’ account of our natural knowledge of the
.divine nature -there is...a. certain agnbsticlBm....
Aquinaa would have been quite unmoved by the accu
sation that :he could not give the exact significance
%awkins, "what Do the Proofs of the Existeaoe of God
Purport to Do?" p. 329.

of the teriBS predleated of God; for he never pre

tended to be able to give

Any being,about which clear and uriivocal ooîicêpts could be
entertained by human minds would not be the infinite God

whom 0hr1stIans worship; it is a relief, therefore, to,dis
cover that the negative criterion of "unclarity". is met by
theological language.*
2.

The conceptual obscurity of "existence*"

A secon

point of negative confirmation arises from the consideration
of the common fact that "being" (apart from its qualifica

tion by discrete

therefore finite

conceptuallzable by us*

essence#) Is never

God, to the. great Medieval tradi-

tion, is Pure Being,; ."¥e should à priori not have expected

to be able to deal with such a One in our language of subjects
and predicated qualities*

The Very.distinctions which dif

ferentiate one finite being from another are themseiveé
being (or they could not "be" distlnguiabing features!)

but God includes all being, thus there is nothing outside of
himself whereby he should be distinguished for the sake of
our ways of tbinking and speaking#

3*'The
being" —

difficulties of the unique. ---Hot only "pure

the ultimately singular —

but also any unique

.^Oopleston. Aquinas. pp. 131-132.
2.
Of * Masoall* m i stance' and Analogy * p* 99$ and in
Pontifex, The Existenoe of •God * passim .

V

thing is only improperly âescribable in unlvocaX terms *1
One in love may recognize how inadequate ordinary language
ie to the task of expreoeing the "Marynèëe" of Mary;

some

thing unique and not to be exhausted by any amoupt of predi
cation to the grammetloal subject, "Mary^" of quality-terms
prosaically abstpaotp,d. from other spheres of experience.

If Mary defies unlvocal language to describe her individual^

ity, how B3uoh more shohlA ve expect God to make a mookèry of
cur attempts-to describe him —

the supremely unique One —

in terms of classes, genera, apecies'i

The intractable ana

logical nature of language -about God is only a. pointed com-*
ment on the error made by those who insist-that "to know" is
synonymous with "to clasalfy."

Nothing unique can be olassi'

fled; no historical event, ha human personality, would be
completely "knowable" if this is whet is required for know
ledge.

Gbd/s "unknowability'' on this criterion should prove

no problem to those who have been insisting throughout that
he is unique and unolassifiable.

The prqpqsitlon "God exists" is indeed é very remarkabie;proposition: it is of an altogether.unique
type. Thë process by which God’s existence is inferred is also
very remarkable and altogether .
unique process.* ..But this is .only what we should ex
pect* since God, if there be a God, must be an alto
gether unique being*

Idf. Gasserley, The .ghristian in Philosophy * oassim.
■jK' '
'
-Masoall, Existence and A n a l o g y p. 88* (italics added)

4. The èluaivenéss due to Personal Involvement. -- lot
only should we beve expeeted language about God to refleet

the peoullerlties of Its Inobmparahly extraprdlnary suhjeot-

matter; hut, In addition, we should not have been surprised
at the inability of verbal argument to force consent on Issues of incomparably groat personal significanoe.

The theo

logian muët recognize that his hearers have at stake more
than the answer to a theoretical puzzle; the answer to which
they finally give their consent will have the most Important
oonoeiyable implications for their attitudes concerning the
nature arid destiny of themselves, their fellows, and the
universe.- D.J.B* Hawkins reminds-us of Pascai’s insight
that: "It is not merely the abstract reason which-effirms or
denies God; the whole man cannot but have an attitude towards
*1
>
God#"
If the power of sin is, as the theisl^ asserts, an
inescapable part of man’s total life, and if the essence of
sin is the rejaction of God —

whether in favour of idols or

of bis own prideful self-esteem or of the irresponsibility of

animality — .than the relative Insuccèss-of the■language of
thsistie argument to win agreement by its- own power Is
scarcely surprisi^'ig.

Perhaps a sort of negative confirmation

of the the thelstfë yiew may be found in the visible Impo-

'

tence of tbs theistlo proofs compared to evangelical campaigns,,/

directly attacking the root of sin or to various -anti-theistlo- •;■
jLifLjWm

u.i _i__ij,jjjiii . ;-_i.1 j i r i n . _ i.n
'ii.i

iK'r....L' xit ] wr..n

" nn~iri—~rr'-T~~r^:—MTTfifM-irr'ii-tTl-^imrrri--".——-|------m~r"-------— rr—----------

%awkins, "What, Do the Proofs of the Existence of God
Purport to Dot" pp#"329-350.
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movements', like Oommunlam and other philosophies of naturallem,
which dlreotly support man’a sinful rebellion against the

supernatural Father.

,

5# The inconcluaivenesa of practical argument. —

If the

outcome of'the theological argument la. of aueh practical
importance, than the relatively Inconclusive proofs offered
by thpistio analogies should not offend, but should rqther
seem more appropriate to the aubject^niatter than methods of
deductive inference for which some still yearn.

Sir Edmund

Whittaker compares theological analogies with other methods
of practical argumentation. '
all'-,Inf erences :from, aamp Jlng*. there, can be no ah solute ôértàihty in
argument whl'oh infers the axistence of unknown entitles from the mere fact of the
existence of certain.other entities. In preotloal
life, however, an inferênoë from sampling can very
often indeed he â reasonable ground f6r belief and action,]Sir Edmund might find ,few who would defend his view of theo
logical analogy as precisely comparable to Inference from
sampling,,but his point is well taken that in practical argu
ments we often cannot wait for full, coercive certainty before
we decide upon our course.

The praetloal requirements of

life regularly force us,to make choices before deductive or

Inductive assura^nce is at hand.

Perhaps we would have ex

pected the theiatic "proofs" to have been of this nature If

%hlttBkar, og, clt. p# 37,
r-

28?

'

wé had reflected on their practical Implications and on the
Incomplète Information on which each Individual le forced by
his dally llfe-choloes to make up hie mind on (or at least
determine a course of aotlon with Implicit bearing on) the
question 6f whether or not God existe*
6# The euoport from'history. 4- Finally $ if .the theiaticview la granted/ the hlatory\:of philosophy , vrltb its fluctu
ations from perloda of cohatruetlve ayatem/bulldlng to times
of destructive criticism, beobmee eaelly underetandable to
those who recognize the inevitably analogical nature of Ian?'
gUage used to describe the infinite Goal of metaphysical
speculation.

The periods of system-building in philosophy

are times when concepts are freshly applied, new language
experimented \flth, in hopes of discovering ultimate truths.
But "as Being is infInite it cannot be adequately confined
or expressed within a system as it stmda at any given moment
of history, and this means In the concrete tEmt the accep
tance of the system is bound to be followed by criticism of
the system."^

In these critical reactions the inevitable

defects of language in its application to the Absolute is
pointed out, shortcomings of particular systems are exposed,
and a general atmosphere of Bcepticlsm about the possibility
of such systems iq prevalent.
^Oopleston, "The Flight from Metaphysics." The Month.
Volume CLXXXV, 1948, p. l53#

Q

the infinite oennot be adequately apprehended by the
human mind, one result of the search may be scepticism^
The philosopher seeks for clarity, for light; but in the
search for light be''meete with darkness and riddles, and
he may sink back, baffled^ into soépticièm* He may even
turn against the complete light which eludes him and
dêny its existence, perhaps with defiance.%
This negative movement cannot sustain itself indefinitely, as
a ,study of the history of philosophy will show, but soon gives
wày to a new, longer period of const%?uotlon

of better con""

oepts (the nevr generation hopes), this time...perhaps the
adequate onesf

The thalst, however, sympathetic neither with

radical scepticism nor with the pretensions of finite reason
to tear away the veils which hide the infinite, will predict
that each attempt at construction will fail, to be fully ade*quate, but that man. will also fail to find permanent sâtis*^
factlo%3 in mere denials of the Object for which hè yearns.
Thus, "Lhe theist explains, the tension between the critical
and the constructive movements in philosbpliy supports theo-^
logical doctrine conoeming the condition of man himself,
oaught between his unquenchable yearning for the Infinite,
God, and his ineradicable flnitude which makes the complete
possession of his Infinite Beloved forever impossible:
*..there is no philosophy In itself, there is man
who philosopfei^es; and it is man *8 nature or mah^s
condition which is the ultimate explanation of the'
scandals to be observed in the history of philosophy.^
this view one bf the ^^soandals" of the present day
is the sceptical and negative approach of many linguistic
^

% b i a .. pp, .153-154,
'

'

' '

'
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philosophers who employ their philosophical techniques to
discredit the validity of metaphysical or theological dis
course.

Mhat will the theologians of Analogy answer to

these critics?

B. The Reply to Linguistic Analysis
We may distinguish three aspects in the reply offered
to critics of theological language by theologians of Analogy
during the years following the Second Ifprld War,

These three

are the answer made to Verifloatlqnal Analysis, t M reply
given to Functional Analysis ^ and thq criticism of some
general.presuppositions of the entire linguistic philoabphy

**family.'*
1.

The reply to Verl flcatIona1 Analysis. •—

The -funda

mental attitude of theologians of Analogy to Verifioat1ona1
Analysis Is one of hostility and criticism although, as we
.

1.

'

■

shall see, there is a certain amount of appreciation for
some of the effects of these philosophical techniques.
(a)

The Empirical .Relevance of Theology

The first answer which we might expect theologians of
Analogy to give to philosophers employing the techniques of
¥erifioational Analysis is in response to the philosophers’
challenge to derive any ’’observation statement” from claims
about God’s existence.

If it ware not for observations, the

theologian replies, the analogies attempting to express some-,

thing about God would never have been required*
is particularly Insistent on this point.

The Thomist

If It were not for reflection on empirical reality I
■ should never comO ; -as far as philosophic thought is
concerned, to postulate the existence of any being
trenscending direct experience; and-, if ;anyone 'wishes
to start with the statement of the existence of such
■ a being and challenges' ^me' to "derive” an observationstatemeht, I can always offer him one of the proposi
tions concerning empirical raality which originally
led me to postulate the existence of the being in
question*: i
The .-theist has at hand a supply of reasons for having made

his original claims if, as do theologians of Analogy, he
contends that "natural theology" is of relevance in theolo
gical discitasloB*' Among these reasons are empirical data
which are vérifiable- or fais tflab le*

This should be enough

to show that theological language.,is firmly rooted to the
empirical order , neither tautologioal, that:;, is., -nor-.
insignificant.

'

■*.

-

But the analyst may reject 'the sufficionoy of this reply.

He may demand the possibility of deriving an observationstatement which, is not itself the reason or one of the reasons

for which the metaphysical statement was originally made
before he will admit the statement to be ’Meaningful."

To

this, the theologian has a quick retort; „
If the positivist demands the derivation of-what. .1 may
call a "fresh” observation-statement before he will be
prepared to give favourable consideration to the mean
ingful character of a given metaphysical statement, he
seems to be demanding that the latter should be shown
to be in some sense a prediction before its claim to be
meaningful can be admitted* And if this is the case,
he appears to demand that the metaphysical statement
should be shown to be a scientific statement*... And
Copies ton, "Some Reflections on Logical Bo s11 ivl amp;j42*

if this conaition cannot be fulfilled, the mataphys-,
1 ca 1 St a t etnent W 1 1 1 be excluded from the class o f
meaningful statements. But this procedure obviously
lies open to the objection that a non-meaningful
. 51etêmênt Is ;here taken to be equivalent to a nonscientific statement.i
1ftthé.theologian never Intended to make a scientific statement ,:but another kind of statement , then -for his critic to

call bis- language "meaningless" on the sole grounds that It
Is non-acientlflc Is merely to use the. emotlonTridden terms

"meaningful" and "meaningless

"in a technical sense which

he is quite free to adopt if .he choses, but which; nobody

else can be compelled to accept and which gives rise to
unnecessary c o n f u s i o n . T h e o l o g i c a l assertions "may not
be statements in a language meaningful to science; but they

are real statements in the language of other forms of know
ledge and experience *
I^t us continue this line of thought..

The question of

the "meaning" of theological propositions (In other than, the
technical sense just rejected) cannot be the prime one*

Inf.

deed, some variety of maaningfulneas is required of the theo

logian’s statement in oi^er that he (or the analyst ) may
discover whether or not obs ervat1 on-at at ements —

otherwise

"fresh" or

may be derived from iti

...how could we set about this process of deriving
unless we first knew the meaning of the original
%ople8ton, "A Further lots bn Vérification."•Gontèmpo^
Phlïôsonhy . p. '55é

%bid., 55#

•^pmothurst,, 0£l cit .,■p.-.
.255.

•statement? ,And if' ws must first know the meaning of
the .original statementthis meaning ..cannot-be Iden
tical with the meaning of any observation-statement
derived fromlit plus bther statements.^- .•’.
If the "underetandàbility" of theological proppsitione is
thus secure, whether or not these statements are then able
to be provided with obaervation-atatements.- of the type which
empirical hypotheses allow, then the great "new weapon" of
sceptioal philosophy has been shown to be a sham*

The real

issue is still whether it la legitimate-to. .make transoendent
inferences from Immanent data (if the problem may be put in
this way); that is; the position of theological.çontroversy
1

.S still roughly where Eant left It, forced to wonder whether

its flights beyond the observable or oonceivabiy. observable
could be justified.

The Kantian oritiolsms are serious and

directly relevant-'to- the question of meaning -aa well as of
inference*

They must.beimet-hy-theologian'a'But the bold olaimà

of Verificational Analysis to have revolutionized philosophy
-- to have "out-dated" the Threat.Oritloues — ~are exploded.
"I submit, then, that Kant’s problem, namely the problem of
metaphysical argument, remains the fundamental problem for
the metaphysician, and that the modern shifting of attention
to the problem of ’meaning’ has not really superseded the
older approach."^

-'

..^OqpleBton, "A Further Note on Verificatioh," p. 57*
^OoplGston, "A Note on Verification." Mind* ,1950, re
printed in Oontemporary Philosophy. o. 52. /

(b)

The Poealblilty of the Neoeaeary-Synthetle

Other replies to Verifleetional Analysis:tend'to-attack
the "steamroller" téotloa of the movement.

The very posai-

billty. of the existenoe of synthetto a priori Propositions
is ruled out by the rigid division of all meaningful propo
sitions into two Glasses, the synthetld, a odsteriori. and
the analYtio. à priori * Msoessary propositions ere condemned
"from birth" as uninformative; informative propositions are
refused all claim to necessity.^

But important oonaequences

for philosophy would follow if it oould be s h o w that at
least abme propositions are both relevant to existing thingo
and neoessary*

If, for example, it is the oasé that the

statement;/ "Everything that begins to exist must have an
existing and sufficient cause for its existence” is both
necessary and not analytic, then some form of the Oosmolo
gical Argument is greatly strengthened.

Aquinas looked on

language as possessing thé possibility of stating such nec
essary synthetic truths;
*..there can be no doubt, I think, that Aquinas looked
on the principle of efficient causality, if stated in
a metaphysiçai form.ê.as a self?evident principle of
this...type. He was well aware that "relationship to
a Cause does not enter the definition of a being
which is caueed" (S.T., la, 44, 1 , ad.,!).; and it is
well to realize that he was aware of it. But he main
tained that analysis of the nature of a thing which
begins to be reveals its relationship to a productive
agent which we call "cause.” He would not admit that
the principlG of efficient causality could ever be
^0f. ‘above, pp. 45-4.6*

refuted, but he certainly thought that it gives in
formation about the nature of helng which begins to
exist*i
Without experience of things beginning to exist, of
course, we should never have the idea of a productive causa
-- we are not talking here about "innate Ideas"—

but once

having concrete experience of things beginning to exist
through the agency of an extrinsic thing we become aware
that the relationship is a necessary one and that we may
confidently say, a priori. that whenever somet hing comes
Into existence it is due to an already existing cause.

The

otijectipn against ferlficational Analysis Is that its pro
nouncements are too neat, too sure, too soon!

To show the

imppsaibility of such prppoaitions as those mentioned one
would be required to enter into a metaphysical discussion.
To side-step such discussion by providing a logical schema
which rules out the need for such discussion is therefore
highly suspect.

And to rule out metaphysical discussion on

the basis of the logical schema which took the place of such
discussion seems high-handed!
(c) The Fais iflability of Theological Statements

The last reply to Verificational Analysis is in response
to the aocusation that theological statements are unfalsifiable,^ that is, as Copieston understands "unfalsiflability,"
compatible with anything at all.

Icbplestoh, Aquinas. p. 29.

-Of* above, pp.

102-

As we have seen before, the
% f * Ibid.. pp. 50-31.

meaning of theological propositions may be clarified by
reference to the reasons which prompted the theist to make
them*

Let us take aq an example the proposition "God is

I n t e l l i g e n t I f "I were to say that God Is intelligent
simply because, given the idea of an exlstantlally dependent
world, I think that there is order or system in the world,

.i

,

'

W h i c h I ascribe to a Oreetor,"' then this is. what I mean by

the statement "God la intelligent. II

•the reasons'for saying that God is‘Intelligent
are obviously also the reasons for using erne analogy
rather than another, for speaking of God according
to an analogy based on human intellectual life rather
than on an analogy based on the life of, say, a, plant.
And if the.reasons were'bad reasons. one would have
no obiective Justification for usln^ the one analogy
rather than thé other. Further, if the reasons were
bad heasone, 6 ne would to that extent be without any
objective justification for thinking that the term
"intelligent," as predicated of God, possessed any
"objective meaning.
Far from being unfa Isiflab le, theiq, the statement that God is
Intelligent would be falsified if no evidence of order were
observable in the universe.

The Divine Intelligence itself,

transcendent as God is over all his effects, could not be
simply identified with the observable order of the universe,
but neither can it be conceived as less than sufficient to
account for the infinite detail of exquisite organization
observable in the universe -- in other words, as, great far
beyond our powers of imagination!
^'Oopleaton,. "The Meaning of. the Terms Predicated of God,"

p. 97*

% b i d .. p.

98.

(italics.

But In looking for the roots of theological meaning the
role of theological systems must not be neglected in 'our em

phasis on the empirical "reasons" for theological statements.
Let us use ae. another example :the-'statement "God is love"

within the context of the technical vocabulary
doctrine.

of theological

It is admitted that *^if the statement that God

loves haman beings is compatible %fith all other statements,"T
it Ima no meaning.

But in fact a huge number of possible

statements are incompatible with such an asaertioh *

...suppose that one asks the Christian theologian,why
he makes the statement that 0od loves human beings*
.'He may answer that hh says this because he believes
that God offers all men through Ghrist grace to attain
eternal salvation. Bo Interpreted, the ■■statement. is
incompatible with, and therefore excludes, the statemehit that God wills the eternal •damnation and misery
of all human beings.^

Both': empirically and systematically , therefore, theological

statements■'would see.m. to escape, the; accusation made that they
are so excessively "compatible” as to be devoid of signifi
cance .

They mày not be falsifiable in precisely the same

way 'in,whidh empirical lïy%)6théÈb%:.aré sometimes falsified,
but religious assertions do not claim to be empirical hy

potheses.

Their m m sort of verification or falsification

must be relevant to their own analogical and systematic
logical type,
(d) The .Appreciation of Verificational; Analysis
Verificational Analysis has made some positive
I p. ^100,

^liQC. Git

contributions to theology which should not be overlooked.

Arthur Staethurst* reminds ua .of these.

-

Thé first ip Its emphasis on the Importance of praotlcal experience..!. ahrietlen faith resta upon e
■combination of the intellect, the spirit,’and the
will, and conviction can'only come through practical
•experleno.e,in; prayer, worship’a n d -.life..'-vXt .la in a
sense true that Intellectuel affirmations, entirely
divorced from life and ectivity, are meahinglessi^

{

/■;

Seoondiy, Gmethurst continues, theology should be grateful
for the reminder ;

' .. .

...that it is possible to press the language of theological definitions and doctrinal statements...too far
out of their proper,sphere of relevance.,*. For this
-reason ;an attempt to--express' Christian doctrine in the
language of soiepce would indeed b$ unsuccessful and
even meaningless--.. The truth -is that ■each branch of
knowledge should have a language or set of symbols appropriété to itself.. . OohfusioB arises if we import
s'oientif Ic •terms /into .theplogioal■disoussipn or-try '
to understand theological terms as if they were partrt
of the language of science.^
2. ■The reolv to Functional AnalvSis.
—

—

p.

—

T*-, '

ir 1-

- - r , - n - r -

-,

'

:

■

Yet more note- ■

worthy areas of agreement m a y b e discerned between theolo

gians of Analogy and Funotlpnal Analysis,Many defenders of the way of A n a l o g y a n we have seen,
accept the criticisms made by Functional Analysis on- the
comparative narrowness of Verificational Analysis.

A strong

plea might be prepared jointly by the two for a more oompre-

hensivG view of language, a less doctrinaire/approach to que ations of "meaning"and " l o g i c g r e a t e r readiness to grant val- ■

idlty to each department of language functioning in its own way .
methurst.

op

.

cit.. n. 255.

% b i d .. p. 2g6.

......
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(a) The Funôtionài Security of Theology

A oolnt of no oonteat , therefore, would be the Functional .
.

.

.

.

■

.

■

Analyst’a fundamental tenet that language is beat understood.
In terms of a definite use In a eoqial context.^ Language,
agrees 1)1111 stone,
...was not oonstruoted like a meohanloal tool, simply
In order to make some praotloal end possible. Rather
Its origin Is to bë found In the region of those more
intellectual and emotional Impulses which belong to the
realm of art, 8thio!, a;hd religion. It is stili possible
for the man .6f 'faith 'to ‘àffirBi that the ■symbol-forming
activities which distinguish map from' o t h e r tient ,
créatures are in reailty his ways of making responses
to the personal approach of the living God Himself.^

;

Theologioq-metaphysical language, say thoologiahs of Analogy,
has historically had such a use; it has arisen from men’s natural and apparently Ineradicable tendency to ask questions
about himself, about the ultimate meaning of his existence
and that of the Universe, about his destiny^ about unified

categories in which be may understand all being and. experience. .
Since the particular sciences •
—
bound —

predictive, empirical, sense--

can never satisfy such deeply*rpoted questions, the

language of theology and mCtaptiysios has a secure future.

The only way to eradicate such language would be to uproot
the function; that is, language stretching to deal with ul*
timata questions will be employed so long aa the questions
are important ones for human beings as they actually live.
There is no way to, know for certain that the human (social)
^Gf. above, pp* 54-56.

%illietone, Og. cit. p. 140.

/

function of theological and metaphysical language will be
kept alive in future days, but past evidence overwhelmingly
BUggeats It will.

PhiiosqpherB impatient with any but uni-

vocal language may hasp-Bcdrn orx the analogical speech of
theology:

...but unies à men in general ever become' entirely absorbed in:practical materialism, there will always :be
some'Who ’w\t11. be alive‘to .the questions about Bjan 's
destiny which the particular, sciences'^can hardly' -an.'Bwer, not because ■•■we can set any a priori limits to
scientific advance but.booause tb.% are not the sort
of questions which any of the particular sciences asks.*
(b) The Analogical Oharaoter of Oz^dinary language.

Another point of agreement might be that at which Func
tional. Analy sis recommends ordinary language —
with technical or invented language —
Bophical interest and validity.

as contrasted

as of primary phllo-

But ordinary language, the

theologians might say, is through and through analogical.
Theological language is not such à logical freak as has been
at times intimated.

Deep concern on the part of philosophers

over whether or not analogical speech is "intelligible" is

slightly comic when it is recognized that univocal speech is
rarely used outside of specialized and limited fielch of pre
cision.

In daily life our talk is startlingXy "equivocal"

(if analogy is dismissed as "mere equivocation").
When we require a univocal terminology for severely
'restricted’'purposes,, in mathematios fqi' example, we
are compelled to undertake its deliberate creation.
But such a terminology is never real language. It
1

a
Oopleston,
Aquinas. pp.

GÀh.serve as a means of çommunloatlon only between
serious ;students’of the. eelence in question# When
It Isthoügbtdéelrabléto Inform a Wider public.#.!
It la necessary to translate, what is expressed in
the artlflolal language^^^.p^^^
to it into real
guage, and/to employ a wide range of illustrations
and analogies in the procèss.A'
^

/

Indeed, not only is intelligible discourse oonsta^itly
carried on by means of analogies but also the very logical
olesses which make possible univocal language are dependent
on the.primacy 'of.analogy.

On what basis are separikté things ;/

placed into a given class?

How are groups formed from whibK

may.be abstracted a single common ("univocal") charactêrlBtlô?
The obvious answer is analogy.

/

If it .were not for-seen Simi-

lerities, that is, the diapovery of aimlogies between diverse
things',: no logic of genhs and species would be able to get
under way1

à class or group;.., whether.it be scientifically de
fined or more lightly assumed' as by/.common sense in
everyday speech, Is a sphere of discourse.unified and
distlnguishedby a significant analogy,.or cluster of
' analogies. The idea of analogy is thus niore fundST
mental than the notion of class, wit%i thé oonséquènoe
that analogical prêdioption is the primary, as it is
probably the primitive,- form of predioation, and what
seems like the simpler prooess of univpcal-predication .
is really; an ignoring and forgetting of the fundaments :
• ally analogical character’of all predication, due '\perhaps to•overmuch, familiarity with ubiquitous analogy. 2

Theologians of Analogy are thus grateful to the philosophers
of Functional Analysis for pointing out the heed for an
empirical approach to communication rather than an a priori
study of what "must be" able to communicate.
1
Oasserley, W .

cit. p. 144.

Such a study

p
"Ibid* ^ pp. 55-56,

-v
.

;

baaed on aotual usé would show both that analogies are IneaoapablG aiid that:

"a purely univbc&l use of language, whiob

some modern.philosophera seem to hanker afterÿ would In fact
be a very defeotive lostrumont bf expression, precisely because resemblance and’,analogy are aa ■characteristic., of reality
as its, extreme diversity#"^'
(c) The Function of Ol&rlfioatlon

When Functional Analysis studies its dim cçhtrlbûtion
to knowledge and concludes that it consists in a making
I

clearer of what was know confusedly before, theologians of
Analogy are in qualified agreement,

"Old fashioned” meta

physical analysis, the theologian says, was -- where it Was

doing' its job - - \a very similar sort of enterprise.

Bt.

Thomas Imrdly thought of himself as giving new information,
in the way that an explorer gives new information, when he
analyzed the notion of the necessity of the principle of
efficient causation. ,Whan the me ta phy siclan is engaged in
such a task;
...he is analysir^ what it means to say that % is the
cause of 'Ï and Y the effect of X. -For the matter of
that, does not à great deal of philosophy in general
consist of a .clarlficatory'anaiyalB of what is In
some sense already known?^

Father Copleston insists that such analysis la more than the
grammarian*s work since it is. clarifying our apprehension of
what, the real relations are between things, but with this
1
'Ibid*. p. 54.

2
Ooaleston . Aquinas , o. 37.

qualification, "I suggest that much of what Is now celled
’linguistic analysis* does not differ fundamentally from
what Aquinas would have thought of as metaphysical analyais.
. (d) The Method of Significant Comparison
'Borne Fmictional Analysts have employed the method of
BignlfiGànt Comparison in order to discredit theological
language*

But if analogical language is as widespread as

has been claimed and if "metaphysical analysis” is closely

similar to the philosophers * own "linguistio analysis," then
theological language, insteadeof being damaged by the sort
of "guilt by association" hoped for by its critics, is in the
position of offering strong character references on the basis
of the good cpmpany it keeps!

Such an argument need not be

overstresaed,, especially If each language is to be evaluated
on the basis of "its own logic," but J.¥. Lahgmead Casserley
points out interesting resemblances between theological and
historical studies.^

If the study of historical events (as

one example) is admitted to be legitimate, yet if history
deals with "singular” events with a language of analogy, then
theological speech cannot be too lightly discarded.

If, on

the otherlhand,' the discourse of religion is thrust outside
the pale,, than

the purge unleashed —

many linguistic

"friends" may be exiled too.
^Ibia.. p. 37” .

^Of. above, pp. 123-125, 128-132.

^Gaaserley, o£, olt. oaeslm.

(a) The Place of Paradox

Theologians of Analogy will find much value in studies
of the structura of theological speech like those of Professor
John Wisdom.^

As we have seen, the problem of the "pre

liminaries to theism" has concerned the theologians whom we
are studying in this chapter.

Father Vincent Turner finds

much of use in Wisdom’s analysis of thé sort of reasoning
which theists must use.^

J.V* Imngmead Casserley recognizes,

as did Wisdom, the philosophical need for paradox#

The very

way of Analogy , with its movement towards affirmation and

then towards negation, is profoundly paradoxical.

But our

need for paradox is not only to remind ourselves of the com
plexities of things and the tendency of speech to oversimplify
reality and obliterate Important experience; it is also to

help us confront the "singular," the unique, whether infinite
or finite#

We are driven to paradox not because "truth has many

facets" but bepause personal experience is experience
of the singular by the singular. Language can deal
with the merely complex efficiently enough, by taking
it verbally to pieces, but the singular demands sing
ular expression, and only paradox can achieve genuine
singularity of expression#')
(f) The Importance of Ontology
Another writer, but one with whom theologians of Analogy

are bound to disagree, is H*B# Braithwaite,^ whose analysis of
^Cf. above, pp. 67-6g, 151-158.

^Oasserley, og# cit.. p. 182.

^Turner, og. clt#.n# 22ff

^Of. above, pp. 167-172.
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theological language resulted In an assimilation of It to ethleal language and.the abandoning' for it of ontological- claims#'
It can readily be admitted that the language of the the!at functions emotively and affectively#^ but abandoning the claim

that theological -language has to do with any state of affairs,

only with "storiesV'” 'would'be abandoning what has made this
language of interest to most people and what has given it its
emotional-and 'affective power.

Once the claim to some kind

of ooghition of objeoti'^e reality is dropped for theological
language, then its effeotivèness is gutted;

’'•.•.♦it seems to'me to be clear that most pepple are inter-^

es ted in propositions about God only to the extent in inrtiich
■they think that they might be true or false, in the sens# of
asserting a state of affairs which does or does not obtain#^

The thsologian will not., give up his right to speak about ob
jective reality without a struggle| and, aa w@ noted, the

struggle must still be waged at the point where Eant long ago

denied legitimacy for any inferences (consequently for any
guage) attempting^tb' transcend the phenomenal order*

Im^

Ooncer*

ning this exciting battle, in which theologians have not by
any means conceded victory to Kant, we cannot deal in this

thesis* Our aim must be the limit^ one of making clearer the

nature of the" language which some of the theologian A hope, in .
that battle, tp defend, and to shed light on some of the tech

niques which this language imposes on the theistlc dlacussion*
^Copieston, "The Meaning of the Terms Predicated of God
pp. 87-88. ■

p. 90.

) .

5>

general reply to the philosophy of language. --

In the theologians of Analogy, we have met a group of British
thinkers with presuppositions and basic thought patterns dif
fering widely from those o f the philosophers of language.

Let us ophoiude this chapter with brief mention ofa fhw remarks
w h i c h the def enders of Analogy might wish, to make to the
philpsoplierB*

(a) On the Tradition of Oonoern for Language

First, note should be taken of the faot that oareful
attention to language was hot invented in the twentieth
century#

The philosophers' and theologians of the Middle Ages

were keenly aware of the difficultiea and ihtricaoles of Ianguage#

They were aophistloated analysts whose récognition

of the difficulties inherent In theological speech was as
clear as that of the contemporary c r i t i c , if not clearer*

Ih recent times in this country some attention has been
paid', to the meaning of t e r m s .whàn used :analogically' in
metaphysics* And the fact that some analysts have, cast
doubt on,the meaningfulness, of terms predicated analogic
ally of God has someiiinesy created the impression that
inquiries of this sort/a re a prerogative of ânti-meta
physicians * Yet the analysts,are simply reviving a line
of inquiry which occupied a; prominent position in the
thought of man like. Aquinas.. .which was practically neg
lected in post-medieval times* i

St* Thomas and the other medieval scholars could no

doubt

have learned much from modern analysis, but they must not be
considered to be simple fools or dupes of language *

"I am

certainly not prepared to state dogmatically that Aquinas was

^Ooplaston, Aquinas * p. 68*

'
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never ’misled by language’; but be certainly recognized that
there Is such a thing as being misled by language,"^
(b) On the Relevance of Philosophy to Being
A Second point, ope which separatee the theologians of
Analogy from philosophers of language at thé very root, Is the/
rejection by the former of the common opinion that philosophy
is everywhere excluded from the empirical field by the apeolal
-SGiétices and l,s therefore no, longer able to claim a right to
deal with objective reality.
not be taken from philosophy;

Being, as object of study,
philosophers must continue to

• be doneeyned about belnp; In Itself. All the particular solences study being as qualified by some form or function, but
none besides philosophy Is capable of penetrating "behind”
•b e i n g .-In it's, various forms —

its •physical movement, its bio-

logical life, its psyphologlo&l thought —

and analyzing it

as it must be in Itself.

If thé concept of "being In Itself”

is vague, then so be it!

The work of clarifying an old

notion for a new day still beckons philosophers.
(c) On the Drive to Glarlty

As to this last objection, what sort of objection is it?
A third strong warning from theologians of Analogy would be
op this point: not to confuse unclarlty of language with
• illegitimacy (or non-existence) of subject-matter.

To rule

out questions which cannot immediately be put clearly, to

^Ibid,, p. 67.

identify the exposure of a muddle with the discovery of a

fallacy, ia to stifle the growth of;language and the poasi- :
bility of growth in philosophy beyond tho conceptual forma
already carved by daring;predecessors.
In the course of man’s ment
development, the range
and capacity of speech has been increased and inten-^
sified not by the lucid apostles of the clear and dis
tinct^ who have tamely accepted the contemporary limitations of language as, ultimate barriers encompassing the
mindÿ but,by' bolder and more adventuroUa'.philosophical
spirits, ifho have been willing to hazard mental journeys
intp what then, appeared, .and perhaps ■still' appear, to be
prpfpund and obscure regions Of human experience, stretchT
'Ing and straining the powers of speech to the/utmost in
their effort to communicate what they have 'seen and known,
perhaps most successful at that point where most of all
they seemed to themselves to M v a failed.:/,It is eu oh
pioneering experiments with apaecli that make it •possible
for language; to evolve, to capture new, and finer shades %
of, meaning^ to become more subtle in its powers of,.dia#
■tinction, more: profound in Its', capacity for expression *
Thus speech can only continue to be'a dynamic and ev61v&
ing intellectual instrument so long as men’s capacity
for expprieT^^ce and apprehension exceeds his p6wers of
expression#'!
" - ' ''
(d) On the Role of Imagination
Ferbaps a basis of the fear of the unclear is over-

admiration for the powers of the imagination as contrasted
with the powers of "pure Intellection” without an Imaginative
crutch or model bn which to rest * A fourth remark might,

therefore* be the suggestion that the possibility of MaginiuK the subject of any given discourse should not be held
(consciously or, worse, uncritically) as a critbriop fbr

whst la permissible speech.

, - .

The developments in the physical

!08SBorley. on. olt# pp. 95-96; see also pp. 174, 176243 244

8olencée should Ibpg since have broken the complaoant "unimâglnable-tberefôre-lmposslble (absurd)" formula*

Hawkins, may have had this In mind when h^ urged that simply
to be unable ,to imagine God’e sort td existence lo nb/pbjee^,

:

tlon to the theiat 'e olalms, "since we are genuinely oapable .

pf tbihklng and.not m#raiy imagining*”!
-V

-

'

'

. (ë) On the Feer of Risk
The final word which theqlôglans of Analogy might like

to: leave with the philosophers Of language is a warning
against philosophical ovar-caution.

'

The attitude-' which

fears to venture Into new experiments in language, which

:

draws back from any but univooal speech, which insists on .
being able to imagine before giving assent, which refuses to
challenge the scientist’s apparent monopoly of empirical
relevance Is a self-^defeating, spirit-brushing posture to
maintain *

This approach to philosophy is closely related to

the refusal to look into the depths of reality and of human
experience; "to concentrate upon oropositicma to the excluSion hot only of things but of our apprehensions of things”;
to % eep one’s cards close to one’s chest” -- at the risk

of %

losing precisely %fhat makes life richest snd most worth living.
If a man persists in limiting his gazé to the
phenomenal aurfaoe of reality th e re , is nothing
that can be done about it bn the purely human
level, except to treat him kindly and to point
n

Hawkins, The Essentials of Theism, p.. 81.

^Trethowan.

An Essay

in Christian Philosophy, p, 117.

%

•out to him es gently as .'possible- that by playing
:for safety in thia way he la desperately Impover
ishing his experience*! :'.
;
•

If the maximum degree of philosophical safety can be

obtained only at the expense of treating as inslgnificsbt
or untmstworthy those aspects of life whl ch ere most needed
f o r i t s - 'i n t e g r a t e d vrhplaness, and sense of meaning; If, t h a t

is* rational validity must smother human adequacy; then the
th e o lo g ia n o f A n a lo g y will choose to defer,to thetwhole
man ’s hunger for depth rather than t o th e tremulous intel

lect *s. fear of the shadows;

But t h e theologianAwl11 claim

that the i n t e l l e c t need have no fear of ^Shadows.

They must

be p re s e n t if reality is to be more than -o.ne- dim ens Io n a 1 *
fh e light out-balanoes the darkness of the la n d s c a p e in
w h ic h man finds himself an actor#

And the light i s more

th a n sufficient for his w a lk in g . '

1

'Maaoa.ll, Existence and A n a l o g y . p. 90
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OHAPTm FIVE

t is beosuse Ohriat lives in the faith
•and life of the Ohureh that theology becoises the anfoidlng of the truth in its
thought' end'life, and is,' at'the same *.■
time, that strenuoue act of understanding/
and obedienoe which constitutes the Ohurcht^s
service of God, Hence theology cannot properly be the pursuit of the", dilettante, or
the recluse or,the scientific spèciaiist;
it can be ;practised only by the active me#-^
bars of a living Church*... ^
“ f,F, Torrance and J,K*S, Eeid^

à movement

in radical opposition to the way of Analogy

has made a profound impact oh the British theological scene#
This movement Is often associated with the name of the great

Swiss theologian, Karl Barth, and as those, essentials of its
posltlop wbieh are relevant to our study emerge in the course
of this chapter the discerning eye will not© the unmistakable
shadow,,of Barth^a .colossal figure at. many points.

It will,

of course, be impossible here for us to examine directly the
'doctrines of the giant of Basel since we hsy© b,av^ resolved
to focus our attention in this thesis on British thinkers
,F, Torrance and J.K»S, Reid, Editorial iniroduclnt
the first number of The Boottiah Journal of Theology.
Volume I, 1948, p, 2,
‘

.,V
%
I
. .1'

alone, but the impact of hie thought has been felt and must
be acknowledged at the outset#
The theological development with which we shall be
concerned in this ohapter should, not^ however , he thought
to consist in hollow parroting of the teaching of a foreign
masterI on the contrary, an old and powerful British Calvin
ist tradition has been touched and reawakened in part by

the shocks of modern history and in part by Barth's empha
tic recall to the teachings of the Reformation.

Thus the

British theologians who would tend to be in closest agree
ment with Barth are more often allies in a common cause
than uncritical disciples.

The vigorous tradition of

British Calvinism offers, indeed, a basis for criticism of
some of Berth's own theological emphases; but this chapter,
where Barth himself must perforce remain a background figure,
is hot the place to explore such differences.
If these are the historical roots of a powerful move
ment of dissent from the doctrine of Analogy, what theoret
ical motives are at the bottom of this dissent?

And what

do these objecting theologians propose, in turn, to offer
in place of the answers given by the theology of Analogy
to the demands for a justification of theological assertions?

I.
The Meed for Obedience
â. The Fact of Sin
The root of the objection to theories justifying theo
logical language on the basis of Analogy' is the forthright
denial of ;any real,likeness between man (or the world) and
God —

the analogy in being which must

presupposed by any

doctrine of theological analogy in language

But the basis

of this denial'is not man. s inevitable fihitude. which has
vexed us before; it is the yet more radical problem of man's
sin.

The problem of flnitude alone may lull us into the

belief that there is no more than an immense quantitative
gap between God and man, but stress on the problem of sin
.jolts, US; awake to'-the-real'issuet

the infinite: qualitative

difference between man and God, between the wholly corrupt

and the perfectly holy, between the totally impotent and the
limitlessly capable, betWen the utterly damned and the
everlastingly righteous,'

Any doctrine which attempts to

support theological language on a foundation of Analogy must
be doomed, by this terrible considerationi
have

man and the world

fallen

be quhilk transgressiouh, commpnlie called Original,
sinne, wea the Image of GOD utterlie defacéd in man.
^Of. 1, Farrar's definition of "analogy" above, .pi 215

and.he and hia poeteritle of nature become enlmles
to GOD, slaves to Bathan, and servandis unto sin.l
Ho analogies from this kind of being, therefore, can even in
principle bridge the radical gap to God.

Compared to that

Difference all other differences merge and vanish into insignlflcanee.

To lost mankind God is the -Wholly..Other.

In this situation any hope %«fhlph the supporters of
logy might have in human reason, or any reliance which others^
might wishitp place on human experiences of any sort must
clearly, be false -hope and misguided reliance;:''-Ho part, of
man or his world has escaped the conséquences o f f a l l

into sin; in human, powers and faculties there ‘1b nov-hope at all.
B. The Rope of Salvation
How: can this be?

I#st we then despair? Yes, resounds

the answer, despair of man; but we have grounds for bone in
God. Alone, our plight would indeed he desperate, but we
are not alone.
rescue.

God is with us not only to judge but also to

He has only to speak his Word and we are lifted-out

of our lost situation, and he has spoken and continues to
speak this saving-Word.

The function of God's act in the

gift of hi a Word is first of all to save us from the sin and
^Confesaio Scotioa (Jblin Knox, 1560) , Art. III., quoted
by Karl Barth In The Knowledge of God and the Service of God,
translated by J.l.ll.'Hàlre and I;. Henderson, London: Hoddèr
and Btoughton, 195B, p. 45.
2
Of. below. Chapter Six.
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guilt of pur human plight; only second does this divine 4ct
of salvation give us the right to make the kind of statements
which compose theology.

The saving Word and the revealing

Word are one and the same.

Whatÿ then, is the appropriate human response to this

situation in which man finds himselfI

doomed in himself but

oonfrpnted with the gift of the Word of God?
with total Obedience,

It is to respond

with, "the analogy of faith;

Man and

God share nothing in common, but when God acts to reveal him
self to his cresturey man *s faith-response is the appro'^
priate and therefore t--?- if you /like—
of response,

the "analogical" act

"The human act of faith is the analogue of the

divine act of revel&tiom,.,.

' We shall have to ask later

how possible it is for man to make this analogous response

to God, but at present it is sufficient to noie the answer wé
have received to our first two questions:

What is the basis

for the radical dissent from the doctrines of Analogy?

Bin,

the total fallenness of man and the resulting infinite qual
itative distinction -frpm the perfect One, is the reply.

What

would be recommended to replace trust in analogies between

‘1
•
In order to distihguish the special use of the word
Obedience" which is being developed in this chapter from other
uses of "obedience" in prdinary discdursê, we shall adopt the
device pf spelling the word relevant to man's response to God
with an initial capital.
p
■ '
Of. H.Fr Lovell Cocks, Bv Faith Alone, London: James
Clarke and Company., Ltd. , 1 9 ^ * Chapter VII , "The Analogy of .
FtiLth."
^Ibid., p.
,
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man. and God?

Obadlence. the true "analogy of faith" before

the gracloua Word of God, will be the key.

Only in Obedience

do we find salvation; only in Obedience do we find a secure
foundation for our theological discourse.

The deepest,need

of man ia, therefore, the need for Obedience: to the Word
given him by the act of God.

A study of the nature of the

Word and of our Obedience to it will compose the bulk of this .
chapter, but first we must deal with a preliminary problem
and then, in answering it, with possible "rivals" of Obedience.
The problem which might be raised at this point is a
natural one:

what. It may be asked. Is the scarce of the

doctrine on which theologians of Obedience rely for their an

alysis of the human plight? 'Is the descriptlmi-of man's sin
ful situation not based■on■faith in the testimony of Ghristian,
Boripturo; proclamations of the Chrietian. Ohurch, and so on?
If this is admitted, then the theologian has been arguing in
■a vicious circle?
to —

Beginning with faith in —

or Obedience

the Ohristian claims in revelation, he naturally is i

led to his gloomy conclusions concerning the totally depraved
.situation of mankind; and, denying the possibility of Analogy
on this ground, be is obliged to advocate the "analogy of
faith" as the only open alternative.
urged'on the basis of faith!
stitute for Obedience!

But. faith is being

Obedience recognizes no sub

Must the theologian of Obedience not

offer us some rational or objective justification for his
primary doctrines?

To escape circularity he must underglrd

his reliance oh the deliverances of Ohrlatian revelation by
'philosophical arguments-, must he no t,..-showing -that 'révélation
itself is possible; or, at least, by some preliminary disoussioh (often balled "natural theology") he must offer us
independent grounds for belief in the existence of a super
natural order and a self-i^avealing GOd.

But the'', theologian, of Obedience refuses tq break the

circle which, be asserts, is far from vicious.

On the eon-

trary, this objection to the circularity of his position be
trays A radical misunderstanding of reason and false assumptions oonoerning the role of pbiloeophy and "natural theology."
Arguments cannot be used to justify Obedience, because '
Obedience Is beyond human justification.

Philosophy, with

its cherished "autonomous reason," and natural theology,

with its treasured "proofs," are the natural enemies of
Obedience.

The preliminary objection of circularity must be

met radically, therefore, by an elimination of certain rivals
of Obedience.

II

The Rivals of Obedience
A. Philosophy and "Autonomous Reason"
An extremely significant article by Professor T..F.
Torrance! puts the case for Obedience in relation to its
T.F. Torrance, "Faith and Philosophy," The Hibbert
Journal. Volume XLVII, 1949, pp. 237^; ‘^

philosophical rival, and we can do no better than to reflect
on its argWOnt#

Torrance announces at thé outset that It

is not his purpose to do away with reason and philosophy In
toto. hut to help them to become more.truly what they ought
to be by attacking them in their natural forms, that la, as
alienated from Obëdienoe.

"It is the aim of this article,"

he writesÿ/"to maintain the view that it is only by means of
faith ,that philosophy can bC kept true to itself*"!
1* The understanding of "objectivity ."

* One of the

most common errors of thought abstracted .'from Obedience Is

the supposition that purely impartial or "objective" thinking

is a human possibility.

But modern investigation has abun

dantly shown that:
..ieven the conclusions of our,abstract thihking do
not really arise from the logical basii on which they
'seem to 'repose.,;. -They come 'from something m u d e e p e r ,
a ;certain’.habit or set of mind whi ch gives thes© arguments their réel force^9
'
It is at the deepest level that pMlosophical positions are
really formed, in the hûm&h "heart," as it were; they do not
issue from the philosopher's conscious mind alone*

The in-

sidious fact about the real roots of philosophical thought is
that they may not be at .all apparent to the thinker himself,

who may consider himself the model of objectivity —

but is

therefore victimized the more by his own uhcrltioized assumptlonsv

What az^e these aeéumptlons?

^Ibld. *. p. .257.

Apart from faith they

^Loc. cit.

are always sssumptlona antlt&ètleal to the Gbriatien view of
the world and man; which, after ell,, is only to be expected.

on the basle of the bihlloal undprotending of map'o radically
evil ôohdition#

'

And these aeeumptiqne wreck the very posei-

bility of a theological appeal to "objective chalyeia," since
there le no such thing as "objedtivity" in natural human
reason; there is only fierce hostility against the Ghrietlan
reveiation based on extrà-logloal factors.^

Genuine objec

tivity, as we shall soon see, is made possible, only by
Obedience.

''

2* The understandiHR of "critical nhllosophv." —

Modem

philosophy has overwhelmingly rejected the pretensions of
"System-building" in favour of what'la called'criticism#

is a healthful development (for reasons which will become

This

apparent in our discussion of "cohérence") but, as Torrance
points out, truly critical philosophy is an impossible ideal
for the human mind to attain unaided.

How can a philosophy

which is unable to criticize its own determining assumptions
succeed in being really critical of anything else?
of its critiques has been left uncriticized!

The basis

"The difficulty

is that even the critical philosophers of to-day are almost
never conscious of their basic attitude.
a fundamental canon of thought."^

They adopt It as

In this way the natural

mind's lack of objectivity crushes philosophical hope for

■kbld.. p. 241.

genuine oritieism.

Genuine orltloal philosophy, in Torranoe's

view, is also made possible only by Qbedlenoe,
3* The understanding of "rationality" —

assumed that reason's internal principles —

tradiction, the Law of Identity, and so on —

It is often

the Law of Con
must be given

an entirely "free hand" if the mind is to achieve true ration
ality#

On this view it is Imagined that the mind must be

governed by no principles or influences outside its own "in
ternal" methods and criteria#

This, the belief in "autono

mous reason," assumes that any and all varieties of subjectmatter can be comprehended, or at least adequately dealt with,
by reason's own categories#

Thus;

###it has become an axiom for the reason to accept as
rational only that which fits In with the forms of its
own autonomous activity# It refuses to recognize any
thing outside the charmed circle of its own self-suffi
ciency except what can be understood by the norms im
manent to reason#!
This view of reason, however, is rightly suspect in many philo soph leal quarters#

îlow reason is increasingly understood to

be "not something substantival but verbal, not so much a state
as an act, and therefore to be functionally interpreted."2
And what is the "function" which provides the key to a more
accurate understanding of reason?

Torrance replies;

"Reason

la pur capacity for objectivity.")

With this reply the discussion has circled back once

more to the question of objectivity#

^Ibld.. p. 242.

What, we may now ask.

% b l d .. p. 24).

^Loc
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is this genuine objectivity —
capacity —

that for which reason Is our

which has been shown to be beyond; the normal

powers of the mind?

Two notions of "objectivity" may be distinguished, In

reply :

first, the "ordinary" objectivity of human ration

ality operating on ordinary subject-matter in terms of the
logical principles inherent in it; and, second, "true" ob
jectivity of which ordinary objectivity is a special case#
Obj activity is, in the more fundamental Sense;, the caoaoity
for the mind to ;be conformed W;-qr -behave appronrlately before
its,object. We may note here the support given to this wider
conception of "objectivity" by James Brown in his careful
study of this vexing question#

"As regards 'objectivity'

he tells us, "all kinds of knowledge are of Objects, and
truth, is adequacy to•the nature of the Object*"!

In the case of most objecta confronting ua, this criter
ion of objectivity is sufficiently met by our behaviour in
terms of the canons inherent in reason, but the assumption

that what is sufficient for most is sufficient for all possi

ble objects is totally unfounded.
possibility —

Sometimes —

consider the

the object confronting us may be beyond the

powers of our ordinary categories of objectivity; but, even
then, to behave truly objectively is to act appropriately
before the object-

And the appropriate act in such a case

!James Brown* Subject and Object In Modern TheoloRv.
London : BOM' Bress, Ltd #, 1955, p *
"

Is to refuse to apply the' Inapplioahle standards of "ordinary"

objeotivlty.

In this refusal, and ln .it alone, we are be-

having In oonformity with the cbBracter of the object con
fronting us; only then are we truly objective.

If rationali

ty is our capacity for behaving objectively, then in this
case we are truly rational only in rejecting the ordinary

principles of rationality *

Brown again agrees.

"Control by the Object" is the touchstone of sanity
versus lllusiph Or delusion. But not all Objects are
presented ready-made to the Subject's acceptance...♦
:Borne Objects are>, Include, involve, relations of the
conCret© Subject or self to its Objects; and to say

that these Objects must either ebbmit themselves to ■
exhaustive description of the kind apprbpriate to
natural science is nbt\a legitimate deduction from
an analysis of the Subjsct-Object relation of knowledge, but a piece of metaphysios of an unwarrantable
kind....I

Oloai’ly, the confrontation with the W o M of God—
own self acting in revelation to save us--—

Qod's

must be the

supreme instance of the Incompatibility of "ordinary" objec
tivity -(natural reason) with true objectivity (genuine ration-’
allty).

Hben God makes himself known to man, man's mind tries

at first to force its new Object into the patterns of "ordin
ary" objectivity*

But reason is unable to subdue this Divine SufojectObjeot to ordinary objectivity (i.e. to its own sub
jectivity) for that would not be“behaving ip terms
of the Object.**. Therefore reason, in order to be
truly rational, must suspend its ordinary urge to
objectivity, and find its true objectivity in the
Divine Person who cannot be subdued to a mere object
or resolved into the conclusion of a philosophical
'Ibid*, pi

' '

'
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argument# This is the trouble with, our reason that It
is habituated to subduing objects to Its own subjectlvlly#!
How, than, shall we desoribe the "appropriate act" which
constitutes true.objectivity before the Word of God?

It has

abandoned the ordinary criteria of objectivity and rationalIty; what has it left?

"Only In the act.to acknowledgment,"

Torrance answers, "can it receive the capaoitj to behave in
terms of the Object, but.must therefore be-prepared for
' '

'

-

transformation•.in obedience to its unique -Bub.ject-Ob jeet #

iS

Rationality in theological matters does not oppose, therefore,
but presupposes Obedience, since any; other response is Inappropriate to the Object and inso facto irrational.
If philosophy cannot succeed in objectiva thinking about
fundamental matters apart from a response of Obedience to the
Word o.f Clod, then neither can it hope to be truly critical
apart from faith.

Faith is presupposed for ràtiohalitj, ob

jectivity, and genuine criticism.

None of them Is naturally

possible because faithless would-be philoapphers are so
bound up in their unconscious assumptions that the objective
rationality required for true criticism is beyond their power.
They cannot think otherwise until there Is a funda
mental change in their mental make-up, i.e. until In
faith they are able to stand outside of^^themaolves on
the ground of a Word which reaches them from- without
and not from within.3
When faith's "prpfounder rationality" is acknowledged,
^Torrance, "Faith and Philosophy," pp. 243-244.

^Ibid., p.,244. (italics added).

% b i d .. p. 24l.

however, the freshly critical person is at last granted a
new insight into the lllesltiœate philosophical quest for
coherence and unity of explanation*
4. The understanding of "coherenee*" —

the "profounder

rationality" which consists in the "truly" objective response
to God is freed, in virtue of its Obedience^ from the beset
ting danger of all philosophy: the urge to create prematurely
unified systems*'
deal with —

Our canons of ordinary rationality cannot

and therefore reject -- radical discontinuity,

but the evil present In the world, revealed to us through

Obedience, cannot be forced within the categories of rational
continuity,

Somehow evil posits itself and cannot be rationalized.*..
Evil is fundamentally discontinuity. Ho explanation in
volving the principle of continuity or coherence can
ever approach the problem* Continuity cannot throw any
light on discontinuity.!

It is due to this unrationallzable element in the world that
every grand attempt at aynthesls by natural reason has soon
been shown to be pretentious and a fraud*

A theoretical possibility for philosophy confronted with

this situation would, of course, be the suspension of judg
ment > the deliberate refusal to create any artificial unity
where it does not exist*

But this alternative, though bravely

attempted by the great David Hume, is not in fact a practical

possibility, at least "apart from the strength and discipline
^Ibid*, p

of faith."!

"Philosophy by its very nature Is always on the

road to a doCTàtic obllosoohy which Insists on completing a

unitary interpretation of reality that inevitably overrides
and falsifies the facts of existence.

Only the incoming of the Word of the living God and its
acceptance in Obedience can foil this tendency to closed
systems, because only s-cknowlodgment of the objective Word
can prevent ordinary rationality from assuming itself to be
the sole arbiter of the nature of reality.

It can know

nothing but contlnaity, therefore reality must be continuous.
ao it argues within its own unbroken circle. But Obedience
breaks this circle, and thus destroys its complacent ..argu
ment.

In faith, the monologue of reason la invaded by a Word
from without, and instead of monologue there is dia
logue. Faith Is reason engaged in dialogue and by dia
logue faith prevents the reason from closing in upon
itself alone and therefore from offering a foreclosed
rationalization of existence.)

The philosopher who reacts with "true" objectivity to the
divine Object can never succumb to the optimistic myth of
coherence in reality because he knows the pain of sin and
contradiction, within himself as revealed to him by the Word
which claims his Obedience.

He knows that he is naturally

hostile to truth and that he needs to be drawn by a force
not his own out of the sinful condition in which he finds
himself.

, p. 2414

® I M d . , p. S37i

^Ibld. ■ o. 244.

In pther words-j faith .dlseovers^ to a man that ■■'far
from haTlng the condition of Truth in hlmsèXf, as
■ -. Socrates «thought,=in his na turaiistic stats, a-'man .
is at enmity to the Truth and needs to b© reconciled
to It, and in faot needs to be so altered in the very
cast of his mind as to be b o m again or converted,
âs he la, man Is unable to behave in terms of the
Truth,,therefore■unable ^to•be rational,!
The only suooessful philosopher, therefore, will be the
philosopher who,knows the dlsolpline of .Obedience .to the
Gonvioting and converting Word,
Because he knows in faith that he himself partakes of
the contradiction , he knows also he cannot force :the
world into an abortive unity, but as a philosopher can
only remain thoroughly critical to. the very end,' re
fusing to betray 'hie .philosophy, into, a dogmatic 'phil
osophy by foisting upon It a fa%çè and unreal and ir
relevant logical coherence.*^'
Bo much, then in reply to those who accuse the theoloi

gians of Obedience of vitiating their, case by a olrbular
argument,

Oritical philosophy, rationality itself, Is Im-

possible apart from the Obedience of fâitIrtJi’nâny-hope of es
tablishing the contrary ia due to, wishful thinking based on
hatred of the truth which must imprison the. minds of un
believers _until they accept the discipline of Obedience to
God's Word

and thereby cease being unbelievers.

The

"circle" in the argument from faith to faith is not a defect,
therefore, but the key souroe of strength of the,position
defended,

âs James Brown neatly expresses this thought;

1th is knowledge, but it is the knowledge of faith;
the circle is inescapable*,., But a circle need not
h b l d .. pp. 244-245.

% b l d . . p. 245,

be a vicious circle! In many departments of life -we
are shut up to conviction of this sort#. It is no
tàl argument against faith that'its movement is .cir
cular, that Its knowledge is gained from the standpoint
of itself -- so long as it is knowledge related to its
Object, and is not subjectivity chasing its own tallîl
'Far from hindering the progress of free and objective philosophizlng, faith is its indispensable condition^
Only when a man has been humbled in faith before the
Cross of Jesus Ohrlst and has realized there that the
problem [of evil and guiltl is so serious that only by
an act of God
a desperate act of God'
Can it be
solved or healed, is a man.fit to philosophise seriously.^
B. Natural Theolo^
After such an extensive study of the nature of "autonomdus" reason and philosophy , and their elimination as. rivals
of Obedience, it will be unnecessary to dwell long on the
inadequacies of hatural theology, which, after all, is a
special case .of the would-be employment -df "autonomous"
reason and the techniques of "objective" philosophy*

Despite

the welter of.definitions offered for "natural theology" it
is at least clear that -- whatever more specifio it may sig
nify in various contexts —

it is the attempt to gain some

truth about ultimate matters including questions about the
existence of the. supernatural and God, and aboutthepossi
bility of revelation, without trust in any methods or re
sources beyond those of ordinary rationality * 'Much'of
^Brown , o£* Pit ** pp. 158-159#

%orranee,•"Faith and Philosophy ," p. 241.

Professor Torrance's ofltlque of philosophy's pretensions
Is Eipplloahle here.

WO shall not repeat It#

But other

orltloloms have been voiced as well -- directed specifloally
against natural theology as a particular development of
philosophy divorced from Obedience.
1* The dangers of aooeoting natural theology# -- We have
first to remember that the natural tendency of man is to reject the truth about his own sinful condition and about the
demanding sovereignty of God over hi a life.

Part .of this

painful truth is the fact of Christ'a Ldrdahlp over èaôh
individual. Once admit this I^rdahlp and—
for sinful man!s
aelf-esteem —

all is lost.

For this reason men are driven

In countless ways to qualify (and thereby implicitly to deny)
the absoluteness of Qhrlst's authority over their lives.

One

of these ways, Daniel T. Jenkins tells us,Is through the
construction of natural theology.
If wè- can. employ our own skills and methods to come to
some truth concerning God, then God's revelation of himself
In Jesus Christ; and his repeated offers of the Ward to
faith -- these are of greatly reduced Importance.

becomes mere corroboration.

Revelation

Clod has, in a. sense, become an

object or po'asession; /an'''object of knowledge and the posses
sion of those minds which

him.

can grasp the means of possessing.,

Thus the attempt to reach God pn the basis of human

resources alone is a subtle way In which men have» tried to
avoid acknowledging God .In fpith and .Obédience-.

Where there
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is knowledge through ordinary reason, why should God’s gift
of hltn^èlf in Jesus Christ be acknowledged as of supreme
importance?

When man’s mind is master of the means to truth

about divine matters, why is. It so essential to bow down

before the Lord Jesus Ohrist, the Word made flesh?

We prove

God (or try to) in order to free ourselves from Obedience
to him.

Natural Theology attempts to set up another source
of knowledge of God alongside Jesus Ohrist and thus
threatens His Lordship.!

Oompletely aside, then, from all questions of the logical

validity (the success) of naturel theology—

and these may

be serious indeed for the exponents of this way^

the very

goal and hopes of this field of inquiry are religiously im
pious.

They must resolutely be thrust aside.

Every attempt

by man to "underpin" revelation by reason is, in fact, a
disguised movement to undermine its supreme authority.

"It

is perhaps in this context that the reason for the fierce
antipathy of Reformed theolo^ to Natural Theology is beat

understood."3

2. The benefits of rejecting natural theology. —

Even

though defence of the Lordship of God’s act in revelation
stands out as the key motive for the rejection of natural

Daniel T. Jenkins, The Nature of Oatholicity. London*
Faber and Faber, Ltd., 19$3, p. §9.

2
Of, above. Chapters Two and Three, oasslm.

3

Jenkins, gg. cit.. p.

theology by theologians of Obedience, it is not the only
vital oonaideratioB#

The resolute refusal to dabble in

natural theology will, Jenkins asserts, save theology from
two opposite but equally deadly pitfalls into which it has
habitually been coaxëd.

On the one hand yawns the pit of

dogmatism, the inevitable result of adopting any system of
human thought, any
true."

concrete natural theology, as

officially

And from this pit must rise the stench of heresy^

party strife, fanaticism, bigotry, and propaganda^,

Roman

Oatholioiam seems to Jenkins an obvious example of a victim
of this pit.

The Roman Ohurch, having committed itself in advance
to the absolutizing of relative human language about
God through the acceptance of an "official" philoso
phy, is compelled — in/practice, if not entirely in
theory — to dogmatize about philosophlc&l_matters
" which are, very obviously, open questions,*
On the other hand, however, gapes the equally inhospit

able pit of relativism#

While dogmatism accepts one system

of natural theology and sticks to its formulations through

thick and thin, relativism accepts any natural theology or
théologies which the shifting winds of popular mood dictate.
Nothing

%B absolute, nothing

authoritative; a sharp change

in "climate of opinion" can leave such natural theology
and the anaemic religion clinging to it —

stranded high and

dry, suddenly "old-fashioned," neglected, and powerless.

^IMd.. p

.

138.

"Modernism" muét remain a vivid warning to all who are

tempted by this error*
The path

la narrow Indeed between these two pits, one

filled with the brittle bones of, a rigid system and the other

with the flabby remains of qnt-moded expedients; but some way

must be, found for theology to proclaim’a message neither boundto the rigid dogmas of an earlier day nor drifting direotionless and without authority.

Such firm middle ground is not

possible, however* so long as .natural theology is In the least tolerated* for until a stand:is taken against it* dogmatism

(allowing ohlv one system of natural theology) and relativism

'(welcpming more than One system/.o'f-natural theology} are ex-

haustlve Alternatives.

"Them is no: eqdape from this except

to find the norm of truth outside the relativities of the age
in which one lives."!

This norm is the Word of God, unbound

to any age, acknowledged in Obedience;/ Only by the aoceptmçè
of this alternative —

which is not even a visible alternative

to the "autonomous" reason of natural theology but which is
the only rational and objectivé alternative in the circum
stances

■ can the: assertions of theology be safeguarded from

the dangers which; beset thern^
Thus far we have been on the whole engaged in matters of

a preliminary and preparatory sort.

We have noted, the doc-

"tfinal basis for dissent from theories defending théôlogloàl
language on, the basic of Analogy* and
p,, 139s

have stùdiéd the

elimination of philosophy and natural theology as the possi-.
ble rivals of Qhedience*

In the

coarse .of/tlieae discussions

certain hints have inevitably been given concerning the na
ture of the divine Object before which our only appropriate

response, is "true" objectivity* but a more careful and sys
tematic study of the sole appropriate Object of pur
Obedience is now required.

The Object of Obedience
To Introduce this central Investigation one further
preliminary survey is called for#

So that we may be sat

isfied that certain coiamonly-aoceptad objects of human, obedl*
ence-are sgt'appropriate objects for Obedience, we shall
examine in turn several popular aiternatlve candidates for
supreme theological authority and note the reasons given
by theologians of Obedience for their rejection.
A. Inappropriate Objects for Obedience
Four falsa candidates for supreme theological authority
have attracted and are still attracting many people.

Two

of these have been examined already and may therefore be
quickly rejected.

The other two need delay ua only slightly

longer.
1. OOBsensuB gentium. ■—

The false claim for Obedience

made by "the universal beliefs of the people" hardly needs

refutation in the light of Daniel Jenkins’ treatment of
rslativism.

The Object to Which Obedience would be appro-

prlete oennbt be subject to fluotuatlomB In the faehlone of
thought.

It would be/absurd to give one's absolute allegiance

to that which is itself relative!

As ive s^Oted earlier, only

whan one la willing to "find the norm of truth outside the
relativities of the ego In which one lives"! does one find
something worthy of Obedience*
2* Human reason. ~

-

-

The analysis of human reason pro

vided earlier by Professor Torrance^ should suffice as a
refutation of any claim on its behalf for our ultimate,
loyalty*

The trouble with natural reason lies precisely in

the fact that "it" (if we may reify our rational functions
for convenience) is altogether too prone to be obedient to
the relativities of our oulturally-determined beliefs and to
our sin-corrupted motives.

Suoh unworthy obedience on its.

part must rule Out for us Obedience to its delivsrancea and
criteria. . Furthermore, to be rid of the corruptions to which
it is prone, reason (we recall), must be cleansed by a prior
act of Obedience; but this required act cannot appropriately
be made to its own unredeemed functioning!■
3* Human experiences. —

There are those who would have

us accept •certain human.experiences as the ultimately

. above, p. 333.

^Of. above, p. 319 ff.

authoritative■ground of theological-belief and religious
1
assertions.
Some find *.such an authority in the dèllveràncea
of mystic oonsolousneas, others in one’s experience of hie
"existential situation*" still others In some more precisely
defined sort of "religious experience."

But * to the theology

of Obedience, what utter folly it is for men to offer their
faith —

their utter Obedience —

their own experiences I

on the basis of eny of

Theologians of Obedience.,usually

members of an outspokenly antl-mystlcal tradition, reject,
as does Dr. William Mille,., any supposed "knowledge", of

ultimate mattera of faith which relies merely on "a mystical
unverlflahle e x p é z d e n c e . ;
Aside from the ecstasies of mysticism, what.of the expGilenoe of "ooerclveness" ifbich some theological beliefs

may arouse In our minds?

Is this not a;:datum which may have

an appropriate claim for our Obedience?

Ho, even this cannot

satisfy our demand for an Object outside the relativities of
our otfti psycho logical make-up#

not be so for another.

What is operclv© for one may

And the coeroiveneas of a thought

falls to guarantee its truth In most realms of thought; why
should it be supposed to do so in a theological context?
We cannot deny that truth Is often coercive In this
way ; but we have to admit that what 1b coercive some
times turns out to be false. It is surely difficult

1

Of. below, Ohapter Six.

^William Lillie, "The Preacher and the Critic," The
Scottish jQurnai of Theology,, Volume 6, 1953, p. 186.

to main tain* as', we have- to do if we want ■to meat this
objection successfully* that no one is ever genuinely
mistaken, i.e* that when we have embraoad à proposltlon because it is ooarclve which turns out to be false,
we have really either failed to understand it fOily or
have not been dispassionate. Thus cpercivënèse as the
sole criterion wlil not do.!
.
"Religloub experience" can have many senses, but none
of them, for théologiens of-Obedience, can provide the ap

propriate Object for the ecknowledgemeht of faith Ifhlch is so
crucial for religion.

The experiences, for example, which

accompany non-Ohristian religions can be of no interest to
Ohrlstlen theology (though these are undeniably "religious
experiences") since Ghristisn falthmust bring to; judgment
all the/religions of the world.^

The experiences which are

associated with such religions'issue froth men still imprisoned

-by their sin and can hardly, therefore , serve ..ae-that which
releases'from sin I ' But If this Is true of "religious experienoe's". in paganism, why should the "religious experienceb"

had by those living in Christendom be more readily trusted?

Ho more is theology interested In the "religious experiences"
w h i c h so fascinate; psychology.

Be they of the variety which

"sees" the shimmerings of religious significance or be they
the kind that "feels" the welling up of vague religious
stirrings from the depths of c o n s c i o u s n e s s r e l i g i o u s

, ^Rupert I, Davies, The Brbblem- of Authority in the Cent'
inental Reformers . London ; The Ipworth; P r e s s ■IgASJ" pT i W T
a
'OfJohn McGonnach'ie, "The Uniqueness of the 'Word''of
God," The Scottish Journal of Theology^, Volume I , Ho * 2 *,

^ ' p. iiT. ^

:-' "

.'
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expériences are of no Impprtanoo to tboee ifho aearch for an
Object of faltb.

One cannot give Obedience to a eblAmerlng

or a atlrrlzng, bo^fcver êub.lectlvèly eiÿilfloant It may appear

to the .experlencer#

Only an Object nrhlch cute.through any

possible experience trill aetisfy the requirements of Obedience#

This Object:,

'
• .##l8 not an-emanation from the sphere in which we find
ourselves, nor from some subliminal region within us,
nor is it a mystlo&i illumination of the !epul# ' It/is
a #brd from beyond this world, of- time, -a iford from our
■ Father ,**in heaven'*, which b^reaks in upon us from an- '
other dimension, falling, âs it were, vertieeily, and
cutting acroBS our human wills -and- preferences.^
4. Ohurch or individual.

Perhaps- the most widespread '

delusion concerning the appropriate Object for.our total
Obedience is the view which assumes that this role may be
played by some institution or soma individual, per se.

Part

of the appeal, of this mistaken, position springs from a .super

ficial resemblance, perhaps,; between this and a proper‘ana
lysis of the theological situation, but mistaken it surely
is apart from the fuller interpretation of the nature of the

T/ord of Qod.

What is common to would-fbe authorities like a Cburob or
a prophet-leader is the fact that -the clioioe of one Instead
of another of them as objects of our obedience must neces
sarily involve every individual making this choice In an

element both of contingency and arbitrarlbess.

^Ibid., p# 119.

Obntingenoy

is unavoidable since factors such as date and place of birth,
family traditions, mode of upbringlns, and so on, are bound
to play.a part in the individual’s décision; arbitrariness
cannpt be excluded so long as a; multiplicity of **final**

authorities clamour for the obedience of the choosing person,

because no appeal beyond the **final** authority is allowed in
the nature of the case and a human choice must in the end be
made to decide which authority will rule.

But true Obedi

ence cannot be open to the charge of arbitrariness and contin

gency or, once again, it sinks into the relativities of his
torical existence and loses its right to be Object of

absolute faith.

Professor l.H.O. Robinson expresses these thoughts in a
discussion of the position of Dr. Karl Barth, whose place
of

influence in British theology of Obedience has already

been acknowledged.

There are those. Professor Robinson notes,

who accord a position of absolute and final authority;
...to 8. particular Ohuroh or even to a particular
preacher as some Gorinthlans apparently did to St.
Paul (I Oor* 1. 12)* These are all authoritarian
movements; but there is much more subtlety, much
more careful analysis and penetrating thought in
Barthianism than would be Involved simply in the
substitution of some other authority for those that
are there recognized#
Indeed these other authori
ties are in some sense and to soma extent arbitrary,
and what Dr. Barth seeks to set forth is not another
arbitrary authority in place of these but one that
is not arbitrary at all, one that is altogether selfauthenticating, one that is completely given and hot
at all the subject of arbitrary choice.^
%.E.Q-.. Robinson, "Karl Barth’s :#npirici8m," The Hlbbert Journal. Volume XXJX. 1951. o. 363.

The "self-authenticating" nature of the sole legitimate
Object of oar obédience will require our subséquent notice,^
but at the moment the key point for our attention is the"re
jection of the arbitrary" which Professor Robinson hare
shows to be involved in the theology, of Obedience. This is

emphatically not to say that this theolpsio.al standpoint

shrinks from authoritarianism ; on the ?contrary, it is essen-‘.
tially authoritarian —

what- would "obedience" In any sensé

mean without an authority to obey? —

but this authoritarian

ism is not content to rely on obedience offered -to any object
of human choosing.

The Object which demands bur acknowledg

ment is not suffered to be our supreme authority on the
basis of any feeble human act of décision^

Such a decision

might be reversed; the arbitrarily acknowledged may as
easily be arbitrarily Ignored!

The only alternative is that

the Object deserving our Obedience must somehow be given. a
datum received as inescapably as any deliverance to the
senses.

Mo Ohuroh or prophet can clain this status; the

inadequacy of such authorities is that they are not authori
tative enough.
Certainly, radical Protestantism is radical authorltarianism in the sphere of religion, but it is so be
cause it is first of all and orimarilv radica1 empiri-clam in theology., if this word may be used to indicate
that which is given and not just that which Is given
to sense.^
W .

2

below, » . 372-373.
i

Robinson, on. b i t . . p. :

So much, then, for the commonly accepted objects of our
religious obedience.

All of them boast unquestioning fol

lowers, but none deservea or receives the Obedience which

avoids the fatal relativities of fickle ideologies, the dietortione of smug rationalism, the vagaries of human exper
iences, and, the contingencies of arbitrary choice# At the
hesy^ of the religious life must live the Word of God with
power, and It Is to a description of this tord and the
manner of its coming to us that we must now proceed#
B. The Appropriate Object for Obedience
In this section and the next we come to the very centre
of the position we are trying to understand in this chapter#
The elimination of the "rivals" of faith and the exposure of
inadequate objects of misguided faith have been indispensable

but negative preparation for the presentation of the positive
view shared, not without diversity, by British theologians
of Obedience*

We shall examine the suggested "doctrine of

thé Word of God" under three heads,;

the Word of God as rela

ted'to physical'event, to the Bible, and to the Ohuroh,
Such an examination should serve to tie together threads which
until"thie■point have had to be introduced withoUt sufficient
systematic justification#
1# The Word of God and physical event* —

We must divest

ourselves immediately of the grave misunderstanding which

leads us to suppose that God’s revelatory Word is neceasarilf
verbal. • Such a mistake Is a oommon one., perhaps because the
term "word" la normally used in the context of merely verbal
activities, but thé view Is completely in error.

As we shall see, the Word of God la -in ;hO;circumstances

a matter of words Only : Indeed, the most striking proof of
the hqn'fverbal olmractef of Qod^s Word is to be found In Its

-

supreme -r and, Ih an important sense, Its only —

:

tation to men.

menlfes-

At the centre of the Christian doOtrine of

the Word of God must remain the affirmations 'Jesus -.
Christ
la the Word of God.

Thus at the core of .the Ohriotlan. view

of God’s saving revelation is the Identification of a man,
an event. a concrete life in history —
or -a "truth."

not a; proposition

with this supremely gracious act.

Professor

Torrance inquires what OaIvin, a fountainhead of the theology ' >
of Obedience, meant by "Word" and finds:

By Word, he meant the Eternal Word-who resides In the
bosom of the Father, but who has also In the flesh of.
Jesus Christ become physical event.1

The two aspects must be held together:

the divine and

eternal nature of the revealing act must be emphasized, for

the Word must be from beyond the relativities of history, it
must be from the very "bosom of the Father" W and ^the concrete
and historical nature of the revealing act must■also ^be re
tained, because the Word must be a word to men In nature and
^fvF. Torrance, "History and Reformation." The Boottiah
Journal of AbeblOCT.. Volume 4,. 1951, p.
r ■'/

history, it must neeesBarlly be received a s ■"flesh" and •
"physical event," / .In the teosiopa between these two nocessltles lie the mysteries of the Incarnation ^ so precious to
the Ohuroh and so vital in every system of Obristlan theology#
These mysteries cannot be pursued in this study ; we can
only note their central place, within theological thought:and
the sort bf cohtrastlng motives which block anyyeasy resolu
tion "b'f them.

Here we can merely stress the point that the

primary Word-of revelation Is none other than-Jesus Christ,
the sternal Word "become physical event."
A recognition of this Identification is essential for
our immediate puooses for two reasons.

First, it is required

for the understanding of'Ohriatian-language, the, moaning-of
which must ultimately point back to the event of Jesus Christ. ,
Much as the sophisticated may wish to avoid doing so, we
must ultimately, bring our theological terminology to judg
ment and fulfillment before the one Word who can give them
content

or reveal their Inadequacy.

All ChristIan words are linked with Christ. We dare
not run the risk of trying to explain the words we
use — even the simplest, like, faith and hope and love
— -as though they could be understood apart from the
one Person who gives them meaning.1
But why, if we are convinced of the need for Obedience to
God’s Word, should even the most sophisticated be reluctant
to bring hia language in humility to the foot of the Cross?
^J.G# Riddell, "A Question.,of Words," The Scottish
Journal of TheoloCT. Volume I, 1948, p. 85. '

■Second, we must recognize the Identifi-cation of jesus
Christ with the primary 'Word of God ’a revelation if we are

to oomprehend the mode of Go'd’s oontlnulng activity In rave la- :
tlon, which, in the last analysis, Is still the work of
^esus Christ, the "one and only" Word of God for men.

Thus

we shall.see that in so far as the Bible can.'be. .
said-to express
the Word of God it is beoause Christ informs it, that the
Church is a vehicle of the Word only to the extent that

Christ lives In It, and that preaching and-action are true
channels for the Word only whan spoken through or directed
by dhrlst.
2, The Word of GOd and thé Bible. —

If Jesus Christ,

thé Word as "physical event" in human history, is himself
God’s revealed Word, then the Christian Scriptures, through
the testimony

of which we come to know Christ, assume a pro

portionate place

of significance, but {as we shall see) not

merely the significance ..'of the teller of an Important tale.
How shall we interpret the relation between Bible and Word
of God?
of God"?

Tfhat is meant by saying that "the Bible is the Word
H. 0.un11 f.farJones ponders the manner in which such

a phrase may be taken in both a primary and derivative sense.
The Bible le the Word of God in a primary.way because
it is from the Bible that we gain our knowledge of
Jesus Ohrist, of the revelation given to,prophets and
apostles, of the content of Qtiristlan preaching.... Yet
the Bible
is derivative because it is not the Bible as
such which is being proolalmed. It Is the earthen
• vessel in which the treasure of the Grospel is given,
and thé Bible may obscure as well as reveal the Gospel

to which It witnecces# There Is always the task of
Interpreting rightly the. sense In which the Bible is
the Word of God#Y
it is obvious that the Bible itself cannot bo ultimate,
because it ie itself a phenomenon of history.

God was not

absent; from the world before the Bible came into being!

But

now that its deliverance to U8 has long been accomplished, it
Impossible to exaggerate the Bible’s Importance;

Discussing

Oalvin’s position on this subject, Ronald B. %%llaGe concludes

that in the Reformer’s eyes it would be as unreasonable to
day to expect God to reveal himself apart from the Bible as
to imagine the biblical revelation apart from the activity
of God #^

Wallace comments;

.

. -

'

This, of coursé, does not mean that God cannot reveal
Himself without the Boripture, but it does mean that
■ we cannot expect God to reveal Himself tp usapart from
the Bcripture/. We cannot expect re^)^èletipn to come
through heavenly oracles or private communications or
visions or irregular signs, since thé days for such
modes of communication are long past#)
We refuse to limit God’s possible inodes of activity by deGlaring a priori that revelation apart from.Scripture is

totally put of the question —
—

nothing is impossible for God =

but we recognize in all humility the vast■importance of

_
Ounliffe-Jones, The.Aathorltv of t h e -Biblical
Revelation #. London ; 'James, Olarka and 'Oomioany,’Ltd #, 1945,
pp. 102-103#
%onald B. Wallace, Oalvln’a Boctrine-of the lord and
Sacrament, Edinburgh: ’ Oliver, and Boyd,-,.. 1 9 5 3 , 'Of# Ohaptér
VIII
Written Word smd the Word of God# "
/

^Ibld#. p# 99.

:

^6
the Bible for us, since, in -faot# it seems that God la working
only through it in this period of history#
(a) Liters,! or Liberal?

In what way, than does God oliioose to work through the
Bible?. Does he offer us an infallible document into which
he has dictated, as It were, his thoughts and deads?

.'
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have believed a great many Ohristlans, among them some of the
most saintly and profound.

8uoh a llterellst v l w cannot be

dismissed light-heartedly, therefore, byvthe theology of
Obedience.

Professor Torrance aokhowledges tills in a review

of.Warfield’s classic'The Inspiration and Authority of the
Bible.'where he says:

It is becoming clear to many...that there is much more
to the old doctrine of verbal'inspiration than at first
appeared, and that no proper doctrine of the nature and
. authority of Holy Scripture can afford to. neglect the
profound element of truth which that doctrine, held alike by. Romanist and Protestant Scholastlc theology,
, enshrined,1

.-

On the other hand, times have changed; and at the same
time that biblical studies were showing the impossibility of
holding the literallst view, the insight was gradually
t.
*■
'
dawning that such an interpretation of Scriptures was ectually untrue to the Bible itself..

'

The essential values of

literalism must be recognized and retained, but no one today
"will want to go back to the way in which Dr. Ifarfield ex-

pounded Borlpture, reading too readily time-oondi11oned
^T.F. .Torrance, The Scottish Journal .of Theology,
Volume 7, 1954, p. 10%7"

;
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philosophical categories and nuances into |lyiblicalT terms
which are actually alien to t h e m . The Bible must be allowed
to apeak for itself, but as long as we assume that the
primary locus of revelation, is in its literal statements we
must inevitably impose our interpretation on'Boriptnre*
Literalism or "verbalism" errs, therefore, in placing the
%ford of God on a level with human wor6s by identifying the
i?çyëlà^

offered by Scripture ifith the propositions that

Scripture oohtaihs#

Such an identification hot only binds

"revelation" so understood captive to the distorting inter
pretations of the ordinary critical capacities of men,
devised to deal with commonplace discourse, but also assumes
that men can "possess" the holy Word of God, giving them
power over it —

to allow it to gather dust, to burn it, to

boast about it, to feel superior to it*

The literallst

position results, by lifting the words of the Bible so high,
in degrading the Word of God too low.

The theology of

Obedience will not allow the words of the Bible and the üVb%?d
of God to be separated, but the verbalist theory of their
identification will nbt.suffice.

G.5. Hendry summarizes the

new position when he concludes that;

...verbalism was right...in its insistence that the
Word of God is present in the Bible and indeed inseparable from the Bible, though it was in error in con
ceiving its presence in a static and material way.S
^Ifoid., p. 105.

%.S. Hendry, "The Exposition of Holy Boripture," The
Bcottlsh Journal of Theology. Volume I, 1948, p. 36.
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Excluding literalism, are we required to turn to liber
alism?

Gan we content ourselves, that is, with an interpre

tation of the Bible which, perhaps, uses scientific tech
niques to isolate within the Bible certain "key insights"
as the Word of God in its purity, or which, alternatively,

explains the Scriptures as a "narrative of a successful
human quest for religious values"?

Theologians of Obedience

must once more reply In the negative.

The same objections which apply to literalist identifi

cation o f the Word of God with the whole of the written Bible
must be directed against the liberal supposition that any
fragments of the written Bible, any "key" verses or sentence's,

can be isolated as the Word of God itself.

Wo less than the

literalist, this liberal position degrades the living Word
by assuming that it can be identified with "memorizable"
propositions! in addition to literalist mistakes, the
liberal view commits the further errors of attempting to re
vise the biblical canon without authority, of supposing that
the "kernel" he wants to isolate can be understood when
divorced from the "husk" he rejects, and of accepting crit
ical tools for the discovery of the alleged "kernel" which

are essentially alien to it.
further attention:

This last mistake requires

the readiness of liberal criticism to

employ secular instruments to manipulate Scripture is a
symptom of a thoroughgoing denial of the Bible’s own witness
to itself*

The message of Bcrlpture, as we have seen, is

that Obedience must be prior to all other rational activity
If that activity is to be truly rational and objeetlve.

To

import scientific techniques into biblical study in such a

way that science dominates and Scripture speake only by the

permission of imposed criteria is to reverse the proper
order of authority#
The attempt to ascertain the truth of the Gospel by
jjseoular scientifio] methods reveals only that the
Gospel’s claim to be the ultimate reality which, of
necessitymust be selfT^authenticating and must create
the categories necessary for its understanding,, has
been implicitly denied* The critic must first stand
under the Kpio-v5 of the Word of God before he can be
come truly self-critical and therefore aware of the
hindrances he sets in the way of letting the Bcriptures apeak their message for themselves*i
Such an objection must not be taken as an obscurantist wish
to prevent committed biblical scholarship from using the
most effective tools Ët its disposai ijf the aim Is to allow

the Bible to speak m o r e -clearly and more truly from Its es
sential self ; this objection should be recognized as a

challenge only to the prideful human practice of desecrating
Scripture with profane hands out of obedience to foreign
scientific idols*
What, then, is this "essential self" which legitimate
biblical criticism must help to clarify?

Is it, ae another

liberal position would have us believe , the record of in

creasingly profound religious insight and the story of the
unfolding "religious experience" of a nation or of gifted

1

Jenkins, og* cit** p.

individuals?

Again the answer from, theologians of Obediahee

must be firmly negative. ' G.f* Eeiidry describes the position
before demolishing it:
The Bible then is the writings of those men who have
advanced furthest in the religious quest or who have
climbed nearosbthe summit of the"lofty mid inaceessi-.
ble peak of religious knowledge; these writings contain
the best, the sublimest words men.have ever uttèred
about God; but it la only by a metaphor that they can
be called the Ifbrd of God.. It is nOt denied; that'the
men of the Bible did achieve an apprehension of real
ity! Only, the accent is laid oh the experience, not
on the reality experienced, for that Is accessible to
all alike# :It is the experience that"is distinguished
by the depth of its penetration into reality.^
But such a view of the Bible must be rejected if it would sap
it of the absolute authority which the theology of Obedience
insists must be found in the Word of God —

if, that Is, this

view would result in a complete divorce between Word and
Bible such as has already been rejected.

Does the liberal

position so result?
Theologians of Obedience insist that it is indeed the e
case tbWt the absoluteness which the Word of God essentially
demands has been totally lost for the Bible on the liberal
view.

Its uniqueness, its "holy" character has bean drained

by making it a human document.

In their place, on the lib

eral interpretation, it is given the qualities and the posi
tion of one record of spiritual adventure to be classed with
other such records.

"Theological liberalism relativises the

authority of the Bible; it gives it the most honourable place
^Hendry, on. cit.. p.

on the shelf among the aaored books of the west, but It '
deprives it of its unique'dlstteotion aa holy sorlpture.
Melther literalism nor liberalism can supply an adequate
description of the relation between God’a own Word and the
written words of the Bible#

The theology of Obedienoe is

obliged, therefore, to offer an alternative interpretation
which will be adequate to the Bible’s own testimony, reflect
the centrality of the Incarnation for Ohristlan revelation,

and avoid the errors both of possessive literalism,and of
permissive liberalism.
Cb) The Indwelling Word
The answer must be one which recognizes CI-od*s readiness
miraculously to become revelation In the Bible Just as he
willed to become revelation in Jesus Christ.^

"The Bible is

the %ford of God* but it is the Word of God only by the inspiratibn of'God, not by virtue of any property inherent in
itself.

In itself the Bible consists of human words, which

like all such are subject to e r r o r . In other words, the
only adequate doctrina of the authority df Scripture must be
an "in0 8 rnatIona 1 " one, but "incamatlonal" in a secondary
or derived sense drawn from the primary Incarnation of God
iMâ*. p. 35.

a

For an allied theologian who insists that the Bible can
also, be said to be revelation as well aa to become revelation.
Of . Gunliffe-Jones, op. cit.. Chapter XII, "The Bible as the
Word of God," especially pp. 104-105*

"^Hendry, on. cit.. p.

In Christ Jesus;

Juat as he, the primary Word of revelation,

was physical event, demanding that we "take seriously the
fact that the Word has assumed our fallen humanity, and was
made in the likeness of sinful f l e s h , s o the Word revealed
through Boripture must also be recognized as making use of

"fallen" and imparfeot means * But, on the other hand, just

as the Incarnation was God’s perfect Word for men, so Boripture v^hen:1nspired beoomes transformed from words into the

Word whlob demands our Obedience.

It ie, of course, futile

to search about for other instances of this remarkable relation between Word end words —

at least in our ordinary

experience -- because, as Hendry comments ;
...no analogy drawn from the realm of our experience
is adequate to expresa the relation of the Word of God
to the Bible; that relation Is unique, sui generis ;
its only parallel is the relation of the-divine, and
human natures in the person of Jesus Christ, who is
the Word incarnate
While it may be helpful to notice this analogy between the
Incarnation of the Word in Jésus Ohrist and the "incarnations"
of the Word in Bcrlpture, we must not allow ourselves to be

misled by this likeness into ignoring the difference in the
two cases.

Ohrist, according to biblical witness, was

throughout unblemished by sin, but the Bible "stutters.")
Ohrist was at all times perfectly the Incarnate Word; the
/^Torrance, Review of Warfield, p. 106.

" 2
- .Hendry£ 0 . clt., p. 37.

^Torrance, Review of Warfield, p. IO6 .

Blblè only becomês the Word, from time to time as the mlraouloue gift of revelation la given by the grace of God.

for

thlB

It Is

reason' that we cannot ever claimsto "possess" the

Word of God whpn we poseees the Bible.

The Bible is some

times the Word In its fulhesa of authority (the liberal posi
tion fell precisely because it could not admit this fact);
end sometimes the sejmê Bible may not be the Word but only
words (the literalist view stumbled when it could not conceive
of this withdrawal of ravealing grace from the Bible’s pages).
The Bcrlpture a themselves are, as it were/ a form waiting to
be filled up by God.

Gbd must be an active Bubjeot working

through the Bible if men are to find in its pages the Object
before which acknowledgment in faith is.appropriate. Thus it may be said that Boripturb is the form, the
human form ih which the word of Clod comes to us; but
the inforkipgacf it with its divine ophtent ia in the
power of God alone. In other words, the word of God
is the object of Scripture only in that it is the
subject of Scripture.^
Suoh a view of the Mord bf God and the Bible is fully oonéistent with Scripture’s

view of itself, not holding itself

/
to bp sacrosanct through some inherent virtue but offering

itself as an insti^ument available for usa by God himself in
/
his dealings with men; it avoids the mistakes of alternative
approaches; and it is firmly based on a ahristien recognition
of the primacy of Jesus Ohrist as the parfect Word of God.
1

Hendry, og. cit.. p. 37.
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(d) The Word and Parable

'

.

A good Illustration of this doctrine of the written %ford
mmy be found In examining the two levels of efflùèoy on which
the biblical parables Operate*

On the one hand they may be

taken as Stories In human language whose function is to il
lustrate "general moral truths, or laws of the spiritual life,
or even the truths and doctrines of the Christian faith.

3uch a description,would be offered by those who analyze

religious language on the basis of "extended uses.
might also be accepted by the defender of Analogy.

It
But theo

logians of Obedience will not be content with this Interpre
tation of the language of parable.

These latter would admit

the function of "extended use" but would deny, on the basis
of their understanding of thé Bible and the Word of God,
that this function is exhaustive.

Men,hearing the parables, can take from them a great
variety of moral lessôné (and even at the samp time
some very "spiritual" lessons tool), and they may go
away satisfied with the lessons learnsd, but they may
at the same time have missed completely all that the
parable had to say about the Kingdom of God. The
lessons they learned, however spiritual, have not risen
: abov^ the nàtural.lével of man’s life. They have "sGen"
yet they have not "perceived"! they have "heard" yet
have not "understood";)
.
Defenders of Analogy might Insist that parables dp, in

fact, give Icnowledge about "the Kingdom of God" —
:

iW W.i(M l , i > J W * .'AW.I»I— •

m'

that is*

d .,I'm# n

-E.S. Wallace, "The Parable and the Preacher," The
Boottish Journal of TheoioAv. Volume 2, 1949, pp. 13^:1?.
% f . above, pp. 172-177.

-^Mallaoe, "The. Parable and the Preacher," p* 27.
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that the parables offer enaioglbal knowledge whloh, however
imperfect, is the beat knowledge,.available.

"How otherwise,"

they might ask the thébloglan of Obedience, "could knowledge
of. ’the Kingdom’ ever be poasihle?
totèl qgnostlolsm on your view?"

Is there any éabape from

Replying, the. theologlan

of Obedience asserts that the assumption on which the object

tion rests, that knowledge based on man’s "natural" being

and experience Is'the only knowledge possible, is unfounded,
A new level of analysis provides the avenuecbf, *espape from
the dilemma In Which the theologian of Analog finds himself;
it is the level on wbiçli God miraculously fllis the biblical
forms With his authoritative vford from "beyond,"

God’s Iford

claiming the bearer through the Bible and acknowledged In

Obedience;, lifts the hearer.of the parable Into t h e 'E'inK-

dom itself, from which new perspective both the natural functlons end the supernatural functions of the parabolic language
are simultaneously evident, Analogy cannot lift us Into the
Kingdom; only God can do so, but he can do so through the
parables and analogies of the Bible*

;

If we start firAt with the human analogy and try on a
basis of supposed/; natural continuity to work upwards
to the spiritual counterpart, we are undertaking a
labour that is in vain,. Unless a man is first inside
the Kingdom of God, he cannot see the true•relevance
.of the ahalogles In the parables, The parables can
only be understood from above downwards, but not from
■underneath upwards,,,, ''Just as there can bè no true
knowledge of God from outside the redeemlng life of
God, SO'there can be no understanding of the Kingdom

of God from outside that Eindom, and thus no under- ^
standing of the parables to "those that are without".
We meet here, onoe again, the theme of "incarnation."
Biblical parables can be studied, at one level, as ordinary
human words, and such a study shows that even as human words
and "memorizable" verses the Bible can be of great value ; but
(theology of Obedience insists) the language of parables is
to be recognized, at a higher level, as God’s Instrument for
miraculous reyelation*
sided.

"The parable is thus essentially two-

It has a visible side, the analogical; but that is

thrown alpngside the invisible Kingdom and is, so to speak,
contrapuntal to it.

When God chooses to make the biblical

parables his own Word there occurs a mode of activity which
is totally missed by those analyses of theological language
which fall to grasp the nature of God’s work in revelation.
In its most important role, then, the parable, Just as the
whole Bible of which it forms a part, "is designed to put
a men into a situation in which he is confronted with God
and can hear for himself the Word of the Kingdom which flesh
and blood cannot reveal.")

In the Bible, therefore, God provides us with a solid

foundation for our theological assertions inasmuch as he

himself informs it and lifts it out of the relativities of
1
■2

Ibid.. pp. 27'

Torrance, "A Study in New Testament Opmmunicatlon," The
Scottish Journal of TheoloRV. Volume 3, 1950, p. 301.

p. 302.

.
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Human words by filling it with the Spirit of Ohrist* thereby
making it his own authoritative Word*

In a* similar way,

though not independent of the Bible, God uses the language
of his Ohuroh*

'

3* The Word of God and the Ohuroh. —

It is already

abundantly elear that the theology of Obedience has little
use for the dusty library where, in popular imagination,
theologians are pictured engrossed by their abstruse studies
The essential thrust of this movement is away from such
"detached" and bloodless study of theology and towards an^:
"involved" and committed religious life out of which alone
statements of theology appropriately issue*

But no life of

Obedience to the Word of God given "once and for all" in
Jesus Ohrist and made known through the Bible can be lived
in solitude!

An integral part of the Christian revelation

is the call for fellowship.

"The New Testament knows of no

’Church-less’ Christianity, "1 insists the Reverend R*B*

Louden.

Furthermore, it is not only the invisible Church that
matters for the Gospel*... The visible Ohuroh is also
vitally relevant to the Gospel, consisting of "all
those throughout the world that profess the true re
ligion, together with their children"*^
(a) The language of the Church and Theology

So fundamental is the Church to the life of .
Christian

'^H* Stuart Louden, "The Ministry of the Word," The
Scottish Journal of Theology. Volume 2, 1949, p. 163#

oLoc*

cit.

faith, indeed, that theology Is impossible apart from the
life of the Obedient community*
tautology*

Indeed, this is an empty

Theology, on this view, is properly defined as

the mental self-discipline of the Ohuroh; outside the Church
talk about God, however "theplogyrlike," would fail to be
true theology at all* This may

be seen most oleaily, perhaps,

through an examination of the motives giving rise to theology
they are motives of the Church.
into uncertainty as towhat Its

The Church.at times falls
message should be to the

world; it may, as well, confuse its language and authority
with the languaga-norms and authorities of alien systems of
thought and ways of living.

Theology Is the attempt by the

Church to discover above this confusion its own norms and
thus its essential message for the world* , The discipline of
theology is thus an act of Obedience.
It is therefore of supreme importance that the Church
should call in its'vagrapt' thoughts and make sure of
its own convictiaha. To//fdc .this Imposes upon the
Church a task which is theological. Theology is es
sentially the completion of the movement of faith in
the sphere of thought 4^ à!completion which is neces
sary, since our service of God is not with hand and
heart alone, but also with mind; and which is imper
ative, since only so can the mind of Christ receive
clear erticualtion in thought and word*i
Since it is a- work of Obedience and not an exercise in specu
lative curiosity, theology is not interested in "truth for
truth’s sake."

^Torrance and Reid, oo. cit.. pp. 1-2.

Is theological task is in no sense an end in itself;
and if it Is understood as a matter of "truth for
truth *s sake," it is misunderstood* Manifestly the .
Ohuroh must disciplihg and direct not only its thought
'■but .its''a c t io n , so t h a t ' in -both understanding and
obedience it may grow into conformity with Christ.^
But how does the C h u rc h , in its c r i t i c a l a t t e n t io n t o
its own la n g u a g e , go a b o u t placing I t s e l f under the "disci
pline o f C h r i s t " as i t d e s ir e s ?

It

cannot do so by trusting

In the t h e o l o g i c a l fo r m u la t io n s .of earlier generations,,em
bedded as th e y a re i n the relativities of their own tim e and
c u lt u r e

(th o u g h " th e y .

/o f/c g p e a t h e lp t o u s ) ; n o r can i t ;

as we have repeatedly seen, r e l y on the "autohomùue" re a s o n
of ■ 'c e rta in o f i t s more t a le n t e d members.

Ho, i t s

o b lig a tio n

■la: to listen f o r O h r is t * for the living Word of Cod as i t

directed,through the B ib le to th e Ohuroh i n ' I t s

is

own situation,

And in the recognition o f t h i s obligation to listen* th e
Ohuroh r e c o g n iz e s o v e r i t s e l f th e a u t h o r i t y o f th a t th ro u g h

which God’s Word comes to it* tho Holy Scripturea.
But* aomobne may object* hbw can the Church recognise
the authority of the Bible when it i s thanks to the preserva
tion —

exists?

more, the selection —

of the Church that the B ib le

la the B ib le not a Ohuroh document: a precious

possession* of c o u r s e , but a possession none the less?

The

th e o lo g ia n of Obedience replies t h a t the r e a l situation is

quite the reverse.

The Church has cared for the B ib le * true*

but " th e Scripture is set over the Ohuroh by God as the
^ I M d . , p. 2.

a u th o r ity t h a t
o f th e C h u rch .

mxxBt be
It

a -llo w M ' f u l l , freedom to -ru le th e l i f e

m ust be g iv e n a p la c e of u n u su rp e d honour

within the Ghurch."!, Far from the Bible depending on the
Church for its existence* the dependent member of the pair
is

th e Ohuroh I t s e l f J

It was through the Word that the Church was brought
into being; it i s th ro u g h th e same Word a lw a y s being
given afresh that the Church is cohtinually renewed
. in its life and p re s e rv e d as a Church.S
There i s nothing in the Church’s work of bringing together
the boo ks o f the B ib le which should give ground f o r doctrines
of "Church su prem a cy" over S c r ip t u r e * on t h i s v ie w . "Even in
recognising t h e canon of Scripture the Ohuroh merely re c o g 

n is e d the obvious*")

Thus theology of Obedience vindicates the authority of

H o ly S c r ip t u r e as that to w a rd s w h ic h th e Ohuroh must turn,
w a it in g and listening for Ohrist’s voice to make Itself

heard in fulness and power#

The Ohuroh that knoifs how to

listen knows Obedienoe* and the Obedient Ohuroh will hear the
living Word of God.

All adequate theologioal formulations

depend for their "success" on t h i s discipline.

Re-oastlng

theological truth i s o th e r w is e a hopeless task.
This ban be açqomplished only b y having constant
recourse to th e l i v i n g Word# It I s in listening
hère, t h a t th e Ohuroh w i l l be a b le to mint out of
b ro k e n human language and a n tiq u a te d categories
■W allace, O a lv ln * s D o c tr in e o f th e Word and S a c ra m e n t.

pp. 99^100.

*"Xbid.. p. 100*

.

^Loo* cit.

th e new o o ih a g e which may ' convey more effectively
t o a needy w o r ld th e u n a p e a ka b le r ic h e s o f O h r i s t . ^
B u t th e O hurch has more la n g u a g e a th a n t h a t o f th e o lo g 

ical s a lf - e n a l y e i a a lo n e *

Its

characteristic to n e o f v o ic e

is n o t ju d ic io u s b u t jubilant * not h e s it a n t but heartfelt*
What Is the relation between the Word of God and the most
oharact aria tic of all the Ohuroh’s ways of speaking, the
language of proclamation or preaching?
(b)

The Language of the Ohuroh and Preaching

Even within the graatei* complexity of the pre&ohingsituhtion, Tfhare there must be the one proclaiming and the
content proclaimed and the hearers o f the proclamation, we
can f i n d th e theme o f "incarnational" truth ami, our f a m i l i a r

two-level analysis of th e t o t a l e v e n t.

On one level, oor-

responding to the visible words of Bcrlpture waiting to be
informed by Ohrist’s presence, we discover the human preacher
uttering his human words —
helpfulness —

of greater or less wisdom and

to a group of people listening with varying

degrees of profit to a homily based on some Scriptural passage*
But out o f this loweralevel state of affairs can rise, by the
m ir a c u lo u s gift o f God, a liigher-level event which is none

other than the proclamation of the Word of God.

All three

lower-level elements, the preacher, the p e o p le ., and the
Bible, must be present as a "form" ready for God to fill,

but none of them alone or even a l l to g e th e r can p r o c la im th e
^Torrance and Reid,

o p

.

clt, p* 3*

362Word' of authority in their oim power.

Some Protestants have

Implied, Daniel Jehklna says, that the Word of God le spoken
simply through the minister, but tliis is a serious mistake.
The Word, In'.fact;
. . . l e e p o k e n b y God In the w a it in g upon Him o f the

oongregation, in the encounter between His Word In
Scripture and the real situation of that pértlculer
group of people. The minister performs an essential
function in this, but it is only one: function among
ôthors. His task Is to help the congregation to reach
the placé ifhére they can hear God speaking for them- .
sslves, by providing the necessary means for their un
derstanding what the Scriptures are oaylng and what
the l i g h t of t r a d i t i o n aa a w h o le is for their present
situation#... Both minister a n d 'p e o p le are meeait to
have S c r ip t u r e b e fo r e them and both are conscious o f
standing in the living tradition of the Ghurch. The
m in i s t e r has th e dialectical task of so \apeaking that
mèn hear# not him, but the voice of the living God.l
No divorce is possible between the worshipping Ohuroh and
the preacher, no separation is possible between'the preacher
and the Holy Bcrlp'tures, if the words of preaching are to

become God’s Mord.

The pi'eacher can never be sure that his

language Is' God’s, and therefore never is himself beyond the
need for Obadiehoe in faith —

he hae no excuse for spiritual

pride or éëlfTrighteouanèss or fanaticism —

but he can end

must preach 1%% faith and hope that the miracles of the past,
when God màdé imperfect human language his own divine instrument, will-be repeated for his congregation.
the task of the preacher of the Word is to expound the
scripture in the midst of the worshipping. Ohuroh,
p re a c h in g in the e x p e c ta n c y that God w i l l do, through
^Daniel Jenkins, Tradition and the S p i r i t .. London:
Faber and Faber, Ltd,,, 1951, p.' IBS,: '

hls) froll W W n . w a r d , whet Re did throt^b the Word of

H is prophets of old, that God hy B i s ' grace,will oeuae
th e word th&t goes o u t o f the m outh o f man t o beopmé

also a %ford that proqeeds from God Himself, with all
the power end effloaoy of the Word of the Oreator ahd
Redeemer. The word preaohed by man oan become **God
speaking^
But if he l a to hope for this mlraole, he must aocept a

strong disolpline over his use of Borlptürê.
pound i t

r/
o

Hé. must e±-

rather than' t w i s t It to h is own'.ends i n order to

support his own ideas.

Wallaoe quotes Calvings warning to

the l*blever*’ preaohar;

**It i s a b o m in a b le 'b q ld n e s s to use

the Boripture at our pleasure, to play with them as with a
tennis-ball as many before u s have done &

The preacher, no

less then the Church of which he i s a part, must stand under
the authority of the Bible.
heightened by his c a l l i n g ,
before the Word of God,

Just as hla responsibility is
bo

is

h is obligation to Obedience

His language must be under constraints

The confidence of the Church cannot be placed on the
words of its ministers, then, to express the perfect Word
of God since "The words of the preacher, however well chosen,
however cleverly arranged, however eloquently spoken, fall
short of their object; for they are, in the last resort, at
tempts to express what no words of man can express, the
authentic Word of God lYhloh is living and powerful and
sharper than any tw o -e d g e d sword.

p.

% a l l 8oe, OalSinls Poetrlng

85.

%,bia.. p.

119.

The Ghurch's Obedience
ïacâ m â Saoraments,
op. olt'.. p., 58.

must be to God alone, but God, In bis grace, has chosen to

sp ea k miraculously, through:hl8 .servantef ^faithful Proclama^

t ion. what it la Impossible for men to express naturally $ .In
thipsupernatùrel action lies the real strength of the lan
guage of God*8 Obedient Church,

" '

(o) The language of Ohuroh a M Action

True as it is that the ultimate Justification of the

Churches language

In preaching as in theology T— is the

supernatural gift of God*s Word and that, In conséquence, the
charaçteristio posture of the Obedient fellowship must be one
of **listening" in faith for this Word, it should not be con
cluded from this that the theology of Obedience.advocates
quietism or the cultivation of "voices,"

On the contrary,

"listening" should never be taken to suggest the static
picture of a hand poised breathlessly at an ear; there Is no
place for such scenes of suspended animation in the Obedient
"listening" of the Church,
only when it is 3^ a ^ —

The Church is prepared to "listen"
worshipping, serving, exemplifying

Ohrièt in contemporary history,
Someone, perhaps, might suggest that at least the Church'^e
first reeponslbillty is to test its language of proclamation

against certain theological criteria and then. when the dog
matic. core of her message is secured, to "translate" those
theological findings into appropriate action,

But this order

of procedure is precisely the order which is impossible for

Obedience!

Only in the context of the total life of the

'
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Church can theology runctlon, as we have recently noted;
but such total life must include the ongoing activities
in every sphere —

by which the Church expresses Its Obedience.

Therefore theological criticism cannot rule over the activity
of the Church since these activities are a necessary condi
tion of theology*s very existence.
Not only Is theology incapable of dominating the con
crete activity of the Church in practice, but even in prin
ciple the suggestion that language is supreme over action

violates biblical authority.

The Reverend Ian Fraser, a

member of the Iona Community, reminds us that#
find no justification in the Bible for the belief
that sound doctrine can be hammered out in abstrac
tion from spheres of obedience. Instead we are told:
"If any man will do His will, he shall know of the
doctrine.
Such "doing" must include both acts of worship and the works
of a^aoe which are implicit in the Ohristian's obligation.
The theologian, like the simplest believer, cannot afford
to neglect either element in this dual demand; the first is
the source of theology and the second sustains it.

As Fraser

says, "Theology draws its very life from worship, and in
that life draws its nourishment from obedience."^ The theolo
gian must face his task as a "fully human" {that is, active)
figure, because ha cannot successfully carry out his job If
llan M, Fraser, "Theology and Action." The Scottish
Journal of Theology. Volume 2, 1949, p. 411.
2

Ibid.. pi

he neglects what is in the nature of the case the essential
considerations V

..The theologian, though' the- nature of his .function, makes
it necessary that he abstract himself from his full
humanity in order to pursue an intellectuai activity,
muat yet speak from his full redeemed humanity if he Is
to declare any Xoyos toG &^oo. He must speak not only
§ua technical expert, but also qua obedient man if he
is to apeak theological sense.I
The language of Ohriatlanity is dependent, therefore,

on the Ghurch*8 "listening" from the turbulent centre of its
own full, life, and such speech derives from the same super
natural impulse which stirs the Church to other, non-verbal,
forms of expression.

But far from dictating to the Church

the form its life shall "take , theological language, is the
follower of Obedient action not its leader. Action, Fraser
tells us, is intimately related to doctrinal language, "but

it is not- under final authority except to God Himself, in His

unique right to call

men to

any form of response to #lm in

this w o r l d . T h u s in times like those of the ancient pro

phets, when God calls men to rapidly changing forms of active
Obedience, the linguistic, formulae of theology ere likely to
be left behind by the pace of events.

For this reason:

...it should not be asked of present prophetic movements
that their character should form a picture to fit any
present theological frame. Such movements, wherever
they are found, will provide material for new theological
systems: and may remind us of the essentlall fragmentary /
nature of any such systems.3
h
^
One final and additional reason why action must be
^I b l d . . p.

412.

% b l d .. p. 413.

^Ibia.. p. 4l6.

g iv e n praeedenee over la n g u a g e i s , as R i d d e l l p o in t s o u t , t h a t
r e l i s i o n s -m eaning depends on religious living. "The la n g u a g e

we em ploy can be t r u l y e f f e c t i v e only on th e lips o f th o s e

who ca n , In t h e i r l i v e s , translate the life of Christ -i- His
i n t e r e s t and c o n c e rn for a l l mankind

i n t o th e language

o f a c t io n w h ic h a l l can u n d e r s t a n d * " !

The quiet Obedience

of Christ*s Church is worth more than all the verbal slogans
o f c o m fo r ta b ly t h e o r e t i c a l "religionists."
■ I n this sept ion we have been a t te m p tin g :, t o d is c o v e r
w hat i s

considered by th e o lo g y o f Obedience t o be th e Object

f o r which " t o t a l f a i t h " is th e a p p r o p r ia te resp on se ,.

We

have fo u n d this O b je c t t o be, i n f a c t , a d iv i n e S u b je c t - -

thé Word of God given supezmaturally from "beyond" the imperfections and f l u x of our world.
in

This Word was made f l e s h

C h r is t Jesus who, as "physical e v e n t" was God's p e r f e c t

a c t o f saving revelation for men.

The Word of God i s n o t

merely v e r b a l , b u t t h e ' f a c t t h a t th e Bible is made up of words
often, results in a c o n fu s io n of those words with the Word

\ •

which the Bible, depending b# Gpd*s will, sometimes becomes.
Under the a u t h o r i t y o f • S c r ip tu r e th e C hurch lives in " l i s t e n -

■;

ing" Obedience, ready tp act, to p r o c la im , or to test its
la n g u a g e on the b a s is o f th e Word w h ic h comes to i t .

,.But we are yet confronted w it h serious problems,

lo w i s

the Ohuroh to tell when th e word it hears is In fact the Word?

^Eldell. op. elt.. p. 85.

%

'

\

.

Is there any criterion of authenticity whereby the Word can
be verified?

And, If the human situation lo so deeply sunk

In sinful corruption (as 1$ the case, according to theologlane
/ of Obedienc)., hoif can this criterion be applied without dis-

i■ tortion
' by
/

■

/\-

.

human minds?

■

'

Indeed, if one insista on the

doctrine■of total depravity. .iE'it possible for human beings
to hear'the Word of God at ~all?
Has this section, then,been devoted to the development
of a doctrine which Is doomed to have no application?

All

reliance has been placed on the Word of God as the only
adequate Object of that act of Obedience ifhich we earlier saw
to be Imperative.

It had seemed that such a dynamic Word

of trdnsoendence could supply the required character of ab-

soluteness- for our Obedience without leading us into posses^

sive idolatry.

But now the question haunts ua whether men

can hope ever actually to acknowledge this Word If they are,
as theologians of Obedience tell us, totally corrupt in
nature*

It is vitally Important, therefore, that we go on

to ask the question:

is Obedience possible?
IV.

The Possibility of Obedience
Since the theology of Obedience stands squarely on &
doctrine of radical evil in human nature, the question con
fronting ua cannot be dismissed lightly.

.If' human capacities

are too thoroughly blighted by the corruption of sin to admit

of analogical dlsoourse about God, If reason as well as every
human oxperienoe la so distorted by evil that salvation from

'
'

our plight la possible only through faith in a "deepêrate
sot of God,"! %'fhat grounds have we to a.asùme that suoh

wicked human oapaoitlea will be able to take:advantage of
thie "desperate act" when it ooourB?
indeed, nGoeaearÿf

Is 3:t hot, more likely

that when the Word Is' spoken a human-

Ity sunk in Bin will neither.,recpgni^a it nor be able (even
grantlng rèèpgnltion) to respond with the holy Obodlenhe
requisite for Balvatibnf •■-{■
Such oonaequeneea, rising from the laok of natural
, capacity in
futablo'î

men for

%

Obedience to the Word of God, are irre-

They follow inexorably from one of the. fundamental

disclosures made by Scripture, under the inspired authority
of which theologians of Obedience muet stand.

Bpt the fact

that they are irrefutable does no^damego this theological
position in its own estimation; any other conclusion con
cerning the natural possibility of Obedience'-would ultimately
reduce God's saving act to-dependence on human choice.

Any

other conclusion, Indeed, would-offer men a-rog of righteous
ness and self-importance with which to cover their utter
nakedness before God; men could, then, boast of their ability
to have faith and of the great worth of this capacity for
Obedience.

Leaving the impression that Obedience to God's

"Of. above, p. 329.

\!

Word Is at all a possibility for unaided man'.would be returnto the kind of llberallam whloh considered It within men'a
power to "have felth" In the Bible'a authority, but in so
considering Implicitly rejected revelation'a claim to an
ÛbedieBoe not relative to men. .As Professor Robinson reminds
us*

For liberalism revelation Is an object, a fact amongst
other facta which the believer exalts over these others
for, It may be., moral reasons of his own. As a façt it
is given, but as a. fact having the status it receives
[i.e. ravela11onj it is, clearly, not completely given.
In Barthianlsm and, for that matter, in evangelical theo•logy in general there Is no room for the believer's'ex
altation of the facts of révélation over other facts.
Such a representation of the matter in fact exalts the
believer and puts the self-revelation of God at the dis,posai of man'9%mind as mere-object.1
The difficulties of such a liberal view have already

been.■made, apparent?;, there, is no temptation among theologians

of Obedience toreturn this way.
frankly admitted that
of God is not a

Instead, the charge

la

the appropriate response to the Word

human possibility*

But although with menit
I in i

.11 ■< Im m '

W M •••ipm .'Wm

" \ y m i m \ i m i.i^H

ni<i.«i.iiii i*

i,

ntim

may be impossible. with-God all things are possible. "It is
not the believer but God who exalts the name of Jesus Christ
far above every other name *
A, The Gift of Obedience
The consideration which objectors seem to have left

entirely out of account is, in fact, the key one:
^Robinson, op.*-, cit..

0

. 365.

■ ^Hpbi'aaop, on. cit.. p. 365.

it Is

^Of. above, p. 348 ff

work of God the Holy Spirit giving ua the proper response
along with the révélation.

Galvin, aS-Wallace points out,

was fully aware of this'second side to the woilc of God in his
saving aelf-disclosure.
The aüthorlty 6f Borlptùre Is authenticated by the
Inner witness of the Holy Spirit. The reverence which
the Ohuroh gives to the Scripture Is due primarily to
• the influence o f the Holy Spirit -In giving inward test- , '
Imbny to the believer that this »word is the Word of God.l
Such a solution accounts for the two facts which, on any other
view, would seem contradictory*

the fact that faith le

humanly Impossible and that faith actually does take place.
.. *when we say that faith Is the hearing'of the-Word of
God we deny that this 1b a human possibility even wàlle
we affirm that It is a human experience
which la only
another way of saying that .faith is not a natural capa
city wë bring with us to. the Word, but a hearing, that
God gives us'in Hie giving of.the Word-itself.?
Only because of God's willingness to work the miracle

of faith In us is. the Word from "beyond" even oomnrehensible
to sinful men.

We have already seen that the absolute side

of the two-level "inoamational" truth is on a different
qualitative order from the human and relative 'Bide*-

The

human words of the Bible, the human words of the minister are
one thing; the divine %?ord which Is "thrown alongside"^ the
limited forms which It-fills and transforms is something

^Wal-laco, Calvin *s Doctrine of the Word: and
- 102.

.- -

-

Oboka, o^. P i t . . p. 74.

.^

. ..

crament.

*^Cf. above, p. 356.

quite other;

Only & gift of understanding from the same

supernatural-spurqe can prevent this'total otherness from
remaining an impenetrable enigma to ua.

This gift is given,

by God's grace, through the -agency of the Indwelling Holy
Spirit.

As a Wo37d from the beyond it would be inoomprehenslble
unless it wa:s -possible for man to receive and understand
it. This ppspibility isthe work of the Roly Spirit by
which the rniracle from without is met by the miracle
within....This takes place in the miracle of faith
_
which is wrought by thé iford through thé Holy Spirit....^
It is in,this context, also, that the."self-authenticat--

Ing"^ character’of the Word can be understood.

Questions

seeking an external orltérioh whereby to judge "when" the
words of Scripture or the preacher become the Word of God
merely display failure to understand the given nature of
faith*
possible

No external standard is in the nature of the case
or needful;

Faith is something that is present

or not ; there Is no human way of generating it if it is
absent;

Wallace reminds us that: •'

Calvin is tireless in making the claim that.to those
who have faith you do not need to prove the authority
of Scripture; it will be most readily accepted.ê#;
To those who b a m faith, the Word-of Scripture shines
''.with'a '.majesty of its own and a completely self-evideneing power.... This majesty arrests and holds the
human mind in a different and more powerful manner
. than ordinary human wisdom uses with its insinuating
allurements and blandishments.3
All need for such criteria is dispensed with by faith, which
, ^oOonnaohlg.. op, olt., p. 128.
%sllsoa, OAlvln-Ta.Dbct'rltta. of Î M

p. 102.

®0f, above, pp.-33:^‘,34:a
Ê # SâSfilSâSi:

Î8, In turn, "not a natural responee to the Word of God but
l8 an entirely mlraauldua act of the Holy Spirit within t W
heart of the hearer of Gpd^a Word,"!
full reliability to hia own Iford*

Thus God witnesses with

Still to. demand external

"authentication," as though this could somehow, add to the
oertaihty :'given -directly by God,, in not only redundant but

meàningleae*

"In other words," Professor Torrance oohcludee,

"God bears wltnêéâ tb'Himeelf a'a men proclaim the crucified
and risen Ghriet.

Through the power of the Spirit God's

Testimony is self-authentioàting."
B. The Fact of Obedience
If this l8 the ca.ee, then it will be easy to sea that
the gift of Obedience ie not the sort of event ifhlch'will be
open to the, kinds of analyses to which it is often mistakenly

put.

The most that can profitably be said about it by any

truly descriptive study is that it is.a.fact,Much attention has been paid to psychological analyses
of what is. taken to be "faith," and a numbpr of interesting
mental prppesses have perhaps been uncovered by labours of
this kind; but no such investigations can In orlnoiole shed
any light on the nature of thêqlogioal Obedience or "saving
faith,"

:

Psychology, the theologians point out, has no way

,

p.-

I S

Torrance,, "A study in New Testament Oommunication,«

of testing a supernatural gift of this type.
not a process, furthermore, but a state —

Obédience is

a veridical state

of knowing which has its origin outside any human mental pro
cesses.

The psychologist cannot say what saving faith is be
cause it is primarily an act of knowing. His studies
of cognitions are always studies of meohaniams and
processes, never acts of knowing. BubJective states
of certitude he studies so far as these are manifested
in behaviour, but ho has no properly psyoholbglcal
criterion by which to distinguish a valid certitude
from a hallucination.1

Psychological analysis can teach us much about the mental
events which take place during a "revival meatihg," perhaps,
but nothing about the one event —

if it occurs —

for the

sake of which the meeting was held, that is, God's gift of
his Word and of the faith with which to respond to that Word.

Psychology should no doubt continue to analyse the mental

processes associated with the life of religion, but in doing
so it must be made constantly aware that the processes it
examines will never be identifiable with saving faith itself.
Hot only is the objective psychological analysis of
Obedience out of the question, so also is subjective personal
analysis, on the part of the believer.

To imagine that

"saving faith" should be something open to the Introspection
of the faithful Ohrlstian himself is implicitly to accept
the notion that the gift of the Word and of the response to
it must be an "owned" (though private) psychological process.

^Cocks,

0 £.

cit., p. to.

It is hard for us to rid ourselves of the habit of assuming

that faith (because given to us and not another) must somehow

be "our" faith in the further sense of "possession* "

We shall

be taking a step in the right direction* consequently, in ac

knowledging that

the "crisis of faith" which overtakes us

from beyond ourselves is something closed to investigation
even in ourselves.

It is, once more, simply a fact.

This crisis need not be visible, nor need a man himself
be aware of it, for it is a crisis not of his life so
much as in his life. Faith is not something which a
man can investigate even in himself* It is concealed,
not only from external observation, but even from the
man concerned. It is something which he cannot account
for nor explain to the unbeliever.1

It must be stressed that Obedience has its character of

sheer, opaque fact not because it is not publicly observable,

but because it is not "observable" at all* Observation pre

supposes a certain measure, at least, of detachment and judi

cious manipulation;

it depends on the observer retaining a

degree of superiority based on his treating the object of
his investigation precisely as that*

an object*

Whether

observation be carried on by perception, as in the case of

the "public" scientific world,

or by introspection, as in

the "private" mental world, these observational attitudes

must be present to some degree.

But these are the very

attitudes which God's gift of Obedience to his living Word
overrules!

If the "location" of God's activity in the

soul of the believer must be specified in

^MoOonnaohie, go. cit..

p*

terms of the

t^dltlonal psyohologloal "faculties/' i t ’should be placed In
the "will" rather than In the "intellect,"

This expedient

%

should make it obvious that the unobservable character of
Obedience is essential:
*,.not because, being’an,individual experience, faith
is necessarily private to the,believer himcéIf, but
because, being the proper response to the near approach
and saving presence of the living God, it cannot be
observed but only willed. Nobody can look;on at faith,
. and what observers see is not faith- at all.!
C* The Language of Obedience
From what has beeh said in this chapter it is already
apparent what approach the theology of Obedience takes towards
its language.

It will not be amiss, however, to gather to-

gather the themes which have been occupying us*

The funda-

mental motif which w e .have frequently discerned in this

theological movement has been the "inoarnatlonal" motif with

its emphasis, on the two-level truth, the natural shot through
with and transformed (for faith) by the supernatural.

Both

dimensions are at work in the language of theology, of which
dimensions the vastly more important la the transcendent *
The lower-level with its imperfections j^'^neve^'destroyed,

y

but the higher-level Word works his ends suoceaafully; the
human character of religious language —

whether of the Bible,

of preaching, of creed, or of critical theology

Is not

denied, but the divine nature of the Word which these may

» £E*' Pit,., p* 73;

becoiBé is confidently affirmed.

The language of Obedience

Is. mysterious-but-revêalîng, and it is human-but-divlne.
1. My81erlou8-but-reveallnR

lanmam*—

It will not

prove surprising to us that, just as payohologioa1-publie
and persbna1-prive te analyses of the fact of Obedience are
in prihclple impossible, so logical analysis will get no
where with the langage,of Obedience.

We have to do with

something which on the level of nature (and thus for"logical
and philbaophical analysis).,-must'ever-remain e mystery, or,
as the selfInolbacd canons of these pursuits will perhaps
express it, must ever remain invalid and nonsense.

But this

is because more than the level of nature is essentially in

volved in this "nonsense"; there la a movement from the
supernatural into the natural which the methods of logic
and philosophy cannotreoosnlBé because it is something with

which they cannot cope.

llosophy is not competent to deal with revelation.
■It has competence..to deal with movements bf: the uni
verse, but no competence to deal with movement to the
universe. Theology is one thing, .philbsophy. is another
thing. The one starts from God — from the Word of
•God — the other from man.!
The only rational response for lop^ioal analvhia eon-

fronted w i t h thlb sitaetion. therefore. is the. humble bust»
of.Its .juditment before, the language of theology.
Gome might object that such a susoension would be

%oOonhachie , on. cit ., p. 155

"irrational," but such, we'recall with .‘Professor Torrance *
l a - n o t th e case.
-

»

To .BUBpend judgment is not to be irrational; rather is
it the part of reason which behaves obediently in terms
of its object* in'this Instance, an objective Revelation
which even in the event of revelation remains a myster^^
ion.; and will not ■field it a secret to analy 11oal and
. logioal investigation#1
'
Despite ItS'indelibly mysterious character, however* the
language of Obedience Is, under the proper circumstances,
still the language which carries deeper meaning than any
other type of language.

It carries God's revelation, the

revelation which alone has power to save men from their
fallen condition.

It has, at times, the undeniable power to.

convict men of their sin, convince them of the promises of

God, and convert them from pride and rebellion to Obedience,
Why is this?

These things are done thanks to no virtue in

the nonsensical phrases and invalid arguments which, on the
one hand, compose the language of Obedience, but solely
thanks to the revealing grace of God, which, on the Other hazfl',
works mighty miracles through our mysterious speech.

If we

are to appreciate the true nature of the language of Obedience,
whenever we speak, whenever we make any attempt to

deal by means of words with men's, doubt a about God, we
must realise that we cannot trust to any convincing
power inhering in these words of ours. We can undertake the task of speaking only in the hope and expectatlon that a power altogether other and higher than
our own will use our speech as a Biadium.br instrument for the effecting of that which we are wholly unable
%orrance, Review of Warfield, p. 107*

57 o

to;achieve, namely* the putting of faith In the
place of doubt.1

The unavoidable dilemma of agnoaticlsm on the one hand

or abstract antbropomorphlam on the other besets the user of
theological,language a a. long as he insists on remaining aloof
from the real source of rellglouB meaning* the living God
himself.

P,N. Camfield ,1s ready to admit —

to Insist upon -T

the total inability of the mysterious lengûage of religion
to express, independently of miracle* anÿ truth about God.
In their theological application human words are* of them-,
selves* worse than useless because they ere positively (Do
' .ve.'''

What* then* Lhe asksj are we to do with them? -We may
■decide to do one of /Ebree things. We may abandon them
altogether and relapse into absolute silence. But that
means relapsing into complete agnosticism or scepticism.
Or we may take these words and treat them after the mannér of the philosophera:. ..*•* Bût...we should be working
all the time with abstract ideas and we should almost
• certainly end up with an impersonal god. And in any
case we should not be getting beyOnd our world*.... But
we might take a third course. ?fe might take these human
words of oüra In full recognition of the fact that they
were in themselves quite inadequate* carry them up* as
it were * to God's own revelation of Himself, end allow
that.revelation to give them a meaning of its own. We
might say : these words of ours are* in themselves* quite
meaningless as, applied., to God', but they are the only
words we have, and God may use them as a medium to con
vey to us the truth about Himself. These human,words of
.ours can become charged, with new and divine content.
While in themBalves meaningless they can be made mean
ingful. Or* better* we shall aaythat while in themaeîvGS they convey positive untruth* they can be so
iaid hold of by God as to yield real illumination..?
OamfleM. The ■Collapse of Doubt. London:
worth Press * 1945* p. 11.
.

'

* ■

^ I uW.

% b l d .. pp. 45-46.

il^t

iil»rffcwr |[||1

■

'' ^ ■

on

^

Lutter*

,

a, llumàn-but^divine language, —

Another way of expres

sing the fundamental duality of theological language Is to
look at It not so much In terms of lbs ability to oonvey
truth (from which point of view It Is mysterious-hüt?reveal?
Ing) but In terms of Its "perfection" or lack of it.

As

human imnguagCy the statements, of theology are oWiôuely '
In constant need of fresh examination* criticism* and re
vision; as divine language* the words of human speech must
become! the perfect % r d beyond all revision or Improvement*
It la easy, of course* to appreciate thé humàn nature
of religious speech, with all its imperfections end need for
revision*

We constantly find bid fprms of language losing

their relevance and thereby creating a demand for new ones to
take their placey

The task of each generation of theologians*

it Is often truly said* Is the restatement of Ohrlstian doctrine In freshly comprehensible terms * Xourig.-theologians
(perhaps best of all) know full well that the language of
theology -- on this side of Its nature
Improyement,

Is never beyond

We do not wonder that such young theologians

are apt to complain that many m o d e m unbelievers have a
"disinclination to submit to formulations of Christianity
which are antiquated," and deeply resist being "persuaded
by a monotonous persistence that %vlll not take the trouble to
translate the unchanging truth of Christianity into current
forms and language."!

and ;He id, gg*..cit ^* p.- 3 . '

It should not surprise us, on the other hand, that ittls
more dlffipult for ua, who are human and imperfect, to grasp
whet is meant by the perfect and divine nature of the language
of Obedience*

But if we have begun to understand what is sig

nified by the miraculously revealing function of this languege,
we shall not find any further difficulty in thinking the mode
of the perfection of its nature*
truths.

Both are dynamic, not static,

Just as it is not the permanent capacity of reli

gious language to reveal, so it is not the permanent property
of such language to be beyond improvement#

The divine per-

fectipn of religious discourse, as its revealing capacity,

depends upon the particular situation at.hand and, above all,
on the will of God for that particular moment-.

In the end,

the "perfection" of theological discourse is nothing else

than its God-Riven 'ability -at :times :to reveal the divine .
The Word of perfection is never perfect, ■then, "in the
abstract." But when God wishes to apealt through the language
of Scripture,'prayer, hymn, sermon, or treatise, to a partic

ular person within a particular situation, than the language
which is used becomes the incorrigible Word of God to that
man at that moment.

At other times to the same man or at

the same time to different men -- or even, perhaps, to the
same man at that time if he were in a different cbncrete sit

uation —

the language involved might easily require "im-

provement*"

"Separate it from the occasion and the man, and

It ceases to be the perfect Word of God.

It can never be

converted into a universal truth of reason**^ But each
contrary-to-fact' conditions are absurdly irrelevant to the
man who has found the Word which speaks to. him in accents
which he recognizes,by,the supernatural gift of faith, to be
divine;
Obey.

For him thërë is ho choice but to eôknowlege and
And in Obedience he finds hla life.

^loOonnachie, gg* d t .. p. 125.
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CHAPTm BIX

THE "LOGIC" 0F mOOUNTER
"A pedant , a mm with no religious ihsight* a mere literalist may cavil;at
every ÿhrase, and his comments may at
a certain level be fully justified*
But when he has seen what we have seen,
he will realize that there is no& other
language in which the truth can be exM
lathaniel Micklem!
*

A third major alternative theological approach to the

status and function of religious discourse competes with the
doctrines of Analogy and Obedience.

This approach, which

permits a striking variety of individual variations, is
characterized by its emphatlb^- attention to .personal, exper
ience of certain sorts.

By thus stressing experience, and

above all the experience we shall come to call "Encounter,"
thé "theology of Encounter" rejects, on the one hand, the
theology of Obedience with its radical mistrust for any
human capacity or experience and, on the other hand, the
theology of Analogy with its traditional contempt for re
liance on "mere religious experience*"

%athanisl Micklem / Ultimate Questions^'London
Geoffrey Bles^:’195!5'r P*

To theology of Encounter, this appears to ba a rejec

tion of two extreme positions.

Neither Is adequate, hut

each Is disqualified for quite different reasons*
I*
The Rejected Views
A. The Attack on Obedience (Unnecessary)
1.

On the interpretation of the Bible *

The theology

Of obedience seems unquestioningly to assume that the only

possible interpretation of Beriptures supports its view;

that is, that its key doctrines (such as its hostility to
Analogy and its understanding of the- "human situation") are
in fact merely evident statements of authoritative biblical
doctrine.

The truth of this assumption is denied by the

theology of Encounter.
(a)

Presence of Analogy in Scripture

First, the Bible far from éliiglnatinp; any appeal to
Analogy can easily be interpreted as gresupnoaing analogies
between God and man.

Ohrist himself shows supreme trust in

analogies by his readiness to speak of God as "Father" end
to teach divine truth by means of parables drawn from the
simplest of natural experiences.

He "bids His hearers look

into their own home life as into s mirror in which they will
see reflected the character of God:

His parables presuppose

a certain unity of the natural and the spiritual orders, so
that the seed, in the ground can bear witnesa to the purpose

of God.

Is not this the doctrine of analogy?"!

Indeed:

The Bible seems to présupposa- an an&loRÏa ehtle throuRhout. Thera Is enough kinship between the Oreator and
the created to permit divine revelation to-be given
through human analogies. "Like as W Father pitleth his
• children";- "Our Father who'art in heayènfl are: these no
part of revelation? "If ye * being evil * know how to
give good gifts unto your ohildren * how much more shall
your heavenly Father. ?
Perhaps other interpretations of the Scriptures can explain

away this apparent use of analogy in the Bible itself* but
-- whether or not this is the case —

thére .is no justifi

cation.'for the a priori assumption that the theology of
Obedience is the only truly "biblical" position.

Furthermore * this rejection of the necessity of antianaloglcal Interpretation of the Bible raises profound doubts :
about the central doctrine on which, for the theology of

Obedience* the dismissal of Analogy must rest.

This doctrine*

as we have. Seen*^ la the belief in the "total corruption"
by- sin of man *s nature.

Is it * we must now ask, true »

does it even make sense to say —

-

that the Bible teaches such

a doctrine and that It must be accepted if we are to respond
apprbpristely to revelation?
(b) Difficulties in "Total Oorruptioif of Man
most serious objection to the doctrine of total
Allen* "Natural Theology in Karl Barth*" The
Oongre^cational Quarterly. Volume XXV* 1947* p. 209...
.
Hat thews* "Dp-We Need a Philosophy of Aellgion?"
The Hibfoert Journal# Volume XLII. 1945* p. 190# -

* above * p. 315 ff *

corruption arises when it Is a s k # whether or npt the belief
iB not self-destroi^ins.

Pure corruption oould hardly exist.

Only bodies with some health left can be In need pf à oure;
when there Is no health left in them at all they era no longer:
even very 111 $ they ere dead*

fhe doctrine of total depravity,

with its bitter attack on the powers of human reason and on
the significance of human experience, would seem to be cutting
the ground from beneath its own feet, because it would entail
the utter destruction of the human subject even as the poten
tial'recipient of God*s revealing grace* .Hothlng is left to
accept the gift offered! nothing is left to be saved1
paradox is presented to us that thoae who, to es
tablish the sole authority of Revelation, deny all 'com
petence to reason in the sphere of. rellgloh 'are in
danger of proving, at the same time, that there can be
ho Eevelatioh, or that, if there is, we cannot know
that there is.î
Theologians of Bîncounter are well aware that attempts
have been made to meet this difficulty by falling back on

-miracle** as making possible what is admitted to be Impossible

for unaided m a n b u t such a response is unsatisfactory•

It

amounts either to the admission that men as we know them are
not saved but simply extinguished and replaced by something
new, or to an interpretation of revelation which leaves man
entirely out of account —

a transaction between God and

1, as it were, in which the nominal recipient of God’s

%atthews, op. clt., p.
^Of. above, pp.

5 6 8 -5 7 5 .

self-ciisclôsurs plays no part at all nor needs even to be

aware of what is mechanloally or magically; going bn **in** him.
On neither alternative la any true revelation to ign pos
sible, because man has been rendered so essentially unfit to
receive it (on the doctrine of total depravity) that revela
tion to him has become a logical impossibility.

Even God

has never been supposed to b e ■capable of accompXiahing the
logically contradictory! if the'corruption of map’s nature
has been made ^a defining oharaetorlstlc. then.
.even for omnl.
ootanbe’’man - .ad defined cannot be saved -but only obliterated
and renlaced by %oo-man.** ''

_

'This objection must be 'decisive, requiring rejection of

the theology of Obedience by any who hope to proclaim the
’’biblical" faith of classical Ohristianlty, Whose Gospel
message is a promise of hope for the salvation •of ■men and
whose claim is to be a revelation to men from their merciful
Oreator#

The doctrine of total corruptIon. makes nonsense

of this promise and this claim* and thus vividly, represents
one of the "dangers which inevitably follow any deparsonalizing of man.

If the mind of man plays to part, then only

a mechanical Inspiration* magically enforced * is left to ua*"l
j*

'

„

Theologians must not assume a perspective which glori
fies God’s activity to the neglect —

or destruction —

of

the human element in the faith-relation* warns James Brown.
lÉdgar-'P. Dickie* "Religious Ixparienceî
aellRion in Life . Volume VI/No. 4, p. 498.

Its Validity,"

•

\.

.

_
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Prsoocapatlpn with faith "from above" must not cell in quèstlon the legitlmaoy'Of our human experience end viewpoint
"from below. "

Boll Deo gloria .Is the lànptuage of. faith on any aooOunt of the Ohristlan position, All is of God, from
whom, :tbrqugh whom * and ÿmto whom are -all 'things #
But, looked at from the .human .end'.of the process', from
' below* there is much that ;man'must/do; .of'.and for him?
■ self. From the finite standpoint ihq'absolute has got
' to hé spoken of * allowed for, 'as. if it ':ware.;ohe- term '
in'the •■.process* one factor in the situation, partner
\aloh^ with man in
joint enterprise; otherwise we
.'/have the elimination of man* the declaration of the
'Unreality ôf- the'.human'point of 'view.^

/
3-'=

J.Such .thoughts as these call for reoonsidéfation of the
first assumption made by theologians of Obediqncei

that

their key doctrines reflect the only possible "biblical" view/-/'
The theology of l^rioounter causes one to wonder whether or

not Obedience as we have aeeh it is even a-possible inter

-

pretation of the .Bible at all* at least for ahristians#
. &*' Qa -t.ha..e.3oaae- .frog;. "hlatori cRl yelati-ylam.» —

A seooM

.

assumption* that the general approach of the theology of
Obedience.somehow avoids the damning relativities of historloally conditioned "fashions In truth," is equally open to
question.

Professor JS.L, Allen* in discussing this question*^

is aware of the many ways in which the theology of Obedience
stands over against modern culture in "judgment" upon it, but . ,.
he, would not have us overlook the remarkable manner In which
%rQWH. OP. Pit., p. 81.

Alien* "The New Orthodoxy and the Contemporary ! b
Mood,” # 2:SËSÈreaattqn^l Quarterly... Vol. mvill, pp. ,l43-t5b'.;:l

it also fits in with our times, appeals to: our préjudices*
and reflscts our presuppositions*

,

/

(a) Theological Occaslcmalism
The doGtrine of the Word of Ood held by the theology
of Obedience Is one which Allen*describes aS "theological
occasionalism,"

%

It is a highly "dyhamlo" View of revelation

In which the Bible; as.we have seen,^ is

mere .occasion.

for a divide action"^ and the true Ohprch is "something

which is constituted/afresh/on each oocasion on which, by
Word or sàcrament, God communicates Himself,")

action, we also noted*

Ohristian

./

-

la something te which "static" pre-

cepts cannot properly be applied since it consists of moment-

/

by-moment "listening" for the cell of God, \Thue* Allen

:

points out, there is "no room for'’principles^ in the life

of obedience*" only for unoonditional acceptance of that which
God

is Pleasedv to d e m a n d

O f us at

such "dynamic occasionalism" —

any g i v e n inoment."^

pioneered by Karl Barth —

is precisely the type of approach which would be expected to
eohievG great popularity in the age of quantum mechanics!
- It should not be difficult to see that in all this
B&rth is influenced by the thought of the time.
f. above, p. 351,

ft*

^Allen, "The New Orthodoxy and the Contemporary Mood,"

p • 144,

^Loc, G i t ,

.

^Of, above, p. 364 ff*

%llen , "The. lew .Orthodoxy and the Contemporary Mood *"

p* l44*

/

x/

'^■lives-,In an age which delighta in movement and action, •
for which, indeed, to describe a thing as "etatio" la
'-• suffi ci eht to. oondemn it, in.which '
■tbe "dynaM. c" is
•ipso 'facto approved*1
(b) Political Illiberalism

A more striking and fà^r more dlaheartening way. in which

the theology of Obedience reflects thé "sÿlrit of our age"
is in its seveiG illiberaliam.

The prejudice in favour of

the "dynamic" and against the "static" is interesting but
not alarming.

.

31ore serious is the fact that the whole oonoeption of
God’s sovereignty which is implied in this theological
'pccaaionalism belongs to a génération which has dis■Voardéd:;the democratic rule of 'l@w,/fbf a regime- in " >
Which the will of the ieeder is thé criterion of good
end' evilip / ,
,
'
.-^ •Oohsiderations suohas these force us to ask ouréelves

seriously whether :..5thenfde{$î's:%

they, [the theologians

nôf pbedieno^ atand:.\&re as much a product of the age as a
protest against It,

Was it mere accident* for example, that

the theological onslaught upon liberalism synchronized so
nicely with the political retreat therefrom?")
Co) ï^liilosophical Irrationalism
The hostility of the theolpgy of Obedience to specula
tive reason and all "constructive" philosophy

coincides

significantly with a similar revolt against rational epaculation and systemebuiIding within modern philosophy itself.
^|bid.,, p. 145.

^Loo. cit.

^pf. above, pp.; 319-389.

^Ibid.. p.

Professor N ,B .G. Robinson draws the parallel clearly between

the two;

.

.

IS, corresponding to the logical•positivist’s defln\Itlon of nonsense, there stands Barth’a doctrine of the
■ iiagq,4ei ■a s ,utterly destroyed by aln; and from these
two convictions there flow* In one base the dismissal
. of/the/traditional problems ;■of philosophy-'as./pseudo-.
problems * and in the other a complété'ihdifferemoe to
a l l .unrévGalG<% knowledge àb entirely irrelevant. If
% t t g # 8 t e i n [in his earlier writings] dismisses what
is,',not :empirlpa.lly.verifiable ,as/completely:: Inoignifipant in the primary ,sense ,of that word'/ Barth'di.smls■'■8,es all unrevealed knowledge as equally inàignlfiçant
in the eeoondary sense of the word....1

The motives,-may be different but the anti-sy atematio programme

is the same*, and one cannot but doubt that two Sbch typically
modern denunciations of the efforts of eonstructIve reason
should hâve sprung up together entirely by coincidence.

(a) Anthropological Oynlcism

Finally* the contemporary mistrust of human nature —

especially of its "higher" motives and capacities —

provides

a congenial matrix for the theology of Obedience .and the heavy

stress on man’s corruption.

Allen detects an "alliance of

cynicisms" in the pointa of view of 'Fre.udian psychoanalysis*
Marxist social theory, and Ohristlan theology of the type he

criticizes,-.,^

To what extent, theologians of Encounter may

well wonder, is.the "totally depraved" verdict against human,

nature,(not the only possible biblical verdict, as we have
Robinson, Faith ■
.and D.uty. London ; Victor
Oollanez, Ltd., 1950. p T l 4 7
% l l e n , "The New Orthodoxy and the Contemporary Mood,/

seen) the product of the "Bible being allowed to speak for

Itself" -- and to what extent IS It the Intelleotual temper

of the day reading Itself Into Bcrlpture?

Such questions need not even be. anawered In order that

the point at issue here be reaoived:

that Is* that such

questions, can' be raised about the theology of Obedience no
less than about those alternative approaches which the way

of Obedience .despises as "oulturally conditioned,"

If*

thefefore, the thebiogy of Obédience thlnke Itself above the
fashions of thought which it clearly sees Infecting other
views* if it supposés that it alone succeeds In allowing
Scripture to "create Its o^m categories of loterpretàtlon *"
if it castB itself in the role of judge of modern culture
but not in the rA.@ of child of that same culture* then —

say the thedlogians of Encounter -- this theological move

ment is guilty of pretension and unbecoming pride.

3» On

the mistrust of reason,

We have not iced in our

study of the theology of Obodienoe that the "subjective

principles" of i^eason are deeply mistrusted when questions
of theology arise.^

These principles are held to be likely

"rivals" to the appropriate response to God’s revelation; a
state of natural hostility is supposed to exist between
reason and revelation,

The ground of this hostility was

iken to be the sinful corruption of man’s total nature
above, p. 319

ft.
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inolùâins* a- fortiori, his rational oapaoltias.

To this the

response of the theology''of B^ioounter is that auch hostility

end mletruat 1$ both unfounded and unfortunate.
(a) Eqstility to/Reason Unfounded
Professor Robinson finds it strange, in the first place,

that theologians of Obedience should "represent reason and

revelation as two alternative and mutually exclusive norma."^
Reason in itself is no objective norm at all!

When we look

fOr exclusive and possibly rival norms we look for,something
oqhtQht;

that is, a science or a metapbysioal system

or a religious authority.

These norms are capable of "rival

ing" one another because they are liable to make contradictory

assertions.

If we wish to find possible "rivals" of revela

tion, we must look in thë right places.

"Revelation and

history might well be so regarded, or revelation on the one
hand and nature and eclance on the o t h e r * B u t reason in
itself Is "neutral," as it were, to any of these rival norms.
It is, functionally, the instrument for*'resolving contradlotlons wherever found; it is the name given to the innate
norm of non*”contradiction and as such it cannot "rival" any
concrete norm but only provide the possibility for any such

norm’s existence.

'Season contains —

or la,/—

what should

be called a "norm" in quite a different sense from the "norms"
of nature or history or revelation.

^Robinson, Faith and Duty# p. 7*

Indeed:

^Loo. cit.

,
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...as containing a norm reason is oo^^extensive with
nature, history, revelation,.And all other objective
norms taken together, and provides a norm which in
distinction from these may perhaps he described as
.subjactivè.... [That is] we bring this norm with us
to every context and every situation. We cannot '.ap
prehend anything without it. To lose it is to lose
our hold upon everything, including revelation; it
is to commit intellectual suicide.l

Thus according to Robinson, reason as the formal or

"subjective" principle of non-contradiction is not to be
mistrusted but rather to be welcomed by theologians.

The

mistake of theologians who attack "autonomous reason" is to
have confused the Indispensable instrument with the rival
thought-content which many forms of naturalism have associ-

'ated with the use of reason.

But these are very different

and must be clearly distinguished by theologians, who should
be as ready to apply the "subjective norm" of reason to their
"objective norm," revelation, as atheists are to apply the
same "subjective norm

to their genuinely hostile "objective

norma."

(b) Hostility to Reason Unfortunate

An unfortunate consequence of the unfounded contempt for
reason Is the profound indifference which the theologians of
Obedience show towards the oritlcal views of others.

Ration

al argument is replaced by sheer assertion; the defence of
revelation’s norm is neglected and instead there develops a
refusal to take seriously the doubts and criticisms of other
viewpoints.

^ibia..

This method of approach is sound both

w. 8.

liturglcally and psychologically in oreaohinR. perhaps, but
Is out of place In serious theologizing:.
..•for here the lack of Interest has silently become
a doctrine of irrelevance. Here the audlençe does not
listen in silence like the Christian congregation* but
the theologian has entered upon a field in which others
also are engaged* with whose opinions his own convictions
must often be in conflict. He must therefore take ac
count of these contrary opinions. He may not be able
by argument alpne to convict them of error; but he can
not be content to leave them In unrelieved opposition,
■ for:truth-'is one,; and if Ghristiah faith is true it is
relevant, not only to a religious understanding of the
universe, but to aVright understanding of it* In this
field the theplbgiah can at least clear up misunderstandings both in himself and In others, aW- clarify
the issues between them. To refuse to acknowledge this
Is to transform good preaching into bad theology.i
There is no virtue in letting the truths of revelation go by

default on. the basis of a mistaken view of'/reason. •
(o) Hostility to Reason Irreaponsible

Against the common claim that the hostility to reason,
and the resulting indifference to rational criticism is
based on a vivid awarenèss of the depravity Of the intellect,
the theologian of Encounter has three ready lines of reply.
The first, .which

we have

already examined, is boldly, to at

tack the doctrine itself.

But even granting the corruption of the human mind for

the sake of argument, it does not follow that the appropriate
theological response to the criticisms put forward by other
"corrupt minds" is indifference and refusal to argue.

Before

so concluding, we should require a supplementary premiss that
• i l M d .. 'go. 19-20%.

"the truth itself is dlvlded into dieooBBeotad spheres, for
otherwise -evSB total error, if there were such a thing, would
be relevant-’
’to the truth, and would require to be denied
rather then despised*"^

Short of this premiss (whioh the

Bible tfill surely not yield without the "aid" Of ruthless

^

spGoial pleading) the doubts and objections of others must
be reooghized and me tv

And this, of oourse, will require

that sort of oonsistency and oogenoy of argument which is
"reason" properly understood•

The third line of reply is the reminder that the inevitr

able result of theological hostility to reason and indiffer
ence to secular problems must be à further widening of the
chasm between religion and "the world"; but it wqs in order
to prevent such a ohasm (Robinson tells us) that the Reformers,
to whom the theologians of Obedience look for inspiration,
devoted their efforts*

The attitude to reason which has been

::

adopted by the would-be heirs of the Reformers is not only
untrue to the facts about-reason-as a "norm" and to the pro
per task of theology•vis % vis the uncommitted multitude of
the world, therefore, but it is also untrue to-the deepest
ideals and commitment of their own tradi tion &
We shall rat&hn to a discussion of the role which, in
the estimation of theologians of Encounter, reason legitimately

plays in theological contexts,2 but with these remarks we
%l3ld. .

Q. .20.

Wlow, pp. 453-458.

■^

must oDBolude our examination of the attack made from this
position on the theology, of Obedleiiee*

In âp doing we shall

■'pasS'’from'•criticisms''attempting to show "lack 'of necessity"
to another set of criticisms designed to bring out
oiency*"

ineuffi-

If* in the eyes of theologians of Encounter*

Ohedienoe "went too far," Analogy failed to "go far enough,"
B. /The Attack on Analogy (Insufficient)
%. On the unaided knowledfcè of God* —

In so far as

supporters of âpalogy claim to be able to attain knowledge
of God by means of an exercise of Intelleciion alone, theo
logians of

counter take strong exception#

When l.L,

Biascall announces his belief "that the human mind can, from
the consideration of finite beings, arrive, without appeal

to ’religious experience’ or ’revelation’ at a sure knowledge

of the existence of a God whose primary character is that of
seIf-existent B e i n g " w h e n D,J,B, Hawkins introduces his
theological method as "proceeding on grounds of objective
logic and metaphysics and asserting the existence of God as
a hard fact to be acknowledged by reason without reference

to emotions, aspirations or any support other than hone# and

accurate thinking"^; and when Dorn Mark Font ifax describes

his argument as one "which claims to prove the existence of
^E.L# Mascsll, %

Who Is, p. Ix,

Hawkins* The Essentials of Theism, o# 14.

an Infinite end neoessary Being, the creator of the vmrld*
neither from revelation nor from any abnormal experlenqe,

but from pqra reaeoning*/8tartins from such experlênoe^aayié
oqmmob to all men and whioh no one can deny"^; then —

the

thaologlane of :Bb^oounter must feel -r the thèologioal
altuatlon has been seriously mlaread*
(a)

The Dependenoe of Rational Prooaeeéa on God

A fundamental objection to the belief that knowledge of
God is possible through man’s

"pure thought" âlona is that*

as Alien outs it. "there is
■^*•0'- no suoh thing as unaided human
-

reason..#."^

•

" " " " * '

...T

If 1“

To assume* thatis, that there

Is such a thing

as "unaided human reason" Is to exalt the mind of man (and
therefore man himself) far above its proper oreaturely status;
it la implicitly to ley claim on an Independent status which

neglects the extent to which ell of man’s being relies for
its continued existence and: operation bn the sustaining
activity of the Oreator.

Thus when Mascall lays qlalm to the

capacity of the "human mind" to arrive unaided "at the sure
knowledge of the existence of God*' he is in grave danger of
drifting into Satan’s snare:

"and ye shall be as gods#.##"

But* though such an objection is a far-reaching one* it
is not decisive* first* because the theologian of Analogy
may reply that despite the unfortunate impression given by
^Pontifex * OP#cit.* p# v# * of. above pp 230-231#
%llen., "Natural Theology in Karl Barth," p. 2Ù8*
(italics
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''

'

hie Choice of words be is not unaware of the ultimate de
pendence of-all thought on God ’a creative and bnètalnlng actlvity#

■■ '■■■':

And he may then gO on to show, second, that an ob

jection of this kind has left undisturbed his main contention
(now^ perhaps, expressed in different words) that thS Teason-

j

ing Ifhioh leads to^ God is identical i.p kind with all other
valid human reasoning, requiring no special helps in the way
of *V*evexations" In Scripture or peculiar "religious
experiences*"

-

(b) The Dependence of Personal Kno%fledgh on Revelation

The essential consideration., therefore ; In the qri tic’s

argument is not the feet of ultimate dependence ,of all th%^'.\\r
on God but, rather, the unavoidable need for all knowledge
of ■.persons to spring from personal .self-diaolbaure.
appropriate to make "discoveries" about thlnKS

It is

all kinds

of things-, from molecules to mathematical theorems —

and we

may even make "discoveries" about finite persons if we treat
them as things, describing their activities and drawing
probable inferences*

But in genuinely personal knowledge

of persons, and supremely in knowledge of the Supreme Person

who can never be treated as a thing, we must await the free
gift of self-disclosura, as between friends.■The language

of "discovery" is thus out of place when discussing the know-

ledge of God •
—

language, that is, employing such expressions

as "starting" (Pontifex), "proceeding" (Hawkins), and "arriv
ing" (Maëqall) *

One does not "start in to achieve" a moment

/

' '

'
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.

of communion with 8 friend, or "proceed thus and so" to get
an intuitive awai'eness of a dear one’s grief,

set about

"arriving at" a epontaneous oonfeeelon of love from one’e
sweetheart*

One elmnlv hae communion* exnerlènoea awareness.

reoelvee oobfesalon*

Buoh events ere undergone end experi

enced ("enjoyed" in a breed sense qf this term) and therefore
depend not!: primarily on the manipulative skills of the reeearoher but vpii the receptiveneee of the live and eympathetic
eoul.

This irreducible need for a personal self-revelation

from God if knowledge of him is to be poasiblG at all ie
obBbured and denied by the confident claime of theologlana
of Anàlogy on behalf of the "discovering" powers of reaaon.
Hmmvêr great these powers* they are irrelevant for know
ledge of God, which ia never an achievement but alweys a
gracious gift#
2# On the importance of rellKioua experience* —

The

theologians of Encounter ar e .confident not only that the
proponents of Analogy are unable to maintain their view that
knowledge of God is possible apart from an. act of divine
self-revelation but also that they will be obliged to with
draw their slighting remarks concerning religious experience *
The positive.motives for founding the assertions of theology
on pertain key experiences will be outlined in the remaining

parts of this chapter, but one or two defects of Analogy

abstracted from religious, experience should* perhaps, be noted
before, passing on to the constructive task ahead*

(e) Religious Inadèqueoy of the "Discovered" God

First, it must be obvious to all how desperately far from

‘ the living God of "Abraham* Xaaao and Jacob" id" the "self-

existent Being" which, (one is hardly justified In saying "who")
is 'the goal of the laborious proofs of the theoiogy of Analogy

The. lame conclusion offered by Si, Thomas Aquinas to each of
»

6

his "Five Ways," that the thing supposedly shown to exist by
his arguments is that which "all men consider (or call) God"
simply will not do&

The gap is too wide between the meta

physical Conclusions of Analogy and thé loving Father of
Christian faith to be bridged by such casual means,

On the

contrary, faith finds that the God of actual worship and the
First Cause of speculative thought have little or nothing to

do with one another.

Buoh proofs apart from the warmth of

living faith and witness to religious experience may, indeed,
be a stumbling-block to healthy rellgionrî

The proofs of the being of God have made many
sceptics:, the declaration of the love-of God
has made many saints,!
(b)

Logical Inadequacy of Language without Experience

And, second, one has simply to refer back to the con

clu si ona of the theologians of Analogy themselves to discover
the impossibility of divorcing "pure thought" from religious
experience,

To^' sustain the validity of the way of Analogy

itself, even l.L. Maacall was willing, in the end, to admit
that the essential function of the theistic "proofs" is not
Lokie, "Religious Bbcperienoe: Its Validity," p. 493*

a qoerolvè rational one bût, rather, one of diraotlng attention to -finite existence under a certain mode of anorehension#

The language used by -Analogy is different from that used by
Enoounter ônd in many reaneots the "apprehension"of Analogy .
does/differ from the "rellgique.experiehce" of Encounter*
but a type of speqial (avoidable, deniabie) èxperlenoe such
"apprehension" none the leas is, on whioh. the language of
Analogy is deeply dependent. ' This question, and others raised
by it, will bq dlSGUssed in the lest Fart of this thesis*
What must merely .be stated nbW is that frbm iiitliln the theo
logy of Analogy itself, the door/has already been opened to
expérience.

This cbn8ideratioh^:0omblned with the religious

inadequacy of ratiocination dlvprced from the li^ring appre
hensions of faith, makec^us feel-the power of the objeotiôu
advanced by theologians of Ebçoûnter to any attempt to build
knowledge of God (and therefore language about him) on a
basis empty of soma kind of religlbus experience*
The doctrines of Anaiog^r are not sufficient to aohieve
their desired end, since they expect too much of —
accurately, the irTrong thing from

or, more

human powers of rational

discovery and since they appreciate too little the distinctive
experience on which theology must be based# ' We shall now

attempt to discover what theologians of Encounter .consider

to be the nature of this crucial experience and the manner in

which it undergirds the assertions of theology*

^0f. above, p. 263 ff,

;
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T W Meoessary Condition:

Expertenoe

Thus far we have been engaged In oritlolsm from â third
point of view on two oppoGlto fronts;

on the theology of

.< Ôbedlenoé beoauoe Its dootrlnee go far beyond what Is neoeaaàrÿ for the wholeeomejuatiflcation of tbeologloal statemonta, and on the theology of Analogy beoauae its theories.
In turn, are deflolont in certain vital reapeets.

But It la

one thing to britiolze a position for neglecting experionqe*
a nedeaaary condition for theological aaaertiohA^ and quite
another thing to conatruqt an alternative view in which this
necessary condition is dëaoribed and developed#
A# The Understanding of "Experience"
1# The inaufflciency of "eenslem." —
must be eliminated at the outset:
perience to "aemse-experience*"

#ne common mistake

the assimilation of "ex
à massive tradition of phil-

osophiôal usage lies behind this error* but the assumption
of the title "empiricist" by those who honour only a fragment
of experience can be Justified by no tradition however
impressive #

Just as those who pronounce the universe fundamentally
irrational and redùqe human reason to a chance by-product of matter have assumed:the name of rationalists,
so those who arbitrarily restrict; thé evidence of ex
perience have called-themselves empiricists, thinkers
whose phiiospphy is founded on experience, and experi
ence alone * 'It is high time and most necessary to re
fuse them the title they have usurped, and, since the

sole experience they accept la what they believe to
be purely sensible, to call them by their right name,
sensists.l

Not only is the restriction of the title "experience"

to sense-experience arbitrary and paradoxical, as E M * Watkln
here points out; but it is also the source of fatal conse
quences for the thought of anyone who adopts it.

It robs

morals and aesthetics of status and significance since it
deprives them of their "raw materials#"
logically, into solipsism*

It drives one*

And above all it places religious

knowledge under an insuperable handicap since * in WatkinVs
words:
fhe raw material of religious knowledge is religious
.. experience#'a'Religious expeflenoe Is under fire from
two opposite hosts# Those who reject religion pro?nounce it a subjective illusion to be explained away
by psychological factors• Many believers in insti
tutional religion deny or question its validity in
the supposed interest, at least subconsciously, of
_
public revelation and its organs. Scripture and Church, ■
These rejections, whatever their motive, are ill-advised,

fbe

greatest need is not for further barriers against the serious
considerationrof all types of experience in the name of "faith"
or "empiricism" but, on the contrary, for a thoroughgoing or
consistent empiricism without dogmatism or narrowness,

"Oon-

sistent empiricism, the acceptance, that is to say, without
prejudice of every kind of human experience in its self-

evidence, must be the foundation of a sound philosophy,"3
^1,1, Watkin, "Consistent Empiricism," The Hibbert
Journal, Volume IJ, 195?, p. 29$
^ I M d . , p. 55.

^Ibld. . p. 29.

/
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We shall see that a thoroughgoing empiricism need not be

UBcrltical of the interpretations applied to; these experiences*
but before it can be thus critical it must at 'least be open
to the "raw materielb" which require the intefprêtâtion!
"Sensiam" is not prepared to allow this openness and must
therefore be eliminated together with other forms of dogmatism.

2.

The insuffioiency of "subjeotiviam$" —

liminary point must firmly be made:

Â second

"experience" must not

be assimilated to "merely subjective experience# "

Such a

mistake is almost as common as the Identification of "exper

ience" with sense-experienoe, but it is no less harmful and
unjustified.

0.0.J. Webb protests against the subjectivizing

fallacy by an analysis of the standard uses of our "experi-

enoe"-language.
Bo doubt a mere feeling, referred to no cause beyond
ourselves, may in certain Cases be spoken of as an
■ experience": yet we more naturally speak of "experi
encing" or "having an experience of" something other
than ourselves, which impinges, éo to put it* upon
our ■consciouanessi nay* even when we do refer a feel.
ing which we have to no particular cause external to
our sa Ives;-.and yet call it "sn. experience", by so cal
ling it we ■distinguish it from ourselves and describe
it as- hannenlng to us, as something in respect of
. which we are rather passive than activé.!
There is no/ excuse, consequently, for assuming that when

moral philosophers apeak of moral experience and when theo
logians diacuss religious experience they are necessarily

%

0.0.J. Webb. ReliRioüs ■Experience. London;
Milford, 1945, p. 29.

Humphrey

pre
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engrossed to discourse about purely subjective states*

fhat

such an totarpretation must not be ruled out is made evident*
as Webb acknowledges, by those oases to which "experience" is
applied to feelings without objective reference; but such
cases reflect the odd use, not the standard one, and in any

;

case the interpretation must not be prejudged by illicitly
packing the subjective toterpetatlon into language that is
properly used neutrally or even with a suggestion of some
objective reference*

'

"If this is made clear, then less hostility ..should be
felt by those, on the other hand, who stress the importance
of "God’s act in revelation" against "consistent empiricists"
who would trace the roots of all man’s knowledge of God (and
thus of all theological discourse) back to human experience.
Such an empiricist program is not, then, necessarily to
threaten the "objective" nature of such knowledge and dis
course, but is only to begin with "the order of knowing"
rather than with what theology holds to be "the order of
being*"

It is true that assuming this empiricist approach

entails admitting the relevance of the "sub jectiv# in theology.
But, since it is unquestionably, in this instance, we
that are the subiacts, this is the most natural point
of view for us to start from; and, so far from its
adoption implying that we are the principal or even
the sole party concerned, it rather suggests [as we
have seen] the independent reality of the object ex
perienced] !

*,

P*

28#'

3- The insufflolancy of "social exnerience," —

The

vital role played by experience in all human language -has
already been noticed.!

Even our common experienees in every

day social contexts may prove significant for the Interprétation of our religious (or anti-religious) statements.

In an '

article in The Bpectator. Marcua 'Knight^ relates important

theological tenns like "atonement," "grace," and "inoamation" , \
to such common experiences (with a :difference).

"Atonement,"

for example, la to be related, to experiences in which hostility /
and separation between people are costingly overcome end in
which new friendship is forged out of hatred; "grace" points
towerdè those persons who arc through and t!:irbugh self-giving
genuinely donoerned for the welfore of others; "incarnation" may be interpreted by recalling examples of helpful

:

=

persons ready to get "down to the level" of those they helped
but without abandoning the essential moral principles of their
fuller Insights.
Still, such interpretations as these are seen by their
formulators to be insufficient apart from an understanding
of what we have already come to consider the central or essential element in theological discourse, language about God.

Enight submits that, despite his partial explanations based
!of. above, Ohapter I; also pp. 208 ff., etc.

%arqu8 Knight, "Religion and language," The Spectator.
October 17, 1947, pp. 488-^

;

on soolâi experience, the terms cf theology cannot attain
their full meaning apart from "the Biblical view of God as a pereonai and creative Spirit * Who is active in human affairs

and retains final government over all that he has made or is

making."!

Such a view will obviously not be derivable from

Gocial experience alone since it entirely tranecends society
and even determines the theological applicability of notions
drawn from social life.

Helpful though social experience

may be to provide, some meaning for some theological terms,
therefore, it is not self-sufficient.

A more distinctively

religious experience is needed to provide those drhoial!:

/

thoughts about God which then lift and transform) mere paraphrasés of social-experiencG language into distinctively
theological discourse.

B. Experience and God’s Existence:

Mystic Intuition

1, The episte.moloii;y of mysticism.

It should by no

means be assumed that any particular Church has exclusive
rights over the mystic tradition with its warm claims to have
directly experienced Ood himself#
mystics —

True, many of the Christian

thpugh by n o means all of them —

have historically

been of Roman Catholic faith, but this fact does not restrict
the scope of their claim.

Roman Catholic theologians , indeed, have an initial

problem in dealing w i t h the mystics which is not necessarily

shared by others.

They must find a way of making my at lor

non-sensaoua intuition compatible with Thomist oonceptualismi „
that is, with the view that the Intellect is capable of
dealing with nothihg but abstraotione drawn ultimately from
sense-^experience,

Father-T^ Oorblshley attempts to effect
*1
t W e reconciliation through an eésay’' in which he oontraete
Aqüinàa’ view of man’s natural oabacitv After Adam’s Fall
into sin (the cohoeptualist view) with Aquinas’ own doctrine
'
•of man’a mental powers before his plunge from innocence.
This latter view is that "man, before the Fall* was capable
of**.immediate intellectual intuition," that is, of "a way
of knowing which began with, an immediate activity of the
intellect, without any prior stage of sensation end abstraction*"^

What God withdrew, in his just anger, can he not

for equally Just reasons restore?

If the fall from grace

condemned man to sense-derived conceptions, might not specially
bestowed grace open new possibilities of non-sensuous ex
perience?

This, then, is .a possible answer(for Roman Oath-

olio theologians who would defend mystic experiences)to the
criticism of their Thomist colleagues.
Having lost that preternatural endowment through the
fall,-man is no longer éhpable* of himself, of that
intellectual awareness of Ck)d which, to be at all adequate], must clearly be free from the distorting ef•feet's of imagery* God Is pure,; spirit .-'and therefore
^T* Corbishley, "Do the Mystics Know?" ‘The Hibbert
Journal. Volume L. 1951, pp. 1-9.

% b i d .* p. 3*

not to be deeorlbed with any sort of truth In language
drawn from ssnae experience* But there seems to be no
reason In the nature of things why* in aome oases and
for special reasons * God should not confer a. grace
which might restore à man .temporaW.ly to that condltion of perfection which he enjoyed before the Fall.!
-Thomiste, of course, need.not adopt a conoeptuallst
view initially and may therefore be free from the need to
appeal to any state of human Sature "before" the Fall; but
in any case It will not be forgotten that mystic'insight is
a gift of grace not .a human achievement and that the character

of this gift Is am immediate'awareness not dependent on sense '
at its climactic and most elgnifloant fulfillment*

(The

degree to which'symbols and sense contribute to reaching the
mystic climax remains debatable.

Qeddes MacGregor, for one,

emphasizes the role of the aesthetic symbol in aiding the
mystic âs he ollmbaa from height to height of experience.^
Even at the point when symbols and sense are strongly rejected,
i t '1$ specific symbols, in bis view, which are rejected and
which thus serve by their very negation.

It is on this basis

that Groce’s revolutionary understanding of aesthetics as

fundamental to all experience throws light on the mystic
quest, according to MacGregor.

"As we regard [mystical] union

with God as the terminus ad quern of all experience, so we
look upon aesthetic experience as its terminus a guo.
^Xbid.* p. 4,
%eddas MacGregor, Aesthetic FKoerience in Religion.
London; .Macmillan and Oompany, Ltd., 1947 ''***
^

^Ibld..

p. 199.

* ' ’-

2, îhe olalms of

—

mTstlotsm»

There is. one supreme

claim made by the mystloe and. their supportera.

It Is, of

course, that mystic eostasy Is the genuine experiencing of
God Immediately through @.n Intuition Independent of sense#
This much Is already apparent.

But à number of additional

claims are made In support of this central one, and these
we must now not#.
(a) Unanimity of the %^stlo8
First, the testimony of the mystics is said to be
strikingly similar despite tremendous differences in time

and location separating particular mystics.

To those of a

sGlêntifio turn of mind, we are told, it should be extremely
impressive that **there is the solid end coherent evidence of
the mystics, who have bad visions of God in many different
parts of the word [sicTi, in many periods,, end In many re 11^
gions.

The fact that different religions have had their

mystics means, of course, that no particular religion can
claim itself to be conclusively proved true by mystic evi
dence alone, but the unanimity of the mystics
their cultural and other differences —

despite

does provide;

...a .strong and I think sufficient argument for Theism,
since all the contemplatives are agreed,that what they
have expsriencGd was not a figment of their own im&slnat ion, but spiritual communion with a living Being,
%.E. Ins®, "Tbelam," Philosophy, Volume XXIII, 1948,
p. 47.;
^Ibia., p, 48.

(b) Ti^ustwortblnoGS of the Mystics
A so'oond suppoi'tlng claim made for mystic oxpsrlenoe Is
that the mystloB, as peraone^ are trustworthy / honourable,
and oroativc.. Individuals of auch character should be given
a high Initial estimate of credibility.
^br in the i^stic we have a man (or woman) who la Invariably diatlnguiahed for Integrity, candour and
aensltlvlty of Gonscienoe. At the ordinary level of
^ awareneaa, we find him abaring our beliefs, our Ideala,
our principles of oohduot* It là aonceivable thAt, In
some oaaea, the alleged experience of Çod la a piece
of self-deception, hallucination, hyeteria, megalomania,
what you will. It la difficult to believe that ail
myaticB are so deceived all the time. Once admit that
some of thé mystioB may be right eomètimee, that some
of them genuinely experience God in an act whereby the
whole spiritual nature,.will and ■intellect,."is .opérâtIng at th@ highest level attainable by man (ànd then
only .attainabie through the^ help of '.God.) and we have
sufficient ground for qlaiming -the myetlos" as witnesses to God ^s existence »1
In other words, It is

a matter ofaccepting thé

someone who is anauthority In
be done.

word of

a subjectthatsomething can

If one satisfies oneself that the authority is "

sane and honest or that many authorltlss agree In reporting
their achievement

or both T^ ythen? the" sensible: mah will

ebcept the testimony of the eye-witnesses without further
cavil.

As Dean Inge puts it;

**if a do%en honest men tell

me that they have climbed the Matterhorn I am satisfied that
the summit of that mountain is accessible, though I shall
never get thers myself,
,^Oorblshley,

%hge ,

og$ olt.. p. 6.

*P' 47,

415;

(o) Oentrailty of the Mjatlcs'
Furthermore, we are told, If the author!tatIveness of
myetlclam .is-spurnedj the greatest religious authorities, are
discredited and the very core of religion is negated.

Xf indeed the religious experience of 6t. John of the
dross, Huysbroeck, Jeffries or Hamakrishna is valid
and authoritative for himself alone, why is this not
equally true of the religious experience of Isaiah, Bt.
Paul or Jesus himself^1

Ohristian faith identifies the
life*- with thé mystic presence

core of its promised % e w

of the Holy Spirit. Christian

critioa of mysticism seem to forget that:

...above all, the Christian mystics, of whom Bt. Paul
was the chief, identified the Holy Spirit who was the
life of their life '.w^th -thèir'i'hWdifièd.iënd'^
^
live, yet not I, but' 'dhrlst 'livetH in met**" If; Jesus
was, in Biblical language^ full of the Holy Ghost, were
they not right? This) I t h i n k , is the indestructible
core of our religion
(d) îhtélligibility of the Mystics

In the fourth place, the defenders of mysticism do not

agree that mystic rsligioua experience is, as it is so often
said to be, ^inco m m unicable,After all,

...the term incommunicable.is ambiguous. If it means
that the experience itself as an experience cannot be
transferred to anyone else or even such information of
it given as will enable anyone else to have a similar
experience, religious experience is indeed incommunic
able. But if by communication is meant a description
sufficient to communicate knowledge, however imperfect,
of its nature, religious experience is most certainly
communicable. For the literature whioh describes and
discusses it is obviously far from unintelligible.3
%atkin,

00. P i t . . p, 3 3 .

%.H. Inge, "Liberal O h r i s t i a n i t y The Hlbbert J o u r n a l .
Volume XLIX, 1951, p, 131.
3 # t k i n , go. git., p. 34.

'
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By a play on the ambiguity of the word "eomisunicablo," many
false assertions have been made about the alleged "incommunicability" of mystic knowledge, and some have even -gone ep
far as to deny the very possibility of any such knowledge
at all on this ground*^

Ferhaps this is because it is as-

suited that knowledge" has only one possible meaning# the one
modeled on the scientific conception of knowledge#
however, Is a mistake,

This,

The understanding of personal and

intimate relations may not be capable of translation into
clear words that are capable of "communication" in the first
sense suggested, by Watkin (somehow "transferring the exper
ience itself" or offering a sure formula for producing à

precisely similar experience), but such Intimate- understand
ing may be a genuine kind of knowledge.

Indeed, it may be

said that "through love, I come to know another in a profounder way than by the ordinary way of social contact*"^
(e) Objectivity of the Mystics
Finallyj and most important, ontology and mysticism are
Indissolubly linked together.

There are those who try to

reduce the claim of mystic intuition to something merely
subjective; but no such attempt can succeed, for this would
require an essential distortion of the mystic’s basic insight
—

thàt he has been in contact with Ultimate Beality.

None

the less, people do put forward the position that mysticism

^Of, above, pp. 50-51.

^Oorblshley, gg. cit.. p. 6.
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is adequately understood as an emotional state or some other
"merely psyohologioal" condition.
Spiritual intuition, for them, may be a normal though
not a common condition, or it may be pathological; ontologloally, that 'la to say as belonging to ultimate
reality, it has no validity. This is a view which all
genuine mystics must emphatically rejeot. They are not
interested in states of oonsoiousness as such; rightly
or wrongly they are convinced that they have seen.
Rightly or wrongly they are convinced that tho2/ are or
have been in contact with objective reality, with the
supreme spiritual Power behind the world of our sur’fàc'e consciouanees.1
It is not "reinterpreting" the mystics but destroying their
witness to discard their claim to speak about being —

about

the very Ground of Being.3. The.difficulties of mystlbiem. — -Thë •claims made
for mystic intuition are Impressive, but they are not lirlthout

•serious difficulties.

Let us survey the objections which

may be made to these claims since these objections force
theologians of Iboounter either to reinterpret the essentials
of the claim of experience or to supplement mysticism with
a further analysis.

(a) Unanimity'of the Mystics?

First, it is not unanimously agreed that all mystics
speak with a single voice concerning their experience.
testimony frequently diffors.

Their

But, it is replied, this is

only the description of the experience that is involved;
%.R. Inge, Wys.tieism in Religion. London;
son’s University Library, undated, p. 22..

HutbMn-

•

what-Is significant la the identity of the experlances.

How, -

then, it may be retorted, are nph^mÿêtloé to judge the unan
imity or ïion-unanimity of the experienoes apart from the desoriptlons offered? 'And, as à study of the .myetlc literature
Itself Will show, these desoriptions --while having manypoints adjnittedly in common

differ wildly among themselves,

.What is to.^ohoson as essential, what merely accidental? ^

-

When mystic raptures contradict one another, vfhloh description'is true and which is false? Or, if mystic
"oontiradic1>
‘
tions" do not really contradict one another because they are

;

"non?literal" truths, at what point shall we accept their'
"postic*- utterenoee as stating some "literal" truth whioh
could he contradicted"—

by other mystics or by atheists?

,(h) Trustworthiness of the Mystics?
The "trustworthiness" of the mystics is another claim
which can be 'ovarstresaad.
exemplary in many respects.

True, many mystics have been
But the question in the minds

of their interpreters has almost never been whether or not
they have been dishonest in their claims to know God but
simply whethez' or not they have been mlstalcen,

Sometimes

people of the highest degree of "integrity, candour and
sensitivity of conscience" are the most easily misled.

;
More-

over, it is by no means rare for the psychologically distuzted
to be capable of grea-f achievements*

Wa no. longer wonder at

the combination of great gifts and mental unbalance in the
fine arts, for example.; why should we eliminate as absurd

:

the possibility of psyohologloal derangement In even the

most distinguished men-of religion?

And —

still further —

it ie alioTply not trub that all mystioa are men of impeccable
common sense^ as this argument would suggest, who also happen
to have an extraordinary rellgibue gift.

It is, in faot,

difficult to imagine which of the greatest mystios would fit
the desorlptiixh offered;

Gan we seriously picture suoh

visionaries (and revolutionaries) as 8t.
John of the Gross,'
Bruno,

Foxt "slmrlng bur beliefs, our ideals, our prin

ciples of conduct"?
them

If we cannot, this does not discredit

far from it, perhaps we admire them the more! —

but

it does temper the force of the claim of "no-nonsense
dependability" for the mystics.
(o) Gentrality of the Mystics?
The further argument from the truth of the Ghristlan
faith to the importance of mysticism rather reverses the
noi'»mal order and, of course, carries no weight with those
who are uncommitted to Christianity.

But even to Christians

it must seem odd that so much importance is given to a phenomsDon by no means exclusively Cbristian.

It would seem to

raise paradoxes, if mysticism is taken to be the essential
"core" of the Gbriatian faith, like;

Is the essence of

Christianity not essentially Christian? or, Are some Hindus

more essentially Christian than’some devout and practicing
(not "nominal" but non-mystioal) Ghristians?

F.I, Watkln

would seem to be strangely unaware of this problem when he
n.

pleads for a proportionate ébars In authority foz* myotlea

:/

as compared to Isalab, 9t* Paul and Jeaua -- and then oboses
among his mystic examples the Hindu, Ramaknlshuai

Again we

are confronted vzlth the problem of reconciling differences

^

bet%^eén mystic oiaims and discovering whei^e to distinguish
important frora trivial differences.

.

(d) Objectivity of the Mystics?
Finally,.in approaching the ontological olalm^ made by
the mystics# it becomes apparent that some axtra-mystloal
oonsiderations are required,

i^stlcs have been "reinterpre

ted" not, normally, because their interpreters imagined them
uninterested in ontology but because the Interpreters found
it frankly Impossible to accept these ontological views.

If

this reinterpretation "destroys the mystic witness," it is
argued, then so much the worse for the witness.

%

(e) InobmpletQ.neG8 of Mysticism
In discussing difficulties of interpretation we arrive
at tPie crucial problem fdr mysticism.

That mystic religious

experience remains in need of further interpretation and
depends on additional Inferences for Its primary theological

:

significance is clearly evident even to many of its supportera.
Watkin, as we have seen# underscores the importance of this

^There is no need to discuss the question of "communieability" further at this point since there is no difference
in principle between the possibility of communicating on the
.<
basis of mystic experience -and that of coimBunieating on the ■^
basis of Biobunter.' Of. below, in this Ghapter# Section ill.

religious experlenoa as the very "raw meteri&l" of theologioal knowledge ,

, ..

'

But pie says], as in the case of other kinds of êxperienc.ey religjious experlénoe, the raw material of the
knowledge, founded upon it, is not enough. ; It must be
studied) eci*Utinized, examined, experîênqêe collected,
compared and interpreted' by relatln;);^ their data to
those of other klnde of experience,^
/ \

Above all it must be remembered that "the experience does
not guarantee its interpretation nor an -erroneous interpre
tation di aor edit the experience,"^

But how are ife to dis

cover what ia a%3 erroneous and what & ireridioal interpretation
of such experience?

The superneturalist interpretation may

be true; but equally possible on the basis of mystic experi
ence alone# the naturalist interpretation may more correctly

represent .reality,

W.A, Hall rieminds us that investigation

need not result in naturalism# but# equally# that more than
an unsupported claim for supernaturalism is required.
It may be that a certain direct knowledge of God is#
after all# possible; the claim may be valid. But
the mere making of the claim does not make it valid.^ '
What is to be done?

"T6 establlsh the olalm calls for

evidence# for. examination# whether by the subject himself or

by a second

p a r t y , "4

The unresolved status of the ontological Interpretation
-1

of mystic experience seems to be the primary Stumbling block
1

■

*Watkin# .go, git. #
'

p, 34.

2

Log, cit.

Arnold Hall# "Religious FKperience as a Oburt of
Aoneal," The %bber1f Journal, Volume LIII# 1055# p, 366,
4

Loc, ait.

'

'

to further progress.

We -have been advised to search for

evidence but have not been told what kind of evidence might

be appropriate to establish a claim like that of mysticism’s.
In the last part of this chapter we shall note the sort of

"evidence" offered by advocates of E n c o u n t e r A o overcome the
g a p left by simple mystical experience.

For the présent# at

any rate-# It is clear that mystic Intuition’s key concern -9

to provide & ground for belief In God and thus to provide
meaning for theological language —

is frustrated if it is

d enied a supernatural interpretation# but that this Is some

thing that, it cannot'itself supply*

"To appeal to such ex-,

perlence, therefore# so fàr from clinching an argument#" we
discover#

"Is in reality to start one,

For this reason* perhaps* there are those who abandon

the traditional insistence that experience be given an ontologioal interpretation of this kind and offer.* instead *
"existential translations" of theological claims,

Such a

programme deserves our notice.
O', Experience and "Human Existence":
Existential Analysis
It should not be assumed that those persons who employ

such techniques of "existential analysts" as the ones which
we shall n o w examine are never, in different moods or for

., p. 366*
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différent purposes # at all Interested in the supernatural
ontological claims associated with religious assertions*

They may be 4

Nor does it mean that any who use these tech

niques most be themselves "existentialists*"

But to the

extent that the instrument of "existential translation" is
being used#: attention is focused wholly on ontology of a dif
ferent order:

the existence of man and those deep problems

deriving from his existential "aitbation*"
'It would be impossible to give an adequate treatment
of "existentialism" in the space, available even If this were

our,purpose# and such a treatment in this study ifould be out
of proportion to existentialism’s relative importance on the
British theological and philosophical scene; but fortunately
such a full description is not required*

Instead, we shall

be content to observe examples of the "existential interpre
tation" of Important theological statements and "existential
translations" of the traditional theistic proofs, and
finally with noting recent criticisms of existentialist tech
niques within theology*
1.

Existential interpretations of theological statemen

An important contribution to the development of the kind of
techniques whioh we are now examining is made by J^rofeasor

'Philip Leon in an article,

Itions*"!

"The Meaning of Religious Bropoi-

Here Leon sharply distinguishes between the usual

^Philip Leon, "The meaning of Religious Propositions,"
The Hlbbert Journal. Volume LIII, 1955. pp. 151-156.
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Interpretation that le given to language about God and the
proper Interpretation whiob# be telle us# springs eesentlally
from the life of religion-: it self-*. The real meaning of

nentonoes inoludlng "God" as used;

e.^in the theooentrio life (I use this designation to
avoid the misleading "religious'experience"' or "mysti
cal.' experience") 1s strangely different from that whioh
their form suggests and which is the one, accepted by

the unbeliever when he denies what the believer asserts.
Reflection upon this<difforehoe shows us: that -the un-

believer-does-.hot. r e a l l y cpntradiot the 'believer, b e 
cause they are* simply; using different languages ; it ^
also explains why the believer so lightly disposes of
the difficulties which ere such stumbling-blocks to

unbelief..

'

Hhat is this crucial différence?' It lies in the fact that
while ordinary statements are sometimes correctly interpreted

as referring to causes, events, beings, and purposes which

may be unrelated ■to or at least wholly Independent of the
fundamental stance which is taken towards the existencesituation of the speaker, theological statements (however
misleadingly similar in grammatical form) are never sc in

dependent*

The very principle of meaning In the two cases,

the theological and the non-theo.Xogical, is therefore entirely
different*

The meaning of non-theologlc&l statements refer

ring to things and events may, perhaps, be found in the
things and events signified; but the meaning of theological

statements is entirely to be sought in the role played by the

statement within the axietin^ "theocentrio life."
[bid »
'»

One
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discovers the meaning of the religious assertions made
slnoerely by someone living a Obrlstlsn life

an examin

ation of their funotion, or their ’oasb value# ’ or what they
sum up# in that life#"^ There is another différence between
theological and non-theological assertions*

The noh-thsblog-

ioal assertion may spring from evidence observed In the world
and may provide grounds for inferences to other propositions#
but the theological statement has neither of these ohareoteristioa.

In contrast# "it comes not from obaervatlon but

from contemplation# and is neither draim from noi? leads to
.lO
any other, propositions,^'^
Let us further consider Leon’s argument with the aid
of certain examples of existential interpretation whioh he
provides.

Take# for example# the important theological

assertion; "God made heàven and earth."

Here is a statement

which looks'very much-,like': ■'•"Wren made St* Pauïs and Bt*
Martin’s in the Fields*"

The grammar of the two is similar,

but as to meaning they are in entirely different categories.
The latter sentence makes reference to an a^ent acting as a
cause of some events occurring in time, and in space*

It

■would be quite- possible to investigate the truth, or falsity

of the latter with scientific techniques; It falls within
the scientific "universe of meaning*"

Tm

former sentence

is# however; in a totally different situation.
Void... p. 151.

^Ibia.. p. 152.

According
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to Leon’s analysis#

proposition "God made heaven ahd earth" cannot
bq taken as a logioal one# with "made" denoting agenoycausality and "heaven and earth" denoting the subject^
matter of science (Geology# Fhyslca# Astronomy). For
so taken, it is neither true nor false# but ineaningless;
i'.e; there is no possible use for it in the universe of
meaning which la aclenoè# juot as there is none for the
proposition "Bolon was the founder of the Athenian dem
ocracy" in Mbthematlce# in whioh.lt Is# aocordlngly#
neither true nor false# but meaningless,1

The true meaning of this proposition throws light on all
religious statements.

They# like it# are;

,,)not logical but existential# reveletlonai#,ôr3lhspirational;,,éthey do not refer to God ea a cause or
agent; and* ,.they do not connect with him any partic
ular item of reality except as an inseparable element
in the worshipper’s life and as the focus of insplratlan!'
What is really being acaomplished by means of the assertion
"God made heaven and earth" is understandable only in terms
of the inspiration which flows into the religious life in
its concrete situation when the believer contemplâtes the
context.of his existencelànd accepts it.

The words reflect

a'total lived-through experyenoci-complex in which the world
in which we find ourselves existing is not an object for
scientific investigation but something which affords a
focus for inspiration and "above all#..,wonder or awe."^
We may briefly examine one more of Leon’s examples;
"God bids me to do this,"

Mhat# for analysis in the "exis

tential# revelational, or inspirational" manner# is meant by
such a sentence?

Obviously It can have nothing to do with

,,# p. 153*

^Loc, cit.

^Ibid,, p. 152.

literal "instructions#" elnoe théae would Involve the Inap
propriate oategofl'ee of agent# adtlon# effect# and so on,
Properly, we look to tho, life of the epeekor ofthlé aqntenoe
for e olua to Ita meaning.

When we do so we find# accord Ing

to Leon# that;

the proposition "God'blde me to dq thla" means
eimply that I have the Idea of the action qualified
by a certain overtone; it ie an inspiring idea# or
an idea of Bomethlng demanded by thàt in my life
(e.wg. ltc Integrity) thrbqgh which I am connected
with God ("I can no other" )_3.
Through, this sort of analysis we are offered an experl-

•entlal foundation for theological language which emphasizes

not the existence of some "being" —

for this would be to

confuse our theological categories',with those of science —
but one of the most fundamental of man’s possible responses
to the existential situation In which be finds himself.

It

reminds us In many respects of the standpoint of that étrand
of Funotlona^i Anal^fsls whioh interprets theological statements
as having a psyahqlogloal use^ but It oànnot be identified
with this approach bocause it operates bn a level more funda
mental ^hah that explored by i^syohology:

it is concerned

with the stratum of human existence from which the phenomena
observed by psychology spring#

The experience to which It

points is the bedrock-experience for all commeroe with our

world.
^Itoid.. p. 154.
■®Cf. above, pp. 150-167.

2, Existential translations of theistic pro o f s . —

Pro- ,

fessor Leon extends his discussion to include the work of
theologians in the formulation of their traditional arguments
for G o d ’s existence.

The grammatical form of these "proofs"
»

make it seem that something Ilka eclentific inferences are

intended.

But in fact,

...it can be shown that the philosopher or theologian
is doing in his philosophizing or theologizing precisely
what he is doing in his prayer or meditation:
viz. he
is contemplating and referring things to God and not
observing things and inferring God.I

It follows, then, that in a famous "proof" like the Argument
from Design there is only the superficial appearance of an
inference.

.

"What happens iS that the contemplation of the

order presented by certain selected facts

(or hie wonder at

that order) sends the thinker, not by i n f e rence, but Immediately, to the contemplation of God...in s h o r t , he sees order,

and seeing, worships G o d . I t . i s in this sense that Profes
sor Leon concludes, in another article, "An Existentialist
’Proof of the Existence of God’,"3 that the religious man
"needs no proof that God exists any more than he needs a
proof that he himself breathes; God is indeed the breath of
his

life.

**4

1

Leon, gg. c i t . .. p. 155.

2

Loo, cit.

^Philip Leon, "An Existentialist ’Proof of the Existence
of God*," The Hlbbert J o u r n a l . Volume LI, 1952, pp. 24-28.,

^Ibld.. p. 28.

Existentialist "translations" of the various traditional
proofs are, given in greater detail by Professor E.L# Allen,
He announces his- purpose:

I propose to penetrate to a yet deeper stratum and to
maintain that each of the main arguments for God’s existenbe can be read as bymbblizihg a'personal attitude
to.God. as.He is met with in this world. God meets me
In my present situation* and my peraohai responsibility
and all my arguments about Him have force only as they
admit of translation into these terms # an existential
translation, if you will-1
The way in which Allen fulfills this purpose gives us an
exceedingly clear glimpse of the existentialist technique
at work.

(a) The Ontological Argument

The Ontological Argument, we remember, is essentially

the affirmation that God’s existence logically cannot be
denied if the concept of "God" is really understood .

But

when, asks Allen, is one most tempted to deny his existence?
Olearly , we are most inclined to do so in rebellion against

the suffering and injustice of the world —

this accounts for

the great importance of the Problem of Evil in theological
discussion*

Buch rebellion is the fruit of a eensitive con-

science and' must not be ignored; all the more so, indeed,
because it paradoxically provides the very proof required
by the Ontological Argument!
Does not such a deqisl.!.bf .God:
.-the ground bf the
injustice and drueity^b#' t&è 'world-order spring from
L. Allen, "The Arguments for G o d ’s Existence," The
Quarterly;. Volume XXX, 1952, p. 348.
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the recognition of an absolute good and alleglanqe to
It?...But 10 not this absolute good precisely what the
believer finds In .God?!
,

In the rebellious^-attempt at denial of him we affirm him.

We repudiate him as the power in control of the world, but in
so doing afflim'blma^ to faith, he most essentially Is;
lute good,

abso

The existential translation of the Ontological

Argument offered by Allen',- then, will read:

"God 3^ He, the

oosslbility of whose non-existence I simply cannot entertain.

because-mv repudiation of Him -as Power oreaunposes my récog
nition-, of Him as 'Goodness,
(b) The Argument from Contingency
Again, the Argument from Oontingeney allows a translatlm
in terms of our deepest experiences of personal existence.

This argument traditionally claims that the finite cannot be
ultimately independent but must require an infinite ground.

But wbat does this mean in existential terms?

It .means that

when we feel most inadequate, most dependent on others for

our existence, most thrown on the mercy of forces other than
our own —

and accept this existential situation —

somehow strangely given courage to go on.

we are

In other words,

we find, on the ope hand, that only by the acceptance
of one'*S'situation a.s from God and under Him is one
able to deal with it adequately, and, on the other
hand, that only as.one faces one’s responsibilities
with courage does one win the assurance that one is
not alone. There is thus a close interconnection be
tween our independence and our dependence.5

h b i a .. p. 349.

^Loe. elt.

^Itald.. p. 551.

The existential translation of this argument will read, then;
"God Is He, denendenoa .upon whom '-is the ground of

own

independence *"^
......... ..... .
.y. - ,' ,

(o) The Gosmologicel Argument

The posmologioal Argument seOlcs to pass from a series of
causally interconnected events to one first cause supporting
thé entire chain.

It would seem to be concerned with a

Being outside the context of human existence entirely, a
Being to be reached by an argument analogous-to-one which
might be found in physios.

"But," Allen protests, "as I have

urged throughout, any living and personal Gonoem with God
and His reality demands to he expressed in terms, not of the
world and the objects in it, but of my actual situation as

a person bound to other persona by relations' of mutual raspon*
sibility."^

If this is the case, how may this traditional

argument be translated into such existential terms?

Allen

offers u8 a translation whioh emphasizes not the impersonal
interconnections of a physical system but the tangled matrix
•of social life in wblohh^e are all involved.' Ordinary social
life presents u@ with bppoi^tunitiea to find God by accepting
our responsibilities to ■uphold. Values.

Every act on our

part either furthers the sooiàl gobd'or hinders it.

Because

every move of ours within the social matrix is thus of
ethical and religious significance,

% bl d .. p. 551.

^Loo. cit

.,.it ÎB, ultimately a dealing with God Himself, an
opportunity for meeting Him that may be aqoeptod or
refused. God, that is to say , is not the'First Cause
of the world, 'Ells 18 the ultimate roferehoe in my
present situation.!

.Allen’s translation of the Cosmological Argument into.exis
tential

torms then,reads;

ately to do in

"God is He with whom I have ulti.m- ■

present situation.'and .to whom 'in the last

resort'I.am responsible in it * however trivial-that situation

sâ2Lsaa^ .ia

-

(d) The Argument from Design
»

.

-

.-

c

Finally, the Argument from Design is traditionally

thought, of as'an inference to a purpose behind the world
from the objective facts in the world*

But Alien rejects

this view -- for the limited Purposes of existential analysis,
at any

iation

rate —

as firmly as does Leon*

The existential trans-

cannot allow the issue to revolve on something ir-

-

relevant to the Intensely human situation (ae the existence
of some Oosmic Arohiteot) but must deal with the existence of
man.

As Allen puts its

"The urgent question-is not;

there a purpose behind the world? buti

Is

Is there a purpose

behind

the present confusion and stress of my life?"^

cannot

answer such à question bya backward look but only by

a resolve to Implant purpose and order in our own existence
in the future*
lution —

When we so resolve —

and work.at our reso

we come to realize that we are not struggling

, p.

3 5 a.

% M d .. pp. 351-558.

.'.^Ibia., p. 353.

=

-
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alone*. There la a Power helping us realize order even as we
help ourselves.

It le this "divinity that shapes our ends",

about whom the Argument from pesign speaks, then; "So the ex
istentialist verslPn of the argument from design will run:

God IS' Me who enters every situation as a, poselbillty of Rood

and.who calls me to po^-operate, with.Him In the realization of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,.

^

^

.

this .possibility**-

0noe more, noiir in a somewhat different context# we have

been shown existentialist analysis in operation on theologipal language*

Dealing In this instance with the language of

traditional theistic proofs.its key feature remains the con*
Stant ins 1at enc a on experience — foot-expëripncas of life —
'

1

as thè indispensable ground of all bf this discourse.

3> Existential analysis oriticized. •
— - As we have seen
ilii

ill*

Ml* I.

J i P .n ilP

nP >-< . 'f#."I

'''W f f ' W i i# m .iW [IWP

it here developed# existential analysis is not concerned

with the ontological claims and interpretations whioh to

my Stip experience.are both crucial and seemingly impossible
to uphold without additional evidence.

To that extent exis

tential analysis, abandoning mysticism’s interest in realms

of ontology beyond those of the human situation, and inter

preting away as "mythology" all referenoe (as in the mlraole-

stories) to the natural world, is less vulnerable than mysti
cism, while. ;no less aware of the importance of experience in

religious life, belief, end speech.

.The. inescapable question which must haunt theologians of

_

—

—
llbia.. o. 353.

^

T—

Encounter when evaluating these exletentlallêt techniques,
however, Is whether or not this relative Invulnerability is
bought for too high a price*

As a technique it is no doubt

both helpful and illuminating, but as a total theological
position it will not suffice.

Just as theology must not

lose the'dimension of experience which is so ably' championed
by existentialism, so it dare not forfeit its rolovanoe to
non-human nature and to the equally essential.transcendent
thrust beyond man or nature.

Much as Ian Henderson appreciates the potential values

of existential analysis, he Is unwilling to allq%f all theo
logical language to be understood as having bearing only on

man’s existence.

The attractions of such analysis arc strong

Ijg however, aï$'th^#ythôlogy of the Bible could be
Interpreted without <^emainder into statements about
màn’a conception of his own existence, what would be
the result? Oertainly there would ho longer be any
conflict beWean religion and sclencey for religion
would cease'to make any statements about the material
world and the field would be left entirely to science.
It is, hoxfGver, doubtful If Ohristianity can make
such'a wholesale withdrawal from the natural world
and at the same time remain true to itself. It stands
beyond all question that it cannot Interfere with or
seek to contradict the findings of science in that
field. On the other hand, what it believes about
creation, providence, prayer and (pace Bultmann)
about miracle, imply that God Is Lord hot only of the
individual life but of the natural universe,!
Joim Muoquarrle insists upon supernatura! transcendence
as tfoll,

The necessary condition, human experience, cannot

•^îan Henderson, Myth in the Mew Testament, London;
s m Press, Ltd., 1952, pp. 32-33*

be ignored, on pain of Irrelevance, but:

..*ae soon as we speak of mighty acts or of grace or of
revelation or of the uniqueness of Jesus Christ, we are
making or implying statements which are not statements
about human, existence, and we have abandoned the con
cept of a purely existential theoldgy*!

Existential analysis constantly tempts its user to abandon

the very transcendent elements which make theology theoloRV
and not one more naturalistic philosophy.

The Ohristian

theologian cannot abandon key statements, such as that "God
has acted in Jesus Christ," short of apostasy.

"All exis

tential analysis of Christian faith and experience assumes
this proposition*

If it is taken away, Christianity ceases

to be a religion and becomes another philosophy of exls?! -^-ci i
tenoe**.4

To Combat this temptation special candour is

required -- the ready admission that existential analysis is
onXy a partial technique to be used within theology but
never to dominatec bheology 4

The danger can only be guarded against by the frank

acknowledgment:that theology is concerned not only
with statements about human existence but with
‘ '* statements’about God. • •*5

Existential analysis of experience will no more provide

a sufficient condition for theological belief and discourse
than will mystic experience alone*

Experience thus under

stood plays a significant part in the theological "universe
!john Kacquarrie, àn Existentialist Theology., London :
SCM Press, Ltd *, 1955, p* 243*

. p. 177.

3lbld.. p. 243-244.
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of meaning," but another step la neoesaary, in the view of
many theologians, from the neeesaary condition of religious
speech, experience, to the only sufficient condition. En
counter*
III.
The Sufficient Condition: Encounter

It is of the greatest importance for the proper under
standing of Encounter that we resist every tendency to draw
too sharp a line between it and experience |

and it is equally

vital; that we reject each temptation to obliterate all dis
tinct ions*

Encounter, as such# is neither clearly definable

nor totally obscure*
solving and —

Reliance upon it is both question-

deliberately

question-begglng.

The word "Encounter" is employed to refer to an experi-

enoe or class of experienoes, but experiences,"with'a dif
ference

Whereas mystic experience requires further inter

pretation to clarify its ontological Implications , "Encounter"
refers to the experience of those moments when the human soul

is so clearly confronted by another, independent "Thou" that
transcendent reference is part of the datum and, consequently,
additional interpretation- becomes redundant and absurd»
There is ho place for an Inference, as there'is in much mys
tical experience, from the ■E&ountér-experience'to‘the existenoe of the Thou whom the soul meets;

the communion is

too close and the reality too overwhelming even to allow the
possibility of such inference #

As Professor Bickie expresses

it;
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'

"Our ultimate oonvlotlons *;.are not Inductions from

GXperlenoe;

they are Insighte into experience*"!

In this connection we should add that any mystical

experience (traditionally so-called) whioh meets this standard may now be Palled "Encounter."

The difference between

the theologians bf Encounter and the champions of mystlolem
lies,In the main, In the readiness of the supporters of
mystic experience to alloif Inference and Interpretation to
be added to their "raw material," In contrast to the un-

willlngness of theologians of Encounter t6 permit any such
further step with t h e i r s w h i c h . In fact, is not considered
"raw material" but the finished product.

Thus theologians

of Encounter may lay olalm to instances of Encounter (although
not so named) within the myotio tradition, thereby adding
historical depth and richness to their viewpoint.
We wondered earlier^ what Sort of "evidenoe"%$lght be
appropriate to supplement mysticism.
given in terms of Baoounter;

The answer may now be

the proper evidence is the

evidence of intimate knowledge bringing with It- an irresist
ible —

indeed, coercive —

sense of reality.

This evidence

has nothing to do with merely sensible data, whioh would be
inappropriate to the type of question being asked about a
spiritual, non-sensible Person; it is,instead, the very
-E..P. Dickie, God Is Ll^ht. London;
Stoughton, 1053, p/39.
®Cf. above, p. 422% ,

Hodder and

'

...*ùonvlotlon which, arises.from the, coeroi'^.e element
In reality. We believe beoanse we must,;snd we also
bell.eve that,the coercion comes from Clbd,*i
To cite such \^evldenoe" as this must Inevltabl^r appear
to arsue In a circle;

A M it cannot be denied that to em-

ploy Encounter** as a term Is itself Implicitly to beg the
question Of transcendent reference for the object of that
Encounter#

But such a oetltlQ brlnclpli. the theologians

of Encounter would reply # is. the Ibnlv logically..
.anoroprlate
wav 'of bringing, out the nature of the conviction which sorlnm
from the Incounter^experiance# This conviction is ''beyond
question'*

pot In the sense that questions may not be

raised by those who have never known Encounter but in the
sense that any answer in terms other than the Encounter It
self, from one who la in a position to answer, would be logically Inappropriate —

and so the quality of the conviction

is bast illustrated by the frank employment of a oetitio#

From the standpoint of Encounter fresh light is thrown
on a number of significant problems relevant to our study#
A survey of these will bring this chapter to a close#
A. Encounter and Meaning
If the moment of Encounteriis at the root of religious
conviction, our quest for the key to the meaning of language

about Clod will also lead us to this source#

Ipiokl'e* Qod. 13 LlRht ■ p. 37.

■1* Encounter and emnlrloâl relevance# r- A favourite
dilemma with which the hostile philosopher confronts theology
is the one which makes It appear that only one of two choices
are open to him:

first, to acquiesce in the full identifica

tion of some merely subjective experience or some possible
experiences of the world with the meaning of ”0ocl,'* or,
second, to admit that his language has no relation to any
possible experience and that "God^** oonsequently, is without
positive meaning*

Theology must refuse to accept this

choice as an exhaustive one.
God must be shown to be neither a mere expression of
oixr experience in the world nor a Being who is comr
pletely out of relation with the world* We must thln%
■ ' of him #8 a Being who, is related to- his world, and so
to our experienoe, in à unique way*^
And, In Encounter, such a unique form of experience is dis
tinguished*

The theologian can now show the critic of the

meaningfulness of his language **that his statements are
relevant to the world we know and our experience of it,
though not in the precise way the Linguistic Philosopher

expects."^

2. Encounter and the meaning •of ''God* — .Let us take,
as an example of the reference of religious' language to the
unique experience of Encounter, the question of the meaning
Rogers Jones^ "The Challenge of a Contemporary PhlloSophy of Religion,'* The Hibbert Journal. Volume'LXII, 1955,
p, 150.. _
'
^Loc* oit*

ôf

as It la treated hy H#H, Parmer In hla recent

Gifford Lectures *

In such a dlaouselon, i/e must remember, It

will be bppeleee to attempt a definition of **God** In purely
abstract terms, if the source of our belief in him and our
language about him lies In a concrete experience of Encounter.
Equally hopeless will be the taelt of fully expressing the
meaning of the word apart from an oetenelve reference to the
Encounter itself.

The ^counter ae Farmer points out, takes place supremely

in Ohrlstlan worship^; those Interested In discovering the

meaning of "God" must not, therefore, shy eifày from the

method of ''productive empathy."^ - He himself adopts the pro
cedure irhereln "we frankly begin from within the sphere ,:of
Christian religious experience' In which we ourse3.ves, as
Christian philosophers of religion, share at first hand."^
Christian worship,.furthermore, finds a concretely
trinitarian God In the Encountez^-expsrlenoo.

Only In terms

of God the Father, Son,and Holy Spirit does the Encounter
find relatively adequate expression In our language.

That

even this expression Is ultimately inadequate IS due to the
"otherness" which is part of the Encounter and which therefore

resists all olasslflcation.

"The Otirlstlan In his worship is

aware of being in relation to a reality which Is sui generis.
i

li.B. Farmer, Revelation and Rel^Rlon. London:
and Company, 1954, Chapter III.
% b i a .. p. 45.

Ibia.. p. 42.

Hlsbet
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essentially end radically different from any other kind of

reality with which it la possible to be In r e l a t i o n * Thus ;
Whatever we may try to say in explication of the term
something vital must in the nature of the case
be left unexpressedI and what must be omitted is pre

cisely that which, if it -were subtracted from the act
of worshiOj would make it cease to be the worship of

Because of this, reference back to Encounter with the triune
God goes far beyond what any merely verbal formula of meaning

could possibly achieve:
language Itself#

it points to the very basis for the

The Encounter, for example, is with the

"other," but, despite the "otherness" of the "Thou" Encoun

tered, the "veritably personal character") of the Thou.is

part of the experlenoe # thus grounding the use of the per
sonal term'''"Father" in reference to God.

Again, we meet a

personality which is both warm and stern ("both giving all
and demanding all" In Farmer'a: terms) end.we recognize the
Son who requires absolute dlsclpleship but who gave himself
on a cross for all men*

In contrast —

part of the same Eticounter-experience —

but as an integral
we are aware of àn

element which penetrates beneath the level of discrete per
sonality (as In the Father and Son) to unite with our own
sub-personal depths.

This we call the Holy Spirit♦

There

may, perhaps, be a theoretical problem of reconciling the
personal and the non-personal when we consider our language
^Ibid.. p. 50.

^Loo. clt.

^Ibld* . p. 58.

apart from the Enéounter-experlenoe which gives it rise, but
in the GxPerienoeof- worship: . '

*, .the two things,-- the -"I-thou," relation to God and
the divine indwelling -- are not set in opposition to
one. another but are.,rat her held together in, a >way. that
is. deeply.and'charabt^rietically'Ohristian and in which
there'is not\held to be, ,.sn far as the living apprehen
sion of God in worship is oônôerned, anÿ problëm at a-11.^
GiVen personal E86ount4i* with God, the meaning of pur,

language about him presents no insufmountable problem; with
out such Enobunter^ ho amount of talk will provide it with

genuine eigniflcahee. Here,., from Farmer, we receive m auggestion for .the *empirical relevance of religdops- discourse (in

the agreed inclusive sense of "empirical"^) but one, as-Jones
forecast, which is not offered "in the precise wav the Lin-'

guistic, Philosopher expects,"

'

. B; Encounter and Symbolism
Theological meaning, resting on Encounter, is expressed
(in 80 far a-s it is, expressible) by such locutions as "#ther,"

"Son," and "Holy Spirit *"

But it must be clear that the

theological use of "Father," for example, is not a literal

one; the experience of Bncounter with a- personal-but- "other"

.Thou has nothing to do with "male parent")

Clearly, "Father"

is employed symbolically. because of-its -power to suggest to
us superiority, wisdom, authority^ love, and so on —

all .

of which do have a recognizable;part in the basic Encounter.

' '^Ibid....Pi 70,.

%f. above, pp.. 405 ff.
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1. ânalOCT and symbolism* —
Analogyt
t

■

Is this, then, a 'return to

It might be considered such If Analogy involved no :
•

'

more than the use of words derived from one context to suggest
a reality proper to another context.
case.

But this Is not the

'The symbolism of Encounter is different from the devel-

oped doctrine of Analogy in vital respects;

there is here no

attempt to go beyond the suggestive powers of language or to
develop elaborate theories showing the "literal" relationship
between the symbol and the thing symbolized.. Indeed, to
attempt the "worki'ng" of the pseudo-mathema11oa 1 formulae
set up by the.analogy of proportionality,^ for example, is
implicitly (in the view of theologians of #%ooùnter) to
abandon the insight that the Object of our symbols is not
open to ordinary concepts*

It is, Instead, illicitly to

attempt the substitution of literal and seemingly scientific
language for the genuine symbolism of theological discourse.
2. Flexibility and symbolism. —

The recognition of the ,

essentially symbolic nature of the language of .Encounter
allows a certain freedom to the theologian in respect to his
formulations.

He may say, with Dean Inge, that "the tradi-

tional symbols of Ohristlanity are in part the legacy of an
unscientific age, and in part a compromise which great Churches
have to make for the sake of the uneducated
% f * above, pp. 218 ff.

^Inge, Mysticism and RallRion.'p. 8 0 . .

m a j o r i t y . "2

Even without going quite so far in critioiam of theologl- ■

càl symbols, ha can go to the philosophical critic, with a
happy combination of humility and confidence:

upahakable

confidence in the reality he has Encountered, and genuine
huÈility towards his efforts at symbolizing tbht reality.
He may say to the philosopher, as

Urquhart suggests;

"Here are our oonolusions, the results of our totalresponse to the Reality with which we have felt ouraalves confronted. Examine these conoluaiona, pull
them to pieces if you like, but do not thi'ow them
away as negligible. Bee if you can put them together
again better than the theologians have yet done, and
be very sure.-we ourselves do hot regard them as final. We shall come back sgi&in with fresh formula^
tiona. Only the Reality which we all seek to Inter
pret is absolute and final."1
'
Symbols, especially such symbols as cannot In principle be
paraphrased in literal terms but only substituted for by
other imperfect symbols, may not satisfy the person who is
normally content only with literal scientific discourse.

But

he must shape his expectations to the nature of the subject-

matter.

And, most important, through the choice of the rlRht

symbols (tasting them against moments of Encounter experi
enced in the past) he will be able to meet again and again

the One about whom literal language drawn from finite exper
ience cannot speak.

As Maud Bodkin, f^efiecting on her oim

religious biography, concludes;

"Each of us, through imag

ery and modes of experience that have truth for our

.-%*B. Urquhart, "The Status of the Theologian in Philoso
phy, "'-:TW.
.
Times., Volume
1949, p. 158.

Individual being, may encounter the Divine."^
)*■ The limita of aymbollam* —

Only at one point do

theologlane of Enopunter often draw the line fast against
eymbollam.

One experience, one word referlng to a quality

found in Ehoounter, la non-êymbolio*
"love."

The litez^^l term; 1$

When the Thou of our heavenly Father meets us In

Intimate oommunion we experlenoe the same all-giving, allwinning foi'oe which we meet in the very highest Of our human
relations.

I agree with the late Professor de Burgh [says Dean
Inge] that when we say that God is Love we make this
affirmation not merely "analogically."■ but directly.
•' in other words, love as we know it differs'from' divine
,love in degree, but not In kind.^

And Professor Edgar

Blokie agrees;

"The love which man

experiences for God %%o has created and redeemed him is not
something alien to the divine nature; but, in the providence
and mercy of God, is of the same texture*")

It is in this

experience of the highest love, which is a gift from God to
man, that

break through the veil of symbol and at this one

ppiht speak of the Thou of our Encounter as he literally Is.

We have no need of more.
G. Encounter and Paradox
Theological language is.notoriously full of paradox.
% a u d 'Bodkin, studies .of Tyne-Images in Poetry. Religion.
and Philosophy ..London Oxford University Press,' 1 9 5 1 , p# oil
^Inke. Mysticism and Be 11Aion. p. 72.
O k i e God Is;LlAht . p.;' 47.♦

Borne analysts^ find such tbeologlo&l 'paradox Indistinguish
able from sheer logical oontrad'lotlon and conclude that re
ligious dlsqourse la thereby discredited.

But the theology

of Ehoqunter not only la not dismayed at finding verbal con■ ■
tredlâtions in the language of theology, but would actually
be surprised if such 'difficulties, failed to jarise*

Moreover,

from the, viewpoint of Encounter it is possible to provide
a criterion for distinguishing between legitimate paradox
and damning contradiction s6 that the accusation against

theology of providing hospitality for any and every wild
form of obsurdity can be refuted*
1* The inevitability of paradox. —

-First, then, why

should paradox be anticipated by theologians of Imoountor?
This question la not difficult to answer on the basis of
what we have noted already conoeming symbolism and meaning.
Given the use of predominantly non-literal language with
which to express, as well as possible, a unique experlenee
of encounter which la the ground of theological meaning —
given this, should we wonder at ocoaalonal clashes between
the resulting verbal symbols?

Frofeasor D,M* Bailie discusses

the question of paradox at some length in God Was in Ohrist
and offers one fundamental reason for the appearance of
contradictory statements in theology;

the essential imper

fection of any.language seeking to "objebtivlze" (express in
1

Of* above, Chapter Two, passim#* especially pp.'102-110*

#7

)llo language) the experience of

The reàeon why the element of paradox comes Into all
rellgique thought and Statement 1$ because God b&nnot
be Gomprehehded in any human words or in any of the
. categories of our finite thought. God can be known
Only in a direct.personal relationship, ahc"i-andThou" interoou:rse, in which lie addressee us and we
respond to Him;^ '

Our\%forde hâve W e n devised for different jobs than for expressing:.lite%%! truths about God; any words, In fact, will
be Inadequate because of their inherent tmMenoy to objeotify
and to qlasaify whatever they denote.

God, we must not

forget, is a spiritual Subject, never a mere object; God is

unique, never claaelfiable*
words and categories,
Him.

Therefoi?e, "He eludea all our

cannot objectify or conceptualize

% e n %re try, we fall immediately into contradiction."^
These contradictions are the ones which so irk the

analyst who scorns nonTliteral language and experience which
cannot be neatly slipped, without residue, into the prosaic
forms of everyday chatter. The contradictions are utterly
I
.
.
.
inevitable, but are neither an .indication that "the ultimate
is,contradictory" nor^<a licence for treating every contra
diction masquerading as a "paradox" as sacrosanct.
2. Paradox and.projactions. " - Bailiie deflates the

aura of mystery which clings to theological paradox (and
^D.M. Baillie, God Was in ph^^ist. London; Faber and
Faber, Ltd., 1948, p. 108.
2Loo. olt,

whioh sometimes helps give rise to such mistakes as the two
mentioned in the last sentence) by comparing the oontradiotions between incompatible theological statements with the

"cpBtradlctlons" between two different two-dimensional map
projections of our spherical earth#

Such pro jections both

essentially distort the reality which they attemp to symbolize, because although the reality, la a inhere "they offer us
only marks In a"plane* But different projections distort,
the reality differently| a polar projection (taken by Itself)

must "contradict" a Mercator projection ( also taken by it-

They would be either misleading or mystifying to anyone
who did not know that they represent the surface of a
sphere. But they can serve their useful purpose for any
one who understands that they are intended simply to
represent in handy portable form the pattern covering
the surface of this round earth which he knows in actual
experience* So it is with the paradoxes of faith. They
are inevitable, ndbbecause the divine reality is selfcontradictory, but because when we "objectify" it all
our judgments are In some measure falsified, and the
higher truth which reconciles them cannot be fully ex
pressed in words, though it is experiénoed - and lived
in the "X-and-fhou" relationship of faith towards God.*
3* :The testing of paradox. -- It should, not be over
looked, furthermore, that this theory of the causa (and recon
ciliation), of paradoxes provides us at the same time with a
criterion with which to select the legitimate paradoxes and
reject the mere contradictions generated by confused or lazy
thinking*

Just as projections of the world can be mistaken.

^Ibid** p*

and are shown to be so bj ultimate reference to the exper
ienced earth Itself, so would-be paradoxes must be tested by
reference back to the experience of :Encounter which is their
ultimate justification

or oondemnatlon *.

There should always be ,a sense of tension between the
two opposite sides of our paradoxes, drlVihg us back
to their source in pur actual religious experience or
faith* That Is where we must refine pur theoiogical
.8tatemehts, purging them of needless opntradictipns
and testing them "whether they be of God". Thus no
Paradox in theology can be' justified unless it can be
shown to spring directly .from whptHH*R^ Macintosh
called "thè immediate utterances Pf faith"; for, since
a paradox is a self-contradictory statement, we Simply
do not know what it means or what we mean by it unless
it has ;that direct connection with the faith whidh it .
attempts to express*^

• If the true function of paradox is as a goad.urging us

back to its source in Encounter, then we can never "rest easy"
on .a paradox in Bsillie’s view or "lean on" it as an end in
itself*But, it may be asked, why not dispense with the len- '
guage of theology entirely if, in itself, it is always doomed to imperfection, misleadingness, and contradiction?

Would

religion not ultimately benefit from the demise of theology
with its unavoidable paradoxes?

Is Thomas McPherson^ not

right in his suggestion that the true friend of religion is
the linguistic analyst bent on destroying such ill-starred
discourse?
4. The justification of paradox* —

Ho,replies Balllie,

religion cannot survive without worship*and worship cannot be

^Ibld.. pp. 109r»110.

®0r. aT3OV9, pp. 108-110,

conducted without thought and, thereforewithout •language;
but the language which, religion must use
language" which Is so deplored)

the "theological

To rob religion of Its lan-

guage la not to free it from an incubus but to condemn it to
certain'extinction#

The price, admittedly,, for retaining

theology despite its paradoxes, is high for those who recog
nize none bpt literal language # But :

he price is. not too great to pay, for we must theoXo-'size'; and indeed ,the very act-of'
•worship,.particularly,
' corporate worship, involves the use of words and thoughts
about
■’into

Paradox is not something to be gloried in, therefore, but
neither is it something to be feared'disproportionately*
Understood as the inevitable linguistic product of Encounter
which by reference back to Encounter may be held in check,
paradoxical theological, language mdy be granted its due place
within the totality of human discourse, a useful pointer to
that unique experience which alone resolves its contradiotime.
D. Encounter and Authority
What'is the proper place of those authorities of the
religious life, the Ghuroh and the Bible, which some theolO'gians consider to be of such determinative influence on
theological language?

theology of Encounter?

Have they no rôle to play in the

^Baillla. op. clt*, p*

1* The Bible. —

In answering this question we must

restrict ourselves to the barest outlines of a response#
Briefly, on the present view the Bible Is itself a product
of Encounter, a record of Encounter, end a perpetuator of
Encounter in each genertition*

Likewise, the Church is a

product of #)CoUnter,lthe preaeryer Of the fruits of this

Encounter, ehd community which lives for the sake of these

fruits and further Encounter,

"fablie revelation" through

Church, or Bcrlpture cannot be made Independent of the "private" religious experience of those who, by Encountering God,
Ë*eveal him to us; it is identical with such "private" revela
tion spread broadcast#

"In fact...public révélation itself

must be the religious experience of the revealers, be they
prophets, apostles or Jesus Ohrist.
2.

The Ohuroh. —

The Bible was written because God mat

men in the history of Israel- and in the days of the Apostles.
The subject-matter of the Bible is of theee meétinge and of
their attending clx'oumstanoee.

The Bible serves and has

served as the means to further meetings between men and God.
The Ohuroh which grew out of the same 2&%counter that forged
the Bible, lives inseparable from its Scriptures.

When it is

most truly itself the Ohuroh knows that its end is not to
exist for itself but for the sake of the One who Encounters

Catkin, on. cit.. p. 33-
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It in worship and there commandé It to acts of service and
reconciliation.

"The OhùMh" Is not met by God, aa some

theologians would lead one to suppose, but membera of the
Church—

the OhUrch in the concrete, as It were T- are En

countered In their personal experience.

Encouhtor rules out

the glorification of the group, even when that group Is a

Church, at the expense of the Individual, because It Is the
Individual alone who can experience thé challenge and the
satisfaction of confrontation by the divine;
...God makes Himself known to man by encountering him
as ah absolute claim on his will and the final suocbr
and security of his life. ^ It is therefore,.-only•as a
self-conscious individual, only as he is conscious in
some way however crude and dim,...that man can be redouB at a 11,^ "
.
"The Ohurch" Is.not conscious in itself, apart from the sum
of individual consoibusneeses which make it up.

For this

reason, the theology of Encounter keeps the emphasis firmly
in the proper piece*
3, The harmony of authorities. -- The authorities of
Ghrlstian life are significant, therefore, but theirs is a
derived signlfioance drawn from one and the same ultimate
source in the religious life.

Thus neither Church nor Bible

may overrule the language which springs directly from the
very Encounter from which they too originated.

Fortunately,

however, there Is little need for concern about possible
U F a r m e r :bp* clt*. p . -169,.
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.

"rivalries" between the various fruits

tween them and Encounter Itself.

of Encounter'or

be

As a matter of fact. Scrip-

ture, Oburoh and immediate experience significantly support

one another, Professor Dickie tells us; and it is In this
discovery'of mutual validation that we find the highest
degree of religious assurance possible for man#

The God who

reveals himself in various ways is always the same God*

He may do it through-special clarity- in the-soul and we
speak of vision; qr tlT^ough His prophetB,. and we look
on them as inspired; or by the testimony of His Church,
or by His word in Scripture speaking with inescapable
' force. It is'still trpe that we must avoid pride 'and
the bverweenlng claim tRât we have found that which is
absolute ; we 'must s e e k al-1 the 'evidence :that is ,avail?àble, from other believers whose judgmeht we value ; from
authority, so far às it is honest and Wprejudiced; and
from history where it can be reiiably interpreted; yet
amid all these/testimonies the Supreme evidence is that
of the luminous moment when the Holy Bpirit bears wit
ness in the soul# It is not hvbris to trust the revel
ation which God has given for a spécial purpose and with
overruling convincingness. The witness of thé luminous
■ moment will be-found to coincide with the evidence re
ceived from sound authority and tradition; from Bible,
Churoh and"Ohr1stIan, fellowship; and,-that,coincidence
will provide the highest form of religious conviction
a man can have.^
E# Encounter and Arguments
What, finally, shall be our attitude from the stand

point of Epoounter towards the employment of reason in argu
ing about the claims of theology?
debate?

Will Bndounter rule out

%fe have seen already that there is a place in the

theology of j^counter for reason as well as experience^; is

%lpkie, God Is Light . p# 58*

^Gf# abdva, p. 394 ff.

there also room for argument a s .wéll àa aaqualBtance?
1. The-positive P laoe. of argument.
?. Dickie sets the tone Of the reply:

Professor Edgar

the theistio arguments,

he says, are one of several "radiating lilies" sent out (reversing the usual order) from God to man.

In so far as they are valid spiritual aetivitias of
man they aré diacovering in the world of nature, in
phiIpsophioa1 speculation, in the moral life, that
which confirms whàt has opàé to men in the challenge
of God's presence and in the luminous moment,^

They may, unfortmiately, become excuses for "pride or selfseeking or w i l f u l n e s s , b u t such corruption -- which theo
logians of Obédience stress so heavily that they cannot im
agine any other possibility —

need not infect all use of

speculative thought in theological contexts.

The check of

the proper discipline and attitude of heart.

It can make

argument, indeed, is highly desirable when conducted with

sure that inner oonsistenoy and outer ooherehoe are not gratuitously violated.

Such verification is the alternative to

endless absurdity in theology.

"Either we open the door to

complete irrationalism or we open the door to verification.

We are beginning to realize that the second must be the choice.'^
Mention here of "absurdity" reminds one of the influ
ence of Syzran Kierkegaard whose glorification of "the absurd"
and the paradoxical in Ghrlstisn faith finds many echoes in

%ioltio, God Is Light, p. 4.

^Ibia.. 3. 910.

modern theology*

But the legitimate religious demand for

faith where there can be no conclusive certaintf should not
causa us to despise (as Elerkegaard seemed to) careful con

sideration especially of historical evidence concerning the
Mighty Acts of God and reasonable argument based upon it.
James Brown in this connection takes Kierkegaard to task for
his extreme anti^hietoriclsm#

Must not faith take some stock of historical probabil
ities here, regarding both Jesus and-the kind of people
who believed in Him , all as set forth in documents whose
value as mere history must be Investigated? ' True, faith
does not, cannot, wait upon the indisputable concluaion
of an historical inquiry conducted by experts in such
examination. But there are historical issues here, and
the paradox of Christian faith can hardly mean taking
historical décisions in the absence o f , or even against,
the purely historical evidence #^
Theological knowledge, therefore, is not precisely the

same as' knowledge in other fields, but it is not totally dif
ferent.

Meeting someone does not preclude talking about him

as respectfully and rationally as possible, though the latter
is no substitute for the former.

As ¥*-E. Matthews points out:

one who understands what he is tallclng about would
imagine that knowing God is the same as knowing about
God'.*.. But this more satisfactory kind of knowing pre
supposes some of the lower kind, of knowing about*
Gould we love anyone about whom we knew nothing at all?
.. # .Religion, it seems is rarely or never-a purely sub
jective and individual experience, though apart from

subjective and individual experience it does not exist.^
% r o w n , gs* clt .. pp. 75*
%:*E. Matthews, "The Aims and Bcope of the Philosophy of
Religion," Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria înstitute. Volume LXXXIV, 1952, p . 117.

2 # The derivative Pla cé of argument * -.-’lût let, no one
suppose, that‘‘to study the theistio proof a ie In itself to
engage in theology!

The proofs t h e m s e l v e s i n faot, are

misunderstood If they are torn out of the context of Encounter,'
the. .living religion in which they were fashioned.

These

proofs, let it be remembered, -'are elaborated not in an
empty world, but one In which religion Is a continuing fact#"^
They should not be expected somehow to coerce .agreement; how
could, this ;be expected of non^»literal language full of in
evitable paradox? 'There will always be plenty of excuses
for those who désire it to davil at the contradictions and
to reject the force of the arguments.

But their non-ooar-

oivenees is not good reason to despise them.

The belief in

God, even for those who have never had Enoounter with him, is;
...not one which we invent ad hoc. We find it, nor
can we be ihdiferent towards it* It comes to us with
the weight of centuries of human thought and emotion
behind it and we cannot disguise from ourselves the
fact that our choice to adhere or not to adhere to it
is not only a matter of intellectual satisfaction but
may be a choice between life'and death, or at least"
between hope and despair.'^
The arguments which cannot coerce through their logical
force may yet direct attention to the Encounter which holds
believers with spiritual force.

In this lies their hope and

their validity.
Thus, though the theology of Encounter may accept this

% b l d . . p. 120.

^Loo. olti

degree■ of' legitimacy for-arguments and proofs, it can never
place supreme — 'or'even very great --- reliance

employment of theological energies*
from such a source*

'oh such

an

Oonviotion never springs

Theology, as a response.to Encounter,

respects logic but refuses to idolize it where ultimate

Issues of religious belief are concerned.

"We are incurably

rational;" admits Professor Dickie, "we always return to
demand proofs, but In the end we learn that better than
having proofs is having - - G o d * A n d it is God, tirelessly
working within his yet unconverted ohlldren, who is the
hope of those who try to convince these unbelievers of the
truth of theological statements.

The message of theology,

*..whilst it must not knowingly affront logic, cannot
hope to persuade Ôy logical compellinghess alone;' it
must always assume, end hope to pehetrate to and evoke,
a sense of truth which lies deeper than logic and com^
prehands, more of the whole man as B
-,willing and feeling
as well as thinking being* ^
I n ,short, argument is a supplément to the primary
to religious knowledge, the ivay of j^oounter*

The arguments

serve a limited function and may be weloomed aa far as they

are capable of going.

But the certainty which establishes

the religious life is not the sort of rational certainty
(call it "vi sion") whi oh is built on publicly observable
finite data with logically impeccable arguments and literal
language; it is a certainty of "faith"

^Dickie,- God Is Light, p.
Farmer., gg. pit*. p* 17*

not merely belief

' 458./. '

V

in propositions which cannot be proved but intimate acouantanee with One about whom all our propositions deal most Inadequately.

Such acquaintance may not be enough to provide

theologians with a glib answer to every philosophioal problem;

but in deepest matters our greatest need is not for "vision
to enable us to make our would-be Independent way, it is for
the living Presenee of One of whose strength and love we can
be absolutely sure.

It 18 not always a oontradiotion to speak of "faith as
c e r t a i n t y F a i t h may be contrasted, at the one extreme
with dread; despair, anguish; but at the other extreme
with.vision. In contrast with the first it partakes
of certainty; in contraet with the second It seems to
lack the final touch of assurance. What wb discover la,
in fact, that there is certainty sufficient to assure us
that salvation is offered, but not certainty sufficient
to satisfy our speculative curiosity.^

^Dickie, God Is Lip;ht. p. 247.
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APPEimiX B':

THEOLOeiOAL DI8OU88I0N

Juat as wa found earlier^ that, strictly speaking, we
cannot say that all the relevance of thelstlc proofs to re
cent philosophical discussion has been in terms of "linguis
tic philosophy," so we cannot now understand all recent
theological discussion of questions relevant to this study
In terms of the three great positions—
and Encounter —

Analogy, Obedience,

which we have examined in this Fart. True

as it is that these three have represented the major "live
options" for British theology during the period of bur study,
still, slsnlficant discussions which could: not without distortion be represented as contributing to the "logic" of any

one of these great positions have been published by theolo
gians on the question of theistio proof,'/pr/;th

more inclu

sive questions of the nature of theology and its language,

during the eleven years under our scrutiny.

^Gf* above, Appendix A.

î.
.ÎÎ3 his- Christian AnoloRetlos, Alan Richardson takes ,a

unique point of vleif whloh hué some ties with' each of the

three "logloe" we have dlstlpguiehed^ but which, at the aome
time, violates certain eeaential doctrines of each*

We can-

not here digress from our theme long enough to discuss the
full argument of this noteworthy book, but It maintains a
position on the character of theology as an Intellectual
pursuit, and thus on the questions-of theological method and
language, which demands our attention.
1* iheolb^y as a science* —

â central insistence of

Richardson's book Is that theology can only be rightly under
stood when understood as a ..science. . The rôle of Christian
apologetics in the contemporary age, therefore, must,In his
view, be to show the legltlmscy and independence of "theolo
gical science" and thus to defend the possibility of valid
theological kno%fledge*

In our modern age the consideiration bf Christian ap
ologetics must Inevitably raise the question.of the
methodology of theological science in relation to that
of the sciences in general, Since .we ;live in an age
which has been taught to submit every claim to knbwWge
to the test of the'scientific method, b o approach, on
the part of Gbristian .apologists to the .modern mind Is
likely to be effective which does not demonstrate the
ability of our theological knowledge successfully to
1
Alan .Biohardson, Ghristlan âpoloRetlca. londont

S Brèsa, r.td.., 1947,

undergo that test and so to justify itself at the
bar of rational scientific inquiï^.l

Although Hichardson, as an apologist, disclaims any attempt
to settle abstract questions of ©pistemology and metaphysics
on which contemporary philosophers fail to agree, he is
aware that the attempt to defend theology as a science will
inevitably Involve him in the centre of modern epistemologioel cpncern.,,

The study of Ohristian apologetics thus confronts us
with .'the question-of the .methodolpgy of .theological
sciences in, reiation to that of tbs aciencea in gen• ,eral, for in it we are cbncemed, with the problem of
the validity of theologioEl knowledge

In Other words;

apologetics involves a critiqué of *the

theological reason *
But in what sense is theology a science?
sonal end abstract after the model of physics?

Is it imper
lot at all,

replies Richardson; it is a mistake to equate faience** with
"natural solenca," as generally was done in the last century
—

prior to the significaiiit development of the "human sci-

eftces*"

Then there might have been an excuse for such a

mistaken equation.
But in the twentieth century there has been an important
change of outlook amongst scientists themselves, which
has resulted chiefly from the rise and general recogni
tion of the human sciences {Geiateavissenschaften) as
over against the natural sciences. Within the human
sciences there has been a notable breakaway from the
main assumption of positivism, that is, in a word, that
the methods of natural science are the only valid sci
ent if io methods and that these methods are of universal

^Ibld.. p. 7.

^Ibia.. p, 8.

3lMd., p. 10.

applicability. This has followed upon the general re
jection of the oategorias of the physical sciences as
. the categories; of science parvexcel l e n c e and ■upon the
growing insistence that the humah^
have the
right' and- the responsibility .of 'formulating; their own
categories by the methods appropriate:to their own
enquiry#^

Instead of abatract and impersonal knowledge.,' then, theolo-'

gi'cal apic-moee—

with the other human sciences.:—

will admit

knowledge in 'which the observer plays an- Important part, B.ijKse;
.,.the knowledge which, in sought in the human solenoes
is not now an Impersonel, "objective" knowledge, from
which all vâlùe-judgments have been carefully excluded.
It is reoognïsed that in the more' oomrËB'or.human, seieno.ea, including history and theology, the standpoint
■ -of the observer and his personal judgment■cannot and
.should not bo extruded in the name of sçiehce. There
can be nb^ impersonal-,,"objectivé" knowledge of hi etor. ioa 1 and theological’truth, because 'our 'knowledge'' of
human existence is different from our kno%fiadge of the
,external world which the natural sciences investigate*
.In the.concreta sciences our personal■existence * our
whole being. Is bound up with and, in an important
sense, included in the Object of our study .*^

Even though,

the existential character of theological

knowledge prevents the elimination Of subjectivity from theological Bciénoe in the way in which suoh an (attempted) ellminoation is carried out in natural science; theological science is far from "merely subjective" as a result;
The impersonal methods of-natural science are seen to be
out of placeé.* ; there ié & ÿubjeotivlty in the study of
the human sciences which is indlepè^^
to them, and
r ' .withput Which truth I s not attainable in then^ and yet
this does not mean that they do not have their own valid
etandarda and requirement or that they' are _merely impressldnistlc, or that they are "subjectivist". . We must
' learn to understand that -theregis-a-difference between
,, aubjeotivity and subjectlvlsmv,^',

Ibid.* pp. 10-11.

Ibid., p* 11*

^ Ibld*. p. 12.

-
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2, The methods of thaolOFdoal soience.

Mention of the

"standards and requirements" of theology suggests our next
topic;- "theological scientific method," on the basis of
•' '

'

whioh Richardson claims for theology the status of a science# '
Fipst in importance is the establishment and defence of

genuine and indeoendent oatep;orle$ of explanation. All
depends on this,- since, on Richardson*s view;

"â sclenoe

may properly be!said to be independent when it has made good
its title to employ catagdriea-which are not reducible to
those' of any other science; otlierwise it would-#e:rmèhèly a
subdivision or department of the science whose categories it

borrowed;"^

Apologetics must show, then, that theological

methods applied to theological fact (primarily the Ohurch
and the Bible) can produce a body of knowledge demanding
uniquely theological categories for its understanding, that
no explanation by means of alien categories is possible, and
that the methods of theology themselves make use of the
unique eategorles of theology,^

à second

requirement of a.

scientific theology is that the methods of theology be
clearly a manifestation of scientific method. And, third,
theology must approach its subject with a 'so1sntA fie aclrit.
cannot here repeat the entire argument of Richardson's
book, through which he hopes to illustrate the Independence
end necessity of distinctively theological categories such

Ibid.. p. 41.

/:=0f. Ibid..1)0.
/ I":
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as "révélation"Î but it is inetruotive to note in this com-

neotiou, as he does, that the oentury beginning in 1821 with
the publication of Sohlèièrmàcher *S The Christian Faith ex
perimented .radically with the possibility of reducing theological to non-theôlogioâl (particularly psyohbldgioal )
categories.

All such experiments failed.

The century of theolpgioal Activity which Schleiermacher .
opened.•..explored, every■ponceivable method of interpreting the phenomena of.Ohrl stian exl atenoe by means of noor
theological categories; but it closed with the confident
relâesertion of those catégories and the renewed insistence upon the independence of theology. The centui^ of ,
Rrotestànt theology that Bohleiermacher Inaugurated came
to an end with the'-pub 11 oat1oh of ITari Barth ^s.- Epistle,; ..
to thé Romans In '1919. The wheel had come f Ullf o^c^lè ;cl,:
Taking the independence of theological categories as

established, how, secondly, does Richardson show the methods
of theology to be,a manifestation of scientific method?

His'

response is to show that theological science is empirical and
inductive.

"Like any other science, theology deals with the

facta of human experience; it does not (as many apparently
suppose) deal with hypothetical objects, or things about
which there is a reasonable possibility of doubt.

Its

subjeot-matter is drawn from the empirical world of human ex
perience and is, to-be■specific, "all that appertains to the
believing and witoeaaing Christian communij^y, the Ohurch,
both in the past and in the present."^

Thus "the science of

theology is rendered necessary by the existence of the■Ohurch,

-Ibid.. p.-57.

& b i a .. p. 50.,

just as the existence of physical objects makes necessary
the science of .physios."^

This empirical subject-matter is

then treated inductively.
It was inevitable that in the modern period the methods
of inductive sclenoe, which had proved themselves #0
valuable in other fields, should sooner or later be ap^ plied to the study of theological matters, and during
the last hundred years theology baa been increasingly
studied by the aid.of the inductive^method,.with results
which (as in other fields of ;iBvestigatlon| have entireiy justified the use of that approach.^

The facts must be gathered, then hypotboees advanced to aocohnt for these —

and possible new —

Thus the de-

facts.

duptive methodt: of former days is abandoned,

How much radical

mi sunderBtapding of theology would be avoided if the fact of
this advance from the a priori ■deductive to the a posteriori
inductive in theoioglcal method were adequately recognized
by those outside theologyl
The natural scientist is often unaware that- a revolution
has taken place in theological method during the last
hundred years, and he supposes (if hé thinks about the
subject at all) that the theologian still lives in the
world of Bt, Thomas Aquinas, when all science was de
ductive science,5
Reductive method, it must be admitted, was retained in
theology long after empirical, inductive techniques bad been
accepted in the natural sciences, but;
...it should be noticed that it was not displaced by any
influences from the direction Of the haSural, aotenoes but
by a movement from within, namely, the discovery by then- >
logiahs themselves of the categories of modern hlstorlcal and literary criticism.p.,

♦ y p,

50.

54*

. % b i d ,, o,

*Loc.

Pit,

51#

‘
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Of coursé the nature of the theological auhject-metter
lays down certain conditions for the inveetigator (as does
every empirical subject-matter) which he must accept •—
defy, arid fail in his investigations.

or

One such condition is

that "the study of theology Cannot be 'merely aoademio*,"^
Its primary datum is the living faith of the Ohurch; there
fore it will be understood only by those who hâve personal
experience of it.

Theology défies indifferphoGi

Another

condition placed on theological method is the impossibility
of entirely separating its "facts" from its pategoriea of
interpretation.

But theology is not alone in facing this

Gondition.
his is a difficulty of all historical research, which
almost amounts to a écandal in the eyes.of those whose
acquaintance with sclehoe tends to be limited-to the '
physical sciences and who hâve been brought up in the
simple belief that "it's no use arguing about facts".^
In the third place, then/ if theology can be shown to
employ independent categories and to utilize a-legitimate
variety of the scientific method, what doaa Richardson mean
in claiming that theology works with a "soientifio spirit"?
1.

Does such a spirit require and"open mind" to the extent of
that mind'a doubting the Importance or validity bf his subjeott

Of bourse not!

"The notion of the open mind does not

and cannot mean that the Bcientist should coma to his study
with his mind a •tabula rasa, or'in a complété state of

,'^iMâ*» P- 52.

%bld..

p ,

5 9 .

Cartesian doubt *

The natural scientist as well as

theological scientist approaches his work with a sense of its
importance, with respect for his predecessors, and with conyiotion of the reality of the object of his studies,

"What

ever an open mind may mean, it cannot mean one thing for
natural scientists and another for theologians .

What are

the positive marks of "solentific spirit," then?
theologian, like every other scientist, must come to
his work with a high regard for its dignity and value, a
deep sense of vocation, lofty standards of intellectual
integrity and an earnest desire to know the truth.5
Since this is the case he will be a member of the Ohristian

Ohurch for more reasons than merely to have access to his data.
"Where elèewîll-bemcquire the sense of the dignity and value of

his science, save in the Ohristian Church?"^
3.

The pronouncements of theological science.

Theo

logy, as other sciences, will make statements concerning its

findings.

These statements, based on the empirical data of

living faith aa witnessed to by the Church and its Bible, are
the dogmas of the faithful community,

"A dogma is an artic

ulation of what the Church believes, and it is the task of
the theologian to articulate what is implicit in the existence

of the Church,"5

Thus, for Richardson , the kind of meaning

possessed by theological assertione is in principle the same
as that possessed by other empirico-inductive "languages."

^Ibid#, p, 60.

^Ibid,. pp. 61-62.

^Ibid,, p. 61,

^loo. cit.

%foid.. p, ês.
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Indeed, be would reverse the order of this affirmationÎ

God

ia the ground of all meaning:; the various sciences all have
meaning in;;,-SO':far; as they respond (as does theological sci
ences) to the "pressure of God" in'the search for truth.
"The pressure of truth or meaning upon our minds Is nothing
other than the impact of God upon us, even though we may not
have learnt to call Him hy His proper name
It is true that at times thé subject-matter of theology
forces its pronouncements to take the form of myth and ana
logy , since this is the only appropriate way in which truths

dealing, for example, with the "end" of human history can be
conceived by our minds, but such myths are not unknown in
other spheres of discourse when the limits of understanding
are approached.

In any case, the myths of theology concern-

ihg "last things":

"bear a genuine analogical relation, or

real correspondence, to the end {eschaton) of history itself
We need, therefore , not be shocked by the presence of such
elements in theological discourse.

As in other spheres, poetry and pictures can convey
truth which cab bé grasped by our minds only ahalogioally., where proâe :land.;scientific' description ■fall ;
when we thus come to the limits of human understanding,
as we do in the notion of the end of history, such know
ledge as we can possess is neoessarily analogical and is
best communicated by myths which use historical events
to symbolize things which strictly lie beyond history.
Huch myths are spoilt if they are taken literally
How, then is such a position on the nature of theology
^Ibid.. p. 121.

yibld.. p. 196.

. p.. 197.
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and the oharaotar of its utterancea to be related to the
major groupings of theological opinion which,'in this Bart
of the thesisj we have distinguished?
may note, first, that Mchardson's great respeot for
human reason is a bit of common ground with the theology of

'

- ■■

Analogy.

.

Neither the rejection o f ordinary reason and apolo-

getlos (as In the theology of (A)edlehoé) n o r the subordlnatlm

of reason to distinctive 'Ericounter-exparisnce Is at all char- .
seteristic of his •approach-

Superficially It would appear

that Richardson might welcome D.J.B. Hawkins* call for "hard"

theologlpal fact "to be acknowledged by reason without refer
ence to emottons, aspiratlohs or any support other than
honest and accurate thinkShg*"^

greatly qualifiedÎ

but such a welcome would be

Richardson'a rejection of the deductive

method end bis emphasis on the empirical character of theology-

separates him irrevocably from the metaphysically-minded the
ologians of Analogy , whose loyalties are firm In the very
"world of Bt.'^homes Aquinas" so resolutely abandoned by
Richardson. ■ Furthermore, his appeal to "analogy" at the

limits of human understanding is an appeal to that which must

remain untranslatable.

He will have nothing to. do with those -

formulae, which so exercise theologians, of Analogy , for ex

pressing the literal relationship of these analogical state

ment s to those which are non-anaXogioal.

Richardson therefm^

stands apart from the position of Analogy , while accepting

. above, p. 599*

portions of their approsch.

■ Againi-the emphasis placed on the faith of the -Chnrah

for theology , the■Importance given to revelation and the distinctively theological 'Çàtegùries;, and the approval with which

he echoes Barth in affirming;

"Theblogy is the discipline by

which the phurcb corrects and sets in order its proclamation"^
-- these offer apparent grounds for an alliance with the •
theology of Obedience.

But Itichardàonls insistence that the

existential nature of theological knowledge rules out the

"spectator attitude" of detachment within theology does not
lead him to reject the use of reason for the development and

the defehce of theological assertions*

lie will not accept

that theory of the relation between natural reaeon and divine

revelation which pictures the% irreconcilable opposites.

"This theory," he objects, "runs counter to the main current

of Ohristian thought upon the subject| there is nothing in

the Bible and little in the teaching of the great doctors of
the Ohurch to support it*"?

Thus Richardson*a development of

^

rational Ohristian apologetics must remain an offense to
those who in accepting Obedience feel Impelled to condemn

human rationality*

Finally, the empirioal-induetive stress of Richardson's

^

position ifill commend itself to those who base their theologl-

cal affirmations a posteriori on momenta of Encounter with the
divine Thou*

:

Richardson will not, indeed, "décry the

^Rlchardapn, on* olt *. p. 65*

% bid*. p* 24*
■ - V..Î

apologetic' value and genuinely theologioal signlfioance of
aeethetio and religious experlenoç,as

But neither

will he allow:any sort of.rêllgloue experience to take a
supreme

or even an linportant—

of theological claims*

place in the just Ifioa tlon

The evidence of iThoounter is avail-

\
',

able only to' those, who need evidence no longer!,
'Ohristian apologetics as such is not based upon-an appeal /-I:
to any Ohristian religious experience, which much inev\
itably be private to Ohristiane and incommunicable until
'..faith is aroused; it is based primarily upon the his torical and oohtemporary evidence of 0&u?istiàh eixistenoe*^
Thus he could not rest comfortably in the theology of Encoun
ter which subordinates the-language of theology to a more
primai^., immediate.and non-verbal revelation.

"The knowledge

of God, as the Bible and the Ohurch understand. It-, is medi
ated by the word* that ia by the address -of God as of one
rational being to other rational beings."5

In this theologian, therefore, we find striking proof

that the present major groupings of British theological opinion
are far from "sacred" (if we may use such a word in such a

context!), but that the element's which oharaoterize them may

be r-- and have been

combined in various.:way,s;■capable of "giv- ;

Ing birth to living and coherent alternative
syntheses

.

II.
"In his Gifford Lectures entitled natural Relip;!on and
q.Ibld,, p. 123.

^Loc. clt.

-^rbld.. p.
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Christian T h e o l o R V Charles 1. Raven offers another approach
to theietio/bellef:

this time through the oomblned considér

ation of biological oclenoe and personal experience.

His

argument sets out to rebcue the Teleologioal Argument from
the desuetude into whioh it has (alien since an Inadequate
formulation of it was shattered on barwin'e theory of natural
selection,

Modern biological science. Raven hopes to show,

oaA offer empirical support for theologioal assertions of the

existence of God,

1, The argument from biology* —

If this hopo is to bear

fruit, two preliminary points require clarifloation,

To

:

these Raven devotes his first series of lectures. Science .
and RoliRlon,

First,,the formulation■o f ,the 'feleologloal

>.-:

Argument muât.be separated from the image of the watohmaker

and his artifact and given new relevance in terms of immanent
causation.

-

We must allow the theoretical possibility that

"creation Is not so much an operation from without by a trans- -.

cendent demiurge as an impulse from within, operating in

V'

terms of process and growth rather than.of plan, and manufa%% . ■/
ture,And,

second, the biological soienoes must be freed

from the alien categories of the Inaiilmate sciences.

anism , determinism —

Mech

these useful physical'concepts are out

of place within biology, which has suffered from the great

■^Gharles Ê, Raven, latural Religion and Ohristian TheolQgy, Oambridge: Gambridge University ? r e ^ ,

% b i d .First Series, p.-19*

;
_
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(and quite unbalanced) prestige of the physical solenoee.
Raven devotee the bulk bf his first series of lectui^'es to
oori^eoting the record, therefore, through a study of the his
tory of aclenoe whloh takes due notice of the unique genius
of biology and the "organic" unity of nature;^
Returning to epeolflcally'theological questions in his
second series of lecturee, Exi3érienoê and Interoretetion *
% v e n reflects that explanation in terma of mere origins is
inadequate for anyone who %mùld take the concrete sciences
such as biology with appropriate seriousness.

Tbi.8 inadet?^

quâçÿ of the "gahètio fallacy" has important Implications
for theology, for if:"

.

.*;the creative process In nature and history shows not
only oohtinuity but the emergence of real novelty, there
- " is more in the saint than in the amoeba; and we shall
form à truer concept of the process if we study it from
its end rather than from its begihhing.- In that case n
apeciai effort to understand and;appreciate the perfect
@6# bf /i#h might well prove to be of the highis^st value
for the scientist and the historian; and theology, for
whiohsachan’effort is. of basic importance, would find
their contributions to it of singular worth.^
If we look carefully into the implications of this thou#t,
we shall find a clue to the direction of the entire natural
process.

The theologian must be careful not to leap beyond

the evidence ’
—

at least so far as he wishes his statements

to have empirical relevance.

. But if the new trends in biology, the development of
' comparative psychology and the consequent belief that
•

^Ibid.. First Series, Ghepters II-X*

Second Heries, pp. 12-13.
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the study of evolution cannot stop short of anthropology
and of history prevail, then it will be easier to recog
nize that we are concerned with a process which includes
individuation and personality and which therefore cannot
be explained in lower than personal categories — since
the whole cannot be less or lower than its parts.^
Many changes within biological science offer the theolo

gian much ground for confidence.

Hot only is current biolog

ical interprétation turning away from the earlier vision of
"nature red in tooth and claw" and towards an understanding
of natural prbcess which emphasizes harmony, cooperation, and
immanent teleology| but also the facts of nature continue to
defy facile explanation on mechenioal models which would
attempt to interpret the geometrical perfection of the spider^s
web, the incredible complexity of the evolution of the human
eye, and the astonishing parasitism of the cuckoo (to take a
few of Haven's examples) as chance out-workihgs of blind
forces.

Mechanism In biology, asserts Haven, is "astronom

ically" improbable; but the dispute no longer is between
mechanism? and some view which would assert the imposition
of design from without*

The evidence is converging on some

kind of guidance from within —

guidance not at ail incom

patible with e non-mechanical version of natural selection.
"Has not the time come," Raven asks, "to remind ourselves that
whereas most writers suppose that Darwin overthrew teleology,
the ablest of hJs contemporaries insisted that he- h W "vindicated ItT^?
--------

■■
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^Ibid.. Second Beries, pp. 15-17.

% b i d .. Second Series, p. 1)5#
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This Idea of teleology obviously differs from that which
Darwin is credited with having destroyed* It does not
involve.or suggest the watchmaker or the magician or a
series of intrusive acts, nor Is it inconsistent with
the operation of natural -selection* It'emphasizes the
orderly sequence of evènts in the, cosmos and the.con
tinuity and .consistency of the creative process*
2*. The argument from expérience.

Let us now return

to the element of immediate religious experience, considered
so important by Haven that he distinguishes ;it as the one
uniquely human characteristic.

It is empirically tha case,

he says, that many men At all times have experiences which
they insist must be described as encounters with the infinite.
s

The difficulty, arises at the point of further description and
definition of this experience.

Ho fo.rmula seems adequate to

its requirements.
Prayer makes urgent what the whole experience demands;
that we find a description for the ineffable, a defin
ition for the infinite, an effective symbol for abso
lute being, an image, of the invisible God. Logically,
no doubt, the position can bo so stated'as to make such
dlsopvery Impossible; if God is the ground of all ex
istence, the subject but never the object, then He ia
plainly, in the general as well as the theological
sense of tha word, "incomprehensible", and every image
will be Bn idol* But in fact the paradox with which
logic and neo-orthodoxy confront us is resolved in experience as well as by Ohristendom. Absolute Being
enters into communion with us;
werespond to Hispre
sence and by that response know that in somesense
He
has "visited and redeemed Mis p e o p l e " . 2
Perhaps on the basis- of experience aloha no verbal ex
pression is possible.

Perhaps no more can be asked then that

.,^Ibid., Second Series, p. 144.
% b i d .. Second Series, p. 42.

this experience he manifested In concrete human lives and
proclaimed in patterns of behaviour*

"The ineffable which

we encounter can be shown {as L* Wittgenstein has put it)

but not said ■—

shown by a fully integrated person in his

way of life, rather than said in any symbolism, Hebrew or
Greek, music or mathematics."
5. The combined arp^ument .
open to us?

But is this all that is

Oan the distinctively human experience not be

related to the patterns of immanent purpose which-we have
found elsewhere in the natural world?
lated?

Must it not be so re

-Haven affirms that it is both possible and necessary

to identify the highest In human experience with the immanent
force working for ever higher patterns of individuality and

-- ultimately -- of personality. ' The view of immanent tele
ology which we have already examined is not only compatible

with the evidence from modern biological science; it is not
only compatible with the theory of natural selection.
It is compatible with the theism, disclosed In religious
experience, with the biblical attitude towards "the
works of the Lord'% and with Ohrist^s revelation of God
in His relation to His creatures. What it suggests is
that the ineffable whose preaanca we encounter in our
momenta of rapture is also discoverable in the texture
of the universe as the nlsus of its causality , the prin
ciple not only of its continuity but of its emergent
novelty; and if so that ultimately process and reality,
the time-space world and the eternal, express one and
the same being.2

1

Ibid., -:n Second Series, p. 4).

% b i d .. Second, .Series , p. 144.
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Thus the two strands of science and experience, the
natural, world and the spiritual world, are ultimately woven
together in Raven's thought to support the theological af
firmation of the existence of a personal and purposeful God.
The pattern demands a plan; the purpose demanda a Purposer
who is at some level of being not only immanent in the worldprocess, directing its activity from within, but also fully
in possession of the qualities which He is bringing to actu- .
ality within the world.'

Haven summarizes his own thought

for us as follows?
On the biological side the evidence for continuity,
creativity and design, if taken in connexion with the
date already examined from the religious experience of
mankind, is compatible with an interpretation of the
Godhead which Christians will recognize. It suggests
the theory that there is in the whole ev.plutionary pro. cess a. purposive urge promoting not only larger ranges
of activity,fUlleb individuation and ultimately the emer
gence of personality, but a harmony in diversity, the
gradual fulfilment of a plan, the integration of the
several'elements of the design Into a complex and in
clusive patternL If this be granted, than such a pat
tern presupposes a model or archetype, as its "great
original" and consummation, who expresses in all jts
fulness the character and intention of the whole. It
is legitimate and, aa we have urged, nooessary to as
sociate this cosmic purpose with the infinite Being
■ whom we encounter in our moments of fullest experience
and whom the mystics and saints have made known ^^
III.
The Holloth Professor of "the Philosophy of the Christian
Religion" might be considered, for our purposes, as either a
philosopher or a theologian, since the traditional boundaries
% b i d .. Second Series, p. 146.

vague at best

havs here been deliberately minimized*

But since in Ian T, Ramsey we find an ordained clergyman arr
gulng for the validity of theological concepts, we shall
make no- grave error in examining here his published lecture
entitled Miracles, Ah-Exercise «in Lor^ical Manwork*^
• Baynsey's, aim Is to examine the linguistic or conceptual
• status of "miracles" by determining where

if anywhere --

•in the great "world" of. languages, such a theological concept
pan find a;legitimate place.

The job he seta,himself is thus

one of'logical:mapwork," a,study that is "concerned to ex
hibit: the broppàitioml settings in which' concepts are worked,
to exhibit the .linguistic schematism, in.which the,particular
. 1

.

-

'

,

^ concept sentences have .their plaoe."'^

'

.

in so^ doing he hopes

not only to demonstrate the contemporary .preoccupations and
’ methods of philosophers but also tb help theologians "see
better than any other’way the sort of contribution which con
temporary philosophy might make to Ohristian thinking*"3
Ramsey's argument may be divided into three parts;

the

"logical mapping" of scientific languageshowing its char
acter and its essential inoomp leteness ; similar "mapping" of
historical language, uncovering its unique logical properties
and its. need, too, for a further language to complete it; and.

^lan T* Ramsey, Miracles. An Exercise in Logical
Mapworfc. Oxford ; Clarendon Press, 1952#
■^Ibld.. p. 3.

,

^Ibid.. p. 4.
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finally, "mapping" metaphysical language, suggesting both
its relationship to the first two languages and to the total
lenguage-realm in which theologloal conoepts play a key role.

1. "Mapping:" scientific language# —

Scientific language

is essentially interested in a given concrete situation,

Ramsey tells u s , in so far as that situation contains isolahlefeatures which are considered relevant to empirical g e n e r a l ! v
ation.

Beginning with the m e t concrete situations, it form-

ulàtes cone lus! one which, fit most ot the facts in a rough and
ready way*

But further circumatances, more complex experi-

mentaï:Situations, may reveal "non-opnforming facts" which
require that the initial sclentiflo statements be revised,

expanded,, to fit the odd oases which the early, simpler
formula failed to cover.

Still more complex,or unusual con

ditions may demonstrate yet further, that all the genuinely

'

"relevant" features of the first concrete situation were not
taken into account by the earlier soiehtiflo statements 4

The

readiness, of scientific language to expand'.as the scope of
its empirical relevance expands is a vital characteristic of
the logic of science.

Not only is the language of science necessarily expans

ible in this way; growing with its range of application, but

it is also convertible. allowing'lts particular empirical

statements to be rei&ted to one another in terms of some yet .
■ - ' " .,
' ' -.-t
more general hypothesis—
and Ideally to a general .principle
covering all the patterns end uniformities of nature,

its
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internal logic drives it to greater and greater coverage of
events, seeing in each jet-miaaalmllated fact a new challenge
to its expansibility; pushing each hypothesis to a higher
level of generality.

Science, therefore, elms "towards a

comprebensive, language dealing with uniformities and repeated ,
patterns."^

But within scientific language thus understood Ramsey

finds two intrinsic limitations.
completeness on two counts:

First, it is doomed to in-

(i) the facts with which it deals

are ultimately "intractable" both because space and time are
infinitely divisible and extensible and because all causal
series are similarly "open ended"; and (11) the question
"why?" which initiates science can never be answered with
finality In the scientific vocabulary -- that question in
science "always leads ultimately beyond it, to what have been
called the 'limiting questions* of science, illustrating that
the language system of ecienoe can never.be closed; that
soientific lahRuaRe is never complete."^
Becpnd, the language-map of scientific discourse reveals
its irrevocable selectivity.

Each gain in coverage is paid

for by loss in concreteness.
The gain in scientific coverage, which comes from ex
pansibility and convertibility, seems always to be at
the expense of increaaed abstraction -- saying less and
less about that part of a concrete situation witk and
from which a beginning was made, in order to say more
and more about the concrete totality of facts ; over Which
scientific language is farther and farther extended... .3
4 b l d . . p.

6.

% M d . . pp.

6-7.

^Ibld. .

p.

7.

'' '

:
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This Inorease In abstraction allows the Ideal of one language
expressing all the patterns of phenomena to be more and more
oloeely approximated, but only at the coat of giving less
than adequate factual elgniflcaàoê .to. the loafer levels of ex
perience from which the scientific abstractions are drawn,
Hcientifio language is itself Incapable of curing this defect,

.

The more ■scientif lo language finds 'i ts unity .-'irv! itself ;
the more does it parody the facta it endeavours to describe* . Bo we:may reasonably suggest th&t both to unite
scientific languages at their different abstractive levels
as wail as to Rive a l l -levels their factual reference,
words will be wanted whiph lie outside all scientific IangUages , and which in uniting them also relate ttiem to
that Fact which all the abstractive selections of seiehtlfip fact presuppose*
''- '. This further language, capable of uniting the sciences,

retaining concreteness at all levels of fact , and answering
the "limiting questions" of soiénoe Ramsey proposes to find
in metaphysical discourse.

That^

concept "miraole*^ has

no place in scientific language is too obvious to require
elaboration here,^ since It is clear that every alleged'"mir
acle" could be in principle for the language of science no
more than "an occasion for expansibility or convertibility")
in which the "non-conforming" fact would ultimately be assim
ilated into the body of (now perhaps slightly modified) sci
entific generality.

No altmnative fate for such a fact

^Ibid., p. 8,
Of. Chapter Eight, below, for further discussion of
Ramsey's treatment of this and related questions.

%ama.ey V on. clt., p. 8.
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could even be conceived by a logic which had learned to grow
on such "non-conforming " data*
2* "MaoolnR" historical language* —

While sclehtifio

language finds its principle of Inclusiveness in the increas
ingly abstract movements of expansibility and convertibility,

historical language (which also alma at full incluaiveness)
Its interest ia in the

follows a different Internal logic.

concrete, particularly as related to persons, Ramsey says,
and thus may be characterized as:
...a technique for naming and organizing at a concrete
level of personal encounterw such a selection of facts
as endeavours to repeat certain "events as they oc
curred", and thus to bring them into relation with con
temporary experience,*

Historical statements are based, like scientific state

ments , on a concrete situation which is selected as partic

ularly relevant, but its principle of selection is not that
of ever-widening empirical patterns but, instead, that of
"fundamental personal significance*"

And in its internal

deyelopment historical language takes great care to retain
the personal relevance with which it thus begins,

"Historical

language secures this concrete reference not only because its
original selection is #ad©:^a't^ this ■-level: but. also because in
expanding its range it takes care to maintain the concrete

ness of the original selection,"^

But how is the original selection of "personal signifi

cance" made?

Here Ramsey distinguishes between "history pure

llbia.. p. 11,

% b l d ,. p. 12.

and simple" and "half-breed" histories i

The latter are those

studies which borrow their criteria of selection from exter
nal languages such as the language of law, polities, or eeonomios.

Thus they result in legal history, political his

tory, or economic history —

#11 abstractiona covering only

a portion of the territory mapped for "history pure and eirn?
pie."

But even "history pure, and simple""iS forced to borrow

its criteria of selection from a language outside itself, for
"person" is not a word belonging to the language of history

alone.; History must either become "half-breed history" by
importing'limiting categories from other InSser languages or
become truly itself by finding a word in the metanhysical
vocabulary by which to select its significant data.

"Only in

another sort of language altogether- does the language of his
tory find its necessary means of selection and extension at
a personal level*

But this means that before history can

become "history pure and simple" it must see the entire "ter
rain" of the language-realm from the over-arching metaphysical
perspective,

"History can only succeed in the concrete en

deavour it sets itself by having (before it begins) a map of
the largest possible scale, a metaphysical viewpoint#
Thus the languages both of science and of history ere
insufficient in themselves; both, require the further vocabu
lary of metaphysics.

^Ibia.,. p, 12.

% b l d .. pp. 12-13.
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3* "MapplBR" metaphysical language, -- Besides the
"fifty-seven varieties" of languages, each with its own logic,
which may be distinguished (as Ramsey has distinguished two)
within the common realm of discourse, there is a language
which unites all and welds our One World into a true unity# ,
This is the language of metaphysics, the work of which is
twofold:

both to contribute the key words which are essential

to all tha various languages though essentially belonging, to
the logic of none of them, and to synthesize the entire con
ceptual universe by providing an "index" to the hierarchy of
key concepts and thus ultimately to all the languages in
their appropriate place.
We have looked at languages from,two groups — science
and history* In regard to these we have seen that they
each require, though in different ways, words with a
different logic altogether. I am now suggeatlng more
generally that it is the task of metaphysics both to
organize the supply of all these suppiementary words
and at the sarae time to collect the. simplest possible
number of them to fulfil their task as ultimate co-or
dinators , and then to offer the resultant group as a sort
of index to the total language scheme, which comprises the
index and the subordinate languages with their several
logics.^

It is easy enough to give examples of metaphysical words,

like "activity," which all languages require but which no
language entirely possesses; but,have such metaphysical words ,
any application per se * as metaphysical and not as hostages
to any lesser dialect?

This question Ramsey answers affirm

atively, pointing to certain moments in which we all have

llbia., pp. 13-14.
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"non-Inferential awareness" of an "I" which is never "me" —
that is, a:self forever elusively other than and "behind" the
objectivized self wliich may be described in ordinary language
schemata. Thus the "I" is a metaphysical concept with anolir
cation to peculia.r empirical data*

Equally metaphysical is

the concept "person" in which the awareness of this

is

recognized as having applicability to the experience of other»
—

in which we realize that others are not merely what can be

spoken of in objective language but that each "person" so
conceived can say "I",

There is something more left unsaid

when all objective language has spoken.

Metaphysical Ian-

g u a g e , then, claims "the residue left when the subordinate
languages have each and all claimed their

'objective* data*"'I

Returning now to the question of the conoeptual "map
ping" of "miracle," Ramsey asks whether a basis for its in
clusion has been found.

An affirmative answer must be given

if a valid place within the totality of language schemas
exists for this concept.

In s c i e n c e . as wo have seen, there

is no such place; but room for "miracle" may exist within his
torical language, since a "miracle"-event may represent a
concrete situation of great personal significance (history's
c r i t e r ion), if the total conceptual scheme with which history
is provided initially can include the concept the "activity
of God."

Bo the question:
Gan we place "miracle" anywhere on
our language-mapt becomes;
Can we place "God's

^Ibld.. p. 17,
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activity*- anywhere on our language-niap?^
Hera 1 b the crucial question. A

p o s s i b l e .home for the concept

**miracle*’ has been found within historical discourse» but all
depends upon the "metaphysical Index" which is provided to
unify our .oonceptual world.

If this "index" fails to include

"active God," then "miracle" will be an outcast in any lan
guage;

if ,', on the other hand, the apex of the metaphysical

language-index (and thus of all languages) is filled by the
concept

"active God," the status of "miracle" is assured.

But, .Ramsey insists,

" G o d ’s activity" is In fact needed at

the apex of any such metaphysical hierarchy.

It is this a l m e

which can unite the multiplicity of languages and logics which
threaten the unity of m o d e m

conceptual schemes.

tinction, however, must be m a d e :

One dis

" G o d ’s activity" must be

conceived as qualitatively different when directed to the
sustaining of things in existence and when related to per s o n s .
If this distinction be made, then "God" is a rational require
ment as the culmination and completion of all conceptual
schemata.

The theistic proofs would be reinterpreted, within this

way of thinking:

On this view, the claim of the Ontological Argument for
God as the most perfect Being which necessarily exists. .
would b e rather a claim for "God" as the apex of the
language h i e rarchy,v/hich is necessary to give that hier
archy or map that flnitude which the possibility of Its
"reasonable" or "explanatory" use demands*
The Oosmological argument in claiming total dependence on God

,

^

r~ r

'

l l b i d . : p. 18.

t
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w ould be making an apex claim for "God",- but would
erroneously try to reduce "activity" =to "causation".^
And "miracles" would no longer vex the minds of those who
were at last released from undue reverence towards the lan
guage of science.

A "miracle" would be interpreted not as

"conflicting" with scientific law —

a "pseudo-conflict which

only arises when complete adequacy is claimed for the Ianguage of science"^

but a manifestation of Clod's second-

order, or personal activity,

"of which we are in some basic

and non-inferential sense directly aware.
To refer to an event as a "miracle," therefore,' is im
plicitly to reoommehd the theistic form of conceptual scheme.
T h o s e 'who would criticize such a scheme must be prepared to
offer a substitute conceptual index which will be superior in
bringing "simplicity, comprehensiveness, and coherence" to
our total conceptual world.

Orte who is willing to embrace '

the theist *8 particular index recommendation will be glad to
bring it constantly to the test against these criteria.
Above all he will no longer fear those who attack his lan
guage on the basis o f the uncritical admiration of scientific
language.

If his metaphysical defences are in good order,

one may feel confident in the employment of theological con
cepts such as " m i r a c l e f o r

"ultimately the defence of

miracle is the metaphysical defence of a personally ectivevGod.*^

^ Ibid. * p. 19.

% b l d . . p. 22.

^Ibld.. p. 21.

^Ibld.. p. 23.
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OmVTER SEVEN
THE SIGNIFIOANOBtfSITUATION AND
THEOLOGICAL LANGUAGE

"..•theology has a twofold obligation and con
cern, which roust be discharged against a
shifting background which is made up of the
linguistic and logical explorations of the
philosophers, of the revolutionary concepts,
verifications and discoveries of mathematicians
apd scientists, and of the new possibilities of
anergic symbolism revealed by the psychological
study of dream and myth. Nor can we ignore the
possibility that all our constructive thinking,
philosophical, scientific, and theological too,
may require of us far greater flexibility in
the categories which frame it into a universe
of discourse."
— L.W. Grensted^
The purpose of this chapter is to suggest a theoretical
framework within which the respective rôles of the main
participants in our debate may be clarified and inter
related*

To accomplish this we shall need to offer -- if

only in outline form —
signification.

a general theory of linguistic

With this in hand we may be be^tter able to

recognize the genuine insights and relative shortcomings of
the five broad approaches to language in its theological
^L.W. Grensted, "The Changing Background of Theological
Studies," Bulletin ^ the John Rylands Library. Volume 37,
No. 1, I9547'pr 4d.
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application which we have examined in the two preceding
Parts of this study.

A Theory
A.

I*
of Signification

Simplified Version

1, The siCT-situation. —

Any theory of linguistic

signification is abstract and questionable if it fails to
recognize the fact of non-linguistic significance, since
linguistic significance is a special case (though of extreme
complexity and importance) of the more general sign-situation.

language-theory ignores the concreteness of non

verbal signification at its own peril, for it Is at the non
verbal level that the essential elements In the sign-situa
tion are most clearly evident.

With the introduction of the

peculiar complexities of language may come also the tendency
to "ethoreallze" and the attempt to remove linguistic signs
from their context in what is neither a specifically ling
uistic nor a specifically human activity.

In this concrete slgn-sltuation (or "significence-

situation") at any level, three elements must be present:
the sign, something signified, and the interpreter.^ "Hence,
^0,W. Morris, in Foundations of the Theory of Signs.
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, i93§, draws a fur
ther distinction between "interpreter," the agent who takes
account of the sign, and " i n t e r p r é t a n t the "taking-ac.countof" considered apart from the agent. We shall not require this
distinction.

-.492to signify requires (1) what is signified, (2) the slgnl-

n,

fying sign, (3) the Interpreter of the sign as signifying." -

Without all three elements there can be no signiflcatian.

Remove the sign, natural or conventional, and nothing re
mains to

he interpreted

as signifying something; remove the

desimatum^ and the would-be sign is a sign no longer since

a true sign must point In some way beyond itself; remove the

interpreter and the slgnificanoe-relationship between sign

and designaturn is destroyed since signs point only for some
one or something —

merely themselves:

apart from the interpreter they are

a combination of sounds, a heap of stones,

a pattern of shapes,, a piece of wood.

Red skies at sunset might have been followed by, fine •

weather countless times .before a "red sky at night" was

taken (however accurately) as a siRP for "sailor’s delight."

But once interpreters began taking account of tomorrow’s

weather mediately on the basis of tonight’s red sky, the
sign-situatlon was b o m .

The sign, here natural and non

verbal, is red sky at night ; the deslgnatum is tomorrow’s

fine weather; the interpreter is he who "takes account" of

the designatum (perhaps by planning a family outing or by

^L.B. Btebbing, A Mod e m Introduction to Lop;io. London;
Methuen and Company, Ltd.^ seventh edition Trevissd), 1950,
p # 10 «
%!orris, o^. Git.. offers this useful term for the
"something signified^ by the sign. This is to be dietinguiahed from the denotatum of a sign in that the designatum
of a sign may be called its denotatum if and only if the
désignaturn actually exists. Many signs may have non-existent
designata, therefore; that is, designate but no denotata.
Of. Morris, og. cit.. p. 5.
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polishing golf-clubs} by^ means of the sign.,

The total re

lationship, is one of "mediated-taking-accoimt-of*

At the most basic level of the sign-situation, as has

been suggested, the interpreter need by no means be a human
being.

A mouse may be conditioned to take mediated account

of food-to-come at the ringing of a boll#

The bell is the

conventional and non-verbal mediating sign, the food the

mediated designatum, the mouse the "taking-acoount-of" {per
haps by salivating or Jumping expectantly) interpreter.

When the sign under considération is a verbal sign, a;

word or proposition, the fundamental elements of theesign-'
situation remain/the same.

Here, too, there must be the

sign (the language attempting to signify), the désignaturn

(that to which the language attempts to refer), and the in

terpreter (he who is in a position to understand the ref
erence).

The significance of the language in question is

relative to the existence of the full sign-situation.

It is

a mistake, consequently, to suppose language to be "intrinsicelly" significant.

Written marks or vocal noises are not

significant if there is no one to whom they are the occasion

for "mecliated-taking-account."

This is not to say, of

course, that verbal signs (or any signs) are "absolutely"

non-significant if they are not significant

me: it is

instead radically to question the notion of "absolute" sig

nificance.

There is no such thing as significanoe-in-gensral.

Bignificanco is to be found within the sign-situation, and
^Ibid*, p., 4.

Implicit in this tri-partite relationship is the rôle of the
interpreter.'

flmn the

question; - "Is X significant?" is a

partial and improper question unless understood as; "Is X

significant in some sign-situation. Y?"
The sign-relationshioB* —

Arising from the triadic

sign-situation to which all signification must ultimately be
referred, various relationships may be distinguished;of in
terest to language-theory.
ships borne by

by

s Ir b s

s Ir u s

Simply, they are the relation

to other slRna. the relationships borne

to their designâta . and the relationships borne by

slRns to their interpreters.

If, for example, food ware to be offered a mouse both

upon the ringing of a bell and the sounding of a buzzer, the
relationship.of the signs to one another in this complex
sign-situation would bo that of équivalence*

The relation

ship of these signs to their common designatum {denotatum)

would be that of denoting a feast.

And the relationship of

sign to interpreter would be the evoking of excitement and
symptoms of pleasurable anticipation.

All signs -may be studied under the aspect of these

three relations.

The first, the study of the connections

between signs, is here termed "syntactics"^; the second, the

study of the connection between signs and the things referred

to by the signs, is called "semantics"^; and the third, the

study of the connection between signs and those who use and
lof. Ibia.. pp. 15-21.

•

, pp. 21-29.

Interpret them,, will ..here be .oalled "iBterpretlcBv"^

Syr-

ta-ctios ,is concerned with the "syntactic *" eamantios with the
t

4

^

-

*

'V

JT

<

'

"eemantio," and Interpretlos with the "Interpretio’’ aspects

of the B'ign-eituationi

If a language le êtudied with empheeia on the syntaotlo

element alone, the essential characteristics of■language will
seem to be the ayatematio nature of the sign-structure, the

formation and transformation rules which this system allows,

and the implications which may be drawn within thet^SigpT
system#

If language is approached semantically, the essential

Ohsraster of language will be thought to be its ability to

refer to the world and truthfully to describe its denotata.

And if most attention is given the interpretic function,

language will be understqod in terms of the kinds of activity

associated with it or made possible by it.

.approaches is sufficient in itself,

But none of these

Each requires the In-

sights of the other two if It is to deal with more than an

aspect of the total situation#

Interpretic significance

would not be worthwhile if language failed semantically to

,refer to anything, and It would be impossible unless lang

uage were a relatively stable system of signs In which syntaotic implications were assured.

Semantic significance,

too, would collapse without syntactic structure, and it

' ",
^The author must admit responsibility for this horrible
word (which should be pronounced "in%terrpra-tics"), but no
adequate ready-made word exists for this study, Morris uses
"pragmatics," but.this too •strongly suggests the philosophical
school of ■■pragmatism, with which Morris is in some sympathy,
and— more damaglngly
the particular brand of behaviourism
associated with his own treatment of this dimension of the
slgnlfloance-situation. â fresh term, therefore seemed

would be in vain apart from the active rôle of the interprater.

Nor oould eyntaotlo eignlficanoe claim much im

portance if its systematic relations were nowhere grounded

in the extra-linguistic fact of aematica or %fore never made

effective in the activity of an interpreter.

Thus we may conclude that no general theory of language

and, in particular, no attitude towards theological lang

uage may he considered adequate which fails to reflect the
total sign-situation wherein all signification stands.

particular we must beware of theories of linguistic sig-

In

nifloat! on which approsch the study of language with one

sided emphases on various aspects of linguistic significance

as a result of undue preoccupation with any one or two of
the three essential sign-relationshlps.

The syntactic, the

semantic, add the interpretic powers of lemguqga must all

receive due recognition and emphasis in any well-balanced

understanding of significant discourse.
B. Elaborated Version

It has been convenient up to this point in the dis-

ouselon to treat syntactics, semantics, and interpretios as

though they were simple elements, but this is not in fact thé
case.

For our purposes in this study vfe shall note two

alternative approaches to each of these three basic areas
of sign-relationship;; a full theory of linguistic signif-

icanoa would no doubt be. obliged to press the analysis still
further than we may or need do here.

1; The syntaotlè powers .of :
l&nm.Brmi

The relation-

ships between signs end other signs -- In our sphere of conoern, more speelfloally, between words and other words —
mey be approached with attention riveted on strict and formal

syntactic relations or with an eye to the "informal" con
nections between signs In a language-syetcm#

Either approach

to syntactics has Its peculiar advantages and limitations,
and neither excludes the other —

in theory, at least, if

not in much contemporary philosophical practice.
(a) "Strict" 6)mtaotlos
The ideal language from the point of view of strict
syntactics has been inspired by the example of mathematics,
in which a vast but closely knit system of signs is deduc
tively derivable from a few axlom-slgns#

Every sign Is re?»

la ted In nreclse v/ays to every other slRni and transformations
from one sign-expression to others may be accomplished with
rapidity and elegance.
These Ideals have been incorporated and extended in
symbolic logic, vfhere the formal inter-^relationships of signs
are reduced to their simplest and where the workings of inference and Implication are exposed to the very core.

Hera

rules are made explicit for the arrangement of signs with
one another (formation rules), for the circumstances under
which one sign or group of signs may replace another (trans
formation rules), and for the assertion of a sign or group
of signs on the basis of the assertion of others (detachment
■p.v

rules or rules of Inference)*

The logical powers of the

various signs in the language'^system are defined with
meticulous care in order to facilitate formal and exact
operations with these

rules whennecessary#'

Oompared to the razor-edged clarity of artificial lang
uages built for the sake of maximum precision on the style
of deductive mathematics, the natural languages of normal
discourse may be seen to be full of muddle; haziness, and
definitional imprecision; fouling the neat syntactic rela
tionship of words in normal speech#

But despite these dis- .

advantages within natural language, strict syntactics feels
itself capable of formalizing syntactical rules within ordinary discourse#

Armed with the tèohniauas of symbolic

logic and with the models of artificially constructed lang
uages as a simplified

ideal, the study of logical syntax in

our ordinary language

has provedboth challenging and fruit

ful#

Oharles Morris commends the work of Rudolf Oamap in

logical syntax, the present culmination of a great tradition
running through Leibniz, Boole* Frege, Beano, Peirce* Russell
and Whitehead, and summarizes some of the results of this woAc:
It has been possible accurately to characterize primitive,
analytic, contradictory, and synthetic sentences, as well
as démonstration and derivation# Without deserting the
formal point of vtow, it has proved possible to disting
uish logical and descriptive signs, to define synonymous ,
signs and equl^^pollent sentences* to characterize the
content of a sentence, to deal with the logical paradoxes,
to classify certain types of expressions, and to clarify
the modal expressions of necessity, possibility and im
possibility#^
%forris, og# cit., p. 15.
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Besides logical syntax a further area in which strict
syntactics may deal is the relationships of technical terms
within a specialist language-system to one another#

The

precise logical value of key terms will be charted; rules
will be made explicit for rogulatlng the inferences which
may or may not be drawn from the concepts in question; other
rules may permit the substitution of one technical term for
another under certain circumstances#

For example; "stepping

over the base-line" together with "before serving the ball"
may, in certain specified contexts, be replaced by "foul."
An important part of becoming competent in any profession or
specialty is gaining a familiarity with the strict syntactic
rules for the key terms of that field and developing
facility in their employment.
(b) "Loose" Syntactics
An alternative attitude towards the syntactic relations
of signs approaches the connections between words in a
natural language with less emphasis on the models of math
ematical systems or artificially constructed languages.

The

satisfaction of clarity and deductive rigour is provided
by strict syntactics, but natural languages, it may be held,
are not necessarily defective to the extent that they fail
to approximate the formal calculi of the logician.

A rule

of syntax may not be aa sharply definable or as permanent in
common speech as a student of strict syntactics might desire,
but this fact should be taken neither as evidence that there
are no philosophically interesting rules of syntax in

ordinary language nor as Indication that artificial signsystems are inherently preferable to natural- ones.
Among these looser rules may be found what

Strawson

calls "type-restrictions" or \ y p e - rules", eliminating cer
tain combinations of signs vrith one another#

Strict ayn-

taotics is concerned with logical oontredlotidns, violations
of infersnee-rulas or of transformation rules.

Loose ayn-

tactics does not claim to be dealing with contradictions in
the same sense.

"Borne have been tempted,",says Strawson,

assimilate violation of type-restrictions-to self-contra^dïctîohs.

But this seems to be a mistake#"^

The reason why "loud smell" makes no sense is not that,
. smells, like muziDurs, are necessarily soft* Referring
to something as a sèéll proscribes as senseless the
question whether it la loud or not loud: it does not
.'commit the speaker to one of two incompatible’answers
to the question#S
It is not a- rule of grammar which prohibits the question to

3

which Strawson objects; it is a loose syntactical rule ' anal
ogous to the sharply defined formation rules In strict
syntactics.
Rules of Inference depending on the rigid definition of
logical constants like "all," %nd," "some," and so on, are
^P#F. Strawson, Introduction to Logical-T*
Methuen and Company, Ltd *, 1932, p. 227#
^Loc# cit.
^That these rules are "loose" is underlined by Strawson
when he says; "If we are to speak of rules at all, we ought
to think of them aa rules which everyone has-, a -licence to
violate if he can show .a point in doing so." ' Ibid#. n# 230#

the concern of strict ayntectlcs; but, sa Gilbert Ryle
claims:

"Mot ell strict inferences pivot on the recognized

logical constante##*."^

For this reason a study of the

looaer rules^ the "informal logic" governing the inferences
which are drawn, in natural languages*. is required*

It is

often by no means clear what logical powers are implicit in
a given concept that is crucial for an attemptad inference*
An arbitrary definition of the concept in question —

as

strict syntactics achieves its deductive neatness by arbi
trarily defining the logical powers of "end," "or," "implies"
-- would not solve the living problems of philosophy since
the heart of the philosophical issue is precisely the eluci
dation of the concept (such as "freedom" or "cause" or
"miracle") and the Justification of inferences based on that
elucidation*

Arbitrary definition of words may be quite

Justifiabla if the aim is to construct a model of syntactical
clarity and deductive precision, but the truly bothersome
problems of philosophy are not similarly to be overcome by
fiat.

The ideal calculi of the symbolic logician cannot deal

with the questions which vex creative thought Just because
only the brittle bones of concepts may be expressed in such
a language#

Before a word may be accepted it must be pellucdd

already, but if the logic of the key concepts of great prob
lems were clear to begin with, the problems would need no
"solution" in the calculusi
intuition —

Judgment, imagination, —

even

must go into the determination of the syntactical

%yle, Dilemmas* p. 117*

•

—
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powers of every crucial word before it may be entered into
the vocabulary lists of an Ideal calculus, but it is in this
preliminary determination that the important and unavoidable
philosophical issues lie.

If this is the case, then:

.-...the hope that philosophical problems can be, by some
stereotyped operations, reduced to standard problems in
Formal Logic is a.baseless -dream.-Forms! logic may pro
vide the exploratory Informal Logician with a compass by
which to steer, but not with a course on which to steer
and certainly not with rails to obviate steering. Where
there is virgin forest, there can be no rails; where
rails exist the jungle has long since been cleared.^
The advantages of strict syntactics are the hints it
may give on the murkier operations of ordinary language from
its vantage-point of simplified clarity, making plain the
logical relations of much which in ordinary language might
be obscured by irrelevant usages, ambiguities, and idioms.
Its disadvantage lies in its abstractness and arbitrariness,
cut off by its very Insistence on clarity and precision from
concepts of daily life -- which are the ideas that stimulate
the major problems of philosophy.

Loose syntactics cannot

claim the advantages of clarity and elegance, but it does
retain a hold on ordinary language and retains also an in
terest in the logic of the questions which may be asked in
daily life.

And such questions need not be the result

merely of insanitary zziuddle :

"For common speech Is subjected

to the severest of all test for efficiency, as a medium for
^Ibld#. p.'126.
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the expression and communication of our thoughts —

the test

of constant use*>"^
2# Tho semantic powers of lanpcuaM* *- The many and

various ways in which, words may be taken to refer to their
désignata are beyond the scope of this discussion, but a
CîUîcial distinction should be noted between two sorts of
semantic theories.

Among those who hold that the semantic

rule connecting the sign and the thing signified must some

where involve experience, we note that one group requires

that this rule for semantic reference demand the possibility
of public testing of this experience, while another group is
willing to relinquish the demand for publicity of tests.(a)

Affirming the Strict Requirement for Publicity

In themselves, a word, and the thing denoted by that word

may have nothing inherently in common.

If tho vmrd is to

denote at all, therefore, rather than simply to co-exist with
other things, it must do so on the basis of some semantic

rule (explicit or implicit^) which authorizes the verbal sign
to refer to non-verbal matters of fact.

Tho so-called "rules

of inference" with which x^a are already familiar? are one s
Buch type of rule allowing free passage between verbal and

non-verba1 reaIms.
'P.P. Strawson, "Construction and Analysis," The
Revolution in Philosophy. p. 103.
p
‘^Morris, for example, treats these rules as "only the
verbal formulations" of what are concretely "habits of sign
usage by actual users of signs," go* cit.. p. 39*
^Of. above, p. 35.

It seems evident, moreover, that in a great many,cases
the semantic rule on the basis of which language may be said
to denote its designata must allow for public procedures of
testing to determine the appropriateness or inappropriateness
of its application to the given non-verbal situation.
rule for applying the sentence:

The

"This thermometer now reads

100 degrees Centigrade," for example, must be such as to
allow various:observers to Inspect the situation denoted
and to pass their judgment on its appropriateness to the
facts, that is, on its truth or falsity;

Bolentlfic dis

course, as in such an example, would be rendered impossible
if the semantic rules which relate it to the world were to
discourage or prevent public confirmation of what Is alleged
to be the case.
Bo important is the requirement of public confirmation
in the semantic relationship between signs and thalr deslgnata,
In fact, that it has often been argued that this element of
publicity must form an essential part of all linguistic
claims to be grounded in the non-linguistic realm.

The elab

oration of various forms of behaviourism, for example, has
been one product of the desire to press this insight to its
full extent, insisting on the principle of publicity in all
semantic rules.
(b)

Relaxing the Strict Requirement for Publicity

Despite the undoubted requirement for scientific dis
course of semantic publicity, it is far from clear that the

possibility of public confirmation is an essential element
in all semantic rules.

The relationship between the verbal

and the non-verbal would seem, in some cases, to be adequately
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grounded on the heals of experiences which could not in
principle he intersubjectivaly tested.
An important bit of evidence for this view is found in
the very anomalies to which the behaviouristic approach to
human psychology leads in its endeavour to press the prin
ciple of publicity where it Is inappropriate.

As a method

ological tool in psychological science, behaviourism is no
doubt useful, but as an outright denial of the actuality of
private experience -- however difficult to deal with in
strictly scientific discourse —
ad absurdum.

it performs its own reductio

The sentence :;"I have a toothache" may not be

open to public tests, but this is no warrant (as every
sufferer knows) for the denial that it deals with extralinguistic fact!
The consideration, emphasized by Wittgenstein, that all
language is public, learned within the language-using com
munity,^ does not force us to conclude that language re
ferring to private experience is not referring at all.

A

"private language" may well.be a contradiction in terms,^
but the employment of public language to denote states of
affairs defying public inspection is neither impossible nor,
indeed, unusual.

A good share of our common "first-personal"

discourse Illustrates this fact.
It is, furthermore, by no means certain that semantic
rules based on the sorts of experience which exclude public
tes ting-procedure8 can be relevant only to language .
—

—

I - ... .......... .I - U K.—

1

1

1

1

IM I I ,

I.»

,

^Cf. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations. passim

^Cf. above pp. 54-56.

designating "subjective" states of affairs.

The widespread

belief (g) that only through the senses can one come in con
tact with the "objective" world Is clearly'distinguishable
from the more general semantical affirmation (g) that ex
perience of some sort is essential as a basis for linguistic
contact with objective reality*

Statements g and g require

separate defence and are of different orders of generality*
In the nature of the case, g could survive the exposure of
g as an unwarranted dogma, whereas g would collapse with the
destruction of g.

It Is not to threaten ■the 'broadly-based

empiricism of g, therefore, to recognize that g may justly
be regarded with suspicion and a new tentativeness in the
light of certain common experiences^ and the suggestive ev
idence mi covered by the new (and still controversial) re
search into extra-sensory perception and’telepathy*^'There
is BOW every reason to reject the a priori assumption that
publicly verifiable sense impressions are the sole basis for
semantical rules which would join language to objective fact.
It would, of course, be absurd to deny that the vast bulk of
statements denoting objective states of affairs are depei^mit
on semantic rules referring to publicly relevant experience,
but-, this is not to admit that all objective reference re
quires the publicity of sense*

The few odd or unusual ex-

ceptiona to a rule are sometimes of. greater importance than
multitudes of conforming instances; the inadequacy of
4of* be low, pp. 5 4 7 -5 5 0 .
., for example, J*B. Rhine, The Reach o f .the Mind*
Penguin Books, 1954.

Hewtohian physics as a final system of interpretation was
discovered only in dealing with the unimaginably large and
the incredibly small; perhaps the dogma which holds the

senses to be the sole avenue to trans-subjective reality of

.

any sort will likewise be overthrown by the odd,cases, the
non-conforming instances, such as those cited by para
psychology, morality, or religion.
Between those, on the one hand, who insist on the
principle of semantical publicity for scientific (and most
ordinary) discourse and those, op the other hand, who are
willing in some circumstanceB to relax the bër against pri
vate experience as a. warrant for language ’s asserting a stats
of affairs —
affairs —

not necessarily a "merely subjective" state of

there, need be no quarrel.

Where the aim Is ul

timately practical, as in most ordinary discourse as well as
scientific, we should expect the demand by the community for
maximum correction for distortions of Individual perspective.
Gross practical consequences may befall one who refuses to
check his language supposedly denoting the world against the
testimony of other independent observers!

Where, on the

other hand, manipulation and control are inappropriate aims,
public confirmation of statements purporting to denote transsub Jective reality recedes in relevance as other tests, of the
semantic relation come into pl ay wh e re freedom from the
danger of gross consequences^ of error Increases, the
^Gf. below, pp. 6 2 3 -6 2 9 *
% u t not all consequences. cf. below, p. 580.

%

t' r ‘ •

dependenoe on public confirmation diminishes*.

The irrecon

cilable conflict must be between those who insist that the
possibility of public tests 1b the sine qua- non' of any claim
that language refers..beyond itself or, at most, beyond euhjectlye experience, and those who consider this popular
belief to be no more than a hypothesis, and an increasingly
doubtful hypothesis at best.
3.. The interpretive powers of lanp;uage. ■—

We have

finally to deal with the relationship which must always hold
between language and its user; the Interpreter.

Once again

we must radically foreshorten the treatment which a full ex
position of linguistic theory would be obliged to offer, but
two lines of approach to the study of interpretlcs need to
be distinguished.

One of these approaches finds the inter

preter primarily in a passive rôle in relation to his lang
uage; the other stresses the active as well.
C'a) Passivity and Reactive Significance
All language has effects upon those who use it*

Those

who have cultivated the linguistic habits^ which constitute
the learning of a language have conditioned themselves in
the process to react in certain ways to the emotional under
tones and overtones of the language.
find a word —

It is difficult to

and more difficult to form a sentence —

which is strictly "emotively neutral."

Everyone realizes

. Bertrand Russell, ân Inquiry into Meaning and Truth*
London: George Alien and Unwin, Ltd., l94o7 e.g. Ohapter IV.
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thàt the "same thing" may be said In very different ways,
that listeners react to the favourable or unfavourable
emotive contents which have become associated with the words
one uses, that "mere choice of words" may win a battle, lose
a court decision, or decide a legacy*
The concepts, too, which are possessed by a language
may have great influence on the thoughts of those who employ
it*

So powerful is the influence of words, indeed, that per

ceptions themselves may differ, Geatalten vary,-among users
of different languages*

Where there is no word there is

likely to be BO thought; and where clear thought is absent
the mind tends not to notice data —
—

however vivid to others

for which It has no ready conceptual categories*
It is possible, therefore, to consider the sign-inter

preter relation primarily in these terms ;

the sign domin

ating the interpreter’s thought as well as his feelings. A
distinction may then usefully be drawn between the "cogni
tive" functions of language, where information Is conveyed
from interpreter to interpreter by means of syntactically
stable and semantically grounded concepts, and, by way of
contrast, the "emotive" functions of language, where the
significance of the words is not of the sort to convey in
formation but only the signifloanee of a reaction, perhaps
to be called "reactive significance*"

The reactive signifi

cance of language springs from the emotive content of words
and phrases which, as a superficial accretion with little or
nothing to do with the informational content with which it
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may be associated, beclouds cognitive .issues and stirs
passions where dispassionate reasoning may be more to the
point.

\

Little wonder, therefore; that cognitive significance

is in many quarters welcomed while all emotive, significance
i

la suspect*

But though this understanding of the sign-in

terpreter relation is a plausible ana, it is not the only
possible viewpoint*
"(b) Activity and Hespo,naive Significance
One may,' alternatively, find the key to tho understand

ing of the sign-interpreter relationship In the activity of

the lansuage-uBlng agent*

This would not be,to deny or

ignore the effects of language on the thoughts and emotions
of those using it, but would be to stress other considera
tions as well.
Language, it would here be pointed out, is a human pro
duct and is misunderstood apart from its source in human
interests and a.ctlvities*

True as it Is that the categories

of speech greatly mould the concepts and evoke the emotions
of men, still these categories themselves are not sheerly
"given," but have been developed by human societies to ex
press prior human Interests and to fecllitate pro-linguistic
human activities.

Man must ultimately be recognized as

master of his discourse, however inseparable that discourse
may be from bis highest thoughts and deepest motivations.
H.A* Hodges stresses^ the inter-relations of thought,

speech, and purpose.

The step from examining eplatemolpgical

^H.A. Hodges, Languages Standpoints and Attitudes.
London; Oxford University Press, 1953.
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questions to those of language Is a short o n e , and It la;
"inevitable onee we realize how dependent our thinking is on
the*intuitable symbols

(mostly words) in which it Is con

ducted, and how easily it is thrown wrong by mismanagement
of t h e m * B u t

we must not stop with this recognition.

Thinking and speaking do not take place in isolation
from life; or if they do, they are a chimera buzzing
in a vacuum, telling us nothing that is real or true*
Thinking and speaking are part of life.
They arise
out of lived experience, and directly or indirectly
they react upon it
Ultimately language must be understood in the light of human
purposes.

"Man the thinker and speaker is only one facet

of man the purposeful,"?
If this is the case, then the cognitive-emotive dichot
omy may be seen to conceal an important sort of significance
which is neither a matter of "informational" significance
nor of "reactive" significance as earlier understood: that
is, reflecting merely tho superficial emotional associations
habitually attached to words.

This further kind of sig

nificance would not claim to carry information in a literal
manner, but would reflect the deepest drives and the prelinguistic motivations of the man as a whole.

Its ling

uistic expression would be through archetypal images and
profound m y t h s , to which human beings tend to respond.

It

m i g h t , perhaps, be called "responsive" significance in con
trast to the superficial and linguistically conditioned re 
active significance which we have already recognized.

J-Itild.. p. 8.

%oo. olt.

3lbia.. p. 9.

To call rcspOBsive slgüificance '^emotive" would be to
recognize its deep roots In the human psyche and its capacity

powerfully to Influence human response to the world and to
one another; but the " e m o t i v e label would tend to Imply
that responsive significance deals with no more than sub

jective matters of fact (which is a question for Independent

decision) and that its nature is basically similar to re 
active significance

(which^ia# we have seen, is not the case);/

To call responsive significance "cognitive,"-'nn the other

hand,, would acknowledge the fact that criteria for the appli
cation of language possessing such .significance 'end for
judging between various alternative expressions 6f responsive

significance can be derived^; but It would be a use of "cog

nitive " differing in--.profound ways from the standard u se,
which in contemporary-parlance normally suggests the posai-bility of public testing procedures and strictly "informa
tional" signifl canoe*

The conceptual framework of the cog

nitive-emotive dichotomy is in itself too narrow to allow

the third of the three types of significance we have d i s 
tinguished to b e adequately expressed in its terms.

We are once again not forced to reject one view w h o l e 
sale In order to accept its alternative; we are confronted

with two views of the sign-Interpreter relation, the second
of which includes the other and goes beyond it.
^

The

^

The derivation of such criteria will not be attempted
in this thesis, since the argument as a whole does not bang

on this point, but the author considers the programme of de
riving such responsive criteria feasible In principle.

difference between the paesivlst and the activist view of
the Interpretic relation is not,-that one ignores the activity
of the agent while the other stresses it; both, after all,
speak Of the lanRuage-using agentJ

Bather,-’the difference

is one of emphasis, and, of readiness to look beyond language .
itself;

Language to the latter view Is a response to a yet

more radical human interest of some kind and is fashioned
within the context of that pre-llnguiStic activity*

Only

w h e n thus formed on the anvil of social experience does it
manifest its tendency to perpetuate the original interests
and purposes by imposing its categories and its levels of
reactive significance on its users.
But its manner of imposing itself is not that of an
absolute tyrant.

Language is a living instrument, as sen

sitive to shifts in pre?"linguistic interests and activities
as a smoothly-functioning democratic government ;to fluctua-,
tiens in public sentiment.

Stability is p r e s e r v e d p u b l i c

opinion is influenced by government policy and the media of
propaganda, but the final authority rests with the electors
and, ultimately, with their individual interests and purposes.
S i m i l a r l y , language moulds thought, emotion, and even p e r 
ception to a considerable d e g r e e ; but it is capable of
growth through the addition of new concepts and the trans
formation of ancient categories as new experiences and pre
occupations force themselves on the linguistic community.
In the beginning, in this context, was not the word but the
actor capable of speech; there abide, then, word, t h o u g h t ,
a n d purpose, and the greatest of these is purpose.

.

ân Application of the Theory
The framework, w h i c h has m o w been sketched of & theory
including, the essential element's of linguistic signification
may help us to evaluate and to place into its context each

'
.

of the five major approaches to theological language that we
have treated in this thesis;

We shall appreciate more clear]y

the essential "logic" of each position when we discover what
are its charecteriatic emphases within thé more..general
theory and how it compares in this respect with rival apppoeches.
We may judge the adequacy of each "logic," furthermore,

by its readiness to recognize all three of the fundamental

sign-relations hips which must be present in all significationsituations, and, in addition, by its ability.to deal con

structively w i t h the various aspects of each member of the
triad.
A* Verif1 catione1 Analysis
How does Varificational Analysis deal with the slgnification-situation which we have found fundamental?

What is

its primary emphasis, and In what way does it treat the com
ponent eign-reiatlonships'we have di at ingu i shed ?

1.

fhé treatment of the aemehtib' -r e l a t i o n .

At the

forefront of. the interest of Verif1catiçnml Analysis is the
relation between language and ita denotata. -Its view of
language as primarily an Instrument for the -communication

of inforioation^raises to acute form the question of éxls%"
tentla1 r e f e r e n c e , sine© to inform to this sense is to offer
statements about the World:

The Verif lea t i on a 1 Frinoipla*

itself is a semantic principle ^ an attempt to specify the
sort of link which should hold between any Informâtive lang
uage /and n W - l i n g u i s t i c matters of fact;
These, semantic Interests are brought by the advocate so

of Verifloations1 Analysis to the study of theological dis
course*

To what extent, they aak^ can language w ith theo

logical designate claim to denote objective reality?

Is It

posaible to pass from experiences of inner intuitions or of
visions or of odd empirical happenings to the affirmation
that traditional theistle language Is securely related to
what it alleges to be the case?

Ifhat set of teats would

show independent observers that such experiences were in
fact su p e m a tu rally initiated?

If there are none, then on

what basis, should credence be given to the claim that this

is the case?

Again, what semantic footholds in objective

reality does theology claim as crucial and Indispensable, it
is asked, so that if these are falsified theism's claims to
poaseea language appropriate to objective reality will be
withdrawn?

If none are offered, VeriflcationaX Analysis

insists, the semantic reference of theological language must

be declared nil.

Buch an emphasis, we note, echoes the demand for
*1

Of. above, p. 30.

^Cf. above,.pp. 79-90.

publicity as an essential Ingredient in all semantic rules.
Those procedures which have proved essential for science are
assumed to be applicable in this context as well, and the
failure of theological language to meet the criterion of
public verifiability is taken as sufficient demonstration of
the non-significance or (at most) thé purely subjective sig
nificance of theological'discourse;

And since the prime in

terest of Verificational Analysis is in language in its
semantic aspect ; the apparent failure of theological language
to provide itself with s e m a n t i c .respectability of the recog
nized sort quite naturally prompts the philosopher to deploiB
o r ignore such talk,

T/hethsr. he is correct in assuming that

the only important function of theological language is to
refer to objective reality, whether he is safe in supposing
all reality to be as similar to the table-and-choir world as
he seems to suppose, and whether he is wise in requiring ell
semantic rules to involve public tests -- this remains in
d o u b t .^
2. The treatment of the syntactic relation, -- If the
central focus of Verificatlonal Analysis is upon somantics,
syntactics is a close contender for the lion's share of
attention.

The study of analytical statements, of tautol

ogies and of contradictions, has proved a fascinating field
of research.

Probing the nature and fundamental structure

of mathematics,

studying the character of logical entail-

inents, extending the areas of formalization and symbolization

^Cf. below, Chapter Kight, for further discussion of
these Doints.
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within logic •
—

these a n d .other activities have proved ab

sorbing to this p h i l o s o p h i c a l 'perspective; .
Its approach to theological discourse clearly reflects
its achievements within such syntactical studies;

Obrlatisn

doctrine is examined through-catégories of strict logical
ontailment-rules ;

The Problem of Evil, for example, is

treated as a clearly-^defined logical puzzle;^

The "problem"

hare is conceived as one of applying transformation rules
and rules of Inference within the given set of theological
axioms so as to show the deductive systom formed by those
axioms to be consistent.

If this cannot be done, then the

theological axiom-set must be abandoned in whole or in part
(which the traditional theist is loath to do}.

Again, the

question of G o d 'a existence offers the logician scope for
syntactical definition and transformation.^

"(lad's exis

tence" is defined as entailing certain other statements;
these other statements are shown analytically

if

(or empirically)

impossible, then the form of words entailing these "outlaw"
statements is equally impossible.
In this procedure we note an emphasis on what we have
distinguished as "strict" syntactics#

The manipulation of

the various signs with one another is carried on in a con
text of precise definition and formalized relationships.
There is a crisp clarity about such techniques which exudes
an air of calculation and quasi-mathematical certainty. The
model for syntactical activities seems, in fact, to be math©matlca or other sharply-defined language-systems.

^Of. above, pp; 90-97#

We may

^Of# above, pp. 97-101.

)JLO ir

therefore make a mental reservation here, remembering the
strictures made by the advocates of a "loose" syntactics
against premature formalization and against arbitrary, question-^begglng definitions^

Perhaps the syntactical relations

of theological statements are not so clear-out as the appli
cation of "strict" syntactics to them would make thsm appear*
3# The tr eatment of the interpretic r e l a t i o n ; ~

In con

trast to the careful attention given by Vérifiestional A n a l 
ysis to the semantic and the syntactic sign-relationships,
the treatment of the interpretic relation is scanty and n e g 
ative.

In dealing with what is regarded as the cognitive

content of language, the rôle of the interpreter’ is deliber
ately minimized as much as possible in an attempt to remain
clear of the "psychologizing" of philosophy; as regards what
is distinguished as the emotive content of language, on the
other hand, the rôle of the interpreter is held to be cen
tral, supplying language with its non-cognitive dimension
b y his acquired reactions to it*

This emotive level of

speech is of little philosophical interest

(though it may be

of great psychological interest, and of importance to Verificational Analyses of ethics and related subjects) except
in.so far as muddles and confusions are caused by such noncognitive subversion within discourse*
The standard application of this view to theology has
b e e n to classify as emotive theological statements which
semantically prove irrelevant to techniques of public veri
fication^ and syntactically prove "strictly" inconsistent

^Cf* Ayer, Làn^agé Truth and Logid, Chapter VI.

with one anotherv

'The "incomprehensibility" of the language

of t h e o l o g y ^ .is a cognitive incornprehenoibility ; it need not
b e considered at all incomprehensible that believers, con
ditioned to react with favourable emotions towards this

1

sort of discourse, should wish to retain it;
Such a position on the interpretic relation falls with
in the "passivist" school*.

We may accept the analysis in

many cases, but, as we noted earlier, we need not therefore
conclude that a satisfactory understanding of the interpretic
dimension of language generally is in hand or that the rôle
played by the interpeter in relation to theological language,
specificallyj is adequately dealt with on this view*
4; S u m m a r y . —

Verifioational Analysis appears within

the framework of our general theory of the slgnificance-situation as emphasizing semantics and syntactics but putting
relatively little positive stress on interpretlos*

Syntac

tically Verifiestlonal Analysis is allied with the "strict"
view;

semantically it insists on publicity as a prerequisite

for objective reference; and interprstically it is most im
pressed by the passive and reactive rôles of the Interpreter*
B* Functional Analysis
. Despite the "family resemblance" which Functional
Analysis shares with Verificatlonal Analysis, considerable
differences in emphasis appear in the light of our theory of
signification.

The primary emphasis of Functional Analysis

^Gf. above, pp. 106-108.

te on what was relatively megledted in Verîfibational âîialyslsj ahd'; conversely, the main concern of Verificatlonal
Analysis becomes t h e least interest of Ihinctlonal-Analysis*
1* Thé treatment of the interpretic rel a t i o n * —

In

finding the primary nature of language to be a social phen
omenon best understood in terms of its use, Functional A n 
alysis ;brings -the interpretic side of language to:the very
centre of the stage*

The user of the flexible tools of

language and the normal situations within which he uses his
speech receive prominence.

Each attempt to find the meaning

of language in its functioning within a particular standard
context of human use ënd purpose re-emphasizes the "active"
interpretic dimension as aetermlbàtlyê for the study of
language.

To understand language by turning to the relation

b e t w e e n language and its users —

whether b y exposing idler %

fallacies, resolving specialist fallacies, or examining paradigm c a s e s Aw,.* is the essential programme Of Functional
Analysis*

This programme manifests itself in the approach made by

Functional Analysis to theological discourse.

Critic a l l y ,

its standard practice is either to expose, through.opmparisons with other uses of lan g u a g e , the funotionleasneae of
language in its theological employment, or, bF Biml lar tech
niques, to uncover the non-theological functions lurking
behind language used theologically*

Constructively, Func

tional Analysis attempts to discover those social or indi
vidual activities'- of .language-using beings to which, t h e o 
logical

language is appropriate* ■.-Here psychological and
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ethical functions p r edominate, w ith literal scientific ac 
tivities and non-literal "extended" uses in a specifically
religious context also suggested

The interpreter's rela

tion to his language is crucial throughout for such analyses,
This understanding of the interpretic aspect of the
sign-situation recognizes the Importance of the active ling
uistic agent for the growth of language and Its mode of sig
nification*

The cognitive-emotive dichotomy of Verlfica-

tional ..Analysis is not, perhaps, entirely abandoned, but it
receives much less attention in the light of the greater
variety of "logics" which are determined within ordinary
language.
2* The treatment of the svntsctlc relation. —

Out of

a study of the uses which interpreters make of their langue,gs
emerges a recognition of important syntectical rules, regu
lating the formation of admissible verbal formulae and the
transformation of these formulae into others.

The infcmiCes

which are allowed or prohibited within a language may turn
on concepts not formalized by symbolic logicians because,
perhaps, they are not of universal generality or empty of
content*

Such concepts, in a theological context, might be,

for example,
dence."

"the love Of God" or "revelation," or "provi

These loss formal syntactical rules, however, are

as necessary for the proper regulation of the relations of
thé words in ordinary language to one another as are the
highly explicit rules for the manipulation of signs in a

^Cf. above, pp* 143 ff*

deductively derived axiom-eyetern.

An awareness of them is

often of even greater ,importance than is ski3.1 in the formal
sciences, because it la with them that we construct our Bon?'
tenceSi carry out our day-to-day inferences, and draw our
conclusions*.

Applied to the language of theology and the issue of

the admissibility of theistle proofs, this attitude towards

syntactics results in a readiness to consider the possibility
of permissible inferences drawn neither deductively nor in

ductively in the manner of the logic t e x t s R e l i g i o u s con
clusions may follow, it is admitted, in accordance with
"their own logic*"

Theistle proofs need not be despised

because they fail to meet the standards of formal validity.^
In any case, the vital step of discovering what are the .ac

tual concepts involved in theological inferences by testing
them against their genuine theological use is insisted on

as an indispensable preliminary to any question concerning
the cogency of the inferences themselves based on these
concepts*

Here we recognize the position of "loose" syntactics,

the willingness to devote care to accurate conceptual anal

ysis before embarking on "strict" logical analysis.

'We may

have doubts as to the ultimate validity of inferences which
continue to resist all attempts at forms11zation in terms

of the recognized syntactical procedures of logie, but there

is no question that such formulation, if attempted prema

turely without sufficient attention to the complexities of
^C f* above p . 128.

^ O f. above p p . 1 5 8 -1 6 2 .
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oonceptual usage, will be of little value or positively
inis leading*.
3.

The treatment of the semantic relation* -- Although

much attention and great subtlety of analysis is applied to
the interpretic and syntactic elementa of linguistic signl^
flcance, the concern for semantic rules relating the lang

uage used by social agents to the extra-linguistio realm is
afforded comparatively slight emphasis.

Rules of usage

tend to eclipse the non-linguistic factors which make these
rules appropriate.

It is important, no doubt, to realize

that it is "linguistically inappropriate" either to say that
a thing is both red and green all over at the same time, or
to reply to a prediction that a man will die in two months:
"No he won't he's dead already"^; but it is at least equally
important to note the reasons why such lingulatio mistakes
are faux pas *
In its dealings v/ith theological discourse, Functional

.Analysis shows a similar indifference to the question whether
or not the language of theism refera to any realities such
as it purports to denote*

Such indifference amounts, at

times, to an assumption that semantic reference is dispens
able to theology and that a complete understanding of. theo
logical language may be carried, out in terms of the relaticns
of its formulae to one another and to its interpreters.

It

is, of course, possible for language to have designate and
Strawson, Introduction to Logical Theory. p. 213*

yet to lack denotata, but before this may properly be said
to be the case for theological dlecoursG, Its prima feolè
claim to somatic seriousness must bo thoroughly examined.
It la tempting to suppose that Ih%notlonal Analysis operates
with the presupposition that theological hopes for semantic
grounding have been underlined already by Verl f1oat Iona 1

Analysis, but Ip view o f th e radically different standards
of F u n c tia n a l Analysis In Its dealings w i t h le n g u a g e In

other areas, this presupposition, If It is a presupposition,
would appear to be unjustified,
4.

summary ,

;ïn F u n c t io n a l Analysis \we f i n d a clear

philosophical alternative to the stand ta k e n by Verlfloational Analysis,

Its primary concerns are.with.Interpretlos

and syntactics, its weakest emphasis is on semantics,

Beman-

tioally, indeed, it neither demands standard public tests as
a criterion for extra-linguistio reference nor openly admits;
in some oases, the aemantlo relevance of private experience.
On the contrary, it gives the Impression of shying away from
semântios as from epistemology in favour of an undèfleoted
concern for language,

Syntactically Functional Analysis

allows "loose" as contrasted with "strict" rules of format
tion, transformation, and inference.

veloped treatment of i n t e r p r e t le s i t

And in its highly dein s is ts

on the active

part of the interpreter as overshadowing in importance his
pasaiya and r e a c t iv e roles.

This in s is t e n c e , in d e e d , is the

common thread running through its entire approach to langmge

and offers the clue to its position at every major point.

I;. ; •
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0, Theology of Analogy
It is at first not.at all obvious which of two of thei

elements in the significance-situation Is ,the dominant one

for Analogy.;

A case might plausibly be made for taking the

semantic relation as the key to its view of theological lang-

uage because of its stress on the importance of non-analogical
grounding for its analogical discourse about God.

But for

reasons which will appear^ it seems more accurate still to
approach Analogy from the direction of syntactics and to
subordinate the semantic stress to a supporting, though

vitally important rôle ;

1: The treatment of the syntactic relation. -- Expli

cating rules for the relating of words within a language to

one another is a syntactical activity, and it Is precisely

this that is accomplished by the formulation of doctrines of

Analogy.

The problem from which the theologians of this

group begin is how words drawn from ordinary, non-theological
contexts may be used in formulae containing the word "God,"

if "God" in Christian usage entails such terms as "infinite"

and "transcendent."

To suggest that ordinary speech is ap

propriate without qualification for use in theological dis
course is to violate these entailments; while to reject

wholesale the normal meanings of words is to render all
theological speech impossible.

Into this situation the two traditional doctrines, at

tribution and proportionality, are Introduced in order to

provide a rule for the utilization of non-theological terms

in theological contexte.
the rule;
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The analogy of attribution states

a word from a secular context may be used theo

logically where there is a theological ground for holding
that this quality is derived from God's activity.

But It

warns that this word is not to be assumed to apply "formally"
or literally In Its new context, but only "virtually" or as
a reminder that its theological subject is to be regarded
as its ultimate source.

The analogy of proportionality, on the other hand, of

fers the rule;

a word may be borrowed from ordinary speech

for use in theological discourse if it is constantly borne

In mind that it can apply only in the manner permitted by
the axioms governing Ohristian doctrines of God.

Again the

warning is against the uncritical importation of secular
words into theological contexts.

With this warning is of

fered a rule indicating the theological, criteria against

which all theistle language must be tested.

Thus Analogy begins with a method for relating theolo

gical discourse with other varieties of language.

Its doc

trines of analogical prediction are directed towards what

Copleston calls the "purifying of the subjective meaning"^

of 'statements borrowed from normal speech and finite exper
ience, when these statements are pressed into use in a kind

of discourse which entails and is entailed by axioms

dealing with infinitude of being.
^Cf. above, p. 235•
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The treatment of the semantic relation^ —

Analogy

does not rest content with this syntactic relation of nontheological words to Ohrlstian axioms, however; it insists
on finding some ëxtra-llngulstiç foundation for the axioms
themselves.

And it is here that the theistle proofs are

brought into servicew

If the words which are related by

rules of analogy to theological discourse are to refer to
God as well as to "God," some semantic connection must be
discovered to justify'the objective reference of the entire
theological system of language.
Since the traditional theistle proofs are largely rec
ognized within the theology of Analogy to depend upon the
very theological axioms which it is their function to vin
dicate,^ an interpretation of the proofs has gained favour
in many Quarters which relies on the power of the proofs to
direct attention to certain types of experience.

This exT

perience is a direct recognition of the necessity of infinite
existence based either on a form of self-consciousness or an
apprehension of finite things generally.

In this experience

it is hoped to find a link between the central theological
affirmation, "God exists," and objective reality.
Evidently this semantic emphasis is not compatible with
the demand for publicity and tests by independent observers.
But if the possibility of private experience as a ground for
trans-subjective affirmations is granted, as has been urged

here, the claim made by Analogy for a theological denotatum
will have to be examined on Its merits.

If, furthermore.

^Gf. above, pp. 237-240, pp. 248-254.

the prime axiom of theological discourse can be shown to have
a relation to objective reality, then the statements com
posing the theological language-system (built largely with
the aid of the syntactical rules provided by the doctrines
of analogy) will be relevant to extra-linguis11o matters
of fact;
3>-

treatment of the interpretic relation^ -- In the

background of all theological discussion of its language
there is a consciousness of the worshipping community for
which theology speaks and in which religious language finds
its function.

The concern of Analogy for this relationship

of language to the practising believer is, however, dis-tinctly less emphatic than is its interest in the syntactic
and the semantic relations.

The most philosophically ori

ented of. the various theological movements dominant in
Britain, it is also the most abstract*

Its carefully form

ulated rules for the application of non-theological dis
course to a theological context and its sophisticated argu
ments in favour of a non-linguistic ground for its speech
are directed towards the dialectically-minded rather than
towards the simple believer.
At the same time, the rôle of the interpreter is not
ignored.

It is he who must be ready to accept the sense of

rational adequacy on which any proofs in defense of bis be
lief must rely^; it is he whose willingness to contemplate
finite existence in a non-utilitarian, reverent manner must
p
be evoked by whatever means are appropriate^^; and it is he,

^Cf. above, pp. 272-273*

^Of. above, pp. 271-272.

above all, whoee interests in more than the mundane aotivities of jnis prectioal life 'oontinue'to demand the sort of
language whioh can deal with his ultimate relations to transcehdent reality.^

The theology of Analogy thus places itself

among those who find the-interpretie relationship best under
stood in terms of an active langue$e?using being to tfhose
needs speech ministers and by whose fundamental motivations
language Is shaped.
4. Summary. -- We can best understand the theology of
■'Analogy, consequently, as dealing with the signification of
theological language primarily from the syntactic *ând sementic sides, though with place given to the ever-rpreSent In
terpretic relation.

Syntactically it tends to stress the

"strict" view of sign-relationships, employing a deductive
method and expending groat cere on the elaboration of rules
for the inter-relations of words.

It takes theology to be

a specialized system of discourse with strict entaiIments
holding between its sharply delimited concepts* Semantioally
the posaibility of private experience is affirmed as rele
vant to the anchoring of theological language in objective
reality.

And, where interpretics are discussed, it finds

the active view of greater adequacy than the relatively pas-,
sive understanding of the linguistic agent.

It might be

ready to agree that the power of responsive sighificanoe
(in bur terminology) la a factor to be recognized in the ar
rest ing of one'a attention and the bringing of. one to the
brink of belief*
^Cf. above, pp. 298-299.

.

D* Theology of Obedience
à strikingly different, place ia occupied within our
),•.

,<ï.

theoretical framework by tliè theology of Obedience*

The in-

terprètiC;relation is b y far the most important for this
thedlogical approach*

Such an evaluation may at first seem startling, but It

must hot be assumed that the interpretic dimension.of signi
ficance -is limited to application in a naturalistic frame of
It is no éssont1a1 part of the three-dimensional

reference*

theory of significance to insist that the "interpreter" must

-be the human interpréter

"1# The treatment of: the

and no more, ^

interpreticrelation..—

Obedl-

enoe is prepared to admit that theological language may be

without meaning or positively■misleading^ apart from the ac
tivity of the interpreter.

Only when this element is given

its full weight is signifioanee possible.

But to give "full

weight" to in ter prêt les vis ■à vis tb.6 0 l0 FJ.cal language is to
recognize the activity of God himself creating the oonditlme

in which theological discourse speaks "from faith to faith."

The interpretie relation, whether or not it is adequately

understood in human terms alone in other contexts of ling--

uiat.i'C significance, is incomplete where theological meaning

is concerned apart ■from the active presence of the Holy Spirit.
■Since the Holy Spirit works in human history through

the Church

j

theological language is essentially and insep

arably connected to the community of belief, worship, and
^Gf, above, p.

action.
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It la there, intimately involved in the activity of

believers in devotion and service, that religious discourse
becomeB the adequate linguistic instrument for the support
of roligioua pursuits,

Apart from such active application

by interpreters (made possible by the grace of the divine
■<
Interpreter) this discourse will be "mere words."
Buch an emphasis ia allied to —
cible to —

but not fully redu

the understanding of the interpretic relation in

terms of the linguistic agent and the dimension of respon
sive meaning.

It is allied to it because it le emphatic in

its insistence that the language in question cannot be con
sidered significant apart from the life of the community

which makes use of It, apart from the pre-linguistic activ
ities and interests which call such longuego forth*

It is

further allied in that responsive significance may well be
understood as a manifestation of the activity of a superna
tural Agent *

But the position of Obedience cannot fully be

understood in these terms since the Church on this view is
more than the activity of man in a community of common basic
Royalties and the responsive significance of theological
language is not admitted to be even a possibility for men
generally, but only for those chosen by God to receive his
revelation*

Thus the theology of Obedience Is not to be un

derstood in any terms but its own; but whether it is justi
fied in

60

demanding miraculous exclusiveness for theologi

cal significance or in so insisting, as a prerequisite for
the understanding of its language, on the supernatural
activity within the theological language-using community —
this is open to debate.

2# Thé treatment of the syntaotic relationw —

-Within

the active community of the Ohurch there are certain rules
governing the relations of theological statements to one an
other *, For Obedience the central syntactical rule is that,
all-theological language-,- whether used in the pulpit, in a
learned dissertation, or in any connection, should be capable
of Implication by (and should itself implicate) language
found in the Bible.

Scripture is thus a standard against

which must be tested attempted formulations of religious doc
trine.

But it is not a simple standard, and the implications

between Scripture and theological discourse need, not be sim
ple and formalized.

The biblical concepts on which the im

plications turn raquire careful analysis, strands of thought
within the Bible itself must be reverently related and the
Bible must be allowed,as it is said, "to speak fbr itself"
and "to speak as a whole."
Theological language may then be held up to the Bible

for comparison; that ie, its concepts analyzed and evaluated,
for compatibility with —
cal understanding."

more, entailmant by —

the "bibli

The sort of "entailment" which is here

required is not the formal entaiIments of symbolic logicians
but, instead, the theological entailmant of one concept (for
example, "the divinity of Ohrist") and another ("the doctrine
of the Trinity.").
Here we find a position of "loose" syntactics, in the
sense of finding important transformâtlon-rules to be of a
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kind ignored by formal logic; but "loose" syntactics com
bined with a sharply, self-conscious definition of the stan
dard which must be met by theological language prior to
taking a place in the Isnguaga-system used by the Church*
Points of possible criticism might be:

first, the assump

tion that the syntactical rule of reference to the Bible is
in, fact comprehensive enough to do Justice to the multitud
inous needs of theological discourse in the modern world,
and second, the supposition that there really is one "bib
lical understanding" which can somehow be made to speak
"for itself," free from the Interpreter's categories of un
derstanding.

If "the Bible" does not offer a unitary crit

erion for syntactical reference and if the insistence on
such reference is, in addition, unduly constricting, then
we should have cause for dissatisfaction with the syntactic
programme of the theology of Obedience.
3.

The treatment of the semantic relation. -- A

striking feature of the theology of Obedience when considered
within the framework of our present exposition is its active
hostility to any discussion of the rational basis for belief
In the objective reference of theological language.
belief is held —

with great intensity —

The

this much must be

recognized at once; but the attempt to analyze the semantic

relation is vetoed with force and even with rancour.

The theology of Obedience is by no means indifferent
to the extra-linguistic bearing of its speech, as we saw the

tendency to be within Functional Analysis.
absolutely crucial!

This bearing is

But least attention is paid to the dis

cussion of this crucial point because it is considered, be
yond discussion*

To consider reasons for belief is held to

be a threat to faith; to raise the question of the object
ivity of the designsta of religious speech is to manifest
sinful doubt, to which the only alternative is to be "object
ively held," constrained to acknowledge one's sense of the
hand of the living Obd.

Every attempt to offer grounds for

affirming a positive semantic relation between the Church's
language and the Church's Lord is denounced aa an attempt to
"possess" the On© who is Infinitely free;

above all free

from human rules binding him to human language.
4.

Summary. —

In the theolo^gy of Obedience we have met

a position stressing the interpretic (from a theological
point of view) —

and a position which, as we have seen, may

be Judged even on independent grounds to rely on the rôle of
the active-interpretor-in community for the understanding of
theological language.

Closely linked to the interpretic is

the syntactic stress of Obedience on the regulative place of
Scripture in the Church.

Conceptual analysis of Scripture

followed by non-forma U s e d inference is recommended as the
method of maintaining the internal consistency of the theo
logical language-system and of retaining the orientation of
this (non-deductive) system towards the essentials of Chris
tian doctrine.

The theological validity of both syntactics

and Interprstics depends upon the real reference of reli
gious discourse to an existing God,- but such semantic issues
may not

must not -- be put in question:

Our analysis has

clarified the point at which, according to Obedience, faith
can make no compromise with reason,, and must entirely reject
alliances with anything which is not of faith:
pathize with the motives here:

We may sym

Within the Interpretic rela

tion,' where language must be used in worship and common
service, no attitude of semantic questioning is in place;
tested by the language of the Bible, little justification
for speculation about the existence of theological designate
may be found, But need we fear that semantic knowledge will
"imprison" God?

Is this not a failure in the nerve of faith?

And must all theological discourse revolve endlessly within
the interpretic and syntactic spheres, forever declining to
point to those grounds in independent reality which make it
of such urgency (if It is so) to all men, to those without
as well as to those within the faithful community of the
Church?

Such questions are not lightly answered*

1

E, Theology of Encounter
Just as the least concern of Verifloationa1 Analysis
became the over-riding interest of Functional Analysis, and
just as the smallest emphasis of Analogy became the key

stress of Obedience, so the flat semantic veto of the theol
ogy of Obedience contrasts with the predominance of the sem

antic focus within the theology of Encounter.

^Cf. below. Chapter Nine, for further conaideration of
these points.
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■ 1* The treatment of the semantic relation# —

The

search for adequate grounds In experience for the support of
theological language.la a semantic quest and la the key to
the understanding of the theology of .Encounter.

The meaning

of the language used by believers is not traced primarily to
its use by the inspired Churoh, as in Obedience, nor is it
approached through syntactic rules for the relating of ordin
ary discourse to a theological context as in Analogy, but is
found in a unique experience of the conscious individual.i
The progression from mystical experience through "exis
tential" experience to the experience of Encounter is then
understood as a consistent search for a type of sxperience
which is adequate both to the transcendent reference of

theological language (wherein existential analysis fails)

and to the certain and underivotive character of Christian
belief (wherein mysticism, admitting the possibility of
or the need for —

further evidences, also fails).

The

"logic" of Ibcounter reaches its goal only in distinguishing
a variety of experience which carries with it the conviction
that further evidence for its objective source is rendered
Irrelevant and which, at the same time, points beyond itself
end the finite world to a supreme and transcendent "Thou,"
its source and content.

To rely on individual experience is to enter the lists
^Cf. above, pp. 451-452.
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as an essential feature of any semantic rule relating lang
uage with a, non-linguistic state of affairs, but, in the case
of Encounter, it is to do so with the récognition that pri
vate experience of this sort' is in a class by itself and is
no substitute for science at most levels of discourse.
Certain elements in the Encounter position remind us of
emphases within Analogy and Obedience, but the resemblances
are outweighed by differences.

A similarity with Analogy,

for example, is the recourse of both to private experience
as the basis of the semantic claim to. grounding in extralinguistic existence; but whereas Analogy points to the ex
perience of finitude which may be found in contemplation of
one of the works of God (even If-that work of God is one’s
own aelf-conBciousness), Encounter insists thst one’s exper
ience is one of confrontation with the personal CWd himself,
fhis Analogy would denounce as ’’ontologiam," v/hile Encounter
would thank I- God for his gracious condescension.
•Again, Encounter seems to resemble Obedience in that
both insist on limits beyond which argument is out of place,
but the positioning of these limits is radically different
within the two theological perspectives.

For Obedience the

question should never be raised whether God exists, he
should simply be obeyed in faith; Obedience despises all
religious experience as human experience from which no leap
to the assertion of God-a existence can be made.

Bbr. En

counter, on the other band, the question may be asked and
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fully answered, but only by reference to the one fact that
la capable of supporting an answers

to the fact of the En-

counter-experience of God himself.

Obedience will not permit

the questions of semantics to be raised in theology; Encoun
ter will not allow the one adequate answer to these questions
{which it claims to offer) to be ignored or obscured.

There

in lies a great difference.*
2. The treatment of the interpretic relation. -- It is
the interpreter, as the individual capable of Encounter, who

must unite the statements of Ohristian doctrine with its

semantic ground. But, more than this, it is the interpreter

as enmaged in worships to whom the Ehcountsr-experience comes
and to whom the language of theology seems fitting and ap
propriate.

There, can be no intellectual isolation of reli

gious discourse from its setting in religious activity.

It

is clear for this reason that Ehoounter cannot place great

stress on thalstic proofs and academic argumentation apart

from their wider context in the life of worship.^
Once more, then, we find the active understanding of
Interpretles favoured.

Tbs worshipping agent, expressing,

through the language developed by centuries of refinement
within Ohristendom, the indubitable experience of objective
confrontation which he meets in his worship.
3. The treatment of the syntactic relation. —

The

fact that religious language is at each point to be referred
back to a given experience of non-linguistic reality,

^Of. above, pp. 440-442.

^Cf. above, pp. 453-458.
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according to the theology of.Encounter* reduces the Impor
tance of the syntactic relations between the various asser
tions of theology..

Syntactics cannot be entirely ignored,

of course, for this would lead to a sort of paradox-mongerlng
which could only have harmful effects on the life of worship.
The linguistic formulations of faith should be related as
coherently and consistently as possible to one another, to
the great formulations of OhristSndom, and —

above all --

to the ever-inspiring language of the Bible*

But where

utter consistency is to be bought at the price of integrity
to the experience of Encounter, it is purchased too"dearly.
As long as the language springing from Encounter is capable
of directing one in worship back to its source, it is to be
retained despite its apparent inconsistency.

Paradoxes are

to be overcome by the vigorous application of transformationrules so far as possible; they are not to be considered a
comfortable resting-place; but they are not to be shunned
at all costs.^
With this attitude, Ebcountar aligns itself with de
fenders of **loose** syntactics —

and goes somewhat further

than either Functional Analysis or the theology of Obedience
in its readiness to admit the weakness of syntactical con
nections within its language.

Obedience, it is true, does

not hesitate to grasp paradox when theological statements
ere inconsistent with the dictates of the language of

^Cf. above, pp. 445-450.
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psychologyi anthropology, or logic; It is even ready to al

low paradox within the statements of theology if these para

doxes reflect prior biblical paradoxi

But the syntactic ties

are tight within Obodiehce between Scripture and other theo
logical assertions, and the contradictions between it and
non-theological systems of language are accepted in large

part because of the dialectical unity of the close-knit theo
logical system which is constructed by rules of syntax bind

ing it to Scripture.

For the theology of sncounter, on the

other hand, the binding ties are those of semantics, and the
paradoxes of Encounter are those necessitated by semanticsj

not syntactics*

For Encounter, then, syntactic rules must

remain good servante; they are forbidden ever to become bad

masters.
4*Summary * -- The semantical emphasis Is uppermost in
the approach of the theology of Encounter to religious dis
course, but the ground for semantic reference offered is in
separable from the active interpreter*

dispensable, but It cannot dominate*

Syntactics is not

Specifically, we have

here combined a form of ’’loose** syntactics, a view of seman
tics which does not permit public confirmation of theolo
gical claims to objective reference for its language, and
an affirmation of the active rôle of the interpreter in his
relation to his religious discourse,
We have now reviewed within a common frame of reference

the ’’logics” of the major alternative positions on theologi

cal language which were advanced in Britain during the years

of our study*

We shall want to consider some of the impli

cations of this review in our concluding chapters.

It will

be helpful for this purpose if we end the present discussion
with a brief codification of the results of our survey
Ill;
à Codification of Results
We have found the fundamental significance-situâtion
to be composed of three, basic relationships into which -a
sign, verbal or non-verbal, may enter;

Corresponding to

its relation to other signs we have dfr stinguiahed the syn
tactic dimension, corresponding to its relation to its desig
ns turn we have distinguished the semantic dimension, and
corresponding to its relation to its interpreter we have
distinguished the interpratic dimension of signification.
’Every theory of linguistic sighificànce may be examined as
to its position concerning each, of'thèse dimensions.

Its

emphasis within the various components of the significancesituation may prove illuminating; no loss illuminating may
be its ’’blind spot,” that side of the triadic situation to
which least positive attention is paid.
Chart A, on the following page, aligns the five major
approaches to theological language in Britain from 1945 to
1955 in terms of their major emphases within the signifi
cance- 8ituation.

The theology of Analogy is alone in devot

ing primary attention to syntactics, Verificetional Analysis
and the theology of Encounter share a primary concern for
semantics, and Functional Analysis and the theology of
Obedience both stress interpretics before the other dJmanislcns.
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-543It should be noted especially that none of the theological
perspectives share a common primary emphasis.
The areas of least stress are shown in Chart B on the
same page,

This time the theology of Encounter finds itself

alone, and once again the lonely position is with syntactics.
Functional Analysis and the theology of Obedience have re
mained together in their weak emphasés as well as in their
strong, moving to semantics,

And Verificational Analysis

Is joined by the theology of Analogy in attending least to
interpretics.

Again we find that each of the three,theolo- .

gical movements appear in different columns.

They are as

diverse in their under-emphasea as in their major stresses.
Not only, however, can we learn much aa to the total
orientation of a theory of language from observing those
aspects of the significance-situation to which greatest and
least attention is paid, but also we may distinguish, with
in the individual dimensions, alternative approaches which
may be employed further to characterise the theories which
endorse them.

Syntactics may be strictly or loosely under

stood; semantics may or may not Involve publicity; interpre
tics may stress or minimize the active and determinative
part played by the language-user,
No two of the five major approaches to theology studied
in this thesis offers us the same pattern when classified ?
within the six-fold schema we have used,

Ohart 0 on the

page preceding shows the more detailed configurations of these
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appro ache B, and, by the subscript numeral, indicates whether
the dimension marked is considered first, second or third in
importance in the ’’logic” in question.

This chart shows

that Veriftcational Analysis, and the theology of Analogy in
sist on a strict interpretation of the syntactic dimension

while the other three permit a looser view*

Veriflcational

Analysis is alone in demanding publicity within the semantic
dimension, Functional Analysis and the theology of Obedience

both decline to accept either alternative (though from dif
ferent motives and with different attitudes!)* and the re

maining theologies of Analogy and Encounter are left to ad
mit the possibility of private confirmation of semantic claims*
All the positions except Verificetional Analysis agree
in stressing the active rôle of the interpreter as far out
weighing in importance his passive and reactive status in
the sign!ficance-situât 1on•*
The point of these charts is not to find a ’’majority
view*”

Such issues as these are not settled by opinion

polls, deQ^ooratic elections —

or even universal consensus.

It is hoped, however, that this exercise in logical taxon
omy will clarify relevant features of the Individual points
of view we have been studying and, still more, bring into

sharp focus the relations of these various "logics” to one
anothor.

From the synoptic view thus attained we shall be

better able to return to a more specific assessement of
certain philosophical arguments presented in Part One of
this thesis and, finally, to corne to terms with the rival

theological perspectives we have studied id some detail in
Part Two.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
PHIIDSOPHIOAL CRITICISMS
"There is no single -practitioner, the philosopher,
who treats the dislocations of religious thought;
There are different specialists for different
forms of the trouble; Is yours^ that you want to
be rid of religion but cannot lay the ghost? I
can recommend you to the practitioner you require*
Or is it that you would like to go on feeling re
ligious, if only you could dispense with the act
of faith? The specialist you want is in the next
street, Just round the corner; and next door to
him Is the very man for your friend Brown, who
believes, but cannot see what he is doing in
believing.”
_
— Austin Farrer’^
In this chapter we shall attempt not to repeat, any
more than is necessary, the various criticisms which have
been passed on one another by the participants in the de
bate we have been following*

Instead, we shall try inde

pendently to evaluate the distinctive arguments of both
groups in the linguistic philosophy "family” on theological
issues.

This study will be drawn to its conclusion by a

review of the typical "theological stance" of British ling
uistic philosophy as it appeared from 1945’to 1955*
1
■^Austin Farrer, "The Queen of the Solenoee," The
Twentieth Century. Volume GLVII, 1955, p. 493.

I/,...

The ântl-.fheoiogical Arguments
We found In Chapters Two and Three that the criticisms
both of VerifloatIonaX and Functional Analysis could be
treated under three heads :
linguistic.

opistemologioal, doctrinal, and

We shall follow this order In our evaluation of

these criticisms, selecting for attention those arguments
which best represent philosophical methods employed or on
which most far-reaching conclusions depend.

A. Epiatemological Arguments
The central problem for religious epietemology indi
cated by hostile critics is, in terms of the foregoing
chapter, the semantic one of obtaining meaningful grounding
for theological claims in objective reality.

The aim of

this group of arguments is to show that private^ experience
fails to lead beyond subjectivity while public evidence in
evitably reduces to sciéntific naturalism.
1# Intuitlohs. —

Both âlasdair MacIntyre

1

and O.B.

Martin^ concern themselves with the possibility of an epistemological grounding for theology in the private "intuitions
of God” or the "Incommunicable experiences" which have often

been cited in defence of religious belief,

^Gf. above * pp. 80-81.

MacIntyre, with

^Of. above, pp. 125-132.
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the tools of Veriflcational Analysis, and Martin, employing
Functional Analysis, both conclude that no passage beyond
subjectivity is justifiable on the basis of such experiences;
(a) MacIntyre*s Argument
MacIntyre, we remember, offers three arguments in sup
port of his conclusion;

The first is that "an experience of

a-distinctively ’mental* kind, a feeling-state or an image
cannot of itself yield us any Information about anything
other than the experience*”

Secondly, there is no reason for

the experiencér to connect such experiences with orthodox
theological assertions.

And finally,

an infinite

God cannot

without contradiction be said to be manifested in a finite
experience.
(i)

None of these arguments, however, can stand.
Replying to the first argument, we may begin by ob

jecting to MacIntyre’s phrase; "experience of a distinctively
’mental* kind.”

Such a characterization is at best an ex

tremely vague one;

a host of eplstemological questions are

begged ,if it la assumed, as it seems to be here, that there
is —

or, perhaps, that there can be —

a clear

line between

distinctively "mental” kinds of experience and not-distinotively-"mental” ones.

The "seeing" of a mirage is unques

tionably a distinctively "mental” experience, yet the in
tuitions of God would (on MacIntyre’s view) have little in

common, with this sort of distinctively "mental" experience.^

MacIntyre would no doubt find more similarity between
mirages and religious visions. Of. below, pp. 558-560 for a
consideration of his treatment of this subject.

A sensitive person’s detecting hidden hostility in an ac
quaintance or an experienced orator’s feeling the mood of
his audience are both of radically different character from
sense-perception, but they may yield accurate -- and import
ant —

information about reality other than the experiences

themselves; are they distinctively "mental” experiences?
MacIntyre *s vague phrase obscures a host of differences
within experiences which are of philosophical and theological
Importance*

The "either sense-experienee or ’mental’-experience"

dichotomy, which may be implicitly employed here, is at
tractive for Its simplicity of application, but cannot with
stand examination*

Sense-experience

mental experience

despite neo-naive realist attempts to evade admitting this;
some sense-experience may fail to refer; some varieties of
experience other than sense-experience may, conversely, suc
ceed in referring beyond themselves.

It is difficult to

discover what MacIntyre .means by his vague and question-

begging phrase.

Perhaps, though, MacIntyre defines distinctively "men
tal" experience as experience which purports to deal with
introspective states only, and perhaps he believes that re
ligious Intuitions are of this kind*

If so, we must flatly

deny that religious experiences are, on this understanding,
distinctively "mental" at all!

If anything characterizes

the experiences, which believers allege to be of God, it is

their "intention^lity,” their pointing outwards,, "stretching
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away" from the experiencing^ subject and towards a stimu
lating agent*

Believers do not apeak about "experience"

only, but about "experience of*"
All experiences either have or lack such intentionality
in some degree; my experience of a headache lacks it, the
sense of my wife’s unexpressed displeasure possesses it in
strong degree*
intentionality•

Senee-experiences, too, are cha re oteri zed by
Except when artificially contemplating the

content of our perceptual field as "sense data," we are im
pressed by the element of "experianes of” in all such exper
ience;

The distinctive characteristic of sanBe-experienca,

Batting it apart from other experience possessing intantionality, is the easy application of public (that is, intersubjective) confirmation to our reports concerning it*
Gould- it be that MacIntyre is prepared to call "mental” all
experiences, whether or not possessing intentionality, which

fall to offer similar publicity?

If so, then it does not

follow that all he calls distinctively "mental” experiences
must fail to yield information, though the information they
yield may not be readily confirmable*

We have already ques

tioned the adequacy of insisting, in all cases, on the pos
sibility of such public t e s t s R e l i g i o u s intuitions, con

taining as strong an element of intentionality as sense-ex-

periencQ (for some even stronger, so that the objects stim
ulating our senses seem less real than the Object of our

^Gf* above, pp* 504-508.
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religious intuitions), may present us with one of these
cases,.

The sense of intentionality accompanying an. exper

ience does not guarantee Its objective reference, as any
study of halluclnetlon will show, but it gives that exper
ience a prima facie right to examination, by means appropri..ate, as claiming to inform about reality beyond Itself, ’
MacIntyre argues against the. very possibility of such ref
erence; but we have seen this argument to rely either on a
phenomenological misunderstanding of the character of reli
gious intuition (he ignores its intentionality) or on a
roughshod oblitération of distinctions within the class of
"experience of

which defy the public tests of sense-

experience (he neglects the ability of some of these exper
iences to inform);'
(ii)

MacIntyre’s second argument questions the right of

believers to connect any experiences they may have with the
tradltional assertions of theology; but in reasoning thus he
neglects the rôle of the language-using community in all
applications of words to experiences.

What right have I to

term the boiling of my blood and the tightening of my muscles
at an insult: "anger"?

My only right is that I have learned

from other English-speaking people that this is what to call
such symptoms.

Of course I might be mistaken!

I might call

my feelings "anger” when in fact I should have said "humili
ation ,” but this is only to prove Wittgenstein right in his
contention that we may use mistaken linguistic formulae even
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about our "privileged" experiences,^

What right have I to

call this object in my perceptual field a "pen"?

My only

right is that I have been taught to use this language in
conjunction with the patterns of experience I now have.
The theological case shares characteristics of both
these examples.

Its experience is "privileged” or private,

but it may also (it has been argued) be verldically inten
tional.

One may use the traditional formulae on the occasion

of hlB religious intuitions because he has been taught that
this is the truly appropriate language to use in response to
such patterns, of experiences.

He has learned this from the

community of believers of which be la a part; ho would surely
not apply such language if he were starting "from scratch,"
but no one stafts "from scratch” in his employment of lang
uage,

Just as I may fall to use the right word to describe

my private feelings, so one may mistakenly apply theological
language to his experience (to feelings .artificially evoked
at. "revivals,” for example, or physiologically stimulated by
drugs):

equally easily, he may mistakenly speak of gen

uine religious intuitions as "emotions” or ’the effects of
the ductless glands."
There, is no great mystery, then, in the reasons for the
application of theological language to religious intuitions
(and sometimes to experiences which are mistakenly thought

to be religious intuitions), as MacIntyre implies.

They

%itt. gen stein, .Philosophical Inv eetige 11one. pp. 98 ff

a,re basically the same as the reasons for application of any
language to.any experiences

Hon-theological terms are ap*^

plied because of the usage of the language-using community^
theological language because of the usage of Christendom^
Whether the usage of Christendom is justified or not^ of
course, is another question, end one which would demand a
metaphysical defence of the objective existence of God, a
witness to his mighty acts in history and in his Church, and
an explanation of his active r6le in religious intuitions of
the defined sort;

MacIntyre would no doubt also be inter

ested in asking this other question, but since it is not the
one he asked, we shall not deal with It here.^
(ill) His third argument disputes the possibility of an
infinite God making himself known in a finite experience ;
This, he alleges, would violate the demands of a "religiously
adequate language" which must insist on God’s infinitude to
the extent of making an experience of God a contradictioni
Several weaknesses are evident here.
First, MacIntyre is mistaken in holding that "the def
inition of God as infinite is intended precisely to disting
uish between God and everything f i n i t e * T h e denial of the
possibility of identifying God with anything finite (idol
atry) is certainly intended by the affirmation of the infin
itude of God.

But this affirmation is far more than an in

tention to "distinguish” God from finite existenceJ
1

Of. below, Chapter Wine.

p

Of* above, p. 81*

It is a
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rellRlous affirmation founded, for the JudaecrChrlstien trad-

. ition, on the Hebrew seers, finding in God the plenitude of
all existence, the totality of all that is fragmentary in

our experionce, the fount of all hope, the champion over all
limits and frustrations, the unlimitable guarantee of all
fulfillment for men and history.

.

As such it serves a posi

tive ontological function rather than â negative logical one.

.

What a different motive from the drily theoretical one en

i"

visaged by MacIntyre, the mere "distinguishing” between God
and everything finite!

The effect, however, MacIntyre will

remind us, is to distinguish God from everything finite.

True, but the difference in emphasis which we have pointed

out alters our very understanding of the sort of "distinctto"

which believers find important to maintain between God and
his orations; and it is precisely at this point that Mac

Intyre’s argument suffers from its second weakness.

This second weakness Is in the assumption that because

God is distinct from àhy givèh;finitê.thing he must there

fore be totally ejected from the finite world.

MacIntyre

moves directly from the phrase; "to distinguish between God

and everything finite" to the far more dubious (and not im
plied) phrase; "to take the divine out of the finite."

Mac

Intyre seems to think that these two phrases are equivalent.

In this he is profoundly mistaken.

The religious affirma

tion of God’s infinitude is a hymn to God’s transcendence;

but transcendence does not entail pure transcendence.

Theo

logical tradition has always turned away from any doctrine

of unrelieved transcendence, which must end as a form of
deism.

The "religiously adequate language" of Christianity,

at least, has always maintained the stress on God’s imman

ence with a force equal to its affirmation of his transcendence.
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MacIntyre has attempted to .hoist theology on its own petard;
with some, extreme forms of modern Protestantism which negleot
O’Odis immanence through their concern for his transcendence
this tactic might succeed, but not with the standard theolo
gical position of classical Ohristianity.
The third weakness involved in.the argument is the as
sumption that religious experience, to "manifest" God,.must
"manifest" him in his infinite fullness*

But such a claim

has never been made for the intuitions of religious oonsolcus-

ness.

We may not know God in his infinitude -- we may see

him only "through a glass darkly” —

but we know him truly,

according to theology, thanks to his merciful condescension .
to our’finite estate*

Of course we cannot "experience God/’

if to do so means to "get our minds .around him"!

But per-

SQtial knowledge need not entail total comprehension -- there
is a sense in which the verb "know" when applied to persons,
excludes exhaustive conceptualization and requires a signi
ficant residue of intuition*

We need not fully understand

even another finite person to know him well and truly: per
haps, indeed, we never know another perfectly, fully sub
jugated to our categories of understanding and prediction*
How much less perfectly can we know God!
sonal knowledge la possible, and

Nevertheless, per

out of his love for us --

personal knowledge of God, too, may be possible.

It cannot,

at least, be ruled out on the basis of a faulty paradigm of

knowledge which must, to theologians and to some psycholo
gists ÿ seem naive.

The problem would seem. Indeed, thé

reverse of MacIntyre'st ■ He asks; "if God is Infinite, how
can-he be manifest in any particular'finlted object or ex-*,
erience?”

It would be more to the point to ask; feowaveif*!

"If God is infinite; how can he veil himself from our exper
ience BO that our finite consciousneaaes may leam freedom -and faith —

for themsalires?"

We have dealt with MacIntyre’a argumenta against Intu
itions at some length, although they were not the central
emphasis of his article, because these points which he makes
with such enviable economy are widely accepted and influen
tial in the thinking of much contemporary philosophy.

So

much so, indeed, that they are stated by MacIntyre with the
air of platitudinous non-controvareiality.

We have seen,

however, that they rest on a web of dogmatic assumptions
and mistaken theolosical conceptions.

They have pointed us,

nevertheless, to important questions concerning both the
metaphysical defence of the,thelstic view and the, mutual
compatibility of elements in this view (such as the compati
bility of divine transcendence with divine immanence).

(b) 3^!artin’8 Argument

In contrast to MacIntyre, who hopes to show the impos
sibility of trana-subjective reference for religious intui
tion, O.B. Martin is content to employ the method of Bignificant Comparison to show the similarity between the language
of theological knowledge and statements of "purely subjec
tive interest."

This similarity is most evidently present.

The question remains-, however; to what extent this similarity

'

disqualifies thsological' l^nguage about religious intuitions
from making existential olalmo*
. ,

Martin suggests that"assertions about "knowing God” in

personal experience fmiction much like assertions about
"knowing colours” when we are indifferent to anything but
our "seeming” to see the ooloure In question;

When we deaire

to bring these latter assertions Into contact with the exis

ting world, he says, we must permit a "whole society of testé
and check-up procedures.”

But direct experience of God can

never allow such tests of itself and thereby "places itself
in the company of the other ways of knowing, whj oh preserve
their self-sufficiency, ^uniqueness’ and ’incommunioabiilty’
by making a psychological and not an existential claim/’^
The most direct reply to this eriticlsm is^ it would r,
seem, to question the implicit assumption that all existence
is the sort of existence which, like colour, is amenable topublic tests. If this could be shown to be true then the
religious claim to know objective reality to which interqubjeotive testlng-prooedures are inappropriate would col
lapse* ^;But Martin makes no effort to convince us of this —
he merely:assumes it —

and within this assumption is

tacitly present the rejection of the theistic view of reality;
Thé .linguistic technique of -Bignifleant Comparison will
never by itself be capable of defending the viewpoint on

which its conolusion in this case depends ; only a metaphysical
aTsova, Ô. 12S>.

®Cf. a b o v e , p . 130.

'
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argument of a kind definitely out of favour with’lingulstio

phlloaophy could aohleve this end.

A# long, therefore, as

metaphysical arguments are ahunnad, the thelst, with hla tm^mediate Intuitlona of a putative supernatural Being and the
support of near-unlveraal religious belief in all ages and

cultures, needs not feel challenged; while if metaphysical

weapons are finally accepted by hie opponent, the theist, is

battling on his own ground

and is not without resouroaSi

^lartln’s second new argument Is that the real function

of the assertion that "religious experience perries its own

guarantee” is merely to assert that once experienced a re

ligious intuition would assure the experiencer of the exis-

tenoe of God despite, any possible eventuality —

ware the last men on earth to retain his belief.
this la its true function.

even If he
Perhaps

If so, it ^Would not reduce but

enhance our appréciation of the uniqueness and importance of

religious intuition. ■ That an experience may be "all that

ultimately counts” in holding a man’s confidence in God —

a

confidence expressed in consistent action, even to the point

of a martyr’s .death —

perience:

should make us look again at such ex-

and make us Wonder what may give it such power.

God himself somehow present in the experience would make
such fidelity understandable; other hypotheses bear the

burden of proof.

Martin’s Functional Analysis is no .more capable of say

ing the last word on theological epistemology, therefore than
is Veriflcational Analysis.

We do not claim to have shown

religious intuitions to be genuine sources of theological

,knowledge -- only an extended treatment far beyond our scope
could presume to do this -- but we have pointed out certain
I ;

shortcomings of the arguments used by. these llnguletio
philôaophére to oonvinoe us that the theologian^e quest
along these lines le Impossible or ;"at best, under grave

eu8piolon,i

2$ Visions* -- Maolntyre’s objection to' visions as a
source of theological knowledge Is not dissimilar from the
arguments used against Intuitions.

j^Ie refuses to allow the

movement of thought from the experiencing of a vlslpn to thé
existence' of a God because, he says, of the lack of prior

reason to believe in a connection between God and visions.
He lays d m m the principle that: "in order to infer the dl^
vine from an apparition we should have to have experience of
a connection between them in the way in which we do have
experience of the connection between smoke a n d . f i r e s . H e
finds that we never do and never could have direct experience
of this nature.

He applies his principle and concludes that

0
no Inferenoea frm visions to theological conclusions are
valid*.

The puzzling element in MacIntyre’s argument here is,

of course, his major.premiss.

Is it meant to infozmi us of

the way in which all movements of thought
to the invisible must go?'

from the visible

If so, then he will reject as in

valid all inferences whatever from visible physical and
biological phenomena to such unobservables as electrons end
genes.

' 3

In these cases we have no prior experience of

Of. above, p. 82.
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aleetrons-cotXjnectBd-with-meter-readiinss In "the way In
which we do have experience of" f1res-connected-with-smoke.
We‘find, instead, that the postuîàtion of electrons provides
the most coherent explanation for the data taken as a whole.
But we doubt that MacIntyre really intends to eliminate
all passage from the visible to the Invisible which lacks
prior sense-conneotlon.

What seems more likely is that he

is covertly offering us a new definition of "to infer";

rec

ommending that we use the language of "inference” only when .
we pass from one object to another (Invisible) one in the
same way we do between smoke and fire or falling signals and
trains.

Then we should refuse to say that we "infer” God’s

existence from visions or that wa "infer" electrons and

genes from empirical data*

But, even if we accept this ling

uistic recommendation, we are left with the question:

Is

the movement of thought from one to the other -- though not
any longer to be called "a valid inference” —* a permissible
movement?

Most of us would have little hesitation in the case of

electrons and genes.

Predictions may be made on the basis

of -these grand hypotheses and .their outcome may strengthen
our willingness to pass in thought from the visible data to
these invisible postulates.*

God, however, is not merely a

hypothesis*. One does not claim —

as do many theists —

to

have intimate personal communion with a hypothesis* Neither
are propositions expressing belief in God connected with
empirical evidence in precisely the same way that statements

affirming the existence of hypothetical apientific entitles
are tied to actual or pbsaiblè expériences*i We shall return
to.the question of the relation between falsifiable hypothe
ses and theological discourse shortly,, put it is not out of

place here to note at least a superficial similarity between
one’s asserting, on the one hand,= the agency of God at work

as providing the most coherent interpretation of certain

visions taken together with mapy~other considerations and

one’s accepting,on the other hand, the activity of the gene.

as providing the most coherent Interpretation of mutation

and heredity, also taken together with many other considér
ations*

Again, modern biologists are a part of à tradition

and find a part of their initial reasons for employing their

theories to be the decisions of past biologists to draw these
connections 5 and modern theists find an initial reason to be

hospitable to the connection between religious visions and

God(when they are thus hospitable) because of the past prac-'
tice of Ohristian thinkers. Neither the biologist nor the

theologian is making a "valid inference" from the visible

to the invisible on MacIntyre’s major premiss (and there are

exceedingly Important differences between them) but neither

needs to be abandoned tout court on that account.

3. Miracles* -- The arguments of Patrick Mowell-Smlth

against the finding in allegedly miraculous happenings a

basis for the knowledge of God’s existence or of God’s will
tend to the same conclusion as MacIntyre’s*

Hera the premias

is that empirical events are in principle incapable of

supporting an inference to supernatural authorship, and the

aim of Nowell-Bmlth’s argument^ ia to show this premiss to
be inevitable..

The argument begins with a warning against Implanting

in the description of the event to be explained a oovert
explanation; this warning we should heed.

He also adviaea

against assuming that ■scientific explanation is to be exhàUGtively understood,ln terms of today b soientifio theories*
Again we must agree#
his third point;

But the orux of his argument Ilea in

that the only proper understanding of "ex-

planetion” is theory offering prediction and expansion. and
that, since all predictive explanation is natural solentifio
explanation, all events r- however miraculous-seeming -- are
to be explained scientifically (that is, as law-abiding and

natural) or not at all.

This argument may be attacked from two directions*

First, we may deny, as Winston Barnes denies^ that the essence
of explanation lies In expansive prediction.

This is in

effect to reject M o w e l X - B m l t h ’s linguistic recommendation

for the use of "explanation."

In Its place.we may urge an

understanding of "explanation” which stresses the synoptic
Inolusiveness of the view made posBlble on the basis of the
proposed theory#

How much does this would-be explanstpry

principle take Into account?

Row little does it distort or

Ignore any of the relevant facts?
lated to other explanations —

dictive?

How fully may it be re

both predictive and non-.pre

On this.definition of "explanation,” the idea of

Icf* above, pp. 84-89*

^ Of. above, pp. 189-192,
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God might be an oyer-^arohing explenatloQ giving ooherenoe
to the entire natural order* Ite regularities and Ite irregularities* as well ês the human and value orders.

It may

be replied that that whloh explains all explains nothing*

but this ohjeotiùn rests still on the predictive understandIng of "explanation."
■

, ■

What gives most rational coherence,,

on this alternative* would rank as the best and most .com
plete explanation*

à second

objection to iowell-Suiith^s.argument might use

of th©'analysis given by liB. Ramsey of the nature of scien
tific language.^

It is Indeed true, it might be said, that

science will not allow any events to be beyond its scope.
It is compelled by its own logic to have faith —
faith, if you will —

à blind

"that every odd empirical happening la

no more than a "non-bonformlng^ fact which must eventually
be gobbled up in a new scientific synthesis.

But this la an

analytical conclusion, drawn from the very principle which
forms the logic of scientific discourse ; it need have no

bearing on whether or not God is |b fact directly the author

of scientifically inexplicable events *

It is possible to

define the "natural" as that to which scientific method ap

plies; them to observe that scientific method allows no cor

ner of reality to escape, in principle, its attention; and

finally to conclude that there is no room for a supernatural

reality, since this would involve reality to which scientific

method is irrelevant.

3-Of, above, pp.

This is in effect what Bowell-Smith

•has done.

But .such'1 b a cheap, ■victory

question remains;

since the .crucial

Does scientific method apply approprlateiÿ

to all that truly Is?

It Is the thelstic contention-that It

does not* but solenee cannot be true to Itself and admit
this possibility.

,

Thus Nowell^Bmitb is qhallenged to leave the language

of science and to meet on the field of metaphysics, where it

will be decided whether or not science is as comprehensive

as'its Internal logic requires it to claim* end whether or

not the only explanation which enlightens without offering

"simply, a learned (or a tendentious) name for the phenomenon

to be explained"^.are' scientiflo explanations*

It may be

found that the value of an. explanation depends on what one

wants to do with it#

If someone from the tropiea asks me

to explain the freezing of water (in order to avoid expensive
automobile radietor repairs}* it will admittedly be little

help to him if I offer "the will of God" as

an explanation.

But if one is not interested in that sort of activity but in
(say) ordering one’s life intelligently .in relation to moral

decisions and ultimate personal goals, an explanation ofthe

universe in terms of a mathematical symbol (however capable
of expansion and immediate predictive tests) will be of

equally little use.

And here the Ohrietian explanation of

miracles and other .phenomena in terms of God is not totally
devoid of predictive power, though not of the,'sort,that might
be recognized by Howell-Smith as.useful#

We shall, how

ever, return later to this point.^

^Of. above,

P*

88#

% f # helow, pp. 578-581.

/

a. Doctrinal Arguments

Juqt as the epistemologioal arguments w© have now ex-

aminad attempted to show the difficulties in moving from

any experience, public or private* to knowledge'of the super

natural-* BO the arguments attacking theological- doctrine try
to demonstrate logical-flaws Involved in maintaining key
Christian beliefa*

1# The existence of God> —

J.,1, Findlay’s- attempt to

prove on the basis of modern/analysis the logical necessity
of God’s non-existence^ has been influential.

ously vulnerable, however* at several points.

It is seri

An obvious preliminary, remark on bis attempt as a whole

would be to remind him of the insistence of the "modern" view
(on which be bases his argument) that logical necessitiesdo

not legislate for matters of fact.

Questions of logical nec

essity and contradiction are analytic* questions of existence

and non-existence ere synthetic* and the boundaries—
his own "modern" view

are sharp and clear.

on

To this reminder Findlay may reply that his argument is

intended to show that the true logic of the concept of "God"
is such that the Issue of existence cannot even be raised

concerning it since* like our early example of four-sided

t r i a n g l e s *3

the concept itself (if there is a concept at all)

is self-oontradletory.

To accomplish this be defines "God"

as the adequate object of religious■attitudea* then states,
that religious attitudes demand that their object must be

necessary.

Thus "God" must be a "necessary existent."

^Cf. above* pp. 97-101,

^Cf. above, p. 4),

But

this is a contradiction in m o d e m logic* which finds all

statements concerning existence probable and necessity ap

plicable only to certain statements.^ Thus the question of

the existence of "God," Findlay concludes, can no more arise

than can the question of the existence of "fbui^slded triangles."
The position may be attacked* as 0.B. Hughes does *^ by

granting the definition of God but by refusing to admit that
a rigid barrier has been shown by modern logical studies to

stand betwean neceesary statements and synthetic statements.

These modern studies have busied themselves* on the one hand,

with the necessary statalnents of logic and mathematics {which*
on analysis* turn out to be analytic), but "It does not in

the least follow that there may not be other ciassea of necessary propositions,.which are incapable of such an analysis,

And* on the other hand* they have dealt only with empirical

synthetie statements (which* on analysis * turn out to be only

probable) , but "it does not In the slightest follow from the

view that all empirical existential propositions are contin
gent that there may not be some other class of existential
propositionB which are not to be given such an analysis.

Thus theological assertions about ^Godlb existence may * on

this view* be both necfssary and synthetic. Other existen-

tiai propositions may be readily admitted to be merely con
tingent* but existential propositions about God are excepted

from the general rule# Why should they be assumed to share the

Iqgic of propositions about finite reaü^t Hughes cohcludes thàt

^<3f, above, p. 46,
% , B, Hughes * Reply to Findlay’s "ban God’s Existence
be Disproved?" Hew 'Essays in Philosophical Theology,
^Ibid,. p. 60.

^ioc, cit.

Findlay’s argument is

m. example>of

pressing a spepialized ■

instrument into a job for which it was not made and is not

adapted* so t hat’"whètv we have here is simply the old sad,
âtory Of a useful but limited technique over-reaohlng it
self

and over-reaching itself by an assumption it can do

nothing to justify.

Alternatively * and perhaps more fruitfully / the m odem

logical principle may be accepted as universally applicable

to propositions, but the meaning of "necessary" when applied

metaphysically^ to God may be distinguished from the sort of •

Meaning "necessary" has when dealing logically with proposi
tions# This approach is- taken by A#G;A* Rainer who says:

The necessity of God’s existence is not the same as the
necessity of a logical implication^ It means^ for those
who believe in it, God’s complete actuality, indestruct
ibility^ âEÊl&ââ or independence of limiting conditions*
It is a property ascribed to God, not a property of our
assertions about God*^

If this la understood as the meaning of "necessary" in "nec
essary existence," then, we may maintain the meaningfulness

of the concept despite the admission that: "For us, both as^g

sertions of God’s necessary existence and the assertion of
his necessary possession of the properties of a Perfect

Being are oontingent *

. On either alternative, Findlay’s hope of nipping In the

bud the question of the existence of God by finding a logi
cal contradiction implicit in the very concept "God" has
^reid.. p. 65,

^A.C.A.Halner (Windsor), Reply to Findlay's "Can Sod's
Existence be Disproved?" Hew Seaays in Philosobhlcal
Theology, p. 68*
3

Ibid*. p*

been dashed.

The argument against the existence of God

must be carried further*

Findlay himself* however* Is ready to carry this dis

cussion; beyond the sheerly, logical level.

The adequate ob-

-ject of religious attitudes, he argues , must not only be
necessary in reality but also for thought.

Since atheism

is possible, God must not be necessary for thought #

There-

fore God, as defined b y these religious attitudes, cannot

exist *

■ But is "God" properly defined by Findlay?

Is it true

that, religious attitudes consider that God, to be God, must

be Inescapable for thought?

-'fes and no :

there la en aabl-

■guity: In. the religious position; which Is here-exploited to
Findlay’s advantage*

On the one hand many be 11 evere cannot

deny that God is necessary -r inescapable

for their owii

thought ; but it Is seldom or never claimed that God Is in

escapable for all thought.

We,are reminded of the clear

positîms taken'on this matter by theologians of Analogy, who

find that God Is escapable through, anti-theological attitudes#,

or through failing to hold on to the evidence^; we remember

the doctrine of Obedience that, natural man is in a stats of

rebellion against God wherein he seeks to find escape from

his Lord, and that only the miraculous grace of God can allow

man to escape from this escape^; and we recall the view of

Knoountar that apart from thèrFncoupter-experience there is

no necessity in oür ideas of God#*

The closest approxima

tion, perhaps , to the claim that God is inescapable for the
^Gf* above, pp. 27$-5^.9*

^Of. above, p# 280.

^Of, above, pp. 319^329.

^Of. above, pp.

'
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thought of all men is made by the defenders of the Ontblogl-

çàl- Argument In Its new version*^ but even here the labours =
of dialectic-and persuasion are seen to be needed to make men
conscious of the fact that 0od is jnesoapably present to them.
Thus the psychological possibility

of disbelief

does not

prove the non-existence of the God of Christian theology,

though it may disprove the existence of the "God" defined by
Findlay#

He has, by his,definition, in effect offered an

empirical test for the falsification Of the existence of the
"God" BO defined:

thinkable by all

If God’s non-existence is not wholly un

men under

all oircumstancea, then we must

withdraw our claim for his- existence.

But this is a faisifl-

cation-criterion which Christian theologians have not given

—

and never will give —

for belief In the God they worship.

Findlay, it would appear* has been playing logical solitaire

with theological issues.
that he "wins" his game.
2.

It is hardly surprising, therefore,

The goodness and omnipotence of God. —

If it is &d-

mitted, for the sake of argument, that God exists, the Prob-^
lem of Evil is of considerable interest to linguistic phil

osophers.

We have described arguments by J.L. Maokie and A.

G.H. Flew attacking the theological contention that a good

and omnipotent God is logically compatible with the world
as it Is*

(a) Maokie’s Argument

The argument^ employed by Mackie rests, as we recall,

on three premisses;

(l) God Is omnipotent, (2) God is wholly

Of. above, pp. 259*261.

Of. above, pp.

good* and (3) evil exista;

on thz^ee quasi-logical rules:

(a) good is opposed to evil, (b) a good thing always elimln-

atea evil as far as it can, and (o) there are no .limits (short
of logical oontradiqtion) to omnipotencëi

Ohristian theology

"has for the most part accept eel. all three premisses.

It -has

not, as many philosophers have been tempted to do for it,

denied the existence of evil to permit the two other premisses
to stand without tension*.

What seems most in need of our

notice, therefore, are the three quasi-logical rules which

Mackie assumes uncritically but upon which everything depends#
The first such rule states that good is opposed to evil.

On the surface this rule appears quite unexceptionable, a

platitude*

But its vague platitudlnousBesa may conceal a

considerable misunderstanding of the theological case, for

it must not (from a Ohrietian point of view) be assumed that

good must be opposed, to all thatj from any point of view. m y
appear evil.

A son who is required to choose his life’s

pocùpàtion "on his own" may suffer and feel that his parents,
who offer only general advice, are ind(Lfferont to his agonies
of indecision; but good parents will not be opposed to this

painful lesson in responsibility end adulthood, though it may
seem evil to their maturing child*

It is always too easy to

assume that we know what is evil and what is good as God

evaluates them#

True, we are given general principles which

offer us guidance, but the assumption thàt -we are able to

make,evaluations "from God’s point of view" is not justifia
able ',on the Christian view.

A good God will always be op

posed to evil, but opposed to what is really evil.

It will

cut the nerve of reality, true, if we deny the presence of

evil in the world; but It will not deaden our sense of moral

seriousness to re-evaluate\ in the light, of phristian doc
trine, what are the ré&ï evils

Our moral 'serlous*

ness may, indeed* be enriched by? a'recognition that, for e%"!
ample * pleasure is nob always a good nor pain an evil.

We

.

may accept the first quasl^iogioal rule, therefore * but only
if it le olWrly understood that secular evaluations of what

is^gôdd" and what le "evil" may not always apply in discus

sion Of the theological Problem, of Evil* and that Ohristlane*
even though they are confident that they know what "good" end
"evil? designate * may never allow thernselVes to be positive

what things such terms denote from an ultimate perspective.

The soGphd quasi-logical rqle states that a good thing

always eliminates evil as far as it can.

a hidden ambiguity.

Once again we find

It is surely true that good will elimfr

inate evil in so far as it is good to do so.

For à being

which'can only do good, this will be "as far as it can."

But if this quasi-logical rule is interpreted as insisting

that a good thing eliminates to the full extent of ...its power

all evils, even when by so doing a greater good would be sac
rificed, then it is claiming far too much.

It would be in

the bower of good parents to remqve unpleasant anxieties of

responsible choice from their child by deciding for him on .
all important matters, but they will refrain from exercising
this power- for the sake of the growth and greater personal

goods made.possible through the exercise of responsibility

by their child.

If it is the case, then, that greater good

will spring from God’s self-restraint than from hia. irresist
ible- activity, then neither his goodness nor his power need

be questioned on the basia of the evils he permits.
tinction, therefore, must be drawn between "can"

The dis

meaning

"possessing tbë aheGr power to"—

and "pan"—

able* compatible with the highest good."

meaning "la

Only with this dis

tinction/ re oogni zed can the Ohrietian agree to the second
of the. qua si-log! oal rules,

The last of these rules states that there are no limits

short of the logically'Impossible to what omnipotence may do.

It is bn the strength of this rule that Mackle suggests that

since no logig^ contradiction is involved, Inr the idea of

Qod crbeting a race of men who wbuld always act rightly* his
failure to do so questions either his power or his goodness

T*.for all moral evils would be eiimlnable by such;an act of
creation, ,The centrai-Issue hère is whether there is, .as it

is claimed, no contradiction.between "made so as'always to

act in a certain way"'miÜ'i^cwed to act freely,"

Since Antony

Flaw discusses this.matter at some length, we shall turn now

to his argument before coming to a conclusion concerning
this point,

(b ) Flew ’s Argument

Whether or not a., contradiction holds between the idea

of "God creating men Capable of,acting.freely " end the idea

of "God .creating

men whose

nature determines that they will

always-do the good" ■depends. Flew tells ua,^.. on the meaning
of "freedom," , This he prooeMs to explicate in terms of a
paradigm*,

fbe paradigm is of the choice to marry made by a

man■and woman with no external pressures bearing-on them to

§2.SB,*

This absence of external constraint / says Flew, is

what wo mean by "freedom,"

That their ohoioe might have

been determined by their glands or previous conditioning

does not suffice to make us deny that it wes a 'Ÿreè act,"

^0f, above, pp. 137-

Therefore * he eoncludes, God might have made men whoee very

nature would have made the choice of evil impossible* but

whose activities we should rightly call "free" because not
externally coerced.

The question here, however, is whethar the sort of ^tees-

dom" which Flew understands as compatible with "fully deter
mined by caused causes" is the sort of freedom which is im
portant for the problem of moral evil and, if not, whether

his Argument from Paradigm Case la appropriate in this context.
The answer to our first question la distinctly negative.

It is clear that theologians and others concerned in the an

alysis of moral evil have not been Interested merely in the
question of the absence of external constraints. They have

debated the presence of internal as well as external constminta
under the head of "freedom."
causes —

Total determination by caused

whether or not combined with external coercion —

has been considered a breach of the "freedom" required for

moral good and evil*
following:

Their questions have been like the

Is one choice, only, where there seam to be many

alternatives, a real possibility for a human agent?

Are

the rest of the apparently possible courses of action mere
ly illusion?

Oould this person A, at time T, have done ac

tion X (which he did not do) instead of action X (which he .

did do)?

In this question the "could" must deal not only

with external constraint or coercion but also with psycho

logical, glandular, and other forms of inner determination*

If A could not have done X (in this wider sense of "could"),
then he is not morally responsible for failing to have done

it — can receive no praise or blame — since "ought implies
can." He was not free to choose; he only seemed to be free

but all the while it was "in the cards" (determined) that he

would do X*

Thus In terms of moral freedom It would be coBtradict-

ory to say both: "made so as always to do X" end "morally
free to choose X."

And if, as on one recognized theistio

view, God’s purpose In creating man is the development of

moral personalities with whom to dwell In righteous fellow
ship, then freedom {moral freedom) is an essential good —

a prerequisite for moral decision -- which must (analytic^
ally must) be present for the sake of this purpose* Given

the moral freedom to make evil choices, it would be contradictory to say that man. could at the same time be deter

mined to choose only the .good*

Actions which are fully de

termined are neither "good" nor "#vil."

God might have

created a race which would live in perfect harmony (because

it was constructed to act thus), and one which would do all

that we now term "good"; but all the "good" acts in the uni

verse will not alone add up to a single moral decision,

only where there is a "might-have-done-otherwise" is the con
dition for morality present.

Flaw’s paradigm, allowing the

possibility (so he claims, at least) of no such "might-have-

done-otherwise," is not an example of a moral act.

The

paradigm may give us a meaning for "freedom" which is useful
for loose conversation and for arbitrary legal purposes,

perhaps, but it lacks the very dimension of meaning import
ant for morality and thus for the problem of moral evil.

"What better example of the genuine meaning of a word

being explicated by the use of a Paradigm Case could be de
manded?" Flew might protest,

"if there is an overplus of

meaning which this paradigm fails to include, then so much
the worse for those who depend on such other dimensions."

But It is pDssibïe to question the effectiveness of the
Paradigm Oase method in this context#

J.O* llrmson, whom

Flew cites as an authority for his practice, warns against

the misuse of the Argument, from the Paradigm Case and'part
icularly against neglecting the evaluative element present

in the choice of paradigm or standard case. ürmson stresses

within the context of his own discussion that "valid" has

evaluative force, that any definition of this word in terms
of paradigms will reflect the preferences of whoever is

choosing the standard cases, and that the criteria which thqy

employ in dealing with that word will be dlscovereble if we

examine the chosen paradigms and "elicit the criteria from

t h e m . W e ,- similarly, may insist that "free" has consider

able ■evaluative force, and that Flaw reveals his prior pre

ference- criteria in the 'sort of. paradigm’he'ohooaes to help,

define that concept.

If the Paradigm Oase here is

bo

more

than a meaha for urging FlewIs preferences in defining "freedom," however, we need not be unduly impressed.

That which

is no contradiction where "freedom" Is (rather arbitrarily)

chosen to be understood in terms of a specific paradigm per

mitting the oompatibllity of "free choice" and "complete

causal determination" becomes a contradiction once again on
the abandonment of this, particular paradigm.

upon a wider view of

And if it is

freedom "that the theist depends for

an. explanation of moral evil, the redefinition of freedom

by means of the Paradigm Oqae has not resulted in a "broken-

backed" Free-Will Defence, as Flew hoped, but only in an ex
ercise in equivooatipn.

The full extent of this equivocation becomes apparent

once we recognize that on Flaw’s definition of "freedom" a
‘Urmspn, "Some Questions Ooncerning Validity," p, 225

machine, following its fully-determined course, could be
said to be "acting freely" as long as nothing external
hindered its working;

We do recognize this use of "free

dom;" as when we speak of lubricating a "free-moving" bear

ing; ,but it is an exceedingly different use of the word from

that of theologians when they talk of moral freedom.

Only

by (implicitly) condemning all morality an illusion can Flew
assimilate all uses of "freedom" to the sort of "freedom"

witnessed in the activity of an unobstructed aewing^machine;
3. The perfection,of God and the Incarnation. — O.B."
'I
Martin sets the problem”: either God’s perfection is not

complete (so. that we could imagine God leas than perfect) or

the Incarnation is a logical absurdity*

God, he says, is

defined as perfect, which definition lifts his goodness out
of any doubt but also out of any relation to fact.

Jesus,

on the other hand, is judged good, but since this has to do

with fact and the logical possibility of factual disproof,

we cannot connect synthetic propositions about the goodness

of Jesus with analytic propositions about the goodness of God.'
Martin’s argument, however, depends upon a confusion of
p
two strikingly different modes of theological speech. On
the one hand, within the language of living faith —

arises out of a believer’s self-oommitment to
loving God —
logical*

a good

which
and

the statement "God is good" is far from tauto

It is a judgment which springs from and involves

^Of. ebove, pp. 1:33-136.
2
This confusion tends to threaten wherever there is a
failure to make the initial distinction between "theological"
and "religious" language such as was advocated in a not© on
page 77 above.

:

the whole,life which makes It*

'

.. ..

'

;

Indeed * the history of re-

'

ligious development 'llluat.ra.tas- the noh^analytic nature of

the affirmation of God’s goodness, in the dimension of faith
and commitment#

It 'is all too easy to forget ; in our day

and culture ^ that "God" has-not.always been understood In
Ohristian termsi

It was only after millennia of fear end

superstition in which the gods were believed evil and venge-

fui' that the belief in a God of love and goodness entered
the world#

It did not come by philosophers deciding to de

fine a term in a certain way; it came through the historical
experiences of a nation and —

-.death of a man on a cross,

supremely —

through the

Today the temptation for Ohris^

tians to doubt the goodness of God is not a logical contra

diction* as on Martin’s view it would necessarily be# Faith

may be sorely tested by great disasters or a personal trs09dy.
In such circumstances it is not linguistically absurd to sayi
"Is God good after all?

Is his love towards me perfect?"

Still less is it an empty tautology to affirm with renewed

faith:

"ïes, God is

-Ràoûl

His will is perfactî"

If the

goodness of God were purely analytic^ the Problem of Evil

would not so worry Christians;

Thus ; for the language of

living faith, to affirm that God is good is as much a "judg-

ment

as to assert the goodness 6f Jesus*

On the other hand, the language of académie theology*

engaged in systematizing the language of faith, does take

"goodness" as a defining characteristic of the God of its

inquiries.

For systematic theology goodness is of the very

essence of God*
"good/"

Thus it is analytic to say that "God" is

But within this language^system "the Ohristÿ" God^s

redeeming self-impartation to man in the fulness of time, is

no less essentially good than "God the Father.?

It would be
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'

as egragious a contradiction to say —

formal Ohristian doctrine —

wit hih.the language of

that JoausOhrist might oonoèiv-

ably be shown'to be evil as to say that God might somehow-be
judged other than good.

By mixing the two logioe here dietinghlshed* Martin sue-

oeeds in reaching paradoxical ooncluslons; »-$udh .confusions
are no doubt made -easier by the fact that both thh .direct

language of faith and the more abstract language of system-

atio t^heolpgy employ the same specific words and phrases.

But it is the job of llnguistle analysis to uncover the. logl^
6a 11 .
distinctions which underlie language in use.

not to minimize the gehuihe diffioultlea

Tjhls la

recognized 1/

throughout traditional Ohristian'l i t e r a t u r e i n conceiving

the unique Qod-man relation of Incarnation* but J%rtin’a new^-

style compounding of the confusion may at least be set aside.

C. Linguistic Arguments
Examination proves that some of the arguments advanced

concerning the language of theology are of considerably:

greater interest than others.
1.

ITnliké tablé-and- cha 1r langueg e . —

We need not linge

over Thomas MoPhersoh’s rather trivial observation, using

techniques of Functional A%&ly8ia* that "the significance of
’God exists’ suggests that God is...not tbs same sort of,

thing as chairs and t a b l e s . G o d has never been held by
Ohristian(theology to be at all the same sort of thing as

chairs and tables.

Her do we need to assume that-the only

alternative to the "chair and table" world is the "fairy and

above, p. 125#

unloom" world, aa-MePhsrson iaems to do».

SinoO wo $re

^worried" by atatements about tEïe exlatenoo of things that

we 'pan, see In a imy that we are not worried'by talk about
thè exiatenOG of fiotlonal things^ and slnoe we are not worrled about talk of God’s existence^ MePherBon■oonoludes Im-

mediately that God Is

for this inference to

be.valid a further premise la needed;

that all non-fictional

things are things that we can see* like chairs and tables#
This premiss will not -be supplied by the method of Glgniflcant Comparison alone.

It would* indeed, be an extremely

hazardous premiss to uni^ertake to defend.

McPherson himself

may believe it (though he appears not to be willing to class
ify eieotrons as fictions)* but his belief will require
more support before it^ "worries" th^ theologian.
2.

Unfalsifiablë. —

Antony Flaw’s challenge that theo

logical language forfeits significance because of its unfalslfiab 11 itÿ^ is of much greater interest.

Be contends

^/-

that any state, of affairs is compatible with theological
language end* this being the case, that such language asserts
nothing at all.

Its informative life has been killed "by

a thousand qualifications."

■

■ One response to this challenge is to deny Its conten-

tlon that nothing counts against theological assertions.
Treatments of the Problem of Evil are precisely attempts to
reckon with the empirical events which seem to falsify

^,Of# above * pp. 102-105#

v:

religious claims^.

Beçli Mtohell ohoosès this approach *

contrasting the attitude 6f the scientific observer,, who Is
willing to, Shrug and conclude that he was wrong* with that
of the committed believer* whowlll not allow anything to
count decisively a^mlnat his faith in hie heavenly. Father#
The very nature of faith precludes theological assertions
from being taken -- as other Inoonclualvely. faIsiflable
statements may be taken —

to be merely "provisional hypo»*
'
1
theses to be discarded If experience tells against them#"
.

Such an attitude Is equivalent to "tempting God."

But hia

earnest participation in the joys and sorrows of life will
3V
not permit him to take his stements of belief as vacuous,
with no relation to daily events#

Only a càllousness to pain

and an indifference to others (attitudes alien to Christian
faith) could allow him to shrug off the events that tend to
falsify (though never completely falsifying) his theistic
assertions*

Only by experiencing "in himself the full force

of the conflict,"^- can the believer refute Flaw’s taunts, IhrhapB with some religious persons the-taunts are.amply justified,
But secondly, the theological view is not even entirely
unfalsifiablef

It is exceedingly difficult to test under

the best of circumstances, and then never conclusively ; con

clusive falsification or verification is only possible after

death#

^Baail Mitchell, "Theology and 'Falsification,."
Essays in.ghilosQphlcal Thedlogy. p# 105#

/
/

Does anything count agaihat the assertion that God is
merciful? Yes* auffaring#j, Does anything count decis
ively against it? Ho,, we/ replyV- because it is true*.
Gould anything count decisively against it? Yes, suf
fering which was utterly,fraternally and irredeemably
pointless#, Can we then déalgn a crucial experiment?
Ho,: because we can never see all of the pictureV*, Two
things at least are hidden from us; what goeë on in
the recesses of the personality of the sufferer,, and
what shall happen hereafter*!

But we need not go so far as to deny all "critical exper-/

iments" (though not "crucial" in the sense of conolusively

proving or disproving the theological viawpoint).

If the

life lived genuinely in accordance with Ohristian principles
is meaner, more Socially harmful, and less full of joy than

the life lived by the pagan, then biblical promises will be

vioiated.

A truly biblical theology will not hesitate to

predict the presence of the "fruits of the Spirit*" there

fore, wherever the name of Ohrlst is honoured above every name.:
Thus the challenge offered by Flew is not without con

siderable value to the theologian.

It makes him better aware

of the nature of faith and its inevitable struggles, it re

minds him of the promises of the world to come and of the

fruits of the Ghristian life promised for this world, and
sharpens his consciousness of the difference between his
language and the language of scientific hypothesis.

J.J.O.

Bmart is proved right, in this case, that philosophical an
alysis may be useful to theology through its rôle of clar

ifying questions and sharpening theology’s understanding of

its own faith?

As Ian Ramsey concludes:

It is indeed this fundamental difference in the logi
cal' geography of scientific words and "God" which the
falsification puzzle underlines, and the only lesson

^Crombie, og* oit** pp. 134-125.

^Gf. above, pp. 111-115.
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we have to learn is that theword "God" when introduced
must be given some other sort of empirical justification#
We must tell an empirical tale quite different from the
sort which accompanies a scientific sentence# The word
"God" may well have empirical relevance, but this dis
tinctive relevance will never be displayed by working
it in a scientific sentence* For the word has another
logical status altogether#!
3# Incomprehensible♦ —

The criticism made by Bernard

Williams of theological language

summarizes much of what

has been the central problem of this thesis#

To answer his

argument in full would require more space —

and insight --

than we have presently at our disposal#

But a few sugges

tions of an approach which might lead to an answer are
called for here*

The central argument of Williams is that any language

which tries to deal with God, understood as an infinite
being, must inevitably become entangled in confusion and
incomprehensibility.
perfectly right #

In one sense, of course, Williams is

There is no such thing as an ,ultimately

pellucid discussion of infinite things#

Theological tradi

tion itself recognizes this fact and takes steps, variously,
to deal with it#

The theology of Analogy hopes that guid

ance may be found through explicit rules which will serve
to minimize the incomprehensibility —
were, and thus limiting it.

localizing it, as it

Theology of Obedience speaks of

"veiled" language, and relies on God’s miraculous intervention
to make, the veiled (while still remaining veiled) meaningful.
1
Ramsey, 0£# cit., p. 9#

2

Of. above, pp. 106-108.
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Theology of Inoounter epeake of "symbolism" and refers; its

symbols to a definitive experlenoe* Perhaps all three.ap■ ■Y' ’
proephes may be oomplemehtary ; it is evident* at any rate,
’

that theologians are not unaware of the peculiar difficul

ties of their language.■

When he draws his conclusions, however, Williams moves

from a Btrong recognition of the permanent imclaritj of the-

Ologicàl formulae on ultimate questions tbraweak position:

the identification of "inpomprehensibllity" with "insignifi
cance# "

He challenges the very possibility of faith in theo

logical assertions since, as he puts it, one’s faith must be
in something# and It cannot be in something that one does
"not properly understand #

But that which is not fully com-

prehensible need not be entirely insIgnificant #

We under

stand a good bit about electricity, for example, but it re

tains elements of incomprehensibility on which we ere still

working.

"Proper understanding" cannot mean e thorough and

transparent theoretical grasp; It must, in many contexts,

mean only a degree of understanding sufficient for relevant
action#

And, in this connection, "faith" is not a matter of

belief only, preauppoBlng clear and distinct ideas.

It is,

as Dorothy Emmet declares, "a volitional response which

takes us out of the theoretic a t t i t u d e . W h a t Is it, then,
that faith may be a "volitional response" to?

It may be worthwhile, here, to recall our discussion of

"responsive m e a n i n g . T h e r e may be elements of depth-sig-

nificanoe in such meaning which defy clear formulation in
Of# below, Chapter line.

Of. above, p. 108.

3Emmet* The Mature of Metabhysloal Think'ihp;. p. l40.
A .
-Of# above, pp. 510-512.
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words that must also serve us In the routine chorea of life#

Yet such slgnifioance may strike a chord of response which
surpasses In Importance and

in perapeotive-organlzing

power

any of the clearly comprehensible statements with which they

may be (unfavourably) compared, To the responsiva aignifi-

canca of religion, communicated through theological language
(as well as through painting* music, ritual) men may make

their act of faith* not unaware of the incomprehensibilities

which are rooted in the,subject-matter of their discourse,

but finding, enough that is comprehensible in this language-

for guidance in the choices which life forces on all men# If,

indeed, all men (on pain of personal disintegration) must

adopt some fairly consistent "stance" towards life and the

world

a "stance" which carries with it implicit (or ex

plicit), implications for a view of the ultimate nature ■of
reality —

end if all attempts to défend such basic personal

"stances" and to describe the view of ultimate reality im

plied by them must involve certain incomprehensibilities,

then (on this hypothetical case) the Christian might claim,

and try to make good his claim, that less incomprehensibility

-- even of the _cognitive-informational sort

attaches to

his language.than to that,of rival commitments * But.to con
tinue this line of discussion and to show the hypothetical

to be more than, hypothetical would soon find us deep in a

metaphysical discussion in which we must not indulge here.
4.

Inexpressible# -■>- The last argument ’we shall examine

hostile to theological language (if not, as it claims, hostile
to "religion itself") is among the most radical of any we
have seen.

Theological language, says Thomas Mopherson, is

the source of many philosophical problems ; "the way out of

Ujv

the worry is retreat Into sllenqe."^

Two points must he made, ooncérning this admonition#

The first, is that our. ■examination of the actual arguments

which linguistic philosophers have used against theological
discourse has revealed a number of seriouB.flaws and weak

nesses in'these criticisms -- the criticisms.' which* one

supposes, are the occasion for much of the '"worry" to which

McFhersoh refers;

The cumulative, effect of these hostile

arguments creates an atmosphere in which it is easy to suppose that theological language has been massively discred
ited.

Blit patient criticism of the reasons given for. re-

jeqting religious language, with attempts to penetrate to

the unoriticlzed assumptions on which many of the arguments

•depend, dispels some- of the atmosphere and lessens some of
our ."worries."

We do not delude ourselves into supposing

for a moment that the problems involved in theological dis
course are "solved," or that the ingenious critics who have

developed these arguments will not return with more and.better ones#

But to be "better," these arguments must be sup-

ported by juatlfioations for the many metaphysical assump

tions which we have time and again uncovered behind t%ie lltig-

uiatlo' arguments.

Some such Justifications are not impos-

sible to imagine, others may be novel; this laYfhy ife re-

frained from speculating over what "might have been replied"
to.our own. criticisms and from answering metaphysical argu

ments: which ^ i o B have not yet been offered by these phllb- ^
sophers; but it is time to debate the'issues at 'their fund

amental level*

It is time to issue a challenge to the phil

osophy of language to defend Its foundations’
, lïntîl this is

^Of. above, p* 109#
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dona end the battle for àupernaturalkm lost, the theologian

will feel little motive for

retreating," a:s MoPhersoh con

siders it advisable for him, "into silence."

Secondly, the theologian is not required to show that

his language Is "uncontroversial" before he may feel justi
fied In using speech In the. service-of religion.

There are,

admittedly, many controversial features of thaological dls-

oouree (though none so fatal as has been claimed by philoso

phers like McPherson), which features appear when such dla-

0ourse is compared'with the.literal language of science# -But

man is e la.nguage-using creature *

As we noted in our dis-'

eusSion of the Interprstic relation, activities call forth

their own forms of speech*

McPherson supposes that religion

may be continued without language,., but in so supposing he

neglects the deep motives which have forced religion In
times past to break into speech#

These motives are not all

literal and Information-fbearlns, though such elements are

surely importantly present in theological speech (including

historical narratives-, promises, and eo on) taken as a whole*

Among the other motives there is-the-need to share one’s re
ligious insights and experiences with others (as in evan

gelism) , the desire to worship in common (as in ritual), the
impulsion to apply one’s religion to one’s whole way of life
(as in sermons), and.the wish to declare publicly the faith

that is in one (as In hymns and creeds).

Still another re

quirement which cannot be outlawed in a religion whose God
is,known as

a heavenly

Father la the speech of address: the

intimate sharing of personal confidence in petition or praise,

which is prayer*

Men must think about their important activities, also;

in thinking they use language; in trying to think carefully

. .

.

,

uàe-thG language of eyat emetic ,

about .'religious.

theology.

-

MoPheréon’s recommendation to theology would* as
•V

'

4

Donald Balllle pointed out earlier,- mean the destruction of
religion Itself.

But no such silence needs to be aelf-lm-

posed, nor can it be externally legislated and enforced. The
language of theology, whatever its "controveroial" elements,

will continue to be heard as long as men are religious,
II.

Pro-Theological Arguments
â coBsidera-ble variety of arguments intended to support

theology in one way or anotlier were brought to our attention
in Part One. Their very diversity of motive end conclusion

precludes a, detailed examination of each one In the space a-;

available; but a survey of more important points will be suf?
fiaient for our purposes of evaluating the general tenor of
linguistic philosphy’s approach to theological issues.
A-, The Recommendat 1on of Verification
The cbntroversy over David Oox’s recommendation of the

Verification Principle to tbeolbglans is an illuminating one*
O

'

Oox, as we recall * demands that theological statements

he

tested against the Verification Principle (when understood ^

8,8 calling for "experience," public bz* private; not merely
"sGnse-^experience") so that any .non/slgniflcant dogmatic

accretions of the agee might be sloughed off and religion’s

experiential basis clearly revealed.

Rules for the employ

ment, of "God" would be given ("rules of inference" and "foi%atl;on .cuïes*’) licencing one to use ''«5od%|ànguage bn the

kf. above, p.

^Gf. sbove,'pp. Ii5-ll9>'

'
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occasion,of certain defined experiences

men 1on:.d 1VOroed from the sense-experiances normally associ
ated with such experiences.

If* then^ men actually do have

such defined experiences * they are in theological terms

**moeting 0od,^* and it is absurd to deny that God exists.

fo this* we saw* Thomas McPherson makes a rebuttal^ con

sisting of two points.

The first point, to which we shall

return* is that Cox has failed to translate adequately the
meaning of theological statements about the existence of

God.

His second point is that Cox *s statement aa.it is

cannot bo verified.

How, he asks, would an independent ob

server test the truth of the claim made by some people to

be **meeting God**?

**By asking someone who was present and

saw them meeting God?**^

In making this second sort of criticism* however, Mc

Pherson has ignored or rejected Oo x *b reformulation of the

Verification Principle so as to admit the relevance of pri

vate experience.

McPherson still demands public tests, **in

dependent observers**; and these * of course* require senseexperience.

But Oox is not interested in independent ob

servers "looking on" at meetings between men and God —

would be absurd!

Instead he replies^ that to Insist, as

that

McPherson does, that all meetings must be of the sort which
allow "looking on" is arbitrarily to narrow the possible

meanings of "meet." Oox points out that there is a genuine
sense in which we talk about "meeting" over the telephone,

or a meeting of minds in other indirect ways.
1 ”

'

'

^

^

Of. above* pp. 121-123.

Then the

Of. above* p. 12).

^David Oox * "â Mote on. 'Meeting* *" Mind, Volume DC,
1951* pp. 259-261.

feeling of persona 1-meetlng which-men may have* .but. not

■connected--with the "sense-.datl which we aeepoiate with the
presence of a. human b e i n g * w i l l be experiential verifica

tion enough i taken with the requisite rules of Inference * ■
to declare the existence of God#

MoBhei*son's second point, then* depends on a dogmatic

narrowing of the meaning of "meet" and a similarly dogmatic
insistence oh publicity in verlficatlon-procedyres* but his
first point has yet to be answered; and, indeed, Oox fails

to answer It.

The criticism is that when théologiens say

"God exists" they are not referring in a veiled way to ex

perience alone.

They suppose themselyes to be talking of a

Being, who existed before there were any men to, have expér
iences which they choose to call "meeting God."
"God .exists" means :

To say that

"Some men and women have had, and all

may have experiences called 'meeting. God*-'" therefore, is to
distort the religious view.

What.the existence of God means

cannot foe reduced,without residue* to experiential terms#

It is this which W#B* Glasgow emphasises in bis oontributlon
to the debate where he concludes i

ft Oox would maintain that the essential content of the
This I wish
to deny* Logical positivism and theism are incompatible *
end when one is applied to the other* the metaphysical
element, that Is an Integral part of theism* is lost#^
doctrine is unaffected by his reformation.

Cox's argument supposedly helping theology to ufodèr-

stand itself in fact misunderstands an essential element of
the religious perspective,

lo number of linguistic rules

licencing the speaker to use "God"-^language about certain
Ibid#* p. 260.

^W#D. Glasgow, "Oox; The Blgnificance of Ghrlstianityî

A Mote #" Mind. Volume L%. 1951. 6# 101.
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of his experiences will substitute for a belief In a/Beihg

existing and active independent of human experience and hu

man definitions#

As Itrstands, this argument is a form.of

naturalism permitting itself to utilise religious phrases,

fo get beyond such naturalism it must go where Oox does not

want it to go -- to metaphysics*

B, The Hecommandâtion of Functions
There would seem to be no reason for supposing that the

various uses distinguished by Functional Analysis for theo- .
logical language may not actually be performed by it.

Our

question remains* however, whether these, functions are its

only ones and whether the arguments establishing them ade

quately recognise certain distinctive features of the speech

they analyze.

1, Scientific functions, -- Margaret Masterman. stresses

the use which people make of theological language to refer
to the nature of reality.

In her argument she minimizes the

difference between scientific and theological speech by re
lating both to metaphysical discourse.^

In this insistence on the metaphysical element in theo

logy we have much reason, as we have found, to concurf but

wo need.not ogree^to îte Masterman's view that the "primitive and
personal" in theological discourse is an atavistic remnant

which it is the duty of the theologian to pupge from his
speech.

This is a matter of valuation.

It is by no means

to be assumed beforehand that the most adequate metaphysical
view of reality will be an "impersonal" one.
. above, p. 145.

It is possible

■
—

not. to be re jected a priori # at least —

that only in

widely personal categories, .cah the totality of things be
rightly understood.

The identification of the "pereonal"

with,the "primitive" is an easy temptation in an age of

machines, but It is itself the expression of a metaphysical
Judgment which,Christian theology will reject.

Perhaps Mss

;Master,man' is. overly' impressed by the modern "climate of

opinion"; her article, "Belief Without Strain"^ would in

dicate so#

.But the argument from consensus gentium has

long been recognized by philosophers as fallacious, It is

a fallacy even when the consensus, is that of our own time
and our own circle.

y # m t is more, the "primitive" element in theological

diecoursé, thé myths'and legends which are not to be taken
literally and are not designed to inform ua about the na

ture of reality, may serve functions which are essential

but overlooked in Mss Mstanmb's concern for the quasi-scientific uses of this language#

It is one thing to say that the

language'of ■theology: makes a claim to refer to objective re-

ality; it is quite another thing to say that this is•its
only legitimate function;

2.'. Psycho logical function's» —

There is little doubt

that the many-philosophsrs•who understand^theolog!oa1 lang- •
uage in psychological terms are aware of a genuine function
of such discourse*

The language of Christian theology is

able to reassure its users that the natural world is neither
indifferent nor hostile

features of experience

^Cf# above, p. 144.

to notice and apprepiète different

to assume certain attitudes of

^Of. above, pp. 151-158.

f O f . above, pp. 150.-15Ï*

-

\ .......
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humility and worship,! to assert their enduring significanoe
and the enduring-sign5;ficance of their fellow men.^ It, or

some substitute. Is even peychplogioally necessarj for uni
But In recognizing these

fied, .life and-, coherent thought

insights as valid, ih it necessary to suppose them to be
complete?

In concentration on,■the psychology of the- language-

user,; these philosophers seem to have forgotten -r or to

.have discounted

the 'aim (which Margaret ■Mast arm an re cog-,

nizes).of men to refer beyond their own mentalities*

John Wisdom, for example, goes too far,in ridding all

predictive functions from theological l a n g u a g e It is true

that the gross empirical predictions which men once mistak

enly made on the basis of religious belief are no longer

tolerable; but the total reversal from the inappropriatenoss

of predicting fire from heaven on the basis of theological

affirmations to the con6lusion that no claims about the fu^

ture are relevant, is unjustified*

We have already seerr^"

that certain fa Ota are forecast by the Bible to follow as

the result of belief; not least- of these predictions is the

promise of an afterlife, the importance of which Wisdom un

wisely discounts.

Furthermore, the psychological functions of theological

statements are 1nappropriato apart from certain beliefs which,

therefore, it must be one of the functions of this language
to/atate*

The recognition of the psychological effectiveness

of religious diecourse, cannot afford to dispense with the

(at least apparently) cognitive uses of such discourse, for
Cf. above, pp* 158-165*
5
.

"^Of. above, pp. 165-167*
. above, pp* 551-5

Of* above, pp. 165-165*
4

Of. above, p. 152*

the effeotlVeneàs rests; oh

the doctrine states*

The

assurance that the world in which we live Is hospitahle to

our needs and values depends on what is believed about the

nature of the world and its personal maker; the nbtlolng of

certaih'features of'axperlenc© is made, appropriate by belief

that- these, features ere significant clues to the nature of

uItImata reàllty; the taking of religious attitudes and the
engaging in acts of worship have their point only in the

context of certain religious claims about reality ; the■ulti^

mately enduring significance of men depends upon belief in
their'relationship to. their creator; and the unity of life

and thought is provided

where it would otherwise

he shat

tered.^-'by belief in the truth of rellAibus doctrines*

In

negleoting such questions of truth and falsehood, the phil
osophers who a r ^ ê for the psychological interpretation of
theological discourse overlook an element which, as O.H.
Whitely says* is not dispensable *

.Sven if all these religious doctrines, were, in fact false,
it would not follow that they were dispehëable* Let us.
suppose, ^hat sometimes must be the case, that the. whole
benefit a heurotic derives from his visita to a psychia
trist arises ■from; the fact;,, that on the 'psychiatrist'scouch, and howhere else, he la able to relax and unburden
his mind of its: apxieties# '.ifhen It would be true that he
would be equallylbenefited if the psychiatrlot was an i$noramuay or 'was :hot; listening., or even was not there at
all. % t it would not be true that he would be equally,
or at- all*'benefit ei-if he.
.believed, that the psychiatrist
was an ignoramus, or not listening, or not there*!
- 3. Ethical functions. —

Theological statements do-, as

R.B* Braithwaite insists, have a function in committing their
user to a way of life and in strengthening him' in his

Whitely, "The Oognitive Factor in Religious
Experience." ^ istotèllàh .Society '.Supplé.mérûtary Vblumè

XXIX,. 1955, /pTW -

:y

..

commitment.
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Thera is no disputing his view that they serve

a vital conative function. But it is not the case that theo
logy may he content with this function alone.

Just as

Braithwsite sees that the conative cannot be reduced to the
emotive, so we must object to his neglect of the cognitive

for the conative.

The "stories" of GhriStIan theology can

not be exhaustively understood in terms of providing psycho
logical support for a coherent pattern of ethical behaviour.

To suppose that they can be so understood Is to neglect the

powerful insistence of theology that the actions it supports
are true responses to the nature of ultimate reality.

It is,

in effect, to reduce the adoption of an ethical stance to
social utility and -- when pressed —
of various types of social order.

to personal preference

This view, into which

Braithwalte is forced in the end, is the antithesis of the
theological.

4. ^tended functions. —

The human uses which have

thus far been distinguished for theological language cover

a wide field:

man in his act of attempting to describe

reality, man in his psychological responses, and man in his

ethical commitments.

The fourth use which is examined, how

ever, is the first which deals with man and his reiiRlous
activities.

It might seem naive, D.M. MacKinnon admits, to

look to such an obvious function for understanding of reli

gious language; but, we hasten to reassure him, perhaps
subtlety may be carried too far*

Without this function, at

least, the other analyses are incomplete.

The "controversial"

nature of language arising from this function cannot be
denied:

"four jaws ache and your hearers accuse you of

trying to have it both ways."

T

But if analogies are demanded

by this universal human activity, then the activity is the
excuse for the analogies.

As MacKinnon saya:

"...it may be

that analogical language is the language the theist must

speak, and its sole justification is that it is the only lang

uage he can use."

Or, as Ian Orombis suggests, the active

acceptance of a religious authority makes possible the use
of parables with riph significance for us.

In these ways

the language which we use in other functions of life is ex
tended to a. religious context.

And it is in this context

that it may claim its final justification.

Goncluding Examlnatioh
of Linguistic Philosophy
have now come nearly to the end of our study of

linguistic philosophy's treatment of theology in the years

from the end of the Becohd World War to 1955.

We have at

tended, in Part One, to the writings of these philosophers

concerning theological issues; and in this chapter we have
oriticaXiy evaluated their distinctive arguments.

remains briefly to diat11 our findings.

It now

â. The Ghost of Logical Positivism
It is often said, quite truly, that Logical Positivism
is defunct in Britain.

By this is meant that no one today

wholly subscribes to the clear platform and programme of the.

Vienna Circle.

But though the Vienna Circle has been broken

^Cf. above, p. 173.

'

^

'
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and its followers scattered, thé ghost of Logical Positivism
has not entirely been laid.

We notice its-lingering presence most keenly at two

points vitally relevant to theology*

First, in the continued

(but Waning) employment of the Verification Principle in one

or another of its forms as a test of meaningfulness for

language'purporting to.,make assertions ; end, second, in the

obvious unpopularity of overt metaphysics*

■à demand

for public verification by sense-experience as

a universal semantic rule is, as we have seen, incompatible

with, a recognition of theological, language as dealing with
objective reality.

Where it la employed, as in Vérification-

al Analysis^ the theological enterprise is •radically.threatened*

Its application.to religious 'language* as in Flow's

..presentation of the Faisi.fication Problemmay clarify the ■
theologian's understanding of his speech, but it must be

primarily y a. negative clarl float ion, drawing the lines more

distinctly between his language and that of natural science*
On this issue there is little scope for compromise.

Even

the significantly modified version of the Verification

Principle recommended by Oox is not capable of comfortable
fraternization with the essential theological outlook.

It

is not impossible, however, to question the universal nec-

esBity of this view of semantics, as we have done.

But

either to attack or defend on these questions requires a
foray into metaphysics.

'

The odium of metaphysics, which boro the brunt of the

Logical Positivist -offensive before the Second -World War, .

V ^Thls unpopularity, too, has recently become less in
tense. Of^ The Hevolutioh in Philosophy, final chaptersi
and certain Third Programmé talks.

tends, unfortunately, to leave the decision of such Issues

to personal whim or to uncritical acceptance'Of the "climate

of opinion k"
satisfiedt

With this state of affairs-'theology.cannot be

The cogency of the theologioal position (as a

rational viewpoint) reflects ; quite frankly ; a metaphysical

view*

Such a view cannot,properly be treated by quasi-

scientific methods or quasi-ethioal methods but

physical methods);

by me ta-

The criticism of metaphysics that^ l

is

not science has long since been seen to be less than fatal
to metaphysios; which ^on the whole) has hot claimed to be
science but only what it is.

linguistiq philosophy in shying

from questions.of metaphysics, has therefore been behaving

■irrationallyj starting at a ghost which still has power to
frighten if not to convince.

B. The Bpirlt of. îfaturali-sm
The rejection of overt metaphysics has hot, however;

prevented most practitioners of linguistic philosophy from

adopting an implicit metaphysical attitude.
is that of naturalism:

This attitude

not, on the whole, a militant or

aggressive naturalism (for this would involve overt meta

physics), but, rather, a "common-sense" naturalism hardly
conscious of an alternative.

This doss not mean that "supernaturalism" is hot con

sidered, especially by the proponents of Verificatiqnal

Analysis.

We have seen that argument after argument is of

fered to show the meanihgleasness or the inconsistency of

this view.

But these arguments themselves take for granted

/-a 3tarting-p6int which is thoroughly naturalistic in temper.
X have in mind.; .some of the lively and ingenious con
tributions to the philosophical controversy which heve

appeared quite recently in various philosophical journele
and kindred publications. Some of the participators in
such debates have blûhtlÿ 'advised us to dispense, altogether.with .any notion of■"the infinite".or "the transpendent" $ They urge, very properly., that the core of
religion is religious experience, ascribing doctrine as
a rule the function of safeguarding this experience. But
there are also, in most cases, underlying this procedure
two further assumptions, namely that there is not cogni
tive factor■in the initial 'experience end, secondly,
that; the experience can be understood entirely ip terms
of such matters as our own reactions or moral values or
our;relations to our natural environment. Some oscil
late between these views and the ascription of some kind
■of unspecified immediacy to religious experience, it not
being made plain whether-this is an immediate apprehension of an objective content. The tendency on the whole
, is to deny the need for such a content,!-

-

.

The assumption that all religious intuitions are merely

tal events,"the supposition that sehse-experienoe is compe
tent to deal with all reality, the view that,all worthwhile
explanation is. predlctive-iianipulativa, and .so on r-

these

are the underlying beliefs on which we have found the antitheolqgical arguments to rest.

The net effect is of firing

round after, round of phild.sophieal blank cartridges at-a,: .
calmly unperforated theological target*

Before real commun--,

i cation can be established, to change the metaphor, philo sophers and théologiens will be required to find a common -

wave-length.

'

Arguments .broadcast on the frequency of "commonr :

sense" naturalism will seem strangely irrelevant to thaolo-

giana who consider contemporary "common sense" (If such It
is) something to be transcended.

One manifestation of the naturalistic ..spirit in ling

uistic philosophy may be seen in its syntactical rulings
key terms in the dispute.

on

A striking example is in the range

—
—
; '
H.0.. Lewis , "The, Cognit-lv8 ■Factor-;in-Re ligldus ■Exper
ience," Ari 8tot ell an ■Bo.ciéty.Supplementary Volume-XXIX.
p...70m -\
\

of meaning

given by McPherson and others to ;%ÿlsting" and

"fictional. "

The former ;ià''understood .to Include- such oto-

jeqts as tablea and chairs; the latter sweeps in the remaiDT

der*

This linguistic decision, to.the theologian, is,bound

to seem perverse*

Words,;.he may agree, are our servants and

not our màÈ&ters; but when it is the. "exlstenoe" of God that

is in question it is,(to put it mildly) misleading to adopt

;such rules of Bgfhtek#
Î

There are possible di sadvahtages to
,

using- the word "existence" of Godfa mode/of. being
jj

1

' -

and

some :theplogians , including Paul Tillich' and % i l Brunner *

refuse to say that God "exists" — ■but if the meaning of

"td exist" is thus narrowed it does not follow that "to be

fictional" (given its standard meaning and inseparable emo
tive Content) should be the only linguistic-alternative..

Similar syntactic decisions adopted are the defining of "to

verify" as "to verify publicly" or %o verify by the senses"

and the defining of "meaningless" a s ."empirically meaning^

less" or "acientif1oally useless."

A final illustration of this naturalism is.found in the

treatment given theological language by Functional Analysis *

a viewpoint which is not easeptielly bound to such naturalism*

Only a small minority (though significant because of their

vary existence) consider the function of religious language
to be taken at. its face value*

The rest.find true functions,

no doubt* but ones which to the theologian must seem marginal*
He is interestad, but he notes once more the tendency tq

assume the naturalist perspective* pervading British ling-

uistio philosophy so uniformly that it is hardly noticed.
0* The Kind of the Academic World ^

Another pe'rv#si#nfêà-ture.of linguistic philosophy is
itsintmrpreti'c. situatiCn::^ the academic world, of, as ■
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Gilbert Ryle noted earlier*;its'"profesaiohallsm."!

tenor of ita erltlolmm reflects detachment, leisure, gen- •

teel sceptlGlem.

It liveo In the atmosphere of Intellectual

puzzles and technical disputations.

Its native habitat is

entirely different from that occupied by the theologian, who

le a part of a worshipping, working, and (in earnest purpose)

redeeming community.

As such, linguiatlo philosophy fulfiHa

-a necessary function,«.for the smoke of conflict may at times
obscure the view; \The- theologian himself must attempt to
see more ,widely than the embattled pastori. h:è muet move

within what Tillich calls "the theological circle"^ between
commitment end crltloism.

The philosopher may help his

criticism to be more cogent,

But thé philosopher's interpretio altua.tlon Is also a

liability to lilm.

He is tempted to miss thé temper of the

theologian's language, to suppose that thè latter's words ,

are chosen in the same cool attitude in which the philoso
pher subjects them to analysis.

In this there Is room for

serious misunderstanding.
He may, again, imagine that the most important of the

theologian's aims is to ollnoh a logically cpmpelilng argu?

ment.

And with this thought in mind, he will be disappointed*

since, as we have repeatedly found, belief In God is not In

principle to be coerced but must be a matter of volitional
response made.short of full proof. The attittude of O.B.

’Broad* however, is not untypical.

He says, in.Introducing

a republication of some of his early witip&a_p%: _
'

T'
Of . above, p . ?6 . *

%au.l Tillich* By sternatic Theology. Volume I., Chicago;
The University of Ohlcago' -Çresa,,- 1951, pp. 8-28. •

theological matters:

I am somewhat diffident of republishing these papers on
religious topics# I have no religious beliefs and, so
far as I can Judge, I am completely devoid of anything
that could fairly be called religious or mystical exper
ience. I fully realize that this is a serious disabil
ity; Some people would say that for me to write on
these matters is as If a colour-blind man should pose
as an art critic or a tone-deaf one as an expert on
music. This, however, seems to me to be an objection
based partly on a false .analogy. 'and partly bn a fail
ure to recognize the limited nature of
undertaking, y
I am concerned simply with the aonraisaf' of ;arCTments'.
which are held by those who use them to be either de
monstrative or probable* For that limited task 1 ha ye
the necessary training and aptitude, and Î do not see
why my judgment shoaid not be as good as another's.

We shall return later^ to consider the proper rôle of theo
logical arguments and "proofs."

What Broad,, and others* like

him, neglect is that the functions of theological speech —

even in argument —

may include more than logical-ones,, and

that its logical functions may be less rigorous than those

of geometry . We may respect his judgment as much as any men's'
on Questions of academic dispute, but we may doubt the allsufficiency of the academic approach.

â further point we may glean from Broad's remark is that

the académie world may, as he admits in his own case, insu
late the professional philosopher from much of the "raw-

material" of theological concern.

If, as we have heard theo

logians of Encounter say, the crucial experiences for belief
come in and through worship, philosophers who debate reli

gious questions from a sceptical and secular interpretic sit
uation are least likely to feel the compulsions (whether or
1

G,D. Broad, Religion. Fhilosoohy and Psychical Research.
London; Houtledge and Eagan Paul, Ltd., 1953, p* 2*
^Gf* below. Chapter Bine.

not rationally justifiable) which mould the theologian's
speeoh.

And if the Bible is the fountainhead of the respon

sive significance'which gives theological discourse its kind

of comprehensibility, adequate for faith-response, then

those who read only the professional philosophical journals

will not surprisingly discover little meaning in the
pronouhcements of religion.

But most important of all, the academic spirit of ling

uistic philosophy is in danger of ^obliterating the conscious
ness in its practitioners of the urgency for practical de
cision
—

even when the probing mind ia hot fully satisfied

which the theologian- strongly,feels.

The poised and tent

ative posture is the natural one of cloistered thought; it
is an impossible one for life.

Each profound ethical choice,

forced on the living agent by circumstances against which
even university life cannot guard, has profound implications

for one's implicit attitude towards the ultimately real.
Agnosticism towards religious questions may be cultivated
for the mind , but daily challenges —
may be a culpable choice —

absurdity*

where even indecision

make agnosticism in life an6

And the choices that one makes, whether to wor

ship or refrain from it, whether to sacrifice expediency to
principle, whether to act on one principle rather than an

other, have their influence on the mind, making agnosticism
a tenuous thing, a bland mask for a practical commitment

for— - or against —

trust,

the God in whom believers place their

GHAFTER MIBE

THEOLOGICAL OOBCmSIOHS

' ."We seem * then ■to be at a stage where the old
problème of the tliaoretioal interpretation'of
relision might get opened up In new waye;:
Both in philosophy and theology, whatever peof
pie 'a ^vlewa on th e nature of ^mataphyeioa.*- the
older 'type of ,speculatlv© argument .between,
theists and.'athaiats- no longer seems of intereet* We find .ours'elvéa in a time when peo
ple, may be outtihg across in new way's- and ex
ploring a number of possibilities as to what
religious language may be about,"
.
'■

The

Dorothy Emmet

theological viewpoints to which we now turn have

sprung from a very different soil from that of the Itnguietic

philosophers. Ve shall conclude this thesis with an eval
uation of them

m

we have found them to be; coherent systems

of thought grappling

with the

—

each with a "logic? of its own —

problems of theqlogy 's linguistic admissibility ;

In this evaluation we shall not try to deal with individual
thinkers or arguments, therefore, as was appropriate to our

philosophical.discussion, but rather with the contradictory
and complementary emphases implicit in their "logics" taken
as unified perspectives *

In so doing we may find that only

by drawing on insights, from .all three of the great theolqgl- ,
oal traditions can we find an approach to theological lang

uage and theiatio proofs satisfactory to ourselves,
'

.

.

Dorothy Smaet, "'Heason* in Recent Theologioel DisousaioH.** The golltioal # a r t e f l y . Volume -26,-1955, 'p. 285.

I*
.Contradictory Emphases
It la not our purpose In these closing pages to under-

.spore any more than has already been done in Part Two the
points of Irreconcilable difference between the "logics" of
Analogy, Obedience, and Encounter*

But It would be mislead-

Ing to discuss the ways in which they complement one another

without first recognizing their genuine rivalry#

-Each is,

AS it were, an individual who feSls complete in himself and
who offers himself entire for acceptance or rejection#

We

shall decline to make this sort of eholce, but ft is right

that we should noté/tbât in sodoihg we may be accused of
"syncretism" or —

worse yet --'of vivisectionI

We shall

attempt to answer this charge, at the appropriate time; at
present we shall fulfill'pur obligation t o 'the^sçlf-coBsoiousnasfô.pf tliëae "logics" by reviewing their character-

*

1Stic 'complaints against their competitors#
A# Mutual Criticism from the "Logics
’ 1* rBorne objections from ..Ana logy# —

The "logic" of

Analogy depends upon the basic health of human rational
cai^citias#

It must therefore make strong objection to the

Interpretation given■to man's "Fall" and to "original sin"
by tha theology of Obedience.

The doctrines of Obedience

on this subject, it must Insist, are biblically unwarranted,
theologically Unsound, and philosophically self-destructive'.

1s mind, it. Is true, has lost Its_"original" capacity

for direct Intuition of God and has been reduced (under or-

dlnsry circumstances) to -concepts abstracted from experience^

but bis powers of \ratiocinatlon are in the image of the

rational God*

To Include this gift with those human capaci-

ties which have been warped by sin is to lack due gratitude

to God for his continuing grace and to blaspheme against his
indwelling image*

Secondly, Analogy is not content with the relationship

drawn by Obedience between the Ohurch and the Bible.^

The

Bible is to be treasured by the Ohurch, it is true, as the

Ohurohccl.has honoured and guarded the Bible from the begin

ning, but the Ohurch does not exist thanks to Scriptures*

The Bible Is what it is thanks to the Ohurch.

The Bible is

given to the Ohurch for its, guidance, but only God himself
gives the Ohurch its existence.

For this reason the Bible

should not be allowed to play an overweening part in the

decisions of the Ohurch as to the appropriate language of
theology♦

Analogy cannot agree with Encounter, on the other hand,

that God may present himself directly as a "Thou" to the

believer.

Buch a view is condemned as "ontologism"; it

threatens the mediating rôle of the Church., places excessive

emphasis on personal experience, and opens thé door to limit
less idiosyncrasy.

Too'high a claim is made, and too many

hostages are offered to self-delusion and error.

2. Borne objections from Qbedieilce. -- The exception

by Analogy of man's rational powers from the stain of sin
^Gf. abovei p. 411.

^Ct. above, pp. 359-561.

cannot go unchallenged by the "logic" of Obedience #, Tor

suppose, that, man retains at any point the unblemished con

tent of the Image of God is an act of presumption* - He is,
indeed, created in God's image, but his sin has destroyed

that: image; ,in, himself he may find no ground for vaunting

himself before his Oreatof, as he could if he still possessed

reason in its initial purity *

A similar cause for boasting would lie in his possess

ing, if he did possess, the Bible; but this la not the case.
The Ohurch finds its life in Scripture.

God through thé

Bible calls the Ohurch Into being and directs its life.

pièce Ohurch above its Scripture Is a sinful act of human

To

self-aBsertlon.

Such self-assertion is the motive, however unrecognized,

which prompts Analogy to trust In natural theology.

The

truth which man discovers man thereby possesses; but truth

about God can never be his property.

Only the rejection of

all human attempts to scale the heights of divine reality,

which rejection the "logic" of Analogy forbids, can be the
appropriate response of sinful man before his Holy Lord*:

ihcounter, on the other hand, seems to Obedience to be

tainted with traces of nineteenth-century theological Liber-

àlism.'

Its emphasis on a distinctively religious experience

recalls the psychologism of Schleiermacheri and its readi

ness to admit apologetioal arguments amaoks of compromise
with the thought of the day.

Only a resolute rejection of

all forms of Modernism can meet the pressing needs of

theological adequacy.

-3. Some objections from -Encounter^ —

The aelf-assur-

ence of Obedience that it alone has the prbpfor interpretation

of thé biblical''message is hotly questioned by 'the. "logic"
of Ehioounter.

The dogmatic assumption of a particular in-

terpretation Is not equiyelent to "letting the Bible speak

for itself," It is objected*

Alternative views must be

taken into account, historical research into the texts must

be given due recognition, and "the biblical vieV-must not
Ï

,

■ '

'

too hastily be forced into a rigidly unified aystem*

.The readiness to force the Bible to say what "biblical

theology" is determined to say anyway, which Encounter claims

to detect in the "logic of Obedience, may go far towards explaining why Obedience neglects certain biblical passages
(suggesting a justification of natural theology or a precedent for apologetics) which do not agree with its position#

Buch selectiveneSB, if true, may .also undermine the doctrine
of total corruption and the total destruction of the image
of God in man which is so crucial to the "logic" of Obedience.
The position of Analogy, alternatively, is too much
tied to the past.

In it Encounter finds top many evidences

of the "dead hand" of St. Thomas Aquinas and —
— ■of Aristotle#

through him

Much may need to be said to .the modern

world which is ill-expressed in forms fashioned for another

age*

The dangers of "ontologism," for example , would be

far less evident if the philosophical requirements of Thom-

Istlc conceptualism did not loom so large in the foreground#

B# Allianoe.s within the "Logics"
It may be of interest to note the shifting alliances

which are formed between the three great theological

perspectives in their dlSBatlafactions with one another#
Encounter and Analogy may at one time be joined against

Obedience I- on the other issues the "logic" of Analogy is

condemned by Encounter and Obedience; again, Analogy and

Obedience may at timea find, common cause against. Encounter.
Where Obedience distrusts reason, both Analogy end En-

couhter come to the mind's defence*

Helthsr,- though'with

differing'emphases, is willing to make the radical break with

human ratiocination demanded by the "logic" of Obedience.
To both the rejection of apblogetios appears to be a

-relapse, into 'obscurantism*

Analogy/ however, stands alone, against Obediehoe and

Encounter to the extent that it claims to find in unaided

reason an adequate support for statements'made about God.

Both those shun as rationalism the claims sometimes made on

behalf of the thqlatlc proofs by Analogy.

More, far more,

than,the ordinary processes of logic and universally avail
able evidence le prerequisite for theological meaning and
truth, they insist*

Finally, Encounter is attacked by both Obedience and

Analogy for its emphasis on personal experience.

Both, for

different reasons, find the appeal to religious experience
to. be in danger of degeneration into mere psychologism. .

Something more than an experience, they agree, is necessary
to place theology and its discourse on a firm foundation *

•So much, then, for the mutual and allied criticisms of

the. major theological viewp'ointa on one, another.

As three

theological traditions, historically, they are incompatible;

but as'.three theological '"logics" systematically, ye may

find much that l8 oomplemat&ry in tbelr rivalry,

I^et us mow

search, for such a oonstruotlve oonoluslon to our study ,
hoping that our

own view

may he enriched by insights drawn

from each ^logic" at its points, of strength;
. II.

Complementary Emphasea
' A programme like ours may meet with a rebuke; "Theolo-

gy," we may foe told, "is no field for dilletante eelectleisini
it is a matter,of either/or.

The-systematic cannot, be aev-

ered from the historical; the

concrete alone has life—

and

you have seen the dangers for

theology of academic abstrac-

tion. , •'Choose ye this day whom ye shall serve'; polemic

sincerity must never be exchanged for polite synci^tism #"

>
_

Ife may sympathize with the motive for such a rebuke
without assenting to its message,

He sympathize because we,

too, are repelled by the vaporous pleadings of Irenics based
net so much on strong prinoiplesas on lack of etomaoh for
battle.

We, too, recognize the inescapable demand for com-

mitment that is laid on us by
But we cannot so readily

opponent, that our oommitment

theology.

assume, as does our imaginary
must be one of the three rival

"logics" which recommend themselves to us today.

We cannot

agree that the "historical" is properly recognized only with
in those theological traditions already established as
"schools" and "movements."

If this were true, then 8t.

Thomas: and Luther and c(^vin should never themselves have

:

broken èway from the familiar patterns of tbelr tlmoB to.
Integrate now tbeologloal persphbtivëa offering a fresb
grasp of lilstoriçal; depth' and new syntbetlp oonoretenesa* *
In theology, we agree, there U. the demand for 'either/or,
bût our oholoé need not always be limited arbitrarily to the
'

'

ready "•made alternatives which, our time happens to offer#
% a t important qharaoterieties of the great synthesizers
of theolbglcal perspectives exchse their positions
drawn
V •' ■ - .
from 6any and'various sources rr** from the jibe bf "eoleotioism"?

One such oharaoteristio is their theologioal serl-

oûsnèas. thôir involvement in the life 6f service and worshli
their earnest concern for the problems of faith, their keen
sense of responsibility to the truth#

Another, equally im-

portant, is their■systematic select1vaness. their Insistence
on drawing thought' into a. genuine unity on the basis of
prinoipie rather than expediency*' Without- such principle,
clearly detei^mlnlng what shall be included and what (equally
Important) must be excluded, the charge of syncretism in
theology is a fatal one.

But a synthesizing theoiogy basqd

on principle need.not be ah anaemic one; it may, when the
situation is clearly seen, be the only adequate object for
our oommitment, the only sufficiently "concrete" position,
the only channel for our seriousness before the truth.

We, of course, are not offering a "new theology," or

anything apprpaphlng it, in this chapter*

Our study is of

a limited, though vital, issue for theology. ■ We hardly

have the temerity to appeal to the gigantic figures of

Aquinas and luttear for our. defence ; much lees do we dare
to claim to walk in their footsteps Î

In so fal\ as we ap

proach our problem with theological seriousness, however,
not: merely as & puzzle but as a significant-challenge to
the ahurch and personal faith, and with systematic select'ivehess, relying on principle for the resolution of our
problem, we.-shall be as free to make use-of insights from
whatever source to aid us in our limited task as were the
Fathers and Reformers in the pursuit of their more ambi^r
tious goals#

■Ih; distinguishing the complementary features of the
major British thealbgical views on the the meaning of theological language', we find two elements, which deserve separate
attention*

The first is a basic ourrënt of agreement which

runs (largely unrecognized) through all the viewpoints, '
something which might be called a "distlnotlvaly British"
approach, subtly drawing divergent systems towards one an
other. The second Is the striking unity which the three
great "logics" present when examined in the light of the
sisnificance-situation outlined in Ohapter Seven.
A. The "Distinctively British" Approach
If, as it is often said, the characteristic genius of
the British mind is its sturdy empiricism,! the subtle
lit shduld no longer be necessary to bbint out that
"empiriciam" need not entail "sehaevempiricism" or "sensism."
We use this word broadly to refer to the view which emphar
sizes the- importance of the à oosteMbri'''"àivenness" -of human ■
experience for meaning hhd' knowledge;*-'
'

current which flows within all three of the dominant theo
logical positions iB, indeed, "distinctively British" (
(though not, of course. exoluBivélÿ British).

The waters

of empiricism run deep^;within the "logics" even of those
viewpoints which elsewhere would seem least hospitable to

such an approach.
1'. Èmoiriciâm and -Eh counter.. —

,Ife can appreciate,

readily enough, the empirical strain present in the "logic"
of Encounter, .which roots the language of faith in personal

experience..

We need hardly -emphasize the evident concern of

this theological position'for the "givenness" which charac
terizes, 'ail.immediate.experience.

Encounter-experiences are

"impressions" which are given to us. as indubitably as sense"impresaione ""wb^éhapeak, with meaningsand authority only

after the fact, not on the strength of theory or tradition
alone .

The "experimental method" (broadly understood) is

not aliph to this theological perspective; theological lang
uage^ as Nathaniel Micklem says, reports "what we have seen"!

2. Empiricism and Analogy. -T Less obvious and less
frequently acknowledged is the empirical strain which ap
pears within British theology of Analogy.

There remains a

tension.within this "logic" between .a priori methods of

•

I*

thought, drawing much Inspiriation from Oohtlnehtal tradi

tions, and "dlstinctiveiy British" reliance on à posteriori

techniques.

Thinkers in Britain like

1
Of. above, p

'Hawkins and

""

% r k Poîitiféx hold out agaiîist the emplrloal trmdltlom by
emphasizing the ooerqlvemess of deductive metaphysical

Even those, like E.L* Masoall and F.G. Oopleston,

arguments#

who turn^ ultimately, to other sources.for theological

grounding , are loath to abandon the syllogistic model for

theological reasoning,^

But, despite the tensions^ Analogy In Britain has been

drawh t o wa r d s t h e affirmation of;■personal .experience- as

basic to religious claims#

Its tendency, as we have seen,

is to use the language of Apprehension?? rather than that

of **encounterj’* and the Appréhension^ is not of God himself

but of ^'abd as manifested in his creative activity In finite
being'*); but auch experience Is. in the last analysis pre
requisite for any worthwhile theological discussion#

Con

siderable différences still remain between Encounter and

Analogy, of course, but the gap is narrower between these

groups than might at first sight be imagined#

One: stresses

the Intuition of Bod as essential before msahins'ful theolo

gical discourse is possible; the other requires an **lntul*
tion of b e i n g a s a preliminary step*

Hot only ; indeed,

is-such experience a Prelimlhafv to theological discussion,

but another, fuller, expérience Is its highest product. The

Five Ways of St. Thomas Aquinas may be taken as **five differ
ent aids to the apprehension of God and thé creature In the

cosmological relation# ”5

Biven this apprehension-^experience,

^This is not true of Illtyd Trethowan who urges aban
donment of this model for more distinctly empirical ones*
Of. his 'controversy with Hawkins, on this-ooint In Thé Down- '
aidé Review . Volume "LtIV#
- ..Of#, above, pp. 2-55 ff.
p

' -

'

♦ above, p# 266'.

%

Of#

above, p.254#'

^Of# above, p.

SI3!

the believer need searoh no Plonger, for ha has found the
truth which n e w

no further words for its enjoymeht

/■3. •EmbirlGiàîiiv'and .Obedience* — . little as the A o R i c ”
'

i

I1IIIIÉ

Lin miinii Him

;

n'" *# u")'* ^

of Obedience seems toItolerate the empirical approach to

theology jj and little as it uses the language of i'experieno©,
its British manifestation shares one of the key insistences

of empiricism:

that ^'givenneas**^ must precede speech#

The language of Obedience, it.is true, rejects talk of

’^apprehensions** or "experiences’* (theologians of Obedience

do not always exclude the word Aneounter" from their voc-

abularlas) beeaiise of their intellectualistio or psycholo
gical overtones.

Instead the stress is on "confrontation,"

being **laid hold of" or "grasped." .Thus, though '"experi-

ence" is rejeoted by Obedience, one wonders whàt alternative

word to choose, in order to refer to one A
of" or one A

"being grasped" by God.

-perienp©,. we may agree —

"being laid hold

lot 'mef el# -human ■ex-

and we may sympathize with the

implicit revolt against "psychologizing" religion too f a r —

but surely (from man *s point of view) experience I "What'

wider word exists#/ If, indeed, theologians of Obedience

mean literally what they say about "experience," then they

should not use expressions>like "confrontâtion" and "graced"

•which'are drawn from-experienceslanguage.

More important, however, is the point made earlier

conoerning "giyenness** as thel)&8is of the language of

'Obedience.

This, the a p6steriPrl use of language, is the

essence of the empirical position.^

In requiring this use

for theological language, the "logic" of Obedience, too,

^pf. above, pp. 370-364.

A f . above, p.

sharep the "aistlnetlvely British" (though not exoiusively
British) approach.

We have comment©d before that truth la not necessarily

a matter of majority vote, and this warning-Is applicable
here.

But Buch unanimity is not without sound foundation.

Apart from the experience of mankind, widely understood,

man’s speech could have no more significance than the sound
of a phonograph playing in an empty room.
could not have developed.

Speech, itself

These considerations are usually

admitted, when they arè discussed, even by opponents of

narrow varieties of empiricism; not least by Aquinas, the

fountainheaJ. of much thought that is deductive and a priori,

as F.O. /Oopleatpn tells us: Aquinas stressed the experi
mental foundation of human knowledge..., That ia to say,

the mind is initially a capacity for knowing things, but we

should have not natural actual knowledge of the world at all
except through experience of things.

Aquinas, Indeed, goes,

further than w© should think wise, in asserting that "the

primary form of experience Is sense-experiënce.We shall,
in any case, accept the basic soundness of the broadly empir
ical approach to knowledge and language, and, .in-particular,

to theological language.

Ifithin this approach we are re-p»

quired to choose between the varying emphases and specific
interpretations of the three major "logics," but we

recognize théir diversity to be a diversity-in-unity.

Bivën such a foundation, let us apply our "three-legged"

theory of signifioance to the British theological scene in

■ Copies ton, Aquinas, p. 25. Of. Ibid.. also pn. 26-28, •

48-49» and 53 .

i>*f pi

r6l5-:

'

order to dlsoover In whet ways the three great theological

positions may supplement one another and thereby oohtribute

to a new theological consensus on the status of theological

discourse#

B# A "ThreerLegged" Approach
The three "legs" upon which any adequate understanding

of linguistic significance must stand a.re> as our earlier

discussion showed,! the syhtactlo, the semantic, and the interpretlo dimensions of the slgn-situation#

Without ade

quate support at each of these three points, any theory

will be unbalanced#

At the same time, we examined, the oharaoterlstio em

phases of the "logics" of Analogy^ Obedience, and Encounter,

noting that each "logic" has Its oharaoteristlc major and
minor emphases# At both extremes, we saw, no two of the
three great theological perspectives fall into the same
category#^

The strongest emphasis of Analogy is syntactics,

that of Obedience is interpretles, and that of Encounter la
.semantics#

The. weakest emphasis of each, respectively, is

interpretiçs, semantics, -and'.■.syntactics#
Let us now examine further the inter-relations of the
three /logics" to ■see whether the strengths, of all may be
retained and the weaknesses of each transcended.#

A diagram may help us visualize the complementary re

lation under wtiich the three may be qohoelved#

The weekeat

emphasis of each one pointe towards the strongest emphasis

of the,next,

.

^Of # aboyé', dhapter Seven. .% f # above, Gherts on p.54:2b

Ohart

p*

(Key; (8), equals

emphasis"; (W).equals "weak-

est éîBphaaia *")

(8) Syntaotlcs
, . ÀmAiDGY
.
(W) Interpretlo8

âyntaotios

/EHÔOmTER
(8) 8ementi OS.

(8) Interpretlcs
OBEDimpE
— (W) Bsmàntlos

This diagram may strengthen our hopes that our expeot-p

atlons may be fulfilled, but we should not Ignore, as the

diagram ust, the useful contributions whioh may be made by
these theological perspectives in their secondary emphases.
Hor, ■indeed, should we assume that we may not draw useful
' insights even from the least emphases of tho;"logics" before
us;

out of "weakness" may come forth strength!

T*: 'The intemretlc 'dimension,

An adequate doctrine

of theqlogioai meaning cannbt neglect the interpretic demands
enunciated by the theology of Obedience #

The note of imrning

.against the,purely academic temper on which we ended our
last chapter c..annot, .Obedience tells us, be. too often soun
ded or too seriously considered,
_2

Ity#

Theology speaks from -- and to —

the committed commun-

pply in the light qf the whole man speaking Can the

words of doctrine, prayer, or praise be fully understood.

Just as the theologian participates in the Ghurch, sot the

Church participated In theology, its activities moulding its

discours#

The language of religion is the language of com--

mitment.; its speech both resta on and expresses a faithrrsr

sponse to reality as seen through believing eyes,#

Moments

of life are precious; it has noitime for fool?proof demon?

strations, it disbelieves in them and trusts instead in the

Redeemer who has sent it forth again to redeem the world#

Religious language, furthermore, is, as the theology of

Encounter insists, misunderstood apart from its rôle in wor
ship,

Those who would understand its full significance must

be willing to place themselves in a position for learning.

But » they warn, worship may prove costly —

in human terms

and the quest to learn the full meaning of theological lang

uage may be a dangerous pursuit,

. Even from Analogy, whose least emphasis this is, we

learn much that is valuable,

The effectiveness of theologi

cal argumentation has limits, bounded by the readiness of

the interpreter to adopt certain attitudes towards his world,
his fellows and himself*

The decision to adopt these atti

tudes cannot be forced on one; they must spring from the

willingness to take a chance, to lift one’s eyes to the
hills —

and higher.

Such an approach to the interpretic dimension will pro
vide us with one of the "legs" on which a full doctrine of
theological language must stand.

Apart from this recognition

of the extra-linguistic, extra-logical factors in religious
speech we shall be left examining a wraith.

But the inter

pretic dimension alone cannot carry the full weight of
theological significance.

2, Thé SThtactic dimenslQÙ,

Theological ayntactics

can hardly begin to be-treated bare,

The faacinating ques

tions of the relationa between the words and phrases of raligioas discourse would require.a separate study.

Still,

its importance for the understanding of such discourse may
at least be noted.

The most careful work on theological syntactics has,
as/'wé have seen, been done by the theology of Analogy,
Obedience and Encounter discuss the relations of words drawn
from ordin#y experience to theological contexts, true, but

the terms of their discussions vàre comparatively vague and
unsatisfactory,

The manner in which ordinary words may

"symbolically" apply to God, the way in which "myth"and
"metaphor" convey truth, the relation between the degrees
of "veiledhess" -in language used about God -? such questions
require more careful thought than has yet been-given them
by the latter two theological perspectives#
Within Analogy, on the other hand, syntactic questions
have absorbed attention for centuries.

The Thopiat doc

trines of proportionality and attribution may not satisfy
us, in the end, but here we find wsll-developed attempts to

chart thecrrelatiOBS between speech in its theological and
non-theologloal uses,/ We may appreciate these doctrines,
therefore, for what they are to us:

efforts to limit the

merely wild and undisciplined employment of words in theo
logy, but attempts, at the same time, not entirely to

prevent the use of ordinary speech in theological‘Syatsms*,
Thesè efforts could well provide suggestive stimulus to our
thought in. future syntactical studies^
Finally, we,are reminded by the theology of Obedience
of the ,syntactic ties between Ohristian language and the
language of the Bible#

TheologioaisyhteotiOG would be a

torso without a careful appréciation;of the rules which tie
the''religious'' speech of Ghrietians, to their Bcrlpturee#

We

need not accept the view of Obedience that these rules are
all-embracing or even all-important, in order to be grate
ful for their reminder that a study of the nature of theo?
logical formation-rules and entallment-rules without a study
of the Bible’s place as standard, end source- for,-theological
discourse would be ludicrous#
.The second "leg? for our doctrine of theological lang?
uage is pnfinishedbut in place#

We recognize its vital

part in supporting an adequate under$tending of such speech,
and we see the direction in which we must work.

Much has

been done already to bring out the implicit rulea which
govern the relations between theological concepts, words,
phrases —

and, indeed, to clarify theologioal procedure by

suggesting rules where there is now no common practice.
The task of those who wish--to continue work on this dimen
sion of theological signlflcanoe .appearsto be an exciting
ohé with promise of much fruit.

_

3; Thé semantic; dimehSion, -- Neither interpretios nor

syntactics can deal exhaustively with theological language#

I

True as it ia that the examination of ayntactio relations
between the elements of religious discourse, stressed part?

’/

i'cularly by Analogy, provides a fascinating and indispens
able subject for studyi and impatient as the proper- recog
nition of the interpretic setting of religious speech, $mpheslzed moat strongly by Obedience, may make us of academic
pre-occupâtion with questions as to the objective truth of
Christian doctrine; the issues at the centre of the "logic"
of Encounter must retain equal prominence.
The community of faith and worship may not require con
stant :discusBion of the nature of the relations between its
language and the Cod about whom it speaks (though even in the
Church such curiosity is hardly blasphemous!) but the re?
sponsibility of the Church is not alone to itself but also
(because of its responsibility to God) to the world at
large;-

And such a world will demand from, the Church answers

to its questions;

"is your language tied to reality. or is

it an .esoteric jargon of an ’in-group’ with, no doubt, in
teresting syntactic features?" Only if thé Church can reply
that it is, indeed, using speech which refers beyond itself
to the God of whom it speaks -? and can show'that this is
the case -- can it hope to convince those outside to whom
it is respondible that its language is vitally important to
them. Since the reality of which it speaks includes them,

^

affects them, judges them.

The note of warning against

academic specu^tion cannot in pur present situation be too
pften sounded, but it can be grossly overemphasized if it
. . . . . . .

...^

leads to an abandonment of attempts to defend theology’s
semantic respectability and thereby to an abdication of
reaponsibillty In the face of challenge..

And the serious

effort of theology to,reply thoughtfully to this challenge,
àaL:CÇhvlholngl^ as is permitted by the nature of Its subjectmatter, is surely more appropriate to its commitment to
truth and love than is the resort (so tempting In illiberal

times) ■to, propaganda; and abuse!
The theology of Encounter, as the position most cen
trally interested in founding theological discourse on
extra?linguistic grounds', ,has much to offer us here.

The

essential evidence for the semantic reference of religious
language,; it say's, is personal experience, private but not
"merely mental,"

'it is experience which convinces in it-

self, which supports and is supported by the statements of

the Bible and the tradition of Ohristandom; It la experience'
with-a?dif ference, intentional, personal , powerful, and in

timate;

Without such experience discussion of the object

ivity of the semantic relation is futile, but in the light
of it there can be no doubt of the reference of theological
Encounter here is supplemented by another "logic" which
splacès, almost/equal emphasis on the semantic relation, the
"logic" Of Analogy.

This theological perspective is,, not far

from; tocountar in its recognition of the need for intimate
private experience as a basis, and goal, for theiatic discussiop#

But, in addition to the "intuition of being" and

the "apprehçnsion" of God-as-related-to-fihite-creature,
Analogy -foppa'a to retain argument a which, will,, place,-the
semantic relation between theological language and Its

dssignatùm; on another basis, that of the "public" world of
evidence.

'Such.s/basis would not be entirely independent

of the private evidence of "Encounter-experienees" or "e;pprehensions ^" since all theological, language points ultim
ately back to such roots^ but-arguments from,'"public"'exper
ience may ,play a confirming or supporting rôle when the
prior’,conditions for their use have been, met#
s

In thus speaking of the hopes of Analogy we have re
turned one© more to the question of the admissibility of

thèistio proofs which hap been a recurrent theme throughout
this study#

If we feel that we are equipped, thanks to the

ôompiéméntary emphaa# ,of .Analogy:, Obedience, and Encounter,

with a "three-legged" understanding of theological language
that is more satisfactory than any one of the individual
"logics
it.

of'our study, let us put it to the test .by•applying

Arid, since we have raised but not settled the question

of the admissibility of theistic prodf, let us end this
thesis with an examination, by means of our new theoretical
tools, of the three dimensions of this issue.

The Admissibility of Thelatic Proof
The overt aim, of theological language used in "proofs"

is to establish, to a satisfactory degree, the .existing

-

y

status of the prime theplogloal reality,, God #, ■

■'

Thrs© elements are presént.in tbie statement of the aim

of tbèlstlc proofs;

first,, the question of whether or not

the ■■"overt" aim lé the only one; second,, the Issue of what
■is' to be reckoned a "satisfactory degree";' and,, third, the
essentially semantiç one whether in fact the word "God"
has corresponding to it a being such as the one described by
.Gbristian theology#

%fe shall return later to the first
■

two questions.

(

-

A,'* The Semantic Dimension
Two major classes of proofs attempt to show that "God"
C
n

is (^if a word which does , in fact, have an exlatence-ob ject
{dénotaturn) which corresponds to its meaning-object (désig
né turn) *

The first group, composed of arguments from re

ligious experience, moral, experience, and aesthetic exper"-ienoé, draws on what we have 'called "private " experience ;
the second, composed of arguments from the nature of the

world as a whole and those from specific features of the
world» draws on "public" experience.

The purely a priori

arguments, such as „the Ontological Argument, are not proper?
ly speaking semantical arguments at,all, but, rather, syn
tactical ones. ^
1

' ' . This would apply, of course, only to the traditional
Interpretation of the Ontological Argument, not to the under
standing o f ,this argument :held, for example , by J.V. Langmehd
Oasseri^yi/ih whose opinion ’the Ontolqgioal Arguments, would ■
be \an"Argument from,private experience. Of# above, pp# 255 ff.
'

'

la The proofs fx*ôm private expérience# ?- âs arguments
designed to show the existence of God» the proofs from pri
vate experience offer both advantages and dlsadvantages4
Their advantages are, first» the force with which they tell
on those convinced by them end, second» the indication they
give of the soft of existence which is claimed for God»
To one » for example, who finds in mora% pbligation a

'

supreme objective demand, but is unable to understand the
relationship between the moral law within and the starry
heavens above, the Moral Argument (that in God the Greator
of the world we find also a secure objective place for mor
ality, which cannot be man’s own invention but which cannot
exist apart from some personal affirmation of it^) will be
of considerable power*

Bimilarly, the argument from the

non-subjectivity of beauty may be compelling, with the
strength almost of aelf?evidence, to those whose deep aes
thetic sensibilities rebel against the idea of the beautiful
as merely relative to human tastes and fancies, or who, for
''
\
other reasons, are convinced that this cannot be the cm se *
And to those who experience the personal holiness of reli

gious experience, treasuring the insights it brings and the
health of spirit it leaves, the argument to God Is short and

natural —

if "argued" at all#

Such proofs as these have the second advantage of sug

gesting the nature of the divine being to be personal, moral,

Of# above, pp. 182-189.

'

— r—

'

:

— ~

-preserver of values, ooncerned v/ith man, and not unknowable.

they suggest an objective existence which is not of the same
'

'

■■

'

species of objectivity as tables and chairs; they suggest,
by their arguments from direct mental communication (on the
analogy with telepathy) a spiritual existence.
But if the semantic relations of theological language

are of primary concern to theologians for the sake of those

outside the believing community, as we have suggested, then

the arguments from private experience suffer certain disad

vantages .

The primary weakness of this class of arguments

is their dependence on prior pramiaees which, from private

experience:' alone » cannot be proved.

'It 'la> quite possible

for a êceptlo to doubt 'the.-objectivity of the. moral law and

aesthetic experience and thus to undei^ut any demand for ob?
jective support iB God for these experiences.

It is also

possible for him to reject the significance of religious exporience» either by maintaining attitudes which exclude it

from his own experience or by resolutely interpreting it in
subjectivist —

or even pathological

categories»

To those

who offer this sort of rebuttal, the thelstlc proofs from
private experience are ineffective.

A related

disadvantage of such arguments is the ability

of those who decline to be convinced by, them to deny the

possibility of objective existence of the kind which they

would find in God.

The'thoroughgoing refusal to admit the

meaningfulness of "spiritual existence" or "direct mental

communication" will, at least until such refusals are shown

somehow to be Illegitimate, reduce arguments from private

experience to the status of phenomenological; reports i

<»

Irrelevant to objective fâctv

These disadvantages do not mean that the proofs from

moral, aesthetic, or religious experiehce are "inadmlsBible."

They may have considerable usefulness in dealing with those

who are unconvinced by theological ola1ms and yet cannot

,agree to the sceptic ’s réduction.of morality , beauty » and
the sense of personal holiness to human subjectivity#

The

arguments » given their needful premisses, are not wholly

"invalid, " though they cannot claim to be coercive for

all men.

2. The proofs from public exoerlénéey —

The disadvan

tages of the proofs from private experience would seem to

be overcome by the'alternative class of arguments relying
on public evidence .

In part this is the case , but ..though

these proofs offer certain new advantages, they retain some

of the old weaknesses and .add ehortcbmlngs of their own.

.Proofs from public experience .cannot 'at. least, be ac

cused of.falling,to reach beyond "distinctlvely mental"

fact,

Those like the Oosmologlcal Argument point to per-

vasive oharacterlstles of the world as it is; those, on the

other hand, like t h e .Teleologlcal Argument indicate specific
features in the natural world which are open to scientific

examination#

The Gosmologloal Argument reasons from thé

irrationality of an infinite regress of ontological depen

dence to a being on which all that is depends#

The Teleo-

'logical Argument, in one of. its many forme, may stress the
patterns In natural history, the adaptation of beings to

one another far beyond the degree explicable by non?purpo-

siye forces, the progression of evolutionary process towards

• '

i

personality and value #

>& I

From the Cpsmôlogloal Argument is

■deduced a self-explanatory, selfTmalntainlng being on which

all depends ; from the Tsleoloslcal Is Inferred the existence
of an intelligent purposer.

•The disadvantages of these arguments are their depen

dence, like the proofs from private experience, on certain

prior evaluations which they cannot themselves support and
their failure to reach, as their conclusions , a being who

is necessarily such as would be a proper denotatum for the

Ohristian use of the word "God."

Before'the Oosmoloslcal Argument becomes relevant, one

must be ready to admit the irrationality of the finite 4;

world’s existence without a self-existing maintainer. But

this is a premiss which may be evaded either by denying the
"finiteness" 'of ,the cosmos as 'a. whole or by .attacking, the

continued irrationality of the concept of aelf-existenoe.

Why , it may be asked, should the world not be capable of
’balancing itself" in existence, a system In which each

..part {.alone not self?explahatpÿy) may contribute to the self

existence of the complex whole which may be infinite?

Or,

alternatively, why should the questing mind which has once

been awakened to the difficulties in the world’s dependence,

find rest in a stopping-place at any point? ' The.'feleologl?

càl Argument, similarly, is in itself unable to require all

men to place the same valuation on the evidence to which it
points.

What is admitted to.be "good evidence" for a cosmic

purpose may vary from men to men#F

The point at which a

^Of. above, (Appendice B) pp# 473-4T^»
:^0f. above, pp# 152-154*

man may

be reedy to aav* "That must have been planned by

someone!;"' dannot be legislated In advance*, '

''

But even If th# evaluative premisses on wbloh they are

based oould be asBurned, the argument© from,public dxperienoe
fall short of implying- the existenoe of Qqd.: The self-êxls-

tent being of the Gosmologloal Argument might,, ae far as tliat

argument Is concerned, be totally indifferent to ;the W r ^ ^

%'fhidh depends upon it#

There. Is not indication of person

ality or/intelligence 1%: this argument*

Buch qualities are

found important by the Teleologlcal Argument, of course,

but euoh.ah

to which it

argument is powerless to prove that.the Purpose
points may not be thejoint product of several

finite intelligences#

More important still, it fails to

show the moral excellence of the Purpose it distinguishes

unless it selects its evidence with great oare; and its

principle of selection, which must be Independently provided,

may be open to fatal criticism#

On the semantic level, then, which is the dimension on

which the thelstlc proofs are most often considered, the ar
guments are hardly coercive, though, given certain premisses
and principles:, they are not entirely useless.

The resolute

sceptic will find. them. Invalid, but those who begin from

principles less far removed from those of theology may be

drawn to,see the full implications to themselves of their
beliefs.

As supports for the semantic claim that God himself

Is the reference for the word "God," thelstic proof is not

universally admissible, therefore, since, it is wastefully

employed on Pertain classes of thinkers ; bUt the proofs are

not entirely without validity in certain contexts*

Employed

in .■-•.concert -T the "publie" argumenta giving .grounds to sup?

port the reasonableness of-a supreme Intelligent and purpor

âiVG. existence and. the■"private" argumenté adding their asr
surancè of the valuefrpreservlng personality and righteous-

nées of this existence ?? they may go far totvarda establish?

Ing, "to a satisfactory'd e g r e e t h e .objective semantic

reference of theology's key word,.

B*

The '.Syntactic. BimensIon

What, we may-now ask, is e "satisfactory .degree" in

the don text of thelstio -proof?

This question -leads, us to ■

inquire into the nature of the "validity" of the arguments#

'■ 1. The proofs and "entailment #" -- The effectiveness of

the proofs in their function of providing semantic support

for language about God cannot be divorced from the syntactic

question of the nature of theological entallment.

One of

the reasons for the common accusation against the proofs that
they are "invalid" id a narrow interpretation of what con

stitutes entailment in this context#

If we are .to gain a

more adequate view of the syntactical situation involved

here, we must he ready to note both the readiness of theo

logy to allow "loose" syntactics and the insistence on rela

ting the language of religion to the Bible.

The entaliment between the premisses of thelstic proofs

^These two classes of arguments .may throw light on the
little-noticed fact that the word "God" may at éome times
act as a common noun or rational postulate and at other
times serve as a proper name. In the latter use we may deriy#tively talk about Gpd (as about John), but its primary
function la as a token of direct address (as in prayer).

and their cônclûs’ion "God exists,".is not 'a "etrlot" eh?

tailment at./all, as has often-been pointed; out by hostile

dX^l'tiOBV^ it opuld not bo ip the very nature of the tbeolOT

gioal. eituatiohi,^

%n order for there to W

e "strict" en?

teliment between prewiesee and the concept %pd," the latter
concept %fould be required to be fully analyzed and fally
clear to those working with it..

This is not the oaee»

oh the theological view, must forever transcend complete

Odd,

understapdlng-.'by -fipite minds# . I f he were totally am enable .
to.v'Qurrategories of thought, he would not be the,infinite
God of Wprahip.

The only-possible entaiImentd, therefore,

undér'/théée: olrçumstanoes will, be between prbmiss-concepts

drawn .frdi/finite experience and'.
■conclusldnrpdncepts :which

pniy: nartialfo..reflect the nature of.God :hirnsélf#

Budh /

cdnceptS':wili,;ba -fragments abstracted from the full under-

standing of /God which.eX hynothesié/T only Ood may have pf

hims'èlf *,.■They will-include: such concepts as "cosmic purpose "
"self-éxistent being," "spupoë;0f-truth»" "ground of beèuty,"

"suStainer of morality; " ' And thèse fragmentary concepts will»

for laolt Of alternative» be. used, as Imperfect approximations
Ï

of the: "conO ept " whioh pan never b e tho ught iby humane * When ;
therefore, the‘premisses of an argument lead to the ponolui
s'ionr. "There exists a ground of beauty," or;

"There exists

•a-c'dsmlo purpose," these incomplete ooncepts are allowed'to
serve as tokens for "God,", and the passage is made de liber?

ateiy eàisÿ betwéen them.

The pr^ctioe of St. Thomas hlmeeifp

is a model of "loose" syntaptios when he conoludes the argu-

m«mts ppmpbsln

Five Mays with some such oesual phrase

asi "And this all men understand as

God is not

strictly entailed; the arguments are strictly invalid; but

theology is a sphere of thought where strictness Is some?

times out of place*

If this is taken as a ground for the

rejection of theology, then the only reply is to point out
the choice involved;

one must either be ready to allow

each subJact to develop its syntactical rules in accordance

with its subject-matter (and the subject-matter of theology,
all will agree, is unique), or by imposing a uniform re

quirement of strictness on all syntax, one must be prepared

to welcome the rejection of the rational importance of all

talk not reducible to the mathematical rigours of symbolic
logic.

The latter alternative is a possible one, but it

would radically impoverish human life and thought.

Furthermore, the syntactical ties of religious speech

to Ohristian Scriptures are not abandoned even in the ap

plication of that speech to the thelstic proofs.

"God," in

the Bible, is the "maker of heaven and earth"? "he" is the

ohé who "planned the sea and the dry land"? it is his "Holy

Spirit" which "leads...into all knowledge"; it is "Christ"

who "worketh in me...for all righteousness." When the proofs
of theology conclude that the heavens and earth require a

maker, the ayntactical rules leading back to Scriptures en
tail statements about "God"? when one experiences a Thou

whose personal presence makes for spiritual strength and

moral fortitude, the bonds between such language and the

biblioal phrases about God and Christ and the Holy Spirit

"Of* above, pp. 240-243.

are irresistible,.

To neglect these bonds and to require

tactical situâtioB

O f

further grounds for talk about God Is to misread the syn-,
theology,,

■2*.- The,proofs and "definition," —

Questions of then-

logical syntactics do not deal exclusively with the semantic
proofs*

There is also another kind of proof, best illus

trated by the Ontological Argument, which is in effect a

proposal for the use of theological terms,

The Ontological Argument defines "God" as that than

which there can be no greater.

It then urges us to disallow

any language, stating that this greatest may not exist.

a defence

adequate,

As

of God’s objective existence it is notoriously in

but as a theological

determinationto reject any

language which separates existence.from ultimate perfection

it is compréhensible and permissible.

It combines the be?,

liever'e conviction that God’s existence is a necessary one
self-Sustaining, dependent on nothing outside itself —

with the affirmation of God’s incomparable perfection»

It

is quite within the rights of belief to determine rules .for

the use of its language ; within one syntactic formula it

thus expresses what is at the heart of faith.

To speak of "expressing," however, is to move beyond

the limita of syntactics.

We shall not adequately under

stand the language'Of•theiatio.proof apart from its inter-

pretic dimension.

0, The
The

Interpretic

Dimension

overt aim of thelstic proof is to provide a rational

underglrding for the semantic claim that "God" is not Witbèut

objective reference» ■ .But this overt aim is not the. only
one*

The proofe in their Interpretic context àr© vehicles

for faithself-expression and weapons for the waging of
its unending,war*

,It" The proofs and expression» ?? In the light of the

careful discussions» above# which have been devoted to the

expressive functions of the thelstic proofs, we need hardly

emphasize the various expressive motives present in the interpretio dimension of this language*

They'may-'.express

deep psychological meaning, the sense of o n e ’e existential

situation, and one ’s response to God in; worship* ■.

Psyohologically, the language of theistio proof may

provide an avenue of expression for one 's deep feelings of

kinship with the natural world.

The Teleologioal Argument,

particularly'» may be a means of giving vent to,one’s sense

of a personal purpose expressing itself through nature'arourô

•hhe* . Agéin, .the Oosmologioàl Argument may express one's

sense of security, affirming the ultimate dependability of
something beyond the flux end instability of all finite

things*

The same arguments give one an opportunity for putting

Into words hie understanding of hia existential situation*

The dependence that he feels, surrounded■by that which makes

his continued survival possible , may be expressed through
the Gosmologioal Argument*

Hi a state of existential res

ponsibility,. ultimately to God through his many social

responsibilities, may find expression in a statement of the

Oausal Argument, tracing all things back to the First Cause,

who is the ultimate nexus of responsibility for all things.

And it is.as the interpreter's act of worshipful adoration
that 'such.proofs as the ■Ontological Argument •
'can best be

understood#;

The motives of those who use these arguments

are not merely =-academlo =*, The,sense.,of infinite.perfection*

.supreme. reÉlity»'and-'transcendant necessity which they find

in the idea, 'of God breaks into words, as it were»' in a paean
of praise.

To suppose that no more than a syntactic :rule is

offered through the Ontological Argument is to forget the

motives which cry out for the establishment of such a rule*
; .:2v-' The proofs and redemption#-.

These motives mày

partially be understood as expressive motiyèé ».,but only partially#

Equally important* or more important» is thé motive

which is laid on .all./'Ohrietimns; .the misêion to .the world»
No analysis of the interpretic dimension of tbetheistlc

proofs can overlook the burning desire which true faith must
feel to share itself» that is* to bring all men to a know
ledge of the love of God»

fha "unbeliever" to whom the

proofs are directed may not always be a, stranger* of course;
he may be ?T and often is —

the theologian himself ;

Faith

is'not. a. permanent, possession: it requires.constant renewal;
Bpt by far the most important reason for the formulation
of pz^oofs is not for self-expression or for self-strengthen#
ing* but for the sake of those who "stand without";

that

they may pome to know for themselves # The proofs alone may
never coerce, but to many they may be persuasive.

To those '

they are directed* in faith and prayer for their effective^;

ness#

/Thelstlo'proofs, then, are -.one of the many forme of
Christian àefvloe which-the believer-may-offer-to his fel?
low#men»

The proofs are not* however* alifsys so opnoeived?

and in- so-far

they/are usad without the bohoerh for re-

demption eomewhere present* they tempt our oondemnatlon*
Even vrhen properly motivated* however» ,acts of eèrvloe
Ÿfhioh may

appropriate on some oooaslons heed'hot be the

correct act on every, occasion# The Christian is required
to choose,: the right act within the situation confronting
him;

Refusal to adapt his service to the needs of his

neighbor shows a lack of .real concern*

Theistid proofs* how

ever, admissible in some .olroumstanoes, are not a.oanacea»
For some, the proofé / -lack of "strict" validity may be a
welcome.excuse .for rejecting the uncomfortable demands of
the Gospel? with these.people Ghrlstians act unwisely if

-.
" '.
". . .’
they insist.on repeating the arguments ifbich tbeir listeners

■scorn#

Oynicism, as Obedience says, is best confronted by

stern judgment,

Bbr others, the fundamental religious

premisses and attitudes are so alien that, Until they are
mad© sensitive to the values involved, the proofs based on
them have no relevance*
his pre?linguistic gifts;
above all

love.

To these the Christian must bring
i.

understanding, patience, and —

m-
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